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CHAPTEE XIV.

LIMERICK.

A CAPITAL steamer, which on this day was thronged

with people, carried us for about four hours down the

noble stream and landed us at Limerick quay. The

character of the landscape on either side the stream

is not particularly picturesque, but large, lil)eral, and

prosperous. Gentle sweeps of rich meadows and

cornfields cover the banks, and some, though not too

many, gentlemen’s parks and plantations rise here

and there. But the landscape was somehow more

pleasing than if it* had been merely picturesque; and,

especially after coming out of that desolate county of

Kerry, it was pleasant for the eye to rest upon this

peaceful, rich, and generous scene. The first aspect

of Limerick is very smart and pleasing; fine, neat

quays with considerable liveliness and bustle, a very

handsome bridge (the Wellesley Bridge) before the

spectator; who, after a walk through two long and

dourishin^ streets, stops at length at one of the best

inns in Ireland— the large, neat, and jirosperous one

kept by Mr. Cruise. Except at Toughal, and tin'

poo^ fellow whom the Englishman belabored at Glen-

gariff, Mr. Cruise is the only landlord of an inn I

have had the honor to see in Ireland. I believe these

gentlemen commonly (and very naturally) prefer

riding with the hounds, or manly sports, to attend-

ance on their guests
;
and the landladies, if they pre-

fer to play the piano, or to have a game of cards in
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the parlor, only show a taste at which no one can

wonder: for who can expect a lady to be troubling

herself with vulgar chance-customers, or looking after

Molly in the bedroom or waiter Tim in the cellar ?

Now, beyond this piece of information regarding

the excellence of Mr. Cruise’s hotel, which every

traveller knows, the writer of this doubts very much
whether he has anything to say about Limerick that

is worth the trouble of saying or reading. I can’t

attempt to describe the Shannon, only to say that on

board the steamboat there was a piper and a bugler,

a hundred of genteel persons coming back from don-

key-riding and bathing at Kilkee, a couple of heaps

of raw hides that smelt very foully, a score of women
nursing children, and a lobster-vender, who vowed to

me on his honor that he gave eightpence apiece for

his fish, and that he had boiled them only the day

before
;
but when I produced the Guide-book, and

solemnly told him to swear upon that to the truth of

his statement, the lobster-seller turned away quite

abashed, and would not be brought to support his

previous assertion at all. Well, this is no descrip-

tion of the Sliannon, as you have no need to be told,

and other travtdling (*.ockneys will no doubt meet
neither piper nor lobster-seller, nor raw hides

;
nor, if

they come to the inn where this is written, jis it prob-

able that they will hear, as T do tliis present moment,
two fellows with r(‘d whiskers, and immense pomp
and noise and blustering with the waiter, conclud*? by

ordering a pint of ale between them. All that ono

can hope to do is, to give a sort of notion of the

movement and manners of the people; pretending by
no means to offer a description of places, but simply

an account of what one sees in them.

So that if any traveller after staying two days in
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Limerick should think fit to present the reader with

forty or fifty pages of dissertation upon the antiqui-

ties and history of the place, upon the state of com-

merce, religion, education, the public may be pretty

well sure that the traveller has been at work among
the guide-books, and filching extracts from the topo-

graphical and local works.

They say there are three towns to make one Lim-

erick : there is the Irish Town on the Clare side
;
the

English Town with its old castle (which has sustained

a deal of battering and blows from Danes, from fierce

Irish kings, from English warriors who took an interest

•in the place, Henry Secundians, Elizabethans, Crom-

wellialis, and vice vernd, Jacobites, King Williamites,

— and nearly escaped being in the hands of the Rob-

ert Emmettites)
;
and finally the district called New-

town-Pery. In walking through this latter tract, you

are at first half led to believe that you are arrived in

a second Liverpool, so tall are the warehouses and

broad the quays
;
so neat and trim a street of near a

mile which stretches before you. But even this mile-

long street does not, in a few minutes, appear to be so

wealthy and prosperous as it shows at first glance;

for of the population that throng the streets, two-

fifths are barefooted women, and two-fifths more

ragged meq : and the most part of the shops which

have a grand show with them appear, when looked

into, to be no better tlian they should be, being

empty makeshift-looking places with their best goods

outside.

Here, in this handsome street too, is a handsome

club-house, with plenty of idlers, you may be sure, lol.

ling at the portico
;
likewise you see numerous young

officers, with very tight waists and absurd brass shell-

epaulets to their little absurd frock-coats, walking
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the pavement— the dandies of the street. Then you

behold whole troops of pear, apple, and plum women,

selling very raw, green-looking fruit, which, indeed, it

is a wonder that any one should eat and live, Th

houses are bright red— the street is full and gay,

carriages and cars in plenty go jinglingby— dragooii.j

in red are every now and then clattering up the street,

and as upon every car which passes with ladies in it

you are sure (I don’t know how it is) to see a pretty

one, the great street of Limerick is altogether a very

brilliant and animated sight.

If the ladies of the place are pretty, indeed the vul-

gar are scarcely less so. I never saw a greater num-

ber of kind, pleasing, clever-looking faces among any

set of people. There seem, however, to be two sorts

of physiognomies which are common : the pleasing

and somewhat melancholy one before mentioned, and

a square, high-cheeked, flat-noseJ physiognomy, not

uncommonly accompanied by a hideous scaring head of

dry rod hair. Except, however, in the latter case, the

hair flowing loose and long is a pretty characteristic

of the women of the country : many a fair one do you
see at the door of the cabin, or the poor shop in the

town, combing complacently that greatest ornament

of female beauty,” as Mr. Kowland justly calls it.

The generalit}?" of the women here seen? also much
better clothed tlian in Kerry; and! saw many a one

going barefoot, wliose gown was nevertheless a good

one, and whose cloak was of fine cloth. Likevpdse it

must be remarked, that the beggars in Limeri(‘k were

by no means so numerous as those in Cork, or in many
small places through which I have passed. There were

but five, strange to say, round the mail-coach as we
went away

;
and, indeed, not a great number in the

streets.
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The belles-lettres seem to be by no means so well

cultivated here as in Cork. I looked in vain for a

Limerick Guide-book: I saw but one good shop of

books, and a little trumpery circulating library, which

seemed to be provided with those immortal works of

a year old— which, having been, sold for half a guinea

the volume at first, are suddenly found to be worth

only a shilling. Among these, let me mention, with

perfect resignation to the decrees of fate, the works

of one Titmarsh : they were rather smartly bound by

an enterprising publisher, and I looked at them in

Bishop Miir2)hy’s Tjibrary at Cork, in a book-shop in

the remote little town of Ennis, and elsewhere, with a

melancholy tenderness. Poor flowerets of a season

!

(and a very short season too), let me be allowed to

salute your scattered leaves with a passing sigh !
—

Besides the book-shops, T observed in the long, best

street of Limerick a half-dozen of what are called

French shops, v/ith knick-knacks, German-silver chim-

ney-ornaments, and paltry finery. In the windows

of these you saw a card with ‘‘ Cigars
;

’’ in the book-

sho[), Cigars
;

’’ at the grocer’s, the whiskey-shop,

Cigars :
’’ eveiybody sells the noxious weed, or

makes believe to sell it, and I know no surer indica-

tion of a struggling, uncertain trade than that same

placard of Cigars.’’ I went to buy some of the pretty

Limerick gloves (they are chiefly made, as I have

since discovered at Cork). I think the man who sold

them had a patent from the Qm'cn, or his Excellency,

or both, in his window : but, seeing a friend pass just

as I entered the sliop, he brushed past, and held his

friend in conversation for some minutes in the street,

— about the Killarney races no doubt, or the fun go-

ing on at Kilkee. I might have swept away a. bagful

of walnut-shells containing the flimsy gloves
;
but in-
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stead walked out, making him a low bow, and saying

I would call next week. He said “ would n^t I

wait ? ” and resumed his conversation
;
and, no doubt,

by this way of doing business, is making a handsome

independence. I asked one of the ten thousand fruit-

women the price of her green pears. Twopence

apiece,’’ she said
;
and there were two little ragged

beggars standing by, who were munching the fruit.

A book-shopwoman made me pay threepence for a

bottle of ink which usually costs a i>enny
;
a potato-

woman told me that her potatoes cost fourteen-

pence a stone : and all these ladies treated the

stranger with a leering, wheedling servility which ‘

made me long to box their ears, were it not that the

man who lays his hand upon a woman is an etc., whom
’t were gross flattery to call a what-d’ ye-call-’im ? By
the way, the man who played Duke Aranza at Cork

delivered the celebrated claptrap above alluded to as

follows :

—

“ The man who lays his hand upon a woman
Save in the way of kindness, is a villain,

Whom ’t were a yvoss piece of flattery to call a coward ;

”

and looked round calmly for the applause, which
deservedly followed his new reading of the passage.

To return to the apple-women: — legions of ladies

were employed through the town upon that traffic;

there were really tliousands of them clustering upon tlie

bridges, stiuatting down in doorways and vacant «dieds

for temporary markets, marching and crying their sour

goods in all the crowded lam^s of tlu*. city. After you
get out of the Main Street the handsome ])art of the

town is at an end, and you suddfmly And yoiirsfdf

in aiuch a labyrinth of busy swarming pov(n*l:.y and
squalid connnerce as never was seen— no, not in
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St. Gileses, wliere Jew and Irishman side by side

exhibit their genius for dirt. Here every house

almost was a half ruin, and swarming with people*,

in the cellars you looked down and saw a barrel of

herrings, which a merchant was dispensing; or a

sack of meal, which a poor dirty woman sold to

people poorer and dirtier than herself : above was a

tinman, or a shoemaker, or other craftsman, his bat-

tered ensign at the door, and his small wares peering

through the cracked panes of his shop. As for the

ensign, as a matter of course the name is never

written in letters of the same size. You read—

PAT** HANtAHaN
ta»loa

7AME* HURLEY

SHOE

or some similar signboard. High and low, in this

country, they b(‘gin things on too large a scale. Tliey

begin churches too big, and can’t finish them
;
mills

and houses too big, and are ruiiUHl before they are done
;

letters on signboards too big, and are up in a corner

before the inscription is iinished. There is something

quite strange, really, in this general consistency.

AVell, over James Hurley, or Pat Tlanlahan, you
will most Jikely see another board of another trades-

man, witli a window to the full as curious. Above
Tim Carthy evidently lives anotlier family. There

are l#ng-haired girls of fourteen at eveiy one of the

windows, and dirty (diildren everywhere. In the

cellars, look at them in dingy whit(^ nightcaps over a

bowl of stirab(uit
;
in the shop, paddling up and down

the ]*uined steps, or issuing from beneath the black

counter
;
up above, see the girl of fourteen is tossing

and dandling one of them: and a pretty tender sight
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it is, in the midst of this filth and wretchedness, to

see the women and children together. It makes a

sunshine in the dark place, and somehow half recon-

ciles one to it. Children are everywhere. Look oui;

of the nasty streets into the still more nasty back

lanes : there they are, sprawling at every door and

court, paddling in every puddle
;
and in about a fair

proportion to every six children an old woman —

a

very old, blear-eyed, ragged woman — who makes

believe to sell something out of a basket, and is

perpetually calling upon the name of the Lord. For

every three ragged old women you will see two

ragged old men, praying and moaning like the'

females. And there is no lack of young men, either,

though T never could mak(^ out what tiny were about

;

they loll about the street, (diiefiy conversing in

knots
;
and in every street you will be pi'etty sure to

see a recruiting-sergeant, with ga>^ ribbons in his cap,

loitering about with an eye upon the other loiterers

there. The buzz and hum and chattering of this

crowd is cpiite inconceivable to us in England, wh(*re

a crowd is generally silent. As a, person with a

decent coat passes, they stop in their talk and say,

God bh^ss you for a fine gentleman !
” In these

crowded streets, where all are beggars, the beggary is

but small; only tlie very old and hideous ^venture to

ask for a j)eimy, otherwise the competition would be

too great.

As for the buildings that one lights upon every now
and then in the midst of such scenes as this, th(‘y

are scarc?e worth the trouble to examine : occasionally

you come on a (diaptd with sJiam Gothic windows and
a little belfry, one of the (Catholic', places of worship;

then, placed in some (piiet stre(‘t, a neat-looking

Dissenting meeting-house. Across the river yonder,
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as you issue out from the street, is a handsome hos-

pital
;
near it the old cathedral, a barbarous old tur-

reted edifice— of the fourteenth century it is said:

how different to the sumptuous elegance, which char-

acterizes the English and Continental churches of the

same period ! Passing by it, and walking down other

streets,— black, ruinous, swarming, dark, liideous, —
you come upon the barracks and the walks of the old

castle, and from it on to an old bridge, from which the

view is a fine one. On one side are the gray bastions

of the castle
;
beyond them, in the midst of the broad

stream, stands a huge mill, that looks like another

‘castle
;
further yet is the handsome new Wellesley

Bridge, with some little craft upon the river, and the

red warehouses of the New Town looking ]frosperous

enough. The Irish Town stretches away to the right

;

there are pretty villas beyond it
;
and on the bridge

are walking twenty-four young girls, in parties of

four and five, with their arms round each other’s

waists, swaying to and fro, and singing or chattering,

as happy as if they had shoes to their feet. Yonder

you see a dozen pair of red legs glittering in the

water, their owners being employed in washing their

own or other people’s rags.

The Guide-book mentions that one of the aboriginal

forests of the country is to be seen at a few miles

from Liuieriek, and thinking that an aboriginal forest

would be a huge discovery, and form an instructive

and ielightful feature of the present work, I hired a

car in order to visit the same, and pleased myself with

visions of gigantic oaks, Druids, Norma, wildernesses

and awful gloom, which would fill the soul with hor-

ror. *The romance of the place was heightened by a

fact stated by the carman, namely, that until late

years robberies were very freiiuent about the wood ,*
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the inhabitants of the district being a wild, lawless

race. Moreover, there are numerous castles round

about,— and for what can a man wish more than

robbers, castles, and an aboriginal wood ?

The way to these wonderful sights lies through the

undulating grounds which border the Shannon; and

though the view is by no means a line one, I know
few that are pleasanter than the sight of these rich,

golden, peaceful plains, with the full harvest waving

on them and just ready for the sickle. The hay

harvest was likewise just being concluded, and the

air loaded with the rich odor of the hay. Above the

trees, to your left, you saw the mast of a ship, per-

'

haps moving along, and every now and then caught a

glimpse ctf the Shannon, and the low grounds and

plantations of the opposite county of Limerick. Not
an unpleasant addition to the landscape, too, was a

sight which I do not remember to have witnessed

often in this country— that of several small and

decent fai’in-houses, with their stacks and sheds and

stables, giving an air of neatness and plenty that the

poor cabin with its potato-patch does not' present. Is

it on account of the small farms that the land seems

richer and better cultivated here than in most other

parts of the country? Some of the houses in the

midst of the warm summer landscape ha(3 a strange

appearance, for it is often the fashion to whitewash

the roofs of the houses, leaving the slates of the

walls of their natural color: hence, and in the even-

ing especially, contrasting with the purple sky, the

house-tops often looked as if they were covered with

snow.

According to the Guide-book’s promise, the castles

began soon to appear : at one point we could see three

of these ancient mansions in a line, each seemingly
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with' its little grove of old trees, in the midst of the

bare but fertile country. By this time, too, we had

got into a road so abominably bad and rocky, that I

began to believe more and more with regard to the

splendor of the aboriginal forest, which must be most

aboriginal and ferocious indeed when approached by

such a savage path. After travelling through a

couple of lines of wall with plantations on either side,

I at length became impatient as to the forest, and,

much to my disappointment, was told this was it.

For the fact is, that though the forest has always been

there, the trees have not, the proprietors cutting

them regularly when grown to no great height, and

the monarchs of the woods which I saw round about

would scarcely have afforded timber for a bed-post.

Nor did any robbers make their appearance in this

wilderness : with which disappointment, however, I

was more willing to put up than with the former one.

But if the wood and the robbers did not come up to

my romantic notions, the old Castle of Bunratty fully

answered them, and indeed should be made the scene

of a romance, in three volumes at least.

“ It is a huge, square tower, with four smaller ones

at each angle
;
and you mount to the entrance by a

steep flight of steps, being commanded all the way by

the cross-ljows of two of the Lord de Clarets retainers,

the points of whose weapons may be seen lying upon

the ledge of the little narrow meurtriP.re on each side

of the gate. A venerable seneschal, with the keys of

office, presently opens the little back postern, and you

are admitted to the great hall— a noble chamber,

pardi! some seventy feet in length and thirty high.

is hung round with a thousand trophies of war and

chase,— the golden helmet and spear of the Irish

king, the long yellow mantle he wore, and the huge
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brooch that bound it. Hugo do Clare slew him before

the castle in 1305^ when he and his kernes attacked it.

Less successful in 1314, the gallant Hugo saw his

village of Bnnratty burned round his tower by the son

of the slaughtered O’Neil
;

and, sallying out to

avenge the insult, was brought back — a corpse

!

Ah ! what was the pang that shot through the fair

bosom of the Ladf/ Adda when she knew that ’twas

the hand of Redmond O^Neil sped the shaft which

slew her sire

!

You listen to this sad story, reposing on an oaken

settle (covered with deer’s-skin taken in the aborig-

inal forest of Carclow hard by) placed at the enor-'

mous hall-fire. Here sits Thonom an Diaoul, ^ Dark
Thomas,’* the blind harper of the race of De Clare,

who loves to tell the deeds of the lordly family.

‘Penetrating in disguise,’ he continiies, ‘into the

castle, lledmond of the golden locks sought an inter-

view with the Lily of Bunratty
;
but she screamed

when she saw him under the disguise of the gleeman,

and said, “ My father’s blood is in the hall !
” At this,

up started fierce Sir Ranulpli. “Ho, Bludyer!” he

cried to his squire, “ call me the hangman and Father

John
;
seize me, vassals, yon villain in gleeman’s guise,

and hang liim on the gallows on the tower !

” ’

“‘Will it please ye walk to the roof ,of the old

castle and see the beam on whi(di the lords of the

place execute the refractory ?
’

‘ Nay, marry,’ say

you, ‘ by my sjuirs of knighthood, I have seen thang-

ing enough in merry England, and care not to see the

gibbets of Irish kernes.’ The harper would have

taken fire at this speech reflecting on his country;

'but luckily here Gulph, your Engli&^i squire entered

from the pantler (with whom he had been holding a

parley), and brought a manchet of bread, and bade
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ye, in the Lord de Clare’s name, crush a cup of

Ypocras, well spiced, pardi, and by the fair hands of

.the Lady Adela.
^ The Lady Adela !

’ say you, starting up in amaze.
^ Is not this the year of grace 1600, and lived she not

three hundred years syne ?
’

^^^Yes, Sir Knight, but Banratty tower hath an-

other Lily : will it please you see your chamber ?
’

‘‘ So saying, the seneschal leads you up a winding

stair in one of the turrets, past one little dark cham-

ber and another, without a fireplace, witliout rushes

(how different from the sbitely houses of Nonsuch or

Audley End !), and, leading you through another vast

chamber above the baronial hall, similar in size, but

decorated with tapestries and rude carvings, you pass

the little chapel (‘Marry,’ says the steward, ‘many
would it not .hold, ‘and many do not come ! ’) until at

last you are located in the little cell appropriated to

you. Some rude attempts have been made to render

it fitting for the stranger; but, though more neatly

arranged than the hundred other little chambers

which the castle contains, in sooth ’t is scarce fitted

for the serving-man, much more for Sir Reginald, the

English knight.

“ While you are looking at a bouquet of flowers,

which lie^ on the settle— magnolias, geraniums, the

blue flowers of the cactus, and in the midst of the

bouquet, one Vdy ; whilst you wonder whose fair

hanels could have culled the flowers — hark ! the

horns are blowing at the drawbridge and the warder

lets the portcmllis down. You rush to your window,

a stalwart knight rides over the gate, the hoofs of

his black courseV clanging ui)on the planks. A host

of wild retainers wait round about him : see, four of

them carry a stag, that hath been slain no doubt
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in the aboriginal forest of Carclow. ‘ By my fay I
’

say you, ‘
't is a stag of ten.’

But who is that yonder on the gray palfrey, con-,

versing so prettily, and holding the sportive animal

with so light a rein ?— a light green riding-habit and

ruff, a little hat with a green plume— sure it must

be a lady, and a fair one. She looks up, 0 blessed

Mother of Heaven, that look ! those eyes that smile,

those sunny golden ringlets! It is— it is the Lady

Adela : the Lily of Bunrat— ”

If the reader cannot finisli the other two volumes

for him or herself, he or she never denserves to have

a novel from a circulating library again : for iny part,
‘

I will take my affidavit the English knight will marry

the Lily at the end of the third voluiiu^, having pre-

viously slain the other suitor at one of the multifa-

rious sieges of Limerick. And I beg to*say that the

historical part of this romance has been extracted

carefully from the Guide-book : the topographical

and descriptive portion being studied on the spot.

A policeimin shows you over it, halls, chapels, galler-

ies, gibbets and all. The huge old tower was, until

late years, inhabited by the family of the proprietor,

who built himself a house in the midst of it: but he

has since built another in the park opposite, and half

a dozt ‘11 ‘‘ reelers,” with a commodity of ;^vives and

children, now inhabit Hiinratty. On the gjite where

we entered weiH^ numerous placards offering rewards

for the apprehension of various country offenders;

and a turnpike, a bridge, and a quay have sprung up
from the place which Red Redmond (or anybody else)

burned.

On our road to Galway the next day, we were

carried once more by the old tower, and for a consid-
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erable distance along the fertile banks of the Fergus

lake, and a river which pours itself into the Shannon.

The first town we come to is Castle Clare, which lies

conveniently on the river, with a castle, a good bridge,

and many quays and warehouses, near which a small

ship or two were lying. The place was once the chief

town of tlie county, but is wretched and ruinous now,

being made up for the most part of miserable thatched

cots, round whicdi you see the usual dusky population.

The drive hence to Ennis lies through a country

wliich is by no iiieans so pleasant as that ricli one we
have passed through, being succeeded ‘^by that craggy,

bleak, pastoral district which occupies so large a

portion of the limestone district of Clare.’^ Ennis,

likewise, stands upon the Fergus— a busy little nar-

row-streeted, foreign-looking town, ap])roached by

half a mile of tliatched cots, in which I am not

ashamed to confess that 1 saw some as pretty faces

as over any half-mile of country I ever travelled in

my life.

A great light of the Catholic Church, who was of

late a candlestick' in our own communion, was on the

coach with us, reading devoutly out of a breviary on

many occasions along the road. A crowd of black

coats and lieads, with that indescribable look wljieh

b(‘longs tp the Catholic clergy, were evidently on the

look-out for the coach
;
and as it stop})ed, one of them

came up to me with a low bow, and asked if I was

the» Honorable and Reverend Mr. S ? How I

wish 1 had answered him I was ! It would have been

a grand scene. The respect paid to this gentleman’s

descent is quite absurd: the papers bandy his title

about with jdeased emphasis— the Galway ])aper

calls him the very reverend. There is something in

the love for rank almost childish : witness the adorar
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of George IV.; the pompous joy with which

John Tuam records his correspondence with a great

man
;

tlie contiiiual My-Lordiiig of the Bishops, the

Kight-Honorabliiig of Mr. O’Connell— wliich title his

party papers deliglit on all occasions to give him—
nay, the delight of that great man himself when first

he attained the dignity : he figured in his robes in

the most good-humored simple delight at having them,

and went to cliurcli forthwith in tluuu
;
as if such a

man wanted a title before Jiis name.

At Einiis, as well as everywhere else in Ireland,

there were of course the regular number of swagger-

ing-looking buckeens and shabby-genteel idlcu’S to

watch the arrival of tluj mail-coach. A poor old idiot,

with his gray hair tied up in bows, and with a ribbon

behind, thrust out a very fair soft hand with taper

fingers, and told me, nodding his luxul very wistfully,

that h(^ laid no fatlun* nor niother : \i])on whi(di score

he got a penny. Nor did the otlicn* b(*ggars round tlie

carriage who got none seem to grudge the poor fel-

low’s good fortune. I think when one poor wretch

has a j)iece of luck, the others seeifi glad here : and

they promise to 2)ray for you just the saaiie if you give

as if you refuse.

The town was swarming with i)eo2)h^
;
the little

dark streets, which twist about in all directii^ns, being

full of cheap ji]er(dnindise and its ven(h*rs. Whether
there are inany buyers, 1 can’t say. Tliis is written

02>posite the markcit-idace in Galway, where 1 l^ive

watched a stall a hundred times in the course of the

last three hours and seen no money taken : but at

every jdaco I come to, 1 can’t help wondering at the

numbers
;

it se(mis ]mirk(‘t-day everywhere — a2)2)les,

pigs, and jjotatoes being sold all over the kingdom.

There seem to be some good sho2)s in those narrow
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streets
;
among others, a decent little library, where

I bought, for eighteenpence, six volumes of works

strictly Irish, that will serve for a half-hour’s gossip

on the next rainy day.

The road hence to Gort carried us at first by some

dismal, lonely-looking, reedy lakes, through a melan-

choly country; an open village standing here and

there, with a big chapel in the midst of it, almost al-

ways unfinished in some point or other. Crossing at

a bridge near a place called Tubbor, the coachman

told us we were in the famous county oi* Galway,

which all readers of novels admire in ^ho warlike

works of Maxwell and Lever
;
and, dismal as the

country had been in Clare, 1 think on the northern side

of the bridge it was dismaller still— tln^ stones not

only appearing in the character of liedges, l)ut strew-

ing over whole fields, in which sheep were browsing

as well as tliey could.

We rode for miles through this stony, dismal dis-

trict, seeing more lakes now and anon, witli fellows

spearing eels in the midst. Then we passed the

plantations of Lord Gort’s Castle of Loughcooter,

and presimtly came to the town whi(;li bears his name,

or via) versa. It is a regularly-built little place, with

a scpuire and street : but it looked as if it wondered

how the jdeuce it got into the midst of such a desolate

(touiitry, and seemed to Imre itself there eonsiderably.

It had nothing to do, and no society.

li short time luifore arriving at Hranmore, one has

glimpses of the sea, which comes oj)])ortunely to re-

lieve the dulness of the land. Betwi^en Gort and that

place we passed through little but the most woful

country, in the midst of which was a village, where a

horse-fair was held, and where (upon the word of the

coachman) all the bad horses of the country were to
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be seen. The man was commissioned, no doubt, to

buy for his employers, for two or three merchants

were on the look-out for him, and trotted put their

cattle by the side of the coach. A very good, neat-

looking, smart-trotting chestnut horse, of seven years

old, was offered by the owner for £8
;
a neat brown

mare for £10, and a better (as I presume) for £14
;
but

all looked very respectable,- and 1 have the coachman’s

word for it that they were good serviceable horses.

Oranmore, with an old castle in the midst of the vil-

lage, woods, and ])ark-plantations round about, and

the bay beyond it, has a pretty and romantic look

;

and the drive, of about four miles thence to Galway,

is the most picturesque part pei'haps of the fifty

miles’ ride from Limerick. The road is tolerably

wooded. You see the town itself, with its huge old

church-tower, stretching along thed)ay, ^‘backed by

hills linking into the long chain of 'mountains which

stretch across Connemara and the Joyce country.”

A suburb of cots tliat seeing almost endless has, how-

ever, an end at last among the houses of the town

;

and a little fleet of a couple of hundred fishing-boats

was manoeuvring in the bright waters of the bay.



CHAPTER X?.

ftALWAY,— KILROy’s HOTEL.’’— GALWAY NIGHTs’

ENTERTAINMENTS.— FIRST NIGHT I AN EVENING
WITH CAPTAIN FREENY.

When it is stated that, throughout the town of Gal-

way, you cannot get a cigar which costs^riore than

twopence, Londoners may imagine the strangeness

and remoteness of the place. The rain poured down

for two days after our arrival at “ Kilroy’s Hotel.”

An umbrella under such circumstances is a poor re-

source : self-contemplation is far more amusing
;

es-

pecially smoking,* and a game at cards, if any one will

be so good as to play.

But there was no one in the hotel coffee-room who
was inclined for the sport. The company there, on

the day of our arrival, consisted of two coach-passen-

gers,— a Frenchman who came from Sligo, and or-

dered mutton-chops and fmUl potatoes for dinner by

himself, a turbot which cost two shillings, and in

Billingsgiite would have been worth a guinea, and a

couple of native or inhabitant bachelors, who fre-

quented the table dilute.

By the way, besides these there were at dinner two

turkeys (so that Mr. Kilroy’s two-shilling ordinary

was by no means ill supplied)
;
and, as a strang(U‘, T

had the honor of carving these animals, which were

dispensed in rather a singular way. Tlnn-e are, as it

is generally known, to two turkeys four wings. Of

the four passengers, one ate no turkey, one had a
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pinion, another the remaining part of the wing, and

the fourth geritlenian took the other three wings for

liis share. Does everybody in Galway eat three wings

when there are two turkeys for dinner ? One has

heard wonders of the country,— the dashing, daring,

duelling, d(\sperate, rollicking, whiskey-drinking peo-

ple : but tliis wonder beats all. When I asked the

Galway turkiidiagus (there is no other word, for Tur-

key was invented long after Greece) if lie would

take a third wing?” with a peculiar satiric accent

on the words third ?/’/// y, wliich cannot be expressed

in writing, but which the occasion fully merited, I

thought i)erhaps that, following the custom of the

country, where everybody, according to Maxwell and

Lever, cliallonges everybody else^, — I thought the

GalwagiiUi would call me out; but no such thing.

He only- said, Tf you phase, sir,’^ in the blandest

way in the world; and gobbled u‘p the limb in a

twinkling.

As an encouragement, too, for persons meditating

that im])ortant c*haiige of condition, the gentleman

was a teetotaler : he took but one glass of water to

that intohn-able deal of bubblyjock. Galway must be

very much (dianged since the days when Maxwell and
Lever knew it. 'Fliree turkey-wings and a ghiss of

water ! Tint the man cannot be the represeytative of

a (dass, that is clear
;

it is ])hysically and arithmeti-

cally impossible. They can’t all (‘at thre(‘ wings of

two turkeys at dinner
;
the turkeys could not stan^ it,

let alone the men. These wings must have been mm
usitatm (nec tenu(*s) penna3.” Hut no more of these

flights
;

let us come to sob(‘r rc'alities.

The fa(*t is, that wh(‘n tlie rain is pouring down in

the streets the traveller has little (‘Ise to remark ex-

cept these ix'culiarities of his fellow-trav(‘llers and inn-
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sojourners
;
and, lest one should be led into furthei

personalities, it is best to quit that water-drinking

gormandizer at once, and retiring to a private apart-

ment, to devote one’s self to quiet observation and

the acquisition of knowledge, either by looking out of

tlie window' and examining mankind, or by perusing

books, and so living with past heroes and ages-

As for the knowledge to be had by looking out of

window, it is this evening not much. A great, wide,

blank, bleak, water-whipped squai'c lies before the

bedroom window
;
at the opposite side of which is to

be seen the opposition liot(d, looking even more bleak

and cheerless than that over which Mr. Kilroy pre-

sides. Large dismal warehouses and private houses

form three sides of the square
;
and in the midst is

a bare pleasure-ground surrounded l)y a growth of

gaunt iron-railings, the only ])lants secuningly in the

place. Three trituigular edilices that look somewhat

like gibbets stand in the })aved part of tlu‘ S(piare,

but the victims that are consigned to tlieir fate under

these triangl(‘S are only ])otatoes, which are weighed

there
;
and, in spite of the torrents of rain, a crowd of

barefooted, red-petticoated women, and men in gray

coats and flower-pot liats, art^ pursuing their little bar-

gains witli the utmost calmness. Tlie rain seems to

make no jmpression on tlie males
;
nor do the women

guard against it more than by flinging a pcdticoat

over their heads, and so stand bargaining and chutter-

iiig%in Irish, their figures indefinitely refiected in the

shining, varnished pavement. Donkeys and pony-

carts innumerable stand around, similarly reflected;

and in the baskets upon these vehicles you see shoals

of herrings lying. After a short space this prosjiect

becomes somewhat tedious, and one looks to other

sources of consolation.
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The eighteenpennyworth of little books purchased

at Ennis in the morning came here most agreeably to

my aid; and indeed they afford many a pleasant

hour’s reading. Like the “ Bibliothcque Grise,” which

one sees in the French cottages in the provinces, and

the German Volksbucher,” both of which contain

stores of old legends that are still treasured in the

country, these yellow-covered books are prepared for

the people chiefly
;
and have been sold for many long

years before the march of knowledge began to banish

Fancy out of the world, and gave us, in place of the

old fairy tales, Penny Magazines and similar whole-

some works. Where are the little harlequin-backed

story-books that used to be read by children in Eng-

land some thirty years ago ? Where such authentic

narratives as Captain Bruce’s Travels,” The Dread-

ful Adventures of Sawney Bean,”, etc., which were

commonly supplied to the little boys at school by the

same old lady who sold oranges and elecampane ?

— they are all gone out of the world, and replaced by

such books as ‘^Conversations on Chemistry,” “The
Little Geologist,” “Peter Parley’s Tales about the

Binomial Theorem,” and the like. The wajrld will be

a dull world some hundreds of years henc(‘, when
Fancy shall be dead, and ruthless Scicmce (that has

no more bowels than a steam-engine) has killed

her.
* ^

It is a comfort, meanwhile, to come on occasions on

some of the good old stories and biographies. TJiese

books were evidently written before the useful had

attained its present detestable popularity. There is

nothing useful liere^ that ’s certain : and a man will be

puzzled to extract a i)recise moral out of the “ Adven-

tures of Mr. James Freeny;” or out of the legends in

the “ Hibernian Tales,” or out of the lamentable
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tragedy of the Battle of Aughrim,” writ in most

doleful Anglo-Irish verse. But are we to reject all

things that have not a moral tacked to them ? Is

there any moral shut within the bosom of the rose ?

And yet, as the same noble poet sings (giving a smart

slap to the utility people the while), ^‘useful applica-

tions lie in art and nature,” and every man niay find

a moral suited to his mind in them
;

or, if not a moral,

an occasion for moralizing.

Honest Freeiiy’s adventures (let us begin with his-

tory and historic tragedy, and leave fancy for future

consideration), if they have a moral, have that dubi-

ous one wdiicli the poet admits may be elicited from a

rose
;
and which every man may select according to

his mind. And surely this is a far better and more

comfortable system of moralizing than that in the

fable-books, where .you are obliged to accept the story

with the inevitable moral corollary that will stick

close to it.

Whereas, in Freeny’s life, one man may see the evil

of drinking, another the harm of hors(^-racing, another

the diinger attendant on early marriage, a fourth the

exceeding inconvenience as well as hazard of the

heroic highwayman\s life— which a certain Ains-

worth, in com})aiiy with a certain Cruikshank, has

represented as so poetic and brilliant, so ])rodigal of

dedightful* adventure, so adorned with champagne,

gold-lace, and brocade.

Aijd the best part of worthy Freeny’s tale is the

noble naiv(*te and simidicity of tlie hero as lie recounts

his own adventures, and the utter unconsciousness

that he is narrating anything wonderful. It is the

way of all great men, wdio recite their great actions

modestly, and as if they were matters of course; as

indeed to them they are. A common tyro, having
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perpetrated a great deed, would be amazed and flurried

at his own action
;
whereas I make no doubt the Duke

of Wellington, after a great victory, took his tea and

went to bed just as quietly as he would after a dull

debate in the House of Lords. And so with Freeiiy,

— his great and charming characteristic is grave sim-

plicity : he does his work
;
he knows his danger as

well as another; but he goes through his fearful duty

quite quietly and easily, and not with tlie least air of

bravado, or the smallest notion that he is doing

anything uncommon.

It is related of Carter, the Lion-King, that when he

was a boy, and exceedingly fond of gingerbread-nuts,'

a relation gave him a parcel of those delicious cakes,

which the child put in his pocket just as he was called

on to go into a cage with a very large and roaring

lion. He had to put his head into t-he forest-monarch’s

jaws, and leave it there for a considerable time, to the

delight of thousands : as is even now the case
;
and

the interest was so much the greater, as the child was
exceedingly innocent, rosy-cheeked, and pretty. To
have seen that little flaxen head bitten olf by the lion

would have been a far more pathetic spec;tacle than

that of th(j decapitation of some gray-bearded old un-

rornantic ke(q)er, who had served out raw meat and
stirfed up the animals with a pole any {ime these

twenty years : and the intenjst rose in consequence.

While the little darling’s head was thus enjawed,

what was the astonishment of everybody to see^ him
put his hand into liis little pocket, take out a jiajier

—

from the paper a gingerbread-nut— po[> that ginger-

bread-nut into the lion’s mouth, then into his own, and
so finish at least twopennyworth of nuts !

The excitement was delirious : the ladies, when he

calne out of chancery, were for doing what the lion had
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not done, and eating him up— with kisses. And
the only remark the young hero made was, Uncle,

them nuts wasn^t so crisp as them I had toother day.’’

He never thought of the danger, — he only thouglit

of the nuts.

Thus it is with .Freeny. It is fine to mark his

bravery, and to see how he cracks his simple philo^

sophic nuts in the jaws of innumerable lions.

At the commencement of the last century, honest

Freeny’s father was house-steward in the family of

Joseph Bobbins, Esq., of Ballyduif; and, marrying

Alice Phelan, a maid-servant in the same family, had

issue James, the celebrated Irish hero. At a proper

age James was put to school
;
but being a nimble, ac-

tive lad, and his father’s mistress taking a fancy to

him, he was presently brought to Ballyduif, where she

had a private tutor to instruct him during the time which

he could spare from his professional duty, which was

that of pantry-boy in Mr. Robbins’s establishment. At

an early age he began to neglect his duty
;
and although

his father, at the excelhmt Mrs. Bobbins’s suggestion,

corrected him very severely, the bent of his genius

was not to be warped by the rod, and he attended ‘^all

the little country dances, diversions ami meetings, and

became what is called a good dancer; his own natural

inclinatiops hurrying him” (as he finely says) '‘into

the (iontrary diversions.”

He was scarce twenty years old when lu^ married

(a frightful proof of the wicked reckh‘ssness of his for-

mer courses), and set up in trade in Waterford
;
where,

howevfu', matters went so ill with him, that In* was

speedily without money, and £*50 in debt. He had,

he says, not any way of paying the debt, except by

selling his furniture or his rldhuj-nuire, to both of

which measures he was averse : for where is the gen*
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tleman in Ireland that can do without a horse to ride ?

Mr. Freeny and his riding-mare became soon famous,

insomuch that a thief in jail warned the magistrates

of Kilkenny to beware of a one-eyed man with a mare.

These unhappy circumstances sent him on the high-

way to seek a maintenance, and his first exploit was

to rob a gentleman of fifty pounds
;
then he attacked

another, against whom he had a secret disgust^ be-

cause this gentleman had prevented his former mas-

ter from giving him a suit of clothes !

”

Urged by a- noble resentment against this gentle-

man, Mr. Freeny, in company with a friend by the

name of Eeddy, robbed the gentleman’s house, taking

therein £70 in money, which was honorably divided

among the captors.

<‘We then,” continues Mr. Freeny, quitted the

house with the booty, and came to-Thomastown
;
but

not knowing how to dispose of the plate, left it with

Keddy, who said he had a friend from whom he would

get cash for it. In some time afterwards I asked him

for the dividend of the cash he got for the plate, but

all the satisfaction he gave me was, that it was lost,

which occasioned me to have my own oinnion of liimP

Mr. Freeny then robbed Sir William Fownes’ ser-

vant of £14, iii such ail artful manner that everybody

believed the servant had himself se(^r(*ted money

;

and no doubt the rascal was turned adrift, and starved

in consequence— a truly (*omie incident, and one that

could be used, so as to ])r()V()ke a gr(*at deal of laughter,

in an historical work of whicli our champion should

be the hero.

The next enterprise of importance is that against

the house of Colonel Palliser, wliich Freeny thus pic-

turesquely describes. Coming with one of his spies

close up to the house, Mr. Freeny vvatched the Colonel
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lighted to bed by a servant : and thus, as he cleverly

says, could judge of the room the Colonel lay in.”

Some time afterwards,” says Freeny, I observed

a light up stairs, by which I judged the servants were

going to bed, and soon after observed that the candles

were all quenched, by which I assured myself they

were all gone to bed. I theil came back to-where the

men were, and appointed Bulger, Motley, and Com-
mons to go in along with me

;
but Commons answered

that he never had been in any house before where

there were arms : upon which I asked the coward

what business he had there, and swore I would as

«oon shoot him as look at him, and at the same time

cocked a pistol to his breast
;
but the rest of the men

prevailed upon me to leave him at the back of the

house, where he might run away when he thought

proper.

then asked Grace where did he choose to be

posted: he answered ^that he would go where I

pleased to order him,^ for wliich I thanked him. We
then immediately came up to the liouse, lighted our

candles, put Houlahan at the back of the house to

prevent any person from coming out that way, and

placed Hacket on my mare, well armed, at the front

;

and I then broke ' one of the windows with a sledge,

whereupon Bulger, Motley, Grace, and I got in
;
upon

which I ordered Motley and Grace to go up stairs, and

Bulger and I would stay below, where we thought the

great€ist danger would be; but I immediately, upon

second consideration, for fear Motley or Grace should

be daunted, desired Bulger to go up with them, and

when he had fixed matters above, to come down, as I

judged the Colonel lay below. I then went to the

room where the Colonel was, and burst 0})en the door

;

upon which he said, ^ Odds-wounds ! wlio ’s there ?

'
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to which I answered, ^ A friend, sir
;

’ upon which he

said, ‘ You lie ! by G—^d, you are no friend of mine !

'

I then said that 1 was, and his relation also, and that

if he viewed me close he would know me, and begged

of him not to be angry: upon which I immediately

seized a bullet-gun and case of pistols, which I ob-

served hanging up in his room. I then quitted his room,

aiid walked round the lower part of the house, think-

ing to meet some of the servants, whom I thought

would strive to make their escape from the men who
were above, and meeting none of them, I immediately

returned to the ColonePs room
;
where I no sooner

entered than he desired me to go out for a villain, and
asked why I bred such disturbance in his house at

that time of night. At the same time I snatched his

breeches from under his head, wherein I got a small

purse of gold, and said that abuse was not fit treat-

ment of me who was his relationj and that it would
hinder me of calling to see him again. I then de-

manded the key of his desk which stood in his room •

he answered he had no key
;
upon which I said I had

a very good key
;
at the same time giving it a stroke

Avith the sledge, which burst it open, wherein I got a

purse of ninety guineas, a, four-pound piece, two moi-

dores, some small gold, and a large glove with twenty-

eight guineas in silver.

^^By this time Bulger and Motley came ‘down stairs

to me, after rifling the house above. We then ob-

served a closet inside his room, which w^, soon
entered, and got therein a basket wherein there was
plate to the value of three hundred pounds.”

And so they took leave of Colonel Palliser, and
rode away witli their earnings.

The story, as liere narrated, has that simplicity

which is beyond the reach of all except the very high-
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ftst art; and it is not high art certainly which Mr.

Freeny can be said to possess, but a noble nature

rather, which leads him thus grandly to describe

scenes wherein he acted a great part. With what a

gallant determination does he inform the coward

Commons that he would shoot him as soon as look

at him

;

” and how dreadful he must have looked

(with his one eye) as he uttered that sentiment ! But

he left him, he says with a grim humor, at the back of

the house, where he might run away when he

thought proper.” The Duke of Wellington must

have read Mr. Freeiiy’s history in his youth (his

•Grace’s birthplace is not far from the scene of the

other gallant Irishman’s exploit), for the Duke acted

in precisely a similar way by a Belgian Colonel at

Waterloo.

It must be painful to great and successful com-

manders to tliink how their gallant comrades and

lieutenants, partners of their toil, their feelings, and

their fame, are separated from them by time, by

death, by estrangement— nay, sometimes by treason.

Commons is off, disappearing noiseless into the deep

night, whilst his comrades perform the work of dan-

ger, and Bulger, — BuLCiEK, who in the above scene

acts so gallant a l)art, and in whom Mr. Freeny places

so much confidence— actually went away to England,

carrying off some plate, some shirts, a gold watch,

and a diamond ring ” of the Captain’s
;
and, though

he returned to his native country, the valuables did

not return with him, on which the Captain swore he

would blow his brains out. As for poor Grace, he

was hanged, much to his leader’s sorrow, who says of

him that he was 'Hhe faithfullest of his spies.” Mot-

ley was sent to Naas jail for the very robbery : and

. though Captain Freeny does not mention his ultimate
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fate, ^tis probable he was hanged too. Indeed, the

warrior^s life is a hard one, and over misfortunes like

these the feeling heart cannot but sigh.

But, putting out of the question the conduct and

fate of the Captain’s associates, let us look to his own
behavior as a leader. It is im2)ossible not to admire

his serenity, his dexterity, that dashing impetuosity

in the moment of action and that aquiline eoup-d (bU

which belong to but few generals. He it is who
leads the assault, smashing in the window with a

sledge
;
he bursts open the Colonel’s door, who says

(naturally enough), “ Odds-wounds ! who ’s there ? ”

“ A friend, sir,” says Freeny. You lie ! by G—d,

'

you are no friend of mine !
” roars the military blas-

phemer. then said that I was, and his relation

also, and that if he viewed me close he wouM know
me, and begged of him not to be angry : upon which

1 immediately seized a brace of pistols whhih I ob-

served hanging up in his room.” That is something

like presence of mind : none of your brutal bragga-

docio work, but neat, wary — nay, sportive bearing in

the face of danger. And again, on the second visit

to the Colonel’s room, when the latter bids him go

out for a villain, and not breed a disturbance,” what
reply makes Freeny? At the same fim.e I snatched

his breeches from under his head.” A coipmon man
would never have thought of looking for them in

such a place at all. The difficulty about the key he

resolves in quite an Alexandrian manner
;
and ifrom

the specimen we already have had of the Colonel’s

style of speaking, we may fancy how ferociously

he lay in bed and sw^ore, after Captain Freeny

and his friends had disappeared with the ninety

guineas, the moidores, the four-pound piece, and the

glove with twenty-eight guineas in silver.
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As for the plate, he hid it in^ a wood
;
and then,

being out of danger, he sat down and paid everybody

his deserts. By tlie way, wdiat a strange difference of

opinion is there about a man’s deserts! Here sits

Captain Freeny with a company of gentlemen, and

awards them a handsome sum of money for an action

wliich other peojde would have remunerated with a

halter. Which are right? perhaps both: but at any

rate it will be admitted that the Caj)tain takes the

humane view of the question.

The greatest enemy Captain Freeny had was Coun-

sellor Robbins, a son of his old patron, and one of

che most determined thief-pursuers the country ever

knew. But though he was untiring in his efforts to

capture (and of course to hang) IMr. Freeny, and

though the latter was strongly urged by his friends to

.blow the Counsellor’s brains out
:

yet, to his immortal

honor it is said, he refused that temptation, agreeable

as it was, declaring that he had eaten too much of

that family’s bread ever to take the life of one of

them, and being lK\sides quite aware that the Counsel-

lor was only acting against him in a public capacity.

He respected him, in fact like an honorable though

terrible adversary.

How deep a stratagem inventor the Counsellor was

may be gathered from the following narration of

one of his plans :
—

Counsellor Robbins finding his brother had not got

intelligence that was sufficient to carry any reasonable

foundation for apprehending us, walked out as if

merely for exercise, till he met with a person whom
he thouglit he could confide in, and desired the person

to meet him at a private place appointed for that

purpose, which they did
;
and he told that person he

had a very good opinion of him, from the character
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received from liis father of him, and from his own
knowledge of him, and hoped that the person would

then show him that such opinion was not ill founded.

The person assuring the Counsellor he would do all in'

his power to serve and oblige him, the Counsellor told

him how greatly he was concerned to hear the scanda-

lous character that part of the country (which had

formerly been an honest one) had lately fallen into;

that it was said that a gang of robbers who disturbed

the country lived thereabouts. The person told him
he was afraid what he said was too true

;
and, on being

asked whom he suspected, he named the same four

persons Mr. Eobbins had, but said he dare not, for

fear of being murdered, be too impiisitive, and there-

fore could not say anything material. The Counsel-

lor asked him if he knew where there was any private

ale to be sold
;
and he said Moll* Burke, who lived

near the end of Mr. Kobbins's avenbe, had a barrel or

half a barrel. The Counsellor then gave the person

a moidore, and desired him to go to Thomastowii

and buy two or three gallons of wbisk(‘y, and bring

it to Moll Burke’s, and invite as many as he suspected

to be either principals or accessories to take a drink,

and make them drink very heartily, and when he

found they were fuddled, and not sooikt, to tell some

of the hastiest that some other had said^ some bad

things of them, so as to provoke them to abuse and

(piarrel with each other
;
and then, probably in their

liquor and passion, they might make some discoveries

of each other, as may enable the Counsellor to get

some one of the gang to discover and accuse the rest.

^^The person accordingly got the whiskey and in-

vited a good many to drink
;
but the Counsellor being

then at his brother’s, a few only went to Moll Burkin’s,

the rest being afraid to venture while the Counsidlor
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was in the neighborhood: amrtiig those who met
there was one Moll Brophy, the wife of Mr. Robbins’s

smith, and one Edmund or Edward Stapleton, other-

wise Gaul, who lived thereabouts; and when they

had drank plentifully, the Counsellor’s spy told Moll

Brophy that Gaul had said she had gone astray with

some persons or other : she then abused G^ul, and told

him he was one of Freeny’s accomplices, for that he,

Gaul, had told her he had seen Colonel Palliser’s

watch with Freeny, and that Freeny had told him,

Gaul, that John Welsh and the two Graces had been

with him at the robbery.

TM company on their quarrel broke up, and the

next morning the spy met the Counsellor at the place

appointed, at a distance from Mr. Robbins’s house, to

prevent suspicion, and there told the Counsellor what

intelligence he had got. Tlie Counsellor not being

then a justice of tlie peace, got his brotlier to send for

Moll Brophy to be examined
;
but when she (;ame, she

r(^fused to be sworn or to give any evidence, and

thereupon the Counsellor had lier tied and put on a

car, in order to be carried to jail on a mittimus from

Mr. Robbins, for refusing to give evidence on behalf

of the Crown. When she found she would really be

sent to jail, she submitted to be sworn, and the

Counsellor drew from her what she had said the night

before, and something further, and desired hei* not to

tell anybody what she had sworn.”

l^ht if the Counsellor was acute, were there not

otliers as clever as he ? For when, in consequence of

the information of Mrs. Brophy, some gentlemen who
had been engaged in the burglarious enterprises in

which Mr. Freeny obtained so much honor were

seized and tried, Freeny came forward with the best

?f arguments in their favor. Indeed, it is fine to see
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these two great spirits matched one against the other,

— the Counsellor, with all the regular force of the

country to back him,— the Highway General, with

but the wild resources of his gallant genius, and with

cunning and bravery for his chief allies.

lay by for a considerable time after, and con-

cluded within myself to do no more mischief till after

the assizes, when I would hear how it went with the

men who were then in confinement. Some time be-

fore the assizes Counsellor Ilobbins came to Ballyduff,

and told his brother that he believed Anderson and

Welsh were guilty, and also said he would endeavor

to have them both hanged : of which 1 was iifformed.

“Soon after, I went to the house of one George

Roberts, who asked me if I had any regard for those

fellows who were then confined (meaning Anderson

and Welsh). I told him T had a 'regard for one of

them : upon which he said he had a‘ friend who was a

man of jiower and interest,— that he would save

either of them, provided I would give him five

guineas. I told him I would give him ten, and the

first gold watch 1 (*,ould get
;
whereupon he said that

it was of no use to speak to his friend without the

money or value, for that he was a mercenary man : on

which I told Roberts I had not so much money at

that time, but tliat 1 would give him my v^atch as a

})ledge to give his friend. I them gave him my watch,

and desired him to engage that I would pay the

money which I promised to pay, or give value f6r it

in plate, in two or three nights after
;
upon which he

engaged that his friend would act the needful. Then
we appointed a night to meet, and we accordingly

met
;
and Roberts told me that his friend agreed to

save Anderson and Welsh from the gallows
;
where-

upon I gave him a plate tankard, value £10, a large
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ladle, value £4, with some tablespoons. The assizes

of Kilkenny, in spring, 1748, coming on soon after.

Counsellor Bobbins had Welsh tramsmitted from Kaas

to Kilkenny, in order to give evidence against

Anderson and Welsh
;
and they were tried for Mrs.

Mounford’s robbery, on the e^^idence of John Welsh

and others. The physic working well, six of the jury

were for finding them guilty, and six more for ac-

quitting them
;
and the other six finding them per-

emptory, and that they were resolved to starve the

others into compliance, as they say they may do by

law, were for their own sakes obliged to comply with

them, and they were acquitted. On wlii(th Counsellor

Bobbins began to smoke the affair, and suspect the

operation of gold dust, which was well ap] died for my
comrades, and thereupon left the court in a rage, and

swore he would forever quit the country, since he

found people were not satisfied with protecting and

saving the rogues they had xinder themselves, but

must also show that they could and would oblige

others to have rogues under them whether they

would or no.”

Here Counsellor Bobbins certainly loses that great-

ness which has distinguished liim in his former attack

on Freeny
;
the Counsellor is defeated and loses his

temper. Jjike Napoleon, he is unequal to reverses;

in adverse fortune his presence of mind deserts him.

But what call had he to be in a passion at all ?

It nmy be very well for a man to be in a rage because

he is disappointed of his prey ; so is the hawk, when
the dove escapes, in a rage

;
but let us reflect that,

had Counsellor Bobbins had his will, two honest

fellows would have been hanged; and so let us be

heartily thankful that he was disappointed, and that

these men were acquitted by a jury of their country-
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men. What right had the Counsellor, forsooth, to in-

terfere with their verdict? Not against Irish juries

at least does the old satire apply, ‘‘And culprits hang

that jurymen may dine ? ” At Kilkenny, on the con-

trary, the jurymen starve in order that the culprits

might be saved — a noble and humane act of self-

denial.

In another case, stern justice, and the law of self-

preservation, compelled Mr. Freeny to take a very

different course with respect to one of his ex-asso-

ciates. In the former instance we have seen him

pawning his watch, giving up tankard, tablespoons

— all, for his suffering friends; here we have his

method of dealing with traitors.

One of his friends, by the name of Dooling, was

taken })risoner, and condemned to be hanged, which

gave Mr. Freeny, he says, “a great ‘shock but pres-

ejitly tins Pooling’s fears were worked upon by some

traitors within the jail, and—
“ He then consented to discover

;
but 1 had a friend

in jail at the same time, one Patrick Healy, who
daily insinuated to him that it was of no use or

advantage to him to discover anything, as he received

sentence of death
;
and that, after he had made a dis-

covery, they would leave him as he was, without

troubling themselves about a reprieve. Buj: notwith-

standing, he told the gentlemen that there was a man
blind of an eye who had a hay-mare, that lived at the

other side of I'liomastown bridge, whom he assured

them would be very troublesome in that neighborhood

after his death. When Healy discovered what he

told the gentlemen, he one night took an opportunity

and made Dooling fuddled, and prevailed u})on him

to take his oath he never would give the least hint

about me any more. He also told him the penalty
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that attended infriiigiuii: upon his oath — but more

especially as he was at that time near his end—
which had the desired effect

;
for he never mentioned

my name, nor even anything relative to me,” and so

went out of the world repenting of his meditated

treason.

What further exploits Mr. Freeny performed may
be learned by the curious in his history : they are all,

it need scarcely be said, of a similar nature to that

noble action which has already been described. His

escapes from his enemies were marvellous
;

his

courage in facing them equally great. He is attacked

by whole “armies,” through which he makes his

way; wounded, he lies in the w^oods for days to-

gether with three bullets in his leg, and in this

condition manages to escape several “armies” that

have been marched against him. He is supposed to

be dead, or travelling on the continent, and suddenly

makes his appearance in his old haunts, advertising

his arrival by robbing ten men on the highway in a

single day. And so terrible is his courage, or so

popular his manners, that he describes scores of

laborers looking on while his exploits were per-

formed, and not affording the least aid to the road-

side traveller 'whom he vanquished.

But numbers always prevail in the end ; what
could Leonidas himself do against an army ? The
gallant band of brothers led by Freeny were so pur-

sueti by the indefatigable Robbins and his myrmi-

dons, that there was no hope left for them, and the

Cajitain saw that he anust succumb.

He reasoned, however, with himself (with his

usual keen logic), and said: “My men must tall,

—

the world is too strong for us, and, to-day, or to-

morrow— it matters scarcely when— they must yield.
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They will be hanged for a certainty, and thus will

disappear the noblest company of knights the world

has ever seen.

‘^Biit as they will certainly be hanged, and no

power of mine can save them, is it necessary that I

should follow them too to the tree? and will James

Bulger’s fate be a whit more agreeable to him, be-

cause James Freeny dangles at his side? To sup-

pose so, would be to admit that he was actuated by a

savage feeling of revenge, which I know belongs not

to his generous nature.”

In a word, Mr. Freeny resolved to turn king’s evi-

dence; for though he swore (in a communication

with the implacable Robbins) that he would rather

die than betray Bulger, yet when the Counsellor

stated that he must then die, Freeny says, I prom-

ised to submit, and understood that Bulger should he

set:^

Accordingly some days afterwards (although the

Captain carefully avoids mentioning that he had met
his friend with any such intentions as those indicated

in the last paragraph) lie and Mr. Bulger came to-

gether : and, strangely enough, it was agreed that the

one was to sleep while the other kept watch
;

and,

while thus employed, the enemy came upon them.

But let Freeny describe for himself the lash jiassages

of his history ;

“We then went to Welsh’s house, with a view not

to make any delay there
;
but, taking a glass e^ttra-

ordinary after supper, Bulger fell asleep. Welsh, in

the mean time, told me his house was the safest place

I could get in that neighborhood, and while J re-

mained there I would be very safe, provided that no

person knew of my coming there (I had not ac-

quainted him that Breen knew of my coming that
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way). I told Welsh that, as Bulger was asleep, I

would not go to bed till morning : upon which Welsh
and I stayed up all night,*and in the morning Welsh

said that he and his wife had a call to Callen, it be-

ing market-day. About nine o’clock I went and

awoke Bulger, desiring him to get up and guard me
whilst I slept, as I guarded him all night

;
he said he

would, and then I went to bed charging him to watch

close, for fear we should be surprised. I put my
blunderbuss and two cases of pistols under my head,

and soon fell fast asleep. In two hours after the

servant-girl of the house, seeing an enemy coming

into the yard, ran up to the room where we were,

and said that there were an hundred men coming into

the yard
;
upon which Bulger immediately awoke me,

and, taking up my blunderbuss, he fired a shot to-

wards the door, which wounded Mr. Burgess, one of

the sheriffs of Kilkenny, of which wound he died.

They concluded to set the house on fire about us,

which they accordingly did
;
upon which I took my

fusee in one hand, and a pistol in the other, and Bul-

ger did the like, and as we came oiit of the door, we
fired on both sides, imagining it to be the best metliod

of dispersing the enemy, who were on both sides of

the door. We got through them, but tliey fired after

us, and asJtulger was leaping over a ditch he received

a shot in the small of the leg, which rendered him in-

capable cf runnings but, getting into a field, where 1

had •the ditch between me and the enemy, I still

walked slowly with Bulger, till I thought the enemy
Avere Avithin shot of the ditch, and then wheeled back

to the ditch and presented my fusee at them. They
all drew back and went for their horses to ride round,

as the field was Avide and open, and without cover

except the ditch. When 1 discovered their intention
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I stood in the middle of the field, and one of the

gentlemen’s servants (there were fourteen in number)

rode foremost towards me • upon which J told the son

of a coward I believed he had no more than five

pounds a year from his master, and that T would put

him in such a condition that his master would not

maintain him afterwards. To which he answered that

he had no view of doing us any harm, but that he war.

commanded by his master to ride so near us
;
and

then immediately rode back to the enemy, who were

coming towards him. They rode almost within shot

of us, and I observed they intended to surround us

in the field, and prevent me from having any recourse*

to the ditch again. Bulger was at this time so bad

with the wound, that he could not go one step without

leaning on my shoulder. At length, s(Hdng the enemy
coming within sliot of me, T laid \lown my fusee and

stripped off my coat and waistcoat, and running to-

wards them, cried out, ^ You sons of cowards, come on,

and I will blow your brains out!’ On which they

returned back, and then T walked easy to the place

where I left my clothes, and put then) on, and Bulger

and I walked leisurely some distance furtlier. The
enemy came a second time, and T occasiom^d them to

draw back as before, and then we walkiai to Lord

Dysart’s d('er-park wall. I got up the wall ^lud helped

Bulger up. The enemy, who still pursued us, though

not within shot, seeing us on the wall, one of them
fired a random sliot at us to no purposi^ We got safe

over the wall, and went from thence into my Lord

DysarCs wood wlicre Bulger said he would remain,

thinking it a safe place
;
but I told him h?. would be

safer anywhere else, for the army of Kilkenny and

Callen would be soon about the wood, and that he

would be taken if he stayed there. Besides, as T wjis
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very averse to betraying him at all, I could not bear

the thoughts of his being taken in my company by any

party but Lord Garrick’s. I then brought him about

half a mile beyond the wood, and left him there in a

brake of briers, and looking towards the wood I saw

it surrounded by the army. There was a cabin near

that place where I fixed Bulger : he said lie would go

to it at night, and he would send for some of his

friends to take care of him. It was then almost two

o’clock, and we were four hours going to that place,

which was about two miles from Welsh’s house. Im-

agining that there were spies fixed on all the fords

and byroads between that jdace and the mountain, I

went towards the bounds of the county Tipperary,

where I arrived about nightfall, and going to a cabin,

I asked whether there was any drink sold near that

place ? The man of the house said there was not

;

and as 1 was very much fatigued, I sat down, and

tlu^re refreshed myself with what the cabin afforded.

I then begged of the man to sell me a pair of his

brogues and stockings, as I was then barefooted,

which he accordingly did. I quitted the house, went

through Kinsheenah and Poulacoppal, and having so

many thorns in my feet, I was obliged to go bare-

footed, and wetit to Sleedelagh, and through the

mountains, till I came within four miles of Waterford,

and going into a cabin, the man of the house took

eighteen thorns out of the soles of my fc'et, and 1

remained in and about that jdace for some time after.

“In the mean time a friend of mine was told that

it was impossible for me to escape dc'ath, for Bulger

had turned against me, and that his friends and Stack

were resolved upon my life
;
but the person who told

my friend so, also said, that if my friend would set

Bulger and Breen, I might get a pardon through th ^
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Earl of Carriers means and Counsellor Robbins’s

interest. My friend said that he was sure I would

not consent to such a thing^ hut the best way was to do

it tmknoum to me; and my friend accordingly set

Bulger, who was taken by the Earl of Carrick and his

party, and Mr. Fitzgerald, and six of Counsellor

Robbins’s soldiers, and committed to Kilkenny jail.

He was three days in jail before I heard he was

taken, being at that time twenty miles distant from

the neighborhood; nor did I hear from him or see

him since I left him near Lord Dysart’s wood, till a

friend came and told me it was to preserve my life

and to fullil my articles that Bulger was taken.”

Finding I was suspected, I withdrew to a neigh-

boring wood and concealed myself there till night,

and then went to Ballyduff to Mr. Fitzgerald and

surrendered myself to him, till I, could write to my
Lord Carrick

;
which I did immediately, and gave him

an account of what I escaped, or that 1 would have

gone to Ballylynch and surrendered myself there to

him, and begged his lordship to send a guard for me
to conduct me to his house— which he did and I

remained there for a few days.

^‘He then sent me to Kilke^.iy jail; and at the

summer assizes following, James Bulger, Patrick

Hacket otherwise Bristeen, Martin Mlllea, John
Stack, Felix Donelly, Edmund Kenny, and James
Larrasy were tried, convicted, and executed

;
and at

spring assizes following, George Roberts was tried

for receiving Colonel Palliser’s gold watch knowing it

to be stolen, but was acquitted on account of excep-

tions taken to my pardon, which prevented my giving

evidence. At the following assizes, when I had got a

new pardon, Roberts was again tried for receiving the
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tankard, ladle, and silver spoons from me knowing

them to be stolen, and was convicted and executed.

At the same assizes, John Eeddy, my instructor,

and Martin Millea, were also tried, convicted, and

executed.”

And so they were all hanged : James Bulger, Pat>-

rick Racket or Bristeen, Martin Millea, John Stack

and Felix Donelly, and Edmund Kenny and James

Larrasy, with Eoberts who received the ColoneFs

watch, the tankard, ladle, and the silver spoons, were

all convicted and executed. Their names drop natu-

rall}' into blank verse. It is hard upon poor George

Koberts too : for the watch he received was no doubt

in the very inexpressibles which the Captain himself

took from the Colonel’s head.

As for the Captain himself, he says that, on going

out of jail, Counsellor Robbins and Lord Carrick pro-

posed a subscription for him— in which, strangidy,

the gentlemen of the county would not join, and so

that s(dieme came to nothing; and so he published

his memoirs in order to get himself a little money.

Many a man has taken uj) the pen under similar

circumstances of necessity.

But what became of Captain Freeny afterwards,

does not appear. Was he an honest man ever after ?

Was he ha!liged for subsequent misdemeanors ? It

matters little to him now
;
though, perhaps, one can-

not help feeling a little wish that the latter fate may
have Befallen him.

Whatever his death was, however, the history of

his life has b^n one of the most popular books ever

known in this country. It formed the class-book in

those rustic universities which are now rapidly dis-

appearing from among the hedges of Ii’elaiid. And
lest any English reader should, on account of its
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lowness, quarrel with the introduction here of this

strange picture of wild courage and daring, let him

be reconciled by the moral at the end, which, in the

persons of Bulger and the rest,, hangs at the beam

before Kilkenny jail.



CHAPTER XVI.

MORE RAIN IN GALWAY.— A WALK THEBE.— AND THE
SECOND GALWAY NIGHT's ENTERTAINMENT.

“ Seven hills has Rome, seven mouths has Nilus’ stream,

Around the Pole seven burning planets gleam.

Twice equal these is Galw'ay, Connaught’s Rome :

Twice seven illustrious tribes here tind their home.'

Twice seven fair towers the city’s ramparts guard :

Each house within is built of marble hard.

With lofty turret Hanked, twice seven the gates.

Through twice seven bridges water permeates.

In the high church are twice seven altars raised,

At each a holy saint and patron’s praised.

Twice seven the convents dedicate to heaven,—
Seven fui‘ the female sex— for godly fathers seven.” *

^ By tlie help of an Alexandrine, the names of these famous

families may also ))e accommodated to verse :
—

“Athev', Blake, Bodkin, Browne, Deane, Dorsey, Frinche,

Joyce, Morech, Skereth, Fonto, Kirowan, Martin, Lynche.**

If the rude old verses are not very remarkable in quality, in

quanfiltj they are still more deficient, and take some dire liberties

with the laws laid down in the Gradus and the Grammar

:

“Seplein ornant montes Romam, septem ostia Nilum,

Tot rutilis stellis splondct in axe Polus.

Galvia, Polo Niloque bis sequas. Roma GonachUe,

Bis septem illustres has colit ilia tribus.

Bis urbis septem defendant mmnia turret,

Intus et en duro est marmore quseqiie domus.

Bis septem portue sunt, castra et culinina circum,

Per totidem pontfim permeat unda vias.

Principe bis septem fulgent altaria templo,

Quaevis patron® est ara dicata suo,

Et septem sacrata Deo coenobia, patrum

Foeminei et sexus, tot pia tecta tenet.”
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Having read in Hardiman’s History the quaint in-

scription in Irish Latin, of which the above lines are

a version, and looked admiringly at the old plans of

Galway which are to be found in the same work, I

was in hopes to have seen in the town some consider-

able remains of its former splendor, in spite of a

warning to the contrary which the learned histori-

ographer gives.

The old city certainly has some relics of its former

stateliness
;
and, indeed, is the only town in Ireland

I have seen, where an antiquary can tind much sub-*

ject for study, or a lover of the picturesque an occa-

sion for using liis pencil. It is a wild, tierce, and most
original old town. Joyce’s Castle in one of the prin-

cipal streets, a huge square gray tower, with many
carvings and ornaments, is a gallant relic of its old

days of prosperity, and gives one an. awful idea of the

tenements whicli the other families inhabited, and
which are designed in the interesting jdate which Mr.

Hardiman gives in his work. The Collegiate Church,

too, is still extant, without its fourteen altars, and
looks to be something between a cliua’ch and a castle,

and as if it should be served by Templars with sword
and helmet in place of mitre and crosier. The old

houses in the M[iin Street are like fortresses : the

windows look into a court within
;
there is but a small

low door, and a. few grim windows peering suspic-

iously into the street.
*

Then there is Lombard Street, otherwise ci^lled

Headman’s Lane, with a raw-head and cross-bones and
a ‘‘ memento mori ” over the door where the dreadful

tragedy of the Lynches was acted in If Galway
is the Rome of Connaught, James Lyncli Fitzstejdien,

the Mayor, may be considered as the Lucius Junius

Brutus thereof. Lynch had a son who went to Spain
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as master of one of his father’s ships, and being of an

extravagant, wild turn, there contracted debts, and

drew bills, and alarmed his father’s correspondent,

who sent a clerk and nephew of his own back in young

Lynch’s ship to Galway to settle accounts. On the

fifteenth day, young Lynch threw the Spaniard over-

board. Coming back to his own country^ he reformed

his life a little, and was on the point of marrying one

of the Ulakes, lliirkes, Bodkins, or others, when a

seaman who had sailed with him, being on the point

of death, eonf(‘ssed the murder in which he had been

a participator.

Hereon the father, who was chief magistrate of the

town, tried his son, and sentenced him to death
;
and

when the clan Lynch rose in a body to rescue the young

man, and avert such a*disgrace from their family, it

is said that Fitzsteidien Lynch hung the culprit with

his own hand, A tragedy called ‘^Tlu^ Warden of

Galway ” has been written on the subject, and was

acted a few nights before my arrival.

The waters of Lough Corrib, which permeate ”

under the bridges of the town, go rushing and roaring

to the sea with a noise and eagerness only known in

Galway
;
and along the banks you see all sorts of

strange figures washing all sorts of wonderful rags,

wit h r(Hl petticoats and redder shanks standing in the

stream. IMgs are in every street . tl>e whole town

shrieks with them. There are numbers of idlers on

the tbridges, thousands in the streets, humming and

swarming in and out of dark old ruinous houses; con-

gregated round numberless apple-stalls, nail-stalls,

bottle-stalls, pigsfoot-stalls
;
in queer old sho])S, that

look to be two centuries old; loitering about ware-

houses, ruined or not
;
looking at the washerwomen

washing in the river, or at the fish-donkeys, or at the
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potato-stalls, or at a vessel coming into the quay, or

at the boats putting out to sea.

A boat at the quay, by the little old gate, is

bound for Arranmore
;
and one next to it has a

freight of passengers for the cliffs of Mohir on the

Clare coast
;
and a hundred of people have stopped in

the street to look on, and are buzzing behind in Irish,

telling the little boys in that language — who will

])ersist in placing themselves exactly in the front of

tlie designer— to get out of his way: which they

do for some time
;

but at length curiosity is so

intense that you are entirely hemmed in and the

view rendered quite invisible. A sailor’s wife comes

up — who speaks English— with a very wistful

face, and b(‘gins to hint that them black pictures

are very bad likenesses, and vfiry d(^ar too for a poor

woman, and how much would a .painted one cost

does his honor think ? And she lias her husband

that is going to sea to the West Indies to-morrow,

and she ’d give anything to have a picture of him.

So 1 made bold to offer to take his likeness for noth-

ing. But he never came, except one day at dinner,

and not at all on the next day, though I stayed on

purpose to accommodate him. It is true that it was

pouring with rain
;
and as English waterproof cloaks

are not waterproof in Ireland^ the traveller who has

but one coat must of necessity respect it, and had

better stay where he is, unless he pr(‘fers to go to

bed while he has his clothes dried at the jiext

stage.

The houses in the fashionable street where the club-

house stands (a strong building, with an agreeable

Old Bailey look), have the appearance of so many
little Newgates. The Catholic chapels are numerous,

unfinished, and ugly. Great ware-houses and mills
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rise up by the stream, or in the midst of unfinished "

streets here and there; and. handsome convents with

their gardens, justice-houses, barracks, and hospitals

adorn the large, poor, bustling, rough-and-ready-look-'

ing town. A man who sells hunting-whips, gunpow-

der, guns, fishing-tackle, and brass and iron ware, has

a few books on his counter
;
and a lady in a by-street,

who carries on the profession of a milliner, ekes out

her stock in a similar way. But there were no regu-

lar book-shops that I saw, and when it came on to

rain I had no resource but the hedge-school volumes

again. They, like Batrick Spelman’s sign (which was

faithfully copied in the town), present some very rude

flowers of poetry and ^^entertainment ’’ of an exceed-

ingly humble sort; but such shelter is not to be

des})ised when no bettor is to be had : nay, possibly

its novelty may be piquant to some readers, as an ad-

mirer of Shakspeare will occasionally condescend to

listen to Mr. Punch, or an epicure to content himself

with a homely dish of beans and bacon.

WJien Mr. Kilroy’s waiter has drawn the window

curtains, brought the hot-water for the whiskey-negus,

a pipe and a screw ” of tobacco, and two huge old

candlesticks that were plated once, the audience may
he said to 'be assembled, and after a little overture

performed on the pipe, the second night’s entertain-

ment begins with the historical trag(‘dy of the Battle

of Aughrim.”

^^hough it has found its way to the AVest of Ireland,

the Battle of Aughrim” is evidently by a Protestant

author, a great enemy of popery and wooden shoes

:

both of which principles incarnate in the person of

Saint Ruth, the French General commanding the

troops sent by Louis XIV. to the aid of James II.,

meet with a woful downful at the conclusion of the
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piece. It must have been written in the reign of

Queen Anne, judging from some loyal compliments

which are paid to that sovereign in the play
;
which

is also modelled upon Cato.’^

The Battle of Auglirim ” is written from begin-

ning to end in decasyllabic verse of the richest sort

;

and introduces us to the chiefs of William’s and

James’s armies. On the English side we have Baron

Oinkell, three Generals, and two Colonels
;
on the

Irish, Monsieur Saint Buth, two Generals, two Colo-

nels, and an English gtmtleman of fortune, a volun-

teer, and son of no less a person than Sir Edmiindbury

Godfrey.

There are two ladit^s— Jemima, the Irish Colonel

Talbot’s daugliter, in love with Godfrey
;
and Lucinda,

lady of Colonel Herbert, in love with her lord. And
the deep nature of the tragedy may bc'. imagined when
it is stated that (kdonel Talbot is killed, Colonel Her-

bert is killed. Sir (diaries Godfrey is kilh*d, and Jem-

ima commits suicide, as resolved not to survive her

adorer. Saint Ruth is also killed, and tlu^ remaining

Irish heroes are taken }>risoners or run away. Among
the supernumeraries there is likewise a dreadful

slaughter.

The author, however, though a Th-otestant is an

Irishman (there are peculiarities in his ])ronipiciation

which belong only to that nation), and as far as

<jourage goes, he allows tin* two parties to be pretty

equal. The scene opens with a martial sound rof

kettle-drums and trum]»ets in the Ti’ish Ciiinp, near

Athlone. That town is besieged bv (linktdl, and Mon-

sieur Saint Ruth (despising his enemy with a confi-

dence often fatal to (Jenerals) meditates an attack on

the besiegers’ lines, if, by any chance, tin* besieged gar-

rison be not in a condition to drive them off, After
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discoursing on the posture of affairs, and letting Gen

eral Sarsfield and Colonel O’Neil know his hearty

contempt of the English and their General, all par-

ties, after protestations of patriotism, indulge in hopes

of the downfall of William. Saint Kuth says he will

drive the wolves and lions’ cubs away. O’Nei] de-

clares he scorns the revolution, and, like great Cato,

smiles at persecution. Sarsfield longs for the day
“ when our Monks and Jesuits sliall return, and holy

incense on our altars burn.” When

Enter a Post.

Post. With important news I from Athlone am sent,

Be pleased to lead me to the General’s tent.

“ Sarsi. Behold the General there. Your message tell.

“ St, Ruth, Declare your message. Are our friends all

well ?

“ Post, Pardon me, sir, the fatal news I bring

Like vulture’s poison every heart shall sting.

Athlone is lost without your timely aid.

At six this morning an assault was made,

When, under shelter of tlie British cannon,

Their grenadiers in armor took the Shannon,

Led by brave Captain Sandys, who with fame

Plunged to his middle in the ra/pid stream.

He led them through, and with undaunted ire

He gained the bank in spite of all our fire
;

Being brayely followed by his grenadiers

Though bullets flew like hail about their ears,

And by this time they enter uncontroll(*d.

“ Sf. Rnth. Dare all the force of England be so bold

T’ attempt to storm so brave a town, when I

With all Hibernia's sons of war am nigh ?

Return : and if the Britons dare piii’sue,

Tell them St. Ruth is near, and that will do.

“ Post. Your aid would do much better than your name.
“ St, Ruth, Bear back this answer, friend, from whence

you came. [Exit Post.”
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The picture of brave Sandys, ^^who with fame

plunged to his middle in the rapid strame/’ is not a

bad image on the part of the Post; and Saint Euth’s

reply, Tell them Saint Euth is near, and that will

characteristic of the vanity of his nation. But Sars-

field knows Britons better, and pays a merited com-

pliment to their valor :
—

^^Sars. Send fli>eedy succors and their fate prevent,

You know not yet what Britons dare attempt.

I know the English fortitude is such,

To boast of mailing, though they hazard much.

No force on earth their fury can rejiel,

Nor would they lly from all the devils in hell.”

Another officer arrives : Athlone is really taken, Saint

Eutli gives orders to retreat to Aiighrim, and Sars-

field, in a rage, first challenges him, and then vows
he will quit th(‘ army. A gleam of' horror does my
vitals damp^’^^ says the Frenchman (in a figure of

speech more reiimrkable for vigor than logic) : I

fear Lord Lucan has forsook the camj) !
” But not

so : after a luoiiumtary indignation, Sarsfield returns

to his duty, and (*re long is reconciled with his vain

and vacillating chi(d\

And now the love-intrigue begins. Godfrey enters,

and states Sir Cliarles Godfrey is his lawful name:

he is an Knglishma!i, and was on his way to join

Ginckle/s camp, when Jemima’s beauty overcame

him: he asks, Colonel Talbot to bestow on him ,the

lady’s hand. Tlie Colonel consents, and in Act II.,

on the plain of Aughrim, at five o’clock in th(i morn-

ing, Jemima enters and proclaims her love. The

lovers have an interview, wliich concludes by a mu-

tual confession of attacjnneiit, and Jtnniina says,

Here, take my hand. ’T is true the gift is small,
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but when I can 1^11 give you heart and all.^^ The
show finely the agitation of the young pers<.,ii.

She meant to say, Take my hearty but she is loiigiug

to be married to him, and the w^ords slip out as it

were unawares. Godfrey cries in raptures,—
“ Thanks to the gods ! who such a present gave :

Such radiant graces ne’er could man receive {resave^
;

For who on earth has e’er such transports known ?

What is the Turkish monarch on his throne,

Hemmed round with nisty awards in pompous state ]

Amidst his court no joys can be so great.

Retire with me, my soul, no longer stay

In public view I the General moves this way.”

^T is, indeed, the General
;
who, reconciled with

Sarsfield, straightway, according to his custom, begins

to boast about what lie will do :
—

“ Thrice welcome to my heart, thou best of friends I

The rock on wdiich our holy faith depends 1

May this our meeting as a tempest make
The vast foundations of Britannia shake.

Tear up their orange plant, and overwhelm

The strongest bulwarks of the British realm !

Then shall the Dubdi and ITanoverian fall,

And James shall ride in triumph to Wiiitehall

;

Then to protect our faith he will maintain

All inquisition here like that in S])ain.

“*Sar^. Most bravely urged, my lord 1 your skill, I own,

Would unparalleled— had you saved Athloiie.”

^^iiad you saved Athlone ! Sarsfield has him
there. And the contest of words might have provoked

(piarrels still more fatal, but alarms are heard ; the

battle begins, and Saint Ruth (still confident) goes to

meet the enemy, exclaiming, ^‘Athlone was sweet, but

Aughrim shall be sour.^’ The fury of the Irish is re-

doubled on hearing of Talbot’s heroic death : the Col-
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oneTs corpse is presently brought in, and to it enters

Jemima, who bewails her loss in the following pa-

thetic terms ;
—

“ Jemima, Oh ! — he is dead ! — rny soul is all on fire,

Witness ye gods !
— he did with fame expire.

For Liberty a sacrifice was made,

And fell, like Ponipey, by some villainh blade.

There lies a breathless corse, whoi^e soul ne’er knew
A thought but what was always just and true

;

Look down from Heaven, God of peace and love,

Waft him with triumph to the throne above

;

And, 0 ye winged guardians of the skies.

Tune your sweet harps and sing his obsequies I

Good friends, stand off— whilst T embrace the ground

Whereon he lies— and bathe each mortal wound
With brinish tears, that like to torrents run'

From these sad eyes. 0 heavens I I ’m undone.

[^Falh (hw:n on the body.

Enter Sir Charles Godfrey. lie ndses her,

“ Sir Char. Why do these precious eyes like fountains flow.

To drown the radiant heaven that lies below ?

Dry up your tears, I trust his soul ere this

Has reached the mansions of eternal bliss.

Soldiers ! bear hence the body out of sight.

\_They hear him off,

^^Jem. Oh, stay— ye murderei's, cease to kill me quite:

See how he glares ! — and see again he flies !

The crowds fly open,* and he mounts the skies.

Oh I see his blood, it shines refulgent bright,

I see him yet— I cannot lose him quite,

But still pursue him on— and — lose my sight”

The gradual disappearance of the ColonePs soul is

now finely indicated, and so is her grief : when show-

ing the body to Sir Charles, she says, Behold the

mangled cause of all my woes.” The sorrow of youth,

however, is but transitory; and when her lover bids
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her dry her gushish tears, she takes out her pocket-

handkerchief with the elasticity of youth, and consoles

herself for the father in the husband.

Act III. represents the English camp: Ginckle

and his Generals discourse
;
the armies are engaged.

In Act IV. the English are worsted in spite of their

valor, which Sarstield greatly describes. View,”

says he,—
View how the foe like an impetuous flood

Breaks through the smoke, the water, and — the mud I

It becomes exceedingly hot. Colonel Earles says :
—

“ In vain Jove’s lightnings issue from the sky,

For death more sure from British ensiijna fly.

Their messeng^s ol death much l)lood have spilled,

And full three hundred of the Irish killed.”

A description of .war (Herbert) :
—

‘‘Now bloody colors wave in all their pride,

And each proud hero does his beast bestride.**

General Dorrington^s description of the fight is, if

possible, still more noble :
—

“ Dor. Haste, noble friends, and save your lives by flight,

For ’tis but madness if you stand to fight.

Our "avjdry ^he battle have foi'sook,

And (Icnih appears in each dejected look ;

Nothing brt dread confusion can be seen,

For severed heads and trunks o’ersyireail the green
;

The fields, the vales, the hills, and vampiished plain,

For five miles round are covered with the slain.

Death in each quarter does the eye alarm.

Here lies a leg, and there a shattered arm.

There heads appear, which, cloven by mighty bangs.

And severed quite, on either shoulder hangs :

This is the awful scene, my lords! Oh, fly

The iinnendiTjg danger, for your fate is nigh.”
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Which party, however, is to win— the Irish or

English? Their heroism is equal, and young God-

frey especially, on the Irish side, is carrying all before

him— when he is interrupted in the slaughter by the

ghost of his father

:

of old Sir Edmundbury, whose
monument we may see in Westminister Abbey, Sir

Charles, at first doubts about the genuineness of this

venerable old apparition : and thus puts a case to the

ghost :
—

“ Were ghosts in heaven, in heaven they there would stay,

Or if ill hell, they could not get away.*^

A clincher, certainly, as one would imagine
;
but the

ghost jumps over the horns of the fancied dilemma, by
saying that he is not at liberty ^ state where he

comes from.

Ghost Where visions rest, or souls imprisoned dwell.

By heaven’s command, we are forbid to tell ;

But in the obscure grave— where corpse decay,

Moulder in dust, and putrefy away,—
No rest is there ; for the immortal soul

Takes its full flight and flutters round the Pole

;

Sometimes I hover over the Euxine sea—
From Pole to Sphere, until the judgment day—
Over the Thracian Bosphorus do I float.

And pass the Stygian lake in Charon’s boat.

O’er Vulcan’s fiery court and sulph’rous cave^

And ride like Neptune on a briny wave ;

List to the blowing noise of Etna’s flames,

And court the shfides of Amazonian dames;
^

Then take my flight up to the gleamy moon

:

Thus do I wander till the day of doom. ,

Proceed 1 dare not, or I would unfold

A horrid tale would make your blood run cold,

Ohill all your nerves and sinews in a trice

Like whispering rivulets congealed to ice.

“ Sir Char. Ere you depart me, ghost, I here deuiand

You’d let me know your last divine commaml !

”
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The ghost says that the young man must die in the

battle ;
that it will go ill for him if he die in the

wrong cause ; and, therefore, that he had best go over

bo the Protestants— which poor Sir Charles (not

without many sighs for Jemima) consents to do. He
goes off then, saying, —

“ I *11 join my countrymen, and yet procldm

Ntvssau’s great title to the crimson plaM'

In xict V., that desertion turns the fate of the day.

Sarsfield enters with his sword drawn, and acknowh

edges his fate. Aughrim,” exclaims Lord Lucan,—
•

“ Aughritn is now no more, St. Ruth is dead,

And all his guards are from the battle fled.

As he rodeflown the bill he met his fall,

And died a victim to a cannon halW^

And he bids the Frjcnchman^s body to

“lie like Pompey in his gore,

Whose hero’s blood encircles the P’gyptian shore.*’

“ Four hundred Irish prisoners we have got,” exclaims

an English. General, “and seven thousand lyeth on

the spot.” In fact, they arc* entirely discomfited, and

retreat off the stage altogether
;
while, in the moment

of victory, poor Sir Charles Godfrey enters, wounded
‘to death, according to the old gentleman’s prophecy.

He is racked by bitter remorse : he tells his love of

his tjeachery, and declares “no crocodile was ever

more unjust.” His agony increases, the “optic nerves

grow dim and lose their sight, and all his veins are

now exhausted quite*;” and he dies in the arms of

his Jemima, who stabs herself in the usual way.

And so every one being disposed of, the drums
and trumpets give a great peal, the audience hu7zas.
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and the curtain falls on Ginckle and his friends

exclaiming, —
May all the gods th’ auspicious evening bless,

Who crtjwiis Great Britain’s arrums with success.”

•k

And questioning the prosody, what Englishman will

not.join in the sentiment ?

In the interlude the band (the pipe) performs a

favorite air. Jack the waiter and candle-snuffer looks

to see that all is ready
;
and after the dire business

of the tragedy, comes in to sprinkle the stage with

water (and perhaps a little whiskey in it). Thus all

things being arranged, the audience takes its seat

again and the afterpiece begins.

Two of the little yellow volumes purchased at

Ennis are entitled ^^The Irish and Hibernian Tales.”

The former are modern, and the latter of an ancient

sort
;
and so great is the superiority of the old

stories over the new, in fancy, dramatic interest, and

humor, tliat one can’t help fancying Hibernia must

have been a very superior country to Ireland.

These Hibernian novels, coo, are evidently intended

for the hedge-S(ihool universities. They have the old

tricks and some of the old plots that one has read

in many popular legends of almost all countries,

European and Eastern: successful cunning is the*

great virtue applauded
;
and the heroes pass through

a thousand wild extravagant dangers, such as ^ could

only have been invented when art was young and

faith was large. And as the honest old author of the

tales says “ they are suited to the meanest as well as

the highest capacity, tending both to improve the

fancy and enrich the mind,” let us conclude the

night’s entertainment by reading one or two of them,
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and reposing after the doleful tragedy which has

been represented. The “Black Thief” is worthy of

the Arabian Nights, I think,— as wild and odd as an

Eastern tale.

It begins, as usual, with a King and Queen who

lived once on a time in the South of Ireland, and had

three sons
;
but the Queen being on her death-bed, and

fancying her husband might marry again, and unwill

ing that her children should be under the jurisdiction

of any other woman, besought his Majesty to place

them in a tower at her death, and keep them there

safe until the ^oung Princes should come of age.

• The Queen dies : the King of course marries again,

and the new Queen, who bears a son too, hates the

offspring of the f(jfmer marriage, and looks about for

means to destroy them.

“ At length the Queen, having got soms business

with the hen-wife^ went herself to her, and after a

long conference passed, was taking leave of her, when
the hen-wife ])rayed that if ever she should come

hack to her again she might break her neck. The
Queen, greatly incensed at such a daring insult from

one of her meanest subjects, to make such a prayer

on her, demanded immediately the reason, or she

would have her put to death. ^ It was worth your

while, madg.ra,’ says the hen-wife, ‘ to pay me well

for it, for the reason I prayed so on you concerns you

much.’ ‘ What must I pay you ? ’ asked the Queen.

‘You must give me,’ says she, ‘the full of a pack of

wool
;
and I have an ancient crock which you must

fill with butter
;
likewise a barrel which you must

fill for me full of wheat.’ ‘How much wool will it

take to the pack ? ’ says the Queen. ‘ It will take

seven herds of sheep,’ said she, ‘ and their increase

for seven years.’ ‘How much butter will it take to
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fill your crock ? ^ ^ Seven dairies/ said she, * and the

increase for seven years.’ ‘And how much will it

take to fill the barrel you have ? ’ says the Queen.
‘ It will take the increase of seven barrels of wheat

for seven years.’ ‘That is a great quantity,’ says the

Queen, ‘but the reason must be extraordinary, and

before T want it I will give you all you demand.’ ”

The hen-wife acquaints the Queen with the exis-

tence of the three sons, and giving her Majesty an

enchanted pack of cards, bids her to get the j^oung

men to play with her with these cards, and on their

losing, to inflict upon them such a task as must in-

fallibly end in their ruin. All young princes are set

upon such tasks, and it is a sort of opening of the

pantomime, before the tricks and a^^tivity begin. The
Queen went home, and “got speaking” to the King
“ in regard of his children, and she broke it off to him
in a very polite and engaging Inanner, so that he

could see no muster or design in it.” The King
agreed to bring his sons to court, and at niglit, when
the royal party “ began to sport, and play at all kinds

of diversions,” the Queen cunningly challenged the

three Princes to play cards. They lose, and she sends

them ill consequence to bring her back the Knight of

the Glen’s wild steed of bells.

On their road (as wandering young princes, Indian

or Irish, always do) they meet with tlie Black Thief

of Sloan, who tells them what they must do. But
they are caught in the attempt, and brought “ into

that dismal part of the i>alace wlnu'c the Kniglit kept

a furnace always boiling, in whi(jh he threw all of-

fenders that ever came in his way, which in a few

minutes would entirely consume them. ‘Audacious

villains !
’ sa^^s the Kniglit of the Glen, " how dare

you al tempt so bold an action as to steal my steed?
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see BOW the reward of your folly
;
for your greater

punishment, I will not boil you all together, but one

after the other, so that he tliat survives may witness

the dire afflictions of his unfortunate companions.’

So saying, he ordered his servants to stir up the fire.

^ We will boil the eldest-lookiiig ^of these young men
first,’ says he, ‘ and so on to the last, whieh will be

this old ehampUm with the black eap. He seems to

be the captain, and looks as if he had come through

many toils.’— was as near death once as this

Prince is yet,’ says the Black Thief, ^ and escaped

:

and so will he too.’ ^No, you never were,’ said the

Knight, ^ for he is within two or three minutes of his

latter end.’ ‘But,’ says the Black Thief, ‘I was

within one moment of my death, and I am here yet.’

‘How was that ? ’ says the Knigbt. ‘I would be glad

to hear it, for it seems to be impossible.’ ‘If you

think, Sir Knight,’* says the Black Thief, ‘that the

danger 1 was in surpassed that of this young man,

will yon pardon him his crime ? ’ ‘I will,’ says the

Knight, ‘ so go on with your story.’

‘“I was, sir,’ says he, ‘a very wild boy in my
youth, and came through many distresses; once in

particular, as I was on my rambling, I was benighted,

and could find no lodging. At length I came to an

old kiln, an^l being much fatigued, I went up and lay

on the ribs. T had not been long there, when I saw
three witv^-lies coming in with three bags of gold.

Each fuit her bag of gold under her head as if to sleep.

I heard the one say to the other that if the Black

Thief came on them while they sle}>t he would not

leave them a penny. I found by their discourse that

everybody had got my name into their mouth, though
I kept silent as death during their discourse. At
length they fell fast asl(*ep, and then T stole softly
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down, and seeing some turf convenient^ I placed one

under each of their heads, and olf I went with their

gold as fast as I could.

had not gone far,^ continued the Thief of Sloan,

^ until I saw a greyhound, a hare, and a hawk in pur-

suit of me, and began to think it must be the witches

that had taken that metamorphosis, in order that I

might not escape them unseen either by land or water.

Seeing they did not appear in any formidable shape,

I was more than once resolved to attack them, think-

ing that with my broad sword I could easily destroy

them. But considering again that it was perhaps

still in their power to become so, 1 gave over the aiJ-

tempt, and climbed with difficulty up a tree, bringing

my sword in my hand, and all the gold along with

me. However, when they came to the tree they

found what I had done, and, making further use of

their hellish art, one of them was changed into a

smith’s anvil, and another idto a piece of iron, of

which the tliird one soon made a hatchet. Having the

hatchet made, she fell to cutting down the tree, and

in course of an hour it began to shake with me.’”

This is very good and original. The ^‘boiling” is

in the hrst fee-faw-fum style, and the old allusion to

“the old champion in the black cap ” has the real

Ogresque humor, ^or is that simple contrivance of the

honest witches witliout its charm : for if, instead of

wasting their time, the one in turning herself into an

anvil, the other into a piece of iron, and so ha^nmer-

ing out a hatchet at considerable labor and expense —
if either of them had turned herself into a hatchet at

once, they might have chopped down the Black Thief

before cock-crow, when they were obliged to fly off

and leave him in possession of the bags of gold.

The eldest Prince is ransomed by the Knight of
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the Glen in consequence of this story
;
and the second

Prince escapes on account of the merit of a second

story
;
but the great story of all is ,of course reserved

for the youngest Prince.

was one day on my travels,” says the Black

Thief, “ and I came into a large forest, w!here I wan-

dered a long time and could not get out of it. At
length I came to a large castle, and fatigue obliged

me to call into the same, where I found a young

woman, and a child sitting on her knee, and she cry-

ing. I asked her what made her cry, and where the

lord of the castle was, for I wondered greatly that I

saw no stir of servants or any person about the place.

^It is well for you/ says the young woman, ^that the

lord of this castle is not at home at present
j
for he is

a monstrous giant, with but one eye on his forehead,

who lives on human .flesh. He brought me this child,’

says she— * I do not know where he got it — and

ordered me to make it into a pie, and I cannot help

crying at the command.’ I told her that if she knew
of any place convenient that I could leave the child

safely, I would do it, rather than that it should be

buried in the bowels of such a monster. She told of

a house a distance off, where I would get a woman
who would take care of it. ^But what will I do in

regard of the pie ? ’
^ Cut a finger off it,’ said I, ‘ and

I will bring you in a young wild pig out of the forest,

which you may dress as if it was the child, and put

the filler in a certain place, that if the giant doubts

anything about it, you may know where to turn it

over at first, and when he sees it he will be fully satis-

fied that it is made of the child.’ She agreed to the

plan T proposed
;
and, cutting off the child’s finger, by

her direction I soon had it at the house she told me of

and brought her the little pig in the place of it She
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then made ready the pie
j
and, after eating and drink*

ing heartily myself, I was just taking my leave of the

young woman when we observed the giant coming

through the castle-gates. ^ Lord bless me ! ' said she,

^what will you do now? run away and lie down
among the dead bodies that he has in the room*

(showing me the place), ^and strip off your clothes

that he may not know you from the rest if he has oc-

casion to go that way.* I took her advice and laid

myself down among the rest, as if dead, to see how he

would behave. The first thing I heard was him call-

ing for his pie. When she set it down before him,

he swore it smelt like swine’s flesh
;

but, knowing

where to find the finger, she immediately turned it up
— which fairly convinced him of the contrary. The
pie only served to sharpen his appetite, and I heard

him sharpen his knife, and saying he must have a

collop or two, for he was not near satisfied. But
what was my terror when I heard the giant groping

among the bodies, and, fancying myself, cut the half

of my hip off, and took it with him to be roasted.

You may be certain I was in great pain
;
but the fear

of being killed prevented me from making any com-

plaint. However, when he had eat all, he began to

drink hot liquors in great abundance, so that in a

short time he could not hold up his heacj, but threw

himself on a large creel he had made for the purpose,

and fell fast asleep. When ever I heard him snoring,

bad as I was, 1 went up and caused the wo^nan to

bind my wound with a handkerchief
;
and taking the

giant’s spit, I reddened it in the fire, and ran it

through the eye, but was not able to kill him. ‘ How-
ever, I left the spit sticking in his head and took to

my heels
;
but I sool^ found he was in pursuit of me,

although blind; and, having an enchanted ring, he
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threw it at me, and it fell on my big toe and remained

fastened to it. The giant then called to the ring,

‘Where it was?^ and to my great surprise it made

him answer, ‘On my foot,’ and he, guided by the

same, made a leap at me— which I had the good luck

to observe, and fortunately escaped the danger. How-
ever, I- found running was of no use in saving me as

long as I had the ring on my foot
;

so I took my
sword and cut off the toe it was fastened on, and

threw both into the large fish-pond that wms con-

venient. The giant called again to the ring, which,

by the power of enchantment, always made answer

;

but he, not knowing what I had done, imagined it

was still on some part of me, and made a violent leap

to seize me — wdieii he went into the pond over head

and ears and was drowned. Now, Sir Knight,” said

the Thief of Sloan; “you see what dangers I came
tlu’oiigh and alwa/s escaped; but indeed I am lame

for want of my toe ever since.”

And now remains but one question, to be answered,

namely. How is the Hlacdv Thief himself to come off ?

This difficulty is solved in a very dramatic, Avay and

with a sudden turn in the narrative that is very wild

and curious. ,

“My lord and master,” says an old woman that

was listening all the time, “ that story is but too tiirc,

as I well know
: for I am the very woman that icon

in the gico/ifs castley and youy my lovdy the child that

I ivas 40 make info a pie

;

and this is the very man
tliat saved your life, which you may, know by the

want of your finger that was taken off, as you have
heard, to deceive the giant.”

That fantastical way of bearmg testimony to the

previous tale, by producing an *d woman who says

the tale is not only true, but she was the very old
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woman who lived in the giant^s castle, is almost a

stroke of genius. It is fine to think that the simple

chronicler found it necessary to have a proof for his

story, and he was no doubt perfectly contented with

the proof found.

‘‘The Knight of the Glen, greatly surprised at

w'hat he had heard the old woman tell, and knowing

he wanted his finger from his childhood, began to

understand that the story was true enough. ' And is

this my dear delivjprer ? ^ says he. ‘ O brave fellow, I

not only pardon you all, but I will keep you with my-

self while you live
;
where you shall feast like princes

and have every attendance that T have myself/ They
all returned thanks on their knees, and the Black

TJhief told him the reason they attempted to steal the

steed of bells, and the necessity they were under of

going home. ‘ Well,’ says the Knight of the Glen,

‘ if that ’s the case, I bestow you my steed rather than

this brave fellow should die : so you may go when
you please : only remember to call and see me betimes,

that we may know each other well.’ They promised

they would, and with great joy they set off for the

King their father’s palace, and the Black Thief along

with them. The wicked Queen was standing all this

time on the tower, and hearing the bells ringing at a

.great distance off, knew very well it was,the Princes

coming home, and the steed with them, and through

spite and vexation precipitated herself from the tower

and was shaftered to pieces. The three Princeu lived

happy and well during their father’s reign, always

keeping the Black Thief along with them
;
but how

they did after the old King’s death is not known.”

Then we come u^n a story that exists in many a

European language— of the man cheating Death
j

then to the history of the Apprentice Thief, who of
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course cheated his masters : which, too, is an old tale,

and may have been told very likely among those

Phoinieians who were the fathers of the Hibernians,

for whom these tales were devised. A very curious

tale is there concerning Manus O’Malaghan and the

Fairies: — ^^In the parish of Ahoghill lived Manus
O’Malaghan. Js he was searching for a calf that had

strayed^ he heard many people talking. Drawing

near, he distinctly heard them repeating, one after

the other, ^ Get me a horse, get ^me a horse
j

’ and
^ Get me a horse too,’ says Manus. Manus was in-

stantly mounted on a steed, surrounded with a vast

•crowd, who galloped off, taking poor Manus with

them. In a short time they suddenly stopped in a

large wide street, asking Manus if he knew where he

was? ^ Faith,’ says he, do not’ ^You are in

Spain," said they.”*

Here we have again the wild mixture of .the posi-

tive and the fanciful. The chronicler is careful to

tell us why Manus went out searching for a calf, and

this positiveness prodigiously increases the reader’s

wonder at the subsequent events. And the question

and answer of the mysterious horseman is line:

Don’t you know where you are ? In Sjialn,’^ A
vague solution, such as one has of occurrences in

dreams soyietimes.

The history of Robin the Blacksmith is full of

these strange flights of poetry. He is followed about

^^by % little boy in a green jaeket,” \^ho performs

the most wondrous feats of the blacksmith's art, as

follows t
—

Robin was asked to do something, who wisely

shifted it, saying he would be very sorry not to give

the honor of the first trick to ms lordship’s smith—
at which the latter was called forth to the bellows.
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When the fire was well kindled, to the great surprise

of all present, he blew a great shower of wheat out of

the fire, which fell through all the shop. They then

demanded of Robin to try what he could do. ^ Pho !

’

said Robin, as if he thought nothing of what was

done, ‘ Come,’ said he to the boy, ‘ I think I showed

you something like that.’ The boy goes then to the

bellows and blew out a great flock of pigeons, who
soon devoured all the grain and then disap2)eared.

^^The Dublin smitli, sorely vexed that such a boy

should outdo him, goes a second time to the bellows

and blew a fine trout out of the hearth, who jumped

into a little river that was running by the shop-door

and was seen no more at that time.

Robin then said to the boy, ^Come, you must

bring us yon trout back again, to let the gentlemen

see we can do something.’ Away the boy goes and

blew a large otter out of the heiwtli, who immediately

leaped into the river and in a short time returned

with the trout in his mouth, and then disappeared.

All present allowed that it was a folly to attempt

a coini)eiition any further.”

The boy in the greejx jacket was one of a kind of

small beings called fairies
;
” and not a little does it

add to the charm of these wild tales to. feel, as one

reads them, tliat the writer must have believed in his

heart a great deal of wliat he told. You see the

tremor as it were, and a wild look of the eyes, as the

story-teller sits in his nook and recites, andc peers

wistfully round lest the beings he talks of be really

at hand.

Let us give a couple of the little tales entire. They
are not so fanciful as those before mentioned, but of

Uie cx)mic sort, and suited to the first kind of capacity

mentioned by the author in his preface.
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DONALD AND HIS NEIGHBORS.

^^Hudden and Duddeii and Donald O^Neary were

near neighbors in the barony of Ballinconlig, and

ploughed with three bullocks; but the two former, envy-

ing the present i)T‘osx)erity of the latter, determined to

kill his bullock to prevent his farm being properly cul-

tivated and labored— that, going back in the world, he

might be induced to sell his lands, which they meant

to get possession of. Poor Donald, finding his bul-

lock killed, immediately skinned it, and throwing the

skin over his shoulder, with the fleshy side out, set oif

to the next town with it, to dispose of it to the best

advantage. Going along the road a magpie flew on

the top of the hide, and began picking it, chattering

all the time. This bird had been taught to speak and

imitate the human ’voice, and Donald, thinking he

understood some Words it was saying, put round his

hand and caught hold of it. Having got possession

of it, he put it under his great-coat, and so went on to

the town. Having sold the hide, he went into an inn

to take a dram
;

and, following the landlady into the

cellar, he gav<' the bird a squeeze, which caused it to

chatter some broken accents that surprised her very

much. ‘ What is that 1 hear ? ’ said she to Donald

:

‘ I think IS talk, and yet I do not understand.’

^Indeed,’ said Donald, ^it is a bird I have that' tells

me everything, and 1 always carry it with me to know
when 4^here is any danger Faith,’ says he, 4t says

you have far better litjfuor than you are giving

me.’ ^That is strange,’ said she, going to another

cask of better quality, and asking him if he would
sell the bird. ^ I will,’ said Donald, ^ if I get enough
for. it.’ ^ I will fill your hat with silver if you will

leave it with me.* Donald was glad to hear the news,
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and, taking the silver, set off, rejoicing dt his good

luck. He had not been long home when he met with

Hudden and Dudden, ^ Ha !
’ said he, * you tliought

you did me a bad turn, but you could not have done

me a better : for look here what I have got for the

hide,' showing them the hatful of silver. ^ You never

saw such a demand for hich'^s in your life as there is

at present,' Hudden and Dudden that very night

killed their bullocks, and set out the next morning

to sell their hides. On coming to the place they went

to all the merchants, but could only get a trifle for

them. At last they had to take what they could get,

and came home in a great rage and vowing reveng6

on poor Donald. He had a pretty good guess how
matters would turn out, and liis bed being under the

kitchen-window, he was afraid they would rob him, or

perhaps kill him when asleep
;
and on that account,

when he was going to bed, he left his old mother in

his bed, and lay down in her jdace, which was in the

other side of the house, and they, taking the old

woman for Donald, choked her in the bed ; but he

maiking some noise, they had to retreat and leave the

money behind them, which grieved them very much.

However, by daybreak, Donald got his mother on his

back, and carried her to town. Stopping at a well,

he fixed his mother with her staff as if sh^ was stoop-

ing for a drink, and then went into a public-house con-

venient and called for a dram. ^ I wish,' said he to a

woman that stood near him, ^you would tell my
mother to come in. She is at yon well trying to get a

drink, and she is hard in hearing : if she does not ob-

serve you, give her a little shake, and tell her that I

want her.’ The woman called her several times, but

she seemed to take no notice; at length she went to

her and shook her by the arm
;
but when she let her
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go again, she tumbled on her head into the well, and,

as the woman thought, was drowned. She, in great

fear and surprise at the accident, told Donald what

had happened. ^ 0 mercy/ said he, ^ what is this ? ^

He ran and pulled her out of the well, weeping and

lamenting all the time, and acting in such a manner

that you would imagine that he had lost his senses.

The woman, on the other hand, was far worse than

Donald : for his grief was only feigned, but she

imjigined herself to be the cause of the old woman’s

death. The inhabitants of the town, hearing what

had happened, agreed to make Donald up a good sum
of money for his loss, as the accident happened in

their place
;
and Donald brought a greater sum home

with him than he got for the magpie. They buried

Donald’s mother
;
and as soon as he saw Hudden and

Dudden, he showed, them the last purse of money he

had got. ^You thought to kill me last night,’ said

he; ^but it was good for me it happened on my
mother, for I got all that purse for her to make
gunpowder.’

^‘That very night Hudden and Dudden killed their

mothers, and the next morning set off with them to

town. On coming to the town with their burdens on

their backs, they went up and down crying, ^Who
will buy old wives for gunpowder?’ so that every

one laugheS at them, and the boys at last clodded

them out of the place. They then saw the cheat,

and vjwing revenge on Donald, buried the old women
and set off in pursuit of him. Coming to his house,

they found him sitting at his breakfast, and seizing

him, put him in a sack, and went to drown him in a

river at some distance. As they were going along

the highway they raised a hare, which they saw had

but three feet, and, throwing off the sack, ran after
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her, thinking by appearance she would be easily

taken. In their absence there came a drover that

way, and hearing Donald singing in the sack, won-

dered greatly what could be the matter. ‘ What is

the reason,^ said he, ^that you are singing, and you

confined ?
’

‘ Oh, I am going to heaven,’ said Donald

:

^and in a short time I expect to be free from trouble.’

^ Oh, dear,’ said the drover, ‘ what will I give you if

you let me to your place ? ’
‘ Indeed I do not know,’

said he: ^it would take a good sum.’ have not

much money,’ said the drover; ‘})at I have twenty

head of fine cattle, which I will give you to exchange

places with me.’ ^Well, well,’ says Donald, ‘I don’t

care if I should*: loose the sack and I will come out.’

In a moment the drover liberated him, and went into

the sack himself ; and Donald drove home the fine

heifers and left them in his pasture.

Hudden and Dudden having caught the hare,

returned, and getting the sack on one of their backs,

carried Donald, as they thought, to the river, and

threw him in, where he immediately sank. They
then marched home, intending to take immediate

possession of Donald’s property
;
but how great was

their surprise, when they found him safe at home
before them, with such a fine herd of cattle, whereas

they knew he had none before ? ‘Donald,’ said they,

‘ what is all this ! We tliought you were drowned,

and yet you are here before us ? ’
‘ Ah !

’ said he, ‘ if

I had but help along with me when you threw me in,

it would have been the best job evtu* I iiuit with
;
for

of all the sight of cattle and gold that ever was seen,

is there, and no one to own them
;
but I was not able

to manage more than what you see, and I could show

you the spot where you might get hundreds.’ They
both swore they would be his friends, and Donald
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accordingly led them to a very deep part of the river,

and lifting up a stone, ‘ "Now/ said he, ‘ watch this,’

throwing it into the stream. ^ There is the very

place, and go in, one of you, first, and if you want

help you have nothing to do but call.’ Huddeii

jumping ill, and sinking to the bottom, rose up again,

and making a bubbling noise as those do that are

drowning, seemed trying to speak but couW not.

^ What is that he is saying now ? ’ says Dudden.
^ Faith,’ says Donald, ‘ he is calling for help— don’t

you hear him ? Stand about,’ continued he, running

ba«k, ^ till I leap in. I know how to do better than

Any of you.’ Dudden, to have the advantage of him,

jumped in off the bank, and was drowtied along with

Hudden. And this was the end of Hudden and

Dudden;”

The spaeman.

A POOR man in the ^^orth of Ireland was under

the necessity of selling his cow to help to support his

family. Having sold his cow, he went into an inn

jind called for some liquor. Having drunk pretty

heartily, he fell asleep, and when he awoke be found

he had beam robbed of his money. Door Roger was

at a loss to know how to act
;
and, as is* often the case,

when the landloi'd found that his money was gone, he

turned him out of doors. The night was extremely

dark, and the poor man was compelled to take up his

lodging in an old uninhabited house at the end of the

town.

Roger had not remained long here until he was

surprised by the noise of three men, whom he ob-

served making a hole, and, having deposited some-

thing therein, closing it carefully up again and then

going away. The next morning, as Roger was walk
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ing towards the town, he heard that a cloth-shop had

been robbed to a great amount, and that a reward of

thirty pounds was offered to any person who could

discover the thieves. This was joyful news to Roger,

who recollected what he had been witness to the

night before. He accordingly went to the shop and

told the gentleman that for the reward he would

recover the goods, and secure the robbers, provided

he got six stout men to attend him. All which was

thankfully granted him.

‘‘ At night Roger and his men concealed themselves

in the old house, and in a short time after the robbers

came to the spot for the purpose of removing their'

booty
;
but they were instantly seized and carried into

the town prisoners, with the goods. Roger received

the reward and returned home, well satisfied with his

good luck. Not many days after,, it was noised over

the country that this robbery was discovered by the

help of one of the best Spaemen to be found— inso-

much that it reached the ears of a worthy gentleman

of the county of Derry, who made strict inquiry to

find him out. Having at length discovered his alx)de,

he sent for Roger, and told him he was every day

losing some valuable article, and as he was famed for

discovering lost things, if he could find out the same,

he should be handsomely rewarded. Door Roger was

put to a stand, not knowing what answer to make, as

he had not the smallest knowledge of the like. Rut
recovering himself a little, he resolved to huinjor tlie

joke
;

and,* thinking he would make a good dinner and

some drink of it, told the gentleman he would try

what he could do, but that he must have a room to

himself for three hours, during whi(;h time he must
have three bottles of strong ale and his dinner. All

which the gentleman told him he should have. No
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sooner was it made known that the Spaeman was in

the house than the servants were all in confusion,

wishing to know what would be said.

As soon as Koger had taken his dinner, he was

shown into an elegant room, where the gentleman

sent him a quart of ale by the butler. No sooner had

he set down the ale than Roger said, ‘There comes

one of them ’ (iiitimating the bargain he had made
with the gentleman for the three quarts), wliieh the

butler took in a wrong light and imagined it was him-

self. He went away in great confusion and told his

wife. ‘Poor fool,’ said she, ‘the fear makes you

'think it is you he means
;
but I will attend in your

place, and hear what he will say to me.’ Accordingly

she carried the second quart : but no sooner had she

opened the door than Roger cried, ‘ There comes two

of them.’ The w6man, no less surprised than her

husband, told him*the Spaeman knew her too. ‘And
what will we do ? ’ said he. ‘ We will be hanged.’

will toll you what we must do,’ said she :
‘ ^ye musl-

send the groom the next time : and if he is known
we must offer him a good sum not to discover on us.*

The butler went to William and told him the whole

story, and that he must go next to see w^hat the Spae-

man would say to him, telling him at the same time

what to dj) in case he was known also. When the

hour was expired, William was sent with the third

quart of ale— which when Roger observed, he cried

out, ‘•There is the third and last of them !
’ At which

the groom changed color, and told him ‘that if he

would not discover on them, they would show him
where the goods were all concealed and give him five

pounds besides.’ Roger not a little surprised at the

discovery he had made, told him ‘if he recovered the

goods, he would follow them no further.’
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By this time the gentleman called Roger to know
how he had suceeded. He told him ^he could find

the goods, but that the thief was gone.^ will be

well satisfied/ said he, ^with the goods, for some

of them are very valuable.^ 'Let the butler come

along with me, and the whole shall be recovered.’

Roger was accordingly conducted to the back of

the stables, where the articles were concealed,— such

as silver cups, spoons, bowls, knives, forks, and a

variety of other articles of great value.

"When the supposed Spaeinan brought back the

stolen goods, the gentleman was so highly pleased

with Roger that he insisted on his remaining ^ith‘

him always, as he supposed he^ would be perfectly

safe as long as he was about his house. Roger gladly

embraced the offer, and in a few days took possession

of a piece of land which the gentleman had “given to

him in consideration of his great abilities.

" Some time after this the gentleman was relating to

a large company the discovery Roger had made, and

that he could tell anything. One of the gentlemen

said he would dress a dish of meat, and bet fifty

pounds that he could not tell* what was in it, though

he would allow him to taste it. The bet b(nng taken

and the dish dressed, the gentleman seiit for Roger and

told him the bet that was depending on •him. Poor

Roger did not know what to do
;
but at last he con-

sented to the trial. The dish being produced, he

tasted it, but could not tell what it was. At lait, see-

ing he was fairly beat, he said, ' Gentlemen, it is folly

to talk : the fox may run a while, but he is caught at

last,’— allowing with himself that he was found out.

The gentleman that had made the bet then confessed

that it was a fox he had dressed in the dish : at which

they all shouted out in favor of the Spaeinan,— par-
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ticularly his master, who had more confidence in him

than ever.

Roger then went home, and so famous did he be-

come, that no one dared take anything but what

belonged to them, fearing that the Spaeman would

discover on them.

And so we shut up the Hedge-school Library, and

close the Galway Nights’ Entertainments. Tliey are

not quite so genteel as Alniack’s to be sure
;
but many

a lady who lias luu* op(n*a-box in London has listened

to a piper in Ireland.

Apropos of pi])ers, here is a young one that I caught

and copied to-day. He was paddling in the mud,

shining in the sun careless of

his rays, and playing his little

tin music as hafpy as Mr.

Cooke with his oboe.

P(;rha])S the above verses

and talt\s an* not unlike my
little Grdway musician. They
are grot(*S(pK‘ and rugged

;
but

they ai*e pretty and innocent

hearted too
;
and as such, po-

lib* pers(tfis may deign to

look at them for once in a way. While we have

Signor Costa in a white neck-cloth ordering opera-

bandij to play for us the music of Donizetti, which is

not only sublime but genteel: of course such poor

little operatives as he who plays the wind instrument

yonder cannot expect to be heard often. But is not

this Galway ? and how far is Galway from the

Haymarket ?



CHAPTER XVIf.

FROM GALWAY TO BALLINAHTNCH,

The Clifden car, which carries tlie Dublin letters

into the heart of Connemara, conducts the passenger

over one of the most wild and b(‘aiitiful districts that

it is ever the fortune of a traveller to examine; and I

could not help thinking, as we passed through it, a"

how much pains and expense honest English cockneys

are to go and look after natural beauties far inferior,

in coiintri(‘s which, though more distant, are not a

whit more strange than this one. No doubt, ere long,

when ])eople know how easy tin* task is, the rush of

London tourism will come this way : and I shall be

very hap])y if these pages shall be able to awaken in

one bosom beating in Tooley Street or the Temple the

desire to travel towards Ireland next year.

After leaving the quaint old town behind us, and

ascending one or two small eminences to the north-

westward, the traveller, from the car gets a view of

the wide sheet of Lough Corrib shining in the sun, as

we saw it, with its low dark banks stretcliing round

it. If the view is gloomy, at least it is characteristic:

nor are we delayed by it very long
;
for though the

lake stretches northwards into the very midst o^ the

Joyce country, (and is there in the close neighborhood

of another huge lake, Lough Mask, which again is

near to another sheet of water), yet from this road

henceforth, after keeping company with it for some

five miles, we only get occasional views of it, passing
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over hills and through trees, ’by many rivers and

smaller lakes, which are dependent upon that of Cor-

rib. Gentlemen’s seats, on the road from Galway to

Moyciillen, are scattered in great profusion. Perhaps

there is grass growing on the gravel-walk, and the

iron gates of the tumble-down old lodges are rather

rickety; but, for all that, the places look comfortable,

hospitable, and spacious. As for the shabbincss and

want of finish here and there, the English eye grows

quite accustomed to it in a month : and I find the bad

condition of the Galway houses by no means so pain-

ful as that of the places near Dublin. At some of the

lo*dges, as we pass, the mail car-man, with a warning

shout, flings a bag of letters. I saw a little party

looking at one which lay there in the road crying.

Come, take me !
” but nobody cares to steal a bag of

letters in this countfy, I suppose, and the car-man

drove on without any alarm. Two days afterwards a

gentleman with whom I was in company left on a

rock his book of fishing-flies; and 1 can assure you

there was a very different feeling expressed about the

safety of that.

In the first part of the journey, the neighborhood

of the road seemed to be as populous as in other parts of

the country ; troops of red-petticoated peasantry peer-

ing from theii* stone-ca.bins
;
^ndling children following

the car, and crying, Lash, lash !
” It was Suiida}';

and you would see many a white chapel among the

green btre plains to the right of the road, the court-

yard blackened with a swarm of cloaks. The service

seems to continue (on the part of the people) all day.

Troops of people issuing from the chapel met us at

Moycullen
;
and ten miles farther on, at Oughterard,

their devotions did not yet seem to be concluded.
A more beautiful village can scarcely be seen than
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this. It stands upon Lough Corrib, the banks of

which are here, for once at least, picturesque and ro-

mantic : and a pretty river, the Feogh, comes rushing

over rocks and by woods until it passes the town and

meets the lake. Some pretty buildings in the village

stand on each bank of this stream : a Koman Catholic

chapel with a curate’s neat lodge
;
a little church on

one side of it, a fine court-house of gray stone on the

other. And here it is that we get into the- famous

district of Connemara, so celebrated in Irish stories,

so mysterious to the London tourist. “It presents

itself,” says the Guide-book, “under every possible

combination of heathy moor, bog, lake, and moun-

tain. Extensive mossy plains and wild pastoral val-

leys lie embosomed among the mountains, and support

numerous herds of cattle and horses, for whieli the dis-

trict has been long celebrated. These wild solitudes,

which occupy by far the greater part of the centre of

the country, are held by a hardy and ancient race of graz-

ing farmers, who live in a very primitive state, and, gen-

erally speaking, till little beyond what su})plies their

immediate wants. For the first ten miles the country

is comparatively open
;
and the mountains on the left,

which are not of great elevation, can be distinctly

traced as they rise along the edge of tlie heathy plain.

“ Our road continues along the Feogh river, which

expands itself into several considerable lakes, and at

five miles from Oughterard we reach Lough Bofin,

which the road also skirts. Passing in su^’cession

Lough-a-Preaghan, the lakes of Anderran and Shin-

della, at ten miles from Oughterard we reach Slyme

and Lynn’s Inn, or Half-way House, which is near

the shore of Loughonard. Now, as we advance towards

the group of Binabola, or the Twelve Pins, the most

gigantic scenery is displayed.”
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But the best guide-book that ever was written can-

not set the view before the mind’s eye of the reader,

and I won^^t attempt to pile up big words in place of

these wild mountains, over which the clouds as tlie}^

passed, or the sunshine as it went and came, cast

every variety of tint, light, and shadow
;
nor can it be

expected that long, level sentences, however smooth

and shining, can be made to pass as representations

of ^hose calm lakes by which we took our way. All

one can do is to lay down the pen and ruminate, and

cry, ‘‘Beautiful !
” once more

;
and to the reader say,

“ Come and see !

”

Wild and .wide as the prospect around us is, it has

somehow a kindly, friendly look
;

diflV^ring in this

fi’Oin the lieree loneliness of some similar scenes in

Wales that I have viewed. 'Ragged women and chil-

dren come out of rvfde stone-huts to sei^ the car as it

])asses. But it is impossible for the pencil to give

due raggedness to the rags, or to convey a certain

2)ietiires(pie mellowness of color that the garments

assume. The sexes, with regard to raiment, do not

seem to be particular. There were many boys on the

road in the national red petticoat, having no other

cove ring for their lean brown legs. As for shoes,

tlie women esediew them almost entirely
;
and I saw

a })easant tmdging from Mass in a handsome scarlet

cloak, a fine blue-cloth gown, turned up to show a

new lining of the same color, and a petticoat quite

white find ne<it — in a dress of which the cost must
have been at least £10; and her husband walked in

front carrying her shoes and stockings.

The road had conducted us for miles through the

vast property of the g(mtleinan to wliose house I was
bound, Mr. Martin, the Member for the county ;

and
the last and prettiest part of the journey was round
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the Lake of Ballinahinch, with tall mountains rising

immediately above us. on the right, pleasant woody
hills on the opposite side of the lake, with the roofs

of the houses rising above the trees
;
and in an island

in the midst of the water a ruined old castle cast a

long white reflection into the blue waters where it lay.

A land-pirate used to live in that castle, one of the

peasants told me, in the time of Oliver Cromwell.”

And a fine fastness it was for a robber, truly
;
for

there was no road through these wild countries in his

time— nay, only thirty years since, this lake was at

three days’ distance of Galway. Then comes the

question. What, in a country where there were no

roads and no travellers, and where the inhabitants

have been wretchedly poor from time immemorial, —
what was there for the *land-pirate to rob ? But let

us not be too curious about times. so early as those of

Oliver Cromwell. I have heard the name many times

from the Irish peasant, who still has an awe of the

grim, resolute Protector.

The builder of Ballinahinch House has placed it to

command a view of a pretty melancholy river that

runs by it, through many green flats and picturesque

rocky grounds
;
but from the lake it is scarcely visi-

ble. And so, in like manner, T fear it must remain

invisible to the reader too, with all its kind inmates,

and frank, cordial hospitality
;
unless he may take a

fancy to visit Galway himself, when, as T can vouch,

a very small pretext will make him enjoy both.

It will, however, be only a small breach of confi-

dence to say that the major-domo of the establish-

ment (who has adopted accurately the voice and
manner of his master, with a severe dignity of his

own which is quite original), ordered me on going to

bed ^'not to move in the morning till he called me,”
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at the same time expressing alfct^arty hope I

should want Nothing more that evening.’’

would dare, after such peremptory orders, not to

fall ash'cp immediately, and in this way disturb the

repose of Mr. J—n M-ll-y?

There may be many comparisons drawn between

English and k‘ish gentlemen’s houses
;
but perhaps

the most striking point of difference between the two

is the iniinense following of the Irish house, such as

would make an English housekeeper crazy almost.

Three comfortable, well-clothed, good-humored fellows

walked down with me from the car, persisting in

cariying one a bag, another a sketching-stool, and so

on. 'Walking about the premises in the morning,

sundry others were visible in the court-yard and near

the kitchen-door In the grounds a gentleman, by

name Mr. Marcus began discoursing to me re-

garding the place, th^planting, the fish, the grouse, and

the Master
;
being himself, doubtless, oue of the ir-

regulars of the house. . As for maids, there were half

a score of them scurrying about the house
j
and I am

not ashamed to confess that some of them were ex-

ceedingly good-looking. And if I might venture to

say a word more, it would be respecting Connemara

breakfasts
;
but this would be an entire and flagrant

breach of confidence, and, to be sure, the dinners

were just as* good.

One of the days of my three days’ visit was to be

devoted to the lakes ; and, as a party had been ar-

ranged Tor the second day after my arrival, T was glad

to take advantage of the society of a gentleman stay-

ing in the house, and ride with him to the neighboring

town of Clifden.

The ride thither from Ballinahinch is surprisingly

beautiful
;
and as you ascend the high ground from
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or three r^de stone huts which face the en-

triSM^ates of the house, there are yl^ws of the lakes

and" the surrounding country which the best parts of

Killaruey do not surpass, I think
;
although the Con-

nemara lakes do not possess the advantage of wood
which belongs to the famous Kerry landscape.

But the cultivation of the country is*only in its in-

fancy as yet, and it is easy to see how vast its re-

sources are, and what capital and cultivation may do

for it. In the green patches among the rocks, and on

the mountain-sides, wherever crops were grown, they

flourished; plenty of natural wood is springing up

^

in various places
;
and there is no end to what the

planter may do, and to what time and care may
effect. The carriage-road to Clifdeu is but ten years

old
;
as it has brought the means of comuniftiication

into the country, the commerce will douMcss follow

it
;
and in fact, in going though , ihe whole kingdom,

one can ’t but be struck with the idea that not one

hundreth part of its capabilities are yet brought into

action, or even known perhaps, and that, by the easy

and certain progress of time, Ireland will be poor

Ireland no longer.

For instance, we rode by a vast green plain, skirt-

ing a lake and river, which is now useless alniost for

pasture, and wliicdi a little ‘draining will convert into

thousands of acres of rich productive land. Streams

and falls of water dash by everywhere — they have

only to utilize this water-power for mills and factories

— and hard by are some of the finest bays in the

world, where ships can deliver and receive foreign and

|tome produce. At Eoiindstone especially, w’here a

little town has been erected, the bay is said to be un-

exampled for size, depth, and shelter; and the Gov-

ernment is now, through the rocks and hills on their
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wild shore, Cutting a coast-road to Bunown, the most

westerly part of Connemara, whence there is another

good road to Clifdfen. Among the charges which the

“Eepealers^^ bring against the Union, they should

include ^at least this : they would never have had these

roads but fOi^^the Upion : roads which are as much at

the charge of the London tax-payer 'as of the most

ill-used Milesian in Conpaught.

A string pf small lakes follow the road to Clifden,

with mountains on the right of the traveller for the

chief part of the way. A few figures at work in the

bog-lands, a red petticoat passing here and there, a

goat or two browsing among the stones, or a troop of

ragged whity-brown children who came out* to gaze at

the car, form the chief society on the road. The first

liouse at the entrance to Clifden is a gigantic poor-

house—- tall, large, ugly, comfortable; it commands
the town, and looks alL^ost as big as every one of the

houses therein. The town itself is but of a few

years’ date, and seems to thrive in its small way.

Clifd^ Castle is a fine chateau in the neighborhood,

ciiid belongs to another owner of immense lands in

Galway— Mr. D’Arcy.

Here a drive was proposedalong the coast to Bunown,
and I was glad to see some more of the countryi and
its character. Nothing can be wilder We passed

little lake affer lake, lying a few furlongs inwards

from the shore. There were rocks everywhere, some

patches of cultivated land here and there, nor was

there any want of inhabitants along this savage coast

There were numerous cottages, if cottages they may
be called, and women, and above all, nhildten in

plenty.

At length we came in sight of a half-built edlftoe

which is approached by a robky, dismal, gray ?oad,
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guarded by two or three broken gates, against which

rocks and stones were piled, which had to be removed

to give an entrance to our car. The gates were closed

so laboriously, I presume, to prevent the egress of a

single black consumptive pig, far gone in the family-

way — a teeming skeleton— that was cropping the

thin, dry grass that grew upon a round hill which

rises behind this most dismal castle of Bunown.

If the traveller only seeks for strange sights, this

place will repay his curiosity. Such a dismal house

is not to be seen in all England : or, perhaps, such a

dismal situation. The sea lies before and behind

;

and on each side, likewise, are rocks and copper-

colored meadows, by which a few trees have made an

attempt to grow. The owner of the house had, how-

ever, begun to add to it
;
and there, unfinished, is a

whole apparatus of turrets, and staring raw stone and

mortar, and fresh ruinous carpgij^ers’ work."^ And then

the court-yard ! — tuinbled-down out-houses, staring

empty pointed windows, and new-smeared plaster

cracking from the walls— a black heap of turf, a

mouldy pump, a wretched old coal-scuttle, emptily

sunning itself in the midst of this cheerful scene

!

There was an old Gorgon who kept the plae.e, and

who was in perfect unison with it: Venus herself

would become bearded, blear-eyed, and haggard, if

left to be the housekeeper of this dreary place.

In the house was a comfortable parlor, inhabited by

the priest, who has the painful charge of the district.

Here were his books and his bij?viaries, his ‘I’eading-

desk with the cross engraved upon it, and liis portrait

of Daniel O’Connell tlie Liberator to grace the walls

of his lonely cell. There was a dead crane hanging

at the door on a gaff: his red fish-like eyes were

staring open, and his eager grinning bill. A rifle-ball
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had passed through his body. And this was doubtless

the only game about the place
;
for we saw the sports-

man who had killed the bird hunting vainly up the

round hill for other food for powder. This gentleman

had had good sport, he said, shooting seals upon a

neighboring island, four of which animals he had

slam.

Mounting up the round hill, we had a view of the

Sline Lights — the most westerly point in Ireland.

Here too was a ruined sort of summer-house, dedi-

cated 'Q)eo Htbekni^. Liueratori.^’ When these

lights were put up, 1 am told the proprietor of Bun-

own was recommended to apply for compensation to

Parliament, inasmuch as there would be no more

wracks on the coast : from which branch of commerce

the inhabitants of the district used formerly to derive

a considerable profit. Between these Sline Lights and

America nothing lies but the Atlantic. It was beauti-

fully blue and bright on this day, and the sky almost

cloudless
;
but I think the brightness only made the

scene more dismal, it being of that order of beauties

which cannot bear the full light, but require a cloud

or a curtain to set them off to advantage. A ])retty

story was told me by the gentleman who had killed

the seals. The place where he had been stajdng for

sport was almost as lonely as this Biinown, and

inhabited by a priest too— a young, lively, well-

educated man. When I came here first,” the pri(*st

said, hcried for two days:^’ but afterwards lie grow

to like the place exceedingly, his whole heart being

directed towards it, his chapel, and his cure. Who
would not honor such missionaries— the virtue they

silently practice, and the do(*.trines they preach ?

After hearing that story, I think Bunown looked not

quite so dismal, as it is inhabited, they say, by such
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another character. What a pity it is that John
Tuam, in the next county of Mayo,* could not find

such' another hermitage to learn modesty in, and for-

get his Graceship, his Lordshij), and the sham titles

by which he sets such store.

A moon as round and bright as any moon that ever

shone, and riding in a sky perfectly cloudless, gave

us a good promise of a fine day for the morrow, which

was to be devoted to the lakes in the neighborhood of

Ballinahinch : one of which, Lough Tna, is said to be

of exceeding beauty. But no man (tan speculate upon

Irish weather. I have seen a day beginning with

torrents of rain that looked as if a deluge was* at

hand, clear up in a few minutes, without any reason,

and against the prognostications of the glass and all

other weather-prophets. 8o in like manner,.after the

astonishingly fine night, there ^.ame a villanous dark

day: which, however did nolT^et in fairly for rain,

until we were an hour on our journey, with a couple

of stout boatmen rowing us over Ballinahinch Lake.

Being, however, thus fairly started, the water began

to come down, not in torrents certainly, but in that

steady, creeping, insinuating mist, of which we scarce

know the luxury in England; and wliich, I am bound

to say, will wet a man^s jacket as satisfactorily as a

cataract would do.
^

It was just such another day as that of the famous

stag-hunt at Killarney, in a word
;
and as, in the first

instance, we went to see the deer killed, and ^aw noth-

ing thereof, so, in the second calfe, we went to see the

landscape with precisely the same good fortune. The
mountains covered their modest beauties in impene-

trable veils of clouds; and the only consolation to

the boat^s crew was, that it was a remarkably good

day for trout-fishing— which amusement some people
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are said to prefer to the examination of landscapes

however beautiful.

0 you who laboriously throw flies in English rivers,

and catch, at the expiration of a hard day’s walking,

casting, and wading, two or three feeble little brown

trouts of two or three ounces in weight, how would you

rejoice to have but an hour’s sport in Derryclear or

Ballinahinch
;
where you have but to' cast, and lo ! a

big trout springs at your fly, and, after making a vain

struggling, splashing, and lounging for a while, is in-

fallibly landed in the net and thence into the boat.

The single rod in the boat caught enough fish in an

hour to feast the crew, consisting of five persons, and

the family of a herd of Mr. Martin’s who has a pretty

cottage on T^erryclear Lake, inhabitcid by a cow and
its calf, a score of fowls, and I don’t know how many
sons and daughters. .

Having caught enough trout to satisfy any moder-

ate appetite, like true sportsmen flu* gentlemen on

board our boat became eager to hook a salmon. Had
they hooked a few salmon, no doubt they would have

trolled for whales, or for a mermaid
;
one of which

finny beauties the waterman swore he had seen on
the shore of Derryclear— he with Jim Mullen being

above on a rock, the im^rmaid on the shore directly

beneath them, visible to the middle, and as usual

racking her* hair.” It was fair hair, the boatman
said

;
and he appeared as convinced of the existence

of the mermaid as he was of the trout just landed in

the boat.

In regard of mermaids, there is a gentleman living

near Killala Bay, whose name Avas mentioned to me,
and who declares solemnly that one day, shooting on
the sands tlu^re, he saw a mermaid, and determined to

try her Avith a shot. So he drew the small charge
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from his gun and loaded it with ball— that he always

had by him for seal-shooting— bred, and hit the mer-

maid through the breast. The screams and moans of

the creature— whose person he describes most accur-

ately— were the most horrible, heart-rending noises

that he ever, he said, heard
;
and not only were they

heard by him, but by the fishermen along the coast,

who were furiously angry against Mr. A n, be-

cause, they said, the injury done to the mermaid

would cause her to drive all the fish away from the

bay for years to come.

But we did not, to my disappointment, catch a

glimpse of one of these interesting beings, nor of the

great sea-horse which is said to inhabit these waters,

nor of any fa.iri(\s (of wliotn the stroke-oar, Mr. Mar-

cus, told us not to speak, for they did n’t like bein’

spoken of); nor even of a salmon, though th^ fisher-

men produced the most tempting flies. The only ani-

mal of any size that was visible we saw while lying by

a swift black river that comes jumping with innumer-

able little waves into Derryclear, and where the

salmon are especially suffered to stand :
” this ani-

mal was an eagle— a real vild eagle, with gray wings

and a white head and belly: it swept round us,

within gunshot reach, once or twice, through the

leaden sky, and then settled on a gray rock and began

to scream its shrill, ghastly aquiline note.

The attempts on the salmon having failed, the rain

continuing to fall steadily, the herd’s cottage before

named was resorted to : when Marcus, the boatman,

commenced forthwith to gut the fish, and taking down
some charred turf-ashes from the blazing fire, on

which about a hundredweight of potatoes were boiling,

he— Marcus— proceeded to grill on the floor somo of

tlie trout, which we afterwards ate with immeasurable
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satisfaction. They were such trouts as, when once

tasted, remain forever in the recollection of a com-

monly grateful mind— rich, flaky, creamy, full of

flavor. A Parisian gourmand would have paid ten

francs for the smallest cooleen among them
;
and,

when transported to his capital, how different m
flavor would they have been !— how inferior to what

they were as we devoured them, fresh from the fresh

waters of the lake, and jerked as it were from the

water to the gridiron ! The world had not had time to

spoil those innocent beings Ixdbre they were gobbled

up with pepper and salt, and missed, no doubt, by

the'iv friends. I should like to know more of their

But enough of this : my feelings overpower

me : suffice it to say, they were red or salmon trouts

— none of your wdiite-fleshed brown-skinned river

fellows.

When the gentlemen had finished their repast, the

boatmen and the family set to work upon the ton of

potatoes, a number of the remaining fish, and a store

of other good things
;
then we all sat round the turf-

fire in the dark cottage, the rain coming down steadily

outside, and veiling everything except the shrubs and

verdure immediately about the cottage. The herd,

the herd’s wife, and a nondescript female friend, two

healthy young; herdsmen in corduroy rags, the herds-

man’s daughter paddling about with bare feet, a stout

black-eyed v;onch with her gown over her head and a

red pettif.oat not quite so good as new, the two boat-

men, a badger just killed and turned inside out, the

gentlemen, some, hens cackling and flapping about

among the rafters, a calf in a corner cropping green

meat and occasionally visited by the cow her mamma,
formed the society of the place. It was rather a
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strange picture; but as for about two hours we sat

there, and maintained an almost unbroken silence,

and as there was no other amusement but to look at

the rain, I began, after the enthusiasm of the first

iialf-hour, to think tliat after all London was a bear-

able place, and that for want of a turf-fire and a bench

in Conneinara, one might put up with a sofa and a

newspaper in Pall Mall.

Tliis, however, is according to tastes
;
and I must

say that Mr. Marcus betrayed a most bitter contempt

for all cockney tastes, awkwardness, and ignorance

;

and very right too. The night, on our return home,

all of a sudden cleared; but though the fishermen,

much to my disgust— at the expression of which,

liowever, the rascals only laughed — persisted in

making more casts for trout, and trying back in the

dark upon the spots which we had visited in the

morning, it appeared the fish had been frightened off

by the rain
;
and the sportsmen met with such indif-

ferent success tliat at about ten o’clock we found our-

selves at Ballinahinch. Dinner was served at eleven,

and, I believe, there was some whiskey-punch after-

wards, recommended medicinally and to prevent the

ill effects of the wetting : but tliat is neither here nor

there.

The next day the petty sessions w^ere to be held at

Roundstone, a little town which has lately sprung up
near tlie noble bay of that name, I was glad to see

some specimens of Connemara litigation, a». also to

behold at least one thousand beautiful views that lie

on the five miles of road between the towm and Bal-

linahinch. Rivers and rocks, mountains and sea,

green plains and bright skies, how (for the liundred-

and-fiftieth time) can pen-and-ink set you down ? But
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if Bergliem could have seen those blue mountains,

and Karel Dujavdin coirld have copied some of these

green, airy jdains, with their brilliant little colored

groups of peasants, beggars, horsemen, many an Eng-

li.shman would know Connemara ur>ou canvas as he

does Italy or Flanders now.



CHAPTER XVIIL

ROITNDSTONE VETTY SESSIONS.

“The temple of august Themis,” as a Frenchman

would call the sessions-room at Ivoiiiidstoue, is an

apartment of some twelve fet‘t S(|uare, witli a deal

table and a couple of chairs for the accommodation

of the magistrates, and a Testament with a paper

cross pasted on it to be kissed by tlui witnesses and

complainants who frequent the court. The law-papers,

warrants, etc., are kept on the sessions-clerk’s bed

in an adjoining apartment, which commands a fine

view of the court-yard — where tlien* is a stack of

turf, a pig, and a shed beneath which the magistrates^

horses were sheltered during the sitting. The ses-

sions-clerk is a gentleman ^Miaving,” as the phrase is

here, both the English and Irish languages, and inter-

preting for the benefit of the worshipful bench.

And if the cockney reader supposes that in this

remote country spot, so wild, so beautiful, so distant

from the hum and vice of cities, quarndling is not,

and litigation never shows her snaky he'ad, he is very

much mistaken. From what I saw, I would recom-

mend any ingenious young attorney whose merits are

not appreciated in the metropolis, to mak(‘ an ‘attempt

upon the village of Roundstone; where as yet, I be-

lieve, there is no solicitor, and where*an immense and

increasing practice might speedily be secured. Mr
O’Connell, who is always crying out ‘‘ Justice for

Ireland,” finds strong supporters among the Round-
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stonians, whose love of justice for tliciuselves is in-

ordinate. I took down the plots of the five first little

litigious dramas which were played before Mr. Martin

and the stipendiary magistrate.

Case I. — A hoy summoned a young man for beat-

ing him so ceverely that he kept his bed for a week,

thereby breaking an engagement with his master, and

losing a quarter’s wages.

The defendant stated in reply, that the piaintiff

was engaged— in a field through which defendant

passed with another person— setting two little boys

to fight
;
on which defendant took plaintiff by the

collar and turned him out of the field. A witness

who was present swore that defendant never struck

plaintiff at all, nor kicked him, nor ill-used him,

further than by pushing him out of the field.

As to the loss of his quarter’s wages, the plaintiff

ingeniously proved that he had afterwards returned

to his master, that he had worked out his time, and

that he had in fact received already the greater part

of his hire. Upon which the case was dismissed, the

defendant quitting court without a stain upon his

honor.

Case 2 was a most piteous and lamentable case of

killiiig a cow. The plaintiff stepped forward with

many tears and much gesticulation to state the fact,

and also to declare that she was in danger of her life

from the defendant’s family.

It appeared on the evidence that a portion of the de-

fendant^ respectable family are at present undergoing

the rewards which the law assigns to those who make
mistakes in fields with regard to the ownership of

sheep which sometimes graze there. The defendant’s

father, O’Damon, for having appropriated one of the

fieecy bl eaters of O’Meliboeus, was at present passed
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beyond sea to a country where wool, and consequently

mutton, is so plentiful, that he will have the less

temptation. Deferid«aiit's brothers tread the Ixioiiio

wheel for the same olfence. Plaintiff^s son had been

the informer in the case : hence the feud between the

families, the threats on the jjart of the defendant, the

murder of the innocent cow.

But upon investigation of the business, it was discov*

ered, aUd on the plaintiff’s own tosti}nony, that the cow
had not been killed nor even been injured

;
but that

the defendant had flung two stones at it, which might

have inflicted great injury had they hit the animal

with greater force in the eye or in any delicate place.

Defendant admitted flinging the stones, but alleged

as a reason tliat the cow Wtas trespassing on his

grounds; wdiicii plaintiff did not saeni inclined to

deny. Case dismissed. — Defendant retires with un-

blemished honor; on \vhich his mother steps fdipward,

and lifting up her hands with tears and shrieks, calls

upon God to witness that the defendant's own brother-

in-law had sold to her husband the very sheep on ac-

count of which he had been transported.

Not wishing probably to doubt the justice of the

verdict of an Irish jury, the magistrate abruptly pur

an end to the lamentation and oaths of the injured

woman by causing her to be sent out of court, and

called the third cause on.

This was a case of thrilling interest and a compli-

cated nature, iiivolviug two actions, which ought each

perhaps to have been gone into separately, but were

taken together. In the first place Timothy ITorgan

brought an action against Patrick Dolan for breach of

contract in not remaining with him for the whole of

six months during which Dolan had agreed to serve

Horgan. Then Dolan brought an action against Hor
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gan for not paying him his Vages for six months’

labor done— the wages being two guineas.

Horgan at once, and with much candor, withdrew

his charge against Dolan, that the latter had not re*

mained with him for six months : nor can I under-

stand to this day why in the first place he swore to

the charge, and why afterwards he withdrew it. But
immediately advancing another charge against his late

servant he pleaded that he had given him a suit of

clothes, which should be considered as a set-off against

part of the money claimed.

Now such a suit of clothes as poor Dolan had was

riever seen— I will not say merely on aji English

scarecrow, but on an Irish beggar. Strips of rags fell

over the honest fellow’s great brawny chest, and the

covering on his big brown legs hung on by a wonder.

He h(3ld out his arms with a grim smile, and told his

worship to look at the clothes 1 The argument was

irresistible: Horgan was ordered to pay forthwith.

He ought to have been made to pay another guinea

for clothing a fellow-creature in rags so abominable.

And now came a case of trespass, in which there

was nothing interesting but the attitude of the j)Oor

woman who trespassed, and who meekly acknowledged

the fact. She stated, however, that she only got over

the wall as short cut home
;
but the wall w’as eight

feet high, with a ditch too; and I fear there were

cabbagt,s or i)otatoes in the inclosure. They fined her

a sixpi'.nce, and she could not pay it, and went to jail

for three days— where she and her baby at any rate

will get a meal.

Last on the list which I took down came a man who
will make the fortune of the London attorney that I

hope is on his way hither : a rather old, curly-headed

man, with a sly smile perpetually lying on his face
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(the reader may giver whatever interpretation he

please to the ^Hyiug^O* He comes before the court

almost every fortnight, they say, with a complaint

of one kind or other. His present charge was

against a man for breaking into his court-yard, and

wishing to take possession of the same. It appeared

that he, the defendant, and another lived in a row of

houses : the plaintiffs house was, however, first built

;

and as his agreement specified that the plot of ground

behind his house should be his likewise, he chose to

imagine that the plot of ground behind all the three

houses was his, and built his turf-stack against his

neighbor’s window. The magistrates of course pro-

nounced against this ingenious discoverer of wrongs,

and he left the court still smiling and twisting round

his little wicked eyes, and declaring solemnly that he

would put in an ai)i}aU, If one could have purchased

a kicking at a moderate juice off that fellow’s lUck, it

would have been a pleasant little pieces of self-indul-

gonco, and I confess I longed to ask him the price of

the article.

And so, after a few more such great cases, the court

rose, and I had leisure to make moral reflections, if

so minded : sighing to think that cruelty and false-

hood, selfishness and rapacity, dwell not in crowds

alone, but flourish all the world over— sweet flowers

of human nature, they bloom in all climates and sea-

sons, and are just as much at home in a hot-house in

Thavies’ Inn as on a lone mountain or a rocky sea-

coast in Ireland, where never a tree will grow

!

We walked along this cgast, after the judicial pro-

ceedings were over, to see the country, and the new
road that the Board of Works is forming. Such a
wilderness of rocks I never saw! The district for

miles is covered with huge stones, shining white in
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patches of green, with the Binabola on one side of

the spectator, and the Atlantic running in and out of

a thousand little bays on the other. The country is

very hilly, or wavy rather, being a sort of ocean petri-

fied; and the engineers have hard work with these

numerous abrupt little ascents and descents, which

they equalize as best they may— by blasting, cutting,

filling cavities, and levelling eminences. Some hun-

d^’cds of men were employed at this work, busy with

their hand-barrows, their picking and boring. Their

pay is eighteenpence a day.

There is little to see in the town of Roundstone,

except a rresbyterian chapel in process of erection

— that seems big enough to accommodate the Presby-

terians of the country — and a sort of lay convent,

being a community of brothers of the third order oT

Saifit|^rancis, They are all artisans and workmen,

taking no vows, but living together in common, and

undergoing a certain religious regimen. Their work

is siiid to be very good, and all are employed upon

some labor or other. On the front of this unpretend-

ing little dwelling is an inscription with a great deal

of pretence, stating that the establishment was

fonnded with the approbation of ‘^His Grace the

Most Reverend the Lord Archbishop of Tuam.’’

The Most* Reverend Dr. MacHale is a clergyman

of great learning, talents, and honesty, but his Grace

the Lord Archbishop of Tuain strikes me as being no

better fhan a mountebank
;
and some day I hope even

his own party will laugh this humbug down. It is

bad enough to be awed by big titles at all
;
but to re-

s])ect sham ones !— 0 stars and garters ! We shall

have his Grace the Lord Chief Rabbi, next, or his

Lordship the Arch-ImaumJ



CHAPTER XIX.

CLTFDEN TO WESTPORT.

On leaving Ballinahinch (with sincere regret, as

any lonely tourist may imagine, who is called upon

to quit the hospitable friendliness of such a place

and society), my way lay back to Clifden again, and

thence through the Joyce country, by the Killery

mountains, to Wetsport in Mayo. The road, amount-

ing in all to four-and-forty Irish miles, is performed

in cars in different periods of time, according “to your

horse and your luck. Sometimes, both being b^, the

traveller is two days on the road
;
sometimes sraozen

hours will suffice for the journey — which was the

case with me, though I confess to having found the

twelve hours long enough. After leaving Clifden,

the friendly look of the country seemed to vanish

;

and though picturesque enough, was a thought too

wild and dismal for eyes accustomed to admire a hop-

garden in Kent, or a view of rich meadows in Surre.y,

with a clump of trees and a comfortable ’^ullage spire.

Inglis,” the Guide-book says, compares the scenes

to the Norwegian Fiords.” Well, the Norwegian

Fiords must, in this case, be very dismal sights ! and

I own that the wildness of Hampstead He«ath (with

the imposing walls of Jack Straw^s Castle ” rising

stern in the midst of the green wilderness) is more to

my taste than the general views of yesterday.

We skirted by lake after lake, lying lonely in the

midst of lonely boglands, or bathing the sides of
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mountains robed in sombre rifle green. Two or three

men, and as many huts, you see in the course of each

mile perhaps, as toiling up the bleak hills, or jingling

more rapidly down them, you pass through this sad

region. In the midst of the wilderness a chapel

stands here and there, solitary, on the hillside
;
or a

ruinous, useless school-house, its j)ale walls contrast-

ing with the general surrounding hue of sombre pur-

pie and green. But though the country looks more

dismal than Connemara, it is clearly more fertile : we
jjassed miles of ground that evidently wanted but lit-

tle cultivation to make them profitable
;
and along

the mountain-sides, in many places, and over a great

extent c'f Mr. Blake’s country especially, the hills

were covered with a thick natural plantation, that

may yield a little brushwood now, but might in fifty

yearsgfjime bring thousands of pounds of revenue to

the dSceiidants of the Blakes. This spectacle of a

country going to waste is enough to make the cheer-

fullest. landscape look dismal: it gives this wild dis-

trict a woful look indeed. The names of the lakes

by which we came I noted down in a pocket-book as

we passed along
;
but the names were Irish, the car

was rattling, and the only name readable in the cata-

logue is Letterfrack.

The little* hamlet of Leenane is at twenty miles’

distance from Clifden
;
and to arrive at it, you skirt

the mountain along one side of a vast pass, through

which •the ocean runs from Killery Bay, separating

the mountains of Mayo from the mountains of Gal-

way. Nothing can be more grand and gloomy than

this pass
;
and as for the character of the scenery, it

must, as the Guide-book says, be seen to be under-

stood.” Meanwhile, let the reader imagine huge dark

iuountains in their accustomed livery of purple and
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green, a dull gray sky above them, an estuary silver-

bright below : in the water lies a fislierman’s boat or

two; a pair of seagulls undulating with the little

waves of the water; a pair of curlews wheeling overhead

and piping on the wing
;
and on the hillside a jing-

ling car, with a cockney in it, oppressed by and yet

admiring all these things. Miiny a sketcher and

tourist, as I found, has visited tJiis i)icturesque spot:

for the hostess of the inn had stories of English and

American painters, and of illustrious book-writers

too, travelling in the service of our Lords of Pater-

noster Kow.

The landlord’s son of Clifden, a very intelligent

young fellow, was here exchanged for a new car-man

in the person of a raw Irisher of twenty years of age,

‘‘having” little English, and dressed in that very

pair of pantaloons which Humphrey Clinke| was

compelled to cast off some years since on account of

the offence which they gave to Mrs. Tabitha Bramble.

This fellow, emerging from among the boats, went off

to a field to S(*.ek for the black horse, which the land-

lady assured me was quite fresh and had not been

out all day, and would carry me to Westport in three

hours. Meanwhile I was lodged in a nea.t little par-

lor, surveying the Mayo side of the water, with some
cultivated fields and a show of a village ^ at the spot

where the estuary ends, and above them lodges and
fine dark plantations climbing over the dark hills

that lead to J^ord Sligo’s seat of Delphi. Presently,

with a curtsy, came a young woman who sold worsted

socks at a shilling a pair, and whose portrait is here

given.

It required no small pains to entice this rustic

beauty to stand while a sketch should be made of

her. Nor did any compliments or cajolements, op
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my part or the landlady’s, bring about the matter

:

it was not until money was offered that the lovely

creature consented. I offered (such is the ardor of

the real artist) either

to give her si^fpence,

or to purchase two

pairs of her socks, if

she would stand still

for five minutes. On
which she said she

would prefer selling the

socks. Then she stood

stfll for a moment in

the corner of the room
;

then she turned her

face towards the cor-

ner, and the other prfrt

of her person towards

the artist, and ex-

claiiiKid in that atti-

tude, must have a

shilling more.” Then
I told her to go to the deuce. Then she made a pro-

position, involving the stockings and sixpence, which
was similarly rejected

;
and, finally, the above splen-

did design was completed at the price first stated.

However, as we went off, this timid little dove
barred the door for a moment, and said that “ I ought
to giveiier another shilling; that a gentleman would
give her another sliilling,” and so on. She might
hav(‘ trod the London streets for ten years and not
have been more impudent and more greedy.
By this time the famous fr(‘sh horse was produced

and the driver, by means of a wraprascal, had covered
a gr('at ])art of the rags of his lower garment. He
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carried a whip and a stick, the former lying across

his knees ornamentally, the latter being for service

;

and as his feet were directly under the horse’s tail,

he had full command of tlie brute's back, and

belabored it for six hours without •ceasing.

What little English tlie fellow knew he uttered

with a howl, roaring into my ear answers — which,

for the most part, were wrong — to various questions

put to him. The lad’s voice was so hideous, that I

asked him if he could sing; on which forthwith he

began yelling a most horrible Irish ditty — of which

he told me the title, that T have forgotten. He sang

three stanzas, certainly keeping a kind of tune, a‘ud

the latter lines of each verse were in ryhme; but

when I asked him the meaning of the song, he only

roared out its Irish title.

On questioning the driver farther, it turned out

that the horse, warranted fresh, had already per-

formed a journey of eighteen miles that morning, and

the consequence was that I had full leisure to survey

the country through which we passed. There were

more lakes, more mountains, more bog, and an excel-

lent road through this lonely district, though few

only of the human race enlivened it. At ten miles

from Leenane, we stopped at a roadside hut, where

the driver pulled out a bag of outs, and J)orrowiiig an

iron pot from the good people, half tilled it with corn,

which the ])Oor tired, galled, bewhipped black horse

began eagerly to devour. The young chariot^r hiim

self hint(Ml very broadly his desire for a glass of

whiskey, which was the only kind of refreshment

that this remote house of entertainment supplied.

In the various cabins 1 have entered, I have found

talking a vain matter: the people are suspicious of

the stranger within their wretched gates, and are shy,
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sly, and silent. I have, commonly, only been able to

get half-answers in reply to my questions, given in a

manner that seemed plainly to intimate that the visit

was unwelcome. In this rude hostel, however, the

landlord was a little less reserved, offered a seat at

the turf-fire, where a painter might have had a good

subject for his skill. There was no chiinney, but a

hole in the roof, up which a small portion of the

smoke ascended (the rest preferring an egress by the

door, or else to remain in the apartment altogether)
;

and this light from above lighted up as rude a set of

figures as ever were seen. There were two brown

women with black eyes and locks, the one knitting

stockings on tlie floor, the other ‘‘racking’’ (with that

natural comb which five horny fingers supply) the

elf-locks of a dirty urchin between her knees. An
idle fellow was smoking his pipe by the fire

;
and by

his side sat a stranger, who had been made welcome

to the shelter of the place— a sickly, well-looking

man, whom 1 mistook for a deserter at first, for he

liad evidently been a soldier.

Hut there was nothing so romantic as desertion in

his history. lie had been in the Dragoons, but his

mother had purchased his discharge : he was married,

and had lived comfortably in Cork for some time, in

the glass-blowing business. Trade failing at Cork,

he had gone to Belfast to seek for work. There was
no work ai Belfast

;
and he was so far on his road

home again: sick, without a penny in the world, a

hundred and fifty miles to travel, and a starving wife

and children to receive him at his journey’s end. He
had been thrown off a caravan that day, and had
almost broken his back in the fall. Here was a

cheering story ! I wonder where he is now : how far

has the poor starving lonely man advanced over that
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weary desolate road, that in good health, ^nd with a

horse to carry me, I thought it a penalty to cross ?

What would one do under such circumstances, with

solitude and hunger for present company, despair and

starvation at the end of the vista ? There are a score

of lonely lakes along the road which he has to pass :

would it be well to stop at one of them, and fling into

it the wretched load of cares which that poor broken

back has to carry ? Would the world he would light

on thm be worse for him than that ho is pining in

now ? Heaven help us ! and on tliis very day,

throughout the three kingdoms, there are a million

such stories to be told. Who dare doubt of heaven

after that ? of a place where there is at last a wel-

come to the heart-stricken prodigal and a happy home

to the wretched ?

The crumbs of oats which fell from the mouth of

the feasting Dives of a horse were battled for outside

the door by a dozen Lazaruses in the shape of fowls

;

and a lanky young pig, who had been grunting in an

old chest in the cabin, or in a miserable recess of

huddled rags and straw which formed the couch of

the family, presently came out and drove the poultry

away, picking up, with great accuracy, the solitary

grains lying about, and more than once tryipg to

shove his snout into the corn-pot, and share with the

wretched old galled horse. Whether it was that he

was refreshed by his meal, or that the car-boy was
invigorated by his glass of whiskey, or inflamed by
the sight of eighteenpence— which munificent sum
was tendered to the soldier— T don’t know

;
but the

remaining eight miles of the journey were got over in

much quicker time, altliongh the road was exceed-

ingly bad and hilly for tlie gr(‘atest part of the way
to Westport. However, by running up the hills at
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the pony’s side, the animal, fired with emulation,

trotted up them too— descending them with the pro-

verbial surefootedness of his race, the car and he

bouncing over the rocks and stones at the rate of at

least four Irish miles an hour.

At about five miles from Westport the cultivation

became much more frequent. There were plantations

upon the hills, yellow corn and potatoes in ])lenty in

the fields, and liouses thickly scattered. We had the

satisfaction, too, of knowing that future tourists will

have an excellent road to travel over in this district

:

for by the side of the old road, which runs up and

doVn a hundred little rocky steeps, according to the

ancient plan, you see a new one running for several

miles, — the latter way being conducted, not over the

hills, but around them, and, considering the circum-

stances of the country, extremely broad and, even.

The car-boy jiresently yelled out ^^Keek, Keek!”
with a shriek perfectly appalling. This howl was to

signify that we were in sight of that famous conical

mountain so named, and from which Saint Patrick,

after inveighing thither all the venomous rejitiles in

Ireland, precipitated the whole noisome race into

Clew Bay. The road also for several miles was cov-

ered^with people, who were flocking in hundreds from

Westport ma^'ket, in cars and carts, on horseback

single and double, and on foot.

And presently, from an eminence, I caught sight

not onlji of a fine view, but of the most beautiful view

I ever saw in the world, 1 think
;
and to enjoy the

splendor of which I would travel a hundred miles in

that car with that very horse and driver. The sun

was just about to set, and the country round about

and to the east was almost in twilight. The moun-
tains were tumbled about in a thousand fantastic
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Ways, and swarming with people. Trees, cornfields,

cottages, made the scene indescribably cheerful;

noble woods stretched towards the sea, and abutting

on them, between two highlands, lay the smoking

town. Hard by was a large Gothic building — it is

but a poor-house
;
but it looked like a grand castle in

the gray evening. But the Bay — and the^ Keek

which sweeps down to the sea — and a hundred

islands in it, were dressed up in gold and purple and

crimson, with the whole cloudy west in a .flame.

Wonderful, wonderful! The valleys in the road to

Leenane have lost all glimpses of the sun ore this

;

and I suppose there is not a soul to be seen iii the

black landscape, or by the shores of the ghastly lakes,

where the poor glass-blower from the whiskey-shop is

faintly travelling now.



CHAPTER XX.

WESTPORT.

Nature lias done much for this pretty town of

Westport
;
and after Nature, the traveller ought to be

thankful to Lord Sligo, who has done a great deal too.

In the first place, he has established one of the

pfettiest. comfortablest inns in Ireland, in the best

part of his little town, stocking the cellars with good

wines, filling the house with neat furniture, and

lending, it is said, the whole to a landlord gratis, on

condition that he should keep the house warm, and

furnish the larder, and entertain the traveller. Sec-

ondly, Lord Sligo has given up for the use of the

townspeople, a beautiful little pleasure-ground about

his house. ^^You may depend upon it,’’ said a

Scotchman at the inn, that they ’ve right of path-

way through the groonds, and that tlie marquis

couldn’t shut them oot,” Which is a pretty fair

specimen of charity in this w^orld— this kind world,

that is always ready to encourage and applaud good

actions, and find good motives for the same. T won-

der how much would induce that Scotchman to allow

poor p^^ple to y^alk in his ])ark, if he had one

!

In the midst of this pleasure-ground, and sur-

rounded by a thousand fine trees, dressed up in all

sorts of verdure, stands a pretty little church
;
paths

through the wood lead pleasantly down to the bay

;

and, as we walked down to# on the day after our

arrival, one of the green fields was suddenly black
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with rooks, making a huge cawing and clanging as

they settled down to feed. The house, a handsome

massive structure, must command noble views of the

bay, over which all the colors of Titian were spread

as the sun set behind its purple islands.

Printer’s ink will not give these wonderful hues

;

and the reader will make his picture at his leisure.

That conical mountain to the left is Croaghpatrick

:

it is clothed in the most magnificent violet-color, and a

couple of round clouds were exploding as it were from

the summit, that part of them towards the sea

lighted up with the most delicate gold and rose color.

In the centre is the Clare Island, of which the edgfes

were bright cobalt, whilst the middle was lighted up
with a brilliant scarlet tinge, such as I would have

laughed at in a picture, never having seen in nature

before, but looked at now with wonder and pleasure

until the hue disappeared as the sun went away. The
islands in the bay (which was of a gold color) looked

like so many dolphins and whales basking there. The
rich park-woods stretched down to the shore

;
and the

immediate foreground consisted of a yellow cornfield^

whereon stood innumerable shocks of corn, casting

immense long purple shadows over the stubble. The
farmer, with some little ones about him, was superin-

tending his reapers
;
and I heard him say to a little

girl, Nurey, 1 love you the best of all my children !

”

Presently, one of the reapers coming up, says, It ’s

always the custom in these parts to ask ^jtrange

gentlemen to give something to drink the first day of

reaping; and we M like to drink your honor’s health

in bowl of coffee.” 0 fortunatos nimium ! The
cockney takes out sixpence, and thinks that he never

passed such a i)leasant llalf-hour in all his life as in

that cornfield^ looking at that wonderful bay.
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A car which I had ordered presently joined me
from the town, and going down a green lane very like

England, and across a causeway near a building where

the carmen proposed to show me “ me lard^s caffin

that he brought from Rome, and a mighty big caftin

entirely,’’ we came close upon the water and the port.

There was a long handsome pier (which, no doubt,

remains at this present minute), and one solitary

cutter lying alongside it
;
which may or may not be

there now. There were about three boats lying near

the cutter, and six sailors, with long shadows, lolling

about the pier. As for the warehouses, they are enor-

mous
;
and might accommodate, I should think, not

only the trade of Westport, but of Manchester too.

There are huge streets of these houses, ten. stories

high, with cranes, owners’ names, etc., marked Wine
Stores, Flour Stores, Bonded Tobacco Warehouses, and

so forth. The six sailors that were singing on the

pier no doubt are each admirals of as many fleets of a

hundred sail that bring wines and tobac^co from all

(Quarters of the world to fill these enormous ware-

houses. These dismal mausoleums, as vast as ])yra-

inids, are the places where the dead trade of Westport

lies buried— a trade that, in its lifetime, ])rol)al)ly

was about as big as a mouse. Kor is this the first nor

the hundredth place to be seen in this country, which

sanguine builders have erected to accommodate an

imaginary commerce. Mill-owners over-mill them-

selves^ merchants over-warehouse themselves, squires

over-castle themselves, little tnulesmen about Dublin

and the cities over-villa and over-gig themselves, and

we hear sad tales about hereditary bondage and the

accursed tyranny of England.

Passing out of this drearf^ pseudo-commercial fiort,

the road lay along the beautiful shores of Clew Bay,
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4;Moriied with many a rickety villa and pleasure-house,

‘from the cracked windows of which may be seen one

of the noblest views in the world. One of the villas

the guide pointed out with peculiar exultation : it is

called by a grand name — Waterloo Park, and has a

lodge, and a gate, and a field of a couple of acres, and

belongs to a young gentleman who, being able to write

Waterloo Park on his card, succeeded in carrying off

a young London heiress with a hundred thousand

pounds. The young couple had just arrived, and one

of them must have been rather astonished, no doubt,

at the park.” But what will not love do ? With
love and a hundred thousand pounds, a cottage may
be made to look like a castle, and a park of two acres

may be biought to extend for a mile. The night be-

gan now to fall, wrapping up in a sober gray livery the

bay and mountains, which had just been so gorgeous

in sunset
;
and we turned our backs presently upon

the bay, and the villas with the cracked windows, and

scaling a road of perpetual ups and downs, went back

to Westport. On the way was a pretty cemetery,

\ying on each side of the road, with a ruined chapel

for the ornament of one division, a holy well for the

other. In the holy well lives a sacred trout, whom
sick people come to consult, and who operates great

cures in the neighborhood. If the patient sees the

trout fioating on his back, he dies; if on his belly, he

lives
;
or vice versa. The little spot is old, ivy-grown,

and picturesque, and I can^t fancy a better pl«.ce for

a pilgrim to kneel and say his beads at.

But considering the whole country goes to mass,

and that the priests can govern it as they will, teach-

ing what shall be believed and what shall be not cred-

ited, would it not be well for their reverences, in the

year eighteen Hundred and forty-two, to discourage
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these absurd lies and superstitions, and teach some

simple truths to their flock ? Leave such figments

to magazine-vsrriters and ballad-makers
;
but, corbleu

!

it makes one indignant to think that people in the

United Kingdom, where a press is at work and good

sense is abroad^ and clergymen are eager to educate

the people, should countenance such savage supersti-

tions and silly, grovelling heathenisms.

The chapel is before the inn where I resided, and

on Sunday, from a very early hour, the side of the

street was thronged with worshippers, wlio came to

attend the various services. Nor are the Catholics

the only devout people of this remote district. There

is a large Presbyterian church very well attended, as

was the Established Church service in the pretty

church in the park. There was no organ, but the clerk

and a choir of childfen sang hymns sweetly and truly
;

and a charity sermon being preached for the benefit of

the diocesan schools, I saw many pound-notes in the

plate, showing that the Protestants here were as

ardent as tlieir Roman Catholic brethren. The ser-

mon was extempore, as usual, according to the pre-

vailing taste here. The preacher by putting aside

his sermon-book may gain in warmth, which we don’t

want, but lose in reason, which we do. If I were

Defender of the Faith, I would issue an order to all

priests and deacons to take to the book again; weigh-

ing well, before they uttered it, every word they pro-

posed® to say upon so great a subject as that of re-

ligion
;
and mistrusting that dangerous facility given

by active jaws and a hot imagination. Reverend

divines have adopted this habit, and keep us for an

hour listening to what j’^ight well be told in ten min-

utes. They are wondrously fluent, considering' all

things
;
and though I have heard many a sentence
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begun whereof the speaker did not evidently know
the conclusion, yet, somehow or other; he has always

managed to get through the paragraph witliout any

hiatus, except perhaps in the sense. And as far as I

can remark, it is not calm, plain, downright preachers

who preserve the extemporaneous system for the most

part, but pompous orators, indulging in all the cheap

graces of rhetoric— exaggerating words and feelings

to make effect, and dealing in pious caricature.

Church-goers become excited by this loud talk and

captivating manner, and can’t go back afterwards to

a sober discourse read out of a grave old sermon-book,

appealing to the reason and the gentle feelings, in-

stead of to the })assions and the imagination. Beware

of too much talk, 0 parsons ! If a man is to give an

account of every idle word he utters, for what a num-

ber of such loud nothings, windy emphatic tropes and

metaphors, spoken, not for God’s glory, but the

preacher’s, will|pany a cushion-thumper have to an-

swer ! And this rebuke maj properly find a place

here, because the clergyman by whose discourse it

was elicited is not of the eloquent dramatic sort, but

a gentleman, it is said, remarkable for old-fashioned

learning and quiet habits, that do not seem to be to

the taste of the many boisterous young clergy of the

present day.

The Catholic chapel was built before their graces

the most reverend lord archbishops came into fashion.

It is large and gloomy, with one or two attena^pts at

ornament by way of pictures at the altars, and a good

inscription warning the in-comer, in a few bold words,

of the sacredness of the place he stands in. Bare

feet bore away thousands of people who ca-iuc to pray

there : there were numbers of smart t*qui])ages for the

richer Protestant congregation. Strolling about the
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town in the balmy summer evening, I heard the sweet

tones of a hymn from the people in the Presbyterian

praying-house. Indeed, the country is full of piety,

and a warm, sincere, undoubting devotion.

On week-days the street before the chapel is scarcely

less crowded than on the Sabbath; but it is with

women and children merely
;
for a stream bordered

with lime-trees runs pleasantly down the street, and

hither come innumerable girls to wash, while the

children make dirt-pies and look on. Wilkie was here

some years since, and the place affords a great deal of

aiiiusement to the painter of character. Sketching,

tant hien que mal, the bridge and the trees, and some
of the nymphs engaged in the stream, the writer be-

came an object of no small attention
;
and at least a

score of dirty brats left their dirt-pies to, look on, the

barelegged washing-girls grinning from the water.

One, a regular rustic beauty, whose face and figure

would have made the fortune of a frqj^ispiece, seemed
particularly amused and agagante; and 1 walked

round to get a drawing of lier fresh jolly face : but

directly I came near she pulled her gown over her

head, and resolutely turned round her back
;
and, as

that part of her person did not seem to differ in char-

acter from the backs of the rest of Europe, there is

no need of taking its likeness.



CHAPTER XXL

THE PATTERN AT CROAGHPATRICK.

On the Pattern day, however, the washerwomen

and children had all disappeared— nay, the stream,

too, seemed to be gone out of town. There was a

report current, also, that on the occasion of the Pat-

tern, six hundred teetotalers had sworn to revolt;

and I fear tliat it was the hope of witnessing this aw-

ful rebellion which induced me to stay a c.ouple of

days at Westport. The Pattern was commenced on

the Sunday, and the priests going up to the mountain

took care tliat there should be no s))orts nor dancing

on that day
;
bi||;that the, people should only content

themselves with the performance of what are called

religious duties. Religious duties ! Heaven help us !

If these reverend gentlemen were worshippers of

Moloch or Haal, or any deity whose honor demanded

bloodshed, and savage rites, and degradation, and

torture, one might fancy them encouraging the people

to the disgusting penances the poor things here per-

form. But it 's too hard to think that in our days

any priests of any religion should .be found superin-

tending such a hideous series of self-sacrifices as are,

it appears, performed on this hill,

A friefd who ascended the hill brought down the

following account of it. The ascent is a very steep

and hard one, he says
;
but it was performed in com-

pany of thousands of people who were making their

way barefoot to the several stations ” upon the hill.
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The first station consists of one heap of stones,

round which they must walk seven times, casting a

stone on the heap each time, and before and after

every stone’s throw saying a prayer.

The second station is on the top of the mountain.

Here there is a great altar — a shapeless heap of

stones. The poor wretches crawl on thtir kyiees into

this place, say fifteen prayers, and after going round

the entire top of the mountain fifteen times, say

fifteen prayers again.

The third station is near the bottom of the moun-

tain at the further side from Westport. It consists of

three heaps. The penitents must go seven times

round these collectively, and seven times afterwards

round each individually, saying a prayer before and

after each progress.’’

My informant describes the peojde as coming away
from this frightful exhibition suffering severe pain,

wounded and bleeding in the knees ar^ feet, and some

of the women shrieking with the pain of their

wounds.” Fancy thousands of these bent upon their

work, and priests standing by to encourage them !
—

For shame, for shame. If all the popes, cardinals,

bishops, hei:mits, priests, and deacons that ever lived

were to come forward and preach this as a truth—
that to please Grod you must macerate your body, that

the sight of your agonies is welcome to Him, and that

your blood, groans,, and degradation find favor in His

eyes, I#would nSt believe them. Better have over a

company of Fakeers at once, and set the Suttee going.

Of these tortures, however, I had not the f(frtune to

witness a sight ; for going towards the mountain for

the first four miles, the only conveyance 1 could find

was half the pony of an honest sailor, wlio said, when
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applied to, tell you what I do wid you : I give you

a spell about.’’ But, as it turned out we were going

different ways; this help was i)ut a small one. A car

with* a spare seat, however (there were hundreds of

others quite full, and scores of rattling country-carts

covered with people, and thousands of bare legs trudg-

ing along the road),— a car With a spare seat passed by

at two miles from the Pattern, and that just in time to

get comfortably wet through on arriving there. The

whole mountain' was enveloi)ed in mist
;
and we could

nowhere see thirty yards before us. The women
walked forward, with their gowns over their heads

;

the men sauntered on in the rain, with the utmost

indifference to it. The car presently came to a cot-

tage, the court in front of which was bhuik with two

hundred horses, and where as many drivers were

jangling and bawling
;
and here we were told to de-

scend. You had to go over a wall and across a brook,

and beliold the Pattern.

The pleasures of the poor people — for after the

business on the mountain came the dancing and love-

making at its foot— were wofully spoiled by tlie rain^

which rendered dancing on .the grass impossible
;
nor

were the tents big enough for that exercise. Indeed,

the whole sight was as dismal and half-s^avage a one

as 1 have seen. There may have been fifty of these

tents squatted round a idaiii of tlie inost brilliant

green grass, behind which the mist-curtains seemed to

rise immediately
;

for you could ilbt even see the

mountain-side beyond them. Here was a great crowd

of men and women, all ugly, as the fortune of the

day would have it (for the sagacuous reader has, no

doubt, remarked that there are ugly and j)i'(‘tty days

in life). Stalls were spread about, whereof tlu‘ owners
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were shrieking out the praises of their wares — great

coarse damp-looking bannocks of bread for the most

part, or, mayhap, a dirty collection of pigsfeet and

such refreshments. Several of the booths professed

to belong to “ confectioners ” from Westport or Castle-

bar, the confectionery consisting of huge biscuits and

doubtful-looking ginger-beer— ginger-ale or gingeret^T

it is called in this country, by a fanciful peo]de who
love the finest titles. Add to these, caldrons (contain-

ing water for tay ” at the doors of the booths, other
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of the booths, presenting ingeniously an outside and

an inside view of the same place— an artifice seldom

practised in pictures.

Meanwhile, high up on the invisible mountain, the

people were dragging their bleeding knees from altar

to altar, flinging stones, and muttering some endless

litanies, with the priests standing by. I think I was

not sorry that the rain, and the care of my precious

health, prevented me from mounting a severe hill to

witness a sight that could only have caused one to be

shocked and ashamed that servants of God should en-

courage it. The road home was very pleasant
;
every-

body was wet through, but everybody was happy, and

by some miracle we were seven on the car. There was

the honest Englishman in the military cap, who sang

The sea, the hopen sea ’s my ’ome,’’ although not any

one of the company called upon him for that air. Then
the music was taken up by a good-natured lass from

Castlebar
;
then the Englishman again, “ With bur-

nished brand and musketoon
;

’’ and there was no end

of pushing, pincliing, squeezing, and laughing. The

Englishman, especially, had a favorite yell, with

which he saluted and astonished all cottagers, passen-

gers, cars, that we met or overtook. Presently came

prancing by two dandies, who were especially fright-

ened by the noise. ‘^'J'him’s two tailors from West-

port,’^ said the carman, grinning with all his might.

^^Come, gat out of the way there, gat along ! ” piped a

small English voice from above somewhere. *'1 looked

up, and saw a little creature perched on the top of a

tandem, which he was driving with the most knowing

air— a dreadful young hero, with a white liat, and a

white face, and a blue bird’s-eye neck-cloth. He was

five feet high, if an inch, an ensign, and sixteen
;
and

it was .a great comfort to think, in case of danger or
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riot, that one of his years and personlTstrength was

at hand to give help.

Thim ’s the alBcers,^’ said the carman, as the tan-

dem wheeled by, a small groom quivering on behind—
and the carman spoke with the greatest respect this

time. Two days before, on arriving at Westport, I

had seen the same equipage at the door of the inn—
where for a moment there happened to be no waiter

to receive me. So, shouldering a carpet-bag, I walked

into the inn-hall, and asked a gentleman standing

there where was the coffee-room ? It was the military

tandem-driving youth, who with much grace looked

up in my face, and said calmly, 1 dawnH knawJ^ I

believe th(i little creature had just been dining in the

very room— and so present my best compliments to

him.

The Guide-book will inform the traveller of many a

beautiful spot which lies in the neighborhood of

Westport, and which I had not the time to visit
;
but

I must not take leave of the excellent little inn with-

out speaking once more of its extreme comfort
;
nor

of the place itself, without another parting word re-

garding its beauty. It forms an event in one’s life to

have seen that jilace, so beautiful is it, and so unlike

all other beauties that 1 know of. Were such beauties

lying upon English shores it would be a world’s won-

der
:
perhaps, if it were on the Alediterrauean, or the

Baltic, English travellers would flock to it by hun-

dreds
;

hy not come and see it in Ireland ! Remote

as the spot is, Westport is onlytwo days’ journey from

London now, and lies in a country far more strange to

most travellers than France or Germany can be.



CHAPTER XXIL

FROM WESTPORT TO BALLINASLOE.

The mail-coach took us next day by Castlebar and

Tuam to Ballinasloe, a journey of ni'ar eighty miles.

The country is interspersed with innumerable seats

belonging to the Blakes, the Browns, and the Lynches

;

and we passed many large domains belonging to bank-

rupt lords and fugitive squires, with fine lodges

adorned with moss and battered windows, and parks

where, if the grass was growing on the roads, on the

other hand the trees had been weeded out of the

grass. About these seats and their owners the guard

— an honest, shrewd fellow— had all the gossip to

tell. The jolly guard himself was a ruin, it turned

out : he told me his grandfather was a man of large

property
;
his father, he said, kept a pack of hounds,

and had spent everything by the time he, the guard,

was sixteen : so tlie lad made interest to get a mail-

car to drive, whence he had been promoted to the

guard’s seat, and now for forty years had occupied

it, travelling eiglity miles, and earning seven-and-two-

pence every day of his life. He had been once ill, he

said, for three days; and if a man may be jti’dged by

ten hours’ talk with him, there were few more shrewd,

resolute, simple-minded men to be found on the out-

side of any coaches or the inside of any houses in

Ireland.

During the first five-and-twenty miles of the jour-

ney,— for the day was very sunny and bright,

—
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Croaghpatrick kept us company
;
and, -seated with your

back to the horses, you could see on the left, that

vast aggregation of mountains which stretches south-

wards to the Bay of Galway; on the right, that

gigantic assemblage which sweeps in circular outline

northward to Killule/^ Somewhere amongst those

hills the great John Tuam was born, whose mansion

and cathedral are to be seen in Tuam town, but whose

fame is spread everywhere. To arrive at Castlebar, we
go over the undulating valley which lies between the

mountain of Joyce country and Erris; and the first

object which you see on entering the town is a stately

Gothic castle that stands at a short distance from it.

On the gate of the stately Gothic castle was written

an inscription not very hospitable: “without be-

ware, WITHIN AMEND
;

just beneath which is an

iron crane of neat construction. The castle is the

county jail, and the iron crane is the gallows of the

district. The town seems neat and lively : there is a

line church, a grand barracks (celebrated as the resi-

dence of the young fellow with the bird^s-eye neck-

cloth), a club, and a Whig and Tory newspaper. The

road hence to Tuam is very pretty and lively, from

the number of country seats along the way, giving

comfortable shelter to more Blakes, Browns, and

Lynches.

In the cottages, the inhabitants looked healthy and

rosy in their rags, and the cots themselves in the sun-

shine almost comfortable. After a couple of months

in the country, the stranger’s eye grows somewhat

accustomed to the rags : they do not frighten him as

at first
;
the people who wear them look for the most

part healthy enough : especially the small children —
those who can scarcely totter, and are sitting shading

their eyes at the door, and leaving the unfinished dirt-
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pie to shout as the coach passes by— are as healthy a

looking race as one will often see. Nor can any one

pass through the land without being touched by the

extreme love of children among the people : they

swarm everywhere, and the whole country rings with

cries of affection towards the children, with the songs

of young ragged nurses dandling babies on their

knees, and warnings of mothers to Patsey to come out

of the mud, or Norey to get off the pig’s back.

At Tuani the coach stopi)ed exactly for fourteen

minutes and a half, during which time those who
wished might dine : but instead, 1 had the pleasure of

inspecting a very mouldy, dirty town, and made my
way to the Catholic cathedral— a very handsome

edifice indeed
;
handsome without and within, and of

the Gothic sort. Over the door is a huge coat of arms

surmounted by a cardinal’s hat— the arms of the see,

no doubt, quartered with John Tuam’s own patrimon-

ial coat
;
and that was a frieze coat, from all accounts,

passably ragged at the elbows. Well, must be a

poor wag who could sneer at an old coat, because it

was old and poor; but if a man changes it for a

tawdry gimcrack suit bedizened with twopenny tinsel,

and struts about calling himself his grace and my
lord, when may we laugh if not then ? There is

something simple in the way in which these good

people belord their clergymen, and respect titles real

or sham. . Take any Dublin paper,— a couple of

columns of it are sure to be filled with movements of

the small great men of the world. Accounts from

Derrynane .state that the ‘‘ Eight Honorable the Lord
Mayor is in good health -^his lordship went out with

his beagles yesterday
;

” or his Grace the Most Rev-

erend the Lord Archbishop of l^allywhack, assisted

by the Eight Reverend the Lord Bishops of Trincom-
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alee and Hippopotamus, assisted/^ etc.
;
or Colonel

Tims, of Castle Tims, and lady, have quitted the

< Shelburne Hotel,’ with a party for Kilballybather-

shins,’ where the august'^ party propose to enjoy a

few days’ shrimp-fishing,” — and so on. Our people

are not witty and keen of perceiving the ridiculous,

like the Irish
;
but the bluntness and honest}' of the

English have wellnigh kicked the fashionable humbug
down

;
and except perhaps among footmen and about

Hakor Street, this curiosity about the aristocracy is

wearing fast away. Have the Irish so much reason

to respect their lords that they should so chronicle

all their movements
;
and not only admire real lords,

but make sham ones of their own to admire them ?

There is no object of special mark ui)on the road

from Tuam to Ballinasloe — the country being flat

for the most part, and the noble Galway and Mayo
mountains having disappeared at huigth— until you

come to a glimpse of old England in the pretty village

of Ahascragh. An old oak-tree grows in the neat

^itreet, the houses are as trim and white as eye can

desire, and about the church and the town are hand-

some plantations, forming on the whole such a picture

of comfort and plenty as is rarely to be seen in the

part of Ireland 1 have traversed. All these wonders

have been wrought by the activity of an excellent

resident agent. There was a countryman on the

coach deploring that, through family circumstances,

this geiy;leman should have been dispossessed of his

agency, and declaring that the village had already

begun to deteriorate in consequence. The marks of

such decay were not, however, visible — at least to a

new comer
;
and, being reminded of it, I indulged in

^ This epithet is applied to the party of a Colonel somebody, in

a Dublin paper
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many patriotic longings for England : as every Eng*

lishman does when he is travelling out of the country

which he is always so willing to quit.

That a place should instantly begin to deteriorate

because a certain individual was removed from it

—

that cottagers should become thriftless, and houses

dirty, and house-windows cracked, — all these are

points which public economists may ruminate over,

and can’t fail to give the carelessest traveller much
matter for painful reflection. How is it that the

presence of one man more or less should affect a set

of people come to years of manhood, and knowing

that they have their duty to do ? Why should a man
at Ahascragh let his home go to ruin, and stuff his

windows with ragged breeches instead of glass, be-

cause Mr. Smith is agent in place of ]\Ir. Jones ? Is

he a child that won’t work unless tlie sclioolmaster

be at hand ? or are we to suppose with the Re-

pealers,” that the cause of all this degradation and

misery is the intolerable tyranny of the sist^ country,

and the pain whicli poor Ireland has been made to,

endure ? This is very well at the Coni Exchange
and among patriots after dinner

;
but, after all

granting the grievance of the franchise (though it

may not b'e unfair to presume that a man wlio has not

strength of mind enough to mend his own breeches or

his own windows will always be tlie tool of one party

or another), there is no Inquisition set up in the

country : the law tries to defend the ])e()})le as much
as they will allow

;
the odious titlie has even been

whisked off from their shoulders to the landlords’;

they may live pretty much as they like. Is it not too

monstrous to howl about Englisli tyranny and suffer-

ing Ireland, and call for a Stephen’s (ireen Parlia-

ment to make the country quiet and the people
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industrious ?* The people are not politically worse

treated than their neighbors in England. The priests

and landlords, if they chose to co-opertate, might do

more for the country now than any kings or laws

could. What you want here is not a Catholic or

Protestant party, but an Irish party.

In the midst of these reflections, and by what the

reader will doubtless think a blessed interruption, we

came in sight of the town of Ballinasloe and its

gash lamps,” which a fellow-passenger did not fail

to point out with admiration. The road-menders,

however, did not appear to think that light was by

any means necessary
;

for, having been occupied, in

the morning, in digging a line hole upon the highway,

previous to some alterations to be effected there,

they had left their work at sundown, without any

lamp to warn coming travellers of the hole— which

we only escaped by a wonder. The papers have

much such another story. In the Galway and Ballin-

asloe coaqh a horse on the road suddenly fell down
and died

;
the coachman drove his coach unicorn-

fashion into town
;

and, as for the dead horse, of

course he left it on the road, at the place where it

fell, and where another coach coming iij) was upset

over it, bones broken, passengers maimed, coach

smashed. By lieaveris ! the tyranny of England is

unendurable
;
ami I have no doubt it had a hand in

upsetting that coach.



CHAPTER XXIII.

BALLINASLOB TO DUBLIN.

During the cattle-fair the celebrated town of Ballin-

asloe is thronged with farmers from all parts of the

kingdom— the cattle being picturesquely exhibited

in the park of the noble proprietor of the town, Lord

Clancarty. As it was not fair-time the town did not

seem particularly busy, nor was there much to remark

in it, except a church, and a magnificent lunatic asy-

lum, that lies outside the town on the Dublin road,

and is as handsome and stately as a palace. I think

the beggars were more plenteous and more loathsome

here than almost anywhere. To one hideous wretch

I was obliged to give money to go away, which he did

for a moment, only to obtrude his horrible face directly

afterwards half eaten away with disease. “ A penny

for the sake of poor little Mery,^’ said another woman,

who had a baby sleeping on her withered breast; and

how can any one who has a little Mery at home resist

such an appeal ? “ Pity the poor blind man !
’’ roared

a respectably dressed grenadier of a fellow. I told him

to go to the gentleman with a red neck-cloth and fur

cap (a young buck from Trinity College) — to whom
the blind man with ijiuch simplicity immediately

stepped over
;
and as for the rest of the beggars, what

pen or pencil could describe their hideous leering

flattery, their cringing, swindling humor

!

The inn, like the town, being made to accommodate

the periodical crowds of visitors who attended the
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fair, presented in their absence rather a faded and'

desolate look
;
and in spite of the live-stock for which

the place is famous, the only portion of their produce

which I could get to my share, after twelve hours^

lasting and an hour’s bell-ringing and scolding, was

one ver^T^ lean mutton-chop and one very small damp
kidney, brought in by an old tottering waiter to

a table spread in a huge black eolfee-room, dimly

lighted by one little jet of gas.

As this only served very faintly to light up the

above banquet, the waiter, upon remonstrance, pro-

ceeded to ligJit the other hp,c ; but the lamp was sulky,

and upon this attempt to force it, as it were, refused

to act altogether, and went out. The big room was

then accommodated with a couple of yellow mutton-

candles. There was a neat, handsome, correct young

English officer warming his slippers at the fire, and

opposite him sat a worthy gentleman, with a glass of

mingled materials,” discoursing to him in a very

friendly and confidential way.

As I don’t know the gentleman’s name, and as it is

not at all improbable, from the situation in which he

was, that he has quite forgotten the night’s conversa-

tion, I hope there will be no breach of confidence in

recalling some part of it. The speaker was dressed

in deep black — worn, however, with that degng^ air

peculiar to the votaries of Bacchus, or that nameless

god, offspring of Bacchus and Ceres, who may have

invented the noble liquor called whiskey. It was

fine to see the easy folds in which his neck-cloth con-

fined a shirt-collar moist with the generous drops that

trickled from the chin above,— its little percentage

upon the punch. There was a fine dashing black

satin waistcoat that called for its share, ancl gener-

ously disdained to be buttoned. I think this is the
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only specimen I have seen yet of the personage still so

frequently described in the Irish novels— the careless

drinking squire— the Irish Will Whimble.

Sir,” says he, “ as I was telling you before this

gentleman came in (from Westport, T preshume, sir,

by the mail ? and my service to you ! ), the butchers

in Tchume (Tuani) — where I live, and shall be happy

to see you and give you a shakedown, a cut of mutton,

and the use of as good a brace of pointers as ever you

shot over— the butchers say to me, whenever I look

in at their shops and ask for a joint of meat— they

say :
‘ Take down that quarther o’ mutton, boy

;
it ’s

NO USE WEIGHING IT for Mr. Bodkin. He can tell

with an eye what’s the weight of it to an ounce!’

And so, sir, I can
;
and I ’d make a bet to go into any

market in Dublin, Tchume, Ballinasloe, where you

please, and just by looking at the meat decide its

weight.”

At the pause, during which the gentleman here

designated Bodkin drank off his materials,” the

young officer said gravely that this was a very rare

and valuable accomplishment, and thanked him for

the invitation to Tchume.

The honest gentleman proceeded with his personal

memoirs
;
and (with a charming modesty that authen-

ticated his tale, while it interested his hearers for the

teller) he called for a fresh tumbler, and began dis-

coursing about horses. ‘^Them I don’t know,” says

he, confessing the fact at once
;

or, if I do, I ’ve been

always so unlucky with them that it ’s as good as if

I did n’t.

To give you an idea of my ill-fortune : Me
brother-’n-law Burke once sent me three colts of his

to sell at this very fair of Ballinasloe, and for all I

could do I could only get a bid for one of ’em, and
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sold her for sixteen pounds. And d^ye know what

that mare was, sir ? ” says Mr. Bodkin, giving a thump

that made the spoon jump out of the punch-glass for

fright. ‘‘ ye know who she was ? she was Water-

Wagtail, sir,

—

Water-Wagtail! She won fourteen

cups and plates in Ireland before she went to Liver-

pool
;
and you know what she did there (We said.

Oh I of course.”) Well, sir, the man wdio bought

her from me sold her for four hunder guineas
;
and

in England she fetched eight hunder’ pounds.

“Another of them very horses, gentlemen (Tim,

so]ne hot wather— screeching hot, you divil — and

a sthroke of the lirnin) — another of them horses

that I was refused fifteen pounds for, me brother-’n-

law sould to Sir Rufford Bufford for a hunder’-and-

fifty guineas. AVas.n’t that luck?

“Well, sir, Sir Rufford gives Burke his bill at six

months, and don’t pay it when it come jue. A })retty

pickle Tom Burke was in, as I leave ye to fancy, for

he ’d paid away the bill, which he thought as good as

goold; and sure it ouglit to be, for Sir Rufford had

come of age since the bill was drawn, and before it

was due, and, as 1 need n’t tell you, had slipped into

a very handsome property.

“ On the protest of the bill, Burke goes in a fury

to Gresham’s in Sackville Street, w^here the baronet

was living, and (would ye believe it ?) the latter says

he does n't intend to meet the bill, on the score that

he was % minor when he gave- it. On which Burke

was in such a rage that he took a horsewhip and

vowed he ’d beat the baronet to a jelly, and post him
in every club in Dublin, and publish every circum-

stance of the transaction.”
“ It does seem rather a queer one,” says one of Mr

Bodkin’s hearers.
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“ Queer indeed : but that ’s not it, you see
;
for Sir

BufPord is as honorable a man as ever lived; and

after this quarrel he paid Burke his money, and

they Ve been warm friends ever since. But what I

want to show ye is our infernal luck. Three months

before, Sir Bufford had sold that very horse for three

hundei^ guineas

T

The worthy gentleman had just ordered in a fresh

tuxnbler of his favorite liquor, when we wished him
good-night, and slept by no means the worse, because

the bedroom candle was carried by one of the prettiest

young chambermaids possible.

Next morning, surrounded by a crowd of beggars

more filthy, hideous, and importunate tlian any I

think in the most favored towns of the south, we set

off, a coach-load, for Dublin. A clergyman, a guard, a

Scotch farmer, a butcher, a bookseller’s hack, a lad

bound for Maynooth and another for Trinity, made
a varied, pleasant party enough, where each, accord-

ing to his lights, had something to say.

I have seldom seen a more dismal and uninterest-

ing road than that which we now took, and which

brought us through the ‘^old, inconvenient, ill-built,

and ugly town of Atlilone.” The x>^^^niter would find

here, however, some ^ood subjects for his sketch-

book, in spite of the coinmination of the Guide-book.

Here, too, great improvements are taking jdace for

the Shannon navigation, which will render the town
not so inconvenient as at present it is stated to be

;

and hard by lies a little village that is known and
loved by all the world where English is sjxoken. It

is called Lishoy, but its real name is Auburn, and it

gave birth to one ^s^oll Goldsmith, whom Mr. Boswell

was in the habit of despising very heartily. At the

Quaker town of Moate, the butcher and the farmer
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dropped off, the clergyman went inside, and their

places were filled by four Maynoothians, whose va-

cation was just at an end. One of them, a freshman,

was inside the coach with the clergyman, and told^

him, with rather a long face, of the dismal discipline

of his college. They are not allowed to quit the gates

(except on general walks)
;
they are ex|)elled if they

read a newspaper
;
and they begin term with “ a re-

treat ’’ of a week, which time they are made to de-

vote to silence, and, as it is supposed, to devotion and

meditation.

I must say the young fellows drank plenty of

whiskey on the road, to prepare them for their year’s

abstinence
;
and, when at length arrived in the miser-

able village of Maynooth, determined not to go into

college that night, but to devote the evening to a

^Hark.” They were simple, kind-hearted young men,

sons of farmers or tradesmen stHuningly
;
and, as is

always the case here, except among some of the gen-

try, very gentlemanlike and pleasing in manners.

Their talk was of this companion and that
;
how one

was in rhetoric, and another in logic, and a third had

got his curacy. Wait for a while; and with the

happy system pursued within the walls of their col-

lege, those smiling, good-humored faces will come out

with a scowl, and downcast eyes that seem afraid to

look the world in the face. When the time comes for

them to take leave of yonder dismal-looking barracks,

they v^ll be men no longer, but bound over to the

church, body and soul : their free thoughts chained

down and kept in darkness, their honest affections

mutilated. Well, I hope they will be happy to-night

at any rate, and talk and laugh to their hearts’ con-

tent. The poor freshman, whose big chest is carried

off by the porter yonder to the inn, has but twelve
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hours more of hearty, natural, human life. To-

morrow, they will begin their work upon him
;
cramp-

ing his mind, and biting his tongue, and firing and

cutting at his heart, — breaking him to pull the

church chariot. Ah ! why did n’t he stop at home,

and dig potatoes and get children ?

Part of the drive from Mayiiooth to Dublin is ex-

ceedingly pretty: you are carried through Leixlip,

Lucan, Ohapelizod, and by scores of parks and villas,

until the gas-lamps come in sight. Was there ever a

cockney that was not glad to see them
;
and did not

prefer the sight of them, in his heart, to the best lake

or mountain ever invented? Pat the waiter comes

jumping down to the car and says, ‘‘ Welcome back,

sir !
” and bustles the trunk into the queer little bed-

room, with all the cordial hospitality imaginable.



CHAPTER XXIV.

TWO DAYS IN WICKLOW.

The little tour we have just been taking has been

performed, not only by myriads of the car-drivingest,

tay-drinkingest, say-bathingest people in the world,”

the inhabitants of the city of Dublin, but also by all

the tourists who have come to discover this country

for the benefit of the English nation. Look here !

”

says the ragged, bearded genius of a guide at the

Seven Churches. “ This is the spot which Mr. Henry
Inglis particularly admired, and said it was exactly

like Xorway. Many ^s the song I Ve heard Mr. Sam
Lover sing here — a pleasant gentleman entirely.

Have you seen my picture that’s taken off in Mrs.

Hall’s book? All the strangers know me by it,

though it makes me much cleverer than I am.” Sim-

ilar tales has he of Mr. Barrow, and the Transat-

lantic Willis, and of Croftou Croker, who has been

everywhere.

Tlie guide’s remarks concerning the works of these

gentlemen inspired me, I mUvSt confess, with consider-

able disgust and jealousy. A plague take them ! what

remains€or me to discover after the gfillaiit adventu-

rers in the service of Paternoster Row have examined

every rock, lake, and ruin of the district, exhausted it

of all its legends, and ‘‘ invented new ” most likely, as

their daring genius prompted ? Hence it follows that

the description of the two days’ jaunt must of neces-

sity be short
;
lest persons who have read former ac-
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counts should be led to refer to the same, and make
comparisons which might possibly be unfavorable to

the present humble pages.

Is there anything new to be said regarding the jour-

ney ? In the first place, there ’s the railroad ; it ’s no

longer than the railroad to Greenwich, to be sure, and

almost as well known
;
but has it been done ? that ^s

the question
;
or has anybody discovered the dandies

on the railroad ?

After wondering at the beggars and carmen of Dub-

lin, the stranger can’t help admiring another vast and

numerous class of inhabitants of the city— namely,

the dandies. Such a number of smartly-dressed young

fellows I don’c think any town - possesses : no, not

Paris, where the young shopmen, with spurs and

stays, may be remarked strutting abroad on fete-

days; nor London, where on Sundays, in the Park,

you see thousands of this cheap kind of aristocracy

parading; nor Liverpool, famous for the breed of

commercial dandies, desk and counter D’Orsays and

cotton and sugar-barrel Brummels, and whom one re-

marks pushing on to business with a brisk determined

air. All the above races are only to be encountered on

holidays, except by those persons wliose affairs take

them to shops, docks, or counting-houses, where these

fascinating young fellows labor during the week.

But the Dublin breed of dandies is quite distinct

from those of the various cities above named, and

altogether superior : for they appear every ^lay, and

all day long, not once a week merely, and have an

original and splendid character and appearance of

their own, very hard to describe, though no doubt

every traveller, as well as myself, has admired and

observed it. They assume a sort of military and fero-

cious look, not observable in other chea]) dandies,
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except in Paris perhaps now and then
;
and are to be

remarked not so much for the splendor of their orna-

ments as for the profusion of them. Thus, for in-

stance, a hat whi(5h is worn straight over the two eyes

costs very likely niore than one which hangs upon one

ear; a great oily bush of hair to balance the hat

(otherwise the head no doubt would fall hopelessly

on one side) is even more economical than a crop

which requires the barber’s scissors oft-times
;
also a

tuft on the chin may be had at a small expense of

bear’s-grease by persons of a proper age
;
and although

big pins are the fashion, I am bound to say I have

never seen so many or so big as here. Large agate

marbles or ‘‘taw^s/’ globes terrestrial and celestial,

pawnbrokers’ balls, — I cannot find comparisons large

enough for these wonderful ornaments of the person.

Canes also should be mentioned, which are sold very

splendid, with gold or silver heads, for a shilling on

the Quays
;
and the dandy not uncommonly finishes

off with a horn quizzing-glass, which being stuck in

one eye contracts the brows and gives a fierce deter-

mined look to the whole countenance.

In idleness at least these young men can compete

with the greatest lords
;
and the wonder is, how the

city can support so many of them, or they them-

selves
;
how the}" manage to spend their time : who

gives them money to ride hacks in the ‘‘ Phaynix ” on

field and race days; to have boats at Kingstown

during^the summer
;
and to be crow"ding the railway-

coaches all the day long ? Cars go whirling about all

day, bearing squads of them. You see them saunter-

ing at all the railway-stations in vast numbers, and

jumping out of the carriages as the trains come up,

and greeting other dandies with that rich large brogue

which some actor ought to make known to the Eng
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lish public : it being the biggest, richest, and coarsest

of all the brogues of Ireland.

I think these dandies are the chief objects which

arrest the stranger’s attention as he travels on the

Kingstown railroad, and I have always been so much
occupied in watching and wondering at them as

scarcely to have leisure to look at anything else dur-

ing the pretty little ride of twenty minutes so be-

loved by every Dublin cockney. The waters of the

bay wash in many places the piers on which the rail-

way is built, and you see the calm stretch of water

beyond, and the big purple hill of Howth, and the

light-houses, and the jetties, and the shipping. Yes-

terday was a boat-race (I don’t know how many
scores of such take place during the season), and you

may be sure there were tens of thousands of the dan-

dies to look on. There had been boat-races the two

days previous : before that, had been a field-day —
before that, three days of garrison races— to-day,

to-morrow, and the day after, tliere are races at

Howth. There seems some sameness in the sports,

but everybody goes
;
everybody is never tired

;
and

then, I suppose, comes the punch-party, and the song

in the evening— the same old pleasures, and the

same old songs the next day, and so on to the end.

As for the boat-race, I saw two little boats in the dis-

tance tugging away for dear life — the beach and

piers swarming with spectators, the bay full of small

yachts and innumerable row-boats, and in the midst

of the assemblage a convict-ship lying ready for sail,

with a black mass of poor wretches on her deck —
who, too, were eager for pleasure.

^
Who is not, in this country? Walking away from

the pier and King George’s column, you aiTive upon

rows after rows of pleasure-houses, whither all Dublin
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flocks during the summer-time — for every one must

have his sea-bathing
;
and they say that the country

houses to the west of the town are empty, or to be

hnd for very small prices, while for those on th6

coast, especially towards Kingstown, there is the

readiest sale at large prices. I have paid frequent

visits to one, of which the rent is as great as that of

a tolerable London house; and there seem to be

others suited to all purses: for instance, there are

long lines of two-roomed houses, stretching far hack

and away from the sea, accomriiodnting doubtless,

small commercial men, or small families, or some of

those travelling dandies we have just been talking

about, and whose costume is so cheap and so

splendid.

A two-horse car, which will accommodate twelve,

or will condescend to receive twenty passengers,

starts from the railway-station for Bray, running

along the coast for the chief part of the journey,

though you have but few vieWs of the sea, on account

of intervening woods and hills. The whole of this

country is covered with handsome villas and their

gardens, and pleasure-grounds. There are round

many of the houses parks of some extent, and always

of considerable beauty, among the trees of which the

road winds. New churches are likewise to be seen

in various places
;
built like the poor-houses, that are

likewise everywhere springing up, pretty much upon

one pl^n— a sort of bastard or Vauxhall Gothic—
resembling no architecture of any age previous to

that when Horace Walpole invented the Castle of

Otranto and the other monstrosity upon Strawberry

Hill ; though it must be confessed that those on the

Bray line are by no means so imaginative. Well,

what matters, say you, that the churches be ugly, if
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the truth is preached within? Is it not fair, how-

ever, to say that Beauty is the truth, too, of its kind ?

and why should it not be cultivated as well as other

truth? Why build these hideous barbaric temples,

when at the expense of a little study and taste

beautiful structures might be raised?

After leaving Bray, with its pleasant bay, and

pleasant river, and pleasant inn, the little Wicklow
tour may be said to commence properly

;
and, as that

romantic and beautiful country has been described

many times in familiar terms, our only chance is to

speak tliereof in romantic and beautiful language

such as no other writer can possibly hav(‘ employed.

We rang at the gate of the steward’s lodge and said,

Grant us a pass, we pray, to see the parks of Bowers-

court, and to behoid the brown deer upon the grass,

and the cool shadows under the whispering trees.”

But the steward’s son answered, You may not see

the parks of Powerscourt, for the lord of the castle

comes home, and we expect him daily.” So, wonder-

ing at this reply, but not understanding the same, we
took leave of the son of the steward and said, “ No
doubt Powerscourt is not fit to see. Have we not

seen parks in England, my brother, and shall we
break our hearts that this Irish one hath its gates

closed to us ?
”

Then the car-boy said, ‘‘ My lords, the park is shut,

but the waterfall runs for every man; will it please

you to see the waterfall ? ” “ Boy)” we replievl, we
have seen many waterfalls

;
nevertheless, lead on !

”

And the boy took his pipe out of his mouth and be-

labored the ribs of his beast.

And the horse made believe, as it were, to trot, and
jolted the ardent travellers

;
and we ])assed the green

trees of Tinnehinch, which the grateful Irish nation
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bought and consecrated to the race of Grattan
; and

we said, “'What nation will spend fifty thousand

pounds for our benefit ? and we wished we might

get it; and we passed on. The birds were, ineaiv

while, chanting concerts in the woods
;
and the ^un

was double-gilding the golden corn.

And we came to a hill, which was steep and long of

descent
;
and the car-boy said, My lords, I may

never descend this hill with safety to your honors^

bones ; for my horse is not sure of foot, and loves to

kneel in the highway. Descend therefore, and I will

await your return here on the top of the hill.”

So we descended, and one grumbled greatly
;
but

the other said, ‘‘Sir, be of good heart ! the way is

pleasant, and tlie footman will not weary as he travels

it.” And we went through the swinging gates of a

park, where the harvest-men sate at their potatoes —
a mealy meal.

The way was not short, as the companion said, but

still it was a pleasant way to walk. Green stretches

of grass were there, and a forest nigh at hand. It

was but September
:
yet the autumn had already be-

gun to turn the green trees into red
;
and the ferns

that were waving underm^ath the trees were reddened

and fading too. And as Dr. Jones’s boys of a Satur-

day disport in the meadows after school-hours, so did

the little clouds run races over the waving grass.

And as grave ushers who look on smiling at the sports

of these little ones, so stood the old trees around the

green, whispering and nodding to one another.

Purple mountains rose before us in front, and we
began presently to hear a noise and roaring afar off—
not a fierce roaring, but’ one deep and calm, like to

the respiration of the great sea, as he lies basking on

the sands in the sunshine.
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As we came soon to a little hillock of green, which

was standing before a huge mountain of purple black,

and there were white clouds over the mountains, and

some trees waving on the hillock, and between the

trunks of them we saw the waters of the waterfall

descending; and there was a snob on a rock, who
stood and examined the same.

Then we approached the water, passing the clump

of oak-trees. The waters were white, and the cliffs

which they varnished were purple. But those round

about were gray, tall, and gay with blue shadows, and

ferns, heath, and rusty-colored funguses sprouting

here and there in the same. But in the ravine where

,the waters fell, roaring as it were with the fall, the

rocks were dark, and the foam of the cataract was of

a yellow color. And we stood, and were silent, and

wondered. And still the trees continued to wave, and

the waters to roar and tumble, and the sun to shine,

and the fresh wind to blow.

And we stood and looked ; and said in our hearts

it was beautiful, and bethought us how shall all this

be set down in types and ink ? (for our trade is to

write books and sell the same— a chapter for a guinea,

a line for a penny)
;
and the waterfall roared in an-

swer, ‘‘ For shame, O vain man ! think not of thy

books and of thy pence now
;
but look on, and wonder,

and be silent. Can types or ink describe my beauty,

though aided by thy small wit ? I am made for thee

to praise and wonder at : be content, and cherish thy

wonder. It is enough that thou hast seen a great

thing : is it needful that thou shouldst prate of all

thou hast seen ?

So we came away silently, and walked through the

park without looking back. And there was a man at

the gate, wlio opened it and seemed to say, ^ Give me
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a little sixpence/’ But we gave nothing, and walked

up the hill, which was sore to climb; and on the sum-

mit found the car-boy, who was lolling on his cushions

and smoking, as happy as a lord.

Quitting the waterfall at Powerscourt (the grand

style in which it has been described was adopted in

order that" the reader, who has probably read other

descriptions of the spot, might have at least some-

thing new in this account of it), we speedily left be-

hind us the rich and wooded tract of country, about

Powerscourt, and came to a bleak tract, which, per-

haps by way of contrast with so much natural wealth,

is not unpleasing, and began ascending what is very

properly called the Long Hill. Here you see, in the

midst of the loneliness, a grim-looking barrack, that

was erected when, after the Rebellion, it was neces-

sary for some time to occupy this most rebellious

country
;
and a church looking eipially dismal, a lean-

looking sham-Gothic building, in the midst of this

green desert. The road to Luggala, whither we were

bound, turns off the Long Hill, up another hill, which

seems still longer and steeper, inasmuch as it was

ascended perforce on foot, and over lonely boggy

moorlands, enlivened by a huge gray boulder plumped

here and there, and comes, one wonders how, to the

spot. Close to this hill of S lievebuck, is marked in

the ma])S a district called the uninhabited country,”

and these stones probably fell at a period of time

when not only this district, but all the world was un-

inhabited, — and in some convulsion of the neighbor-

ing mountains this and other enormous rocks were

cast abroad.

From behind one of them, or out of the ground

somehow, as we went up the hill, sprang little ragged

guides, who are always lurking about in search of
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stray pence from tourists
;
and we had three or four

of such at our back by the time we were at the top of

the hill. Almost the first sight we saw was a smart

coach-and-four, with a loving wedding-party within,

and a genteel valet and lady’s-maid without. I won-

dered had they been burying their modest loves in

the uninhabited district ? But presently/ from the

top .of the hill, I saw the place in which their honey-

moon had been passed : nor could any pair of lovers,

nor a pious hermit bent on retirement from the world,

have selected a more sequestered spot.

Standing by a big shining granite stone on the hill-

top, we looked immediately downu])on Lough Tay—
a little round lake of half a mile in lengtli, which lay

beneath us as black as a pool of ink— a high, cruml>

ling, white-sided mountain falling abruptly into it on

the side opposite to us, with a huge ruin of shattered

rocks at its base. Northwards, we could see bf^tween

mountains a portion of the neighboring lake of Lough
Dan— which, too, was dark, though the Annamoe
river, which connects the two lakes, lay coursing

through the greenest possible flats and shining as

bright as silver. Brilliant green shores, too, come

gently down to the southern side of Lough Tay

;

through these runs another river, with a small rapid

or fall, which makes a music for the lake, and here,

amidst beautiful woods lies a villa, where the four

horses, the groom and valet, the postilions, and the

young couple had, no doubt, been hiding themselves.

Hereabouts, the owner of the villa, Mr. Latouche,

has a great grazing establishment; and some herd-

boys, no doubt seeing strangers on the hill, thought

proper that the cattle should stray that way, that

they might drive them back again, and parentheti-

cally ask the travellers for money, — everybody asks
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travellers for money, as it seems. Next day, admir-

ing in a laborer’s arms a little child— his master’s

son, who could not speak — the laborer, his he-nurse,

spoke for him, and demanded a little sixpence to bu5

the child apples. One grows not a little callous to

this sort of, beggary : and the only one of our numer-

ous young guides who got a reward was the raggedest

of them. He and his companions had just come from

school, he said, — not a Government school, but a

private one, where they paid. I asked how much,—
Was it a penny a week ? ” No

;
not a penny a

week, but so much at the end of the year.” Was it

a barrel of meal, or a few stone of potatoes, or some-

thing of that sort ? ’’ Yes
;
something of that sort.”

The something must, however, have been a very

small something on the poor lad’s part. He was one

of four young ones, who lived with their mother, a

widow. He had no work
;
he could get no work

;
no-

body had work. His mother had a cabin with no

land not a perch of land, no potatoes— nothing

but the cabin. How did they live ? — the mother

knitted stockings. I asked had she any stockings at

home ? — the boy said, No.” How did he live ? —
he lived how he could

;
and we gave him threepence,

with which, in delight, he went bounding off to the

poor mother. Gracious heavens ! wdiat a history to

hear, told by a cliild looking quite cheerful as he told

it, and if the story was quite a common one. And
a comigou one, too, it is : and God forgive us.

Here is another, and of a similar low kind, but

rather pleasanter. We asked the car-boy how much
he earned. He said, ‘‘ Seven shillings a week, and his

chances ”— which, in the summer season, from the

number of tourists- who are jolted in his car, must be

tolerably good — eight or nine shillings a week more,
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probably. But, he said, in winter his master did not

hire him for the car
;
and he was obliged to look for

work elsewhere : as for saving, he never had saved a

shilling in his life.

We asked him was he married ? and he said, Ko,

but he was as good as married ; for he had an old

mother and four little brothers to keep, and six mouths

to feed, and to dress himself decent to drive the gen-

tlemen. Was not the “ as good as married ” a pretty

expression ? and might not some of what are called

their betters learn a little good from these simple

poor creatures ? There ’s many a young fellow who
sets up in the world would think it rather hard to

have four brothers to support
;
and I have heard more

than one genteel Christian pining over five hundred a

year. A few such may read this, perhaps : let them

think of the Irish widow with the four children and

nothing^ and at least be more contented with their

port and sherry and their leg of mutton.

This brings us at once to the subject of dinner and

the little village, Roundwood, which was reached by

this time, lying a few miles off from the lakes, and

reached by a road not particularly remarkable for any
picturesqueness in beauty

;
though you pass through

a simple, pleasing landscape, always agreeable as a re-

pose, I think, after viewing a sight so beautiful as

those mountain lakes we have just quitted. All the

hills up which we had panted had imparted a fierce

sensation of hunger
;
and it was nobly decreed that

we should stop in the middle of the street of Round-

wood, impartially between the two hotels, and sol-

emnly decide upon a resting-place after having in-

spected the larders and bedrooms of each.

And here as an impartial writer, I must say that

the hotel of Mr. Wheatly possesses attractions which
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few men can resist, in the shape of two very hand-

some young ladies his daughters; whose faces were

they but painted on his signboard, instead of the mys-

terious piece which ornaments it, would infallibly

draw tCurists into the house, thereby giving the op-

position inn of Murphy not the least chance of custom.

A landlord’s daughters in England, Inhabiting a

little country inn, would be apt to lay the cloth for

the traveller, and their respected father would bring,

in the first dish of the dinner
;
but this arrangement

is never known in Ireland : we scarcely ever see the

cheering countenance of my landlord. And as for the

young Ijidies of Koundwood, I am bound to say that

no young persons in Baker Street could be more gen-

teel; and iliat our bill, when it was brought the next

morning, was written in as pretty and fashionable a

lady’s hand as ever was formed in the most elegant

finishing school at Pimlico.

Of the dozen houses of the little village, the half

seem to be houses of entertainment. A green com-

mon stretches before these, with its rural accompani-

ments of geese, pigs, and idlers
;
a park and planta-

tion at the end of the village, and plenty of trees

round about it, give it a happy, comfortable, English

look; wlii(di is, to my notion, the best compliment

that can be paid to a hamlet ; for where, after all, are

villages so pretty ?

Here, rather to one’s wonder— for the district was
not thicjfly enough populated to encourage dramatic

exhibitions — a sort of theatre was erected on the

common, a ragged cloth covering the spectators and
the actors, and the former (if there were any) obtain-

ing admittance through two doors on the stage in

front, marked “pit & galeky.” Why should the

word not be spelt with one l as with two ?
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The entrance to the “ pit ” was stated to be three-

pence, and to the <‘galery’’ twopence. We heard the

drums and pipes of the orchestra as we sat at dinner

;

it seemed to be a good opportunity to examine Irish

humor of a peculiar sort, and we promised ourselves

a pleasant evening in the pit.

But although the drums began to beat at half-past

sixj and a crowd of young people formed round the

ladder at that hour, to whom the manager of the troop

addressed the most vehement invitations to enter, no-

body seemed to be inclined to mount the steps : for

the fact most likely was, that not one of the poor fel-

lows possessed the requisite twopence which would

induce the fat old lady who sat by it to fling open the

gallery door. At one time I thought of offering a-

half-crown for a purchase of tickets for twenty, and

so at once beiiefitting the manager and the crowd of

ragged urchins who stood wistfully without his pavil-

ion
;
but it seemed ostentatious, and we had not the

courage to face the tall man in the great-coat gesticu-

lating and shouting in front of the stage, and make
the proposition.

Why not? It would have given the company
potatoes at least for supper, and made a score of

children happy. They would have seen “ the learned

pig who spells your name, the feats of manly activity,

tire wonderful Italian vaulting
;

” and they would have

heard the comic songs by ‘‘your humble servant.’’

“ Your humble servant ” was the head of th^ troop :

a long man, with a broad accent, a yellow top-coat,

and a piteous lean face. What a speculation was this

poor fellow’s ! he must have a company of at least a

dozen to keep. There were three girls in trousers, who
danced in front of the stage, in Polish caps, tossing

their arms about to the tunes of three musicianers
;
there
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was a page, two young tragedy-actors, and a clown;'

there was the fat old woman at the gallery-door waiting

for the twopences ;
there was the Jack Pudding

;
and it

was evident that there must have been some one with-'

in, or else who would take care of the learned pig ?

The poor manager stood in front, and shouted to

the little Irishry beneath; but no one seemed to

move. Then he brought forward Jack Pudding, and

h^*d a dialogue with him
;
the jocularity of which, by

heavens ! made the heart ache to hear. We had de-

termined, at least, to go to the play before that, but

the dialogue was too much : we were obliged to walk

away, unable to face that dreadful Jack Pudding, and

heard the poor manager shoutinj^ still for many hours

through the night, and the drums thumping vain in-

vitations to the people. 0 unhappy children of the

Hibernian Thespis! it is my belief that they must

have eaten the learned pig that night for supper.

It was Sunday morning when we left the little inn

at Koundwood : the people were flocking in numbers

to church, on cars, and pillions, neat, comfortable, and

well dressed. We saw in this country more health,

more beauty, and more shoes than I have remarked

in any quarter. That famous resort of sightseers, the

Devil’s Glen, lies at a few miles’ distance from the

little village
;
and. Having gone on the car as near to

the spot as the road permitted, we made across the

fields— boggy, stony, ill-tilled fields they were— for

about S, mile, at the end of which walk we found our-

selves on the brow of the ravine that has received so

ugly a name.

Is there a legend about the place ? No doubt for

this, as for almost every other natural curiosity in

Ireland, there is some tale of monk, saint, fairy, or

devil
;
but our guide on the present day was a barris-
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ter from Dublin, who did not deal in fictions by any

means so romantic, and the history, whatever it was,

remained untold. Perhaps the little breechesless cic-

erone who offered himself would have given us the

story, but we dismissed the urchin with scorn, and

had to find our own way through bush and bramble

down to the entrance of the gully.

Here we came on a cataract, which looks very big

in Messrs. Curry’s pretty little Guide-book (that every

traveller to Wicklow will be sure to have in his

pocket)
;
but the waterfall, on this shining Sabbath

morning, was disposed to labor as little as possible,

and indeed is a spirit of a very humble, ordinary

sort!

But there is a ravine of a mile and a half, through

which a river runs roaring (a lady who keeps the

gate will not object to receive a gratuity)— there is a

ravine, or DeviPs glen, which forms a delightful wild

walk, and where a Methuselah of a landscape-painter

might find studies for all his life long. All sorts of

foliage and color, all sorts of deliglitful caprices of

light and shadow— the river tumbling and frothing

amidst the boulders — ‘^raucum per Isevia murmur
saxa ciens,” and a chorus of one hundred and fifty

thousand birds (there might be more), hopping, twit-

tering, singing under the clear cloudless Sabbath

scene, make this walk one oi the most deWghtinl that

can he taken •, and indeed 1 hope there is no harm in

saying that you may get as much out of au^hour^s

walk there as out of the best hour’s extempore preach-

ing. But this was as a salvo to our conscience for

not being at church.

Here, however, was a long aisle, arched gothically

overhead, in a much better taste than is seen in some
of those dismal new churches

5
and, by way of painted
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glass, the sun lighting up multitudes of various-

colored leaves, and the birds for choristers, and the

river by way of organ, and in it stones enough to

make a whole library of sermons. No man can walk

in such a place without feeling grateful, and grave,

and humble
;
and without thanking Heaven for it as

he comes away. And, walking and musing in this

free, happy place, one could not help thinking of a

million and a half of brother cockneys shut up in

their huge prison (the treadmill for the day being

idle), and told by some legislators that relaxation is

sinful, that works of art are abominations except on

week-days, and that their proper place of resort is a

dingy tabernacle, where a loud-voiced man is howling

about hell-fire in bad grammar. Is not this beautiful

world, too, a part of our religion? Yes, truly, in

whatever way ray Lord John Russell may vote
;
and

it is to be learned without having recourse to any

professor at any Bethesda, Ebenezer, or Jerusalem

:

there can be no mistake about it
;
no terror, no bigoted

dealing of damnation to one’s neighbor : it is taught

without false emphasis or vain sprouting on the

preacher’s part— how should there be such with such

a preacher?

This wild onslaught upon sermons and preachers

needs perhaps an explanation : for which purpose we
must whisk back out of the Devil’s Glen (^improperly

so Tiamed) to Dublin, and to this day week, wlnm, at

this very time, I heard one of the first preachers of

the city deliver a sermon that lasted for an hour and

twenty minutes— time enough to walk up the Glen

and back, and remark a thousand delightful things by

the way.

JVIr. G ’s church (though there would be no

harm in mentioning the gentleman’s name, for a more
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Gonscientious and excellent man, as it is said, cannot

be) is close by the Custom House in Dublin, and

crowded morning and evening with his admirers.

The service was beautifully read by him, and the

audience joined in the responses, and in the psalms

and hymns,^ with a fervor which is very unusual in

England. Then came the sermon; and what more

can be said of it than that it was extempore, and lasted

for an hour and twenty minutes ? The orator never

failed once for a word, so amazing is his practice;

though, as a stranger to this kind of exercise, I could

not help trembling for the performer, as one has for

Madame Haqui on the slack rope, in the midst of a

blaze of rockets and squibs, expecting every ininute

she must go over. But the artist was too skilled for

that; and after some tremendous bound of a meta-

phor, in the midst of which you expect he must tum-

ble neck and heels, and be engulfed in the dark abyss

of nonsense, down he was sure to come, in a most

graceful attitude too, in the midst of a fluttering

‘^Ah !
” from a thousand wondering people.

But I declare solemnly that when 1 came to try

and recollect of what the exhibition consisted, and

give an account of the sermon at dinner that evening,

it was quite impossible to remember a word of it;

although, to do tlie orator justice, he repeated many
of his opinions a great number of times over. Thus,

^ Here is an extract from one of the latter,—
“Ha.sten to some distant isle,

In the bosom of the deep,

Where the skies for ever smile,

And the blacksfor ever weep.'*

Is it not a shame that such nonsensical false twaddle should be

sung in a house of the Church of England, and by people

assembled for grave and decent worship?
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if he had to discourse of death to us, it was, “ At the

approach of the Dark Angel of the Grave,” At the

coining of the grim King of Terrors,” At the warn-

ing of that awful Power to whom all of us must bow
down,” ^^At the summons of that Pallid Spectre

whose equal foot knocks at the monarch’s tower or

the poor man’s cabin ”— and so forth; There is an

examiner of plays, and indeed there ought to be an

examiner of sermons, by which audiences are to be

fully as much injured or misguided as by the other

named exhibitions. What call have reverend gentle-

men to repeat their dicta half a dozen times over, like

Sir Eobert Peel when he says anything that he fancies

to be witty ? Why are men to be kept for an liour

and tji^enty minutes listening to that which may be

more effectually said in twenty ?

And it need not be said here that a church is not a

sermon-house — that it is devoted to a purpose much
more lofty and sacred, for which has been set apart

the noblest service, every single word of which latter

has been previously weighed with the most scrupu-

lous and thoughtful reverence. And after this sub-

lime work of genius, learning, and piety is concluded,

is it not a shame that a man should mount a desk,

who has not taken the trouble to arrange his words

beforehand, and speak thence his crude opinions in

his doubtful grammar ? It will be answered that tlie

extempore preacher does not deliver crude opinions,

but th^yb he arranges his discourse beforehand : to all

which it may be replied that Mr. contradicted

himself more than once in the course of the above

oration, and repeated himself a half-dozen of times.

A man in that place has no right to say a word too

much or too little.

And it comes to this,— it is the preacher the peo-
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pie follow, not the prayers; or why is this church

more frequented than any other? It is that warm
emphasis, and word-mouthing, and vulgar imagery,

and glib rotundity of phrase, which brings them to-

gether and keeps them happy and breathless. Some
of this class call the Cathedral Service Paddy's

Opera ; they say it is Popish — downright scarlet—
they won’t go to it. They will have none but their

own hymns — and pretty they are — no ornaments

but those of their own minister, his rank incense and

tawdry rhetoric. Coming out of the church, on the

Custom House steps hard by, there was a fellow with

a bald large forehead, a new black coat, a little Bible,

spouting— spouting “in omne volubilis aevum”—
the very counterpart of the reverend gentlemap hard

by. It was just the same thing, just as well done:

the eloquence quite as easy and round, the amjililica-

tions as ready, the big words rolling round the tongue

just as within doors. But we are out of the Devil’s

Glen by this time
;
and perhaps, instead of delivering

a sermon there, we had better have been at church

hearing one.

The country people, however, are far more pious

;

and the road along which we went to Glendalough

was thronged with happy figures of people plodding

to or from mass. A chapel yard was covered with

gray cloaks
;
and at a little inn hard by, stood numer-

ous carts, cars, shandrydans, and pillioned horses,

awaiting the end of the prayers. The aspect of the

country is wild, and beautiful, of course
;
but why try

to describe it ? I think the Irish scenery just like

the Irish melodies — sweet, wild, and sad even in

the sunshine. You can neither represent one nor the

other by words
;
but I am sure if one could translate

<‘The Meeting of the Waters” into form and colors,
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jt would fall into the exact shape of a tender Irish

landscape. So take and play that tune upon your fid-

dle, and shut your eyes, and muse a little, and you

have the whole scene before you.

I don’t know if there is any tune about Glenda-

lough
;
but if there be, it must be the most delicate,

fantastic, fairy melody that ever was 'played. Only

fancy can describe the charms of that delightful

place. Directly you see it, it smiles at you as inno-

cent and friendly as a little child
;
and once seen, it

becomes your friend forever, and you are always

happy when you think of it. Here is a little lake,

and little fords across it, surrounded by little moun-

tains, and which lead you now to little islands where

there are all sorts of fantastic little old chapels and

grave-yards
;

or, again, into little brakes and shrub-

beries where small rivers are crossing over little rocks,

plashing and jumping, and singing as loud as ever

they can. 'J'homas Moore has written rather an aw-

ful description of it; and it may indeed appear big to

hhn^ and to the fairies who must have inhabited the

place in old days, that’s clear. For who could be

accommodated in it except the little people ?

Tlnne are seven churches, whereof the clergy must

have been the smallest persons, andhave had the

smallest benefices and the littlest congregations ever

known. As for the cathedral, what a bishoplet it

must have been that presided there. The place would

hardly ^old the Bishop of London, or Mr. Sydney

Smith— two full-sized clergymen of these days —
who would be sure to quarrel there for want of room,

or for any other reason. There must have been a

dean no bigger than Mr. Moore before mentioned, and

a chapter no bigger than that chapter in Tristram

Shandy ” which does not contain a single word, and
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mere popguns of canons, and a beadle about as tall ai^

Crofton Croker, to whip the little boys who were

playing at taw (with peas) in the yard.

They say there was a university, too, in the place,

with I don’t know how many thousand scholars
;
but

for accounts of this there is an excellent guide on the

spot, who, for a shilling or two, will tell all he knows,

and a great deal more too.

There are numerous legends, too, concerning St.

Kevin, and Fin MacCoul and the Devil, and the deuce

knows what. But these stories are, T am bound to

say, abominably stupid and stale; and some guide ^

ought to be seized upon and choked, and flung into

the lake, by way of warning to the others to stop

tlieir interminable prate. This is the curse attending

curiosity, for visitors to almost all the show-places

in the country: you have not only the guide— who
himself talks too much— but a string of ragged ama-

teurs, starting from bush and brier ready to carry his

honor’s umbrella or my lady’s cloak, or to help either

up a bank or across a stream. And all the while they

look wistfully in your face, saying, ^^Give me six-

pence !
” as clear as looks can S2)eak. I'he uncon-

scionable rogues ! how dare they, for the sake of a

little starvation or so, interrupt gentlefolks in their

pleasure !

A long tract of wild country, with a park or two

here and there, a police-barrack perched on a hill, a

half-starved-looking church stretching its long scraggy

steeple over a wide plain, mountains whose base is

1 It must be said, for the worthy fellow who accompanied us,

and who acted as cicerone previously to the great Willis, the great

Hall, the great Barrow, that though he wears a ragged coat his

manners are those of a gentleman, and his conversation evinces no

small talent, taste, and scholarship.
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richly cultivated while their tops are purple and

lonely, warm cottages and farms nestling at the foot

of the hills, and humble cabins here and there on the

wayside, accompany the car, that jingles back over

fifteen miles of ground through Inniskerry to Bray.

You pass by wild gaps and Greater and Lesser Sugar

Loaves
;
and about eight o’clock, when the sky is

quite red with sunset, and the long shadows are of

such a purple as (they may say what they like) Claude

could no more paint than I can, you catch a glimpse

of the sea beyond Bray, and crying out, ©aWra,
OaXaTTa

!

affect to be wondrously delighted by the

sight of that element.

The fact is, however, that at Bray is one of the

best inns in Ireland
;
and there you may be perfectly

sure is a good dinner ready, five minutes after the

honest car-boy, with innumerable* hurroos and smacks

of his whip, has brought up his passengers to the

door with a gallop.

As for the Vale of Avoca, T have not described that

:

because (as lias been before occasionally remarked)

it is vain to attempt to describe natural beauties
;
and

because, secondly (though this is a minor considera-

tion). we did not go thither. But we went on an-

otlier day to tlu^ Dargle, and to Slianganah, and the

city of Cabinteely, and to tlie Scalp— that wild pass :

and 1 haje no more to say about them than about the

Vale of Avo(;a. The Dublin Cockney, who has these

place's at his door, knows them quite well
;
and as for

the Londoner, wlio is meditating a trip to the Rhine
for the summer, or to Brittany or Normandy, let us

beseech liim to see his own munfnj first (if Lord

Lyndhurst will allow us to call this a part of it)
5
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and if, after twenty-four hours of an easy journey

from London, the Cockney be not placed in the midst

of a country as beautiful, as strange to him, as ro-

mantic as the most imaginative man on ’Change can

desire, — may this work be praised by the critics all

round and never reach a second edition

!



SHAPTEE XXV.

COUNTRY MEETINGS IN KILDARE.— MEATH.—
DROGHEDA.

An agricultural show was to be held at the town of

Naas, and I was glad, after having seen the grand

exhibition at Cork, to be present at a more homely,

unpretending country festival, where the eyes of

Europe, as the orators say, did not happen to be

looking on. Perhaps men are apt, under the idea of

this sort of inspection, to assume an air somewhat

more pompous and magnificent than that which they

wear every day. The Naas meeting was conducted

without the slightest attempt at splendor or display

— a hearty, modest, matter-of-fact country meeting.

Market-day was fixed upon of course, and the town,

as we drove into it, was thronged witli frieze-coats, the

market-place bright with a great number of apple-

stalls, and the street filled with carts and vans of

numerous small tradesmen, vending cheeses, or cheap

crockeries, or ready-made clothes and such goods. A
clothier, with a great crowd round him, had arrayed

hims,elf in a staring new waistcoat of his stock, and

was turying slowly round to exhibit the garment,

spouting all the wliile to his audience, and informing

them that he could lit out any person, in one minute,

‘‘ in a complete new shuit from head to fut.” There

seemed to be a crowd of gossips at every shop door,

and, of course, a number of gentlemen waiting at the

inn-steps, criticising the cars and carriages as they
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drove up. Only those who live in small towns know
what an object of interest the street becomes, and the

carriages and horses which pass therein. Most of

the gentlemen had sent stock to compete for the

prizes. The shepherds were t^indiug the stock. The
judges were making their award, and until their

sentence was given, no competitors could enter the

show-yard. The entrance to that, meanwhile, was

thronged by a great posse of people, and as the gate

abutted upon an old gray tower, a number of people

had scaled that, and were looking at the beasts in the

court below. Likewise, there was a tall haystack,

which possessed similar advantages of situation, and

was equally thronged with men and boys. The rain had
fallen heavily all night, the heavens were still black

with it, and the coats of the men, and the red feet of

many ragged female spectators, were liberally spat-

tered with mud.

The first object of interest we were called upon tc

see was a famous stallion
;
and passing through the

little by-streets (dirty and small, but not so small and
dirty as other by-streets to be seen in Irish towns),

we came to a porte-cochere, leading into a yard filled

with wet fresh hay, sinking juicily under the feet;

and here in a shed was the famous stallion. ^ His

sire must have been a French diligence-horse
;
he was

of a roan color, with a broad chest, and short, clean

legs. Ilis forehead was ornamented with a blue

ribbon, on which his name and prizes were painted,

and on his chest hung a couple of medals by a chain

— a silver one awarded to him at Cork, a gold one

carried off by superior merit from other stallions

assembled to contend at Dublin. When the points of

the animal were sufficiently discussed, a mare, his

sister, was ])roduced, and admired still more than
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himself. Any man *who has witnessed the perform-

ance of the French horses in the Havre diligence,

must admire the vast strength and the extraordinary

swiftness of the breed
;
and it was agreed on all

hands, that such horses would prove valuable in this

country, where it is hard now to get a stout horse for

the road, so much has the fashion for blood, and

nothing but blood, prevailed of late.

By the time the stallion was seen, the judges had

done their arbitration
;
and we went to the yard,

where broad-backed sheep were resting peaceably in

their pens
;
bulls were led about by the nose

;
enor-

mous turnips, both Swedes and Aberdeens, reposed in

the mud; little cribs of geese, hens, and peafowl

were come to try for the prize
;
and pigs might be

seen— some encumbered with enormous families,

others with fat merely. They poked u]) one brute to

walk for us : he made, after many futile attempts, a

desperate rush forward, his leg almost lost in fat, his

immense sides quivering and shaking with the exer-

cise
;
he was tlnui allowed to return to his straw, into

which he sank panting. Let us hope that he went

home with a pink ribbon round his tail that night,

and got a ])rize for his obesity.

I think the pink ribbon was, at least to a Cockney,

the pleasantest sight of all ; for on the evening after

the show we saw many carts going away so adorned,

having carried off prizes on the occasion. First came a

great bull stepping along, he and his driver having eacli

a bit of pink on their heads
;
then a cart full of sheep

;

then a car of good-natured-looking people, having a

churn in the midst of them that sported a pink favor

When all the prizes were distributed, a select com-

pany sat down to dinner, at Macavoy’s Hotel
;
and no

doubt a reporter who \^as present lias given in the
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county paper an account of all the good things eaten

and said. At our end of the table we had saddle-of-

mutton, and I remarked a boiled leg of the same

delicacy, with turnips, at the opposite extremity. Be-

fore the vice I observed a large piece of roast-beef,

which I could not observe at the end of dinner,

because it was all swallowed. After the mutton we
had cheese, and were just beginning to think that we
had dined very sufficiently, when a squadron of apple-

pies came smoking in, and convinced us that, in such

a glorious cause, Britons are never at fault. We ate

up the apple-pies, and then the punch was called for

by those who preferred that beverage to wine, and

the speeches began.

The chairman gave The Queen,’^ nine times nine

and one cheer more; ‘^Prince Albert and the rest

of the Royal Family,” great cheering; “The Lord-

Lieutenant ” — his Excellency’s health was received

rather coolly, I thought. And then began the real

business of tlie night : health of the Naas Society,

health of the Agricultural Society, and healths all

round; not forgetting the Sallymount Beagles, and

the Kildare Foxhounds— which toasts were received

with loud cheers and halloos by most of the gentle-

men present, and elicited brief speeches from the

masters of the respective hounds, promising good
sport next season. After the Kildare Foxhounds, an
old fanner in a gray coat got gravely up, and with-

out. being requested to do so in the least> sang a

song, stating that

“ At seven in the morning by most of the clocks,

We rode to Kilruddery in search of a fox
;

”

and at the conclusion of his song challenged a friend

to give another song. Another old farmer, on this,
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rose and sang one of Morris’s songs with a great deal

of queer humor
;
and no doubt many more songs were

sung during the evening, for plenty of hot-water jugs

were blocking the door as we went out.

The jolly frieze-coated songster who celebrated the

Kilruddery fox, sang, it must be confessed, most

wofully out of tune
;
but still it was pleasant to hear

him, and I think tlie meeting was the most agreeable

one I have seen in Ireland : there was more good-

humor, more cordial union of classes, more fi'anknbss

and manliness, than one is accustomed to find in

Irish meetings. All the speeches were kind-hearted,

straightforward speeches, witliout a word of politics

or an attempt at oratory: it was impossible to say

whether the gentlemen present were Trotestant or

Catholic, — each one had a hearty word of encourage-

ment for his tenant, and a kind welcome for his

neighbor. There were forty stout, well-to-do farmers

in the room, renters of fifty, seventy, a hundred acres

of land. There were no clergymen present; though

it would have been pleasant to have seen one of each

persuasion to say grace for the meeting and the meat.

At a similar meeting at Ballytore the next day, I

had an opportunity of seeing a still finer collection of

stock than had been brought to Naas, and at the same

time one of the most beautiful flourishing villages in

Ireland. The road to it from H town, if not

remarkable for its rural beauty, is pleasant to travel,

for evi(Jences of neat and prosperous husbandry are

around you everywhere : rich crops in the fields and

neat cottages by the roadside, accompanying us as

far as Ballytore— a white/ straggling village, sur-

rounding green fields of some five furlongs square,

with a river running in the midst of them, and num-

erous fine cattle in the green. Here is a large wind-
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mill, fitted up like a castle, with battlements and

towers : the castellan thereof is a good-natured old

Quaker gentleman, and numbers more of his following

inhabit the town.

The consequence was that the shops of the village

were the neatest possible, though by no means grand

or portentous. Why should Quaker shops be neater

than other shops ? They suffer to the full as much
oppression as the rest of the hereditary bondsmen;

anfi yet, in spite of their tyrants, they prosper.

I must not attempt to pass an opinion upon the

stock exhibited at Ballytore
;
but, in the opinion of

some large agricultural proprietors present, it might

have figured with advantage in any show in England,

and certainly was finer than the exhibition at Kaas

;

which, however, is a very young society. The best

part of the show, however, to everybody's thinking,

,
(and it is pleasant to observe the manly fairplay

spirit which characterizes the society), was, that the

prizes of the Irish Agricultural Society were awarded

to two men — one a laborer, the other a very small

holder, both liaviiig reared the best stock exhib-

ited on the occasion. At the dinner, which took place

in a barn of the inn, smartly decorated with laurels

for the purpose, there was as good and stout a body

of yeomen as at Naas the day previous, but only two
landlords

;
and here, too, as at Naas, neither priest

nor parson. Cattle-feeding of course formed the prin-

cipal theme of the after-dinner discourse— nDt, how-

ever, altogether to the exclusion of tillage
;
and there

was a good and useful prize for those who could not

afford to rear fat oxen — for the best kept cottage

and garden, namely— which was won by a poor man
with a large family and scanty precarious earnings,

but who yet found means to make the most of his
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small resources and to keep his little cottage neat and

cleanly. The tariff and* the plentiful harvest together

had helped to bring down prices severely; and we
heard from the farmers much desponding talk. I

saw hay sold for £2 the ton, and oats for 8s. 3d. the

barrel.

In the little village I remarked scarcely a single

beggar, and very few bare feet indeed among the

crowds who came to see the show. Here the Quaker

village had the advantage of the town of NaasJ in

spite of its poor-house, which was only half full when
we wCnt to see it; but the people prefer beggary and

starvation abroad to comfort and neatness in the

union-house.

A neater establishment cannot be seen than this^

and liberty must be very sweet indeed, when people

prefer it and starvation to the certainty of comfort in

the union-house. We went to see it after the show

at Naas.

The first persons we saw at tlie gate of the place

were four buxom lasses in blue jackets and petticoats,

who were giggling and laughing as gayly as so many
young heiresses of a thousand a year, and who had a

color in their cheeks that any lady of A1 mack’s might

envy. They were cleaning pails and carrying in

water from a green court or playground in front of

the house, which some of the able-bodied men of the

place were busy in inclosing. Passing through the

large entrance of the house, a nou-descript Gothic

building, we came to a court divided by a road and

two low Walls : the right inclosure is devoted to the

boys of the establishment, of whom there were about

fifty at play: boys more healthy or happy it is impos-

sible to see. Separated from them is the nursery;

and here were seventy or eighty young children, a
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shrill clack of happy voices leading the way to the

door where they were to be found. Boys and chil-

dren had a comfortable little uniform, and shoes were

furnished for all; though the authorities did not

seem particularly severe in enforcing the wearing of

the shoes, which most of the young persons left

behind them.

In spite of all “The Times’s” in the world, the place

was a happy one. It is kept with a neatness and

comfort to which, until his entrance into the union-

house, the Irish peasant must perforce have been a

stranger. All the rooms and passages are white, well

scoured, and airy; all the windows are glazed; all

the beds have a good store of blankets and sheets.

In the women’s dormitories there lay several infirm

persons, not ill enough for the infirmary, and glad of

the society of the common-room : in one of the men’s

sleeping-rooms we found a score of old gray-coated

men sitting round another who was reading prayers

to them. And outside the place we found a woman
starving in rags, as she had been ragged and starving

for years : her husband was wounded, and lay in his

house upon straw
;
her children were ill with a fever

;

she had neither meat, nor physic, nor clothing, nor

fresh air, nor warmth for them
;
— and she preferred'

to starve on rather than enter the house

!

The last of our agricultural excursions was to the

fair of Castlederinot, celebrated for the show of cattle

to be seen there, and attended by the farmers and
gentry of the neighboring counties. Long before

reaching the place we met trooi)S of cattle coming

from it ^— stock of a beautiful kind, for the most part

large, sleek, white, long-backed, most of the larger

animals being bound for England. There was very

near as fine a show in the pastures along the road—
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which lies across a light green country with plenty of

trees to oniament the landscape, and some neat

cottages along the roadside.

At the turnpike of Castledermot the droves of cat-

tie met us' by scores no longer, but by hundreds, and

the long street of the place was thronged with oxen,

sheep, and horses, and with those who wished to see,

to sell, or to buy. The squires were all together in a

cluster at the police-house
;
the owners of the horses

rode up and down, showing the best paces of their

brutes: among whom you might see Paddy, in his

ragged frieze-coat, seated on his donkey’s bare rump,

and proposing him fc0sale. I think I saw a score of

this humble though useful breed that were brought

for sale to the fair. I can sell him,” says one

fellow, with a pompous air, ‘^wid his tackle or

widout.” He was looking as grave over the negotia-

tion as if it had been for a thousand pounds. Be-

sides the donkeys, of course there was plenty of

poultry, ^nd there were pigs without number, shrieking

and struggling and pushing hither and thither among
the crowd, rebellious to the straw-rope. It was a fine

thing to see one huge grunter and the manner in

which he was landed into a cart. The cart was let

down on an easy inclined plane to tempt him : two

men ascending, urged him by the forelegs, other two

entreated him by the tail. At length, when more

than half if his body had been coaxed upon the cart,

it %was -eiiddenly whisked up, causing the animal

thereby to fall forward; a parting shove sent him

altogether into the (art; the two gentlemen inside

jumped out, and the monstm* was left to ride home.

The farmers, as usual, were talking oi the tariff,

predicating ruin to themselves, as farmers will, on

account of the decreasing price of stock and the conse'
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quent fall of grain. Perhaps the person most to be

pitied is the poor pig-propri(;tor yonder: it is liis rent

which he is carrying through the market squeaking at

the end of the straw-rope, and Sir Itobert^s bill adds

insolvency to that poor fellow’s misery.

This was the last of tlie sights which the kind

owner of H town had invited me into his"country

to see
;
and I think they were among the most pleas-

ing I witnessed in Ireland. Kich and poor were

working friendlily together
;

pri(\st and ])arson were

alike interested in these honest, homely, agricultural

festivals
;
not a word was said about hereditary bond-

age and English tyranny
;

and|bn(‘ did not much re-

gret the absence of those patriotic topics of conversa-

tion. If but for the sake of the change, it was pleas-

ant to pass a few days with people among whom
there was no quarrelling: no furious denunciations

against Popery on the part of the Protestants, and no

tirades against the parsons from their bitter and

3Cornful opponents of the other creed.

Next Sunday, in the county Meath, in a quiet old

church lying amongst meadows and line old stately

avenues of trees, and for the beneht of a congregation

of some thirty persons, 1 heard for the space of an

hour and twenty minutes some thorough Protestant

doctrine, and the Pcjiish superstitions properly be-

labored. Does it strengthen a man in his own creed

to hear his neighbor’s belief abused ? One would

imagine so : for though abuse converts nobody, yet

many of our pastors think they are not doing their

duty by their own fold unless they fling stones at the

flock in the next field, and have, for the honor of the

service, a match at cudgelling with the shepherd.

Our shepherd to-day was of this pugnacious sort.

The Meath landscaije, if not varied and picturesque,
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is extremely rich and pleasant; and we took some

drives aloilg the banks of the Boyne — to the noble

park of Slane (still sacred to the memory of George

IV., who actually condescended to pass some days

tJaerc), and to Trim— of which the name occurs so

often in Swift’s Journals, and wliere stands an enor-

mous old castle that was inhal)ited by Prince John.

It was taken from him by an Irish chief, our guide

said
;
and from the Irish cliief it was taken by Oliver

Cromvvell. O’Thuselah was the Irish chief’s name no

doubt.

Here too stands, in the midst of one of the most

wretched towns in TrUand, a 2)illar erected in honor

of the Duke of Wellington by the gentry of his native

county, ilis birthjdac^e, Dangan, lies not far off.

And as we saw the hero’s statue, a flight of birds had
hovered about it : there was one on eacli ej^aulet

and two on his marslial’s staff. Besides these won-

ders, we saw a certain number of beggars
;
and a mad-

man, who was walking round a mound and preaching

a sermon on graces
;
and a little child’s funeral came

passing through the dismal town, the only stirring

thing in it (the coflin was laid on a one-horse country

car — a litth^ deal box, in wliich the 2>oor child lay —
and a great troo]) of ])e()])le followed the humble 2>ro-

cession)
;
and the inn-keeper, who had caught a few

stray g(*ntlefolk in a town where travellers must be

rare
;
and in his inn — wliich is more gaunt and mis-

erable thun the town itself, and which is by no means
rendered more cheerful because sundry theologi('al

works are left for the rare frequent(*rs in the cotfee-

room— the inn-keeqier brought in a bill which wouhl
have been worthy of Long’s, and which was paid with
much grumbling on both sides.

It would not be a bad rule for the traveller in Ire*
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land to avoid those inns where theological works are

left in the coffee-room. He is pretty sure to be made
to pay very dearly for these religious privileges.

We waited for the coach at the beautiful lodge and

gate of Annsbrook
;
and one of the sons of the house

coming up, invited us to look at the domain, which is

as pretty and neatly ordered as — as any in England.

It is hard to use this comparison so often, and must

make Irish hearers angry. Can’t one see a neat

house and grounds without instantly thinking that

they are worthy of the sister country
;
and implying,

in our cool way, its superiority to everywhere else ?

Walking in this gentleman’s grounds, I told him, in

the simplicity of my heart, that the neighboring

country was like Warwickshire, and the grounds as

good as any English park. Is it the fact that English

grounds are superior, or only that Englishmen are

disposed to consider them so ?

A pretty little twining river, called the Nanny’s

Water, runs through the park: there is a legend

about that, as about other places. Once upon a time

(ten thousand years ago). Saint Patrick being thirsty

as he passed by this country, came to the house of an
old womam, of whom he asked a drink of milk. The
old woman brought it to his reverence with the best

of welcomes, and — Here it is a great mercy that

the Belfast mail comes up, whereby the reader is

spared the rest of the history.

The Belfast mail had only to carry us fivcc miles to

Drogheda, but, in revenge, it made us pay three shil-

lings for the five miles
;
and again, by way of com-

pensation, it carried us over rive miles of a country

that was worth at least live* shillings to see— not

romantic or especially beautiful, but having the best

of all beauty— a quiet, smiling, prosperous, unassum-
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ing worh-day look, that in views and landscapes most

good judges admire. Hard by Nanny^s Water, we

came to Duleek Bridge, where, I was told, stands an

old residence of the De Hath family, who were, more-

over, builders of the picturesque old bridge.

The road leads over a wide green common, which

puts one in mind of Eng— (a plague on it, there is

the comparison again !), and at the end of the common
lies the village among trees : a beautiful and peace-

ful sight. In the background there was a tall ivy-

covered old tower, looking noble and imposing, but a

ruin and useless
;
then there was a church, and next

to it a chapel — the very same sun was shining upon

both. The chapel and church were connected by a

farm-yard, and a score of golden ricks were in the

background, the churches in unison, and the people

(typified by the corn-ricks) flourishing at the feet of

both. May one over hoj^c to see the day in Ireland

when this little landscape allegory shall find a general

application ?

For some way after leaving Duleek the road and

the country round continued to wear the agreeable,

cheerful look just now lauded. You pass by a house

where James II. is said to have slept the night before

the battle of the Boyne (he took care to sleep far

enough off on the night after), and also by an old red

brick hall standing at the end of an old chace or ter-

race-avenu^‘, that runs for about a mile down to tlu*

house, aiid finishes at a moat towards the road. But

as the coach arrives near Drogheda, and in the boule-

vards of that town, all resemblance to England .is

lost. Up hill and down, we pass low rows of filthy

cabins in dirty undulations. Parents are at t)ie cabin-

doors dressing the hair of ragged children
;
shock-

heads of girls peer out from the black circumference
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of smoke, and cliildi'en inconceivably filthy yell

wildly and vociferously as the coach passes by. One
little ragged savage rushed furiously up the hill, spec-

ulating upon permission to put on the drag-chain at

descending, and hoping for a lialfpenny reward. He
put on the chain, but the guard did not give a half-

penny. I filing him one, and the boy rushed wildly

after the carriage, holding it up with joy. “The man
inside has given me one,’’ says lie, holding it up ex-

ultingly to the guard. I fiung out another (by-the-by,

and witliout any prejudice, the ]ialf])eiice in Ireland

are smaller than those of England), but when the

child got this halfpenny, small as it was, it seemed to

overpower him : the little man’s look of gratitude

was worth a great deal more than the biggest penny

ever struck.

The town itself, which J had three-quarters of an

hour to ramble through, is smoky, dirty, and lively.

There was a great bustle in the black Main Street,

and several good shops, though some of the houses

were in a half state of ruin, and battered shutters

closed many of the windows where formerly had been
“ emporiums,” “ repositories,’’ and other grandly-titled

abodes of small commerce. Exhortations to “repeal”

were liberally plastered on the blackened walls, pro-

claiming some past or jiromised visit of the “great

agitator.” From the bridge is a good bustling spec-

tacle of the river and the craft
;

tin? cpiays were

grimy with the discharge of the coal-vesselsi that lay

alongside them
;
the warehouses were not li‘ss Idack

;

the seamen and porters loitering on the ([uay were as

swarthy as those of Puddledock
;
numerous factories

and chimneys were vomiting huge clouds of black

smoke : the comnn^rce of tlie town is stated by the

Guide-book to be considerable, and increasing of late
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years. Of one part of its manufactures every trav-

eller must speak with gratitude— of the ale namely,

which is as good as the best brewed in the sister

kingdom. Drogheda ale is to be drunk all over

Ireland, in the bottled state: candor calls for the

acknowledgment that it is equally praiseworthy in

draught. And while satisfying himself of this fact,

the philosophic observer cannot but ask why ale

should not be as good elsewhere as at Drogheda : is

the water of the Boyne the only water in Ireland

whereof ale can be made ?

A.bove the river and craft, and tlio smoky quays of

the town, the hills rise abruptly, up which innumer-

able cabins clamber. On one of tliem, by a church,

is a round tower, or fort, with a flag : the church is

the successor of one battered down by Cromwell in

1649, in his frightful siege of the ])lace. ITie place

of one of his batteries is still marked outside the

town, and known as Cromweirs Mount :
” here he

‘Oiiade the breach assaultable, and, by tlie help of

God, stormed it.’’ He chose the strongest point of

the defence for his attack'.

After being twice beaten back, by the divine assis-

tance he was enabled to succeed in a third assault : he
“ knocked on the head all the oflicei‘s of the garrison

;

he gave orders that none of the men should be spared.

J think,” says he, that night we put t(j the sword

two thousjuid men
;
and one hundred of them having

taken ppssession of St. P(‘ter’s stecjde and a round

tower next the gate, called St. Sunday’s, I ordered the

steeple of St. Peter’s to be fired, when one in the

flames was heard to say, ^ God confound me, I burn, I

burn!’” The Lord General’s history of ^‘this great

mercy vouchsafed to us ” concludes with appropriate

religious reflections : and prays Mr. Speaker of the
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House of CommoDS to remember that it is good that

God alone have all the glory.” Is not the recollection

of this butchery almost enough to make an Irishman

turn rebel ?

Wlien troops marched over the bridge, a young
friend of mine (whom I shrewdly suspected to be an

Orangeman in his heart) told me that their bands

played the Boyne Water.” Here is anotlier legend

of defeat for the Irishman to muse upon
;
ami here it

was, too, that King Hichai-d II. received the liomage

of four Irish kings, who flung their skenes or daggers

at his feet and knelt to him, and were wonder-stri(;ken

by the riches of his tents and the garments of his

knights and ladies. I think it is in Lingard that the

story is told; and the anthpiarian has no doubt seen

that beautiful old manuscript at the Ihitish Museum
where these yellow-mantled warriors are seen riding

down to the King, splendid in his forked beard, *and

peaked shoes, and long dangling scolloped sleeves and

embroidered gown.

The Boyne winds picturescpiely round two sides of

the town, and following it. We came to the Linen Hall,

— in the days of the linen manufacture a place of note,

now the plae.e where Mr. OTlonmdl harangues the peo-

ple
;
hut all tlu^ windows of the house wer(» barricaded

when wt* ])assed it, and of linen or any otlnu* sort of

merchandise there S(‘em<‘d to he none. Three boys

were running ])ast it with a mouse tii'd to a string

and a dog galloping after
;
two little childrmi were pad-

dling down the street, one saying to the other, Once

I had a halfpenny^ and bought apples with it.” The
barges were lying lazily on the river, on the opposite

side of which was a wood of a gentleman’s domain,

over which the rooks were cawing; and by the shore

were some ruins— where Mr. Ball once had his
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kennel of hounds — touching reminiscence of former

prosperity

!

There is a very large and ugly Koman Catholic

chapel in the town, and a smaller one of better con-

struction : it was so crowded, however, although on a

week-day, that we could not ])ass beyond the chapel-

yard — where were great crowds of people, some

praying, some talking, some buying and selling.

There were two or three stalls in the yard, such as

one sees near Continental churches, })resided over by

old women, with a store of little brass crucifixes,

beads, books, and bcnitiers for the faithful to pur-

chase. The church is large and comiiiodious within,

and looks (not like all other churches in Ireland) as if it

were frequented. There is a hideous stone monument
in the churchyard representing two corpses half rotted

away : time or neglect had battered away the inscrip-

tion, nor could we see the dates of some older tomb-

stones in the ground, which were raouldtudng away in

the midst of nettles and rank grass on the wall.

By a large public school of some reputation, where

a hundred boys were educattid (my young guide the

Orangeman was one of them : he related with much
glee how, on om* of the Liberator’s visits, a school-

fellow Imd wavtul a blue and orange flag from the

window and cried, King William forever, and to

hell with the Lope I ”), there is a fimj old gate leading

to the river, and in excellent i)ivservation, in spite of

time agid Oliver Cromwell. It is a good specimen of

Irish architecture. By this time that exceedingly

slow coach the ‘‘Kewry Lark” had arrived at that

exceedingly filthy inn where the mail had dropped us

an hour before. An enormous Englishman was hold-

ing a vain combat of wit with a brawny, grinning

beggar-woman at the door. “ There ’s a clever gentle-
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maxi,” ^ays the beggar-woman. Su^e he ’ll give me
something. How much should you like ? ’’ says

the Englishman, with ;^)layful jocularity. Musha/’

says she, ‘^many a Uttler man nor you has given me a

shilling.” The coach drives away; the lady had

clearly the best of the joking-match
;
but I did not

see, for all that, that the Englishman gave her a

-single farthing.

From Castle Bellingham— as famous for ale as

Drogheda, and remarkable likewise for a still better

thing than ale, an excellent resident proprietress,

whose fine park lies by the road, and by whose care

and taste the village has been rendered one of the

most neat and elegant I have yet s(‘en in Ireland —
the road to Dundalk is exceedingly picturescpie, and

the traveller has the pleasure of feasting his eyes

with the noble line of Mourne Mountains, which rise

before him while lie journeys over a level country for

several miles, Tne ‘‘Newry Lark,” to be sure, dis*

dained to take advantage of the easy roads to accel-

erate its movements in any way
;
but the aspect of the

country is so pleasant that one can afford to loiter

over it. The fields wei*e yellow with the stubble of the

corn — which in this, one of the chief corn counties

of Ireland, had just been cut down
;
and a long strag-

gling line of neat farm-houses and (cottages runs almost

the whole way from Castle Bellingham to Dundalk.

For nearly a couple of miles of the distance, the road

runs along the picturesque flat called Lurgan flreen

;

and gentlemen’s rpsidences and parks are numerouB

along the road, and one seems to have come amongst

a new race of people, so trim are the cottages, so neat

the gates and hedges, in this peaceful, smiling dis-

trict. The people, too, show signs of the general

prosperity. A national school has just dismissed its
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female scliolars as we pass through Dunlar; and'

though the children had most of them bare feet, their

clothes were good and clean, their faces rosy and

bright, and their long hail* as shiny and as nicely

combed as young ladies’ need to be. Numerous old

castles and towers stand on the road here and there

;

and long before we entered Dundalk we had a sight

of a huge factory-chimney in the town, and of the

dazzling white walls of the Roman Catholic church

lately erected there. The cabin-suburb is hot great,

and the entrance to the town is much adorned by the

hospital— a haruksorae Elizabethan building — and a

row of houses of a similar architectural style which

lie on the left of the traveller.



CHAPTER XXVL

DUNDALK.

The stranger can’t fail to be struck with the look

of Dundalk, as he has been with the villages and

country leading to it, when contrasted with places in

the South and West of Ireland. The coach stopped

at a cheerful-looking Flace^ of which almost the only

dilapidated mansion was the old inn at which it dis-

charged us, and which did not hold out much pros-

pect of comfort. P)Ut in justice to the King’s Arms
it must be said that good beds and dinners are to be

obtained there by voyagers
;
and if they (dioose to

arrive on days when his Grace the Most Reverend tlie

Lord Archbishop of Armagh and Primate of Ireland,

is dining with his clergy, the house of course is

crowded, and the waiters, and the boy who carries in

the potatoes, a little hurried and flustered. When
their reverences were gone, the laity wer(^ s(U’ved

;

and I have no doubt, from the leg of a duck which I

got, that the br(*ast :uid wings must have betm very

tender.

Meanwhile the walk was ])leasant throug]i the

bustling little town. A grave old church with a tall

copper spire defends one end of the Main Street; and

a little way from the inn is the sup(u*b new chapel,

which the architect, Mr. Duff, has copied from King’s

College Chapel in Cambridge. The ornamental part

of the interior is not yet completed
;
but the area of
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the chapel is spacious and noble, and three hand-

some altars of scagliola (or some composition re-

sembling marble) have been erected, of handsome and

suitable form. When by the aid of further subscrip-

tions the church shall be completed, it will be one of

the handsomest places of worship the Roman Catholics

possess in this country. Opposite the chapel stands

a neat low black building— the jaH : in the middle

of the building, and over the doorway, is an ominous

balcony and window, with an iron beam overhead.

Each end of the beam is ornamented with a grinning

iron skull ! Is this the hanging-place ? and do these

grinning cast-iron skulls facetiously explain the busi-

ness for which the beam is there ? For shame ! for

shame ! Such disgusting emblems ought no longer to

disgrace a Christian land. If kill we must, let us do so

with as much despatch and decency as possible, — not

brazen out our misdeeds and perpetuate them in this

frightful satiric way.

A far better cast-iron emblem stands over a hand-

some shop in the Place ” hard by— a plough namely,

which figures over the factory of Mr. Shekelton, whose

industry and skill seem to have brought the greatest

benefit to his fellow-townsmen— of whom he employs

numbers in his foundries and workshops. This gentle-

man was kind enough to show me through his manu-

factories, where all sorts of iron-works are made, from

a steam engine to a door-key
;
and I saw everything

to admire, and a vast deal more than I could under-

stand, in the busy, che(*rful, orderly, bustling, clang-

ing ])lace. Steam-boilers wtn-e liammered here, and

pins made by a hundred busy hands in a manufactory

above. There was the engine-room, where the mon-

ster was whirring his ceaseless whe(ds and dire(Jting

the whole operations of the factory, fanning the forges.
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turning the drills, blasting into the pipes of the sraelt-

ing-houses: he had a house to himself, from which

his orders issued to the different establishments round

about. One machine was quite awful to me, a gentle

cockney, not used to such things : it was an iroii-

devourer, a wretch with huge jaws and a narrow

mouth, ever opening and shutting — opening and

shutting. You put a half-inch iron plate between his

jaws, and they shut not a whit slower or quicker than

before, and bit through the iron as if it were a sheet

of paper. Below the monster’s mouth was a punch

that performed its duties with similar dreadful calm-

ness, going on its rising and falling.

I was so lucky as to have an introduction to the

Vicar of Dundalk, which that gentleman’s kind and

generous nature interpreted into a claim for unlimited

hospitality
;
and he was good enough to consider him-

self bound not only to receive me, but to give up pre-

vious engagements abroad in order to do so. I need

not say that it afforded me sincere' pleasure to wit-

ness, for a couple of days, his labors among his people
;

and indeed it was a delightful occupation to watch

both flock and pastor. The world is a wicked, selfish,

abominable place, as the parson tells us
;
but his rev-

erence comes out of his pulpit and gives the flattest

contradiction to his doctrine : busying himself with

kind actions from morning till night, denying to him-

self, generous to others, preaching the truth to young
and old, clothing the naked, feeding the hungry, con-

soling the wretcjhed, and giving hope to the sick
;
—

and I do not mean to say that this sort of life is led

by the Vicar of Dundalk merely, but do firmly believe

that it is the life of the great majority of the Protes-

tant and Roman Catholic clergy of the country. There

will be no breach of confidence, I hope, in publishing
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here the jotirnal of a couple of days spent with one of

these reverend gentlemen, and telling some readers,

as idle and profitless as the writer, what the clergy-

man's peaceful labors are.

In the first place we set out to visit the church—
the comfortable copper-spired old edifice that was

noticed on pages 358, 869. It stands in a green

churchyard of its own, very neat and trimly kept, with

an old row of trees that were dropping their red leaves

upon a flock of vaults and tombstones below. The

building being much injured by flame and time, some

hundred years back was repaired, enlarged, and orna-

mented— as churches in those days were ornamented

— and has consequently lost a good deal of its Gothic

character. There is a great mixture, therefore, of old

style and new style and no style : but, with all this,

the church is one of the most commodious and best

appointed 1 have seen in Ireland. The vicar held a

council with a builder regarding some ornaments for

the roof of the church, which is, as it should be, a

great object of his care and architectural taste, and on

which he has spent a very large sum of money. To
these expenses he is in a manner bound, for the living

is a considerable one, its income being no less than

two hundred and fifty pounds a year
;
out of which

he has merely to maintain a couple of curates and

a clerk and sexton, to contribute largely towards

schools and hospitals, and rcdieve a few scores of

pensioiiers of his own, who are fitting objects of

private bounty.

We went from the church to a sch6ol, which has

been long a favorite resort of the good vicar’s : in-

deed, to judge from the schoolmaster’s books, his at-

tendance there is almost daily, and the number of the

scholars some two hundred. The number was consid'
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erably greater until the schools of the Educational

Board were established, when the Roman Catholic

clergyiueii withdrew many of their young people from

Mr. Thackeray’s establishment.

We found a large room with sixty or seventy boys

at work
;
in an upper chamber were a considerable

number of girls, with their teachers, two modest and

pretty young women
;
but the favorite resort of the

vicar was evidently the Infant-School, — and no won-

der : it is impossible to witness a more beautiful or

touching sight.

Eighty of these little people, healthy, clean, and rosy

— some in smart gowns and shoes and stockings,

some with patched pinafores and little bare pink feet

— sat upon a half-dozen low benches, and were sing-

ing, at the top of their fourscore fresh voices, a song

when we entered. All the voices were hushed as the

vi(iar came in, and a great bobbing and curtsying took

place
;

whilst a hundred and sixty innocent eyes

turned awfully towards the clergyman, who tried to

look as unconcerned as possible, and began to make
his little ones a speech. “I have broiiglit,” says he,

‘‘ a gentleman from England, who has heard of my
little cliildren and their school, and hopes he will

carry away a good account of it. Now, you know,

we must all do our best to be kind and civil to stran-

gers : what can we do here for this gentleman that

he would like ? — do you think he would like a

song ”

{All the children), — We ’ll sing to him !

”

Then the schoolmistress, coming forward, sang the

first words of a hymn, which at once eighty little

voices took up, or near eighty— for some of the little

things were too young to sing yet, and all they could

do was to beat the measure with little red hands as
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the others sang. It was a hymn about heaven, with

a chorus of Oh, that will be joyful, joyful,” and one

of the verses beginning, “ Little children will be

there.” Some of ray fair readers (if I have the

honor to find such) who have been present at similar

tender, charming concerts, Icnow the hymn, no doubt.

It was the first time I had ever heard if ; and I do

not care to own that it brought tears to ray eyes,

though it is ill to parade siudi kind of sentiment in

print. But 1 think T will never, while I live, forget

that little chorus, nor would any man who has ever

loved a child or lost one. God bless yon, O little

happy singers ! What a noble and useful life is his,

who, in place of seeking wealth or honor, devotes his

life to such a service as this ! And all through our

country, thank God ! in quiet humble corners, that

busy citizens and men of the world never hear of,

there are thousands of such men employed in such

Iraly pursuits, with no reward beyond that which the

fulfilment of duty brings them. Most of these chil-

dren were lioinan Catholics. At this tender age the

])riests do not care to sej)arate them from their little

Brotestant brethren ; and no wonder. He must be a

child-murdering Herod who would find the heart to

do so.

After the hymn, the children went through a little

Scripture catechism, answering very correctly, and

all in a bT’eath, as the mistress ])ut the questions.

Some o^thera were, of course, too young to under-

stand the words they uttered; but the answers are

so simple that they cannot fail to understand them

before long
;
and they learn in spite of themselves.

The catechism being ended, another song was sung;

and now the vicar (who had been humming the

chorus along with his young singers, and, in spite of
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an awful and grave countenance, could not help show-

ing his extreme happiness) made another oration, in

which he stated that the gentleman from England

was perfectly satisfied; that he would have a g6od

report of the Dundalk children to carry home with

him
5
that the day was very fine, and the schoolmis-

tress would probably like to take a walk
;
and, finally

would the young people give her a holiday ? As
many,” concluded he, ^‘as will give the schoolmis-

tress a holiday, hold up their hands !
” This ques-

tion was carried unanimously.

But I am bound to say, when the little people were

told that as many as would nH like a holiday were to

hold up their hands, all the little hands went up again

exactly as before : by which it may be concluded either

that the infants did not understand his reverence’s

speech, or that they were just as happy to stay at

school as to go and play
;
and the reader may adopt

whichever of the reasons he inclines to. It is proba-

ble that both are correct.

The little things are so fond of the school, the

vicar told me as we walked away from it, that on

returning home they like nothing better than to get

a number of their companions who don’t go to school,

and to jday at infant-school.

They may be heard singing their hymns in the

narrow alleys and humble houses in which they

dwell : and I was told of one dying who sang his

song of ^^Oh, that will be joyful, joyful,” to his

poor mother weeping at his bedside, and promis-

ing her that they should meet where no parting

should be.

There was a child in the school,” said the vicar,

whose father, a Koman Catholic, was a carpenter

by trade, a good workman, and earning a consider-
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able weekly sum, but neglecting his wife and chil-

dren and spending his earnings in drink. We have

a song against drunkenness that the infants sing;

and one evening, going home, the child found her

father excited with liquor and ill-treating his wife.

The little thing forthwith interposed between them,

told her father what she had heard at S( hool rf>gard^

ing the criminality of drunkenness and quarrelling,

and finished her little sermon with the hymn. The

father was first amused, then touched
;
and the end

of it was that he kissed his wife and asked her to

forgive him, hugged his child, and from that day

would always have her in his bed, made her sing to

him morning and night, and forsook his old haunts

for the sake of his little companion.’'

lie was quite sober and prosperous for eight months

;

but the vicar at the end of that tinuj began to remark

that the child looked ragged at school, and passing by

her mother’s house, saw the poor woman with a black

eye. If it was any one but your husband, Mrs.

C
f
who gave you that black eye,” says the vicar,

tell me
;
but if he did it, don’t say a word.” The

woman was silent, and soon after, meeting her hus-

band, the vicar took him to task. ‘‘You were sober

for eight months. Now tell me fairly, C ,” says

he, “were you happier when you lived at home with

your wife and child, or are you more happy now ?
”

The man owned that he was much happier formerly,

and the#end of the conversation was that he promised

to go home once more and try the sober life again,

and he went home and succeeded.

The vicar continued to hear good accounts of him
;

but passing one day by his house he saw the wife

there looking very sad, “ Had her husband re-

lapsed ? ” — “ No, he was dead,” she said — dead of
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the cholera; but he had been sober ever since his last

conversation with the qlergyman, and had done his

\iuty to his family up to the time of his death.^’ ‘‘ I

said to the woman/’ said the good old clergyman, in a

grave low voice, “ ‘ Your husband is gone now to the

place where, according to his conduct here, his eternal

reward will be assigned him
;
and let us be thank-

ful to think what a different position he occupies

now to that which he must have held had not his

little girl been the means under God of converting

him.! ”

Our next walk was to the County Hospital, the

handsome edifice which ornaments the Drogheda en-

trance of the town, and which I had remarked on my
arrival. Concerning this hospital, the governors were,

when I passed through Dundalk, in a state of no^

small agitation : for a gentleman by the name of
,

who, from being an ai)othecary’s assistant in the place,

had gone forth as a sort of amateur inspector of hospi-

tals throughout Ireland, had thought fit to censure

their extravagance in erecting the new building, stat-

ing that the old one was fully suificient to hold fifty

patients, and that the public money might conse-

quently have been spared. Mr. \s plan for the

better maintenance of them in general is, that com-

missioners should be appointed to direct them, and
not county gentlemen as heretofore

;
the discus-

sion of which question does not need to be carried on

in this humble work. t

My guide, who is one of the governors of the new
hospital, conducted me in the first place to the old one

— a small dirty house in a damp and low situation,

with but three rooms to accommodate patients, and

these evidently not fit to hold fifty, or even fifteen

patients. The new hospital is one of the handsomest
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buildings of the size and kind in Ireland— an orna-

ment to the town, as the angry commissioner stated,

but not after all a building of undue cost, for the ex-

pense of its erection was but £3,000
;
and the sick of

the county are far better accommodated in it than in

the damp and unwholesome tenrment regretted by

the eccentric commissioner.

An English architect, Mr. Smith of Hertford, de-

signed and coni[)leted the edifice
;
strange to say, only

exceeding his estimates by the sum of three-and-six-

pence, as the worthy governor of the hospital with

great triumph told me. The building is certainly a

wonder of cheapness, and, what is more, so complete

for the purpose for which it was intended, and so

handsome in appearance, that the architect’s name de-

serves to be published by all who hear it
;
and if any

country-newspaper editors should notice this volume,

they are requested to make the fact known. The
house is provided with every convenience for men and

women, with all the appurtenances of baths, water,

gas, airy wards, and a garden for convalescents
;
and,

below, a dispensary, a handsome board-room, kitchen,

and matron’s apartments, etc. Indeed, a noble re-

quiring house for a large establishment need not de-

sire a handsomer one than this, at its moderate price

of £3,000. The beauty of this building has, as is al-

most always the case, created emulation, and a terrace

in the same taste has been raised in the neighborhood

of the hospital.

From the hospital we bent our steps to the Institu-

tion
;
of which place I give on page 368 the rules, and

a copy of the course of study, and the dietary : leaving

English parents to consider the fact, that their chil-

dren can be educated at this place for thirteen pounds

<i year. Nor is there anything in the establishment
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iaroring of the Dotheboys I never saw, in any

;^ublic school in England, sixty cleaner, smarter, more

gentlemanlike boys than were here at work. The up-

perclass had been at work on Euclid as we came in, and

were set, by way of amusing the stranger, to perform

a sum of compound interest of diabolical complica-

tion, which, with its algebraic and arithmetic solution,

was handed up to me by three or four of the pu-

pils
;
and I strove to look as wise as I possibly could.

Then they went through questions of mental arithmetic

with astonishing correctness and facility
;
and finding

from the master that classics were not taught in the

school, I took occasion to lament this circumstance,

saying, with a knowing air, that I would like to have

examined the lads in a Greek play.

Classics, then, these young fellows do not get.

1 ** Boarders are received from the age of eight to fourteen at £12
per annum, and £l for washing, paid quarterly in advance.

Day scholars are received from the age of ten to twelve at £2,

paid quarterly in advauce.

“The Incorporated Society have abundant cause for believing

that the introduction of Boarders into their Establishments has

produced far more advantageous results to the public than they

could, at so early a period, have anticipated
; and that the election

of boys to their Foundations onl^ after fair competition with others

of a given district, has had the effect of stimulating masters aud

scholars to exertion and study, and promises to operate most bene-

ficially for the advancement of religious and general knowledge.
“ The districts for eligible Candidates, are as follow :

—
“Dundalk Institution embraces the counties of Louth and Down,

because the properties which support it lie in this distridt.

“ The Pococke Institution, Kilkenny, embraces tlie counties of

Kilkenny and Waterford, for tlie same cause.

“ The Ranelagh Institution, the towns of Athloiie aud Roscom-

mon, and three districts in the counties of Galway and Roscommon,
which the incorporated Society hold in fee, or from which they re-

ceive impropriate tithes.

{Signed) “ Caesar Otway, Secretarg,**
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Meat they get but twice a week. Let English parents

bear this , fact in mind
;
but that the lads are healthy

and happy, anybody who sees them can have no ques-

tion
;
furthermore, they are well instructed in a sound

practical education— history, geography, mathemat-

ics, religion. What a place to know of would this be

for many a poor half-pay officer, where he may put

his children in all confidence that they will be well

cared for and soundly educated ! Why have we not

AREANGEMENT op school business in DUNDALK INSTITUTION.
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Reading, History, etc.
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Play.

English Grammar.
Algebra.
Scripture.

Writing.

j
Arithmetic at desks,!

j and Book-keeping.
Dinner.

Play.

( Spelling,Mental Arith-|

1 metic, and Euclid.

Supper.

Exercise.

Scripture by the Mas-j

ter, and prayer in

School-room.
Retire to bed.

TUESDAY AND THURS-
DAY.

Rise, wash, etc.

( Scripture by the Mas-j

I ter and prayer.

Reading, History, etc.

Breakf^.
Play.

Geography.
Euclid.

{

Lecture on principles
j

of Arithmetic.
Writing.
Mensuration.
Dinner.
Play.

I
Spelling,Mental Arith-

( metic, and Euclid.

Supper.

Exercise.

1

Scripture by the Mas-
ter, and prayer iu|

School-room.
Retire to bed.

Rise, wash, etc.

( Scripture by the Mas-|

I
ter, and prayer.

Reading, History, etc.

Breakfast.

Play.

10 to 11, Repetition.

lUol2, Use of Globes.

12 to 1, Catechism and!

Scripture by the;

Catechist
Dinner.

The remainder of this

day is devoted to ex-

ercise till the hour of

Supper, after which
the Boys assemble in

the School-room and
hear a portion of

Scripture read and
explained by the Mas-
ter, as on other da^s,

and conclude with
prayer.

The Sciences of Navigation and practical Surveying are taught in the Establisli-

ment, also a selection of the Pupils, who have a taste for it, are uistructed in

the art m Drawing.

Bbbasfast.— Stirabout and Milk, every Morning.
Dinner. —On Sunday and Wednesd^, Potatoes and Beef; 10 ounces of the

latter to each boy, On Monday and Thursday, Bread and Broth; \ lb. of the

former to each boy. On Tuesday, Friday, and Saturday, Potatoes and Milk

;

2 lbs. of the former to each boy.
SniFiR. — i lb of Bread with Milk, ouitormly, except on Monday and Thur*-

day : on these days, Potatoes and Milk.
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State schools in England, where, for the prime cost—
for a sum which never need exceed for a young boy’s

maintenance £26 a year— our children might be

brought up ? We are establishing national schools

for the laborer : why not give education to the sons of

the poor gentry — the clergyman whose pittance is

small, and would still give his son the benefit of a

public education
;
the artist, the officer, the merchant’s

office-clerk, the literary man ? What a benefit might

be conferred upon all of us if honest charter-schools

could be established for our children, and where it

would be impossible for Squeers to make a profit !

^

Our next day’s journey led us, by half-past ten

o’clock, to the ancient town of Louth, a little poor

village now, but a great seat of learning and piety^ it

is said, formerly, where there stood a university and

abbeys, and where Saint Patrick worked wonders.

Here ray kind friend the rector was called u^)on to

marry a smart sergeant of [)olice to a pretty lass, one

of the few Protestants who attend his church
;
and,

the ceremony over, we were invited to the house of

the bride’s father liard by, where the clergyman was
bound to cut the cake and drink a glass of wine to the

health of the new-married couple. There was evi-

dently to be a dance and some merriment in the course

of the evening
;
for the good mother of the bride (oh,

blessed is he who has a good mother-in-law
! ) was

busy at a huge fire in the little kitchen, and along the

road we met various ])arties of neatly-dressed i people,

^ The Proprietary Schools of late established have gone far to

protect the interests of ])arents and children
;
but the masters of

these schools take boarders, and of course draw profits from them.

Why make the learned man a beef-and-muttou contractor'* It

would be easy to arrange the economy of a school so that there

should be no possibility of a want of confidence, or of peculation

to the detriment of the pupil.
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and several of the sergeant’s comrades, who were has-

tening Jbo the wedding. The mistress of the rector’s

darling Infant-School was one of the bridesmaids

:

consequently the little ones had a holiday.

But he was not to be disappointed of his Infant-

School in this manner : so, mounting the car again,

with a fresh horse, we went a very pretty drive of

three miles to the snug lone school-house of Glyde

Farm— near a handsome park, I believe of the same

naine, where the proprietor is building a mansion of

the Tudor order.

The pretty scene of Dundalk was here played over

again : the children sang their little hymns, the good

old clergyman joined delighted in the chorus, the

holiday was given, and the little hands held up, and

I looked at more clean bright faces and little rosy

feet. The scene need not be repeated in print, but I

can understand what pleasure a man must take in the

daily witnessing of it, and in the growth of these

little plants, which are set and tended by his care.

As we returned to Louth, a woman met us with a

curtsy and expressed her sorrow that she had been

obliged to withdraw her daughter from one of the

rector’s schools, which the child was vexed at leaving

too. But the orders of the priest were peremptory

;

and who can say they were unjust ? The priest, on

his side, was only enforcing the rul(‘ which the parson

maintains as his : — the latter will not permit his

young flock to be educated except upon certain prin-

ciples and by certain teachers
;
the former has his

own scruples unfortunately also— and so that noble

and brotherly scheme of National Education falls to

the ground. In Louth the national school was stand-

ing by the side of the priest’s chapel : it is so

almost everywhere throughout Ireland: the Protes-
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tants have rejected, on very good motives doubtless,

the chance of union which the Education Boapd gave

them. Be it so ! if the children of either sect be

educated apart, so that they he educated, the educa-

tion scheme will have produced its good, and the

union will come afterwards.

The church at Louth stands boldly upon a hill

looking down on the village, and has nothing remark-

able in it but neatness, except the monument of a

former rector. Dr. Little, which attracts the spec-

tator’s attention from the extreme inappropriateness

of the motto on the coat-of-arms of the reverend de-

funct. It looks rather unorthodox to read in a Chris-

tian temple, where a man’s bones have the honor to

lie— and where, if anywhere, humility is requisite—
that there is multum in Farvo

:

‘‘ a great deal in

Little.” 0 Little, in life you were not much, and lo I

you are less now
;
why should filial piety engrave

that pert pun upon your monument, to cause people

to laugh in a place where they ought to be grave ?

The defunct doctor built a very handsome rectory-

house, with a set of stables that would be useful to a

nobleman, but are rather too commodious for a peace-

ful rector who does not ride to hounds
;
and it was in

Little’s time, I believe, that the church was removed

from the old abbey, where it formerly stood, to its

present proud position on the hill.

The abbey is a fine ruin, the windows of a good

style, the tracings of carvings on many of them
;
but

a great number of stones and ornaments were removed

formerly to build farm-buildings withal, and the

place is now as rank and ruinous as the generality of

Irish burying-places seem to be. Skulls lie in clusters

amongst nettle-beds by the abbey walls
;
graves are

only partially covered with rude stones
;
a fresh cof-
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fin was lying broken in pieces within the abbey : and

the surgeon of the dispensary hard by might procure

subjects here almost without grave-breaking. Hard

by the abbey is a building concerning which the legend

ill the country goes that the place was built for the

acooinmodation of Saint Murtogh/’ who lying down to

sleep here in the open fields, not having rny place to

house under, found to his surprise, on waking in the

morning, the above edifice, which the angels had

built. The angelic architecture is of rather a rude

kind
;
and the village antiquary, who takes a pride

in showing the place, says that the building was

erected two thomand years ago. In the handsome

grounds of the rectory is another spot visited by

popular tradition— a fairy’s ring
;
a regular mound

of some thirty feet in height, flat and even on the top,

and provided with a winding path for the foot-pas-

sengers to ascend. Some trees grew on the mound,

uiie of which was removed in order to make the walk.

r>ut the country-people cried out loudly at this des-

eiTation, and vowed that the little people ” had

cpiitted the countryside forever in consequence.

While walking in the town, a woman meets the rec-

tor with anumber of curtsies and comjdiments, and vows

that “
’t is your reverence is the friend of the poor and

may the Lord preserve you to us and hidy
;

” and hav-

ing poured out blessings innumerable, concludes by

producing a paper for her son that ’s in throiible in

England* The paper ran to the effect that We, the

undersigned, inhabitants of the parish of Louth, have

known Daniel Horgan ever since his youth, and can

speak confldently as to his integrity, piety, and good

conduct.” In fact, the paper stated that Daniel Horgan

was an honor to his country, and consequently quite

incapable of the crime of— sack-stealing I think —
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with which at present he was charged, and lay in

prison in Durham Castle. The paper had, I should

think, come down to the poor mother from Durham,

with a direction ready written to despatch it back

again when signed, and was evidently the work of

one of those benevolent^ individuals in assize-towns,

who, following the profession of the law, delight to

extricate unhappy young men of whose innocence

(from various six-and-eightpenny motives) they feel

convinced. There stood the poor mother, as the

rector examined the document, with a huge wafer in

her hand, ready to forward it so soon as it was signed

:

for the truth is that We, the undersigned,^^ were as

yet merely imaginary.

You don’t come to church,” says the rector.

know nothing of you or your son : why don’t you go

to the priest ? ”

‘^Oh, your reverence, my son’s to be tried next

Tuesday,” whimpered the woman. She then said the

priest was not in the way, but, as we had seen him a

few minutes before, recalled the assertion, and con-

fessed that she had been to the priest and that he

would not sign; and fell to prayers, tears, and un-

bounded supplications to induce the rector to give his

signature. But that hard-hearted divine, stating that

he had not known Daniel Horgan from his youth up-

wards, that he could not certify as to his honesty or

dishonesty, enjoined the woman to make an attempt

upon the II. C. curate, to whose handwriting ke would

certify if need were.

The upshot of the matter was that the woman re-

turned with a certificate from the E. C. curate as to

her son’s good behavior while in the village, and the

rector certified that the handwriting was that of

the E. C. clergyman in question, and the woman
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popped her big red wafer into the letter and went

her way.

Tuesday is passed .long ere this: Mr. Horgan’s

guilt or innocence is long since clearly proved, and

he celebrates the latter in freedom, or expiates the

former at the mill. Indeed, T don’t know that there

was any call to introduce his adventures to the pub-

lic, except perhaps it may be good to see how in this

little distant Irish village the blood of life is running.

Here goes a haj)py party to a marriage, and the par-

son prays a God bless you !
” upon them, and the

world begins for them. Yonder lies a stall-fed rector

in his tomb, flaunting over his nothingness his pom-

pous heraldic motto : and yonder lie the fresh frag-

ments of a nameless deal coffin, which any foot may
kick over. Presently you hear the clear voices of

little children praising God
;
and here comes a mother

wringing her hands and asking for succor for her lad,

who was a child but the other day. Such motus ani-

morum atfpie Ikec certamina tanta are going on in an

hour of an October day in a little pinch of clay in the

county Louth.

Perhaps being in the moralizing strain, the honest

surgeon at the dispensary might come in as an illus-

tration. He inhabits a neat humble house, a story

higher than his neighbors’, but with a thatched roof.

He relieves a thousand patients yearly at the dispen-

sary, he visits seven hundred in the parish, he sup-

plies tiMj medicines gratis
;
and receiving for. these

services the sum of about one hundred pounds yearly,

some county economists and calculators are loud

against the extravagance of liis salar}^, and threaten

his removal. All these individuals and their histories

we presently turn our backs upon, for, after all, din-

ner is at five o’clock, and we have to see the new road
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to Dundalk^ which the county has lately been

making.

Of this undertaking, which shows some skilful en-

gineering— some gallant cutting of rocks and hills,

and filling of valleys, with a tall and handsome stone

bridge thrown across the river, and connecting the

high embankments on which the new road at that

place is formed— 1 can say little, except that it is a

vast convenience to the county, and a great credit to

the surveyor and contractor too; for the latter, though

a poor man, and losing heavily by his bargain, has

yet refused to mulct his laborers of their wages
;
and,

as cheerfully as he can, still pays them their shilling

a day.

BXD OP v6l. r.
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OHAPTEE L

NEWRY, ARMAGH, BELFAST.— FROM DUNDALK
TO NEWRY.

Mv kind host gave orders to the small ragged boy

that drove the car to take ])articular care of the lit-

tle gentleman
;

’’ and the car-boy, grinning in appre-

ciation of the joke, drove off .at his best pace, and

landed his cargo at Newry after a pleasant two hours^

drive. The country for the most part is wild, but not

gloomy
;
the mountains round about are adorned with

woods and gentleman\s seats
;
and the ear-boy pointed

out one liill — tliat of Slievegullion, which kept us

company all tlie way— as the highest hill in Ireland.

Ignorant or deceiving car-boy! I have seen a dozen

hills, each the highest in Ireland, in my way through

the country, of which the inexorable Guide-book giv(*s

the measurement and destroys the claim. Well, it

was the tallest hill, in the estimation of the car-boy

;

and, in this respect, the world is full of car-boys.

Has not every mother of a family a Slievegullion of a

son, who, according to her measurement, towers above

all other sons ? Is not the patriot, who believes him-

self equal to three Frenchmen, a car-boy in heart?

There was a kind young creature, with a child in her
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lap, that evidently held this notion. She pa^ the

child a series of compliments, which would have led

one to fancy he was an angel from heaven at the

least; and her husband sat gravely by, very silent,

with his arms round a barometer.

Beyond these there were no incidents or characters

of note, except an old hostler that they said was
ninety years old, and watered the‘ horse at a lone inn

on the road. Stop ! cried this wonder of years an^
rags, as the car, after considerable parley, got under

weigh. The car-boy pulled up, thinking a fresh pas-

senger wjis coming out of the inn.

Stop^ till one of the gentlemen glees me somethmgf
says the old man, coming slowly up with us : which

speech created a laugh, and got him a i)enny : he re-

ceived it without the least thankfulness, and went

away grumbling to his pail.

Newry is remarkable as being the only town I have

seen which had no cabin suburb : strange to say, the

houses begin all at once, handsomely coated and

hatted with stone and slate
;
and if Dundalk was

prosperous, Newry is better still. Such a sight of

neatness and comfort is exceedingly welcome to an

English traveller, who, moreover, finds himself, after

driving through a plain bustling clean street, landed

at a large jdain comfortable inn, where business seems

to be done, where there are smart waiters to receive

him, and a comfortable warm coffee-room that bears

no traces of dilapidation.
,

What the merits of the cuisine may be I can’t say

for the information of travellers
;
a gentleman to

whom I had brought a letter from Dundalk taking

care to provide me at his own table, accompanying me
previously to visit the lions of the town. A river

divides it* and the counties of Armagh and Down;
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the river runs into the sea at Carlingford Bay, and is

connected by a canal with Lough Neagh, and thus

with the North of Ireland. Steamers to Liverpool

and Glasgow sail continually. There are mills, foun*

dries, and manufactories, cff which the Guide-book

will give particulars
;
and the town of thirteen thou-

sand inhabitants is the busiest and most thriving that

I have yet seen in Ireland.

# Our first walk was to the church : a large and hand-

sojne building, altliough built in the unlucky period

when the Gothic style was coming into vogue.

Hence one must (luestion the propriety of many of

the ornaments, though the whole is massive, well-

finished, and stately. Near the church stands ‘the

Roman Catholic cha[>el, a very line building, the work
of the same archit(»ct, Mr. Duff, who erected the

cha])el at Dundalk
;
but, like almost all other edifices

of the kind in Ireland that I have seen, the interior is

quite unfinished, and already so dirty and ruinous,

that one would tliink a sort of genius for dilapidation

must have been exercised in order to bring it to its

present condition. There are tattered green-baize

doors to enter at, a dirty clay floor, and cracked

plaster walls, with an injunction to the public not to

spit on the floor. Maynooth itself is scarcely more

dreary. The architect’s work, however, does him the

highest (u*edit . the interior of the church is noble and

simjde in style
;
and one can’t but grieve to see a fine

work oP art, that might have done good to the coun-

try, so defacied and ruined as this is.

The Newrjr poor-house is as neatly ordered and

comfortable as any house, public or private, in Ire-

land : the same look of health which was so pleasant

to see among the Naas children of the union-house

was to be remarked here ; the same care and comfort
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for the old people. Of able-bodied there were but

few ill the house : it is in winter that there are most
applicants for this kind of relief; the sunshine at-

tracts the women out of the place, and the harvest

relieves it of the men. Cleanliness, the matron said,

is more intolerable to most of the inmates than any

other regulation of the house
;
and instantly on quit-

ting the house they relapse into their darling dirt, and
of course at their periodical return are subject to thf

unavoidable initiatory lustration.

Newry has many comfoitable and handsome pub-

lic buildings : the streets have a business-like look,

the shops and peo])le are not too poor, and the south-

ern* grandiloquence is not shown here in the shape of

fine words for small wares. Even the beggars are

not so numerous, I fancy, or so coaxing and whee-

dling in their talk. Perhaps, too, among th(*, gentry,

the same moral changes may be remarked, and they

seem more downright and plain in their manner
;
but

one must not i)retend to speak of national character-

istic from such a small experience as a couple of

evenings’ intercourse may give.

Altliough not equal in natural beauty to a hun-

dred other routes which the traveller takes in the

South, the ride from Newry to Armagh is an ex-

treimdy pleasant one, on account of the undeniable

increase of prosperity which is visible through the

country. Well-tilled fields, neat farm-houses, well-

dressed people, meet one everywhere, and peqple and

landscape alike have a plain, hearty, flourishing look.

The greater part of Armagh has tlif aspect of a

good stout old English town, although round about

the steep on which the cathedral stands (the Roman
Catholics have taken })Ossessiou of another hill, and

are building an opposition cathedral on this emi-
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hence) there are some decidedly Irish streets, and

that dismal combination of house and pigsty which

is so common in Munster and Connaught.

But the main streets, though not tine, are bustling,

substantial, and prosperous
;
and a tine green has

some old trees and seme good houses, and even hand-

some stately public buildings, round about it, that

remind one of a comfortable cathedral city across

the water.

The cathedral service is more completely performed

here than in any English town, 1 think. The church

is small, but extremely neat, fresh and handsome—
almost too handsome; covered with spick-and-span

gilding and carved-work in the style of the thirteenth

century : every pew as smart and well-cushioned as

my lord’s own seat in the country church
;
and for

the clergy and their chief, stalls and thrones quite

curious for their ornament and splendor. The Pri-

mate with his blue ribbon and badge (to whom the

two clergymen bow reverently as, passing between

them, he enters at the gate of the altar rail) looks

like a noble Jh-ince of the Church
;
and 1 had heard

enough of his inagiiiticent charity and kindness to

look with reverence at his lofty handsome features.

Will it be believed that the sermon lasted only for

twenty minutes ? Can this be Ireland ? 1 think

this wonderful circumstance impressed me more than

any other with the difference between North and

South, «,nd, having the Primate’s own countenance

for the opinion, may confess a great admiration for

orthodoxy in* this particular.

A beautiful monument to Archbishop Stuart, by

Chantrey
;
a magnificent stained window, containing

the arms of the clergy of the diocese (in the very

midst of which 1 was glad to recognize the sober
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old family coat of the kind and venerable rector of

Louth), and numberless carvings and decorations,

will please the lover of church architecture here. I

must confess, however, that in my idea the cathedral

is quite too complete. It is of the twelfth century,

but not the least venerable. It «s as neat and trim

as a lady^s drawing-room. It wants a hundred years

at least to cool the raw colors of the stones, and to

dull the brightness of the gilding : all which benefits,

no doubt, time will bring to pass, and future Cock-

neys setting off from London Bridge after breakfast

in an aerial machine may come to hear the morning

service here, and not remark the faults which have

struck a too susceptible tourist of the nineteenth

century.

Strolling round the town after service, I saw more
decided signs that Protestantism was there in the as-

cendant. I saw no less than three different ladies on

the prowl, dropping religious tracts at various doors

;

and felt not a little ashamed to be seen by one of

them getting into a car with bag and baggage being

bound for Belfast.

The ride of ten miles from Armagh to Portadown

was not the prettiest, but one of the pleasantest

drives I have had in Ireland, for the country is well

cultivated along the whole of the road, the trees in

plenty, and villages and neat houses always in sight.

The little farms, with their orchards and comfortable

buildings, were as clean and trim as could be wished

:

they are mostly of one story, with long thatched roofs

and shining windows, such as those that may be seen

in Normandy and Picardy. As it was Sunday even-

ing, all the people seemed to be abroad, some saunter-

ing quietly down the roads, a pair of girls here and
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there pacing leisurely in a field, a little group seated

under the trees of an orchard, which pretty adjunct to

the farm is very common in this district; and the

crop of apples seemed this year to be extremely

plenty. The physiognomy of the people too has

quite changed: the girls have their hair neatly

braided up, not loose over their faces as in the South

;

and not only are bare feet very rare, and stockings

extremely neat and white, but I am sure I saw at

least a dozen good silk gowns upon the women along

tlie road, and scarcely one which was not clean and

in good order. The men for the mf>st part figured in

jackets, caps, and trousers, eschewing the old well of

a hat which covers the popular head at the other end

of the island, the breeches, and the long ill-made tail-

coat. The people’s faces are sharp and neat, not

broad, lazy, knowiiigdooking, like that of many a

shambling Diogenes who may be seen lounging be-

fore his cabin in Cork or Kerry. As for the cabins,

they have disappeared
;
and the houses of tlie people

may rank decidedly as cottages. The accent, too, is

quite different
;
but this is hard to describe in print.

The people speak with a Scotch twang, and, as 1 fan-

cied, much more simply and to the point. A man
gives you a downright answer, without any grin or

joke, or attempt at flattery. To be sure, these are

rather early days to begin to judge of national char-

acteristics
;
and very likely the above distinctions

have b^n dniwn after profoundly studying a North-

ern and a Southern waiter at the inn at Armagh.

At any rate, it is clear that the towns are vastly

improved, the cottages and villages no less so;

the people look active and well-dressed; a sort of

weight seeins all at once to be taken from the Eng-

lishman’s mind on entering the province, when he
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finds himself once more looking upon comfort and

activity, and resolution. What is the cause of this

improvement ? Protestantism is, more than one

Church-of-England man said to me
;
but, for Protes-

tantism, would it not be as well to read Scotchism ?

— meaning thrift, prudence, perseverance, boldness,

and common-sense : with which qualities any body of

men, of any Christian denomination, would no doubt

prosper.

The little brisk town of Portadown, with its com-

fortable unpretending houses, its squares and market-

place, its pretty quay, with craft along the river,—
a steamer building on the dock, close to mills and

warehouses that look in a full state of prosperity,—
was a pleasant conclusion to this ten miles’ drive,

that ended at the newly opened railway-station.

The distance hence to Belfast is twenty -five miles;

Lough Neagh may be seen at one point of the line,

and the Guide-book says that the station-towns of

Lurgan and Lisburn are extremely picturesque
;
but

it was night when I passed by them, and after a

journey of an hour and a quarter reached Belfast.

That city has been discovered by another eminent

Cockney traveller (for though born in America, the

dear old Bow-bell blood must run in the veins of Mr.

N. P. Willis), and I have met, in the periodical works

of the country, with repeated angry allusions to his

description of Belfast, the junk heels of the chamber-

maid who conducted him to bed (what busiitess had

he to be looking at the young woman’s legs at all ?)

and his wrath at the beggary of the town and the

laziness of the inhabitants, as marked by a line of

dirt running along the walls, and showing where they

were in the habit of lolling.

These observations struck me as rather hard when
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applied to Belfast, though possibly pink heels and

beggary might be remarked in other cities of the

kingdom; but the town of Belfast seemed to me
really to be as neat, prosperous, and handsome a city

as need be seen
;

and, with respect to the inn, that

in which I stayed, Kearn^s,'’ was as comfortable and

well-ordered an establishment as the most fastidious

Cockney can desire, and with an advantage which

some people perhaps do not care for, that the dinners

which cost seven shillings at London taverns are here

served for lialf a crown
;

but, I must repeat here, in

justice to the public, what I stated to Mr. William

the waiter, viz. that half a pint of port wine does con-

tain more than two glasses— at least it does in

happy, happy England. . . . Only, to be sure, here

the wine is good, whereas the port-wine in England is

not port, but for the most part an abominable drink

of which it would bo a mercy only to give us two

glasses : which, however, is clearly wandering from

the subject in hand.

They call Belfast the Irish Liverpool, If people

are for calling names, it would be better to call it the

Irish London at once — the chief city of the kingdom
at any rate. It looks h(‘arty, thriving, and pros-

perous, as if it had money in its pockets and roast-

beef for dinner : it has no pretensions to fashion, but

looks mayliap better in its honest broadcloth than

some j^eople in their shabby brocade. The houses are

as handj^ome as at Dublin, with this advantage, that

the people seem to live in them. They have no

attempt at ornament for the most part, but are grave,

stout, red-brick edifices, laid out at four angles in

orderly streets and scpiares.

The stranger cannot fail to be struck (and haply a

little frightened) by the great number of meeting-
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houses that decorate the^town, and give evidence o&
great sermonizing on Sundays. These buildings do

not affect the Gothic, like many of the meagre edi-

fices of the Established and the Eoman Catholic

churches, but have a physiognomy of their own— a

thick-set citizen look. Porticos have they, to be sure,

and ornaments Doric, Ionic, and what not ? but the

meeting-house peeps through all these classical friezes

and entablatures
;
and though one reads of “ Imita-

tions of the Ionic Temple of Ilissus, near Athens,”

the classic temple is made to assume a bluff, down-

right, Presbyterian air, which would astonish the

original builder, doubtless. The churches of the

Establishment are handsome and stately. The Ca-

tholics are building a brick cathedral, no doubt of

the Tudor style : — the present chapel, flanked by the

national schools, is an excec^dingly unprepossessing

building of the Strawberry Hill or Castle of Otranto

Gothic : the keys and mitre figuring in the centre—
“The cross-keys and nightcap,” as a hard-hearted

Presbyterian called them to me, with his blunt

humor.

The three churches are here pretty equally bal-

anced : Presbyterians twenty-five thousand. Catholics

twenty tliousand, Episcopalians seventeen thousand.

Each party has two or more newspaper organs
;
and

the wars between them are dire and unceasing, as the

reader may imagim*. For whereas in other parts of

Ireland where Catholics and Episcopalians ^irevail,

and the Presbyterian body is too small, each party has

but one opponent to belabor : here the Ulster poli-

tician, whatever may be his way of thinking, has the

great advantage of possessing two enemies on whom
he may exercise his ehxpience; and in this triangular

duel all do their duty nobly. Then there are subdi-
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^'isions of hostility. For the Church there is a High
Church and a Low Church journal

;
for the Liberals

there is a Repeal ” journal and a No-Repeal jour-

nal
;
for the Presbyterians there are yet more varie-

ties of journalistic opinion, on which it does not

become a stranger to pass a judgment.- If the

Northern Whig ” says that the Banner of Ulster ”

is a polluted rag, which has hoisted the red banner

of falsehood (which elegant words may be found in

the first-named journal of the 13th October), let us

be sure the Banner’’ has a compliment for the

“Northern Whig” in return; if the Repeal Vim
dicator ” and the priests attack the Presbyterian

journals and the “ home missions,” the reverend gen-

tlemen of Geneva are quite as ready with the pen as

their brethren of Rome, and not much more scrupu-

lous in their language than the laity. When I was
in Belfast, violent disputes were raging between Pres-

byterian and Episcopalian Conservatives with regard

to the Marriage Bill
;

between Presbyterians and

Catholics on the subject of the “ home missions
;

”

between the Liberals and Conservatives, of course.

“ Thank God,” for instance, writes a “ Repeal ” jour-

nal, “that the honor and power of Ireland are not

involved in the disgraceful Afghan war !
” — a sen-

timent insinuating Repeal and something more
;
dis-

owning, not merely this or that Ministry, but the

sovereign and her jurisdiction altogether. But details

of thes« quarrels, religious or political, can tend to

edify but few readers out of the country. Even in it,

as there are some nine shades of politico-religious dif-

ferences, an observer pretending to impartiality must

necessarily displease eight i)arties, and almost cer-

tainly the whole nine
;
and the reader who desires to

judge the politics of Belfast must study for himself.
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Nine journals, publishing four hundred numbers in ^
year, each number containing about as much as an
octavo volume : these, and the back numbers of for-

mer years, sedulously read, will give the student a

notion of the subject in question. And then, after

having read the statements on either side, he must
ascertain the truth of them, by which time more
labor of the same kind will have grown upon him,

and he will have attained a good old age.

Amongst the poor, the Catholics and Presbyterians

are said to go in a pretty friendly manner to the

national schools
;
but among the Presbyterians them-

selves it appears there are great differences and quar-

rels, by which a fine institution, the Belfast Academy,

seems to have suffered considerably. It is almost the

only building in this large and substantial place, that

bears, to the stranger’s eye, an uiiprosperous air. A
vast building, standing fairly in the midst of a hand-

some green and place, and with snug, comfortable

red-brick streets stretching away at neat right angles

all around, the Presbyterian College looks handsome

enough at a short distance, but on a nearer view is

found in a woful state of dilapidation. It does not

possess the supreme dirt and filth of Maynooth—
that can but belong to one place, even in Ireland

;

but the building is in a dismal state of unrex)air, steps

and windows broken, doors and stairs battered. Of

scholars I saw but a few, and these were in the draw-

ing academy. The fine arts do not appear ag yet to

flourish in Belfast, The models from which the lads

were copying were not good : one was copying a bad

copy of a drawing by Prout
;
one was coloring a print.

The ragged children in a German national school have

better models before them, and are made acquainted

with truer principles of art and beauty.
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•Hard by is the Belfast Museum, where an exhibi-

tion of pictures was in preparation, under the patron-

age of the Belfast Art Union. Artists in all parts of

the kingdom had been invited to send their works, of

which the Union pays the carriage
;
and the porters

and secretary were busy unpacking cases, in which I

recognized some of the works which had before figured

on* the walls of the London Exhibition rooms.

The book-shops which I saw in this thriving town

said much for the religious disposition of the Belfast

public : there were numerous portraits of reverend

gentlemen, and their works of every variety ;— The
Sinner’s Friend,” ‘^The Watchman on the Tower,”

The Peep of Day,” Sermons delivered at Bethesda

Chapel,” by so-and-so; 'V^ith hundreds of the neat

little gilt books with bad prints, scriptural titles, and

gilt edges, that come from one or two serious publish-

ing houses in London, and in considerable numbers

from the neighboring Scotch shores. As for the

theatre, with such a public the drama can be expected

to find but little favor
;
and the gentleman who accom-

panied me in my walk, and to whom I am indebted

for many kindnesses during my stay, said not only

that he had never been in the playhouse, but that he

never heard of any one going thither. I found out

the place where the poor neglected Dramatic Muse of

Ulster hid herself; and was of a party of six in the

boxes, the benches of the pit being dotted over with

about a awore more. Well, it was a comfort to see

that the gallery was quite full, and exceedi ngly happy

and noisy : they stamped, and stormed, and shouted,

and clapped in a way that was pleasant to hear. One

young god, between the acts, favored the public with

a song— extremely ill sung certainly, but the inten-

tion was everything; and his brethren above stamped

in chorus with roars of delight.
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As for the piece performed, it was a good old melp-

drama of the British sort, inculcating a thorough de-

testation of vice and a warm sympathy with suffering

virtue. The serious are surely too hard upon poor

play-goers. We never for a moment allow rascality

to triumph beyond a certain part of the third act : we
sympathize with the woes of young lovers— her in

ringlets and a Polish cap, him in tights and a Van-

dyke collar
;
we abhor avarice or tyranny in the per-

son of ‘‘the first old man’’ with the white wig and

red stockings, or of the villain with the roaring

voice and black whiskers
;
we applaud the honest wag

(he is a good fellow in spite of his cowardice) in his

hearty jests at the tyrant before mentioned
;
said feel

a kindly sympathy with all mankind as the curtain

falls over all the characters in a group, of which suc-

cessful love is the happy centre. Reverend gentle-

men in meeting-house and church, who shout against

the immoralities of this poor stage, and threaten

all play-goers with the fate which is awarded to

unsuccessful plays, should try and bear less hardly

upon us.

An artist— who, in spite of the Art Union, can

scarcely, I should think, flourish in a place that seems

devoted to preaching, politics, and trade— has some-

how found his way to this humble little theatre, and

decorated it with some exceedingly pretty scenery—
almost the only indication of a taste for the fine arts

which I have found as yet in the country

A fine night-exhibition in the town is that of the

huge spinning-mills which surround it, and of which

the thousand windows are lighted up at nightfall, and

may be seen from almost all quarters of the city.

A gentleman to whom 1 had brought an introduc-

tion, good-naturedly left his work to walk with me to

one of these mills, and stated by whom he had been
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introduced to me to the mill-proprietor, Mr. Mul-^

holland. That recommendation,” said Mr. Mulhol-

land, gallantly, “ is welcome anywhere.” It was from

my kind friend Mr. Lever. What a privilege some’

men have, who can sit q*uietly in their studies and

make friends all the world over!

Here is the figure of a girl sketched in the place

:

there are nearly five hundred girls employed in it.

They work in

huge long cham-

bers, lighted by

numbers of win-

dows, hot with

steam, buzzing

and humming
with hundreds

of thousands of

whirling wheels,

that all take
their motion
from a steam-

engine which
lives apart in a

hot cast-iron

temple of its

own, from which

it communicates

with the innum-

erable machines

that the five hundred girls preside over. They have

seemingly but to fcike away the work when done

—

the enormous monster in the cast-iron room does it all.

He cards the flax, and combs it, and spins it, and beats

it, and twists it : the five hundred girls stand by to feed

him, or take the material from him, when he has had
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his will of it. There is something frightful in the

vastness as in the minuteness of this power. Every
thread writhes . and twirls as the steam-fate orders it,

— every thread, of which it would take a hundred to

make the thickness of a hair.

I have seldom, I think, seen more good looks than

amongst the young women employed in this place.

They work for twelve hours daily, in rooms of which

the heat is intolerable to a stranger
;
but in spite of it

they looked gay, stout, and healthy
;
nor were their

forms much concealed by the very simple clothes

they wear while in the mill.

The stranger will be struck by the good looks not

only of these spinsters, but of almost all the young
women in the streets. I never saw a town where so

many women are to be met— so many and so pretty

— with and without bonnets, with good figures, in

neat homely shawls and dresses. The grisettes of

Belfast are among the handsomest ornaments of it

;

and as good, no doubt, and irreproachable in morals

as their sisters in the rest of Ireland.

Many of the merchants’ counting-houses are

crowded in little old-fashioned “ entries,” or courts,

such as one sees about the Bank in London. In and

about these, and in the principal streets in the day-

time, is a great activity, and homely unpretending

bustle. . The men have a business look, too
;
and one

sees very few flaunting dandies, as in Dublin. The

shopkeepers do not brag upon their signbpards, or

keep emporiums,” as elsewhere, — their places of

business being for the most part homely
;
though one

may see some splendid shops, which are not to be sur-

passed by London. The docks and quays are busy

with their craft and shipping, upon the beautiful

borders of the Lough
;
— the large red warehouses
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stretching along the shores, with ships loading, or un- ^

loading, or building, hammers clanging, pitch pots

flaming and boiling, seamen cheering in the ships, or

lolling lazily on the shore. The life and movement

of a port here give the stranger plenty to admire and

observe. And nature has likewise done everything

for the place — surrounding it with picturesque hills

and water
;
— for which latter I must confess I was

not very sorry to leave the town behind me, and its

mills, and its meeting-houses, and its commerce, and

its theologians, and its politicians.



CHAPTER IL

BELFAST TO THE CAUSEWAY,

The Lough of Belfast has a reputation for beauty

almost as great as that of the Bay of Dublin; but

though, on the day I left Belfast for Larne, the morn-

ing was fine, and the sky clear and blue above, an en-

vious mist lay on the water, which hid all its beauties

from the dozen of passengers on the Larne coach.

All we could see were ghostly-lo'oking silhouettes of

ships gliding here and there through the clouds
;
and

I am sure the coachman^s remark was quite correct,

that it was a pity the day was so misty. I found

myself, before I was aware, entrapped into a theologi-

cal controversy with two grave gentlemen outside the

coach — another fog, which did not subside much
before we reached Carrickfergus. The road from the

Ulster capital to that little town seemed meanwhile

fo be extremely lively : cars and omnibuses passed

thickly peopled. For some miles along the road is a

string of handsome country-houses, belonging to the

rich citizens of the town
;
and we passed by neat look-

ing churches and chapels, factories and rows of cot-

tages clustered round them, like villages of old at the

foot of feudal castles. Furthermore it was hard to

see, for the mist which lay on the water had envel-

oped the mountains too, and we only had a glimpse or

two of smiling comfortable fields and gardens.

Carrickfergus rejoices in a real romantic-looking

castle, jutting bravely into the sea, and famous as a
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background for a picture. It is of use for little else

now, luckily; nor has it been put to any real warlike

purposes since the day when honest Thurot stormed,

took, and evacuated it. Let any romancer who is in

want of a hero peruse the second volume, or it may
be the third, of the ^‘Annual Register,” where the

adventures of that gallant fellow are related. * He was

a gentleman, a genius, and, to crown all, a smuggler.

He lived for some time in Ireland, and in England, in

disguise; he had love-passages and romantic adven-

tures
;
he landed a body of his countrymen on these

shores, and died in the third volume, after a battle

gallantly fought on both sides, but in which victory

rested with thp British arms. What can a novelist

want more ? William HI., also landed here
;
and as

for the rest, ‘‘M’Skimin, the accurate and laborious

historian of the town, informs us that the founding

of the castle is lost in the depths of antiquity.” It is

pleasant to give a little historic glance at a place as

one passes through. The above facts may be relied

on as coming from Messrs. Curry’s excellent new
(xuide-book; with the exception of the history of

Mons. Thurot, which is ‘‘private information,” drawn
years ago from tlie scarce work previously mentioned.
By the way, another excellent companion to the

traveller in Ireland is the collection of the “Irish
Penny Magazine,” which may be purchased for a
guinea, and contains a mass of information regarding
the cusk)ms and places of the country. Willis’s

work is amusing, as everything is, written by that
lively author, and the engravings accompanying it as

unfaithful as any ever made.

Meanwhile, asking pardon for this double digres-

sion. which has been made while the guard-coachman
is delivering his mail-bags— while the landlady stands
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looking on in the sun, her hands folded^ a little below

the waist— while a company of tall burly troops

from the castle has passed by, ‘‘surrounded’’ by a

very mean, mealy-faced, uneasy-looking little subal-

tern— while the poor epileptic idiot of the town,

wallowing and grinning in the road, and snorting out

supplicat'.Dns for a halfpenny, has tottered away in

possession of the coin: — meanwhile, fresh horses are

brought out, and the small boy who acts behind the

coach makes an unequal and disagreeable tootooing

on a horn kept to warn slee])y carmen and celebrate

triumphal entries into -and exits from cities. As the

mist clears up, the country shows round about wild

but friendly : at one place we passed a village where a

crowd of well-dressed people were collected at an auc-

tion of farm-furniture, and many more figures might

be seen coming over the fields and issuing from the

mist. The owner of the carts and machines is g©ing

to emigrate to America, Presently we come to the

demesne of Bed Hall, “through which is a pretty

drive of upwards of a mile in length ; it contains a

rocky glen, the bed of a mountain stream— which is

perfectly dry, except in winter— and the woods about

it are picturesque, and it is occasionally the resort of

summer-parties of pleasure.” Nothing can be more

just than the first part of the description, and there is

very little doubt that the latter paragraph is equally

faithful
;
— with which we come to Larne, a ^ most

thriving town,” the same authority says, but a most

dirty and narrow-streeted and ill-built one. Some of

the houses reminded one of the south.'* A benevolent

fellow-passenger said that the window was “a con-

vanieiice.” And here, after a drive of nineteen miles

upon a comfortable coach, we were transferred with

the mail-bags to a comfortable car that makes the
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journey to BaUycastle, There is no barm in saying

that. there was a very pretty smiling buxom young

lass for a travelling companion
;
and somehow, to a

lonely person, the landscape always looks prettier in

such society. The Antrim coast-road,” which we
now, after a few miles, begin to follow, besides being

one of the most noble and gallant works of ^i-rt that is

to be seen in any country, is likewise a route highly

picturesque and romantic; the sea spreading wide be-

fore the spectator’s eyes upon one side of the route,

the tall cliffs of limestone rising abruptly above him

on the other. There are in the map of Curry’s Guide-

book points indicating castles and abbey ruins in the

vicinity of Glenarm; and the little place looked so

comfortable, as we abruptly came upon it, round a

rock, that I was glad to have an excuse for staying,

and felt an extreme curiosity with regard to the abbey

and the castle.

The abbey only exists in the unromantic shape of a

wall
;
the castle, however, far from being a ruin, is an

antique in the most complete order— an old castle

repaired so as to look like new, and increased by

modern wings, towers, gables, and terraces, so, ex*

tremely old that the whole forms a grand and impos-

ing-looking baronial edifice, towering above the little

town which it seems to protect, and with which it ia

connected by a bridge and a severe-looking armec^

tower and gate. In the town is a town-house, with a

campanile in the Italian taste, and a school or chapel

opposite in the early English
;
so that the inhabitants

can enjoy a considerable architectural variety. A
grave-looking church, with a beautiful steeple, stands

amid some trees hard by a second handsome bridge

and the little quay
;
and here, too, was perched a poor

little wandering theatre (gallery Id,, pit 2d,), and pro-
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posing that night to play ^^Bombastes Furioso, and
the Comic Bally of Glenarrn in an Uproar/^ I heard

the thumping of the drum in the evening
j
but, as at

Roundvvood, nobody patronized the poor players.^ At
nine o’clock there was not a single taper lighted under

their awning, and my heart (perhaps it is too suscep-

tible) bled* for Fusbos.

The severe gate of the castle was opened by a kind,

good-natured old porteress, instead of a rough gallow-

glass with a battle-axe and j^ellow shirt (more fitting

guardian of so stern a postern), and tlie old dame
insisted upon my making an application to see the

grounds of the castle, which request was very kindly

granted, and afforded a delightful half-hour’s walk.

The grounds are beautiful, and excellently kept
;
the

trees in their autumn livery of red, yellow, and brown,

except some stout ones that keep to their green

summer clothes, and the laurels and their like, who
wear pretty much the same dress all the year round.

The birds were singing with the most astonishing

vehemence in the dark glistening shrubberies
;
but

the only sound in the walks was that of the rakes

pulling together the falling leaves. There was of

these walks one especially, flanked towards the river

by a turreted wall covered with ivy, and having on

the one side a row of lime-trees that had turned quite

yellow, while opposite them was a green slope, and a

quaint terrace-stair, and a long range of fantastic

gables, towers, and chimneys
;
— there was, ^ say, one

of these walks which Mr. Cattermole would hit off

with a few strokes of his gallant pencil, and which I

could fancy to be frequented by some of those long-

trained, tender, gentle-looking young beauties whom
Mr. Stone loves to design. Here they come, talking

of love in a tone that is between a sigh and a whisper,
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and gliding in rustling shot silks over the fallen

leaves.

Theje seemed to be a good deal of stir in the little

port) where, says the Guide-book, a couple of hundred

vessels take in cargoes annually of the produce of

the district Stone and lime are the chief articles

exported, of which the cliffs for miles "ive an unfail-

ing supply; and, as one travels the mountains at

night, i;he kilns, may be seen lighted up in the lonely

places, and flaring red in the darkness.

If the road from Tjarne to Glenarm is beautiful, the

coast route from the latter place to Cushendall is still

more so; and, except peerless Westport, I have seen

nothing in Ireland so picturesque as this noble line of

coast srriiery. The new road, luckily, is not yet

completed, and the lover of natural beauties had

better hasten to the spot in time, ere, by flattening

and imi)roving the road, and leading it along the sea-

shore, half tlie magnificent prospects are shut out,

now visible from along the mountainous old road;

which, according to the good old fashion, gallantly

takes all the hills in its course, disdaining to turn

them. At three miles’ distance, near the village of

Cairlough, Glenarm looks more beautiful than when
you are close upon it

;
and, as the car travels on to

the stupendous Garron Head, the traveller, looking

back, has a view of the whole line of coast southward

as far ?s Isle Magee, with its bays, and white villages,

and taH precipitous cliffs, green, white, and gray.

Eyes left, you may look with wonder at the moun-

tains rising above, or presently at the pretty park and

grounds of Drumnasole. Here, near the woods of

Nappan, which are dressed in ten thousand colors—
ash-leaves turned yellow, nut-trees red, birch-leaves

brown, lime-leaves speckled over with black spots
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(marks of a disease which they will never get over)

— stands a school-house that looks like a French
ch&teau, having probably been a villa in former days,

and discharges as we pass a cluster of fair-haired

children, that begin running* madly down the hill,

their fair hair streaming behind them. Down the hill

goes the car, madly too, and you wonder and bless

your stars that the horse does not fall, or crush the

children that are running before, or you that are

sitting behind. Every now and then, at a trip of the

horse, a disguised lady’s-maid, with a canary-bird in

her lap and a vast anxiety about her best bonnet in

the band-box, begins to scream : at which the car-boy

grins, and rattles down the hill only the quicker.

The road, which almost always skirts the hillside,

has been torn sheer through the rock here and there

;

an immense work of levelling, shovelling, picking,

blasting, filling, is going on along the whole line. As
I was looking up a vast cliff, decorated with patches

of green here and there at its summit, and at its base,

where the sea had beaten until now, with long, thin,

waving grass, that I told a grocer, my neighbor, was
like mermaid’s hair (though he did not in the least

coincide in the simile)— as 1 was looking up the hill,

admiring two goats that were browsing on a little

patch of green, and two sheep perched yet higher (I

had never seen such agility in mutton) — as, I say

once more, I was looking at these phenomena, the

grocer nudges me and says, Look on to thls^ side—
that's Scotland yonP If ever this book reaches a

second edition, a sonnet shall be inserted in this

place, describing the author’s feelings on his first

VIEW OF Scotland. Meanwhile, the Scotch moun-

tains remain undisturbed, looking blue and solemn,

far-away in the placid sea.
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Rounding Garroii Head, we come upon the inlet

which is called Red Bay, the sliores and sides of

which are of red clay, that has taken the place o^

limestone, and towards which, between two noble

ranges of mountains, stretches a long green plain,

forming, together with the hills that protect it and

the sea that washes ir, one of the most beautiful land-

scapes of this most beautiful country. A fair writer,

^’'hom the Guide-book quotes, breaks out into strains

of admiration in speaking of this district
;
calls it

Switzerland in miniature,” celebrates its mountains

of Glenariffi and lAirgetlian, and lauds, in terms of

equal admiration, tlie rivers, waterfalls, and other

natural beauties that lie within the glen.

The writer’s enthusiasm regarding this tract of

country is quite warranted, nor (jaii any praise in

admiration of it be too high
;
but alas ! in calling a

place Switzerland in miniature,” do we describe it ?

In joining together cataracts, valleys, rushing streams,

and blue mountains, with all the emphasis and pictu-

resqueness of which tyjie is capable, we cannot get

near to a copy of Nature’s sublime countenance
;
and

the writer can’t liojie to describe such grand sights so

as to make them visible to the fireside reader, but can

only, to the best of his taste and experience, warn the

future traveller where he may look out for objects to

admire. I think this sentiment lias been repeated a

score oi tim(‘S in this journal
;
but it comes upon one

at every new display of beauty and magnificence, such

as here the Almiglity in his bounty has set before us;

and every such scene seems to warn one, that it is not

made to talk about too much, but to think of and love,

and be grateful for.

Rounding this beautiful bay and valley, we passed

by some caves that penetrate deep into the red rock,
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and are inhabited— one by a blacksmith, whose forge

was blazing in the dark
;
one by cattle

;
and one by an

old woman that has sold whiskey here for time out of

mind. The road then passes under an arch cut in the

rock by the same spirited individual who has cleared

away many of the difficulties in the route to Glenarm,

and beside a conical hill, where for some time previous

have been visible the ruins of the “ ancient ould castle
”

of Hed Bay. At a distance, it looks very grand upon

its heiglit
;
but on coming close it has dwindled down

to a mere wall, and not a high one. Hence quickly

we reached Ciisheiidall, where the grocer^s family are

on the look-out for him : the driver begins to blow his

little bugle, and the disguised lady’s-maid begins to

smooth her bonnet and hair.

At this place a good dinner of fresh whiting, broiled

bacon, and small beer was served up to me for the sum
of eightpence, while the lady’s-maid in question took

her tea. This town is full of Papists,” said her lady-

ship, with an extremely genteel air; and, either in

consequence of this, or because she ate up one of the

fish, which she had clearly no right to, a disagreement

arose between us, and we did not exchange another

word for tlie rest of the journey. The road led us

for fourteen miles by wild mountains, and across a fine

aqueduct to Ballycastle
;
but it was dark as we left

Cusheridall, and it was difficult to see more in the gray

evening but that the country was savage and lonely,

except where the kilns were lighted up here and there

in the hills, and a shining river might be seen wind-

ing in the dark ravines. Not far from Ballycastle

lies a little old ruin, called the Abbey of Bonamargy :

by it the Margy river runs into the sea, upon which

you come suddenly
;
and on the shore are some tall

buildings and factories, that looked as well in the
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moonlight as if they had not been in ruins ; and hence

•a fine avenue of limes leads to Ballycastle. They

must have been planted at the time recorded in the

Guide-book, when a mine was discovered near the

town, and the works and wareliouses on the quay

erected. At present, the place has little trade, and

half a dozen carts with apples, potatoes, dried fish,

and turf, seem to contain the commerce of the market.

One picturesque sort of vehicle found here is said

to be going mucli out of fashion in the country, tlie

solid wheels giving place to those common to the rest

i)f Europe. A fine and edifying conversation took

place between the designer and the owner of the ve-

hicle. Sta.nd still for a minute, you and the car, and

and T will give you twopence !

” “ What do you want

to do with it ? says the latter. To draw it.^^ To

draw it!’’ says he, with a wild look of surprise.

And is it you HI draw it ? ” E mean I want to take

a picture of it
:
you know what a picture is !

” ‘‘No,

I don’t.” Here \s one,” says 1, showing him a book.

“ Oh, faith, sir,” says the carman, drawing back rather

alarmed, “ I ’m no scholar !
” And he concluded by

saj'ing, Will you buy the turfy or will you not?^^ By
which straightforward question he showed himself to

be a real practical man of sense
;
and, as he got an

unsatisfactory reply to this queiy, he forthwith gave a

lash to his pony and declined to wait a minute longer.

As for the twopence, he certainly ac(*,e])tcd that hand-

some sum, and put it into his pocket, but with an air

of extreme wonder at the transaction, and of contempt

for the giver
;
which very likely was perfectly justi-

fiable. I have seen men desinsed in genteel com-

panies with not half so good a cause.

Tn res])ect to the fine arts, I am bound to say that

the people in the South and West showed much more
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curiosity and interest with regard to a sketch and its

progress than has been shown by the badauds of the

North
;
the former looking on by dozens and exclaim-

ing, That’s Frank Mahony’s house!” or ^^Look at

Biddy Mullins and the child !
” or “ He ’s taking off the

chimney now !
” as the case may be

;
whereas, sketch-

ing in the North, I have collected no such specta-

tors, the people not taking the slightest notice of the

transaction.

The little town of Ballycastle does not contain

much to occupy the traveller; behind the church

stands a ruined old mansion with round turrets, that

must have been a stately tower in former days. The
town is more modern, but almost as dismal as the

tower. A little street behind it slides off into a

potato-field— the peaceful barrier of the place; and

hence I could see the tall rock of Bengore, with the

sea beyond it, ^and a pleasing landscape stretching

towards it.

Dr. Hamilton’s elegant and learned book has an

awful ])icture of yonder head of Bengore
;
and hard

by it the Guide-book says is a coal-mine, where Mr.

Barrow found a globular stone hammer, which, he

infers, was used in the coal-mine before weapons of

iron were invented. The former writer insinuates

that the mine must have been worked more than a

thousand years ago, ^‘before the turbulent chaos of

events that succeeded the eighth century.” Shall I

go and see a coal-mine that may have been wV)rked a

thousand years since ? Why go see it ? says idle-

ness. To be able to say that I have seen it. Sheri-

dan’s advice to his son here came into my mind
;

^

^ “ I want to go into a coal-mine,” says Tom Sheridan, “ in order

to sav I liave been there.” “ Well, then, say so,” replied thp ad*

mirable father.
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and I shall reserve a description of the mine, and an

antiquarian dissertation regarding it, for publication

elsewhere.

Ballycastle must not be left without recording the

fact that one of the snuggest inns in the country is

kept by the postmaster there
;
who has also a stable

full of good horses for travellers who take his little

inn on the way to the Giant’s Causeway.

The road to the Causeway is bleak, wild, and hilly,

Tue cabins along the road are scarcely better than

those of Kerry, the inmates as ragged, and more

fierce and dark-looking. I never was so pestered by
juvenile beggars as in the dismal village of Ballintoy.

A crowd of them rushed after the car, calling for

money in a fierce manner, as if it was their right:

dogs as tierce as the children came yelling after the

vehicle
;
and the faces which scowled out of the black

cabins were not a whit more good-humored. We
passed by one or two more clumps *of cabins, with

their turf and corn-stacks lying together at the foot

of the hills
;
placed there for the convenience of the

children, doubtless, who can thus accompany the car

either way, and shriek out their “Bonny gantleman,

gi’e us a ha’p’ny.” A couple of churches, one with a

pair of its pinnacles blown ofp, stood in the dismal

open country, and a gentleman’s house here and
there : there were no trees about them, but a brown
grass round about— hills rising and falling in front,

and tli<e sea beyond. The occasional view of the

coast was noble
;
wild Bengore towering eastwards as

we went along; Raghery Island before us, in the

steep rocks and caves of which Bruce took shelter

when driven from yonder Scottish coast, that one sees

stretching blue in the north-east.

I think this wild gloomy tract through which one

passes is a good prelude for what is to be the great
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sight of the day, and got my mind to a proper state

of awe by the time we were near the journey’s end.

Turning away shorewards by the fine house of Sir

Francis Macnaghten, 1 went towards a lone handsome

inn, that stands close to the Causeway. The landlord

at Ballycastle had lent me Hamilton’s book to read

on the road
;
but 1 had not time then to read more

than half a dozen pages of it. They described how
the author, a clergyman distinguished as a man of

science, had been thrust out of a friend’s house by

the frightened servants one wild night, and butchered

by some Wliiteboys who were waiting outsid(‘ and

called for his blood. J had been told at Belfast that

there was a cor})se in the inn ; was it there now ? It

had driven off, the car-boy said, “in a handsoim^

hearse and four to Dublin the whole way.” It was

gone, but I thought the house looked as if the ghost

was there. Bee, yonder are the black rocks stretch-

ing to Portruslf: how leaden and gray the sea looks

!

how gray and leaden the sky ! You hear the waters

roaring evermore*, as they have done sin('(i the begin-

ning of the world. The car driv(;s up with a dismal

grinding noise of the wheels to the big lone house

:

there’s no snioku* in the chimneys; the doors are

locked. Thr(*(* siivage-looking men rush after tlie car

:

are they the men who took <mt Mr. Hamilton— took

him out and butchered him in tin* nioonliglit? Is

everybody, I wonder, dead in tliat big house ? Will

they let us in before those men are up ? Out comes

a pretty smiling girl, with a curtsy, just as the sav-

ages are at the e.ar, and you are iislu‘i‘(*d into a very

comfortable room; and tin* men turn out to be guides.

Well, thank Heav(*n, it’s no worse*! 1 had fifteen

pounds still left
;
and, when desperate, liavq no doubt

should figJit like a lion.



CHAPTER HI.

THE giant’s CAUSP:WAY. — COLERAINE. — PORTRU8H.

The traveller no sooner issues from tlie inn by a

back door, which he is informed will lead him straight

to the Causeway, than the guides pounce upon him,

with a dozen rough boatmen who are likewise lying

in wait
;
and a crew of shrill beggar-boys, with boxes

of spars, ready to tear him and each other to pieces

seemingly, yell and bawl incessantly round him.

<<I’m the guide Miss Henry recommends,” shouts

one. ‘^I’m Mr. Macdonald’s guide,” pushes in an-

other. ‘‘This way,” roars a third, ami drags his prey

down a precipice
;
the rest of them clambering and

quarrelling after. I had no friends : I was perfectly

helpless. I wanted to walk down to the shore by

myself, but they would not let me, and I had nothing

for it but to yield myself into the hands of the guide

who had seized me, wlio hurried me down the steep

to a little wild bay, flanked on each side by rugged

cliffs and rocks, against which the waters came tum-

bling, frothing, and roaring furiously. Upon some

of these black rocks two or three boats were lying

:

four im^i seized a boat, pushed it shouting into the

water, and ravished me into it. We had slid between

two rocks, where the channel came gurgling in : we
were up one swelling wave that came in a huge ad-

vancing body ten feet above us, and were plunging

madly down another (the descent causes a sensation

in the lower regions of the stomach which it is not at
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all necessary her^f^Sdescribe), before I ha4 leisure to

ask myself why the deuce I was in that boat, with

four rowers hurrooing and bounding madly from one

huge liquid mountain to another— four rowers whom
I was bound to pay. I say, the query came qualm-

ishly across me why the devil I was there, and why
not walking calmly on the shore.

The guide began pouring his professional jargon

into my ears. “Every one of them bays,^^ says he,

“ has a name (take luy place, and the spray won’t

come over you) : that is Port Kolfer, and the next,

Port na Gauge
;
them rocks is the Stookawns (for

every rock has its name as well as every bay)
;
and

yonder— give way, my boys, — hurray, we ’re over it

now : has it wet you much, sir ? — that ’s the little

cave : it goes five hundred feet under ground, and the

boats goes into it easy of a calm day.”

“is it a fine day or a rough one now?” said I;

the internal disturbance going on with more severity

than ever.

“It’s betwixt and between
;

or, I may say, neither

one nor the other. Sit up, sir. Look at the entrance

of the cave. Don’t be afraid, sir : never has an acci-

dent happened in any of these boats, and the most

delicab'. ladies has rode in them on rougher days than

this. Now, boys, pull to the big cave. That, sir, is

six hundr(*d and sixty yards in length, though some

say it goes for miles inland, where the people sleeping

in their houses hear the waters roaring uiider«them.”

The water was tossing and tumbling into the mouth

of the little cave. I looked, — for the guide would

not let me alone till I did, — and saw what might be

expected : a black hole of some forty feet high, into

which it was no more possible to sen than into a mill-

stone. “For Heaven’s sake, sir,” says I, “if you ’ve
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no particular wish to see the mioltth of the big cave,

put about and let us see the Causewayand get ashore.”

This was done, the guide meanwhile telling some

story of a ship of the Spanish Armada having fired

her guns at two peaks of rook, then visible, which the

crew mistook fpr chimney-pots — what benighted

fools these Spanish Armadilloes must have been : it

is easier to see a rock than a chimney-pot
;

it is easy

to know that chimney-pots do not grow on rocks.—
‘‘ But where, if you please, is the Causeway ?

”

That ^s the Causeway before you,” says the guide.

Which ?
”

That pier which you see jutting out into the bay,

right a-head.”

Mon Dieu ! and have I travelled a hundred and

fifty miles to see that ? ”

I declare, upon iiiy conscience, the barge moored at

Hungerford market is a more majestic objeuit, and

seems to occupy as much space. As for telling a

man that the Causeway is merely a jiart of the sight

;

that he is there for the purpose of examining the

surrounding scenery
;
that if he looks to the westward

he will see Bortrush and Donegal Hejid before him

;

that the cliffs immediately in his front are greini in

some places, black in others, interspersed with blotches

of brown and streaks of verdure
;
— what is all this

to a lonely individual lying sick in a boat, between

two immense waves that only give him momentary

glimps(?fe of the land in question, to show that it is

frightfully near, and yet you are an hour from it ?

They won’t let you go away— that cursed guide will

tell out his stock of legends and stories. The boat-

men insist upon your looking at boxes of ^^speci-

mens,” which you must buy of them
;
they laugh as

you grow paler and paler
;
they offer you more and
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more specimens
;
” even the dirty lad pnlli^

number three, and is not allowed by his comrades to

speak, puts in hia oar, and hands you over a piece of

Irish diamond (it looks like half-sucked ele campane),

and scorns you. ‘^Hurray, lads, now for it, give

. way !
” how the oars do hurtle in the rowlocks, as the

boat goes up an aqueous mountain, and then down
into one of those cursed maritime valleys where there

is- no rest as on shore

!

At last, after they had pulled me enough about, and

sold me all the boxes of speciinens, I was permitted

to land at the spot wlience we set out, and wdience,

though we had been rowing for an hour, we had never

been above five hundred yards distant. Led all Cock-

neys take warning from this; let the solitary one

caught issuing from the back door of the hotel, shout

at once to the boatmen to be gone — that he will have

none of them. Let him, at any rate, go first down to

the water to determine whether it be smooth enough

to allow him to take any decent pleasure by riding on

its surface. For after all, it must be remembered tb^t

it is pleasure we come for— that we are not obliged

to take those boats. — Well, well I I paid ten shillings

for mine, and ten minutes before would cheerfully

have paid five pounds to be allowed to quit it : it was

no hard bargain after all. As for the box<\s of sj)ar

and specimens, 1 at once, being on terra lirma, broke

my promise, and said 1 would see them all first.

It is wrong to swear, I know
;
but soiiKdimt-s it re-

lieves one so much !

The first act on shore was to make a sacrifice to

Sanctissima Tellus
;
offering up to her a neat and be-

coming Taglioni coat, bought for a guinea in Coveiit

Garden only three months back. I sprawled on my
back on the smoothest of rocks that is, and tore the
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elbows to pieces : the guide picked me up
;
the boat-

men did not stir, for they had had their will of me

;

the guide alone picked me up, I say, and bade me
follow him. We went across a boggy ground in one

of the little bays, round which rise the green walls of

the clilf, terminated on (‘ither side by a black crag,

and the line of the shore washed by the poluphlois-

boiotic, nay, the poluphloisboiotatotic sea. Two beg-

gars stepped over tlie bog after us howling for money,

and each holding up a cursed box of specimens. Xo
oaths, threats, entreaties, would drive these vermin

away
;
for some time the whole scene had been spoiled

by the incessant and abominable jargon of them, the

boatmen, and the guides. I was obliged to give them

money to be left in quiet, and if, as no doubt will be

the case, the (jiant’s Causeway shall be a still greater

resort of travellers than ever, the county must put

policemen on the rocks to keep the beggars away, or

fling them in the water when they appear.

And now, by force of money, having got rid of the

sea and land beggars, you are at liberty to examine at

your leisure the wonders of the place. There is not

the least need for a guide to attend the stranger, un-

less tlie latt(*r have a mind to listen to a parcel of

legends, which may be well from the mouth of a wild

simple peasant who believes in his tales, but are

odious from a dullard who narrates them at the rate

of sixpence a lie. Fee him and the other beggars,

and at*last you are left tranquil to look at tlie strange

scene with your own eyes, and enjoy your own
thoughts at leisure.

That is, if the thoughts awakened by such a scene

may be called enjoyment
;
but for me, I confess, they

are, too near akin to fear to be pleasant; and T doiiT

know that T would desire to change that sensation of
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^awe^and terror which the hour’s walk occasioned, for

: a greater familiarity with this wild, sad, lonely place.

The solitude is awful. I can’t understand how those

chattering guides dare to lift up their voices here, and

cry for mone;^.

It looks like the beginning of the world, somehow :

the sea looks older than in other places, the hills and

rocks strange, and formed differently from other

rocks and hills — as those vast dubious monsters

were formed who possessed the earth before man.

The hill-tops are shattered into a thousand cragged

fantastical shapes; the water comes swelling into

scores of little strange creeks, or goes off with a leap^

roaring into those mysterious caves yonder, which

penetrate who knows how far into our common world ?

The savage rock-sides are painted of a hundred colors.

Does the sun ever shine here ? When the world was

moulded and fashioned out of formless chaos, this

must have been the hit over— a remnant of chaos!

Think of that !— it is a tailor’s simile. Well, I am a

Cockney : I wish I were in *Pall Mall ! Yonder is a

kelp-burner : a lurid smoke from his burning kelp

rises up to the leaden sky, and he looks as naked and

fierce as Cain. Bubbling up out oi the rocks at the

very brim of the sea rises a little crystal spring : how
comes it there ? and there is an old gray hag beside,

who has been there for liundreds and hundreds of

years, and there sits and sells whiskey at the extrem-

ity of creation ! How do you dare to sell wiiiskey

there, old woman ? Did you serve old Saturn with a

glass when he lay along the Causeway here ? In

reply, she says, she has no change for a shilling ; she

never has
;
but her whiskey is good.

This is not a description ot the Giant’s Causeway

(as some clever critic will remark), but of a Londoner
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fchere, who is by no means so interesting an object as

the natural curiosity in question. That single hint is

sufficient
;

I have not a word more to say. If,” says

he, ‘‘you cannot describe the scene lying before us — if

you cannot state from your personal observation that

the number of basaltic pillars composing the Cause-

way has been computed at about forty thousand,

which vary in diameter, their surface presenting the

appearance of a tessellated pavement of polygonal

siones— that each pillar is formed of several distinct

joints, the convex end of the one being accurately

fitted ill the concave of the next, and tlje length of

t|ie joints varying from five feet to four inches—
that although the pillars are polygonal, there is but

one of three sides in the whole forty thousand (think

of that !), but three of nine sides, and that it may be

safely computed that ninety-nine out of one hundred

pillars have either five, six, or seven sides; if you

cannot state something useful, you had much better,

sir, retire and get your dinner.”

Never was summons more gladly obeyed. The
dinner must be ready by this time

;
so, remain you,

and look on at the awful scene, and copy it down in

words if you can. If at the end of the trial you are

dissatisfi(‘.d with your skill as a painter, and find that

the biggest of your words cannot render the hues and

vastness of that tremendous swelling sea— of those

lean solitary crags standing rigid along the shore,

where they have been watching the ocean ever since

it was made— of those gray towers of Dunluce

standing upon a leaden rock, and looking as if some

old, old princess, of old, old fairy times, were dragon-

guarded within— of yon flat stretches of sand where

the Scotch and Irish mermaids hold coiiferj^nce—
come away too, and prate no more about the scene 1
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There is that in nature, dear Jenkins, which passes

even our powers. We can feel the beauty of a mag-

nificent landscape, perhaps : but we can describe a

leg of mutton and turnips better. Come, then, this

scene is for our betters to depict. If Mr. Tennyson

were to come hither for a month, and brood over the

place, he might, in some of those lofty heroic lines

which the author of the “Morte d’Arthur’’ knows
how to pile up, convey to the reader a sense of this

gigantic desolate scene. What
!
you, too, are a poet ?

Well, then, Jenkins, sta}^ ! but believe me, you had

best take my advice, and come off.

#

The worthy landlady made her api^earance with

the politest of bows and an apology, — for what does

the reader think a lady should a[)ologize in the most

lonely rude spot in the world?— because a plain

servant-woman was about to bring in the dinner, the

waiter being absent on leave at Coleraine ! 0 heaven

and earth ! where will the genteel end ? I replied

philosophically that I did not care twopence for the

plainness or beauty of the waiter, but that it was the

dinner I looked to, the frying whereof made a great

noise in the huge lonely house
;
and it must be said,

that though the lady wan plain, the repast was ex-

ceedingly good. have expended my little all,”

says the landlady, stepping in with a speech after

dinner, ‘‘in the building of this establishment; and
though to a man its profits may appear small,* to such

a being as I am it will bring, 1 trust, a sufficient

return
;

” and on my asking her why she took the

place, she replied that she had always, from her

earliest youth, a fancy to dwell in that spot, and ha.d

accordingly realized her wish by building this hotel

— this mausoleum. In spite of the bright fire, and
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the good dinner, and the good wine, it was impossible

to feel comfortable in the place; and when the car

wheels were heard, I jumped up with joy to take my
departure and forget the awful lonely shore, and that

wild, dismal, genteel inn. A ride over a wide gusty

country, in a gray, misty, half-moonlight, the loss of

a wheel at Bushmills, and the escape from a tumble,

were the delightful varieties after the late awful

occurrences. Such a being ” as I am, would die of

loneliness in that hotel
;
and so let all brother Cock-

neys be warned.

Some time before we came to it, we saw the long

line of mist that lay above the Bann, and coming

through a dirty suburb of low cottages, passed down
a broad street with gas and lamps in it (thank

Heaven, there are people once more !), and at length

drove up in state, across a gas-pipe, in a market-

place, before an hotel in the town of Cohu’aine,

famous for linen and for Beautiful Kitty, who must

be old and ugly now, for it ’s a good live-and-thirty

years since she broke her pitcher, according to Mr.

Moore^s account of her. The scene as we entered

the Diamond ’’ was rather a lively one — a score of

little stalls were brilliant with lights
;

the people

were thronging in the place making their Saturday

bargains
;

the town clock began to toll nine
;
and

hark ! faithful to a minute, the horn of the Derry

mail was heard tootooing, and four commercial gen-

tlemen^ with Scotch accents, rushed into the hotel at

the same time with myself.

Among the beauties of Coleraine may be mentioned

the price of beef, which a gentleman told me may be

had for fourpence a pound
;
and I saw him purchase an

('X(;ellent codfish for a shilling. I am bound, too, to

state for the benefit of aspiring Radicals, what two
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Conservative citizens of the place stated to me,

namely, — that though there were two Conservative

candidates then canvassing the town, on account of a

vacancy in the representation, the voters were so

truly liberal that they would elect any person of any

other political creed, who would simply bring money
enough to purchase their votes. There are two hun-

dred and twenty voters, it appears
;
of whom it is not,

however, necessary to “argue ” with more than fifty,

who alone are open to conviction
;
but as parties are

pretty equally balanced, the votes of the quinquagint,

of course, carry an immense weight with them. Well,

this is all discussed calmly standing on an inn-steps,

with a jolly landlord and a x>rofessional man of the

town to give the information. So, Heaven bless us,

the ways of London are beginning to be known even

here. Gentility has already taken up her seat in the

Giant’s Causeway, where she apologizes for the ])lain-

ness of her look : and, lo ! here is bribery, as bold as

in the most civilized places — hundreds and hundreds

of miles away from St. Steplieirs and Pall Mall. I

wonder, in that little island of Kaghery, so wild and

lonely, whether civilization is beginning to dawn upon

them ? — whether th(*y bribe and ar(i genteel ? But

for the rough sea of yesterday, 1 think 1 would have

fled thithfu* to make the iH-ial.

The town of Coh'raine, with a number of cabin

suburbs belonging to it, lies picturesquely grouped on

the Bann river : and the whole of the little (nty was

echoing with psalms as I walked through it on tlu'

Sunday morning. The piety of the people seems

remarkable; some of the inns even will not receive

travellers on Sunday; and this is written in an hobd,

of which every room is provided with a Testament,

containing an injunction on the part of the landlord
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to consider this world itself as only a passing abode.

Is it well that Boniface should furnish his guest with

Bibles as well as bills, and sometimes shut his door

on a traveller, who has no other choice but to read it

on a Sunday ? I heard of a gentleman arriving from

ship-board at Kilrush on a Sunday, when the pious

hotel-keeper refused him admittance
;
and some more

tales, which to go into would require the introduction

of private names and circumstances, but would tend

to show that the Protestant of the North is asjnuch

priest-ridden as the Catholic of the South : — priest

and old-woman ridden, for ,there are certain ex-

pounders of doctrine in our church, who are not, I

believe, to be found in the church of Home
;
and woe

betide the stranger who comes in to settle in these

parts, if his seriousness ” be not satisfactory to the

heads (with false fronts to most of them) of the

congregations.

Look at that little snug harbor of Portrush ! a

hideous new castle standing on a rock protects it on

one side, a snug row of gentlemen’s cottages curves

round the shore facing northward, a bath-house, an

hotel, more smart houses, face the beach westward,

defended by another mound of rocks. In the centre

of the little town stands a new-built church
;
and the

whole place has an air of comfort and neatness which

is seldom seen in Ireland. One would fancy that all

the tenants of these pretty snug habitations, sheltered

in this'nook far away from the world, have nothing to

do but to be happy, and spend their little comfortable

means in snug little hospitalities among one another,

and kind little charities among the poor. What does

a man in active life ask for more than to retire to

such a competence, to such a snug nook of the world

;

and there repose with a stock of healthy children
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round the fireside, a friend within call, and the means

of decent hospitality wherewith to treat him ?

Let any one meditating this pleasant sort of retreat,

and charmed with the look of this or that place as

peculiarly suited to his purpose, take a special care

to understand his neighborhood first, before he com-

mit himself, by lease-signing or house-buying. It is

not sufficient that you should be honest, kind-hearted,

hospitable, of good family— what are your ojjinions

upon religious subjects ? Are they such as agree

with the notions of old Lady This, or Mrs. That, who
are the patronesses of the village ? If not, woe betide

you ! you will be shunned by the rest of the society,

thwarted in your attempts to do good, whispered

against over evangelical bohea and serious muffins.

Lady This Avill inform every new arrival that you are

a reprobate, and lost, and Mrs. That will consign you

and your daughters, and your wife (a worthy woman,

but, alas ! united to that sad worldly man !) to dam-

nation. The clergyman who partakes of the muffins

and bohea before mentioned will very possibly preach

sermons against you from the pulpit: this was not

done at Portstewart to my knowledge, but I have had

the ])l(‘asiire of sitting under a minister in Ireland

who insulted the very patron who gave him his living,

discoursing upon the sinfulness of partridge-shooting,

and threatening hell-fire as the last “ meet ” for fox-

hunters
;
until the squire, one of the best and most

charitable residcmt landlords in Ireland, was abso-

lutely driven out of the church where his fathers

had worshipped for hundreds of years, by the insults

of this howling evangelical inquisitor.

So much as this 1 did not hear at Portstewart
;
but

I was told that at yonder neat-looking bath-house a

dying woman was denied a bath on a Sunday. By a
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clause of the lease by which the bath-owner rents his

establishment, he is forbidden to give baths to any

one on the Sunday. The landlord of the inn, for-

sooth, shuts fiis gates on the same day, and his con-

science on week-days will not allow him to supply his

guests with whiskey or ardent spirits. I was told by

my friend, that because he refused to subscribe for

some fancy charity, he received a letter to state that

he spent more in one dinner than in charity in the

course of the year.” My worthy friend did not care

to contradict the statement, as wliy should a man
deign to meddle with such a lie ? But think how all

the hslies, and all the pieces of moat, and all the peo-

ple who went in and out of his snug cottage by the

sea-side must liave been watched by the serious round

about ! The sea is not more constant roaring there,

than scandal is wliispering. How happy 1 felt, while

hearing these histories (demure lieads in crimped caps

peeping over the blinds at us as wo walkcMl on the

beach), to think I am a cockney, and don’t know the

name of the mannvlio lives next door to me !

1 have heard various storicus, of course from persons

of various ways of thinking, charging their opponents

with hypocrisy, and ])roving the charge by statements

clearly showing that the priests, the preachers, or the

professing religionists in (piestion, belied tlnur profes-

sions wofully by their practice. But in matters of

religion, hypocrisy is so awful a charge to make
against* a man, that I think it is almost unfair to

mention even the cases in which it is proven, and

which,— as, ])ray God, they are but exceptional, —

a

person should be very careful of mentioning, lest they

be considered to apply generally. Tartuffe ” has been

always a disgusting play to me to see, in sjute of its

sense and its wit
;
and so, instead of printing, here or
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elsewhere, & few stories of the Tartuffe kind which I

have heard in Ireland, the best way will be to try and

forget them. It is an awful thing to say of any man
walking under God’s sun by the side of us, “You are

a hypocrite, lying as you use the Most Sacred Name,

knowing that you lie while you use it.” Let it be

the privilege of any sect that is so minded, to imagine

that there is perdition in store for all the rest of God’s

creatures who do not think with them : but the easy

countercharge of hypocrisy, which the world has been

in the habit of making in its turn, is surely just as

fatal and bigoted an accusation as any that the sects

make against the world.

What has this disquisition to do Apropos of a walk

on the beach at Portstewart ? Why, it may be made

here as well as in other parts of Ireland, or elsewhere

as well, perhaps, as here. It is the most priest-ridden

of countries; Catholic clergymen lord it over their

ragged flocks, as Protestant preachers, lay and cleri-

cal, over their more genteel co-religionists. Bound to

inculcate peace and good-will, their* whole life is one

of enmity and distrust.

Walking away from the little bay and the discpii-

sition which has somehow been raging there, we went

across some wild dreary highlands to the neighboring

little town of Portrush, where is a neat town and

houses, and a harbor, and a new churc^h too, so like the

last-named place that I thought for a ‘moment we had

only made a round, and were back again at I’ortstewart.

Some gentlemen of the place, and my guide, who had

a neighborly liking for it, showed me the new chiiirh,

and seemed to be well pleased witli the edifice
;
which

is, indeed, a neat and convenient one, of a rather ir-

regular Gothic. The best thing about the church, I

think, was the history of it. The old church liad lain
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some miles oif, in the most inconvenient part of the

parish, whereupon the clergyman and some of the

gentry had raised a subscription in order to build the

present church. The expenses had exceeded the es-

timates, or the subscriptions had fallen short of the

sums necessary
;
and the church, in consequence, was

opened with a debt on it, which the rector and two
more of the gentry had taken on their shoulders.

The living is a small one, the other two gentlemen

going bail for the edifice not so rich as to think light

of the payment of a couple of hundred pounds beyond

their previous subscriptions— the lists are therefore

still open
;
and the clergyman expressed himself per-

fectly satisfied either that he would be reimbursed

one day or other, or that he would be able to make
out the payment of the money for which he stood en-

gaged. Most of the Roman Catholic churches that I

have seen through the country have been built in this

way, — begun when money enough was levied for con-

structing the foundation, elevated by degrees as fresh

subscri})tions came in, and finished— by the way, I

don’t think I haoe seen one finished
;
but there is

something noble in the spirit (however certain econo-

’ mists may cavil at it) that leads people to commence
these pious undertakings with the firm trust that

‘‘ Heaven will provide.”

Eastward from Portrush, we came upon a beautiful

level sand which leads to the White Rocks, a famoiis

place of* resort for the frequenters of the neighboring

watering-places. Here are caves, and for a consider-

able distance a view of the wild and gloomy Antrim

coast as far as Bengore. Midway, jutting into the

sea (and I was glad it was so far off), was the Cause-

way
;
and nearer, the gray towers of Dunluce.

Looking north, were the blue Scotch hills and the
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neighboring Eaghery Island. Nearer Portrush were

two rocky islands, called the Skerries, of which a

sportsman of our party vaunted the capabilities, re-

gretting that my stay was not longer, so that I might

land and shoot a few ducks there. This unlucky late-

ness of the season struck me also as a most afflicting

circumstance. He said also that fish were caught off

the island— not fish good to eat, but very strong at

pulling, eager of biting, and affording a great deal of

sport. And so we turned our backs once more upon

the Giant’s Causeway, and the grim coast on wliich it

lies ;
and as my taste in life leads me to prefer look-

ing at the smiling fresh face of a young cheerful

beauty, rather than at the fierce countenance and

high features of a dishevelled Meg Merrilies, I must

say again that I was glad to turn my back on this

severe part of the Antrim coast, and my steps to-

wards Deny.



CHAPTER IV.

PEG OP LIMAVADDY.

Between Coleraine and Derry there is a daily oar

(besides one or two occasional queer-looking coaches),

and I had this vehicle, with an intelligent driver, and

a horse with a hideous raw on his sljoulder, entirely to

myself for the five-and-twenty miles of our journey.

The cabins of Coleraine are not parted with in a

hurry, and we crossed the bridge, and went up and

down the hills of one of the suburban streets, the

Bann flowing picturesquely to our left
;
a large Catho-

lic chapel, the before-mentioned cabins, and farther

on, some neat-looking houses and plantations, to our

right. Then we began ascending wide lonely hills,

pools of bog shining here and there amongst them,

with birds, both black and white, both geese and

crows, on the hunt. Some of the stubble was already

ploughed up, but by the side of most cottages you saw

a black potato-field that it was time to dig now, for

the weather was changing and the winds beginning to

roar. Woods, whenever we passed them, were fling-

ing round eddies of mustard-colored leaves
;
the white

trunks of lime and ash trees beginning to look veiy

bare.
*

Then we stopped to give the raw-backed horse

water
;
then we trotted down a hill with a noble

bleak prospect of Lough Foyle and the surrounding

mountains before us, until we reached the town of

Newtown Limavaddy, where the raw-backed horse

was exchanged for another not much more agretvable
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in his appearance, though, like his comrade, not slo^v^

on the road.

Newtown Limavaddy is the third town in the

county of Londonderry. It comprises three well-

built streets, the others are inferior
;

it is, however,

respectably inhabited : all this may be true, as the

well-informed Guide-book avers, but I am bound to

say that I was thinking of something else as we
drove through the town, having fallen eternally in

love during the ten minutes of our stay.

Yes, Peggy of Limavaddy, if Barrow and Inglis

have gone to Connemara to fall in love with the

Misses Flynn, let us be allowed to come to Ulster

and offer a tribute of praise at your feet— at your

stockingless feet, 0 Margaret! Do you remember
the October day (’t was the first day of the hard

weather), when the way-worn traveller entered your

inn ? But the circumstances of this passion had

better be chronicled in deathless verse.

PEG OF LIMAVADDY.

Riding from Coleraine

(Famed for lovely Kitty),

Came a Cockney bound

Unto Derry city ;

Weary was his soul,

Shivering and sad he

Bumped along the road

Leads to Limavaddy.

Mountains stretch’d around,

Gloomy was their tinting,

And the horse’s hoofs

Made a dismal dinting
;

A^ind upon the heath

Howling was and piping,
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On the heath and bog,

Black with many a snipe in

;

Mid the bogs of black,

Silver pools were flashing,

Crows upon their sides

Picking were and splashing.

Cockney on the car

Closer folds his plaidy,

Grumbling at the road

Leads to Limavaddy.

Through the crashing woods

Autumn brawl’d and bluster’d,

Tossing round about

Leaves the hue of mustard ;

Yonder lay Lough Foyle,

Which a storm was whipping,

Covering with mist

Lake, and shores, and shipping.

Up and down the hill

(Nothing could be bolder),

Horse went wdth a raw

Bleeding on his shoulder.

“ Where are horses changed ?
”

Said I to the laddy

Driving on the box :

‘‘ Sir, at Limavaddy.”

Limavaddy inn ’s

But a humble baithouse.

Where you may procure

Whiskey and potatoes ;

Landlord at the door

Gives a smiling welcome

To the shivering wights

Who to his hotel come.

Landlady within

Sits and knits a stocking.

With a wary foot

Baby’s cradle rocking.
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To the chimney nook^

Having fouiul admittance.

There I watch a pup
Playing with two kittena

;

(Playing round the fire^

Which of blazing turf is.

Roaring to the pot

Which bubbles with the murphies
;

)

And the cradled babe

Fond the mother nursed it 1

Singing it a song

As she twists the worsted !

Up and down the stair

Two more young ones patter

(Twins were never seen

Dirtier nor fatter) ;

Both have mottled legs,

Both have snubby noses,

Both have— Here the Host
Kindly interposes :

“ Sure you must be froze

With the sleet and hail, sir.

So will you have some punch,

Or will you have some ale, sir I

Presently a maid
Enters with the liquor

(Half a pint of ale

Frothing in a beaker).

Gods! I didn’t know
What my beating heart meant,

Hebe’s self I thought

Enter’d the apartment.

As she came she smiled,

And the smile bewitching.

On my word and honor,

T i<jfht4id flll the kitchen J
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With a curtsy neat

Greeting the new corner^

Lovely, smiling Peg
OfFei*s me the rummer ;

But my trembling hand
Up the beaker tilted,

And the glass of ale

Every drop I spilt it

:

Spilt it every drop

(Dames, who read my volumes
Pardon such a word),

On my what-d’ y-call-’ems !

Witnessing the sight

Of that dire disaster,

Out began to laugh

Missis, maid, and master ;

Such a merry peal,

’Specially Miss Peg’s was
(As the glass of ale

Trickling down my legs was).

That tlie joyful sound

Of that ringing laughter

Echoed in my ears

^
Many a long day after.

Such a silver peal I

In the meadows listening,

You who ’ve heard the bells

Ringing to a christening ;

You who ever heard

Caradori pretty,

Smiling like an angel

Singing “ Giovinetti,”

Fancy Peggy’s laugh,

Sweet, and clear and cheerful,

At my pantaloons

With half a pint of beer full I
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When the laugh doniC

Peg, the pretty hussy,

Moved about the room
Wonderfully busy

;

- Now she looks to see

If the kettle keep hot,

Now she rubs the spoons,

Now she cleans the teapot;

Now she sets the cups

Trimly and secure,

Now she scours a pot

And so it was I drew her.

Thus it was I drew her

Scouring of a kettle.^

(Faith ! her blushing cheeks

Redden’d on the metal I

)

Ah I but 't is in vain

That I try to sketch it

;

The pot perhaps is like,

But Peggy’s face is wretchedo

No : the best of lead,

And of Indian-rlibber.

Never could depict

That sweet kettle-scrubber!

*^ee her as she moves I

Scarce the ground slie touches.

Airy as a fay.

Graceful as a duchess
;

The late Mr. Pope represents Camilla as scouring Ihe plain,

^

absurd and useless task. Peggy’s occupation with the kettle is

much more simple and noble. The second line of this verse

(whereof the author scorns to deny an obligation) is from the cele-

brated “ Frithiof " of Esaias Tigner A maiden is serving warriors

to drink, and is standing bv a shield— “TTnd die Runde des

Schildes ward wie das Magdeleiri rotn,' - perhaps the above is. the

best thing in both poems.
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Bare']^ rotitndeci arm,

her little leg is,

Vestris never show’d

Ankles like to Peggy’s :

Braided is her hair,

Soft her look and modest,

Slim her little waist

Comfortably bodiced.

This I do declare,

Happy is the laddy

Who the heart can share

Of Peg of Limavaddy

;

Married if she were,

Blest would be the daddy
Of the children fair

Of Peg of Limavaddy ;

Beauty is not rare

In the land of Paddy,

Fair beyond com]>are

Is Peg of Limavaddy.

Citizen or squire,

Tory, Whig, or Radi-

cal would all desire

Peg of Limavaddy.

Had I Homer’s fire,

Or that of Sergeant Taddy.

Meetly I ’d admire

Peg of Limavaddy.

And till I expire,

Or till I grow mad, I

Will sing unto my lyre

Peg of Limavaddy I



CHAPTER V.

TEMPLEMOYLE.— DERRY.

From Newtown Limavaddy to Derry tKe traveller

has many wild and noble prospects of Lough Foyle

and the plains and mountains round it, and of scenes

which may possibly in this country be still more agree-

able to him— of smiling cultivation, and comfortable

well-built villages, such as are only too rare in Ireland.

Of a great part of this district the London Companies

are landlords— the best of landlords, too, according

to the report I could gather
;
and their good steward-

ship shows itself especially in the neat villages of

Muff and Ballikelly. through both of which ^ passed.

In Ballikelly, besides numerous simple, s^out, brick-

built dwellings for the peasantry, with their shining

windows and trim garden-plots, is a Presbyterian

meeting-house, so well-built, substantial, and hand-

some, so different from the lean, pretentious, sham-

Gothic ecclesiastical edifices which have been erected

of late years in Ireland, that it can^t fail to strike the

tourist who has made architecture his study or his

pleasure. The gentleman’s seats in the district are

numerous and handsome
;
and the whole movement

along the road betokened cheerfulness and prosper-

ous activity.

As the carman had no other passengers but myself,

he made no objection to carry me a couple of miles

out of his way, through the village of Muff, belonging
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to the Grocers of London (and so handsomely and

comfortably built by them as to cause all Cockneys to

exclaim, Well done our side ! and thence to a very

interesting institution, which was established some

fmeen years since in the neighborhood— the Agricul-

tural Seminary of Templemoyle. It lies on a hill in a

pretty wooded country, and is most curiously secluded

from the world by the tortuousness of the road which

approaches it.

Of course it is not my business to report upon the

agricultural system practised there, or to discourse on

the state of the land or the crops
;
the best testimony

on this subject is the fact, that the Institution hired,

at a small rental, a tract of land, which was reclaimed

and farmed, and that of this farm the landlord has now
taken possession, leaving the young farmers to labor

on a new' tract of land, for which they pay five times

as much rent as for their former holding. But though

a person versed in agriculture could give a far more

satisfactory account of the place than one to whom
such pursuits are quite unfamiliar, there is a great

deal about the establishment Avhicdi any citizen can

remark on
5
and he must be a very difficult Cockney

indeed who won’t be pleased here.

After winding in and out, and up and down, and

round about the eminence on which the house stands,

W(' at last found an entrance to it, by a court-yard, neat,

Avell-built, and spacious, where are the stables and nu-

merous (-iffices of the farm. The scholars were at din-

ner off a comfortable meal of boiled beef, potatoes,

and cabbages, when I arrived
;
a master was reading

a book of history to them
;
and silence, it appears, is

preserved during the diniun*. Ht^venty scholars were

here assembled, some young, and some expanded into

six feet and whiskers — all, however, are made to
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maintain exactly the same discipline, whether whis-

kered or not.

The head farmer ’’ of the school, Mr. Campbell, a

very intelligent Scotch gentleman, was good enough

to conduct me over the place and the farm, and to gi^e

a history of the establishment and the course pursued

there. The Seminary was founded in 1827, by the

North-west of Ireland Society, by members of which

and others about three thousand pounds were sub-

scribed, and the buildings of the school erected.

These are spacious, simple, and comfortable
;
there is

a good stone house, with airy dormitories, school-

rooms, etc., and large and convenient offices. The
establishment had, at first, some difficulties to contend

with, and for some time did not number more than

thirty pupils, At present, there are seventy scholars,

paying ten pounds a year, with which sum, and the

labor of the pupils on the farm, and the produce of it,

the school is entirely supported. The reader will,

perhaps, like to see an extract from the lieport of the

school, which contains more details regarding it.

‘‘TEMPLEMOYLE WORK AND SCHOOL TABLE.

From 2Qth March to 2Zd September,

“ Boys divided into two classes, A and B.

Hours. At work. At school.

All rise.

6-8 A ... B

8-

9 Breakfast.

9-

1 . o . . c A . . B

1-

2 Dinner and recreation.

2-

6 .. B . . o A
6-7 Recreation.

7-9 Prepare lessons for next day.

9 To bed.
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“ On Tuesday B cbmmences work in the morning and A at

school, and so on alternate days.

“Each class is again subdivided into ’three divisions, over

each of which is placed a monitor, selected from the steadiest

and best informed boys
;
he receives the Head Farmer’s direc-

tions as to the work to be done, and superintends his party

while performing it.

In winter the time of labor is shortened according to the

length of the day, and the hours at school increased.

“ In wet days, when the boys cannot work out, all are

required to attend school.

“ Dietary.

“ Breakfast.— Eleven ounces of oatmeal made in stirabout,

one pint of sweet milk.

Dinner.— Sunday. — Three-([uarter8 of a pound of beef

stewed with pepper and onions, or one half-pound of corned

.beef with cabbage, and three and a Indf pounds of potatoes.

** Monday. — One half-pound of i)ickled beef, three and a

half pounds of potatoes, one pint of buttermilk.

Tuesday. — Broth made of one half-pound of beef, with

leeks, cabbages, and parsley, and three and a half pounds of

potatoes.

“ Wednesday. — Two ounces of butter, eight ounces ot oat-

meal made into bread, three and a halt pounds of potatoes,

and one pint of sweet milk.

“ Thursday.— Half a pound of pickled pork, with cabbage

or turnips, and three and a halt pounds of potatoes.

“ Friday,— Two ounces of butter, eight ounces wheat meal

made into bread, one pint of sweet milk or fresh buttermilk,

three and ‘a half pounds of potatoes.

“ Saturday. — Two ounces of butter, one pound of potatoes

mashed, eight ounces of wheat meal made into bread, two and

a half pound;., ot potatoes, one pint of buttermilk.

Supper. — In suiimier, Huiumery made of one pound of

oatmeal seeds, and one pint of sweet milk. In winter, three

and a half pounds of potatoes, and one pint ot buttermilk or

sweet milk.
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Rules for the Templemoyle School.

‘*1. Tbe pupils are required to say their prayers in the

morning, before leaving the dormitory, and at night, before

retiring to rest, each separately, and after the manner, to

which he has been habituated.

“ 2. The pupils are requested to wash their hands and

faces Ikifore the commencemeut of business in the morning, on

returning from agricultjuial labor, and after dinner.

3. The pupils are recj^uired to pay the strictest attention

to their instructors, both during the hours of agricultural and

literary occupation.

“ 4. Strife, disobedience, inattention, or any description of

riotous or disorderly conduct, is punishable by extra labor or

confinement, as directed by the Committee, according to

circumstances.

“6. Diligent and respectful behavior, continued for a

considerable time, will be rewarded by occasional permis-

sion for the pupil so distinguished to visit his home.
^‘6. No pupil, on obtaining leave of absence, shall presume

to continue it for a longer period than that prescribed to him

on leaving the Seminary.

7. During their rural labor, the pupils are to consider

themselves amenable to the authority of their Agricultural

Instructor alone, and during their attendance in the school-

room, to that of their Literary Instructor alone.

“ 8. Non-attendance during any part of the time allotted

either foiTiterary or agricultural employment, will be punished

as a serious offence.

“ 9. During the hours of recreation the pupils are to be

under the superintendence of their Instructors, and not suffered

to pass beyond the limits of the farm, except under* their guid-

ance, or with a written permission from one of them.
“ 10. The pupils are required to make uj) their beds, and

keep those clothes not in immediate use neatly fijlded up in

their .trunks, and to be ]iarticular in never suffering any gar-

ment, book, implement, or other article belonging to or used

by them, to lie about in a slovenly or disorderly manner.

“11. Respect to superiors, and gentleness of demeanor,
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both among the pupils themselves and towards the servants

and laborers of the establishment, are particularly insisted

upon* and will be considered a prominent ground of approba-

tion and reward.

“12. On Sundays the pupils are required to attend their

respective places of worship, accompanied by their Instructors

or Monitors ;
and it is earnestly recommended to them to em-

ploy a part of the remainder of the day in sincerely reading

the Word of God, and in such other devotional exercises as

t^eir respective ministers may point out.**

At certain periods of the year, when all hands are

required, such as harvest, etc., tlie literary labors of

the scholars are stopped, and they are all in the field.

On the present occasion we followed them into a

potato-field, where an army of them were employed

digging out the potatoes
;
while another regiment were

trenching-in elsewhere for the winter
;

the boys were

leading the carts to and fro. To reach the potatoes

we had to pass a field, part of which was newly
ploughed : the ploughing was the work of the boys,

too; one of them being left with an experienced

ploughman for a fortnight at a time, in which space

the lad can acquire some practice in the art.

Amongst the potatoes and the boys digging them, I

observed a number of girls, taking them up as dug
aud removing the soil from the roots. Such a society

for seventy young men would, in any other country

in the world, be not a little dangerous
;
but Mr. Camp-

bell said that no instance of harm had ever occurred in

consequence, and I believe his statement may be fully

relied on : the whole country bears testimony to this

noble purity of morals. Is there any other in Europe
which in this point can compare with it ?

Ill winter the farm works do not occupy the pupils

so much, aud they give more time to their literary
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studies. They get a good English education
;
they

are grounded in arithmetic and mathematics
;
and

I saw a good map of an adjacent farm, made from

actual survey by one of the pupils. Some of them
are good draughtsmen likewise, but of their perform-

ances I could see no specimen, the artists being

abroad, occupied wisely in digging the potatoes.

And here, apropos, not of the school but of potatoes,

let me tell a potato story, which is, I think, to the

purpose, wherever it is told. In the county of Mayo
a gentleman by the name of Crofton is a landed pro-

prietor, in whose neighborhood great distress pre-

vailed among the peasantry during the spring and

summer, when the potatoes of the last year were

consumed, and before .those of the present season

were up. Mr. Crofton, by liberal donations on his

own part, and by a subscription which was set on foot

among his friends in England as well as in Ireland,

was enabled to collect a sum of money sufficient to

purchase meal for the people, which was given to

them, or sold at very low prices, until the pressure of

want was withdrawn, and the blessed potato-crop

came in. Some time in October, a smart night^s frost

made Mr. Crofton think that it was time to take in

and pit his own potatoes, and he told his steward to

get laborers accordingly.

Next day, on going to the potato-grounds, he found

the whole fields swarming with people; the whole

crop was out of the ground, and again under-it, pitted

and covered, and the people gone, in a few hours. It

was as if the fairies that we read of in the Irish

legends, as coming to the aid of good people and

helping them in their labors, had taken a liking to

this good landlord, and taken in his harvest for him.

Mr. Crofton, who knew who his helpers had been,
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sent the steward to pay them their day’s wages, and

to thank them at the same time for having come to

help him at a time when their labor was so useful to

him. One and all refused a penny
;
and their spokes-

man said, “They wished they could do more for the

likes of him or his family.” I have heard of many
conspiracies in this country

;
is not this one as worthy

to be told as any of them ?

Kouiid the house of Templemoyle is a pretty gar-

den, which the pupils take pleasure in cultivating,

filled not with fruit (for this, though there are

seventy gardeners, the superintendent said somehow

seldom reached a ripe state), but with kitchen herbs,

and a few beds of pretty flowers, such as are best

suited to cottage horticulture. Such simple carpen-

ters’ and masons’ work as the young men can do is like-

wise confided to them
;
and though the dietary may

appear to the Englishman as rather a scanty one, and

though the English lads certainly make at first very

wry faces at the stirabout porridge (as they naturally

will when first put in the presence of that abominable

mixture), yet, after a time, strange to say, they begin

to. find it actually palatable
;
and the best proof of the

excellence of the diet is, that nobody is ever ill in the

institution
;
colds and fevers and tlie ailments of lazy,

gluttonous gentility, are unknown
;
and the doctor’s

bill for the last year, for seventy pupils, amounted to

thirty-live shillings. O heati agricoliciilm ! You do

not knotV^ what it is to feel a little uneasy after half a

crown’s worth of raspberry-tarts, as lads do at the

best public schools
;
you don’t know in what majestic

polished hexameters the Roman poet has described

your pursuits; you are not fagged and flogged into

Latin and Greek at the cf)st of two hundred pounds a

year. Let these be the privileges of your youthful
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betters
;
meanwhile content yourselves with thinking

that you are preparing for a profession, while they

are not; that you are learning something useful,

while they, for the most part, are not : for after all,

as a man grows old in the world, old and fat, cricket

is discovered not to be any longer very advantageous

to him— even to have pulled in the Trinity boat does

not in old age amount to a substantial advantage
;
and

though to read a Greek play be an immense pleasure,

yet it must be confessed few enjoy it. In the first

place, of the race of Etonians, and Harrovians, and
Carthusians that one meets in tlie world, very few
can read the Greek

;
of those few — there are not, as

I believe, any considerable majority of poets. Stout

men in the bow-windows of clubs (for such young
Etonians by time become) are not generally remark-

able for a taste for ^schylus.^ You do not hear

much poetry in Westminster Hall, or I believe at the

bar-tables afterwards; and if occasionally, in the

House of Commons, Sir Robert Peel lets off a quota-

tion — a pocket-pistol wadded with a leaf torn out of

Horace— depend on it it is only to astonish the

country gentlemen who don^t understand him : and.it

is my firm conviction that Sir Robert no more cares

for poetry than you or I do.

Such thonglits would suggest themselves to a man
who has had the benefit of what is called an educa-

tion at a i)ublic school in England, when he sees

seventy lads from all parts of the empire learning

what his Latin poets and philosopliers have informed

him is the best of all pursuits,— finds them educated

at one-twentieth part of the cost which has been

1 And then, how much Latin and (Jreek does the public school-

boy know ? Also, does he know anything else, and what ^ Is it

history, or geography, or mathematics, or divinity ?
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bestowed on his own precious person
;
orderh" with-

out the necessity of submitting to degrading personal

punishment
;
young, and full of health and blood,

though vice is unknown among them
;
and brought up

decently and honestly to know the things which it is

good for them in their profession to know. So it is,

however; all the world is improving except the

gentlemen. There are at this present writing five

hundred boys at Eton, kicked, and licked, and bul-

lied, by another hundred— scrubbing shoes, running

errands, making false concords, and (as if that were a

natural consequence ! ) putting their posteriors on a

block for Dr. Ha-wtrey to lash at ; and still calling

it education. They are proud of it— good heavens !

— absolutely vain of it
;
as what dull barbarians are

not proud of their dulness* and barbarism ? They
call it the good old English system. ^‘Nothing like

classics, says Sir John, ^^to give a boy a taste, you

know, and a habit of reading ” — (Sir John, who reads

the Racing Calendar,’’ and belongs to a race of men of

all the world the least given to reading),— ^^it’s the

good old English system : every boy fights for him-

self— hardens ’em, eh, Jack ? ” Jack grins, and helps

himself to another glass of claret, and presently tolls

you how Tibbs and Miller fought for an hour and
twenty minutes ^Mike good uns.” Let us come to

an end, however, of this juoralizing; the car-driver

has brought the old raw-shouldered horse out of the

stable, and says it is time to be off again.

Before quitting Templenioyle, one thing more may
be said in its favor. It is one of the very few public

establishments in Ireland where pupils of the two

religious denominations are received, and where no

religious disputes have taken place. The pupils are

called upon, morning and evening, to say their prayers
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privately. On Sunday, each division, Presbyterian,

Roman Catholic, and Episcopalian, is marched to its

proper place of worship. The pastors of each sect

may visit their young flock when so inclined; and

the lads devote the Sabbath evening to reading the

books pointed out to them by their clergymen.

Would not the Agricultural Society of Ireland, of

the success of whose peaceful labors for the national

prosperity every Irish newspaper I read brings some

new indication, do well to show some mark of its

sympathy for tliis excellent institution of Temple-

moyle ? A silver medal given by the Society to the

most deserving pupil of the year, would be a great

object of emulation amongst the young men educated

at the place, and would be almost a certain passjibrt

for the winner in seeking for a situation in after life.
’

I do not know if similar seminaries exist in England.

Other seminaries of a like nature have been tried in

this country, and have failed: but English country

gentlemen cannot, I should think, find a better object

of their attention than this school
;
and our farmers

would surely find such establislinients of great bene-

fit to them : where their children might procure a

sound literary education at a small charge, and at the

same time be made accpiainted with the latest im-

provements in their profession. I can’t help saying

here, once more, what I have said Apropos of the ex-

cellent school at Dundalk, and begging the English

middle classes to think of the subject. If Govern-

ment will not act (upon what never can be effectual,

perhaps, until it become a national measure), let

small communities act for themselves, and tradesmen

and the middle classes s(*t u]) cheap pitopRiKTAKy

SCHOOLS. Will country newspaper editors, into whose

hands this book may fall, be kind enough to speak
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upon this hint, and extract the tables of the Temple-

moyle and Dundalk establishments, to show how, and

with what small means, boys ,may be well, soundly,

and humanely educated — not brutally, as some of tis

have been, under the bitter fagging and the shameful

rod. It is no plea for the barbarity that use has

made us accustomed to it; and in se^^ing these insti-

tutions for humble lads, where the system taught is

at once useful, manly, and kindly, and thinking of

what I had undergone in my own youth,— of the

frivolous, monkish trifling in which it was wasted, of

the brutal tyranny to which it was subjected, — I

could not look at tlie lads but with a sort of envy :

please God, tlieir lot will be sluired by thousands of

th%ir equals and their betters before long!

It was a proud day for Dundalk, Mr. Thackeray

well said, when, at the end of one of the vacations

there, fourteen English boys, and an Englishman

^with his little son in his hand, landed from the Liver-

pool packet, and, walking through the streets of the

town, went into the school-house quite happy. That

was a proud day in truth for a distant Irish town,

and I can^t help saying that 1 grudge them the cause

of their pride sonu'what. Why should there not be

schools ill England as good, and as cheap, and as

liappy ?

With this, shaking Mr. Ganqibell gratefully by the

hand, and begging all English tourists to go and visit

his establishment, we trotted off for Londonderry,

leaving at about a mile’s distance from the town, and

at the pretty lodge of St. Columb’s, a letter, which

was the cause of much delightful hospitality.

St. Columb’s Chapel, tlie walls of which still stand

picturesquely in Sir George Hill’s park, and from

which that gentleman’s seat takes its name, was
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here since the sixth century. It is but fair to give

precedence to the mention of the old abbey, which

was the father, as it would seem, of the town. The
approach to the latter from three quarters, certainly,

by which various avenues I had occasion to see it, is

always noble. We had seen the spire of the cathe-

dral peering over the hills for four miles on our way
;

it stands, a stalwart and handsome building, upon an

eminence, round which the old-fashioned stout red

houses of the town cluster, girt in with the ramparts

and walls that kept out James's soldiers of old.

Quays, factories, huge red warehouses, have grown

round this famous old barrier, and now stretch along

the river. A couple of large stean)ers and other craft

lay within the bridge
;
and, as we passed over lAat

stout wooden edifice, stretching eleven hundred feet

across the noble expanse of the Foyle, we heard along

the quays a great thundering and clattering of iron-

work in an enprmous steam frigate which has been

built in Derry, and seems to lie alongside a whole

street of houses. The suburb, too, through which we
passed was bustling and comfortable

;
and the view

was not only pleasing from its natural beauties, but

has a manly, thriving, honest air of prosperity,

which is no bad feature, surely, for a landscape.

Nor does the town itself, as one enters it, belie, as

many other Irish towns do, its first flourishing look.

It is not splendid, but comfortable
;
a brisk movement

in the streets
:
good downright shops, without, partic-

ularly grand titles
;
few beggars. Nor have the com-

mon people, as they address you, that eager smile,—
that manner of compound fawning and swaggering,

which an Englishman finds in the townspeople of

the West and South. As in the North of Englaiid, too,

when compared with other districts, the people are
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greatly more familiar, though by no means disre-

spectful to the stranger.

On the other hand, after such a commerce as a

traveller has with the race of waiters, postboys, por-

ters, and the like (and it may be that the vast race of

postboysj etc., wliom I did not see in the North, are

quite unlike those unlucky specimens with whom I

came in contact), I was struck by their excessive

greediness after the traveller’s gratuities, and their

fierce dissatisfaction if not sufiiciently rewarded. To

the gentleman who brushed my clothes at the com-

fortable hotel at Belfast, and carried my bags to the

coach, I tendered the sum of two shillings, which

seemed to me quite a sufficient reward for his ser-

vi#s : he battled and brawled with me for more, and

got it too
;
for a street-dispute with a porter calls to-

gether a number of delighted bystanders, whose re-

marks and company are by no means agreeable to a

solitary gentleman. Then, again, there was the famous

case of Boots of Ballycastle, which, being upon the

subject, I may as well mention here : Boots of Bally-

castle, that romantic little village near the Giant’s

Causeway, had cleaned a pair of shoes for me certainly,

but declined either to brush my clothes, or to carry

down niy two carpet-bags to the car
;
leaving me to

perform tliose offices for myself, which I did : and in-

deed tht^y were not very difficult. But immediately I

was seated on tlie car, Mr. Boots stepped forward and

wrapped a mackintosh very considerately round me,

and begged me at the same time to remember him.”

There was an old beggar-woinan standing by, to

whom I had a desire to present a penny
;
and having

no coin of that value, T begged Mr. Boots, out of a

sixpence which I tendered to him, to subtract a penny,

and present it to the old iady in question. Mr. Boots
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took the money, looked at me, and his countenance,

not naturally good-humored, assumed an expression of

the most indignant contempt and hatred as he said,

“I ’m thinking T Ve no call to give my money away.

Sixpence is my right for what I ’ve done.”

“ Sir,” says T, “ 3^011 must remember that you did

but black one pair of shoes, and that you blacked

them very badly too.”

Sixpence is my right,” says Roots
;

a gentleman

would give me sixpence!” and though I represented

to him that a pair of slioes might be blacked in a min-

ute — that fivepence a minute was not usual wages in

the country— that many gentlemen, half-pay officers,

briefless barristers, unfortunate literary gentlemen,

would gladly black twelve pairs of shoes per diei||if

rewarded with five shillings for so doing, there was

no means of convincing Mr. Boots. I then demanded
back the sixpence, which i)roposal, however, he de-

clined, saying, after a struggle, he would give the

money, but a gentleman would have given sixpence

:

and so left me with furious rage and contein})t.

As for the city of Derry, a carman who drove me
one mile out to dinner at a gentlemairs house, where

he himself was provided with a comfortable meal, was

dissatisfied with eighteenpeiice, vowing that a dinner

job ” was always paid half a crown, and not only as-

serted this, but continued to assert it for a quarter of

an hour with the most noble though unsuccessful per-

severance. A second car-boy, to whom T gave^ a shil-

ling for a drive of two miles altogether, attacked me
because I gave the other boy eighteenpence

;
and the

porter who brought my bags fifty yards from the

coach, entertained me with a dialogue that lasted at

least a couple of minutes, and said, “ I should have

had sixpence for carrying one of ^em.”
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For the car which carried me two miles the landlord

of the inn made me pay the sum of five shillings.

He is a godly landlord, has Bibles in the coffee-room,
^

the drawing-room, and every bed-room in the house,

with this inscription,—
Ut MIGRATURUS HABITA.

THE traveller's TRUE REFUGB.

Jones’s Hotel, Londonderry.

This pious double or triple entendre, the reader

will, no doubt, admire— the first simile establishing

the resemblance between this life and an inn; the

second allegory showing that the inn and the Bible

ar^both the traveller’s refuge.

In life we are in death— the hotel in (question is

about as gay as a family vault : a severe figure of a

landlord, in seedy black, is occasionally seen in the

dark passages or on the creaking old stairs of the

black inn. He does not bow to you — very few land-

lords in Ireland condescend to acknowledge their

guests — he only warns you: —

a

silent solemn gen-

tleman who looks to be something between a clergy-

man and a sexton — ut migraturus habita !
”— the

migraturus ” was a vast comfort in the clause.

It must, however, be said, for the consolation of fu-

ture travellers, that when at evening, in the old lonely

])aTlor of the inn, the great gaunt fireplace is filled

with coals, two dreary funereal candles and sticks

glimmering upon the old fashioned round table, the

rain pattering fiercely without, the wind roaring and

thumping in the streets, this worthy gentleman can

produce a pint of port-wine for the use of his migra-

tory guest, which causes the latter to be almost recon-

ciled to the cemetery in which he is resting himself,
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and he finds himself, to his surprise, almost cheerful,

There is a mouldy-looking old kitchen, too, which,

strange to say, sends out an excellent comfortable din-

ner, so that the sensation of fear gradually wears off.

As in Chester, the ramparts of the town form a

pleasant promenade
;
and the batteries, with a few of

the cannon, are preserved, with which the stout ’pren-

tice boys of Derry beat off King James in ’88. The
guns bear the names of the London Companies— ven-

erable Cockney titles ! It is pleasant for a Londoner

to read them, and see how, at a pinch, the sturdy citi-

zens can do their work.

The public buildings of Derry are, I think, among
the best I have seen in Ireland

;
and the Lunatic Asy-

lum, especially, is to be pointed out as a model of neat-

ness and comfort. When will the middle classes be

allowed to send their own afflicted relatives to public

institutions of this excellent kind, where violence is

never practised— where it is never to the interest of the

keeper of the asylum to exaggerate his patient’s malady,

or to retain him in durance, for the sake of the enormous

sums which the sufferer’s relatives are made to pay

!

The gentry of three counties which contribute to the

Asylum have no such resource for members of their

own body, should any be so afflicted— the condition

of entering this admirable asylum is, that the patient

must be a pauper, and on this account he is supplied

with every comfort and the best curative means, and

his relations are in perfect security. Are the rich in

any way so lucky ?— and if not, why not ?

The rest of the occurrences at Derry belong, unhap-

pily, to the domain of x)rivate life, and though very

pleasant to recall, are not honestly to be printed.

Otherwise, what popular descriptions might be written

of the hospitalities of St. Columb’s, of the jovialities
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of the mess of the—th Eegiment, of the speeches

made and the songs sung,, and the devilled turkey at

twelve o^clock, and the headache afterwards ; all which

events could be described in an CKceedingly facetious

manner. But these amusements are to be met with

in every other part of her Majesty’s dominions
;
and

the only point which may be mentioned here as pecu-

liar to this part of Ireland, is the difference of the

manner of the gentry to that in the South. The

ilorthern manner is far more English than that of

the other provinces of Ireland— whether it is better

for being English is a question of taste, of which an

Englishman can scarcely be a fair judge.



CHAPTER VI.

DUBLIN AT LAST.

A WEDDING-PARTY that Went across Derry Bridge

to the sound of bell and cannon, had to flounder

through a thick coat of frozen snow, that covered the

slippery planks, and the hills round about were

whitened over by the same inclement material. Nor

was the weather, implacable towards young lovers

and unhappy buckskin postilions shivering in white

favors, at all more polite towards the passengers

of her Majesty’s mail that runs from Derry to

Ballyshannon.

Hence the aspect of the country betwT.en those two

places can only be described at the rate of nine miles

an hour, and from sucli points of observation as may
be had through a coach window, starred with ice and

mud. While horses were changed we saw a very

dirty town, called Strabane
;
and had to visit the old

house of the O’Donnel’s in Donegal during a quarter

of an hour’s pause that the coach made there— and

with an umbrella overhead. The jmrsuit of the pictu-

resque under umbrellas let us leave to more^ venture-

some souls : the fine weather of the finest season

known for many long years in Ireland was over, and

I thought with a great deal of yearning of Pat the

waiter, at the “ Shelburne Hotel,” Stephen’s Green,

Dublin, and the gas-lainps, and the covered cars, and

the good dinners to which they take you.
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Farewell, then, 0 wild Donegal ! and ye stern

passes through which the astonished traveller wind-

eth! Farewell, Ballyshannon, and thy salmon-leap,

and thy bar of sand, over which the white head of

the troubled Atlantic was peeping ! Likewise, adieu

to Lough Erne, and its numberless green islands, and

winding river-lake, and wavy fir-clad hills ! Good-by,

moreover, neat Enniskillen, over the bridge and

churches whereof the sun peepeth as the coach start-

eth from the inn ! See, how he shines now on Lord

Belmore’s stately palace and park, with gleaming

porticos and brilliant grassy chases : now, behold he

is yet higher in the heavens, as the twanging horn

proclaims the approach to beggarly Cevan, where a

beggarly breakfast awaits the hungry voyager.

Snatching up a roll wherewith to satisfy the pangs

of hunger, sharpened by the mockery of breakfast,

the tourist now hastens in his arduous course, through

Virginia, Kells, Navan, by Tara’s threadbare moun-
tain, and Skreen’s green hill

;
day darkens, and a

hundred thousand lamps twinkle in the gray horizon

— see above the darkling trees a stumpy column rise,

see on its base the name of Wellington (though this,

because ’t is night, thou canst not see), and cry, ‘‘It

is the Phit [fill,r, ! — On and on, across the iron

bridge, and through the streets (dear streets, though
dirty, to the citizen’s heart how (lear you be

!)
and lo,

now, with a bump, the dirty coacJi stops at the seedy

inn, six xagged porters battle for the bags, six wheed-

ling carmen recommend their cars, and (giving first

the coachman eighteeiipenee) the Cockney says,

“Drive, car-boy, to the ‘Shelburne.’
”

And so having reached Dublin, it becomes neces-

sary to curtail the observations which were to be

made upon that city i
which surely ought to have a
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volume to itself: the humors of Dublin at least re-

quire so much space. For instance, there was the

dinner at the Kildare Street Club, or the Hotel oppo-

site, —the dinner in Trinity College Hall, — that at

Mr.
,
the publisher’s, where a dozen of the liter-

ary men of Ireland were assembled,— and those (say

fifty) with Harry Lorrequer himself, at his mansion
of Templeogue. What a favorable opportunity to

discourse upon the peculiarities of Irish character ! to

describe men of letters, of fashion, and university

dons

!

Sketches' of these personages may be prepared, and
sent over, perhaps, in confidence to Mrs. Sigourney

in America — (who will of course not print them) —
but the English habit does not allow of these happy
communications between writers and the public

;
and

the author who wishes to dine again at his friendV

cost, must needs have a care how he puts him in,

print.

Suffice it to say, that at Kildare Street we had
white neck-cloths, black waiters, wax-candles, and
some of the best wine in Europe

;
at Mr. , the

publisher’s, wax-candles, and some of the best wine
in Europe

;
at Mr. Lever’s, wax-candles, and some of

the best wine in Europe; at Trinity College— but

there is no need to mention what took place at Trin-

ity College
;
for on returning to London, and recount-

ing the circumstances of the repast, my friend B
,

a Master of Arts of that university, solemnly* declared

the thing was impossible:— no stranger could dine

at Trinity College
;

it was too great a privilege — in

a word, he would not believe the story, nor will he to

this day
;
and why, therefore, tell it in vain ?

I am sure if the Fellows of Colleges in Oxford and
Cambridge were told that the Fellows of T. C. D.
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only drink beer at dinner, they would not believe

that Such, however, was the fact : or may be it was

a dream, which was followed by another dream of

about four-and-twenty gentlemen seated round a com-

mon-room table after dinner; and, by a subsequent

vision of a tray of » oysters in the apartments of a

tutor of the university, sometime before midnight.

Did we swallow them or not ?— the oysters are an

open question.

‘ Of the Catholic College of Maynooth, I must like-

wise speak briefly, for the reason that an accurate

description of that establishment would be of neces-

sity so disagreeable, that it is beat to x^ass it over in a

few words. An Irish union-house is a palace to it.

Ellin so needless, filth so disgusting, such a look of

lazy squalor, no Englishman who has not seen can

conceive. Lecture-room and dining-hall, kitchen and

students’-room, were all the same. I shall never for-

get the sight of sc^ores of shoulders of mutton lying

on the filthy floor in the former, or the view of a bed

and dressing-table that I saw in the other. Let the

next Maynooth grant include a few shillings’-worth of

whitewash and a few hundredweights of soap
;
and if

to this be added a half-score of drill-sergeants, to see

that^the students apx)ear clean at lecture, and to teach

them to keep their heads up and to look people in the

face, Parliament will introduce some cheap reforms

into the seminary, which were never needed more

than hftre. Why should the place be so shamefully

ruinous and foully dirty ? Lime is cheap, and water

plenty at the canal hard by. Why should a stranger,

after a week’s stay in the country, be able to discover

a priest by the scowl on his face, and his doubtful

downcast manner ? Is it a point of discipline that

his reverence should be made to look as ill-humored
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as possible ? And I these words will not be

taken hostilely. It would have been quite as easy,

and more pleasant, to say the contrary, had the con-

trary seemed to me to have been the fact
;
and to have

declared that the priests were remarkable for their

expression of candor, and their college for its extreme

neatness and cleanliness.

This complaint of neglect applies to other public

institutions besides Maynooth. The Mansion-house,

when I saw it, was a very dingy abode for the Right

Honorable Lord Mayor, and that Lord Mayor Mr.

O’Connell. I saw him in full council, in a brilliant

robe of crimson velvet, ornamented with white satin

bows and sable collar, in an enormous cocked-hat,

like a slice of an eclipsed moon.

The Aldermen and Common Council, in a black oak

parlor, and at a dingy green table, were assembled

around him, and a debate of thrilling interest to the

town ensued. It related, I think, to water-pipes
;
the

great man did not speak publicly, but was occupied

chiefly at the end of the table, giving audiences to at

least a score of clients and petitioners.

The next day T saw him in the famous Corn Ex-

change. The building without has a substantial look,

but the hall within is rude, dirty, and ill-kept. Hun-
dreds of Iversons were assembled in the black, steam-

ing place
;
uo inconsiderable share of frieze-coats were

among them
;
and many small Repealers, who could

but lately have assumed their breeches, ragged as

they were. These ke[)t up a great chorus of shouting,

and ^‘hear, hear!” at (*very pause in the great Re-

pealer’s address. Mr. O’Connell was reading a report

from his Repeal-wardens
;
which proved that when

Repeal took place, commerce and prosperity would
instantly flow into the country

j
its innumerable har-
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bors would be filled with countless ships, its immense
water-power would be directed to the turning of

myriads of mills; its vast energies and resources

brought into full action. At the end of the report,

three cheers were given for liepeal, and in the midst

of a great shouting Mr. O’Connell leaves the room.

^^Mr. Quiglan, Mr. Quiglan!” roars an active aide-

de-camp to the door-keeper, “ a covered kyar for the

Lard Mayre.” The covered car came
;
T saw his lord-

ship get into it. Xext day he was Lord Mayor no

longer; but Alderman O’Connell in his state-coach,

with the handsome grays whose manes were tied up

with green ribbon, following the new Lord Mayor to

the right honorable inauguration. Javelin men, city

marshals (looking like uillitary undertakers), private

carriages,' glass coaches, cars, covered and uncovered,

and thousands of yelling ragamuffins, formed the civic

procession of that faded, worn-out, insolvent old Dub-

lin Corporation.

The walls of this city had been placarded with huge

notices to the public, that O’Connell’s rent-day was at

hand
;
and I went round to all the chapels in town on

that Sunday (not a little to the scandal of some
Protestant friends), to see the popular behavior.

Every door was barred, of course, with plate-holders

;

and heaps of pence at the humble entrances, and

bank-notes at the front gates, told the willingness of

the people to reward their champion. The car-boy

who dr(^e me had ])ai(l his little tribute of fourpence

at morning mass
;
the waiter who brought my break-

fast had added to the national subscription with his

humble shilling; and the Catholic gentleman with

whom I dined, and between whom and Mr. O’Ccnnell

there is no great love lost, pays his annual donation,

out of gratitude for old services, and ’to the man who
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won Catholic Emancipation for Ireland. The piety of

the people at the chapels is a sight, too, always well

worthy to behold, Nor indeed is this religious fervor

less in the Protestant places of worship : the warmth
and attention of the congregation, the enthusiasm

with which hymns are sung and responses uttered,

contrasts curiously with the cool formality of wor-

shippers at home.

The service at St. Patrick’s is finely sung
;
and the

shameless English custom of retreating after the an-

them, is properly prevented by locking the gates, and

having the music after the sermon. The interior of

the cathedral itself, however, to an Englishman who
has seen the neat and beautiful edifices of his own
country, will be anything but an object of admiration.

The greater part of the huge old building is suffered

to remain in gaunt decay, and with its stalls of sham
Gothic, and the tawdry old rags and gimcracks of

- the most illustrious order of 8aint Patrick ” (whose

pasteboard helmets, and calico banners, and lath

swords, well characterize the humbug of chivalry

which they are made to represent), looks like a theatre

behind the scenes. Paddy’s Opera,” however, is a

noble performance
;
and the Englivshman may here

listen to a half-hour sermon, and in the anthem to

a bass singer whose voice is one of the finest ever

heard.

The Drama does not flourish much more in Dublin

than in any other part of the country. 0[)era\ic stars

make their appearance occasionally, and managers

lose money. I was at a fine concert, at which' La-

blache and others performed, where there were not a

hundred pc^ople in the pit of the pretty theatre, and

where the only encore given was to a young woman
in ringlets and* yellow satin, who stepped forward
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and sang, Coming through the rye,” or some other

scientific composition, in an exceedingly small voice.

On the nights when the regular drama was enacted,

the audience was still smaller. The theatre of Fish-

amble Street was given up to the performances of the

Bev. Mr. Gregg and his Protestant company, whose

soirees I did not attend
;
and, at the' Abbey Street

Theatre, whither I went in order to see, if possible,

some specimens of the national humor, I found a com-

pany of English people ranting through a melodrama,

the tragedy whereof was the only laughable thing to

be witnessed.

Humbler popular recreations may be seen by the

curious. One night I paid twopence to see a puppet-

show — such an entertainment as may have been

popular a hundred and thirty years ago, and is de-

scribed in the Spectator.” But the company here

assembled were not, it scarcely need be said, of the

genteel sort. There were a score of boys, however,

and a dozen of laboring men, .who were quite happy
and contented with the piece performed, and loudly

applauded. Then in passing homewards of a night,

you hear, at the humble public-houses, the sound of

many a fiddle, and the stamp of feet dancing the good

old jig, which is still maintaining a struggle with tee-

totalism, and, though vanquished now, may rally some

day and overcome the enemy. At Kingstown, espe-

cially, the old fire-worshippers ” yet seem to muster

pretty strongly
;
loud is the music to be heard in the

taverns there, and the cries of encouragement to the

dancers.

Of the numberless amusements that take place in the

^^Phaynix,” it is not very necessary to speak. Here

you may behold garrison races and reviews
;

lor<l-lieu-

tenants in brown great-coats
5

aides-de-camp scam-
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pering about like mad in blue; fat colonels roaring

charge ” to immense heavy dragoons
;
dark riflemen

lining woods and firing
;
galloping cannoneers bang-

ing and blazing right and left. Here comes his Ex-

cellency, the Commander-in-Chief, with his huge

feathers, and white hair, and hooked nose; and

yonder sits his Excellency the Ambassador from the

republic of Topinambo in a glass coach, smoking a

cigar. The honest Dublinites make a great deal of

such small dignitaries as his Excellency of the glass

coach
;
you hear everybody talking of him, and ask-

ing which is he; and when presently one of Sir

Robert Peel^s sons makes his appearance on the

course, the public rush delighted to look at hiiii.

They love great folks, those honest Emerald Is-

landers, more intensely than any people 1 ever heard

of, except the Americans. They still cherish the

memory of the sacred George IV. They chronicle

genteel small-beer with never-failing assiduity. They
go in long trains to a sham court — simpering in

tights and bags, with swords between their legs. 0
heaven and earth, what joy! Why are the Irish

noblemen absentees ? If their loi'dships like re-

spect, where would they get it so well as in their

own country ?

The Irish noblemen are very likely going through

the same delightful routine of duty before their real

sovereign— in real tights and bag-wigs, as it were,

performing their graceful and lofty duties, and cele-

brating the august service of the throne. These, of

course, the truly loyal heart can only respect : and I

think a drawing-room at St. James’s the grandest

spectacle that ever feasted the eye or exercised the

intellect. The crown, surrounded by its knights and

nobles, its priests, its sages, and their respective
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ladies; illustrious foreigners, men learned in the

law, heroes of land and sea, beef-eaters, goldsticks,

gentleinen-at-arms, rallying round the thione and de-

fending it with those swords which never knew defeat

(and would surely, if tried, secure victory) : these are

sights and characters which every man must look

upon with a thrill of respectful awe, and count

amongst the glories of his country. What lady

that sees this will not confess that she reads every

one of the drawing-room costumes, from Majesty

down to Miss Ann Maria Smith
;
and all the names

of the presentations, from Prince Baccabocksky (by

the liussian ambassador) to Ensign Stubbs on his

appointment ?

We are bound to read these accounts. It is our

pride, our duty as Britons. But though one may honor

the respect of the aristocracy of the land for the sove-

reign, yet there is no reason why those who are not

of the aristocracy should be aping their betters : and

the Dublin Castle business has, I cannot but think,

a very high-life-below-stairs look^ There is no aris-

tocracy in Dublin. Its magnates are tradesmen—
Sir Fiat Haustus, Sir Blacker Dosy, Mr. Serjeant

Bluebag, or Mr. Counsellor O’Fee. Brass plates are

their titles of honor, and they live by their boluses or

their briefs. What call have these worthy people to

be dangling and grinning at lord-lieutenants’ levees,

and playing sham aristocracy before a sham sove-

reign? «Oh, that old humbug of i Castle ! It is the

greatest sham of all the shams in Ireland.

Although the season may be said to have begun,

for the Courts are opened, and the noblesse de la rohe^

have assembled, I do not think the genteel quar-

ters of the town look much more cheerful. They
still, for the most part, wear their faded appearance
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and lean, half-pay look. There is the beggar still

dawdling here and there. Sounds of carriages or

footmen do not deaden the clink of the burly police-

man’s boot-heels. You may see, possibly, a smutty-

faced nursemaid leading out her little charges to

walk
;
or the observer may catch a glimpse of Mick

the footman lolling at the door, and grinning as he

talks to some dubious tradesman. Mick and John
are very different characters externally and inwardly

;

— profound essays (involving the histories of the two

countries for a thousand years) miglit be written

regarding Mick and John, and the moral and political

mfluences which have developed the flunkies of the

two nations. The friend, too, with whom Mick talks

at the door is a puzzle to a Londoner. I have hardly

ever entered a Dublin house without meeting with some

such character on my way in or out. He looks too

shabby for a dun, and not exactly ragged enough for

a beggar— a doubtful, lazy, dirty family vassal— a

guerilla footman. I think it is he who makes a great

noise, and whispering, and clattering, handing in the

dishes to Mick from outside of the dining-room door,

“When an Irishman comes to London he brings Erin

with him
;
and ten to one you will find one of these

queer retainers about his place.

London one can only take leave of by degrees
;
the

great town melts away into suburbs, which soften, as

it were, the partly between the Cockney and his

darling birthplace.*But you pass from some, of the

stately fine Dublin streets straight into the country.

After No. 46, Eccles Street, for instance, potatoes

begin at once. You are on a wide green plain, diver-

sified by occasional cabbage-plots, by drying-grounds

white with chemises, in the midst of which the char-

tered wind is revelling
;
and though in the map some
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fanciful engineer has laid down streets and squares,

they exist but on. paper; nor, indeed, can there be

any need of them at present, in a quarter where

houses are not wanted so much as people to dwell in

the same.

If the genteel portions of the town look to the full

as melancholy as they did, the downright poverty

ceases, I fear, to make so strong an impression as it

made four months ago. Going over the same ground

again, places appear to have quite a different aspect

;

and, with their strangeness, poverty and misery have

lost much of their terror. The people, though dirtier

and more ragged, seem certainly hapjjier than thosfe

in London.

Near to the King’s Court, for instance (a noble

building, as are almost all the public edifices of the

city), is a straggling grt'cn suburb, containing num-

berless little shabby, patched, broken-windowed huts,

with rickety gardens dotted with rags that have been

washed, and children that have not; and thronged

with all sorts of ragged inhabitants. Near to the

suburb in the town, is a dingy old mysterious district,

called Stoueybatter, where some houses have been

allowed to reach an old age, extraordinary in this

country of premature ruin, and look as if they had
been built some sixscore years since. Iti these and

the neighboring tenements, not so old, but equally

ruinous and mouldy, th(‘re is a sfl^t of vermin swarm
of huixrM-nity

;
dirty faces at alMne dirty windows

;

children on all tlie broken steps
;

smutty slipshod

women clacking and bustling about, and old men
dawdling. Well, only paint and prop the tumbling

gates and huts in the suburb, and fancy the Stoney-

batterites clean, and you would have rather a gay and

agreeable picture of human life— of work-people and
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their families reposing after their labors. They are

all happy, and sober, and kind-hearted,— they seem
kind, and play with the children— the young women
having a gay good-natured joke for the passer-by;

the old seemingly contented, and buzzing to one

another. It is only the costume, as it were, that has

frightened the stranger, and made him fancy that

people so ragged must be unhappy. Observation

grows used to the rags as much as the people do, and
my impression of the walk through this district, on a

sunshiny, clear, autumn evening is that of a fete. I

am almost ashamed it should be so.

Near to Stoneybatter lies a group of huge gloomy

edifices— an hospital, a penitentiary, a mad-house,

and a poor-house. I visited the latter of these, the

North Dublin Union-house, an enormous establish-

ment, which accommodates two thousand beggars.

Like all the public institutions of the country, it

seems to be well conducted, and is a vast, orderly,

and cleanly place, wherein the prisoners are better

clothed, better fed, and better housed than they can

hope to be when at liberty. We were taken into all

the wards in due order : the schools and nursery for

the children ;
the dining-rooms, day-rooins, etc., of

the men and women. Each division is so accommo-

dated, as also with a large court or ground to walk

and exercise in.

Among the men, there are very few able-bodied

;

the most of them,Dhe keeper said, having gone out

for the harvest-time, or as soon as the potatoes came

in. If they go out, they cannot return before the ex-

piration of a month : tlie guardians have been obliged

to establish this prohibition, lest tlie persons requir-

ing relief should go in and out too frequently. The
old men were assembled in considerable numbers in a
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long day-room that is comfortable and warm. Some
of them were picking oakum by way of employment,

but most of them were past work
;

all such inmates

of the house as are able-bodied being occupied upon

the premises. Their hall was airy and as clean as

brush and water could make it: the men equally

clean, and th^ir gray jackets and Scotch caps stout

and warm. Thence we were led, with a sort of satis-

faction, by the guardian, to the kitchen— a large

room, at the end of which might be seen certain cop-

pers, emitting, it must be owned, a very faint inhos-

pitable smell. It was Friday, and rice-milk is the

food on that day, each man being served with a pint-

canful, of which cans a great number stood smoking

upon stretchers— the platters were laid, each with its

portion of salt, in the large clean dining-room hard by.

Look at that rice,^^ said the keeper, taking up a bit

;

^Hry it, sir, it^s delicious.” I’m sure I hope it is.

The old women’s room was crowded with, I should

think, at least four hundred old ladies — neat and
nice, in white clothes and caps— sitting demurely on

benches, doing nothing for the most part
;
but some

employed, Jike the old men, in fiddling with the

oakum. There ’s tobacco here,” says the guardian,

in a loud voice
;

‘‘ who ’s smoking tobacco ? ” “ Faith,

and I wish dere was some tabaccy here,” says one old

lady, and my service to you, Mr. Leary, and I ho])e

one of the gentlemen has a snuff-bojL and a pinch for

a poor oM. woman.” But we hacftio boxes
;
and if

any person who reads this visit, goes to a poor-house

or a lunatic asylum, let him carry a box, if for that

day only— a pinch is like Dives’s drop of water to

those poor limboed souls. Some of the poor old

creatures began to stand up as we came in— I can’t

say how painful such an honor seemed to me.

There was a separate rdfcn for the able-bodied
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females
;
and tlie place and courts were full of stout,

red-cheeked, bouncing women. If the old ladies

looked respectable, I cannot say the young ones were

particularly good-looking; there were some Hogar-
thian faces amongst them— sly, leering, and hideous.

I fancied I could see only too well what these girls

had been. Is it charitable or not to hope that such

bad faces could only belong to bad women ?

^^Here, sir, is the nursery,’’ said the guide, flinging

open the door of a long room. There may have been

eighty babies in it, with as many nurses and mothers.

Close to the door sat one with as beautiful a face as I

almost ever saw : she had at her breast a very sickly

and puny child, and looked up, as we entered, with a

pair of angelical eyes, and a face that Mr. Eastlake

could paint — a face that had been angelical that is
;

for there was the snow still, as it T^ere, but with the

. footmark on it. I asked her how old she was— she

did not know. She could not have been more than

fifteen years, the poor child. She said she had been a

servant— and there was no need of asking anything

more about her story. 1 saw her grinning at one of

her comrades as we went out of the room
;
her face

did not look angelical then. Ah, young master or

old, young or old villain, who did this !— have you
not enough wickedness of your own to answer for,

that you must take another’s sins upon your shoulders;

and be this wretched child’s sponsor in crime ?

But this chapter must be made as short a§ i)ossible

;

and so I will not say how much prouder Mr. Leary,

the keeper, was of his fat pigs than of his paux)ers -r-

how he pointed us out the burial-ground of the family

of the poor— their coffins were (piite visible through

the niggardly mould
;
and the (‘hildren might peep

at their fathers over the burial-ground-play-ground-

wall— nor how we w^t to see the Linen Hall of
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Dublin— tbut huge, useless, lonely, decayed place,

in the vast windy solitudes of which stands the sim-

pering statue of George IV., pointing to some bales

of shirting over which he is supposed to extend his

august protection.

The cheers of the rabble hailing the new Lord

Mayor were the last sounds that I heard in Dublin :

and I quitted the kind friends I had made there with

the sincerest regret. As for forming an opinion of

Ireland,” such as is occasionally asked from a trav(dler

on his return — tliat is as difficult an opinion to form

as to express
;
and the imzzle which has 2:>erplexed the

gravest and wisest, may be confessed by a humble

writer of light literature, whose aim it only Avas to

look at the manners and the scenery of the country,

and who does not venture to meddle Avith questions

of more serious import.

To have an oi)inion about Irtdand,” one must be;

gin by getting at the truth
;
and where is it to be had

in the country ? Or rather, there are two truths, the

Catholic truth and the Protestipit truth. The two
parties do not see things with the same eyes. I

recollect, for instance, a Catholic gentleman telling

me that the rrimate had .forty-three thousand five

hundred a year
;
a Protestant clergyman gave me,

cha^^ter and vei’se, the history of a shameful 2)erjury

and malversation of money on the part of a Catholic

priest ; nor was one tale more true than the other.

But belief is made a party business
;
and the receiv-

ing of the archbisho2)^s iinjome would probably not

convince the Catholic, any more than the clearest

evidence to the contrary altered the Protestant’s

opinion. Ask about an estate
:
you may be sure

almost that people will make misstatements, or volun-

teer them if not asked. Ask :i ('ottjiger about his

rent, or his landlord: youAannot trust liim. 1 shall
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never forget the glee with which a gentleman in Mun-
ster told me how he had sent off MM. Tocqueville

and Beaumont with $%ich a set of stories.” Inglis

was seized, as I am told, and mystified in the same

way. In the midst of all these truths, attested

with I give ye my sacred honor and word,” which

is the stranger to select ? And how are we to trust

philosophers who make theories upon such data ?

Meanwhile it is satisfactory to know, upon testi-

mony so general as to be equivalent almost to fact,

that, wretched as it is, the country is steadily ad-

vancing, nor nearly so wretched now as it was a score

of years since
;
and let us hope that the middle class^

which this increase of prosperity must generate (and

of which our laws have hitherto forbidden the exist-

ence in Ireland, making there a population of Protest-

ant aristocracy and Catholic peasantry), will exercise

the greatest and most beneficial influence over the

country. Too independent to be bullied by priests

or squire— having their interest in quiet, and alike

indisposed to servility or to rebellion
;
may not as

much be hoped from the gradual formation of such

a class, as from any legislative meddling. It is the

want of the middle class that has rendered the squire

so arrogant, and the clerical or political demagogue so

powerful; and I think Mr. O’Connell himself would

say that the existence of such a body would do more

for the steady acquirement of orderly freedom, than

the occasional outbreak of any crowd, influenced by

any eloquence from altar or tribune.

THE END.
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CAPTXIN ROOK AND MR. PIGEON.

The statistic-mongers and dealers in geography have

calculated to a nicety how many quartern loaves, bars

of iron, pigs of lead, sacks of wool, Turks, Quakers,

Methodists, Jews, Catholics, and Church-of-England

men are consumed or pi'oduced in the diiferent coun-

tries of this wicked world : 1 should like to see an ac-

curate tabic showing the rogues an’d dn[)es of each na-

tion
;
the calculation would form a pi’ctty matter for

a philosopher to speculate upon. The mind loves to

repose and bi-oods benevolently over this expanded

theme. What thieves are there in Paris, 0 heavens

!

and what a power of rogues with x>igtails and mandarin

buttons at Pekin ! Crowds of swindlers are there at

this very moment pursuing their trade at 8t. Peters-

burg: huw many scoundrels are saying their prayers

alongside of Don Carlos ! how many scores are job-

bing under the pretty nose of Queim Christina ! what

an inordinate number of rascals is there, to be sure,

puffing tobacco aii^ drinking flat small-beer in all the

capitals of Germany •, or else, without a rag to their

ebony backs, swigging quass out of calabashes, and

smeared over with palm-oil, lolling at the doors of
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clay huts in the sunny city of Tirnbuctoo ! It is not

necessary to make any more topographical allusions,

or, for illustrating the above position, to go through

the whole Gazetteer
;
but he is a bad philosopher who

has not all these things in mind, and does not in his

speculations or his estimate of mankind duly consider

and weigh them. And it is fine and consolatory to

think that thoughtful ^Nature, which has provided

sweet flowers for the humming bee
;
fair running

streams for glittering fish
;
store of kids, deer, goats,

and other fresh meat for roaring lions
;
for active cats,

mice
;

for mice, cheese, and so on
;
establishing

throughout the whole of her realm tlie great doctrine

that where a demand is, there will be a supply (see

the romances of Adam Smith, Malthus, and Ricardo,

and the philosophical works of Miss Martineau) : I

say it is consolatory to think that, as Xature has pro-

vided flies for the food of fishes, and flowers for bees,

so she has created fools for rogues
;
and thus the

scheme is consistent throughout. Yes, observation,

with extensive view, will discover Captain Rooks all

over the world, and Mr. Pigeons made for their bene-

fit. Wherever shines the sun, you are sure to find

Folly basking in it; and knavery is the shadow at

Folly’s heels.

It is not, however, necessary to go to St. Petersburg

or Pekin for rogues (and in truth I don’t know
whether the Tirnbuctoo Captain Rooks prefer cribbage

or billiards). “ We are not birds,” as the T/ishman

says, to be in half a dozen places at once
;

” so let

us pretermit all considerations of rogues in other

countries, examining only those who flourish ufider

our very noses. I have travelled much, and seen

many men and cities
;
and, in truth, I tliink that our

country of England produces the best soldiers, sailors,
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razors, tailors, brewers, hatters, and rogues, of all.

Especially there is no cheat like an English cheat.

Our society produces them in the greatest numbers as

well as of the greatest excellence. We supply all

Europe with them. I defy you to point out a great

city of the Continent where half a dozen of them are

not to be found :
proofs of ourjftterprise and samples

of our home manufacture. T!y Rome, Cheltenham,

Baden, Toeplitz, Madrid, or Tzarskoselo : 1 have been

in every one of them, and give you my honor that the

Englishman is the best rascal to be found in all;

better than your eager Frenchman
;
your swaggering

Irishman, with a red velvet waistcoat and red whisk-

ers; your grave Spaniard, with horrid goggle eyes

and profuse diamond shirt-pins
;
your tallow-faced

German baron, with white mustache and double chin,

fat, pudgy, dirty fingers, ahd great gold thumb-ring

;

better even than your nondescript Russian— swindler

and spy as he is by loyalty and education— the most

dangerous antagonist we have. Who has the best

coat even at Vienna ? who has tlie neatest britzska at

Baden ? who drinks the best champagne at Paris ?

Captain Rook, to be sure, of her Britannic Majesty’s

service :— he has been of the service, that is to say,

but often finds it convenient to sell out.

The life of a blackleg, which is the name contempt-

uously applied to Captain Rook in his own country, is

such an easy, comfortable, careless, merry one, that I

can’t co]iceive why all the world do not turn Captain

Rooks
;
unless, may be, there are some mysteries and

difficulties in it which the vulgar know nothing of,

and which only men of real genius can overcome.

Call on Caj)tain Rook in the day (in London, he lives

about St. James’s; abroad, he has the very best rooms
in the very best hotels), and you will find him at one
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o’clock dressed in the very finest rohe-de-chambref before

a breakfast-table covered with the prettiest patties

and delicacies possible
;
smoking, perha^^s, one of the

biggest Meerschaum i)ipes you ever saw
;
reading, pos-

sibly, ^^The Morning Post” or a novel (he has only

one volume in his whole room, and that irom a circu-

lating library)
;
or having his hair dressed;’ or talking

to a tailor about waistcoat patterns
;
or drinking soda-

water witli a glass of sherry : all this he does every

morning, and it does not seem v(‘fy difficult, and lasts

until three. At three', he goes to a horse-dealer’s and

lounges there for half an hour
;
at four he is to be

seen at the window of his Club
;
at five, he is canter-

ing and (uirveting in Hyde Park with one or two more
(he do(‘s not know any ladies, but has many male ac-

cpiaintances : some, stout old gentleim'n riding cobs,

who knew his family, and give him a suidy grunt of

recognition
;
some, very young lads with pale disso-

lute faces, little mustaches perhaps, or at least little

tufts on their chin, who hail him eagerly as a man of

fashion) : at seven, he has a dinner at Long’s ” or at

the “ Clarendon
;

” and so to bed very likely at five in

the morning, after a (piiet game of whist, broiled

boiK's, and punch.

i*erhaps, lie dines early at a tavern in Covent

Garden
;
after whi(di, you will see him at the theatres

in a ])rivate box (Captain Rook alfects the Olympic a

good deal). In the box, besides himself, you will

remark a young man — very* young— one of. the lads

who spoke to him in the Park this morning, and a

couphi of laditis : one shabby, melancholy, raw-boned,

with numberless small white ringlets, large hands and
feet, and a faded light blue silk gown

;
she has a large

cap, trimmed with yellow, and all sorts of crumpled

flowers and gi*easy blond lace
;
she wears large gilt
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ear-rings, and sits back, and nobody speaks to her,

and she to nobody, except to say, ‘‘Law, Maria, how
well you do look to-night

;
there a man opposite lias

been staring at you this three hours
;
I ’m blest if it

is n’t him as we saw in the Park, dear !

”

“ 1 wish, Hanna, you ’d ’old your tongue, and not

bother me about the men. You don’t believe Miss

’Ickman, Freddy, do you ? ” says Maria, smiling

fondly on Freddy. Maria is sitting in front : slie says

she is twenty-three, though Miss Hickman knows

very well she is thirty-one (Freddy is just of age).

She wears a purjde-velvet gown, thriio different gold

bracelets on each arm, as many rings on each huger

of each hand
;
to one is hooked a gold smelling-bottle

;

she has an enormous fan, a laced pocket-handkerchief,

a cashmere shawl, which is continually falling off:,

and exposing, vcn-y unnecessarily, a pair of very white

shoulders: she talks loud, always lets her playbill

drop into th(‘, pit, and smells most pungtmtly of Mr.

Delcroix’s shop. After this description it is not at

all necessary to sa}^ who Maria is : Miss Hickman is

her comjianion, and they live together in a very snug

little house in Mayfair, which has just been new-fur-

nished a la Loifis Qafdorr^e by J^h'cddy, as we are

positively informed. It is even said that the little

carriage, with two little white ponies, which Maria

drives herself in such a fascinating way through

the I^ark, was purchased for her by Freddy too
;
ay,

and that Captain ivook got it for him— a great

bargain of course.

Such is Captain Kook’s life, (km anything be more

easy ? Suppose Maria says, ‘‘ Come home. Kook, and

heat a cold chicken with us, and a glass of liiced

champagne
;

” and suppose In^ goes, and aftrn- chicken

— just for fun— Maria proxK)ses a litth' chicken
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hazard
;
— she only plays for shillings, while Freddy,

a little bolder, won’t mind half-pound stakes himself.

Is there any great harm in all this ? Well, after half

an hour, Maria grows tired, and Miss Hickman has

been nodding asleep in the corner long ago
;
so off

the two ladies set, candle in hand.

“ D—n it, Fred,” says Captain Kook, pouring out

for that young gentleman his fifteenth glass of cham-

pagne, “ what luck you are in, if you did but know
how to back it !

”

*What more natural, and even kind, of Kook than to

say this ? Fred is evidently an inexperienced player

;

and every experienced player knows that there is

nothing like backing your luck. Freddy does. Well;

fortune is proverbially variable
;
and it is not at all

surprising that Freddy, after having had so much
luck at th(* commencement of the evening, should

have the tables turned on him at some time or other.

— Freddy loses.

It is deuced unlucky, to be sure, that he should

have won all the little roups and lost all the great

ones
;
but there is a plan which the commonest play-

man knows, an infallible Jiieans of retrieving yourself

at play : it is simply doubling your stake. Say, you
lose a guinea: you bet two guineas, which if you win,

you win a guinea and your original stake : if you lose,

you have but to bet four guineas on the third stakt*,

eight on tln^ fourth, sixteen on the fifth, thirty-two on

the sixth, and * so on. It stands to reason that you

cannot lose (dways^ and the very first time you win,

all your losings are made up to you. There is but one

drawback to this infallible process
;

if you begin at a

guinea, double every tiim^ you lose, and lose fifteen

times, you will have lost t^xaetly sixteen thousand

ohree hundred and eighty-four guineas
;
a sum which
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probably exceeds the amount of your yearly income :

‘

mine is considerably under that figure.

Freddy does not x^lay this game then, yet; but

bemg a poor-spirited creature, as we have seen he

must be by being afraid to win, he is equally poor-

spirited when he begins to lose : he is frightened
;

that is, increases his stakes, and backs his ill-luck

:

when a man does this, it is all over with him.

When Captain Rook goes home (the sun is ])eer-

ing through the sfmtters of the little drawing-room

in Curzon Street, and tlu* ghastly footboy — bh, how
bleared his eyes look as he opens the door !)

— when
Captain.Eook goes home, he has Freddy’s I O U’s

in his pocket to the amount, say, of three hundred

pounds. Some people say that Maria has half of the

money when it is paid
;
but this I don’t believe : is

Captain Rook the kind of fellow to give u]) a purse

when his hand has once clawed hold of it ?

Be this, however, true or not, it concerns us very

little. The Captain goes home to King Street,

plunges into bed much too tired to say his prayers,

and wakes the next morning at twelve to go over

such another day as we have just chalked out for

him. As for Freddy, not ])oppy, nor maiidragora, nor

all the soda-water at the chemist’s, can ever medicine

him to that sweet sleep which he might have had but

for his loss. If I had but played my king of

hearts,” sighed Fred, “ and ke])t back my trump
;

but the^:e ’s no standing against a fellow who turns iq)

a king seven times running : if I had even but pulled

up when Thomas (curse him !) brought up that in-

fernal Cura^oa punch, I should have saved a couple

of hundred,” and so on go Freddy’s lamentations. O
luckless Freddy ! dismal Freddy ! silly gaby of a

Freddy
!
you are hit now, and there is no cure for
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3^ou but bleeding you almost to death’s door* The
homcBopathic maxim of similia sirnilihus — which

means, I believe, that you are to be cured by a hair

of the dog that bit you ”— must be put in practice

with regard to Freddy — only not in hoimeopathic

infinitesimal doses
;
no hair of the dog that bit him

;

but, vice versa, the dog of the hair that tickled him.

Freddy has begun to play
;
— a imu'e trifie at first,

but he must play it out
;
he must go tlie whole dog

now, or there is no chance for him. He must play

until he can play no more
;
he ivill play until he has

not a shilling left to i)lay with, wlien, perhaps, he

may turn out an lionest man, tliough the odds are

against him : the betting is in favor of his being a

swindler always
;
a rich or a poor one, as the case

may be. I need not tell Freddy’s name, 1 think, now

;

it stands on this card :
—

MR. FREDERICK PIGEON.

long’s hotel.

I have said the chanc(‘s are that Fr(‘derick Pigeon,

Esq., will become a rich or a poor swindler, though

the first chance, it m\ist be confess(Ml, is very remote.

1 once heard an actor, wlio could not \vrit(‘, speak, or

even rt'ad English
;
who was not fit for any trade in

the world, and had not the nous ” to keep au apple-

stall, and scarcely even enough sense to make a

Member of Parliament: 1 once, T say, heard. an actor,

— whose only (|ualifications were a large pair of legs,

a large voice, and a very large neck, — curse his fate

and his profession, by which, do what he would, he

dould only make eight guineas a week. ‘‘No men,”
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said he, with a great deal of justice, ^^were so ill
'

paid as ^ dramatic artists; ’ they labored for nothing

all their youths, and had no provision for old age.”

With this, he sighed, and called for (it was on a

Saturday night) the forty-ninth glass of brandy-and-

water which he bad drunk in the course of tlie week.

The exciteihent of his profession, I make no doul)!,

caused my friend Claptrap to consume this rp lantity

of spirit-aiid-water, besides beer in tlie morning, after

rehearsal
;
and 1 could not help musing (jver his fate.

It is a hard one. I'o eat, drink, \voi*k a little, and be

jcdly
;
to be paid twicci as mucli as you arci worth, and

then to go to ruin; to drop off tin* tr(*e wIkui you

are swelled out, seedy, a.nd over-rij>e,
;
and to lie

rotting in the mud underneatli, until at last you

mingle with it.

Now, badly as tlie a(*.tor is paid (and the. rc^ader

will the more* readil}' panlon tluj above e])isode,

because, in reality, it ha.s nothing to *do with the

subject in hand), and luckless as his fate is, the lot

of the poor blackleg is cast lower still. You never

hear a rich gambler
;
or of one who wins in the

end. Where does all the money go to which is lost

among them ? Did you ever play a ga.iiie at loo for

sixpences ? At the end of tln^ night a giuait many of

those small coins have been lost, and in conse(]uence,

won : but ask the table all round ;
one man has won

three shillings
;
two have neither lost nor won

;
one

rather thinks he has lost
;
and the three others have

lost two pounds each. Is not tliis tlu^ fact, known to

everybody who indulges in round games, and especi-

ally the noble game of loo ? I often tliink that the

deviPs books, as cards are (tailed, are let out to us

from Old Nick’s circulating library, and that he lays

his x^aw upon a certain part of the winnings, and
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carries it off privily; else, what becomes of all the

money ?

For instance, there is the gentleman whon^ the

newspapers call a noble earl of sporting celebrity

;

— if he has lost a shilling, according to the newspaper

accounts, he has lost fifty millions : he drops Hfty

thousand pounds at the Derby, just as you and I

would lay down twopence-lialfpenny for half an

ounce of Macabaw. Who has won these millions ?

Is it Mr. Crockford, or Mr. Bond, or Mr. Salon-des-

Etrangers ? (I do not call tliese latt(*r gentlenien

gamblers, for their speculation is a C(‘rt iinty)
;
but

who wins his money, and everybody else's money who
plays and loses ? iVIucli money is staked in the ab-

sence of Mr. Crockford; many notes are given with-

out the interference of the Bonds
;
there are hundreds

of thousands of gamblers who are etraiujers even to

the Salon-de,s-Etrangers.

No, my dear sir, it is not in tlie publui gambling-

houses that the money is lost
;

it is not in them that

your virtue is cliiefly in danger. Better by half lose

your income, yoiir fortune, or your master’s money, in

a decent public hell, tlian in the private society of

such men as my friend Captain Kook; but we are

again and again digressing; the point is, is the Cap-

tain’s trade a good one, and does it yield tolerably

good interest for outlay and capital ?

To the latt(*r (piestioii first:— af this very season

of May, wlien the Books are very young, have you
not, my dear friend, often tasted them in pies ?—
they are then so tender that you cannot tell the dif-

ference between them and pigeons. So, in like man-
ne*', our Book has been in his youth undistinguishable

from a pigeon. He does as he has been done by ;

yea, he has been plucked as even now he plucks his
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friend Mr; Frederick Pigeon. Say that he began the

world with ten thousand pounds : every maravedi of

tliis^ is gone
;
and may be considered as the capital

which he has sacrificed to leari^ his trade. Having

spent £10,000, then, on an annuity of £650, he must
look to a larger interest for his money — say fifteen

hundred, two thousand, or three thousand pounds,

decently to repay his risk and labor. Besides the

money sunk in the first place, his profession re-

quires continual annual outlays, as thus, *

Horses, carriages (including Epsom, Goodwood, As-

cot, etc.) .£500 0 0

Lodgings, servants, and board 350 0 0

Wateriu<g-places, and touring 300 0 0

Dinners to give 150 0 0

Pocket-money 150 0 0

Gloves, handkerchiefs, perfumery, and tobacco (very

moderate) 150 0 0

Tailor’s bills (£100 say, never paid) 0 0 0

Total £1,600 0 0

I defy any man to carry on the profession in a

decent way under the above sum : ten thousand sunk,

and sixteen hundred annual expenR(?s
;
no, it is not a

good profession : it is not good inti*re.st for one’s

money : it is not a fair remuneration for a gentleman

of birth, industry, and genius : and my friend Clap-

trap, ’'vho growls about Jih pay, may bless his eyes

that he wajs not born a gentleman and bred u]) to such

an unprofitable calling as this. Considering his

trouble, his outlay, his birth, and breeding, the Cap-

tain is most wickedly and basely rewarded. And
when he is obliged to retreat, when his hand trembles,

his credit is fallen, his bills laughed at by every

money-lender in Europe, his tailors rampant and im
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exorable— in fact, when the coup of life mil sauter

for him no more— who. will help the playworn vet-

eran ? As Mitchel sings after Aristophanes — ^

“ In glory he was se^, when his years as yet were green ;

But now when his dotage is on him,

God help him — for no eye of those who pass him by,

Throws a look of compassion upon him/’

Who indexed will help him ?— not his family', for he

has bled his father, his uiicde, his old grandmother

;

he has had slices out of his sisters’ portions, and

quarrelled with his brothers-in-law
;
the old people

are dead
;
the young ones hate him, and will give him

nothing. Who will help him ? — not liis friends
;
in

the first place, my dear sir, a man’s friends very

seldom do: in the second place, it is Gaptain Rook’s

business not to keej), but to give up his friends. His

acquaintances do not last more tlian a year
;
the time,

namely, during which he is employed in plucking

them
;
then they part. Rigeon has not a single

feather left to his tail, and how should he help Rook,

whom, nu reste, he has learned to detest most cordi-

ally, and has found out to be a rascal ? When Rook’s

ill day comes, it is simply because he has no more

friends
;
he has exhausted them all, plucked every

one as clean as the palm of your hand. . And to arrive

at this (jonclusion, Rook has been spending sixteen

hundred a year, and the prime of his life, and has

moreover sunk ten thousand j^oiinds ! Is this a

proper reward for a gentleman ? I say it is a sin

and a shame that an English gentleman should be

allowed thus to drop down the stream without a

single hand to hel]) him.

The moral of the above remarks I take to be this:

that blacklegging is as ba(l a trade as can be
;
and so
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let parents and guardians look to it, and not appreii>

tice their children to such a villanous, scurvy way of

living.

Tt must be confessed, however, that there are some
individuals who have for the profession such a natural

genius, that no entreaties or example of parents will

keep them from it, and no restraiiit or occupation

occasioned by another calling. They do what Chris-

tians do not do
;
they leave all to follow their master

the Devil; they cut friends, families, and good, thriv-

ing, profitable trades to put up with this one, that is

both unthrifty and unprofitable. They arci in regi-

ments : ugly whispers about certain midnight games

at blind-hookey, and a few odd bargains in horseflesh,

are borne abroad, and Cornet Jlook receives the gen-

tlest hint in the world that he had l)etter sell out.

They are in counting-houses, with a promise of part-

nership, for which papa is to lay down a handsome

premium
;
but the firm of Hobbs, Bobbs, and Higgory

can never admit a young gentleman who is a notori-

ous gambler, is much oftener at the races than his

desk, and has bills daily falling due at his private

banker’s. The father, that excellent old man, Sam
Rook, so well known on ’Change in the war-time, dis-

covers, at the end of five years, that his son has spent

rather more than the four thousand pounds intended

for his partnership, and cannot, in common justice to

his other thirteen childrcui, give him a shilling more.

A pretty pass for flash young Tom Rook, with four

horses in stable, a protemporaneous Mrs. Rook, very

likely, in an establishment near the Regent’s I’ark,

and a bill for three hundred and seventy-five pounds

coming due on the fifth of next month.

Sometimes young Rook is destined to the bar ; and

I am glad to introduce one of these gentlemen and
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his history to the notice of the reader. He was the

son of an amiable gentleman, the Reverend Athanasius

Rook, who took high honors at Cambridge in the year

1 : was a fellow of Trinity in the year 2 : and so con-

tinued a fellow and, tutor of the College until a living

fell vacant, on whicli he seiz.ed. It was only two

hundred and fifty pounds a year
;
but the fact is?

Athanasius was in love. Miss (Gregory, a pretty,

demure, simple governess at IMiss Mickle’s establish-

ment for young ladies in Cambridge (where the rev-

erend gentleman used often of late to take his tea),

had caught tlie eye of tlie honest college tutor : and

in Trinity walks, and up and down tlie Trumpington

Road, he walked with her (and another young lady

of course), talked with her, and told his love.

Miss Gregory had not a rap, as might be imagined

;

but she loved Athanasius with her whole soul and

strength, and was the most orderly, (dieerful, tender,

smiling, bustling little wife that ev<u’ a country parson

was Idessed withal. Athanasius took a couple of pu-

pils at a couple of hundred guineas each, and so made
out a snug income

;
ay, and laid by for a rainy day —

a little portion for Harriet, when she should grow up

and marry, and a help for Tom at college and at the

bar. For you must know there were two little Rooks

now growing in the rookery
;
and very htapj)y were

fatlier and mother, 1 can tell you, to ]>ut meat down
their tender little throats. Oh, if ever a. man was

good and happy, it was Athanasius
;
'if ever a woman

was happy and good, it was his wife: not the whole

parish, not the whole county, not the whole kingdom,

could produce such a snug rectory, or such a pleasant

mmage.
Athanasius’s fame as a scholar, too, was great

;
and

as his charges were very high, and as he received bitt
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two pupils, there was, of course, much anxiety among
wealthy parents to place their children under his care.

Future squires,* bankers, yea, lords and dukes, came

to profit by his instructions, and were led by him
gracefully over the Asses’ bridge ” into the sublime

regions of mathematics, or through the syntax into

the pleasant paths of classic lore.

In the midst of these companions, Tom Kook grew

up; more fondled and petted, of (tourse, than they;

cleverer than they; as handsome, dashing, well-in-

structed a lad for liis years as ever woiit to coll(‘ge to

be a senior wrangler, and went down without any

such honor.

Fancy, then, our young gentleman inst.alled at col-

lege, whither his father has taken liitn, and with fond

veteran recollections has surveyed liall and grass-plots,

and the old porter, and the old fountain, and the old

rooms in which he used to live. Fancy the sobs of

good little Mrs. Kook, as she parted with her boy;

and the tears of sweet pale Harriet, as she clung

round his neck, and brought him (in a silver paper,

slobbered with many tears) a little crimson silk purse

(with tAVo guineas of her own in it, poor thing!).

Fancy all this, and fancy young Tom, sorry too, but

yet restles.s and glad, panting for the new life open-

ing upon him
;
the freedom, the joy of the manlj’^

struggle for fame, which he vows he will Avin. Tom
Kook, in other words, is installed at Trinity College,

attends lectures, reads at home, goes to chapel, uses

Avine-parties moderately, and bids fair to be one of

the topmost men of his year.

Tom goes doAvn for tluj Christmas vacation. (What

a man he is grown, and Iioaa^ his sister and mother

quarrel which shall walk Avitli liiin down the village

;

and what stories the old gentleman lugs out with his
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old poH and how he quotes iEschylus, to be sure !

)

The pupils are away too, and the three have Tom in

quiet. Alas ! I fear the place has grown a little too

quiet for Tom : however, he reads very stoutly of

mornings; and sister Harriet peeps with a great

deal of wonder into huge books of scribbling-paper,

containing many strange diagrams, and complicated

arrangements of x’s and ^s.

May comes, and the college examinations : the de-

lighted parent receives at breakfast, on the 10th of

that month, two letters, as follows;—
From the Rev. Solomm Snorter to the Rev. A thanasius Rook.

“ Teinity, May 10.

“Dear Credo,^ — I wish you joy. Your lad is the best

man of liis year, and I hope iii four more to see him at our

table. In classics he is, my dear friend, facile princeps ; in

mathematics he was run hard (nitre 7wns) by a lad of the

name of Snick, a Westmoreland man atul a sizer. We must

keep up Thomas to his mathematics, and 1 have no doubt we
shall make a fellow and a wrangler of him.

“ 1 send you his college bill, £l05 l().s*. ; rather heavy, but

this is the tirst term, and that you know is exj>ensive : I shall

be glad to give you a receipt for it. By the way, the young

man is rather too fond of amusement, and lives with a very

expensive set. Give him a lecture on this score.

“ Yours,
“ Sol. Snorter,”

Next comes Mr. Tom Kook^s own letter : it is long,

modest : we only give the postcript :
—

“ P, S. — Dear father, I forgot to say that, as I live in the

very best set in the University (Lord Bagwig, the Duke’s

eldest son you know, vows he will give me a living), I have

1 This is most probably a joke on the Christian name of. Mr.

Rook.
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been led into one or two expenses which will frights you : I

lost £30 to the honorable Mr. Deuceace (a sou of Lord Crabs)

at Bagwig’s, the other day at dinner ; and owe £54 more for

desserts and hiring horses, which I can’t send into Snorter’s

bill.^ Hiring horses is so deuced expensive
; next term I

must have a nag of my own, that’s positive.”

The Rev. Athanasius read the postsc. ipt with mucdi

less gusto than the letter: however, Tom has dDtie his

duty, and the old gentleman won’t balk his pleasure
;

so he sends him with a God bless you !
” and

mamma adds, in a postcript, that ‘Gie must always

keep well with his aristocratie friends, for he was

made only for the best society.”

A year or two passes on : Tom comes home for

the vacations
;
but T\)m lias sadly changed

;
he has

grown haggard and pale. At s(‘cond year’s examina-

tion (owing to an unbicky illness) Tom was not

classed at all
;
and Snick, the Westmoreland man,

has carried everything before him. Tom drinks more

after dinner than his father likes
;

Ik^ is always riding

about and dining in the neighborhood, and coming

home, quite odd, his mother says — ill-humored, un-

steady on his feet, and husky in his talk. The Rev-

ereild Athanasius begins to grow very, very grave

:

they have high words, even the father and son
;
and

oh ! how Harriet and her mother tremble and listen

at the study-door wdien these disputes are going on !

The last term of Tom’s undergraduateship arrives
;

he is ill ill health, but he will make a mighty effort

to retrieve himself for his degree
;
and early in the

cold winter’s morning— late, late at night— he toils

^ It is, or was, the custom for young gentlemen at Cambridge

to have unlimited credit with tradesineii. wliom the college tutors

paid, and then sent the bills to the parents ul‘ the } oung men.
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over his books : and the end is that, a month before

the examination, Thomas Eook, Esquire, has a brain

fever, and Mrs. Kook, and Miss Rook, and the Rev-

erend Athanasius Rook, are all lodging at the

Hoop,” an inn in Cambridge town, and day and

night round the couch of poor Tom.

0 sin, woe, repentance ! O touching reconciliation

and burst of tears on the part of son and father, \vh(*n

one morning at the ixirsonage, after Tom’s recovery,

the old gentleman produces a bundle of receipts, and

says, with a broken voice, There, boy, don’t be

vexed about 3^our debts. Boys will be boys, I know,'

and I have paid all demands.” Everybody eri(‘s in

the house at this news
;
the niotlier and daugjiter

most profusely, even Mrs. Stokes
^

the old house-

keeper, who shakes master’s hand, and actually kisses

Mr. Tom.
Well, Tom begins to read a little for his fellowship,

but in vain; he is beaten by Mr. Snick, the West-

moreland man. He lias no hopes of a living; Lord
Bagwig’s promises were all moonshine. Tom must go

to the bar
;
and his father, who has long left off tak-

ing pupils, must take them again, to sup])ort his. son

in London.

Why tell you what happens when there ? Tom
lives at the west end of the town, and never goes near

the Temple : Tom goes to Ascot and Epsom along

with his great friends; Tom lias a long bill witli Mr.

Rymell, anotlujr long bill with xMr. Nugee; lie gets

into the hands of the Jews— and his father rushes u])

to London on the outside of the coaeli to Hnd Tom in

a spoilging-house in Cursitor Str(‘et— tlie lu'arest ;ip-

proach he has made to the Tenqde during his three

years’ residence in Loudon.
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I don^t like to tell you the rest of the history. The
Reverend Athanasius was not immortal, and he died

a year after his visit to the sponging-house, leaving

his son exactly one farthing, and his wife one hundred

pounds a year, with remainder to his daughter. But,

Heaven bless you ! The poor things would never al-

low Tom to want while they had plenty, and they sold

out and sold out the three thousand pounds, until, at

the end of three years, there did not remain one sin-

gle stiver of them
;
and now Miss Harriet is a gover-

ness, with sixty pounds a year, supporting her mother,

who lives upon fifty.

As for Tom, he is a regular leg now— leading the

life already described. When I met him last it was at

Baden, where he was on a professional tour, with a

carriage, a courier, a valet, a confederate, and a case

of pistols. He has been in five duels, he has killed a

man who spoke lightly about his honor
;
and at French

or English hazard, at billiards, at whist, at loo, ccarte,

blind hookey, drawing straws, or beggar-my-neighbor,

he will cheat you— cheat you for a hundred pounds

or for a guinea, and murder you afterwards if you like.

Abroad, our friend takes military rank, and calls

himself Captain Rook
;
when asked of what service,

he says he was with Don Carlos or Queen Christina

;

and certain it is that he was absent for a couple of

years nobody knows where; he may have been with

General Evans, or he may have been at the Ste.

P^lagie in Paris, as some people vow he was.

We must wind up this paper with some remarks

concerning poor little Pigeon. Vanity has been little

Pigeon’s failing through life. He is a linendraper’s

son, and has been left with money : and the silly

fashionable works that he has read, and the silly fe-

male relatives that he has—

(

n. b. All young men
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with money have silly, flattering she-relatives)— and

the silly trips that he has made to watering-places,

where he has scraped acquaintance with the Honor-

able Tom Mountcoffeehotise, Lord Ballyhooly, the

celebrated German Prince, Sweller Mobskau, .and

their like (all Captain Rooks in their way), have been

the ruin of him.

I have not the slightest pity in the world for little

Pigeon. Look at him ! See in what absurd finery the

little prig is dressed. Wine makes his poor little head

ache, but he will drink because it is manly. In mor-

tal fear he puts himself behind a curveting camelo-

pard Of a cab-horse
;
or perched on the top of a pranc-

ing dromedary, is borne through Rotten Row, When he

would give the world to be on his own sofa, or with

his own mamma and sisters, over a quiet pool of com-

merce and a cup of tea. How riding does scarify ]jiis

poor little legs, and shake his poor little sides ! Smok-
ing, how it does turn his little stomach inside out;

and yet smoke he will: Sweller Mobskau sipokes;

Mountcoffeehouse don’t mind a cigar; and as for

Ballyhooly, he will puff you a dozen in a day, and says

very truly that Pontet won’t supply him. with near,

such good ones as he sells Pigeon. The fact is, that

Pontet vowed seven years ago not to give his lordship

a sixpence more credit
;
and so the good-natured no-

bleman always helps himself out of Pigeon’s box.

On the shoulders of these aristocratic individuals,

Mr. Pigeon is carried into certain clubs, or perhaps we
should say he walks into them by the aid of these

‘^legs.” But they keep him always to themselves.

Captain Rooks must rob in comx)anies
;
but of course,

the greater the profits, the fewer the partners must be.

Three are x>ositively requisite, however, as every

reader must know who has j)layed a game at whist

;
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number one to be Pigeon’s partner, and curse his stars '

at losing, and propose higher play, and settle ” with

number two
;
number three to transact business with

Pigeon, and drive him down to the city to sell out.

We* have known an instance or two where, after a

very good night’s work, number three has bolted with

the winnings altogether, but the practice is dangerous

;

not only disgraceful to the profession, but it cuts up

your own chance afterwards, as no one will act with you.

There is only one occasion on which such a maiKnuvre

is allowable. Many are sick of the profession, and

desirous to turn honest men : in this case, when you

can get a good five thousand say, bolt without

scruple. One thing is clear, the other men must be

mum, and you can live at Vienna comfortably on the

interest of five thousand pounds.

Well, then, in the society of tliese amiable confed-

erates little Pigeon goes through that ])oriod of time

which is necessary for the purpose of plucking him.

To do this, you must not, in most cases, tug at the

feathers so as to hurt him, else lie may be fidghtened,

and hop away to somebody else : nor, generally speak-

ing, will the feathers come out so easily at first as

they will when he is used to it, and then they drop

in handfuls. Nor need you have the least scruple

in so causing the little creature to moult artificially :

if you don’t, somebody else will : a Pigeon goes into

the world fated, as Chateaubriand says, —
“ Pigeon, il va subir le sort de tout pigeon.”

He must be plucked, it is the purpose for which nature

has formed him : if you, Captain Rook, do not per-

form the operation on a green table lighted by two

wax-candles, and with two packs of cards to operate

with, some other Rook will : are there not railroads,

and Spanish bonds, and bituminous companies, and
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?

Cornish tin-mines, and old dowagers with daughters

to marry ? If you leave him, Eook of Birchin Lane
will have him as sure as fate : if Rook of Birchin Lane
don’t hit him, Rook of the Stock Exchange will blaze

away both barrels at him, which if the poor trembling

flutterer escape, he will fly over and drop into the

rookery, where dear old swindling Lady Rook and
her daughters will find him and nestle him in their

bosoms, and in that soft place pluck him until he
turns out as naked as a cannon-ball.

Be not thou scrupulous, O Captain! Seize on
Pigeon

;
pluck him gently but boldly

;
but, above all,

never let him go. If he is a stout cautious bird, of

course ^ou must be more cautious
;

if he is excessively

silly and scared, perhaps the best way is just to take

him round the neck at once, and strip the whole stock

of plumage from his back.

The feathers of the human pigeon being thus vio-

lently abstracted from him, no others supply their

place : and yet I do not juty him. He is now only

undergoing the destiny of pigeons, and is, I do believe,

as happy in his plucked as in his feathered state.

He cannot purse out his breast, and bury his head,

and fan his tail, and strut in the sun as if he were a

turkey-cock. Under all those fine airs and feathers,

he was but what he is now, a poor little meek, silly,

cowardly bird, and his state of pride is not a whit

more natural to him than his fallen condition. He
soon grows used to it. He is too great a coward to

despair
;
much too mean to be frightened because he

must live by doing meanness. He is sure, if he can-

not fly, to fall somehow or other on his little misera-

ble legs : on these he hops about, and manages to live

somewhere in his own mean way. He has but a

sniall stomach, and does n’t mind what food he puts

into it. He sponges on his relatives
;
or else just
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before bis utter ruin he marries and has nine children

(and such a family always lives)
;
he turns bully most

likely, takes to drinking, and beats liis wife, who sup-

ports him, or takes to drinking too
;
or he gets a little

place, a very little place : you hear he has some tide-

waitei*ship, or is clerk to some new milk company, or

is lurking about a newspaper. He dies, and a sub-

scription is raised for the Widow Pigeon, and we look

no more to find a likeness of him in his children, who
aic as a new race. Blessed are ye little ones, for ye

are born in povert}^, and may bear it, or surmount it

and die rich. But woe to the pigeons of this earth,

foi they are born rich that they may die poor.

The end of Captain Rook— for we must bring both

him and the paper to an end— is not more agreeable,

but somewhat more manly and majestic than the con-

clusion of Mr. Pigeon. If you walk over to the

Queen’s Bench Prison, I would lay a wager that a

dozen such are to be found there in a moment. They
have a kind of Lucifer look with them, and stare at

you with fierce, twinkling, crow-footed eyes
;
or grin

from under huge grizzly mustaches, as they walk up

and down in their tattered brocades. What a dread-

ful activity is that of a madhouse, or a prison !— a

dreary flagged court-yard, a long dark room, and the

inmates of it, like the inmates of the menagerie cages,

ceaselessly w^alking up and down ! Mary Queen of

Scots says very touchingly, —
Pour mon mal estrauger

Je ne ni’arreste eu place

;

Mais, j’en ay beau changer

Si ma (louleiir ii'etface I
”

Up and down, up and down— the inward woe seems

to spur the body onwards; and I think in both mad-
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house and prison you will find plenty- of specimens of

our Captain Rook. It is fine to mark him under the

pressure of this woe, and see how fierce he looks when

stirred up by the long pole of memory. In these

asylums the Rooks end their lives
;

or, more happy,

they die miserably in a miserable provincial town

abroad, and for the benefit of coming Rooks they com-

monly die early
;
you as seldom hear of an old Rook*

(practising his trade) as of a rich one. It is a short-

lived trade
;
not merry, for the gains are most pre-

curious, and perpetual doubt and dread are not pleasant

accompaniments of a profession :— not agreeable

either, for though Captain Rook does not mind being

a scoundrel, no man likes to be considered as such,

» and as such, he knows very well, does the world con-

sider Captain Rook : not profitable, for the expenses

of the trade swallow up all the profits of it, and in

addition leave the bankrupt with certain habits that

have become as nature to him, and which, to live, he

must gratify. I know no more miserable wretch than

our Rook in his autumn days, at dismal Calais or

Boulogne, or at the Bench yonder, with a whole load

of diseases and wants, that have come to him in the

course of his profession
j
the diseases and wants of

sensuality, always pampered, and now agonizing for

lack of its unnatural food
;
the mind, which mmt think

now, and has only bitter recollections, mortified am-

bitions, and unavailing scoundrelisins to con over!

Oh, Captain Rook 1 what nice chums ” do you take

with you into i^risoii
;
what pleasant companions of

exile follow you over the fines patriw^ or attend, the

only watchers, round your miserable death-bed !

My son, be not a Pigeon in thy dealings with the

world : but it is better to be a Pigeon than a Rook.
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Paying a visit the other day to my friend Timson,

who, I need not tell the public, is editor of that

famous evening pa])er, the (and let it be said

that there is no more profitable acquaintance than a

gentleman in Tiinson’s situation, in whose o£B.ce, at

three o’clock daily, you are sure to hud new books,

lunch, magazines, and innumerable tickets for con-

certs and plays)
:
going, I say, into Timson’s office, I

saw on the table an immense paper cone or funnel,

containing a bouciuet (if such a size, that it might be

called a bosquet, wherein all sorts of rare geraniums,

luscious magnolias, stately dahlias, and other floral

produce were gathered together— a regular flower-

stack.

Timson was for a brief space invisible, and I was

left alone in the room with the odors of this tremen-

dous bow-pot, which filled the whole of the inky,

smutty, dingy apartment with an agreeable incense.

0 rm! quando te asjncmn?” exclaimed I, out of

the Latin grammar, for, imagination had carried me
away to the country, and I was about to make another

excellent and useful quotation (from the 14th book

of the Iliad, Madame), concerning ruddy lotuses,

and crocuses, and hyacinths,” when all of a sudden

Timson appeared. His head and shoulders had, in

fact, been engulfed in the flowers, among which he
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might be compared to any Cupid, butterfly, or bee.

His little face was screwed up into such an expres-

sion of comical delight and triumph, that a Methodist

parson would have laughed at it in the midst of a

funeral sermon.

‘^What are you giggling at?” said Mr. Timson,

assuming a high, aristocratic air.

Has the goddess Flora made you a present of that

bower, wrapped up in white paper
;
or did it come

by the vulgar hands of yonder gorgeous footman, at

whom all the little printer's devils are staring in the

passage ?
”

“ Stuff !
” said Timson, picking to pieces some rare

exotic, worth at the very least lifteenpence
;

“a
friend, who knows that Mrs. Timson and T are fond

of these things, has sent us a nosegay, that ^s all.”

I saw how it was. Augustus Timson,” exclaimed

I, sternly, ^^the Pimlicoes have been with you; if

that footman did not wear the Pimlico plush, ring the

bell and order me out: if that three-cornered billet

lying in your snuff-box has not the Pimlico seal t9 it,

never ask me to dinner again.”

Well, if it does/’ says Mr. Timson, who flushed as

red as a peony, ‘‘ what is the harm ? Lady Fanny
Flummery may send flowers to her friends, I sup-

pose ? The conservatories at Pimlico House are

famous all the world over, and the Countess promised

me a nosegay the very last time I dined there.”

^‘Was that the day when ‘she gave you a box of

bonbons for your darling little Ferdinand ?
”

“No, another day.”

“ Or the day when she promised you her carriage

for Epsom races ?
”

“No.”

“Or the day when she hoped that her Lucy and
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your Barbara-Jane, might be acquainted, and sent to

the latter from the former a new French doll ana

tea-things ? ''

‘‘Fiddlestick!’^ roared out Augustus Timson, Es-

quire :
“ I wish you would n’t come bothering here.

I tell you that Lady Pimlico is my friend— my
friend, mark you, and I will allow nc- man to abuse

her in my presence; I say again 7in man where-

with Mr. Timson plunged botli his hands violently

into his breeches-pockets, looked me in the face

sternly, and began jingling his keys and shillings

about.

At this juncture (it being about half-past three

o’clock in the afternoon), a one-horse chais(} drove up
to the office (Timson lives at Fhqdiam, and
comes in and out in this machine)— a one-horse

chaise drove up; and amidst a scuffling and crying of

small voices, good-humored Mrs. Timson bounced into

the room.

“ Here we are, deary,” said she, “ we ’ll walk to the

Meryweathers
;
and I’ve told Sam to be in Charles

Street at twelve with the chaise : it would n't do, you
know, to come out of the Pimlico box and have the

people cry, ‘Mrs. Timson’s carriage!’ for old Sam
and the chaise.”

Timson, to this loving and voluble address of his

lady, gave a peevish, puzzled look towards the

stranger, as much as to say, “ lie 's here.”

“La, Mr. Smith! and how do you do? — So rude
— I didn’t see you : but the fact is, we are all in surh

a bustle ! Augustus has got Lady Pimlico’s box lor

the ‘ Puritani ’ to-night, and I vowed I ’d take the

children.”

Those young persons were evidently from their

costume prepared for some extraordinary festival
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Miss Barbara-Jane, a young lady of six years old,

in a pretty pink slip and white muslin, her dear little

poll bristling over with papers, to be removed prev«

ious to the play
;
while Master Ferdinand had a pair

of nankeens '{1 can recollect Timson in them in the

year 1825— a great buck), and white silk stockings,

which belonged to his mamma. His frill was very

large and very clean, and he was fumbling per-

petually at a pair of white kid gloves, which his

mamma forbade him to assume before the opera.

And ^^Look here!’’ and ^^Oh, precious!” and

Oh, my !
” were uttered by these worthy people as

they severally beheld the vast iKmquet, into which

Mrs. Timson’s head flounced, just as her husband’s

had done before.

I must have a green-house at the Snuggery, that ’s

positive, Timson, for I ’m passionately fond of flow-

ers— and how kind of Lady Fanny ! Do you kno>v

her ladyship, Mr. Smith ? ”

Indeed, Madam, 1 don’t remember having ever

spoken to a lord or a lady in my life.”

Timson smiled in a supercilious way. Mrs. Timson
exclaimed, ^^La, how odd! Augustus knows ever so

many. Let ’s see, there ’s the Countess of Pimlico

and Lady Fanny Flummery
;
Lord Doldrum (Timson

touched up his travels, you know)
;
Lord Gasterton,

Lord Guttlebury’s eldest son; Lady Pawpaw (they

say she ought not to be visited, though)
;
Baron

Strum— Strom— Strumpf— ”

What the baron’s name was I have never been able

to learn; for here Timson burst out with a ‘^Hold

your tongue, Bessy !
” which stopped honest Mrs.

Timson’s harmless prattle altogether, and obliged

that worthy woman to say meekly, Well, Gus, I did

not think there was any harm in mentioning your ao-
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quaintance/’ Good soul! it was only because she

took pride in her Tirason that she loved to enumerate

the great names of the persons who did him honor.

My friend the editor was, in fact, in a cruel position,

looking foolish before his old acquaintance, stricken

in that unfortunate sore point in his honest, good-

humored character. The man adored the aristocracy,

and had that wonderful respect for a lord which,

perhaps the observant reader may have remarked,

especially characterizes men of Timson’s way of

thinking.

In old days at the club (we held it in a small pub-

lic-house near the Coburg Theatre, some of us having

free admissions to that place of amusement, and some

of us living for convenience in the immediate neigh-

borhood of one of his Majesty’s prisons in that quarter)

— in old days, I say, at our spouting and toasted-

cheese club, called The Forum,” Timson was called

Brutus Timson, and not Augustus, in consequence of

the ferocious republicanism which characterized him,

and his utter scorn and hatred of a bloated, do-noth-

ing aristocracy. His letters in The Weekly Senti-

nel,” signed Lictor,” must be remembered by all our

readers : he advocated the repeal of the corn laws,

the burning of machines, the rights of labor, etc., etc.,

wrote some pretty defences of Kobespierre, and used

seriously to avow, when At all in liquor, that, in con-

sequence of those “ Lictor ” letters. Lord Castlereagh

had tried to have him murdered, and thrown over

Blackfriars Bridge.

By what means Augustus Timson rose to his pres-

ent exalted position it is needless here to state
j
suffice

it, that in two years he was completely bound over

neck-and-heels to the bloodthirsty aristocrats, heredi-

tary tyrants, etc. One evening he was asked to dine
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with a secretary of the Treasury (the is Ministe-

rial, and has been so these forty-nine years)
j
at the

house of that secretary of the Treasury he met a lord’s

son ; walking with Mrs. Timson in the Park next

Sunday, that lord’s son' saluted him. Timson was

from that moment a slave, had his coats made at the

west end, cut his wife’s relations (they are dealers in

marine-stores, and live at Wapping), and had his name
put down at two Clubs.

Who was the lord’s son ? Lord Pimlico’s son, to

be sure, the Honorable Frederick Flummery, who
married Lady Fanny Foxy, daughter of Pitt Castle-

reagh, second Earl of Reynard, Kilbrush Castle,

county Kildare. The earl had been ambassador in

’14 : Mr. Flummery, his attache ; he was twenty-one

at that time, with the sweetest tuft on his chin in the

world. Lady Fanny was only four-and-twenty, jtist

jilted by Prince Hcoronconcolo, the horrid man who
had married Miss Solomonson with a plum. Fanny
had nothing— Frederick had about seven thousand

pounds less. What better could the young things do

than marry ? Marry they did, and in the most deli-

cious secrecy. Old Reynard was charmed to have an

opportunity of breaking with one of his daughters

forever, and only longed for an occasion never to

forgive the other nine.

A wit of the Prince’s time, who inherited and

transmitted to his children a vast fortune in genius,

was cautioned on his marriage to be very economical.

Economical !
” said he

;
my wife has nothing, and

I have nothing: I suppose a man can’t live under

that

!

” Our interesting pair, by judiciously employ-

ing the same capital, managed, year after year, to live

very comfortably, until, at last, they were received

into Pimlico ’House by the dowager (who has it for
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her life), where they live very magnificently. Lady"

Fanny gives the most magnificent entertainment in

London, has the most magnificent equipage, and a

very fine husband
;
who has his equipage as fine as

her ladyship’s
;
his seat in the omnibus, while her

ladyship is in the second tier. They say he plays a

good deal— ay, and pays, too, when he loses.

And how, prithee ? Her ladyship is a Fashion-

able Authoress. She has been at this game for

fifteen years
;
during which period she has published

forty-five novels, edited twenty-seven new magazines,

and I don’t know how many annuals, besides publish-

ing poems, plays, desultory thoughts, memoirs, recol-

lections of travel, and pamphlets without number.

Going one day to church, a lady, whom I knew by

her Leghorn bonnet and red ribbons, ruche with pop-

pies and marigolds, brass ferroniere, great red hands,

black silk gown, thick shoes, and black silk stockings
;

a lady, whom I knew, I say, to be a devotional cook,

made a bob to me just as the psalm struck up, and

offered me a share of her hymn-book. It was —

HEAVENLY CHORDS,

A COLLECTION OF

SACRED STRAINS,

SELECTED, COMPOSED, AND EDITED, BY THE

LADY FRANCES JULIANA FLUMMERY.

Being simply a collection of heavenly chords robbed

from the lyres of Watts, Wesley, Brady and Tate, etc.

;

and of sacred strains from the rare collection of

Sternhold and Hoi)kins. Out of this, cook and 1

sang
;
and it is amazing how much our fervor was in-

creased by thinking that our devotions were directed

by a lady whosf' name was in the Bed Book.
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The thousands of pages that Lady Fanny Flummery
has covered with ink exceed all belief. ^You must

have remarked, Madam, in respect of flis literary

fecundity, that your amiable sex possesses vastly

greater capabilities than we do
;
and that while a man

is painfully laboring over a letter of two sides, a lady

will produce a dozen pages, crossed, dashed, and so

beautifully neat and close, as to be wellnigh invisible.

The readiest of ready pens has Lady Fanny
;
her

Pegasus gallops over hot-pressed satin so as to dis-

tance all gentlemen riders : like Camilla, it scours

the plain— of Bath, and never seems punished or

fatigued
;
only it mns so fast that it often leaves all

sense behind it; and there it goes on, on, scribble,

scribble, scribble, never flagging until it arrives at

that fair winning-post on which is written “ finis,’’ or,

THE END
;
” and shows that the course, whether it

be of novel, annual, poem, or what not, is complete.

Now, the author of these pages doth not pretend to

describe the inward thoughts, ways, and manner of

being, of my Lady Fanny, having made before that

humiliating confession, that lords and ladies are

personally unknown to him; so that all milliners,

butchers’ ladies, dashing young clerks, and appren-

tices, or other persons who are anxious to cultivate a

knowledge of the aristocracy, had better skip over

this article altogether. But he hath heard it whis-

pered, from pretty good authority, that the manners
and customs of these men and women resemble, in no

inconsiderable degree, the habits and usages of other

men and women, whose names are unrecorded by
Debrett. Granting this, and that Lady Fanny is a

woman pretty much like another, the philosophical

reader will be content that we rather consider her

ladyship in her public capacity, and examine her

mfluencc upon mankind in general.
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Her person, then, being thus put out of the way,

her wor^too, need not be very carefully sifted and

criticise^ for what is the use of peering into a mill-

stone, or making calculations about the figure 0 ?

The woman has not, in fact, the slightest influence

upon literature for good or for evil : there are a cer-

tain number of fools whom she catches in her flimsy

traps; and why not? They are made to be hum-

bugged, or how should we live? Lady Flummery
writes everything; that is, nothing. Her poetry is

mere wind
;
her novels, stark nought

;
her philosophy,

sheer vacancy : how should she do any better than

she does?, how could she succeed if she did do any

better ? If she did write well, she would not be

Lady Flummery
;
she would not be praised by Tirason

and the critics, because she would be an honest

woman, and would not bribe them. Nay, she would

probably be written down by Timson and Co., because,

being an honest woman, she utterly despised them
and their craft.

We have said what she writes for the most part.

Individually, she wdll throw off any number of novels

that Messrs. Soap and Diddle will pay for
;
and col-

lectively, by the aid of self and friends, scores of

Lyrics of Loveliness,” Beams of Beauty,” Pearls

of Purity,” etc. Who does not recollect the success

which her Pearls of the Peerage ” had ? She is

going to do the Beauties of the Baronetage
;

” then

we shall have the Daughters of the Dustmen,” or

some such other collection of portraits. Lady Flum-

mery has around her a score of literary gentlemen,

who are bound to her, body and soul
;
give them a

dinner, a smile from an opera-box, a wave of the hand

in Eotten Kow, and they are hers, neck and heels.

fili^ etc. See, my son, with what a very
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small dose of humbug men are to be bought. I

know many of these individuals : there is Any friend

M’Lather, an immense, pudgy man : I sa* him one

day walking through Bond Street in company with

an enormous ruby breastpin. Mac !
” shouted your

humble servant, that is a Flummery ruby
;
” and

Mac hated and cursed us ever after. Presently came

little Fitch, the artist; he was rigged out in an

illuminated velvet waistcoat — Flummery again —
There ’s only one like it in town,’’ whispered Fitch

to me confidentially, “ and Flummery has that.” To
be sure, Fitch had given, in return, half a dozen of

the prettiest drawings in the world. “I wouldn’t

charge for them, you know,” he says : for, hang it.

Lady Flummery is my friend.” Oh, Fitch, Fitch

!

Fifty more instances could be adduced of her lady-

ship’s ways of bribery. She bribes the critics to

praise her, and the writers to write for her
;
and the

public flocks to her as it will to any other tradesman

who is properly puffed. Out comes the book
;
as for

its merits, we may allow, cheerfully, that T^ady Flum-

mery has no lack of that natural esjmf wliich every

woman possesses
;
but here praise stops. For the

style, she does ?iot know her own language
;

but, in

revenge, has a smattering of half a dozen others.

She interlards her works with fearful quotations from

the French, fiddle-faddle extracts from Italian oi)eras,

German ])hrases fiercely mutilated, ai^ a scrap or two

of bad Spanish : and upon the strength of these

murders, she calls herself an authoress. To be sure

there is no such word as authoress. If any young

nobleman or gentleman of Eton College, when called

upon to indite a copy of verses in praise of Sappho,

or the Countess of Dash, or Lady Charlotte What-

d^ ye-call-’em, or the Honorable Mrs. Somebody, should
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fondly imagine that he might apply to those fair

creatures ^he title of auctrix— I pity tliat young

nobleman* or gentleman’s case. Doctor Wordsworth

and assistants would swish that error out of him in a

way that need not here be mentioned. Eemember it

henceforth, ye writeresses— there is no such word as

authoress. Auctor, Madam, is the word. “ Optima tu

proprii nominis auctor eris
;

” which, of course, means

that you are, by your proper name, an author, not an

authoress: the line is in Ainsworth’s Dictionary,

where anybody may see it.

This point is settled then : there is no such word

as authoress. But wliat of that ? Are authoresses

to be bound by the rules of grammar ? Tlie suppo-

sition is absurd. We don’t expect them to know
their own language

;
we prefer rather the little

graceful pranks and liberties they take with it.

When, for instance, a celebrated authoress, who wrote

a Diaress, calls somebody the prototyi)e of his own
father, we feel an obligation to her ladyship; the

language feels an obligation; it has a charm and a

privilege with which it was never before endowed

:

and it is manifest, that if we can call ourselves an-

tetypes of our grandmothers — cadi prophesy what

we liad for dinner yesterday, and so on, we get into a

new range of thought, and discover sweet regions of

fancy and poetry, of which the mkid hath never even

had a notion uttil now.

It may be ^en considered as certain that an au-

thoress ought not to know her own tongue. Litera-

ture and politics have this ])ri village in common, that

any ignoramus may excel in both. No apprenticeship

is required, that is certain
;
and if any gentleman

doubts, let us refer him to the popular works of the

present day, where, if he find a particle of scholar-
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ship, or aiiy acquaintance with any books in any

language, or if he be disgusted by any abs^urd, stiff,

old-fashioned notions of grammatical propriety, we
.are ready to qualify our assertion A friend of ours

came to us the other day in great trouble. His dear

little boy, who had been for some months attache to

the stables of Mr. Tilbury’s establishment, took a

fancy to the corduroy breeches of some other gentle-

man employed in the same emporium — ajjpropriated

them, and afterwards disposed of them for a trifling

sum to a relation— 1 believe his uncle. For this

harmless freak, })oor Sam was absolutely seized, tried

at Clerkenvvell Sessions, and condemmid to six

months’ uscdess rotatory labor at tlie House of Cor-

rection. ‘^The i)Oor fellow was bad enough before,

sir,” said his father, conliding in our philanthropy:

“ he picked up such a deal of slang among the stable-

boys : but if you could hear him since he came from

the mill ! he knocks you down with it, sir. I am
afraid, sir, of his becoming a regular prig : for

though he ’s a cute chap, can read and write, and is

mighty smart and handy, yet no one will take him
into service, 03| account of that business of the

breeches !

” *

What, sir !
” exclaimed we, amazed at the man’s

simplicity
;

surh a son, and you don’t know what
to do witli him ! a cute fellow, who can write, who
has been educated in a stable-yard, has had six

months’ polish in a university— T mean a prison—
and you don’t know what to do with him ? Make
a fashionahh novdlst of him, and be hanged to you !

”

And proud am I to say that that young man, every

evening, after he comes home from his work (he has

taken to street-sweejung in the day, and 1 don’t ad-

vise him to relinquish a certainty) — proud am I to
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say that he devotes every evening to literary com-

position, and is coming out with a novel, in numbers,

of the most fashionable kind.

This little episode is only given for the sake of

example; j)ar exemjdey as our authoress would say,

who delights in French of the very worst kind. The

public likes only the extremes of society, and votes

mediocrity vulgar. From the Author they will take

nothing but Fleet Ditch
;
from the Authoress, only

tne very hnest of rose-water. I have read so many
of her ladyship’s novels, that, egad ! now I don’t

care for anything under a marquis. Why the deuce

should we listen to the intrigues, the misfortunes,

the virtues, and conversations of a couple of coun-

tesses, for instance, when we can have duchesses for

our money ? What ’s a baronet ? pish
!

pish ! that

great coarse red fist in his scutcheon turns me sick

!

What ’s a baron ? a fellow with only one more ball

than a pawnbroker
;

and, upon my conscience, just as

common. Dear Lady Flummery, in your next novel,

give us no more of these low people
;
nothing under

strawberry leaves, for the mercy of Heaven! Sup-

pose, now, you write us

ALBERT

;

OR,

WHISPERINGS AT WINDSOR.
BY LADY FRANCES FLUMMERY.

There is a subject — fashionable circles, curious

revelations, exclusive excitement, etc. To be sure,

yoxi must here introduce a viscount, and that is sadly

vulgar; but we will pass him for the sake of the

ministerial jwrtefeuilhy which is genteel. Then you

might do Leopold
;
or, the Bride of Keuilly

;

” Tlie

Victim of Wiirtemberg; ” ‘‘Olga; or, the Autocrat’s
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Daughter ” (a capital title)
;

Henri; or, Eome in the

Nineteenth Century
;

” we can fancy the booR, and a
sweet paragraph about it in Timson’s paper.

Henri, by Lady Frances Flummery— Henri!

Who can he be ? a little bird whispers in our ear,

that the gifted and talented Sappho of our hemisphere

has discovered some curious particulars in the life of

a certain young chevalier^ whose appearance at Eome
has so frightened the court of the Tu-l-ries. Henri

de B-rd—ux is of an age when the young god can

shoot his darts into the bosom with fatal accuracy;

and if the Marchesina degli Spinachi (whose portrait

our lovely authoress has sung with a kindred hand)

be as beauteous as she is represented (and as all who
have visited in the exclusive circles of the Eternal

City say she is), no wonder at her effect upon the

Pr-nce. Verhmii sap. We hear that a few copies are

still remaining. The enterprising publishers, Messrs.

Soap and Diddle, have announced, we see, several

other works by the same accomplished pen.”

This paragraph makes its appearance, in small

type, in the by the side, perhaps, of a disinter-

ested recommendation of bears’-grease, or some re-

marks on the extraordinary cheapness of plate in

Cornhill. Well, two or three days after, my dear

Timson, who has been asked to dinner, writes in his

own hand, and causes to be printed in the largest

type, an article to the following effect :
—

« HENRI.

“BY LADY F. FLUMMERY.

This is another of the graceful evergreens wliich

the fair fingers of Lady Fanny Flummery are contin-
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ually strewing upon our path. At once profound and

'

caustic, truthful and passionate, we are at a loss

whether most to admire the manly grandeur of her

ladyship’s mind, or the exquisite nymph-like delicacy

of it. Strange power of fancy ! Sweet enchantress,

that rules the mind at will: stirring up the utmost

depths of it into passion and storm, or wreathing and

dimpling its calm surface with countless suinmer

smiles. As a great Bard of old Time has expressed

jfc, 'virhat do we not owe to woman ?

^^What do we not owe her? More love, more

happiness, more calm of vexed s[)irit, more truthfuL

aid, and pleasant counsel
;
in joy, more delicate syni'

pathy; in sorrow, more kind companionship. We
look into her cheery eyes, and, in those wells of love,

care drowns
;
we listen to her siren voice, and, in that

balmy rausicj banished hopes come winging to the

breast again.”

This goes on for about three-quarters of a column

:

I don’t j)retend to understand it; but with flowers,

angels, Wordsworth’s poems, and the old dramatists,

one can never be wrong, I think
;
and though I have

written the above paragraphs myself, and don’t under-

stand a word of them, I can’t, iq)on my conscience,

help thinking that they are mighty pretty writing.

After, then, this has gone on for about three-quarters

of a column (Timson does it in spare minutes, and

fits it to any book that Lady Fanny brings out), he

proceeds to particularize, thus ;
—

^^The griding excitement which thrills through

every fibre of the soul as we peruse these passionate

pages, is almost too painful to bear. Nevertheh^ss,

one drains the draughts of poesy to the dregs, so
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deliciously intoxicating is its nature. We defy any

man who begins these volumes to quit them ere he

has perused each line. The plot may be briefly told

as thus : — Henri, an exiled prince of Franconia (it is

easy to understand the flimsy allegory), arrives at

Eome, and is presented to the sovereign Pontiff. At

a feast,* given in his honor at the Vatican, a dancing

girl (the loveliest creation that ever issued from

poet^s brain) is introduced, and exhibits some speci-

mens of her art. The young prince is instantane-

ously smitten with the charms of the Saltatrice
;
he

breathes into her ear the accents of his love, and is

listened to with favor. He has, however, a rival, and

a powerful one. The Pope has alreiuly cast his eye

upon the Apulian maid, and burns with lawless pas-

sion. One of the grandest scenes ever writ, occurs

between the rivals. The Pope offers to Castanetta

eveuy temptation
;
he will even resign his crown and

marry her
;
but she refuses. The prince can make

no such offers; he cannot wed her: ‘The blood of

Porbone,’ he says, ‘may not be thus misallied.' He
determines to avoid her. In despair, she throws her-

self off the Tarpeian rock
;
and the Pope becomes a

maniac. Such is an outline of this tragic tale.

Besides this fabulous and melancholy part of the

narrative, which is unsurpassed, much is written in

the gay and sparkling style for which our lovely au-

thor is unrivalled. The sketch of the Marchesina

degli Spinaclii and her lover, the Duca di Gaijiinoni,

is delicious
;
and the intrigue between the beautiful

Princess Kalbsbraten and Count Bouterbrod is ex-

quisitely painted : everybody, of course, knows who
these characters are. The discovery of the manner

in which Kartoffeln, the Saxon envoy, poisons the
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princess’s dishes, is only a gracefnl and real repetition"

of a story which was agitated throughout all the dip-

lomatic circles last year. Schinken, the Westphalian,

must not be forgotten; nor 011a, the S})anish Spy.

How does Lady Fanny P'lummery, poet as slie is,

possess a sense of the ridiculous and a keenness of

perception which would do honor to a Rabelais or a

Rochefoucauld ? To those who ask this question, we
have one nqdy, and tliat an example :

— Not among
women, ’tis true; for till the Lady Fanny came

among us, woman never soared so high. Not among
woiiKiii, indeed ! — but in comparing her to that great

spirit for whom our veneration is highest and liolicst,

we offer no dislumor to his shrine:— in saying that

he who wrote of Romeo and Desdeniono might have

drawn Castaiietta and Enrico, we utter but the truth-

ful ex])ressions of our hearts
;

in asserting that so

long as SiiAKspKARE lives, so long will Flummery
endure

;
in de(daring tli.at he who rules in all liearts,

and over all spirits and tall climes, has found a con-

genial spirit, we do but justice to Lady Fanny—
justice to him who sleejjs by Avon !

”

With which we had b(*tt^‘r, perhaps, conclude. Our
object has bt^eii, in descanting upon the Fasliionable

Authoress, to point out the influence whieli her writ-

ing possesses over society, rather than to criticises Inu'

life. The former is quite harmless
;
and we don’t

pretend to be curious about the latter. The woman
herself is not so blamable

;
it is the silly people who

cringe at her feet that do the mischief, and, gulled

themselves, gull the most gullible of publics. Think

you, 0 Timson, tliat her ladyship asks you for your

beaux yevx or 3
^) 111* wit ? Fool

!
you do think so, or

try and think so
;
and yet you know she loves not you,
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but the newspaper. Think, little Fitch, in

your fine waistcoat, how dearly you have paid for it

!

Think, M’Lather, how many smirks, and lies, and

columns of good three-halfpence-a-line 'matter that big

garnet pin has cost you ! the woman laughs at you,

man ! you, who fancy that she is smitten with you—
laughs at your absurd pretensions, your way of eating

fish at dinner, your great hands, your eyes, your

whiskers, your coat, and your strange north-country

twang. Down with this Delilah ! Avaunt, O Circe !

giver of poisonous feeds. To your natural haunts, ye

gentlemen of the press ! if bachelors, frev^aent your

taverns, and be content. Better is Sally the waiter,

and the first cut of the joint, than a dinner of four

courses, and humbug therewitli. Ye w^ho are married,

go to your homes
;
dine not with those persons who

scorn your wives. Go not fortli to parties, that ye

may act Tom Fool for the amusement of my lord and
my lady

;
but jday your natural follies among your

natural friends. Do this for a few years, and the

l^'iisliionable Authoress is extinct. O Jove, wdiat a

prospect ! She, too, has retreated to her own .natural

calling, being as much out of place in a book as you,

my d(*ar M’Latlier, in a drawdng-room. Let milliners

look up to her; l(‘t Howell and James swear by her;

let simpering dandies caper about her car
;
let her

write ])oetry if she likes, but only for the most ex-

clusive cindes; let mantua-makers puff her— but not

men : let sucdi things be, and the Fashionable Author-

ess is no more ! Blessed; blessed thought ! Ko more
fiddle-faddle novels ! no more namby-pamby poetry I

no more fribble Blossoms of Loveliness !
” When

will you arrive, 0 happy Golden Age ?
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It is confidently stated that there was once a time

when the quarter of Soho was thronged In the fashion

of London. Many wide streets are there in the

neighborhood, stn^tcdiing (dieerfiilly towards Middle-

sex Hos])ital ill tlie north, bounded by Dean Street in

the west, where the lords and ladies of WilliamV^

time used to dwell, — till in (Jiieen Anne’s time,

Bloomsbury put Soho out of fasliion, and (Ireat Bus

sell Street became tin* jiink of the mode.

Both these quarters of the town have submitted to

the awful rule of iiatur(‘, and are now to be stMUi

undergoing the dire process of decay. Fashion has de-

serted Solio, and left her in luu* gaunt, lonely old

age. The houses have a vast, dingy, mouldy, dowager

look. No more beaux, in mighty periwigs, ride by in

gilded clatt(U‘ing coaches; no more hu'keys accom-

pany them, bearing torches, and shouting for prece-

dence. A solitary policeman pac(‘s tliese solitary

streets,— the only dandy in the neighborhood. You
hear the milkman yelling his milk with a startling-

distinctness, and the clack of a servant-girl’s patterns

sets people a,-staring from the windows.

With Bloomsbury we have here nothing to do
;
but

as genteel stock-brokers inhabit the neighborhood of

Regent’s Park, — as lawyers have taken possession of

Russell Square, — so Artists have seized upon the

desolate quarter of Soho. Tliey are to be found in
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great numbers in Berners Street Up to the present

time, naturalists have never been able to account

for this mystery of their residence. What has a

painter to do with Middlesex Hospital ? He is to be

found in Charlotte Street, Fitzroy Square. And
why? Philosophy cannot tell, any more than why
milk is found in a cocoa-nut.

Look at Newman Street. Has earth, in any dismal

corner of her great round face, a spot more desper-

ately gloomy ? The windows are spotted with wafers,

holding up ghastly bills, that tell you the house is

^‘To Let.” Nobody walks there— not even an old-

clothes-man
;
the first inhabited house lias bars to the

windows, and bears the name of Ahasuerus, officer

to the Sheriff of Middlesex
;
” and here, above all

places, must painters take up their quarters,— day by

day must these reckless people pass Ahasuerus’s treble

gate. There was ray poor friend, Tom Tickner (who

did those sweet things for The Book of Beauty ” ).

.
Tom, who could not pay his washerwoman, lived

opposite the bailiff\s
;
and could see every miserable

debtor, or greasy Jew writ-bearer that went in or out

of his door. The street begins with a bailiff’s, and

ends with a hospital. I wonder how men live in it,

and are decently cheerful, with this gloomy, double-

barrelled moral pushed perpetually into their faces.

Here, however, they persist in living, no one knows
why

;
owls may still be found roosting in Netley

Abbey, and a few Arabs are to be seen at the present

minute in Palmyra.

The ground-floors of the houses where painters live

are mostly make-believe shops, black empty ware-

houses, containing fabulous goods. There is a sedan-

chair opposite a house in Rathbone Place, that I have

myself seen every day for forty-three y^ars, The
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house has oomuionly a huge indiarrubber-colored door,

with a couple of glistening brass-plates and bells. A
portrait-painter lives on the first floor; a great his-

torical genius' inhabits the second. Remark the first-

floor’s middle drawing-room window; it is four feet

higher than its two companions, and has taken a

fancy to peep into the second-floor front. So much
for the oiltward appearance of their habitations, and

for the quarters in which they commonly dwell.

They seem to love solitude, and their inighty spirits

rejoice in vastness and gloomy ruin.

I don’t say a word here about those geniuses who
frequent the thoroughfares of the town, and have

picture-frames containing a little gallery of miniature

peers, beauties, and general officers, in the Quadrant,

the passages about St. Martin’s Lane, the Strand, and

Cheapside. Lord Lyndhurst is to be seen in many of

these gratis exhibitions— Lord Lyndhurst cribbed

from Chalon
;
Lady Peel from Sir Thomas

;
Miss

Croker from the same; t/ie Duke, fi*oni ditto; an

original officer in the Spanish Legion
;
a colonel or

so, of the Burdiill-Row Fencibles
;
a lady on a yellow

sofa, with four children in little caps and blue rib-

bons. We have all of us seen these pretty pictures,

and are aware that our own features may be “ done in

this style.” Tlien there is the man on the chain-pier

at Brighton, who ])ares out your likeness in sticking-

plaster; there is Miss (h'okx*, or Miss Runt, who gives

lessons in Poonah-painting, japanning, or mezzotint-

ing; Miss Stump, who attends ladies’ schools with

large chalk heads from Le Brun or the Cartoons

;

Rubbery, who instructs young gentlemen’s establish-

ments in pencil; and^Sepio, of the Water-Color Soci-

ety, who paints before eight pupils daily, at a guinea

an hour, keeping his own drawings for himself,
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All these persons, as the most indifferent reader

must see, equally belong to the tribe of Artists (the

last not more than the first), and in an article like

this should be mentioned properly. But though this

paper has been extended from eight pages to sixteen,

not a volume would suffice to do justice to the biog-

raphies of the persons above mentioned. Think of the

superb Sepio, in a light-blue satin cravat, alid alight-

brown coat, and yellow kids, tripping daintily from

(jrosvenor Square to Gloucester Place, a small sugar-

loafboy following, who carries his morocco portfolio.

Soj)io scents his handkerchief, curls his hair, and

wears, on a great coarse list a large emerald ring that

one of his pupils gave him. He would not smoke a

cigar for the world
;
he is always to be found at the

Opera
;
and, gods ! how he grins, and waggles his head

about, as Lady Flummery nods to him from her box.

He goes to at least six great parties in the season.

At the houses where he teaches, he has a faint hope

that he is received as an equal, and propitiates scornful

footmen by absurd donations of sovereigns. The
rogue has plenty of them. He has a stock-broker,

and a power of guinea-lessons stowed away in the

Consols. There are a number of young ladies of

genius in the aristocracy, who admire him hugely
;
he

begs you to contradict the report about him and Lady
Smigsinag

;
every now and then he gets a present of

game from a marquis
;
the city ladies die to have

lessons of him
;
he prances about the Park on a high-

bred cock-tail, with lacquered boots and enormous
high heels; and he has a mother and sisters some-

where— washerwomen, it is said, in Pimlico.

How different is his fate tO' that of poor Bubbery,

the school drawing-master! Highgate, Homerton,

Putney, Hackn(‘y, Hornsey, Turnham Green, are his
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resorts
;
he has a select seminary to attend at every

one of these places
;
and if, from all these nurseries

of youth, he obtains a sufficient number of half-crowns

to pay his week’s bills, what a happy man is he !

He lives most likely in a third floor in Howland
Street, and has comiiioiily five children, who have all

a marvellous talent' for drawing— all save one, per-

haps, that is an idiot, which a poor, sick mother is

ever carefully tending. Sepio’s great aim and battle

in life is to be considered one of the aristocracy
;

honest Eubbery would fain be thought a gentleman,

too
;
but, indeed, lie does not know whether he is so

or not. Why be a gentleman ? — a gentlemah Artist

does not obtain the wages of a tailor; Eubbery’s

butcher looks down upon him with a royal scorn
;

and his wife, poor gentle soul (a clergyman’s daugh-

ter, who married him in the firm belief that her John
would be kniglitod, and make an immense fortune),

—

his wif(S 1 say, has many fierce looks to suffer from

Mrs. Butclier, and many meek excuses or prayers to

proffer, when she cannot pay her bill,— or when,

worst of all, she 4ias humbly to beg for a little scrap

of meat upon credit, against John’s coming home.

He has fivo-and-twenty miles to walk that day, and

must have something nourishing when he comes in—
he is killing himself, poor fellow, she knows he is

:

and Miss Crick has promised to pay him his quarter’s

charge on the very next Saturday. “ Gentlefolks, in-

deed,” says Mrs. Butcher
;

pretty gentlefolks these,

as can’t pay for half a pound of steak !
” Let us

thank Heaven that the Artist’s wife has her meat,

however, — there is good in that shrill, fat, mottle-

faced Mrs. Brisket, after all.

Think of the labors of that poor Eubbery. He was

up at four ill the morning, and toiled till nine upon a
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huge, damp, icy, lithographic stone
;
on which he hajs

drawn the Star of the Wave,^^ or the Queen of the

Tourney,” or, She met at Almack’s,” for Lady Fluin-

mery^s last new song. This done, at half-past nine,

he is to be seen striding across Kensington Gardens,

to wait upon the before-named Miss Crick, at Lament

House. Transport yourself in imagination to the

Misses Kittle’s seminary, Potzdam Villa, Upper

Hoinerton, four miles from Shoreditch : and at half-

past two, Professor Kubbery is to be seen swinging

along towards the gate. Somebody is on the look-out

for him
;
indeed it is his eldest daughter, Marianne,

who has*been pacing the shrubbery, and peering over

the green railings this half-hour past. She is with

the Misses Kittle on the ‘^mutual system,” a thousand

times more despised than the butchers’ and the

grocers’ daughters, who are educated on the same

terms, and whose i)apas are warm men in Aldgate.

Wednesday is the hapjnest day of Marianne’s week,

and this the happiest hour of Wednesday. Behold I

Professor Rubbery wipes his hot brows and kisses the

poor thing, and they go in together out of the rain, and

he tells her that the twins are well out of the measles,

thank God I and that Tom has just done the Antin-

ous, in a way that must make him sure of the Acad-

emy prize, and that mother is better of her rheumatism

now. He has brought her a letter, in large round-

hand, from Polly
;
a famous soldier, drawn by little

Frank
;
and when, after his two hours’ lesson, Rub-

bery is off again, our dear Marianne cons over the

letter and picture a hundred times with soft tearful

smiles, and stows them away in an old writing-desk,

amidst a heap more of precious home relics, wretched

trumpery scraps and baubles, that you and T, Madam,
would sneer at ; but that in the poor child’s eyes (and,
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1 think, in the eyes of One who knows how to value

widows’ mites and humble sinners’ offerings) are better

than bank-notes and Pitt diamonds. 0 kind Heaven,

that has given these treasures to the poor! Many
and many an hour does Marianne lie awake with full

eyes, and yearn for that wretched old lodging in How-
land Street, where mother and brothers lie sleeping

;

and, gods ! what a f^te it is, when twice or thrice in

the year she comes home!

I forget how many hundred millions of miles, for

how man}^ billions of centuries, how many thousands

of decillions of angels, peris, houris, demons, afreets,

and the like, Mahomet travelled, lived, and counted,

during the time that some water was falling from a

bucket to the ground
;
but have we not been wander-

ing most egregiously away from Kubbery, during the

minute in which his daughter is changing his shoes,

and taking off his reeking mackintosh in the hall of

Potzdam Villa? She thinks him the finest artist

that ever cut an IT. B.
;
that ’s positive : and as a

drawing-master, his merits are wonderful
;
for at the

Misses Kittle’s annual vacation festival, when the

young ladies’ drawings are exhibited to their mammas
and relatives (Rubbery attending in a clean shirt,

with his wife’s large brooch stuck in it, and drinking

negus along with the very best)
;
— at the annual

festival, I say, it will be found that the sixty-four

drawings exhibited— “ Tintern Abbey,” Kenilworth

Castle,” “ Horse— from Carl Vernet,” “ Head— from

West,” or what not (say sixteen of each sort) — are

the one exactly as good as the other
;
so that, although

Miss Slamcoe gets the prize, there is really no reason

why Miss Timson, who is only four years old, should

not have it
;
her design being accurately stroke for
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stroke, tree for tree, curl for curl, tUe same as Mfss

Slamcoe’s, who is eighteen. The fact is, that of these

drawings, Rubbery, in the coui’se of the year, has

done every single stroke, although the girls and their

parents ate ready to take their affidavits (or, as I

heard once a great female grammarian say, their

affies davit) that the drawing-master has never been’

near the sketches. This is the way with them
;
but

mark !— when young ladies comes home, are settled

in life, and mammas of families,— can they design so

much as a horse, or a dog, or a “ moo-cow for little

Jack who bawls out for them ? Not they ! Rubbery's

pupils have no more notion of drawing, any more

than Sepio's of painting, when that eminent artist is

away.

Between tliese two gentlemen lie a whole class of

teachers of drawing, who resemble them more or less,

I am ashamed to say that Rubbery takes his pipe in

the parlor of an hotel, of which the largest room is

devoted to the convenience of poor people, amateurs

of British gin : whilst Sepio trips down to the Club,

and has a pint of the smallest claret : but of course

the tastes of men vary
;
and you find them simple or

presuming, careless or prudent, natural and vulgar,

or false and atrociously genteel, in all ranks and
stations of life.

As for the other persons mentioned at the begin-

ning of this discourse, namely; the cheap portrait-

painter, the portrait-cutter in sticking-plaster, and
Miss Croke, the teacher of mezzotint and Poonah
painting,— nothing need be,said of them in this place,

as we have to speak of matters more important.

Only about Miss Croke, or about other professors of

cheap art, let the reader most sedulously avoid them.

Mezzotinto is a take-in, Poonah-paiiiting a rank, vil
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iatious deception. So is Grecian art without hnish

or pencils.” These are only small inecluaiical con-

trivances, over which young ladies are made to lose

time. And now, having disposed of these small skir^

mishers who hover round the great body of Artists,

we are arrived in presence of the main force, that we
must begin to attack in form. In the “ partition of

the earth,” as it has* been described by Schiller, the

reader will remember that the poet, finding himself

at the end of a general scramble without a single

morsel of plunder, applied passionately to Jove, who
pitied the poor fellow’s condition, and complimented

liim with a seat in the Empyrean. “ The strong and

tfie cunning,” says Jupiter, ‘^have seized upon the

inheritance of the world, whilst thou wert star-gazing

and rhyming: not one single acre remains wherewith

I can endow thee
;
but, in revenge, if thou art dis-

posed to visit me in my own heaven, come when thou

wilt, it is always open to thee.”

The cunning and strong have scrambled and strug-

gled more on our own little native spot of earth than

in any other place on the world’s surface
;
and the

English poet (whether he handles a pen or a pencil,

has little other refuge than that windy, unsubstantial

one which Jove has vouchsafed to him. Such airy

board and lodging is, however, distasteful to many;
who prefer, therefore, to give up their poetical calling,

and, in a vulgar beef-eating world, to feed upon and

fight for vulgar beef.

For such persons (among the class of painters), it

may be asserted that portrait-painting was invented.

It is the Artist’s compromise with heaven
;

the light

of common day,” in which, after a certain quantity of

‘travel from the East,” the genius fades at last.

Abbe Bai*thelemy (v/ho sent Le Jeune Anacharsis
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travelling through Greece in the time of Plato,—

travelling through ancient Greece in lace ruffles, red

heels, and a pigtail),— Abb6 Bartheleiny, I say, de-

clares that somebody was once standing against a wall

in the sun, and that somebody else traced the outline

of somebody’s shadow; and so painting was in-

vented,” Angelica Kauffmann has made a neat pic-

ture of this neat subject; and very well worthy she

was of handling it. Her painting might grow out of

a wall and a piece of charcoal
;
and honest Barthelemy

might be satisfied that he had here traced the true

origin of the art. What a base pedigree have these

abominable Greek, French, and High-I)ut(di heathens

invented for that which is divine !— a wall, ye gods,

to be represented as the father of that which came

down radiant from you ! The man who invented such

a blasphemy, ought to be impaled upon broken bottles,

or shot off pitilessly by spring-guns, nailed to the bricks

like a dead owl or a weasel, or tied up— a kind of vul-

gar Prometheus— and baited forever by the house-dog.

But let not our indignation carry us too far. Lack
of genius in some, of bread in others, of patronage in

a shop-keeping world, that thinks only of the useful,

and is little inclined to study the sublime, has turned

thousands of persons calling themselves, and wishing

to be, Artists, into so many common face-painters, who
must look out for the kalon ” in the fat features of

a red-gilled Alderman, or, at best, in a pretty, simper-

ing, white-necked beauty from “Alrnack’s.” The
dangerous charms of these latter, especially, have se-

duced away many painters
;
and we often think that

this very physical superiority which English ladies

possess, this tempting brilliancy of health and com-

pletion, which belongs to them more than to any

others, has operated upon our Artists as a serious dis-
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advantage, and kept them from better things. The
French call such beauty La Beauti du Diable ;

” and

a devilish power it has truly
;
before our Armidas and

Helens how many Rinaldos and Parises have fallen,

who are content to forget their glorious calling, and
slumber away their energies in the laps of these soft

tempters. 0 ye British enchantresses ! I never see

a gilded annuahbook, without likening it to a small

island near Cape Pelorus, in Sicily, whither, by twang-

ing of harps, singing of ravishing melodies, glancing

of voluptuous eyes, and the most beautiful fashion-

able undress in the world, the naughty sirens lured

the passing seaman. Steer clear of them, ye Artists !

pull, pull for your lives, ye crews of Suffolk Street

and the Water-Color gallery ! stop your ears, bury

your eyes, tie yourselves to the mast, and away with

you from the gaudy, smiling Books of Beauty.’^

Land, and you are ruined ! Look well among the

flowers on yonder beach— it is whitened with the

bones of painters.

For my part, I never have a model under seventy,

and her with several shawls and a cloak on. By these

means the imagination gets fair play, and the morals

remain unendangered.

Personalities are odious
;
but let the British public

look at the pictures of the celebrated Mr. Shalloon—
the moral British public— and say whether our

grandchildren (or the grandchildren of the exalted

personages whom Mr. Shalloon paints) will not have

a queer idea of the manners of their grandmammas,

as they are represented in the most beautiful, dexter-

ous, captivating water-color drawings that ever were ?

Heavenly powers, how they simper and ogle! with

what gimcracks of lace, ribbons, ferronieres, smelling-

bottles, and what not, is every one of them over
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loaded ! What shoulders, what ringlets, what funny

little pug-dogs do they most of them exliibit to us

!

The days of Laiicret and Watteau are lived over again,

and the court ladies of the time of Queen Victoria

look as moral as the immaculate countesses of the

days of Louis Quinze. The last President of the

Royal Academy ^ is answerable for many sins, and

many imitators; especially for that gay, simpering,

meretricious look which he managed to give to every

lady who sat to him for her portrait; and T do not

know a more curious contrast than that which may be

perceived by any one who will examine a collection of

his portraits by the side of some by Sir Joshua Rey-

nolds. They seem to have painted different races 6f

people
;
and when one hears very old gentlemen talk-

ing of the superior beauty that existed in their early

days (as very old gentlemen, from IS’estor downwards,

have and will), one is inclined to believe that there is

some truth in what they say
;
at least, that the men

and women under George the Third were far superior

to their descendants in the time of George the Fourth.

Whither has it fled— that calm matronly grace, or

beautiful virgin innocence, which belonged to the

happy women who sat to Sir Joshua ? Sir Thomas’s

ladies are ogling out of their gilt frames, and asking

us for admiration
;
Sir Joshua’s sit quiet, in maiden

meditation fancy free, not anxio\is for applause, but

sure to command it
;
a thousand times more lovely in

their sedate serenity than Sir Thomas’s ladies in their

smiles, and their satin ball-dresses.

But this is not the general notion, and the ladies

prefer the manner of the modern Artist. Of course,

such being the case, the painters must follow the

fashion. One could point out half a dozen Artists

^ Sir Thomas Lawrence.
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who, at Sir Thomas’s death, have seized upon a shred

of his somewhat tawdry mantle. There is Carmine,

for instance, a man of no small repute, who will stand

as the representative of his class.

Carmine has had the usual education of a painter

in this country; he can read and write— that is, has

spent years drawing the figure — and has made his

foreign tour. Tb may be that he had original talent

once, but he has learned to forget this, as the great

bar to his success
;
and must imitate, in order to live.

He is among Artists what a dentist is among surgeons

— a man who is employed to decorate the human
head, and who is paid enormously for so doing. You
know one of Carmine’s beauties at any exhibition, and

see the process by which they are manufactured. He
lengthens the noses, widens the foreheads, 0})ens the

eyes, and gives them the proper languishing leer
;

di-

minishes the mouth, and infallibly tips the ends of it

with a pretty smile of his favorite color. He is a per-

sonable, white-lianded, bald-headed, middle-aged man
now, with that grave blandness of look which one sees

in so many prosperous empty-headed people. He has

a collection of little stories and court gossip about

Lady This, and my particular friend, Lord So-and-so,”

which he lets off in succession to every sitter : indeed,

a most bland, irreproachable, gentlemanlike man. He
gives most jiatronizing advice to young Artists, and

makes apgint of praising all— not certainly too much,

but in a gentlemanlike, indifferent, simpering way.

This should be the maxim with prosperous persons,

who have had to make their way, and wish to keep

what they have made. They praise everybody, and

are called good-natured, benevolent men. Surely no

benevolence is so easy
;

it simply consists in lying, and

smiling, and wishing everybody well. You will get to
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do so quite naturally at last, and at no expense of

truth. At first, when a man has feelings of his own
— feelings of love or of anger— this perpetual grin

and good-humor is hard to maintain. I used to imag-

ine, when I first knew Carmine, that there were some

particular springs in his wig (that glossy, oily, curly

crop of chestnut hair) that pulled up his features into a

smile, and kept the muscles so fixed for the day. I don^t

think so now, and should say he grinned, even when
he was asleep and his teeth were out

;
the smile does

not lie in the manufacture of the wig, but in the con-

struction of the brain. Claude Carmine has the organ

of do7iH-care-a-damn-ativeness wonderfully developed^

not that reckless doii*t-care-a-damn-ativeness which

leads a man to disregard all the world, and himself

into the bargain. Claude stops before he comes to

himself; but beyond that individual member of the

Royal Academy, has not a single sympathy for a sin-

gle human creature. The account of his friends^

deaths, woes, misfortunes, or good luck, he receives

with equal good -nature; he gives three splendid din-

ners per annum, Gunter, Dukes, Fortnum, and Mason,

everything
;
he dines out the other three hundred and

sixty-two days in the year, and was never known to

give away a shilling, or to advance, for one half-hour,

the forty pounds per quarter wages that he gives to

Mr. Scumble, who works the backgrounds, limbs, and

draperies of his portraits.

He is not a good painter: how should he be
;
whose

painting as it were never goes beyond a whisper, and

who would make a general simpering as he looked at an
advancing cannon-ball ?— but he is not a bad painter,

being a keen respectable man of the world, who has a

cool head, and knows what is what. In France, where

tigerism used to be the fashion among the painters, I
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make no doubt Carmine would have let his beard and
wig grow, and looked the fiercest of the fierce

;
but

with us a man must be genteel
;
the perfection of

style (in writing and in drawing rooms) being de ne

pas on avoivy^ Carmine of course is agreeably vapid.

His conversation has accordingly tin? flavor and brisk-

ness of a clear, brilliant, stale bottle of soda-water, —
once in five minutes or so, you see rising up to the

surface a little bubble — a little tiny shining point of

wit,— it rises and explodes feebly, and then dies.

With regard to wit, people of fashion (as we are given

to understand) are satisfied with a mere soupgon of it.

Anything more were indecorous
;
a genteel stomach

could not bear it : Carmine knows the exact proportions

of the dose, and would not ventur^^ to administer to his

sitters anything beyond the recpiisite quantity.

There is a great deal more said here about Carmine
— the man, than Carmine — the Artist ; but what can

be written about the latter? New ladies in white

satin, new Generals in red, new Peers in scarlet and

ermine, and stout Members of Parliament pointing to

inkstands and sheets of letter-])aper, with a Turkey-

carpet beneath them, a red curtain above them, a

Doric ])illar supporting them, and a tremendous storm

of thunder and lightning lowering and flashing in the

background, spring up every year, and take their due

positions “ upon the line in the Academy, and send

their compliments of hundreds to swell Canniness

heap of Consols. If he paints Lady Flummery for the

tenth time, in the character of the tenth Muse, what

need have we to say anything about it ? The man is

a good workman, and will manufacture a decent arti-

cle at the best price
;
but we should no more think of

noticing each, than of writing fresh critiques upon

every new coat that Nugee or Stultz turned out. The
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papers say, in reference to his picture 591.

^Full-length portrait of her Grace the Duchess of

Doldrum. Carmine, K. A.^ Mr. Carmine never fails;

this work, like all others, by the same artist, is excel-

lent ;
”— or, ‘‘ Ko. 591, etc. The lovely Duchess of

Doldrum has received from Mr. Carmine’s pencil am-

ple justice
;
the cAm/ oseiiro of the picture is perfect;

the likeness admirable
;

the keeping and coloring

have the true Titianesque gusto
;

if we might hint a

fault, it has the left ear of the lap-dog a ^ little ’ out of

drawing.”

Then, perhaps, comes a criticism which says :
—

“The Duchess of Doldrum’s picture by Mr. Carmine

is neither better nor worse than five hundred other

performances of the same artist. It would be very

unjust to say that these portraits are bad, for they

have really a considerable cleverness
;
but to say that

they were good, would be quite as false
;
nothing in our

eyes was ever further from being so. Every ten years

Mr. Carmine exhibits what is called an original picture

of three inches square, but beyond this, notliing origi-

nal is to be found in him ; as a lad, he (jopied Key-

nolds, then Opie, then Lawrence
;
then having made a

sort of style of his own, he has copied himself ever

since,” etc.

And then the critic goes on to consider the vari-

ous parts of Carmine’s pictures. In S))eaking of

critics, their peculiar relationship with painters ought
not to be forgotten

;
and as in a former paper we have

seen how a fashionable authoress has her critical

toadies, in like manner has the painter his enemies

and friends in the press; with this difference, proba-

bly, that the writer can bear a fair {quantity of abuse

without wincing, wliile the artist not uncommonly
grows mad at such strictures, considers them as per-
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sonal matters, inspired by a private feeling of hostility,

and hates the critic for life who has ventured to ques-

tion his judgment in any way. We have said before,

poor Academicians, for how many conspiracies are

you made to answer I We may add now, poor critics,

what black personal animosities are discovered for

you, when you happen (right or wrong, but according

tc your best ideas) to speak the truth ! Say that

Snooks’s picture is badly colored. — “0 Heavens !

”

shrieks Snooks, what can I have done to olfend this

fellow ? ” Hint that such a figure is badly drawn—
and Snooks instantly declares you to be his personal

enemy, actuated only by envy and vile pique. My
friend Pebbler, himself a famous Artist, is of opin-

ion that the critic should never abuse the painter’s

performances, because, says he, the painter knows
much better than any one else what his own faults

are, and because you never do him any good.

Are men of the brush so obstinate ?— very likely

:

but the publie— the public? are we not to do our

duty by it too
;
and, aided by our superior knowledge

and genius for the fine arts, point out to it the way it

should go ? Yes, surely
;
and as by the efforts of

dull or interested critics many bad painters have been

palmed off upon the nation as geniuses of the first

degree; in like manner, the sagacious and disinter-

ested (like some we could name) have endeavored to

provide this British nation with pure principles of

taste,— or at least, to prevent them from adopting

such as are impure.

Carmine, to be sure, comes in for very little abuse

;

and, indeed, he deserves but little. He is a fashion-

able painter, and preserves the golden mediocrity

whicMis necessary for the fashion. Let us bid him

good-lit He lives in a house all to himself, most
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' likely,— has a footman, sometimes a carriage
;

is apt

to belong to the Athenaeum
;
” and dies universally

respected
;
that is, not one single soul cares for him

dead, as he, living, did not care for one single soul.

Then, perhaps, we should mention M^Gilp, or

Blather, rising young men, who will fill Carmine’s

place one of these days, and occupy his house in
^

when the fulness of time shall come, and (he borne to

a narrow grave in the Harrow Road by the whole
mourning Royal Academy) they shall leave their

present first floor in Newman Street, and step into

his very house and shoes.

There is little difference between the juniors and
the seniors

;
they grin when they are talking of film

together, and express a perfect confidence that they

can paint a head against Carmine any day— as very

likely they can. But until his demise, they are occu-

pied with painting people about the Regent’s Park
and Russell Square

;
are very glad to have the chance

of a popular clergyman, or a college tutor, or a mayor
of Stoke Poges after the Reform Bill. Such char,

acters are commonly mezzotinted afterwards
;
and

the portrait of our esteemed townsman So-and-so, by
that talented artist Mr. M’Gilp, of London, is favor-

ably noticed by the provincial press, and is to be

found over the sideboards of many country gentle?

men. If they come up to town, to whom do they go ?

To M’Gilp, to be sure
;
and thus, slowly, his practice

and his prices increase.

The Academy student is a personage that should

not be omitted here; he resembles very much, out-

wardly, the medical student, and has many of the

latter’s habits and pleasures. He very often wears
a broad-brimmed hat and a fine dirty crimson velvet

waistcoat, his hair commonly grows long, and he has
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braiding to his pantaloons. He worlrs leisurely at^

the Academy, he loves theatres, billiards, and novels,

and has his house-of-call somewhere in the neigh-

borhood of Saint Martin’s Lane, where he and his

brethren meet and sneer at Eoyal Academicians. If

you ask him what line of art he pursues, he answers

with a smile exceedingly supercilious, “ Sir, I am an

historical painter;” meaning that lie will only con-

descend to take subjects from Hume, or Robertson,

or from the classics— which he knows nothing about.

This stage of an historical painter is only })reparatory,

lasting perhaps from eighteen to five-and-twenty,

when the gentleman’s madness begins to disappear,

and he comes to look at life st(‘rnly in the face, and

to learn that man shall not live by historical painting

alone. Then our friend falls to portrait-painting, or

annual-painting, or makes some other such sad com-

promise with necessity.

He has probablj" a small patrimony, which defrays

the charge of his studies and cheap ]>leasures during

his period of apprenticeshi]), }1(‘ makes the ohJlgi

tour to France and Italy, and returns from those

countries with a multitude of spoiled canvases, and a

large pair of mustaches, with wdiich h(‘ establishes

himself in one of the dingy streets of Soho before

mentioned. There is poor Tipsoii, a man of indomita-

ble patience, and undying enthusiasm for his profes-

sion. Ho could pa})er Exeter Hall with his studies from

the life, and with portraits in chalk and oil of French

sapeurs and Italian brigands, that kindly descend

from their mountain-caverns, and quit their murder-

ous occupations, in order to sit to young gentlemen at

Rome, at the rate of tenpeiice an hour. Pipson

returns from abroad, establishes himself, has his cards

printed, and waits and waits for commissions for
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great historical pictures. Meanwhile, night after

night, he is to be found at his old place in the Acad-

emy, copying the old life-guardsman — working,

working away— and never advancing one jot. At
eighteen, Pipson copied statues and life-guardsmen to

admiration
;
at five-and-thirty he can make admirable

drawings of life-guardsmen and statues. Beyond this

he never goes
;
year after year his historical picture

is returned to him by the envious Academicians, and

he grows old, and his little patrimony is long since

spent
;
and he earns nothing himself. How does he

support hope and life ?— that is the wonder. No one

knows until he tries (which God forbid he should I)

upon what a small matter hope and life can be sup-

ported. Our poor fellow lives on from year to year

in a miraculous way
;
tolerably cheerful in the midst

of his semi-starvation, and wonderfully confident

about next year, in spite of the failures of the last

twenty-five. Let us thank God for imparting to us,

poor weak mortals, the inestimable blessing of vanity.

How many half-witted votaries of the arts — poets,

painters, actors, musicians— live upon this food, and

scarcely any other ! If the delusion were to drop

from Pipson’s eyes, and he should see himself as he

is,— if some malevolent genius were to mingle with

his feeble brains one fatal particle of common sense,

— he w^ould just walk off Waterloo Bridge, and

abjure ])overty, incapacity, cold lodgings, unpaid

baker^s bills, ragged elbows, and deferred hopes, at

once and forever. »

We do not mean to depreciate the profession of

historical painting, but simply to warn youth against

it as dangerous and unprofitable. It is as if a young

fellow should say, “I will be a Eaffaelle or a Titian,

— a Milton or a Shakspeare,” and if he will count up
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how many people have lived since the world began,

and how many there have been of tl^e Eaffaelle dr

Shakspeare sort, he can calculate to a nicety what

are the chances in his favor. Even successful histori-

cal painters, what are they ?— in a worldly point of

view, they mostly inhabit the second floor, or have

great desolate studios in back premises, whither life-

guardsmen, old-clothesmen, blackamoors, and other

properties ” are conducted, to flgiire at full length as

Eoman coiupierors, Jewish high-[)riests, or Othellos

on canvas. Then there ai*e gay, smart, water-color

painters,— a flourishing and pleasant trade. Then
there are shabby, fiercc-looking geniuses, in ringlets,

and all but rags, who paint, and whose pictures are

never sold, and who vow they are the objects of some

general and scoundrelly conspiracy. There are land-

scape-painters, who travel to the uttermost ends of

the earth and brave heat and cold, to bring to the

greedy British public views of Cairo, Calcutta, St.

Petersburg, Timbuctoo. You see English artists

under the shadow of the Pyramids, making sketches

of the Copts, perched on the backs of dromedaries,

accompanying a caravan across the desert, or getting

materials for an annual in Iceland or Siberia. What
genius and what energy do noj they all exhibit— these

men, whose profession, in this wise country of ours, is

scarcely considered as liberal

!

If we read the works of the Eeverend Dr. Lem-
priere, Monsieur Winckelmann, Professor Plato, and

others iprho have written concerning the musty old

Grecians, we shall find that the Artists of those bar-

barous times meddled with all sorts of trades besides

their own, and dabbled in fighting, philosophy, meta-

physics, both Scotch and German, politics, music, and

the deuce knows what. A rambling sculptor, wliQ
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used to go about giving lectures in those days, Soc-

rates by name, declared that the wisest of men in his

time were artists. This Plato, before mentioned,

went through a regular course of drawing, figure and

landscape, black-lead, chalk, with or without stump,

sepia, water-color, and oils. Was there ever such

absurdity known ? Among tliese benighted heathens,

painters were the most accomplished gentlemen, —
and the most accomplished gentlemen were painters

;

the former would make you a speech, or read you a

dissertation on Kant, or lead you a regiment, — with

the very best statesman, philosopher, or soldiei' in

Athens. And they had the folly to say, that by thus

busying and accomplishing themselves in all manly

studies, they were advancing eminently in their own
peculiar one. What was the consequence ? Why,
that fellow Socrates not only made a miserable fifth-

rate sculptor, but was actually hanged for treason.

And serve him right. Do our young artists study

anything beyond the proper way of cutting a pencil,

or drawing a model ? Do you hear of them hard at

work over books, and bothering their brains with

musty learning ? Kot tliey, forsooth : we understand

the doctrine of division of labor, and each man sticks

to his trade. Artists do not meddle with the ]nirsuits

of the rest of the world
;
and, in revenge, the rest of

the world does not meddle with Artists. Fancy an

Artist being a senior wrangler or a politician
;
and on

the other hand, fancy a real gentleman turned

painter ! Ko, no
;
ranks are defined. A re^ gentle-

man may get money by the law, or by wearing a red

coat and fighting, or a black one and preaching
;
but

that he should sell hims(df to Art— forbid it, Heaven!

And do not let your ladyship on reading this cry,

Stuff !— stupid envy, rank republicanism,— an art-
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ist is a gentleman.” Madam, would you like to see

your son, the Honorable Fitzroy Plantagenet, ^

painter? You would die sooner; the escutcheon of

the Smigsmags would be blotted forever, if Plan-

tagenet ever ventured to make a mercantile use of h

bladder of paint.

Time was— some hundred years back — when
writers lived in Grub Street, and poor ragged John-

son shrunk behind a screen in Cave’s parlor— that

the author’s trade was considered a very mean one

;

which a gentleman of family could not take up but as

an amateur. This absurdity is pretty nearly worn

out now, and I do humbly hope and pray for the day

when the other shall likewise disappear. If there be

any nobleman with a talent that way, why— why
don’t we see him among the E.A.’s ?

601. The Schoolmaster. A Sketch ) Bnim, Henry. Lord, i?. A. A.
taken abroad ) of the National Institute of

I
Muconkey, Right Honorable T. B.

603. Murder of the Babes in the ) Rustle, Lord J.

Tower I Pill, Right Honorable Sir Robert.
504. A little Agitation O’Carrol, Daniel, M.R.l.A.

Fancy, I say, such names as these figuring in the

catalogue of the Academy : and why should they not ?

The real glorious days of the art (which wants equal-

ity and not patronage) will revive then. Patronage

— a plague on the word!— it implies inferiority;

and in the name of all that is sensible, why is a

respectable country gentleman, or a city attorney’s

lady, or |iny person of any rank, however exalted, to

“ patronize ” an Artist

!

There are some who sigh for the past times, when
magnificent, swaggering ’Peter Paul Eubeus (who

himself patronized a queen) rode abroad with a score

of gentlemen in his train, and a purse-bearer to scat-
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ter ducats
;
and who love to think how he was made

an English knight and a Spanish grandee, and went

of embassies as if he had been a born marquis.

Sweet it is to remember, too, that Sir Antony Van-

dyck, K.B., actually married out of the peerage ; and

that when Titian dropped his mahlstick, the Emperor

Charles V. picked it up (O gods! what heroic self-

devotion) — picked it up, saying, “I can make fifty

dukes, but not one Titian.’’ Nay, was not the Pope

of Rome going to make llaffaelle a Cardinal, — and

were not these golden days ?

Let us say at once ^^No.” The very fuss made
about certain painters in the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries shows that the body of artists had no

rank or position in the world. They hung upon

single patrons : and every man who holds his place

by such a tenure, must feel liimself an inferior, more

or less. The times are changing now, and as authors

are no longer compelled to send their works abroad

under the guardianship of a great man and a slavish

dedication, painters, too, are beginning to deal directly

with the public. Who are the great picture-buyers

now?— the engravers and their employers, the peo-

ple,— the only source of legitimate power,” as they

say after dinner. A fig then for Cardinal’s hats ! were

Mr. O’Connell in power to-morrow, lot us hope he

would not give one, not even a paltry bishopric in

partibusj to the best painter in the Academy. What
need have they of honors out of the profession?

Why are they to be beknighted like a parcel of

aldermen ?— for my part, I solemnly declare, that I

will take nothing under a peerage, after the exhibi-

tion of my great picture, and don’t see, if painters

must have titles conferred upon tliom for eminent

services, why the Marquis of Mulready or the Earl of
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Xi&iids66r slxonld not sit in tlio liouso ^ well se 3njr

law or soldier lord.

The truth to be elicited from this little digressive
dissertation is this painful oue^— that young Artists
are not generally as well instructed as they should
be; and let the Eoyal Academy look to it, and give
some sound courses of lectures to their pupils on lit-

erature and histoiy, as well as on anatomy, or light

aud shade.
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TO

CAPTAIN SAMUEL LEWIS.

OF THE PENINSULAK AND ORIENTAL STEAM NAVIGATION COM-

PANY'S SERVICE.

My dear Lewis,— After a voyage, during which

the captain of the sliip has displayed .uncommon

courage, seamanship, affability, or other good quali-

ties, grateful passengers ofttm present him with a

tqhen of their esteem, in the shape of teapots, tan-

kards, trays, etc. of precious metal. Among authors,

however, bullion is a mucli rarer commodity than

paper, whereof I beg you to accept a little in the

shape of this small volume. It contains a few notes

of a voyage which your skill and kindness rendered

doubly pleasant
;
and of which I don’t think there is

any recollection more agreeable than that it was the

occasion of making your friendship.

If the noble company in whose service you com-

mand (and whose fleet alone makes them a third-rate

maritime power in Europe) should appoint a few ad-

mirals in their navy, I hope to hear that your flag is

lioisted on board one of the grandest of their steamers.

But, I trust, even there you will not forget the

Iberia,” and the delightful Mediterranean cruise we
had in her in the Autumn of 1844.

Most faithfully yours,

My dear Lewis,

W. M. THACKERAY.
London, December 24, 1845.





PREFACE.

On the 20tli ox 'August, 1844, the writer of this

little book went to dine at the “ Club,’^ quite un-

conscious of the wonderful events which Fate had in

store for him.

Mr. William was there, giving a farewell dinner to

his friend, Mr. James (now 8ir James). These two

asked Mr. Titmarsh to join company with them, and|

the conversation naturally fell upon toxir, Mr.

James was about to take. Tlie l^eninsular and Orien-

tal Company had arranged an excursion in the Medi-

terranean, by which, in the space of a couple of

months, as many men and cities were to be seen as

Ulysses surveyed and noted in ten years. Malta,

Athens, Smyrna, Constantinople, Jerusalem, Cairo,

were to be visited, and everybody was to be back in

London by Lord Mayor^s Day.

The idea of beholding tliese famous places inflamed

Mr.*Titmarsh’s mind
;
and the charms of such a jour-

ney were eloquently impressed upon him by Mr.

James. ^^Come,’’ said that kind and hospitable gen-

tleman, ‘^and make one of iny family party; in all

your life you will never,probably have a chance again

to see so much in’ so short a time. Consider— it is
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as easy as a journey to Pari$ or to Baden.” Mr. Tit-

in§rsh considered all these things
;
but also the diffi-

culties 6f the situation : he had but six-and-thirty

hours to get ready for so portentous a journey— he

had engagements at home— finally, could he afford

it ? In spite of these objections, however, with every

glass of claret the enthusiasm somehow rose, and the

difiiculties vanished.

But when Mr. James, to crown all, said he had no

doubt that his friends, the Directors of the Peninsular

and Oriental Company, would make Mr. Tifcmarsh the

present of a berth for the voyage, all objections ceased

on his part : to break his outstanding engagements —
to write letters to his amazed family, stating that

they were not to expect him at dinner on Saturday

fortoi^j^t, as he would be at Jerusalem on that day—
to purcliase eighteen shirts and lay in a sea stock of

Russia ducks, ^ was the work of four-and-twenty

hours
;
and on the 22d of August, the “ Lady Mary

Wood” was sailing from Southampton with the ^‘sub-

ject of the present memoir,” quite astonished to find

himself one of the passengers on board.

These important statements are made partly to

convince some incredulous friends— who insist still

that the writer never went abroad at all, and wrote

the following pages, out of pure fancy, in retirement

at Putney
;
but mainly, to give him an opportunity

of thanking the Directors of the Company in question

for a delightful excursion.

It was one *8o easy, so charming, and I thmk prof-

itable— it leaves such a store ot pleasant recollections
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for after days— and creates so many new sources of

interest (a newspaper letter from Beyrout, or Maliba,

or Algiers, has twice the interest now that it had for-

merly),— that I can’t but recommend all persons who

have time and means to make a similar journey—
vacation idlers to extend their travels and pursue it

:

above all, young well-educated men entering life, to

take this course, we will say, after that at college;

and, having their book-learning fresli in their minds,

see the living people and their cities, and the actual

aspect of Nature,^ along the famous shores of the

Mediterranean.





A JOURNEY FROM CORNHILL TO CAIRO.

CHAPTEE L

VlCrO.

The sun brouglit all the sick people out of their

berths this morning, and the indescribable moans and

noises which had been issuing from behind the fine

painted doors on each side of tlie cabin happily

ceased. Long before sunrise, 1 had the good fortune

to discover that it was no longer necessary to main-

tain the horizontal posture, and, the very instant

this truth was apparent, came on deck, at two o’clock

in the morning, to see a noble full moon sinking west-

ward, and millions of the most brilliant stars shining

overhead. The niglit was so serenely pure, that you

saw them in magnificent airy perspective; the blue

sky around and over them, and other more distant

orbs sparkling above, till they glittered away faintly

into the immeasurable distance. The ship went

rolling over a heavy, sweltering, calm sea. The
breeze was a warm and soft one; quite different to the

rigid air we had left behind us, two days since, off the

Isle of Wight. The bell kept tolling its half-hours,

and the mate explained the mystery of watch and

dog-watch.
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The sight of that noble scene cured all the woes
and discomfitures of sea-sickness at onc§, and if there

were any need to communicate such secrets to the

public, one might tell of much more good that the

pleasant morning-watch effected
;
but there are a set

of emotions about which a man had best be shy of

talking lightly, — and the feelings excited by contem-

plating this vast, magnificent, harmonious Nature are

among these. The view of it inspires a delight and
ecstasy which is not only hard to describe, but,which
has something secret in it that a man should not

utter loudly. Hope, memory, humility, tender yearn-

ings towards dear friends, and inexpressible love ai\d

reverence towards the Power which created the infi-

nite universe blazing above eternally, and the vast

ocean shining and rolling around — fill the heart

with a solemn, humble happiness, that a person dwell-

ing in a city has rarely occasion to enjoy. They are

coming away from London parties at this time: the

dear little eyes are closed in sleep under mother^s

wing. How far off city cares and pleasures appear to

be ! how small and mean they seem, dwindling out of

sight before this magnificent brightness of Nature!
But the best thoughts only grow and strengthen under
it. Heaven shines above, and tlie humbled spirit

looks up reverently towards that boundless aspect of

wisdom and beauty. Y'ou are at home, and with all

at rest there, however far away they may be; and
through the distance the heart broods over them,

bright and wakeful like yonder peaceful stars

overhead.

The day was as fine and calm as the night
;
at seven

bells, suddenly a bell began to toll very much like

that of a country church, and on going on deck we
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found an «wning raised, a desk with a flag flung over

it close to the compass, and the ship’s company and

passengers assembled there to hear the captain read

the Service in a manly respectful voice. This, too,

was a novel and touching sight to me. Peaked ridges

of purple mountains rose to the left of the ship, —
Finisterre and the coast of Galicia. The sky above

was cloudless and shining
;
the vast dark oceon smiled

peacefully round about, and the ship went rolling

over it, as the people within were praising the Maker
of all.

*

In honor of the day, it was announced that the

passengers would be regaled with champagne at

dinner
;
and accordingly that exhilarating liquor was

served out in decent profusion, the company drinking

the captain’s health with the customary orations of

compliment and acknowledgment. This feast was

scarcely ended, when we found ourselves rounding

the headland into Vigo Bay, passing a grim and tall

island of rocky mountains which lies in the centre of

the bay.

Whether it is that the sight of land is always wel-

come to weary mariners, after the perils and annoy-

ances of a voyage of throe days, or wlietlier the place

is in itself extraordinarily beautiful, need not be

argued
;
buf T have seldom seen anything more charm-

ing than the amphitheatre of noble liills into which

the ship now came— all the features of the landscape

being lighted up with a wonderful clearness of air,

which rarely adorns a view in our country. The sun

had not yet set, but over the town and lofty, rocky

castle of Vigo a great ghost of a moon was faintly

visible, which blazed out brighter and brighter as the

superior luminary retired behind the purple moun-
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taitLB of the headland to rest. Before the general

background of waving heights which encompassed

the bay, rose a second semicircle of undulating hills,

as cheerful and green as the mountains behind

them were gray and solemn* Farms and gardens,

convent towers, white villages and churches, and

buildings that no doubt were hermitages once, upon

the sharp peaks of the hills, shone brightly in the

sun. The sight was delightfully cheerful, animated,

and pleasing.

Presently the captain roared out the magic words,

Stop her !
’’ and the obedient vessel came to a stand-

still, at some three hundred yards from the little

town, with its white houses clambering up a rock,

defended by the superior mountain whereon the

castle stands. Numbers of people, arrayed in various

brilliant colors of red, were standing on the sand

close by the tumbling, shining, purple waves: and

there we beheld, for the first time, the royal red and

yellow standard of 8pain floating on its own ground,

under the guardianship of alight blue sentinel, whose

musket glittered in tlie sun. Numerous boats were

seen, incontinently, to put off from the little shore.

And now our attention was withdrawn from the

land to a sight of great splendor on board. This

was Lieiitenaiit Bundy, the guardian of her Majesty^s

mails, who issued from his cabin in his long swallow-

tailed coat with anchor buttons; his sabre clattering

between his legs
;

a magnificent shirt-collar, of

several inches in height, rising round his good-hu^-

mored sallow face; and above it a cockc<l bat, that

shone, so, I thought it was made of polished tin (it

may have been that or oilskin), handsomely laced

with black worsted, and ornamented with a shining

gold cord. A little squat boat, rowed by three ragged
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gallegos, came bouncing up to the ship. Into this

Mr. Bundy and her Majesty’s royal mail embarked

with much majesty
;
and in the twinkling of an eye,

the royal standard of England, about the size of u

pocket-handkerchief, — and at the bows of the boat

the man-of-war’s pennant, being a strip of bunting

considerably under the value of a farthing, —
streamed out.

“They know that flag, sir,” said the good-natured

old tar, quite solemnly, in the evening afterwards

:

“they respect it, sir.” The authority of her Ma-

jesty’s lieutenant on board tin; steamer is stated to

be so tremendous, that he may order it to stop, to

move, to go larboard, starboard, or wha,t you will;

and the captain dare only disobey him suo

It was agreed that a party of us sliould land for

half an hour, and taste real Spanish chocolate on

Spanish ground. We followed Lieutenant Bundy,

but humbly in the piovider’s boat
;

that officer going

on shore to purchase fresh eggs, milk for tea (in

place of the slimy substitute of wliipped yolk of egg

which we had been using for our morning and even-

ing meals), and, if possible, oysters, for which it is

said the rocks of Vigo are famous.

It was low tide, and tlie boat could not get up

to the dry shore. Hence it was necessary to take

advantage of the offers of sundry gallegos, who
rushed barelegged into the water, to land on their

shoulders. The approved method seems to be, to

sit upon one shoulder onlfy holding on by the porter’s

whiskers
;
and though some of our party were of the

tallest and fattest men whereof our race is composed,

and their living sedans exceedingly meagre and small,

yet all were landed without accident ui^on the juicy

sand, and forthwith surrounded by a host of mendi-
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caDts, screaming, say, sir! penny, sir! I say,

English ! tarn your ays
!
penny !

” in all voices, from

extreme youth to the most lousy and venerable old

age. When it is said that these beggars were as

ragged as those of Ireland, and still more voluble,

the Irish traveller will be able to form an opinion of

their capabilities.

Through this crowd we passed up some steep rocky

steps, through a little low gate, where, in a little

guard-house and barrack, a few dirty little sentinels

were keeping a dirty little guard
;
and by low-roofed,

whitewashed houses, with balconies, and women in

them, — the very same women, with the very same

head-clothes, and yellow fans and eyes, at once sly

and solemn, which Murillo painted, — by a neat

church into which we took a peep, and, finally, into

the Haza del Constitucion, or grand idace of the

town, which may be about as big as that pleasing

square, Pump Court, Temple. We were taken to an

inn, of which I forget the name, and were shown from

one chamber and story to another, till we arrived

at that apartment where the real Spanish chocolate

was finally to be served out. All these rooms were as

clean as scrubbing and whitewash could make them
;

with simple French prints (with S})anish titles) on

the walls; a few rickety half-finished articles of

furniture
;
and, finally, an air of extremely resi)ectable

poverty. A jolly, black-eyed, yellow-shawled Dul-

cinea conducted us through the apartment, and pro-

vided us with the desired r^resliment.

Sounds of clarions drew our eyes to the Place of

the Constitution
;
and, indeed, I had forgotten to say,

that that majestic square was filled with military,

with exceedingly small firelocks, the men ludicrously

young and diminutive for the most part, in a uniform
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at once cheap and tawdry,— like those supplied to

the warriors at Astley’s, or from still humbler theat-

rical wardrobes : indeed, the whole scene was just

like that of a little theatre
;
the houses curiously

small, with arcades and balconies, out of which looked

women apparently a great deal too big for the cham-

bers they inhabited
;
the warriors were in ginghams,

cottons, and tinsel
;
the; officers had Luge epaulets of

sham silver lace drooping over their bosoms, and

looked as if they were attired at a very small

expense. Only the general — the captain-general

(Pooch, they told us, was his name . I know not how
’tis written in Spanish) — was well got up, with a

smart hat, a real feather, huge stars glittering on his

portly chest, and tights and boots of the first order.

Presently, after a good deal of trumpeting, the little

men marched off the place. Pooch and his staff com-

ing into the very inn in which we were awaiting our

chocolate.

Then we had an opportunity of seeing some of the

civilians of the town. Three or four ladies passed,

with fan and mantle
;
to them came three or four

dandies, dressed smartly in the French fashion, with

strong Jewish physiognomies. Tliere was one, a

solemn lean fellow in black, with his collars extremely

turned over, and holding before him a long ivory-

tipped ebony cane, who trii)ped along the little place

with a solemn smirk, whicli gave one an indescribable

feeling of the truth of Gil Bias, and of those delight-

ful bachelors and licentiates who have appeared to us

all in our dreams.

In fact we were but half an hour in this little queer

Spanish town
;
and it appeared like a dream, too, or a

little show got up to amuse us. Boom ! the gun fired

at the end of the funny little entertainment The
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women and the balconies, the beggars and the walfe

ing Murillos, Pooch and the little soldiers in tinsel,

disappeared, and were shut up in their box again.

Once more we were carried on the beggars’ shoulders

out off the shore, and we found ourselves again in the

great stalwart roast-beef world
;

the stout British

steamer bearing out of the bay, whose purple waters

had grown more purple. The sun had set by this

time, and the moon above was twice as big and bright

as our degenerate moons are.

The provider had already returned with his fresh

stores, and Bundy’s tin hat was popped into its case,

and he walking the deck of the packet denuded of

tails. As we went out of the bay, occurred a little

incident with which the great incidents of the day

may be said to wind up. We saw before us a little

vessel, tumbling and plunging about in the dark

waters of the bay, with a bright light beaming from

the mast. It made for us at about a couple of miles

from the town, and came close up, flouncing and bob-

bing in the very jaws of the paddle, which looked as

if it would have seized and twirled round that little

boat and its light, and destroyed them forever and
ever. All the passengers, of course, came crowding

to the ship’s side to look at the bold little boat.

I SAY !
” howled a man

;
I say ! — a word ! — I

say ! Pasagero ! Pasagero ! Pasage-e-ero !
” We were

two hundred yards ahead by this time.

Go on,” says the captain.

You may stop if you like,” says Lieutenant Bundy
exerting his tremendous responsibility. It is evident

that the lieutenant has a soft heart, and felt for the

poor devil in the boat who was howling so piteously

Pasagero !
”

But the captain was resolute. His duty was not to
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take the man up. He was evidently an irregular

customer— some one trying to escape, possibly.

The lieutenant turned away, but did not make any

further hints. The captain was right
;
but we all

felt somehow disappointed, and looked back wistfully

at the little boat, jumping up and down far astern

now
;
the jwor little light shining in vain, and the

poor wretch within screaming out in the most heart-

rending accents a last faint desperate “ I say ! Pasa-

gero-o !

”

We all went down to tea rather melancholy
;
but

the new milk, in the place of that abominable whipped

egg, revived us again
;
and so ended the great events

on board the “ Lady Mary Wood ” steamer, on the

25th August, 1844.



CHAPTER IL

LISBON.— CADIZ.

A GREAT misfortune which befalls a man who has

out a single day to stay in a town, is that fatal duty

which superstition entails upon him of visiting the

chief lions of the city in which he may happen to be.

You must go through the ceremony, however much
you may sigh to avoid it; and however much you

know that the lions in one capital roar very much like

the lions in another
;
that the churches are more or

less large and splendid, the palaces pretty spacious, all

the world over
;
and that there is scarcely a capital city

in this Europe but has its pompous bronze statue or two

of some periwigged, hook-nosed emperor, in a Roman
habit, waving his bronze baton on his broad-flanked

brazen charger. We only saw these state old lions in

Lisbon, whose roar has long since ceased to frighten

one. First we went to the church of St. Roch, to see

a famous piece of mosaic-work there. It is a famous

work of art, and was bought by I don’t know what

king for I don’t know how much money. All this in-

formation may be perfectly relied on, though the fact

is, we did not see the mosaic-work : the sacristan, who
guards it, was yet in bed

;
and it was veiled from our

eyes in a side-chapel by great dirty damask curtains,

which could not be removed, except when the sacris-

tan’s toilet was done; and at the price of a dollar.

So we were spared this mosaic exhibition
;
and I think

I always feel relieved when such an event occurs. I
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feel I have done my duty in coming to see the enorm-

ous animal
;

if he is not at home, virtute mea me, etc.

— we have done our best, and mortal can do no more.

In order to reach that church of the forbidden

mosaic, we had sweated up several most steep and

dasty streets— hot and dusty, although it was but

nine o’clock in the morning. Thence the guide con-

ducted us into some little dust-powdered gardens, in

which the peo])le make believe to enjoy the verdure,

and whence you look over a great part of the arid,

dreary, stony city. There was no smoke, as in honest

London, only dust— dust over the gaunt houses and

the dismal yellow strips of gardens. Many churches

were there, and tall, half-baked-looking public edifices,

that had a dr}^, uncomfortable, earthquaky look, to my
idea. Tlie ground-floors of the spacious houses by

which we passed seemed the coolest and pleasantest

portions of the mansion. They were cellars or ware-

houses, for the most part, in which white-jacketed

clerks sat smoking easy cigars. The streets were

plastered with placards of a bull-fight, to take place

the next evening (there was no opera at that season)
;

but it was not a real Spanish tauromachy— only a

theatrical combat, as you could see by the picture, in

which the horseman was cantering off at three miles

an hour, the bull tripping after him with tips to his

gentle horns. Mules interminable, and almost all ex-

cellently sleek and handsome, were pacing down every

street: here and there, but later in the day, came

clattering along a smart rider on a prancing Spanish

horse; and in the afternoon a few families might be

seen in the queerest old-fashioned little carriages,

drawn by their jolly mules, and swinging between, or

rather before, enormous wheels.

The churches I saw were of the florid periwig archi-
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tenure— I mean of that pompous, cauliflower kind of

ornament which was tlie fashion in Louis the Fif-

teenth's time, at which unlucky period a building

mania seems to have seized upon many of the mon-

archs of Europe, and innumerable public edifices were

erected. It seems to me to have been the period in all

history when society was the least natural, and per-

haps the most dissolute
;
and I have always fancied

that the bloated artificial forms of the architecture

partake of the social disorganization of the time.

Who can respect a simpering ninny, grinning in a

Eoman dress and a full-bottomed wig, who is made
to pass off for a hero; or a fat woman in a hoop,

and of a most doubtful virtue, who leers at you as a

goddess ? In the palaces which we saw, several court

allegories were represented, which, atrocious as they

were in point of art, might yet serve to attract the

regard of the moralizer. There were Faith, Hope, and

Charity restoring Don John to the arms of his happy
Portugal : there were Virtue, Valor, and Victory

saluting Don Emanuel : Reading, Writing, and Arith-

metic (for what I know, or some mythologic nymphs)

dancing before Don Miguel — the picture is there still,

at the Ajuda
;
and ah me ! where is poor Mig ? Well,

it is these state lies and ceremonies that we persist in

going to see
;
whereas a man would have a much bet-

ter insight into Portuguese manners, by planting him-

self at a comer, like yonder beggar, and watching the

real transactions of the day.

A drive to Belem is the regular route practised by
the traveller who has to make only a short stay, and

accordingly a couple of carriages were provided for

our party, and we were driven through the long merry

street of Belem, peopled by endless strings of mules
— by thousands of gallegos, with water-ljarrels on their
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shoulders, or lounging by the fountains to hire by

the Lisbon and Belem omnibuses, with four miles,

jingling along at a good pace
;
and it seemed to me to

present a far more lively and cheerful, though not so

regular, an appearance as the stately quarters of the

city we had left behind us. The little shops were at

full work— the men brown, well-dressed, manly, and

handsome : so much cannot, I am soriy to spy, be said

for the ladies, of whom, with every anxiety io do so,

our party could not perceive a single good-looking spec-

imen all day. The noble blue Tagus accompanies you

all along these three miles of busy, pleasant street,

whereof the chief charm, as 1 thought, was its look of

genuine business— tliat appearance of comfort which

the cleverest court-architect never knows how to give.

The carriages (the canvas one with four seats and

the chaise in which I drove) were brought sudd^ly
up to a gate with the royal arms over it

;
and here

we were introduced to as queer an exhibition as the

eye has often looked on. This was the state carriage-

house, where there is a museum of huge old tumble-

down gilded coaches of the last century, lying here,

mouhly and dark, in a sort of limbo. The gold has

vanished from the great lumbering old wheels and

panels
;
the velvets are wofully tarnished. When

one thinks of the patches and poAvder that have

simpered out of those jdate-glass windows — the

mitred bishops, the big-wigged marshals, the shovel-

hatted abb6s which they have borne in their time—
the human mind becomes alfected in no ordinary

degree. Some human minds heave a sigh for the

glories of bygone days; while others, considering

rather the lies and humbug, the vice and servility,

which went framed and glazed and enshrined, creak-

ing along in^ those old Juggernaut cars, with fools
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worshipping under the wheels, console themselves for

thl%ecay of institutions that may have been splendid

and costly, but were ponderous, clumsy, slow, and
unfit for daily wear. The guardian of these defunct

old carriages tell some prodigious fibs concerning

them : he pointed out one carriage that was six

hundred years old in his calendar : but any connois-

seur in bric-a-brac can see it was built at -Paris in the

Regent Orlean’s time.

Hence it is but a step to an institution in full life

and vigor, — a noble orphan-school for one thousand

boys and girls, founded by Don Pedro, who gave up

to its use the superb convent of Belem, with its

splendid cloisters, vast airy dormitories, and magnifi-

cent church. Some Oxford gentlemen would have

wept to see the desecrated edifice, — to think that

the^shaven polls and white gowns were banished from

it to give place to a thousand (diildren, who have not

even the clergy to instruct them. ‘‘Every lad here

may choose his trade,” our little informant said, who
addressed us in better French than any of our party

spoke, whose manners were perfectly gentlemanlike

and respectful, and whose clothes, though of a

common cott9n stuff, were cut and worn with a

military neatness and precision. All the children

whom we remarked were dressed with similar neat-

ness, and it was a pleasure to go through their

various rooms for study, where some were busy at

mathematics, some at drawing, some attending a

lecture on tailoring, while others were sitting at the

feet of a professor of the scicmce of shoemaking. All

the^garments of the establishment were made by the

pupils
;
even the deaf and dumb were drawing and

reading, and the blind were, for the most part, set to

perform on musical instruments, and got up a concert
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for the visitors. It was then we wished ourselves of

the numbers of the deaf and dumb, for the fll^r

fellows made noises so horxible, that even as blind

beggars they could hardly get a livelihood in the

musical way.

Hence we were driven to the huge palace of Necessi-

dades, whicli is but a wing of a building that no king

of Portugal ought ever to be rich eiicugh to complete

and which, if perfect, might outvie the Tower of

Babel. The mines of Brazil must have been produc-

tive of gold and silver indeed when the founder

imagined this enormous edifice. From the elevation

on which it stands it commands the noblest vi(‘ws, —
f

^

the city is spread before it, with its many churches

and towers, and for many miles you sec the magnifi-

cent Tiigus, rolling by banks crowned with ti’j^es and

towers. But to arrive at this enormous building you

have to climb a steep suburb of wretched huts, many
of them with dismal gardens of dry, cracked earth,

where a few reedy sprouts of Indian corn seemed to

be the chief cultivation, and which w^re guarded by

huge plants of spiky aloes, on which the rags of the

proprietors of the huts were sunning themselves.

The terrace before the palace was similarly encroached

upon by these wret(di(^d habitations. A few millions

judiciously expended might make of this arid hill one

of the most magnificent gardens in the world; and

the palace seems to me to excel for situation any

royal edifice I have ever seen. But the huts of these

swarming poor have crawled up close to its gates, —
the superb walls of hewn stone stop all of a sudden

with a lath-and-plaster hitch ; and capitals, and hewn
stones for columns, still lying about on the deserted

terrace, may lie there for ages to come, probably, and

never take their places by the side of their brethren
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^ in yonder tall bankrupt galleries. The air of this

pure sky has little effect upon the edifices, — the

edges of the stone look as sharp as if the builders

had just left their work
;
and close to the grand

entrance stands an outbuilding, part of which may
have been burnt fifty years ago, but is in such cheer-

ful i^reservation that you might fancy the fire had

occurred yesterday. It must have been an awful

sight from this hill to have looked at the city spread

before it, and seen it reeling and swaying in the time

of the earthcpiake. I thought it looked so hot and

shaky, that one might fancy a return of the fit. In

several places still remain gaps and chasms, and ruins

lie here and there as they cracked and fell.

Although the palace has not attained anything like

its full growth, yet wdiat exists is quite big enqugh

for the monarch of such a little country; and Ver-

sailles or Windsor has not apartments more nobly

proportioned. The Queen resides in the Ajuda, a

building of much less pretensions, of* Avhich the yel-

low Avails and beautiful gardens are seen 'between

Belem and the city. The ISIeeessidades are only used

for grand galas, receptions of ambassadors, and cere-

monies of state. In the throne-room is a huge throne,

surmounted by an enormous gilt crown, than which 1

have never seen anything larger in the finest pan-

toinime at Drury Lane
;
but the effect of this splen-

did piece is lessened by a shabby old Brussels carpet,

almost the only other article of furniture in the apart-

ment, and not quite large enough to cover its spacious

floor. The looms of Kidderminster have supplied the

Aveb which ornaments the “ Ambassadors’ Waiting-

Room,” and the ceilings are painted with huge alle-

gories in distemper, which pretty well correspond

with the other furniture. Of all the undignified ol>
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jects in the world, a i^alace out at elbows is surely the

meanest. Such places ought not to be seen in ad-

versity,— splendor is their decency,— and when no

longer able to maintain it, they should sink to the

level of their means, calmly subside into manufac-

tories, or go shabby in seclusion.

There is a picture-gallery belonging to the palace

that is quite of a piece with the furniture, where are

the mythological pieces relative to the kings before al-

luded to, and where the English visitor will see some

astonishing pictures of the Duke of Wellington, done

in a very characteristic style of Portuguese art. There

i^ also a chapel, which has been decorated with much
care and sumptuousness of ornament,— the altar sur-

mounted by a ghastly and horrible carved figure in

the taste of the time when faith was strengthened by

the shrieks of Jews on the rack, and enlivened by the

roasting of heretics. Other such frightful images

may be seen in the churches of the city
;
those which

we saw were still rich, tawdry, and splendid to out

ward show, although the French, as usual, had robbed

their shrines of their gold and silver, and the statues

of their jewels and crowns. But brass and tinsel look

to the visitor full as Avell at a little distance, — as

doubtless Soult and Junot thought, when they de-

spoiled these places of Avorship, like French philoso-

phers as they were.

A friend, with a classical turn of mind, was bent

upon oeeing the aqueduct, whither we went on a dis-

mal excursion of three hours, in the worst carriages,

over the most diabolical clattering roads, up and

down dreary parched hills, on which grew a few gray

olive-trees and many aloes. When we arrived, the

gate leading to the acqueduct was closed, and we were

entertained with a legend of some respectable char*
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acter who had made a good livelihood there for some

time past lately, having a private key to this very

aqueduct, and lying in wait there for unwary travel-

lers like ourselves, whom he pitched down the arches

into the ravines below, and there robbed them at

leisure. So that all we saw was the door and the tall

arches of the aqueduct, and by the time we returned

to town it was time to go on board the ship again. If

the inn at which we had sojourned was not of the best

quality, the bill, at least, Avould have done honor to

the first establishment in London. We all left the

house of entertainment joyfully, glad to get out of the

sunburnt city and go home. Yonder in the steamer

was home, with its black funnel and gilt portraiture of

<‘Lady Mary Wood at the bows
;
and every soul on

board felt glad to return to the friendly little vessel.

But the authorities of Lisbon, however, are very sus-

picious of the departing stranger, and we were made
to lie an hour in the river before the Sanita boat,

where a passport is necessary to be procured before

the traveller can (]^uit the country. Boat after boat,

laden with priests and peasantry, with handsome red-

sashed gallegos clad in brown, and ill-favored women,

came and got their ])ermits, and were off, as we lay

bumping up against the old hull of the Sanita boat

:

but the officers seemed to take a delight in keeping us

there bumping, looked at us quite calmly over the

ship’s sides, and smoked their cigars without the least

attention to the prayers which we shrieked out for

release.

If we were glad to get away from Lisbon, we were

quite as sorry to be obliged to quit Cadiz, which we
reached the next niglit, and where we were allowed

a couple of hours’ leave to land and look about. It

seemed as handsome within as it is stately without
j
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the long narrow streets of an admirable cleanliness,

many of the tall houses of rich and noble decorations,
*

and all looking as if the city were in full prosperity.

I have seen no more cheerful and animated sight than

the long street leading from the quay where we were

landed, and the market blazing in sunshine, piled with

fruit, fish, and poultry, under many-colored awnings

;

the tall white houses with their balconies and galleries

shining round about, and the sky above so blue that

the best cobalt in all the paint-box looks muddy and

dim in comparison to it. There were pictures for a

year in that market-place — from the copper-colored

old hags and beggars who roared to you for the love

of heaven to give money, to the swaggering dandies

of the market, with red sashes and tight clothes, look-

ing on superbly, with a hand on the hip and a cigar

in the mouth. These must be the chief critics at the

great bull-fight house yonder by the Alameda, with

its scanty trees and cool breezes, facing the water.

Nor are there any corks to the bulls’ horns here as at

Lisbon. A small old English guide, who seized upon

me the moment my foot was on shore, had a store of

agreeable legends regarding the bulls, men, and horses

that had been killed with unbounded profusion in the

late entertainments which have taken place.

It was so early an hour in the morning that the

shops were scarcely opened as yet; the churches,

however, stood open for the faithful, and we met

scores of women tripping towards thefn with pretty

feet, and smart black mantillas, from which looked

out fine dark eyes and handsome pale faces, very dif-

ferent from the coarse brown conntenanc(\s we had

seen at Lisbon. A very handsome modern cathedral,

built by the present bishop at his own charges, was

the finest of the public edifices we saw
;

it was not,
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Bowever, nearly so much frequented as another little

church, crowded with altars and fantastic ornaments,

and lights and gilding, where we were told to look be-

hind a huge iron grille, and behold a bevy of black

nuns kneeling. Most of the good ladies in the front

ranks stopped their devotions, and looked at the

strangers with as much curiosity as we directed at

them through the gloomy bars of their chapel. The
meii^s convents are closed; that which contains the

famous Murillos has been turned into an academy of

the fine arts
;
but the English guide did not think the

pictures were of sufficient interest to detain strangers,

and so hurried us back to the shore, and grumbled at

only getting three shillings at parting for his troub'ie*

and his information. And so our residence in Anda-
lusia began and ended before breakfast, and we Went
on board and steamed for Gibraltar, looking, as we
passed, at Joinville’s black squadron, and the white

houses of St. Mary\s across the bay, with the hills of

Medina Sidonia and Granada lying purple beybnd
them. There ’s something even in those names which
is pleasant to write down

;
to have passed only two

hours in Cadiz is something— to have seen real

donnas with comb and mantle — real Caballeros with
cloak and cigar— real Spanish barbers lathering out

of brass basins,— and to have heard guitars under
the balconies : there was one that an old beggar was
jangling ill the market, whilst a huge leering fellow

in bushy whiskers and a faded velvet dress came sing-

ing and jumping after our party,— not singing to a

guitar, it is true, but imitating one capitally with his

voice, and cracking his fingers by way of castanets,

and performing a dance such as Figaro or Lablache

might envy. How clear that fellow’s voice thrums on
the ear even now

;
and how bright and pleasant re-
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*niains the recollection of the fine city and the blue

sea, and the Spanish flags floating on the boats that

'

danced over it, and Joinville’s band beginning to play

stirring marches as we puffed out of the bay.

The next stage was Gibraltar, where we were to

change horses. Before sunset we skirted along the

dark savage mountains of the African coast, and came

to tlie Hock just before gun-fire. It is the very image

of an enormous lion, crouched between the Atlantic

and the Mediterranean, and set there to guard the

passage for its British mistress. The next British

lion is Malta, four days further on in the Midland

Sea, and ready to spring upon Egypt or pounce upon

Syria, or roar so as to be heard at Marseilles in case

of need.

To the eyes of the civilian the first-named of these

famous fortifications is by far the most imposin-g.

The Eock looks so tremendous, that to ascend it, even

without the compliment of shells or shot, seems a

dreadful task— what would it be wlam all tliose mys-

terious lines of batteries were vomiting fire and brim-

stone
;
when all those dark guns that you see poking

their grim heads out of every imaginable cleft and zig-

zag should salute you with shot, both hot and cold

;

and when, after tugging up the hideous perpendicular

place, you were to find regiments of British grenadiers

ready to jdunge bayonets into your poor panting

stomach, and let out artificially the little breath leit

there ? It is a marvel to think that soldiers will

mount such places for a shilling— ensigns for five

and ninepence— a day : a cabman would ask double

the money to go half way ! One meekly reflects upon

the above strange truths, leaning over the shi])’s side,

and looking up the huge mountain, from tin* tower
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•nestled at the foot of it to the thin flagstaff at the

summit, up to which have been piled the most ingen-

ious edifices for murder Christian science ever adopted.

My hobby-horse is a quiet beast, suited for Park rid-

ing, or a gentle trot to Putney and back to a snug

stable, and plenty of feeds of corn :— it can’t abide

climbing hills, and is not at all used to gunpowder.

Some men’s animals are so spirited that the very ap-

pearance of a stone-wall sets them jumping at it;

regular charges of hobbies, which snort and say—
“ Ha, ha !

” at the mere notion of a battle.



CHAPTER III.

THE ^^LADY MARY WOOD.^^

Our week’s voyage is now drawing to a close. We
have just been to look at Cape Trafalgar, shining

white over the finest blue sea. (We, who were look-

ing at Trafalgar Square only the other day!) The

sight of that cape must have disgusted Joinville and

his fleet of steamers, as they passed yesterday into

Cadiz bay, and to-morrow will give them a sight of

St. Vincent.

One of their steam-vessels has been lost off the

coast of Africa
;
they were obliged to burn her, lest

the Moors should take possession of her. She was a

virgin vessel, just out of Brest. Poor innocent ! to

die in the very first month of her union with the

noble whiskered god of war

!

We Britons on board the English boat received the

news of the Groenenland’s ” abrupt demise with

grins of satisfaction. It was a sort of national compli-

ment, and cause of agreeable congratulation. ^‘The

lubbers !
” we said

;
the clumsy humbugs ! there ’s

none but Britons to rule the waves !
” and we gave

ourselves piratical airs, and went down presently and

were sick in our little buggy berths. It was pleasant,

certainly, to laugh at Joinville’s admiral’s flag float-

ing at his foremast, in yonder black ship, with its two

thundering great guns at the bows and stern, its busy

crew swarming on the deck, and a crowd of obse-

quious shore-boats bustling round the vessel— and to
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sneer at the Mogador warrior, and vow that we
Engrtsh, had we been inclined to do the business,

would have performed it a great deal better,

Now yesterday at Lisbon we saw H. M. S. Cale-

donia/' Th is, on the contrary, inspired us with feel-

ings of respect and awful pleasure. There she laj^—
the huge sea-castle— bearing tlie unconquerable flag

of our country. She had but to open her jaws, as it

were, and she might bring a second earthquake on the

city— batter it into kingdom-come— with the Ajuda

palace and the Necessidades, the (*hurches, and the

lean, dry, empty streets, and Don John, tremendous

on horseback, in the midst of TUack Horse Scpiare,

Wherever we looked we could see tliat enormous

^‘Caledonia,” with her flashing three lines of guns.

We looked at the little boats which ever and anon

canm out of this monster, with humble wonder.

There was the lieutenant who boarded us at midnight

before we drop])ed anchor in the river: ten white-

jacketed men imlling as one, swept along wdth the

barge, gig, boat, curricle, or coach-and-six, with which
he came uj) to us. We examined him— his red

whiskers— his collars turned down— liis duck trou-

sers, his bullion epaulets— with awe. With the same
reverential feeling we examined the seamen— the

young gentlemen in the bows of the boat— the hand-

some young officers of marines we nu't saunt(‘ring in

the town next day — the Scotch surg(‘on who boarded

us as we weighed anchor— every man, down to tlie

broken-nosed mariner who was drunk in a wine-house,

and had Caledonia ” written on his hat. Whereas
sH the Frenchmen we looked with undisguised con-

tempt. We were ready to burst with laughter as we
passed the Prince’s vessid there was a little French
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boy in a French boat alongside cleaning it, and twirl-

ing about a little French mop— we thought it the

most comical, contemptible French boy, mop, boat,

steamer, prince— Psha ! it is of this wretched vapor-

ing stuff that false patriotism is made. I write this

as a sort of homily kpropos of the day, and Cape Tra=

falgar, off which we lie. What business have I to

strut the deck, and clap my wings, and cry ^^Cock-a-

doodle-doo over it ? Some compatriots are at that

work even now.

We have lost one by one all our jovial company.

There were the five Oporto wine-merchants— all

hearty English gentlemen— gone to their wine butts,

and their red-legged partridges, and their duels at

Oporto. It appears that these gallant Britons fight

every morning among themselves, and give the be-

nighted people among whom they live an opportunity

to admire the spirit national. There is the brave,

honest major, with his wooden leg— the kindest and

simplest of Irishmen : he has embraced his children,

and reviewed his little invalid garrison of fifteen

men, in the fort which he commands at Belem, by

this time, and^ I have no doubt, played to every soul

of them the twelve tunes of his musical-box. It was

pleasant to see him with that musical-box— how
pleased he wound it up after dinner— how happily

he listened to the little clinking tunes as they gal-

loped, ding-dong, after each other. A man who
carries a musical-box is always a good-natured man.

Then there was his Gr^^ce, or his Grandeur, the

Archbishop of Beyrouth (in the parts of the infidels),

his Holiness’s Kuiicio to the court of her Most Faith-

i'ul Majesty, and who mingled among us like any sim-

ple mortal, — except that he had an extra smiling

courtesy, which simple mortals do not always possess:
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and when you passed him as such, and puffed your

cigar in his face, took off his hat with a grin of such

prodigious rapture, as to lead you to suppose that the

most delicious privilege of his whole life was that

permission to look at the tip of your nose or of your

cigar. With this most reverend prelate was his

Grace’s brother and chaplain— a very greasy and

good-natured ecclesiastic, who, from his physiognomy,

I would have imagined to be a dignitary of the Israel-

itish rather than the Komish church— as profuse in

smiling courtesy as his Lordship of Beyrouth. These

two had a meek little secretary between them, and a

tall French cook and valet, who, at meal times, might

be seen busy about the cabin where their reverences

lay. They were on their backs for the greater part of

the voyage
;
their yellow countenances were not only

unshaven, but, to judge from appearances, unwashed.

They ate in private
;
and it was only of evenings, as

the sun was setting over the western wave, and, com-

forted by the dinner, the cabin passengers assembled

on the quarter-deck, that we saw the dark faces of the

reverend gentlemen among us for a while. They
sank darkly into their berths when the steward’s bell

tolled for tea.
*

At Livsbon, where we came to anchor at midnight, a

special boat came off, whereof the crew exhibited every
token of reverence for the ambassador of the ambassa-
dor of heaven, and carried him off from our company.
This abrupt departure in the darkness disappointed
some of us, who had promised ourselves the pleasure

of seeing his Grandeur depart in state in the morning,
shaved, clean, and in full pontificals, the tripping

little secretary swinging an incense-pot before him,

and the greasy chaplain bearing his crosier.

Next day we had another bishop, wlio occupied the
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very same berth his Grace of Be3^routh had quitted—
was sick in the very same way— so much so that this

cabin of the Lady Mary Wood is to be christened*

the bishop^s berth henceforth
;

and' a handsome

mitre is to be painted on the basin.

Bishop No. 2 was a very stout, soft, kind-looking

old gentleman in a square cap, with a handsome tassel

of green and gold round his portly breast and back.

He was dressed in black robes and tight purple stock-

ings : and we carried him from Lisbon to the little

flat coast of Faro, of which the meek old gentleman

was the chief pastor.

We had not been half an hour from our anchorage

in the Tagus, when his lordship dived down into the

episcopal berth. All that night there was a good

smart breeze
;

it blew fresh all the next day, as we
went jumping over the blue bright sea; and there was

no sign of his lordsliij) the bishop until we were oppo-

site the jmrple hills of Algarve, which lay some ten

miles distant, — a yellow sunny shore stretching flat

befor(^ them, whose long sandy flats and villages we
could see with our teles(5ope from the steamer.

Presently a little vessel, with a huge shining lateen

sail, and bearing the blue and wliite Fortuguese flag,

wlis seen playing a sort of leap-frog on the jolly waves,

jumping over them, and ducking dt)wu as merry as

could b(‘. This little boat came towards the steamer as

quie.k as ever she could jum])
;
and Captain Cooper

roaring out, “ Stop her! ’’ to ‘‘Lady Mary Wood,” her

ladyship’s paddles suddenly ceased twirling, and news

was carried to the good bishop that his boat was

almost alongside, and that his hour was come.

Tt was rather an affecting sight to see the poor old

fat gentleman, looking wistfully over the water as the

boat now came up, and her eight seamen, with great
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noisa, energy, and gesticulation laid her by the

steamer. The steamer steps were let down
;
his lord-

ship’s servant, in blue and yellow livery (like the

‘^Edinburgh Review”), cast over the episcopal lug-

gage into the boat, along with his own bundle and the

jack-boots with which he rides postilion on one of the

bishop’s fat mules at Faro. The blue and yellow

domestic went down the steps into the boat. Then
came the bishop’s turn

;
but he could n’t do it for a

long while. He went from one passenger to another,

sadly shaking them by the hand, often taking leave

and seeming loth to depart, until Captain Coo]>er, in a

stern but respectful tone, touched him on the shoulder,

and said, I know not with what correctness, being

ignorant of the Spanish language, ‘^Sehor ’Bispo,

Sehor ’Bispo !
” on which summons the poor old man,

looking ruefully round him once more, put his square

cap under his arm, tucked up his long black petti-

coats, so as to jshow his purple stockings and jolly fat

calves, and went trembling down the steps towards

the boat. The good old man! I wish I had had

a shake of that trembling podgy hand somehow before

he went upon his sea martyrdom. I felt a love for

that soft-hearted old Christian. Ah ! let us hope his

governante tucked him comfortably in bed when he

got to Faro that night, and made him a warm gruel

and put his feet in warm water. The men clung

around him, and almost kissed him as they popped

him into the boat, but he did not heed their caresses.

Away went the boat scudding madly before the wind.

Bang ! another lateen-sailed boat in the distance fired

a gun in his honor
;
but the wind was blowing away

from the shore, and who knows when that meek
bishop got home to his gruel!

I think these were the notables of our party, I
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will not mention the laughing, ogling lady of Cadiz,

whose* manners, I very much regret to say, were a

great deal too lively for my sense of propriety
;
nor

those fair sufferers, her companions, who lay on the

depk with sickly, smiling, female resignation : nor the

heroic children, who no sooner ate biscuit than they

were ill, and no sooner were ill than they began eating

biscuit again
;
but just allude to one other martyr, the

kind lieutenant in charge of the mails, and who bore

his cross with what I can’t but think a very touching

and noble resignation.

There ’s a certain sort of man whose doom in the

world is disappointment,— who excels in it,— and

whose luckless triumphs in his meek career of life, I

have often thought, must be regarded by the kind

eyes above with as much favor as the splendid suc-

cesses and achievements of coarser and more ])rosper-

ous men. As I sat with the lieutenant upon deck, his

telescope laid over his lean legs, and he looking at the

sunset with a pleased, withered old face, he gave me
a little account of his history. I take it he is in nowise

disinclined to talk about it, simple as it is: he has

been seven-and-tbirty years in the navy, being some-

what more mature In the service than Lieutenant

Peel, K(*ar-Admirable Prince de Joinville, and other

commanders who need not be mentioned. He is a

very well-edueated man, and reads prodigiously,

—

travels, histories, lives of eminent worthies and he-

roes, ill his simple way. He is not in the least angry

at his want of luck in the profession. Were I a boy

to-morrow,” he said, would begin it again; and

when I see my schoolfellows, and how they have got

on in life, if some are better off than I am, I find many
are worse, and have no call to be discontented.” So

he carries her Majesty’s mails meekly through this
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world, waits upon port-admirals and captains in his

old glazed hat, and is as proud of the pennon at the

bow of his little boat, as if it were flying from the

mainmast of a thundering man-of-war. He gets two

hundred a year for bis services, and has an old mother

and a sister living in England somewhere, who I will

wager (though he never, T swear, said a word about

it) have a good portion of this princely income.

Is it breaking a confideilce to tell Lieutenant

Bundy’s history ? Let the motive excuse the deed.

It is a good, kind, wholesome, and noble character.

Why should we keep all our admiration for those who
win in this world, as we do, sycophants as we are ?

When we write a novel, our great, stupid imaginations

can go no further than to marry the hero to a fortune

at the end, and to find out that he is a lord by right. 0
blundering, lickspittle morality ! And yet I would

like to fancy some happy retributive Utopia in the

peaceful cloudland, where my fri(‘nd the me(^k lieuten-

ant should find the yards of Jiis ship manned as he

went on board, all the guns firing an enormous salute

(only without the least noise or vile smell of powder),

and he be saluted on the deck as Admiral Sir James,

or Sir Joseph— ay, or Lord Viscount Bund}?', knight

of all the orders above the sun.

I think this is a sufficient, if not a complete cata-

logue of the worthies on board the “Lady Mary
Wood.” In the week we were on board — it seemed

a year by the way — we came to regard the ship quite

as a home. We felt for the captain — the most good-

humored, active, careful, ready of captains— a filial,

a fraternal regard
;

for the provider, who provided

for us with admirable comfort and generosity, a genial

gratitude
;
and for the brisk steward’s lads— brisk in

serving the banquet, sympathizing in handing the
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basin— every possible sentiment of regard and good;

will. What winds blew, and how many knots we ran,

are all noted down, no doubt, in the ship’s log ; and as

for what ships we saw— every one of them with theijr

gunnage, tonnage, their nation, their direction whither

they were bound— were not these all noted down

with surprising ingenuity and precision by the lieu-

tenant, at a family desk at which he sat every night,

before a great paper elegantly and inysteriously ruled

off with his large ruler ? 1 have a regard for every

man on board that ship, from the captain down to the

crew — down even to the cook, with tattooed arms,

sweating among the saucepans in the galley, who used

(with a toucliing affection) to send us locks of his

hair in the soup. And so, while our feelings and rec-

ollecLions are warm, let us shab^ hands with this knot

of good fellows, comfortably floating about in their

little box of wood and iron, across Cliannel, Biscay

Bay, and the Atlantic, from Southampton Water to

Gibraltar Straits.



CHAPTEE IV.

GIBBALTAB,

SupposB all the nations of the earth to send fitting

ambassadors to represent them at Wapping or Ports-

mouth Point, with each, under its own national sign-

board and language, its appropriate house of call, and

your imagination may figure the Main Street of Gib-

raltar : almost the only part of the town, 1 believe,

which boasts of the name of street at all, the remain-

ing house-rows being modestly called lanes, such as

Bomb Lane, Battery Lane, Fusee Lane, and so on.

In Main Street the Jews predominate, the Moors

abound; and from the ^Molly Sailor, or the brave

Horse Marine,’’ where the people of our nation are

drinking British beer and gin, you hear choruses of

‘‘Garryowen” or ^‘The Lass I left behind me;”
while through the flaring lattices of the Spanish

ventas come the clatter' of castanets and the jingle

and moan of Spanish guitars and ditties. It is a

curious sight at evening this thronged street, with

the people, in a hundred different costumes, bustling

to and fro under the coarse flare of tlie lamps

;

swarthy Moors, in white or crimson robes; dark

Spanish smugglers in tufted hats, with gay silk hand-

kerchiefs round their heads
;
fuddled seamen from

men-of-war, or merchantmen
;

porters, Galician or

Genoese; and at every few minutes’ interval, little

squads of soldiers tramping to relieve guard at some

one of the innumerable posts in the town.
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So^le of our party went to a Spanish venta, as a

more convenient or romantic place of residence thaii

an English house
;
others made choice of the club-

house in Commercial Square, of which I formed an

agreeable picture in my imagination
;
rather, perhaps,

resembling the Junior United Service Club in Charles

Street, by which every Londoner has passed ore this

with respectful pleasure, catching glimpses of mag-

nificent blazoning candelabras, under which sit neat

half-pay officers, drinking hall-pints of
'

port. The
club-house of Gibraltar is not, however, of the Charles

Street sort
j

it may have been cheerful once, and

there are yet relies of splendor about it. When
officers wore pigtails, and in tlxe time of Governor

O’Hara, it may have been a handsome place
;
but it

is mouldy and decrepit now
;
and though his Excel-

lency, Mr. Bulwer, was living there, and made no

complaints that I heard of, other less distinguished

persons thought they liad reason to grumble. Indeed,

what is travelling made of? At least half its pleas-

ures and incidents come out of inns
;
and of them the

tourist can speak with much more truth and vivacity

than of historical recollections compiled out of histo-

ries, or filched out of handbooks. But to speak of

the best inn in a place needs no apology; that, at

least, is useful information; as every person intend-

ing to visit Gibraltar cannot have seen the flea-bitten

countenanoes of our companions, wlio fled from their

Spanish venta to take refuge at the Club the morning

after our arrival, they may surely be thankful for be-

ing directed to the best house of accommodation in one

of the most unromantic, uncomfortable, and prosaic

of towns.

If one had a right to break the sacred confidence of

the mahogany, I could entertain you with many queer
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stories of Gibraltar life, gathered from the lips of the

gentfemen who enjoyed themselves round the dingy

tablecloth of the club-house coifee-roorn, richly deco-

rated with cold gravy and spilt beer. I heard there

the very names of the gentlemen who wrote the

famous letters from the ‘‘Warspite*’ regarding the

French proceedings at Mogador; and met several

refugee Jews from that place, who said that they

were much more afraid of the Kabyles without the

city tlian of the guns of the French squadron, of

which they seemed to make rather light. I heard

the last odds on the ensuing match between Captain

Smith’s b. g. Bolter, and Captain Brown’s ch. p.

Roarer: how the gun-room of her Majesty’s ship

‘‘Purgatory” had “cobbed” a tradesman of the town,
*

and of the row in consequence. I heard capital

stories of the way in which Wilkins had escaped the

guard, and Thompson had been locked up among the

mosquitoes for being out after ten without the lan-

tern. I heard how the governor was an old
,
but

to say what, would be breaking a confidence; only

this may be divulged, that the epithet was exceed-

ingly complimentary to Sir Robert Wilson. All the

while these conversations were going on, a strange

scene of noise and bustle was passing in the market-

place, in front of the window, where Moors, Jews,

Spaniards, soldiers were ilironging in the sun; and a

ragged fat fellow, mounted on a tobacco-barrel, with

his hat cocked on his ear, was holding an auction,

and roaring with an energy and impudence that

would have done credit to Covent Garden.

The Moorish castle is the only building about the

Rock which has an air at all picturesque or romantic

;

there is a plain Roman Catholic cathedral, a hideous

•new Protestant church of the cigar-divan architect-
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ure, and a Court-house with a portico which is said

to be an imitation of the Parthenon : the ancient

religious houses of the Spanish town are gone, or

turned into military residences, and marked so that

you would never know their former pious destination.

You walk through narrow whitewashed lanes, bear-

ing such martial names as are before mentioned, and

by-streets with barracks on either side : small New-
gate-like looking buildings, at the doors of which

you may see the sergeants’ ladies conversing
;
or at

the open windows of the officers’ quarters, Ensign

Fipps lying on his sofa and smoking his cigar, or

I^ieutenant Simson practising the flute to while away
the weary hours of garrison dulness. I was sur-

prised not to find more persons in the garrison

library, where is a magnificent reading-room, and

an admirable collection of books.

In spite of the scanty herbage and the dust on the

trees, the Alameda is a beautiful walk
;

of which the

vegetation has been as laboriously cared for as the

tremendous fortifications which flank it on either

side. The vast Rock rises on one side with its in-

terminable works of defence, and Gibraltar Bay is

shining on the other, out on which from the terraces

immense cannon are perpetually looking, surrounded

by plantations of cannon-balls and beds of bomb-

shells, sufficient, one would think, to blow away the

whole Peninsula. The horticultural and military

mixture is indeed very queer : here and there temples,

rustic summer-seats, etc., have been erected in the

garden, but you are sure to see a great squat mortar

look up from among the flower-pots : and amidst the

aloes and geraniums sprouts the green petticoat and

scarlet coat of a Highlander. Fatigue-parties are

seen winding up the hill, and busy about the endless
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cannon-ball plantations: awkward squads are drill*

ing in the open spaces : sentries marching every-

where, and (this is a caution to artists) I am told

have orders to run any man through, who is dis-

covered making a sketch of the place. *It is always

beautiful, especially at evening, when the people are

sauntering along the walks, and the moon is shin-

ing on the waters of the bay and the hills and

twinkling white houses of the opposite shore. Then
the place becomes quite romantic

;
it is too dark to

see the dust on the dried leaves
;

the cannon-balls

do not intrude too much, but have subsided into the

shade
;
the awkward squads are in bed

;
even the

loungers are gone, the fan-flirting Spanish ladies, the

sallow black-eyed children, and the trim white-jack-

eted dandies. A fife is heard from some craft at

roost on the quiet waters somewhere
;

or a faint

cheer from yonder black steamer at the Mole, which

is about to set out on some night expedition. You
forget that the town is at all like Wapping, and

deliver yourself up entirely to romance
;

the sentries

look noble pacing there, silent in the moonlight, and

Sandy’s voice is quite musical as he challenges with

a ‘‘ Who goes there ? ”

All’s well ” is very pleasant when sung decently

in tune, and inspires noble and poetic ideas of duty,

courage, and danger : but when you hear it shouted

all the night through, accompanied by a clapping

of muskets in a time of j)rofound peace, the sentinel’s

cry becomes no more romantic to the hearer than

it is to the sandy Connaught-man or the barelegged

Highlander who delivers it. It is best to read about

wars comfortably in Harry Lorrequer or Scott’s

novels, in which knights shout their war-cries, and
jovial Irish bayoneteers hurrah, without depriving
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you of any blessed rest. Men of a different way of

thinking, however, can suit themselves perfectly at

Gibraltar
;

where there is marching and counter-

marching, challenging and relieving guard all the

night througfh. And not here in Commercial Square

alone, but all over the huge Rock in the darkness —
all through the mysterious zig-zagS; and round the

dark cannon-ball pyramids, and along the vast rock-

galleries, and up to the topmost flagstaff, where the

sentry can look out over two seas, poor fellows are

marching and clapping muskets, and crying “AlPs
well,’^ dressed in cap and feather, in place of honest

nightcaps best befitting the decent hours of sleep.

All these martial noises three of us heard to the

utmost advantage, lying on iron bedsteads at the

time in a cracked old room on the ground floor, the

open windows of which looked into the square.. No
spot could be more favorably selected for watching

the humors of a garrison-town by night. About

midnight, the door hard by us was visited by a

party of young officers, who having had quite as

much drink as was good for them, were naturally

inclined for more
;

and when we remonstrated

through the windows, one of them in a young tipsy

voice asked after our mothers, and finally reeled

away. How charming is the conversation of high-

spirited youth! I don^t know whether the guard

got hold of them : but certainly if a civilian had

been hiccupping through the streets at that hour he

would have been carried off to the guard-house, and

left to the mercy of the mosquitoes there, and had

up before the Governor in the morning. The young

man in the coffee-room tells me he goes to slee23

every night with the keys of Gibraltar under his

pillow. It is an awful image, and somehow completes
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the notion of the slumbering fortress. Fancy Sir

Robert Wilson, his nose just visible over the sheets,

his nightcap and the huge key (you see the very

identical one in Reynoldses portrait of Lord Heath-

field) peeping out from under the bolsterj

I entertain you with accounts of inns and night-

caps it is because I am more familiar with these sub-

jects than with history and fortifications : as far as

I can understand the former, Gibraltar is the great

British depot for smuggling goods into the Peninsula.

You see vessels lying in the harbor, and are told in

so many words they are smugglers
;

all those smart

Spaniards with cigar and mantles are smugglers, and
* run tobaccos and cotton into Catalonia

;
all the re-

spected merchants of the jdace are smugglers. The
other day a Spanish revenue vessel was shot to death

under the thundering great guns of the fort, for

neglecting to bring to, but it so happened that it

was in chase of a smuggler; in this little corner

of her dominions Britain proclaims war to custom-

houses, and protection to free trade. Perhaps ere

a very long day, England may be acting that part

towards the world, which Gibraltar performs towards

Spain now
;
and the last war in which we shall ever

engage may be a custom-house war. For once estalv

lish railroads and abolish preventive duties through

Europe, and what is there left to fight for ? Tt

will matter very little then under what flag people

live, and foreign ministers and ambassadors may en-

joy a dignified sinecure; the army will rise to the

rank of peaceful constables, not having any more use

for their bayonets than those worthy people have for

their weapons now who accompany the law at assizes

under the name of javelin-men. The apparatus of
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bombs and eighty-four-pounders may disappear froir^

the Alameda, and the crops of cannon-balls which

now grow there may give place to other plants more

pleasant to the eye
;
and the great key of Gibraltar

may be left in the gate for anybody to turn at will,

and Sir Robert Wilson may sleep at quiet.

I am afraid I thought it was rather a release, whgn,

having made up our minds to examine the Rock in

detail and view the magnificent excavations and gal-

leries, the admiration of all military men, and the

terror of any enemies who may attack tlie fortress, we
received orders to embark forthwith in the Tagus,

which was to carry us to Malta and Constantinople.

So we took leave of this famous Rock— this great

blunderbuss— which we seized out of the hands of

the natural owners a hundred and forty years ago, and

which we have kept ever since tremendously loaded

and cleaned and ready for use. To seize and have it

is doubtless a gallant thing
;

it is like one of those

tests of courage which one reads of in the chivalrous

romances, when, for instance. Sir Huon of Bordeaux

is called uixni to prpve his knighthood by going to

Babylon and pulling out the Sultan’s beard and front

teeth in the midst of his court there. But, after all,

justice must confess it was rather hard on the poor

Sultan. If we liad the Spaniards established at Land’s

End, with impregnable Spanish fortifications on St.

Michael’s Mount, we should perhaps come to the same

conclusion. Meanwhile let us hope, during this long

period of deprivation, the Sultan of Spain is recon-

ciled to the loss of his front teeth and bristling whisk-

ers — let us even try to think that he is b(‘tter with-

out them. At all events, right or wrong, whatever

may be our title to the ju-operty, there is no English-

man but must think with pride of the manner in which
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his countrymen have kept it, and of the courage, en-

durance, and sense of duty with which stout old Eliot

and his companions resisted Crillon and the Spanish

battering-ships and his fifty thousand' men. There

seems to be something more noble in the success of a

gallant resistance than of an attack, however brave.

After failing in his attack on the fort, the French

General visited the English Commander who had

foiled him, and parted from him and his garrison in

perfect politeness and good humor. The English

troops, Drinkwater says, gave him thundering cheers

as he went away, and the French in rotnrn compli-

mented us on our gallantry, and lauded the humanity

of our people. If we are to go on murdering each

other in the old-fashioned way, what a pity it is that

our battles cannot end in the old-fashioned way too.

One of our fellow-travellers, who had written a

book, and had suffered considerably from sea-sickness

during our passage along the coasts of France and
Spain, consoled us all by saying that the very minute

we got into the Mediterranean we might consider our-

selves entirely free from illness
j
and, in fact, that

it was unheard of in the Inland Sea. Even in the Bay
of Gibraltar the water looked bluer than anything I

have ever seen — except Miss Smith’s eyes. I thought,

somehow, the delicious faultless azure never could

look angry— just like the eyes before alluded to—
and under this assurance we passed the Strait, and be-

gan coasting the African shore calmly and without the

least apprehension, as if we were as much used to the

tempest as Mr. T. P. Cooke.

But when, in spite of the promise of the man who
had written the book, we found ourselves worse than

in the worst part of the Bay of Biscay, or off the

storm-lashed rocks of Finisterre, we set down the
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author in question as a gross impostor, and had a

mind to quarrel with him for leading us into this

cruel error. The most provoking part of the matter,

too, was, that the sky was deliciously clear and cloud-

less, the air balmy, the sea so insultingly blue that it

seemed as if we had no right to be ill at all, and that

the innumerable little waves that frisked round about

our keel were enjoying an anenthmoh gelasma (this

is one of my four Greek quotations : depend oti it I

will manage to introduce the other three before the

tour is done)— seemed to be enjoying, I say, the

above named Greek quotation at our expense. Here
is the dismal log of Wednesday, 4th of September :

—
“*A11 attempts at dining very fruitless. Basins in

requisition. Wind hard ahead. Que dhihle allais-je

faire dans cette galere? Writing or thinking im-

possible : so read letters from the ^Egean.^' These

brief words give, I think, a complete idea of wretch-

edness, despair, remorse, and prostration of soul and

body. Two days previously we passed the forts and

moles and yellow buildings of Algiers, rising very

stately from the sea, and skirted by gloomy purple

lines of African shore, with fires smoking in the

mountains, and lonely settlements here and there.

On the 5th, to the inexpressible joy of all, we
reached Valetta, the entrance to the harbor of

which is one of the most stately and agreeable

scenes ever admired by sea-sick traveller. The small

basin was busy with a hundred ships, from the

huge guard-ship, which lies there a city in itself
;

—
merchant-men loading and crews cheering, under all

the flags of the world flaunting in the sunshine
;

a

half-score of busy black steamers perpetually coming

and going, coaling and painting, and puffing and

hissing in and out of harbor
j

slim men-of-war’s
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barges shooting to and fro, with long shining oars

flashing like wings over the water; hundreds of

painted town-boats, with high heads and white awn-

ings,— down to the little tubs in which some naked,

tawny young beggars came paddling up to the

steamer, entreating us to let them dive for halfpence.

Eound this busy blue water rise rocks, blazing in sun-

shine, and covered with every imaginable device of

fortification
;

to the right, St. Elmo, with flag and

light-house; and opposite, the Military Hospital,

looking like a palace
;
and all round, the houses of

the city, for its size the handsomest and most stately

in the world.

Nor does it disappoint you on a closer inspection,

as many a foreign town does. The streets are

thronged with a lively, comfortable-looking popula-

tion; the poor seem to inhabit handsome stone

palaces, with balconies and i)rojecting windows of

heavy carved stone. The lights and shadows, the

cries and stenches, the fruit-shops and fish-stalls, the

dresses and chatter of all nations; the soldiers in

scarlet, and women in black mantillas
;
the beggars,

boatmen, barrels of pickled herrings and maccaroni

;

the shovel-hatted priests and bearded ea])uchins
;
the

tobacco, grapes, onions, and sunshine
;
the signboards,

bottled-porter stores, the statues of saints and little

chapels whicdi jostle the stranger’s eyes as he goes up
the famous stairs from the Water-gate, make a scene

of such pleasant confusion and liveliness as I have

never witnessed before. And the effects of the

groups of multitudinous actors in this busy, cheerful

drama is heightened, as it were, by the decorations of

the stage. The sky is delightfully brilliant; all the

houses and ornaments are stately
;
castles and palaces

are rising all* around
;
and the flag, towers, and walls
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of Fort St. Elmo look as fresh and magnificent as if >

they had been erected only yesterday.

The Strada E-eale has a much more courtly appear-

ance than that one described. Here are palaces,

churches, court-houses and libraries, the genteel Lon-

don shops, and the latest articles of perfumery. Gay
young officers are strolling about in shell-jackets

much too small for them : midshipmen are clattering

by on hired horses
;
squads of pri(^sts, habited after

the fashion of Don Basilio in the opera, ere dcunurely

pacing to and fro
;
professional beggars run shrieking

after the stranger; and agents for horses, for inns,

and for worse places still, follow him and insinuate

the excellence of their goods. The hous(‘S where

they are selling carj)et-bags and pomatum were the

palaces of the successors of the goodliest company of

gallant knights the world ever heard tell of. It

seems unromantic
;
but these were not the romantic

Knights of St. John. The heroic days of the Order

ended as the last Turkish galley lifted anchor after

the memorable siege. The present stately houses

were built in times of ])eace and splendor and decay.

T doubt whether the Auberge de Provence, where the

Union Club ” flourishes now, has ever seen anything

more romantic than the pleasant balls held in the

great room there.

The Church of Saint John, not a handsome struct-

ure without, is magnific(*nt within : a nobh* hall

covered with a rich embroidery of gilded carving, the

chapels of the different nations on either side, but

not interfering with the main structure, of which the

whole is simple, and the details only splendid
;

it

seemed to me a fitting place for this wealthy body of

aristocratic soldiers, who mad(*> their devotions as it

were on parade, and, though on their knees, never for
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got their epaulets or their quarters of nobility. This

mixture of religion and worldly pride seems incon-

gruous at first
;
but have we not at church at home

similar relics of feudal ceremony ? — the verger with

the, silver mace who precedes the vicar' to the desk;

the two chaplains of my lord archbishop, who bow
over his grace as he enters the communion-table gate

;

even poor John, who follows my lady with a coroneted

prayer-book, and makes his conge as he hands it into

the pew. What a chivalrous absurdity is the banner

of some high and mighty prince, hanging over his

stall in Windsor Chapel, when you think of the pur-

pose for which men are supposed to assemble there I

The Church of the Knights of St. John is paved over

with sprawling heraldic devices of the dead gentle-

men of the dead Order
;
as if, in the next world, they

expected to take rank in conformity with their pedi-

grees, and would be marshalled into Heaven accord-

ing to the orders of precedence. Cumbrous handsome
paintings adorn the walls and chapels, decorated with

pompous monuments of Grand Masters. Beneath is

a crypt, where more of these honorable and reverend

warriors lie, in a state that a Simpson would admire.

In the altar are said to lie three of the most gallant

relics in the world : the keys of Acre, Rhodes, and

Jerusalem. What blood was shed in defending these

emblems ! What faith, endurance, genius, and gener-

osity: what pride, hatred, ambition, and savage lust

of blood were roused together for their guardianship !

In the lofty halls and corridors of the Governor’s

house, some portraits of the late Grand Masters still

remain : a very fine one by Caravaggio, of a knight in

gilt armor, hangs in the dining-room, near a full-

length of poor Louis XVI., in royal robes, the very

picture of uneasy impotency. But the portrait of De
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Vignacourt is the only one which has a respectable

air
;
the other chiefs of the famous society are pom*

*

pous old gentlemen in black, with huge periwigs, and

Crowns round their hats, and a couple of ftielancholy

pages in yellow and red. But pages and wigs and

Grand Masters have almost faded out of the canvas,

and are vanishing into Hades with a most melancholy

indistinctness. The names of most of these gentlemen,

however, live as yet in the forts of the plaee, which

all seem to have been eager to build and christen: so

that it seems as if, in the Malta mythology, they had

been turned into freestone.

Jn the armory is the very suit p.aintod by Caravag-

gio, by the .side of the armor of the noble old La
Valette, whose heroism saved his island from the

efforts of Mustajffia and Dragut, and an army quite as

fierce and numerous as that which was baffled before

Gibraltar, by similar courage and resolution. The

sword of the last-named famous corsair (a most trucu-

lent little scimitar), thousands of pipes and halberts,

little old cannons and wall-pi('ces, helmets and cui-

rasses, which the knights or their people wore, are

trimly arranged against the wall, and instead of spik-

ing Turks or arming warriors, now serve to point

morals and adorn tales.
,
And here likewise are kept

many thousand muskets, swords, and boarding-pikes

for da-ily use, and a couple of ragged old standards of

one of the English regiments, who pursued and con-

quered in Egypt the remains of the haughty and fa-

mous French Republican army, at whose appearance

the last knights of Malta flung open the gates of all

their fortresses, and consented to be extinguished

without so much as a remonstrance, or a kick, or a

struggle.

We took a drive into what may be called the country i
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where the fields are rocks, and the hedges are stones

— passing by the stone gardens of the Florian, and

wondering at the number and handsomeness of the

stone villages and churches rising everywhere among

the stony hills. Handsome villas were passed every-

where, and we drove for a long distance along the

sides of an aqueduct, quite a royal work of the Cara-

vaggio in gold armor, the Grand Master De Vigna-

court. A most agreeable contrast to the arid rocks of

the general scenery was the garden at the Governor's

country-house
;
with the orange-trees and water, its

beautiful golden grapes, luxuriant flowers, and thick

cool shrubberies. The eye longs for this sort <of

refreshment, after being seared with tlie hot glare

of the general country
;
and St. Antonio was as

pleasant after Malta as Malta was after the sea.

We paid the island a subsequent visit in November,

passing seventeen days at an establishment called

Fort Manuel there, and by punsters the Manuel des

Voyageurs; where Government accommodates you

with quarters
;
where the authorities are so attentive

as to scent your letters with aromatic vinegar before

you receive them, and so careful of your health as to

lock you up in your room every night lest you should

walk in your sleep, and so over the battlements into

the sea : if you escape drowning in the sea, the sentries

on the opposite shore would fire at you, hence the

nature of the precaution. To dro]), however, this sar

tirical strain: those who know what quarantine is,

may fancy that the place somehow becomes unbear-

able in which it has been endured. And though the

November climate of Malta is like the most delicious

May in England, and though there is every gayety

and amusement in the town, a comfortable little

opera, a good old library filled full of good old books
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(none of your works of modern science, tiavel, and
history, but good old useless books of the last two
centuries), and nobody to trouble you in reading

them, and though the society of Valetta is most hos-

pitable, varied, and agreeable, yet somehow one did

not feel safe in the island, with perpetual glimpses of

Fort Manuel from the opposite shore
;
and, lest the

quarantine authorities should have a fancy to fetch

one back again, on a pretext of posthumous plague,

wc made our way to Naples by the very first oppor-

tunity— those who remained, that is, of the little

Eastern expedition. They were not all there. The
Giver of life and death had removed two of our com-

pany
;
one was left behind to die in Egypt, with a

mother to bewail his loss
;
another we buried in the

dismal lazaretto cemetery.

One is bound to look at this, too, as a part of our

journey. Disease and death are knocking perhaps at

your next cabin door. Your kind and cheery com-

panion has ridden his last ride and emptied liis last

glass beside you. And while fond hearts are yearning

for him far away, and his own mind, if conscious, is

turning eagerly towards the sj)ot of the world whither

affection or interest calls it— the Great Father sum-

mons the anxious spirit from earth to himself, and

ordains that the nearest and dearest shall meet here

no more.

Such an occurrence as a death in a lazaretto, mere

selfishness renders striking. • We were walking with

him but two days ago on deck. One has a sketch of

him, another his card, with the address written yester-

day, and given with an invitation to come and see him

at home in the country, where his children are looking

for him. He is dead in a day, and buried in the walls
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of the prison. A doctor felt his pulse by deputy

—

a

clergyman comes from the town to read the last

service oyer him— and the friends, who attend his

funeral, are marshalled by lazaretto-guardians, so as

not to touch eaeli other. Every man goes back to his

room and ai)plies tlie lesson to himself. One would

not so depart without seeing again the dear, dear faces.

We reckon up those we love : they are but very few,

but I think one loves them better than ever now.

Should it be your turn next ?— and why not ? Is it

,
pity or comfort to think of that affection which

watches and survives you ?

The Maker has linked together the whole rac© of

man with this chain of love. I like to think that

there is no man but has had kindly feelings for some

other, and he for his neighbor, until we bind together

the whole family of Adam. Nor does it end here. It

joins heaven and earth togetlier. For my friend or

my child of past days is still my friend or my child

to me here, or in the home prepared for us by the

Father of all. If identity survives the grave, aS our

faith tells us, is it not a consolation to think that

there may be one or two souls among the purified

and just, whose affection watches us invisible, and

follows the poor sinner on earth ?



CHAPTER V.

ATHENS.

Not feeling any entliusiasm myself about Athens,

my bounden duty of course is clear, to sneer and

laugh heartily at all who have. Tn fact, what business

has a lawyer, who wys in Pump Court this day three

weeks, and wdiose common reading is law reports or

the newspaper, to pretend to fall in love for the long

vacation with mere poetry, of which J swear a great

deal is very doubtful, and to get up an enthusiam

quite foreign to his nature and usual calling in life ?

What call have ladies to consider Greece romantic,”

they who get tludr notions of mythology from the

well-known ])ages of ‘^Tooke’s Pantheon ? ” What is

the reason that blundering Yorkshire S(pures, young

dandies from Corfu regiments, jolly sailors from ships

in the harbor, and jadlow old Indians returning from

Bundelcund, should think proper to be enthusiastic

about a country of which they know nothing; the

mere physical beauty of which they cannot, for the

most part, comprehend; and because certain charac-

ters lived in it twu) thousand four hundred years ago ?

What have these people in common with JVrich's,

what have these ladies in common' with Aspasia (0

fie) ? Of the race of Englishmen who come wonder-

ing about the tomb of Socrates, do you think the

majority would not have voted to hemlock him ?

Yes : for the very same superstition which leads men

by the nose now’', drove them onward in the days when

the lowly husband of Xantippe died, for daring to
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think simply and to speak the truth. I know of no

quality more magnificent in fools than their faith:

that perfect consciousness they have, that they are

doing virtuous and meritorious actions, when they are

performing acts of folly, murdering Socrates, or pelt-

ing Aristides with holy oyster-shells, all for Virtue’s

sake
;
and a History of Dulness in all Ages of the

World,” is a book which a philosopher would surely

be hanged, but as certainly blessed, for writing.

If papa and mamma (lionor be to them!) had not

Jollowed the faith of their fathers, and thought proper

to send away their only beloved son (afterwards to be

celebrated under the name of Titmarsh) into ten

years’ banishment of infernal misery, tyranny, annoy-

ance
;
to give over the fresh feelings of the heart of

the little Michael Angelo to the discipline of vulgar

bullies, wjio, in order to lead tender young children to

the Temple of Learning (as they do in the spelling-

books), drive them on with clenclied fists and low

abuse
;

if tliey fainted, revived them with a thump,

or assailed them with curs(^
;
if they were miserable,

consoled them with a brutal jeer,— if, T say, my dear

parents, instead of giving me the inestimable benefit

of a ten years’ classical education, had kept me at

home Avith my dear thirteen sisters, it is probable I

should have liked this country of Attica, in sight of

the blue shores of which tin* present pathetic letter is

written; but I was made so miserable in youth by a

classical education, that all connected with it is dis-

agreciable in my eyes
;
and 1 have the same recollec-

tion of Gre(‘k in youth that I have of castor-oil.

So in coming in sight of the promontory of Sunium,

where the Greek muse, in an awful vision, came to

me, and said in a patronizing way, ‘‘Why, my dear,”

(she always, the old spinster, adopts this high and
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mighty tone),— ‘‘ Why, iny dear, are you not charmed

to be in this famous neighborhood, in this hind of

poets and heroes, of whose history your classical edu-

cation ought to have made you a master
;

if it did not,

you have wofully neglected your opportuinties, and

your dear parents have wasted their money in sending

you to school.’’ I replied : Madam, your l ompany in

youth was made so laboriously disagreeable to me,

that 1 can’t at present reconcile myself to you in age.

I read your poets, but it was in fear and trembling

;

and a cold sweat is but an ill accompaniment to

poetry. I blundered through your histories
;

but

history is so dull (saving yu)ur [)rcsene(‘) ol' herself, that

when the brutal duliiess of a sclioolmaster is super-

added to her own slow conversation, the union be-

comes intolerable : hence 1 have not the slightest

pleasure in renewing my acquaintance with a lady

who has been the source of so much bodily and mental

discomfort to me.” To make a long story short, I am
anxious to apologize for a want of enthusiasm in the

classical line, xind to excuse an ignorance which is of

the most undeniable sort.

This is an improper frame of mind for a person

visiting the land of iEschylus and Euripides
;
add to

which, we have been abominably overcharged at the

inn : and what are the blue hills of Attica, the silver

calm basin of Piraeus, the lu*athery heights of Pentel-

icus, and yonder rocks crowned by the Doric columns

of the Parthenon, and the thin Ionic shafts of the

Erechthoum, to a man who has had little rest, and is

bitten all over by bugs ? Was Alcibiades bitten by

bugs, I wonder
;
^nd did the brutes crawl over him

as he lay in the rosy arms of Phryne ? I wished

all night for Socrates’ hammock or basket, as it is

described in the ‘^Clouds;” in which resting-place,
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m doubt^ the abominable animals kept perforce clear

of him.

A French man-of-war, lying in the silv'ery little

harbor, sternly eying out of its stern port-holes a

saucy little Englisli corvette beside, began playing

sounding marches as a crowd of boats came paddling

up to the steamer’s side to convey us travellers to

shore. There were Russian schooners and Greek

brigs lying in this little bay
;
dumpy little windmills

whirling round on the sunburnt heights round about

dt
;
an improvised town of quays and marine taverns

has sprung up on the sliore; a host of jingling

barouches, more miserable tlian any to be seen e’s^ii

in Germany, were collected at tlie landing-place
;
and

the Greek drivers (how queer they looked in skull-

caps, shabby jackets with profuse embroidery of

worsted, and endless petticoats of dirty (;alico
! ) be-

gan, in a generous ardor for securing i>assengers^ to

abuse each other’s horses and carriages in the regular

London fashion. Satire (*ould certainly hardly cari-

cature the vehicle in whicli we were made to journey

to Athens
;
and it was only by thinking that, bad as

they were, these coaches were much more comfortable

contrivances than any Alcibiades or Cimon ever had,

that we consoled ourselves along the road. It was

flat for six miles along the plain to the city : and you

see for the greater part of the way the i)urple mount
on which the Acropolis rises, and the gleaming houses

of the town spread beneath. Round this wide, yellow,

barren plain,— a stunt district of olive-trees is almost

the only vegetation visible— there rises, as it were, a

sort of chorus of the most beautiful mountains
j
the

most elegant, gracious, and noble the eye ever looked

on. These hills did not appear at all lofty or terrible,

but superbly rich and aristocratic. The clouds were
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dancing round about them
;
you could see their rosy,

purple shadows sweeping round the cleai, serene

summits of the hill. To call a hill aristocratic seems

affected or absurd; but the difference between these

hills and the others, is the difference bet ween New-

gate Prison and the ^‘Travellers’ (ffnb,” for instance:

both are buildings
;

but the one stern, dark, and

coarse
;
the other lich, elegant, and festive. At least,

so 1 thought. With such a stately palace as munifi-

ceni Nature had built for these peojde what could

they be themselves but lordly, beautiful, brilliant,

brave, and wise ? We saw lour Greeks on donkeys

or^ the road (which is a dnst-whirlwind where it is

not a puddle)
;
and other four were playing with a

dirty pack of cards, at a barrack that English poets

have christened the ‘‘Ilalf-way House.” Does exter-

nal nature and beauty influence the soul to good ?

You go about Warwickshire, and fancy that from

merely being born and wandering hi those sweet

sunny jdains and fresh woodlands Shakspeare must

have drunk in a iiortion of that frank, artless sense

of beauty, which lies about his works like a bloom or

dew
,
but a Coventry ribbon-maker, or a slang Leam-

ington squire, are looking on those very same land-

scapes too, and what do they profit ? You theorize

about the influence which the climate and appearance

of Attica must have had in ennobling those wdio w^ere

born there; yonder, dirty, swindling, ragged black-

guards, lolling over greasy cards three hours before

noon, quarrelling and shrieking, armed to the teeth

and afraid to fight, are bred out of the same land

which begot the philosopli(‘rs and heroes. Put the

“ Half-way House ” is ])assed by this time, and behold

we are in the capital of King Otlio.

I swear solemnly that 1 would rather have two
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hundred a year in Fleet Street, than be King of the

Greeks, with Basileus written before my name round

their beggarly coin; with the bother of perpetual

revolutions in my huge plaster-of-Paris' palace, with

no amusement but a drive in the afternoon over a

wretched arid country, where roads are not made,

with ambassadors (the deuce knows why, for what

good can the English, or the French, or the Russian

party get out of such a bankrupt alliance as this ?)

perpetually pulling and tugging at me, away from

honest Germany, where there is beer and aesthetic

conversation, and operas at a small cost. The shab-

biness of this place actually beats Ireland, and that*

is a strong word. The palace of the Basileus is an

enormous edifice of jdaster, in a square containing

six houses, three donkeys, no roads, no fountains

(except in the picture of the inn)
;
backwards it,

seems to look straight to the mountain— on one side

is a beggarly garden— the King goes out to drive

(revolutions permitting) at five — some four-and-

twenty blackguards saunter up to the huge sandhill

of a terrace', as his Majesty .passes ‘ by in a gilt

barouche and an absurd fancy dress
;
the gilt barouche

goes plunging down the sandhills : the two dozen

soldiers, who have been presenting arms, slouch off*

to their quarters : the vast barrack of a palace re-

mains entirely white, ghastly, and lonely : and, save

the braying of a donkey now and then, (whicdi long-

eared minstrels are more active and sonorous in

Athens than in any place 1 know), all is entirely

silent round Basileus’s palace. How c,ould people

who knew Leopold fancy he would be so “jolly

green” as to take such a berth? It was only a

gobemouche of a Bavarian that could ever have been ?

induced to accept it.
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I beseech you to believe that it was not the bill

and the bugs at the inn which induced the writer

hereof to speak so slightingly of the residence of

Basileus. These evils are now cured and forgotten.

This* is written off the leaden flats and mounds which

they call the Troad. It is stern justice alone which

pronounces this excruciating sentence. It was a farce

to make this place into a kingly capital
;
and I make

no manner of doubt that King Otho, the very day he

can get away unperceived, and get together the pas-

sage-money, will be off for dear old Deutschland,

Fatherland, Beerland!

J have never seen a town in England which may be

compared to this
;
for though Herne Bay is a ruin

now, money was once spent upon it and houses built

;

here, beyond a few score of mansions comfortably

laid out, the town is little better than a rickety ag-

glomeration of larger and smaller huts, tricked out

here and there with the most absurd cracked orna-

ments and cheap attempts at elegance. But neatness

is the elegance of poverty, and these people despise

such a homely ornament. I have got a map with

squares, fountains, theatres, public gardens, and

Places d^Othon marked out
;
but they only exist in

the paper capital— the wretched tumble-down wooden

one boasts of none.

One is obliged to come back to the old disagreeable

comparison of Ireland. Athens may be about as

wealcliy a place as Carlow or Killarney,— the streets

swarm with idle crowds, the innumerable little lanes

flow over with dirty little children, they are playing

and puddling about in the dirt everywhere, with great

big eyes, yellow faces, and the queerest little gowns

and skull-cajis. But in the outer man, the Greek has

far the advantage of the Irishman : most of them are
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well and decently dressed (if five-and-twenty yards of

petticoat may not be called decent, what may ?) they

swagger to and fro with huge knives in their girdles.

Almost all the men are handsome, but live hard, it is

said, in order to decorate their backs with those fine

clothes of theirs. I have seen but two or three hand-

some women, and these had the great drawback which

is .common to the race— I mean, a sallow, greasy,

coarse complexion, at which it was not advisable to

look too closely.

And on this score I think we English may pride

oursedves on possessing an advantage (by we, T mean
the lovely ladies to whom this is addressed with the

most respectful compliments) over the most classical

country in the world. I don’t care for beauty which

will only bear to be looked at from a distance, like* a

scene in a theatre. What is the most beautiful nose

in the world, if it be covered with a skin of the text-

ure and color of coarse whity-brown paper; and if

Nature has made it as slippery and shining as though

it had been anointed with pomatum ? They may
talk about beauty, but would you wear a flower that

had been dipped in a grease-pot ? No
;
give me a

fresh, dewy, healthy rose out of Somersetshire
;
not

one of those superb, tawdry, unwholesome exotics,

which are only good to make poems about. Lord

Byron wrote more cant of this sort than any poet I

know of. Think of ^Hhe peasant girls with dark

blue eyes ” of the Rhine — the brown-faced, flat-

nosed, thick-lipped, dirty wenches ! Think of filling

high a cup of Samian wine;’^ small beer is nectar

compared to it, and Byron himself always drank gin.

That man never wrote from his heart. He got up
rapture and enthusiasm with an eye to the public

;

but this is dangerous ground, even more dangerous
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than to look Athens full in the face, and say that

your eyes are not dazzled by its beauty. The Great

Public admires Gi;eece and Byron
;
the public knov^s

best. Murray’s Guide-book ” calls the latter our

native bard.” Our native bard ! Mon Dieu ! He
Shakspeare’s, Milton’s, Keats’s, Scott’s native bard

!

Well, woe be to the man who denies the public gods!

The truth is, then, that Athens is a disappoint-

ment; and I am angry that it slu)ul(l be so. To a

skilled antiquarian, or an enthusiastic Greek scholar,

the feelings created by a sight of the place of course

will be different
;
but you who would be inspired by

it •must undergo a long 2)reparation of reading, and

possess, too, a particular feeling
;
both of which, I

suspect, are uncommon in our busy commercial news-

paper reading country. Men only say they are en-

thusiastic about the Greek and Koman authors and
history, because it is considered 2)roper and respect-

able. And we know how gentlemen in Baker Street

have editions of the classics handsomely bound in the

library, and how they use them. Of course they

don’t retire to read the newspaper
;

it is to look over

a favorite ode of Pindar, or to discuss an obscure pas-

sage in Athenaeus ! Of course country magistrates

and Members of Parliament are always studying De-

mosthenes and Cicero
;
we know it from their continual

habit of quoting the Latin grammar in Parliament.

But
,
it is agreed that the classics are j-espectable

;

therefore we are to be enthusiastic about them. Also

let us admit that Byron is to be held up as ‘^our

native bard.”

I am not so entire a heathen as to be insensible to

the beauty of those relics of Greek art, of which men
much more learned and enthusiastic have written

such piles of descriptions. I thought I could recog-
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nize the towering beauty of the prodigious columns

of the Temple of Jupiter
;
and admire the astonish-

ing grace, severity, elegance, completeness of the

Parthenon, The little Temple of Victory, with its

fluted Corinthian shafts, blazed under the sun almost

as fresh as it must have appeared to the eyes of its

founders
;
I saw nothing more charming and brilliant,

more graceful, festive, and aristocratic than this

sumptuous little building The Eoman remains which

lie in the town below look like tlie works of bar-

barians beside these perfect structures. They jar

strangely on the eye, after it has been accustoming

itself to perfect liarmony and proportions. If, as the

schoolmaster tells us, the (Ireek wntiii^^ is as com-

plete as the Greek art; if an ode of Pindar is as

glittering and pure as the Temple of Victory
;
or a

discourse* of Plato as polished and calm as yonder

mystical portico of the Erechtheuni
;
what treasures

of the senses and delights of the imagination have

fcliose lost to whom the Greek books are as good as

sealed

!

And yet one meets with very dull first-class men.

Genius won’t transplant from one brain to another,

or is ruined in tlie carriage, like* fine Burgundy. Sir

Robert Peel and Sir John ITobhouse are both good

scholars
;
but their }K)etry in ]*<irliain(*nt does not

strike one as fine. Muz/le, tlie sclioolinaster, who is

bull} ing poor trembling little boys, was a fine scholar

when he was a sizar, and a ruffinn then and ever

since. Where is the gr(*at ])0(‘t, siiu'c the days of

Milton, who has improved the natural offshoots of

his brain by grafting it from the Athenian tree ?

I had a volume of Tennyson in my pocket, which

somehow settled that question, and ended the querulous

dispute between me and Conscience, under tlie shape of
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the neglected and irritated Greek muse, which had been
going on ever since I had commenced my walk about

Athens. The old spinster saw me wince at the idea of

the author of Dora and Ulysses, and tried to follow up

her advantage by further hints of time lost, and

precious opportunities thrown away. ^^You might

have written poems like them,^’ said she
;

or, no, not

like them perhaps, but you might have done a neat

prize-poem, and pleased your papa and mamma. You
might have translated Jack and Gill into Greek iam-

bics, and been a credit to your college.^^ I turned tes-

tily away from her. Madam, says I, because an

e^igle houses on a mountain, or sojirs to the sun, don^t

you be angry with a sparroAV that perches on a garret-

window, or twitters on a twig. Leave me to myself

;

look, my beak is not aquiline by any means.”

And so, my dear friend, you who have been reading

this last page in wonder, and who, instead of a de-

scription of Athens, have been accommod.ated with a

lament on the part of the writer, that he was idle at

school, and does not know Greek, excuse this momen-
tary outbreak *of egotistic despondency. To say truth,

dear Jones, when one walks among the nests of the

eagles, and sees the prodigious eggs they laid, a cer-

tain feeling of discomfiture must come over us smaller

birds. You and I could not invent— it even stretches

our minds painfully to try and comprehend part of the

beauty of the Parthenon— ever so little of it, — the

beauty of a single column,'— a fragment of a broken

shaft lying under the astonishing blue sky there, in

the midst of that unrivalled landscape. There may
be grander aspects of nature,Tmt none more deliciously

beautiful. The hills rise in perfect harmony, and fall

in the most exquisite cadences, — the sea seems

brighter, the islands more purple, the clouds more
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light and rosy than elsewhere. As you look up
through the open roof, you are almost oppressed by
the serene depth of the blue overhead. Look even

at the fragments of the marble, how soft and pure it

is, glittering, and white like fresh snow ! I was all

beautiful,^’ it seems to say : even the hidden parts

of me were spotless, precious, and fair^^ — and so,

musing over this wonderful scene, perhaps 1 get some
feeble glimpse or idea of that ancient Greek sjnrit

which peopled it with sublime races of heroes and

gods
;
^ and wliich I never could get out of a Greek

book, — no, not though Muzzle flung it at my head.

1 Saint Paul, speaking from the Areopagus and rebuking these

superstitions away, yet speaks tenderly to the i)e(j])Io heJore liiiii,

whose devotions ho had marked ; <ittotes their poets, to i)riiig them

to think of the God unknown, whom they had ignorantly wor-

slii]>ped
;
and says that tlie times of this ignoranec (iod winked at,

hut tliat now it was time to repent. No rebuke cau surely he more

gentle than this delivered by the upright Apostle.



CHAPTEE VL

SMYRNA.— FIRST GLIMPSES OF THE EAST.

I AM glad that the Turkish part of Athens was ex-

tinct, so that I should not be balked of the pleasure

of entering an EasttuTi town by an introduction to any

garbled or incomplete sj)eeinien of one. Smyrna seems

tjp me t)ie most Eastern of all I have seen : as Calais

will probably remain to tlie Englishman the most

Erench town in the world. The jack-boots of the pos-

tilions don^t seem *so huge elsewliere, or the tight

stockings of the maid-servants so (rallic. The churches

and the ramparts, and the little, soldiers on them, re-

main forever impressed uj)on your imnnory; from

which larger temples and buildings, and whole armies

have subsequently disappeared : and the first words

of actual Fk’^icIi heard spoken, and the first dinner at

“ Quillacq’s,” remain after twenty years as clear as on

the first day. Dear Jones, caii^t you remember the

exact smack of the white hermitage, and the toothless

old fellow singing Largo al factotum ” ?

The first day in the East is like that. After that

there is nothing. The wonder is gone, and the thrill

of that delightful shock, which so seldom touches tlie

nerves of plain men of the world, though they seek

for it everywhere. One such looked out at Smyrna

from our steamer, and yawned without the least excit-

ment, and did not betray the sliglitest emotion, as

boats witli real Turks on board came up to the ship.

There lay the towui with minarets and cypresses, domes
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and castles
;
great guns were firing off, and the blood-

red.flag of the Sultan flaring over the fort ever since

sunrise
;
woods and mountains cahie down to the gulfs

edge, and as you looked at them with the telescope,

there peeped out of the general mass a score of pleas-

ant episodes of Eastern life— there were cottages with

quaint roofs
;
silent cool kiosks, where the chief of

‘the eunuchs brings down the ladies of the harem. I

saw Hassan, the fisherman, getting his nets
;
and Ali

Baba going off with his donkey to the great forest for

wood. Smith looked at these wonders quite unmoved

;

and I was surprised at his apathy : but he had been

at Smyrna before. A man only sees the miracle once
;

though you yearn after it ever so, it won’t come again.

I saw nothing of Ali Baba and Hassan the next time

we came to Smyrna, and had some doubts (recollecting

the badness of the inn) about landing at all. A per-

son who wishes to understand France and the East

should come in a yacht to Calais or Smyrna, land for

two hours, and never afterwards go back again.

But those two hours are beyond measure delightful.

Some of us were querulous iij) to that time, and

doubted of tlie wisdom of making the voyage. Lis-

bon, we owned, was a failure
;
Atliens a dead failure

;

Malta very well, but not worth the trouble and sea-

sickness : in fact, Baden-Baden or Devonshire would

be a better move than this
;
when Symrna came, and

rebuked all mutinous Cockneys into silence. Some
men may read this who are in want of a sensation.

If they love the odd and picturesque, if they loved the

Arabian Xights ” in their youth, let them book

tliemselves on hoard one of the Peninsular and Ori-

ental vessels, and try one di]) into Constantinople or

Smyrna. Walk into the bazaar, and the East is iin-

veiled to you
;
how often and often have you tried to
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fancy this, lying out on a summer holiday at schod

!

It is wonderful, too, how like it is
;
you may imagine

that you have been in the place before, you seem to

know it so well!

The beauty of that poetry is, to me, that it was

never too handsome
;
there is no fatigue of sublimity

about it. Shacabac and the little Barber play as

great a part in it as the heroes
;
there are no uncom-*

fortable sensations of terror
:
you may be familiar

vrith the great Afreet, who was going to execute the

travellers for killing his son with a date-stone. Mor-

giana, when she kills the forty robbers with boiling

oil, does not seem to hurt them in the least; and

though King Schahriar makes a practice of cutting off

his wives’ heads, yet you fancy they have got them
on again in some of the back rooms of the palace,

where they are dancing and playing on dulcimers.

How fresh, easy, good-natured, is all this ! How de-

lightful is that notion of the pleasant Eastern people

about knowledge, where the height of science is made
to consist in the answering of riddles ! and all the

mathematiciifns and magicians bring their great

beards to bear on a conundruUi

!

When I got into the bazaar, among this race, some-

how I felt as if they were all friemjs. There sat the

merchants in tlieir little shops, quiet and solemn, but

with friendly looks. There was no smoking, it was

the Ramazan
;
no eating, the fish and meats fizzing in

the enormous pots of the cook-shops are onl}" for the

Christians. The children abounded
;
the law is not

so stringent upon them, and many wandering mer-

chants were there selling figs (in the name of the

Prophet, doubtless), for their benefit, and elbowing

onwards with baskets of grapes and cucumbers.

Countrymen passed bristling over with arms, each
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with a huge bellyful of pistols and daggers in his

girdle; fierce, but not the least dangerous. Wild
swarthy Arabs, who had come in with the caravans,

walked solemnly about, very different in look and
demeanor from the sleek inhabitants of the town.

Greeks and Jews squatted and smoked, their shops

tended by sallow-faced boys, with large eyes, who
‘smiled and welcomed you in

;
negroes bustled about

ill gaudy colors
;
and women, with black nose-bags

and shuffling yellow slippers, chattered and bargained

at the doors of the little shops. There was the rope

quarter and the sweetmeat qfiarter, and the pipe

bazaar, and the arm bazaar, and the little turiied-u|)

shoe quarter, and the shops where ready-made jackets

and pelisses were swinging, and the region where,

under the raggi‘d awnings, regiments of tailors were

at work. The sun peeps through these awnings of

mat or canvas, which are hung over tlie narrow lanes

of the bazaar, and ornaments them with a thousand

freaks of light and shadow. Cogia ITassan AlhabbaTs

shop is in a blaze of light
;
while his neighbor, the

barber and coffee-house keeper, has his premises, his

low seats and narghiles, his queer pots and basins, in

the shade. The cobblers are always good-natured;

there was one, wly, I am sure, has been revealed to

me in my dreams, in a dirty old green turban, with a

pleasant wrinkled face like an apple, twinkling his

little gray eyes as he held them up to talk to the

gossips, and smiling under a delightful old gray

beard, which did the heart good to see. You divine

the conversation b(itween him and the cucumberinan,

as the Sultan used to understand the language of

birds. Are any of those cucumbers stuffed with

pearls, and is that Armenian with the black square

turban Haroun Alraschid in disguise, standing yonder
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by the fountain where the children are drinking*-

the gleaming marble fountain, chequered all over

with light and shadow, and engraved with delicate

Arabesques and sentences from the Koran ?

But the greatest sensation of all is when the camels

come. Whole strings of real camels, better even than

in the procession of Blue Beard, with soft rolling eyes

and bended necks, swaying from one side of the bazaar

tathe otlier to and fro, and treading gingcirly with

their great feet. 0 you fairy dreams of boyhood I 0
you sweet meditations of half-holidays, here you are

realized for half an hour! The genius which presides

pver youth led us to do a good action that day. Tliere

was a man sitting in an open room, ornamented with

fine long-tailed sentences of the Koran : some in red,

some in blue
;
some written diagonally over the paper

;

some so shaped as to represent ships, dragons, or mys-

terious animals. The man squatted on a carpet in the

middle of this room, with folded arms, waggling his

head to and fro, swaying about, and singing through

his nose choice phrases from the sacred work. But
from the rocfin above came a clear noise of many little

shouting voices, much more musical than that of Kaso

in the matted parlor, and the guide told us it was a

school, so we went up stairs to loo]^.

I declare, on my conscience, the master was in the

act of bastinadoing a little mulatto boy
;
his feet were

in a bar, and the brute was laying on with a cane
;
so

we witnessed the howling of the poor boy, and the

confusion of the brute who was administering the cor-

rection. The other children were made to shout, I

believe, to drown the noise of their little comrade’s

howling; but the punishment was instantly discon-

tinued as our hats came up over the stairtrap, and the

boy cast loose, and the bamboo huddled ii\to a corner
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and the schoolmaster stood before us abashed. All

the small scholars in red caps, ana the little girls in

gaudy handkerchiefs, turned their big wondering dark

eyes towards us
;
and the caning was over for that

time, let us trust. I don’t envy some schoolmasters

in a future state. I pity that poor little blubbering

Mahometan
;
he will never be able to relish the Ara-

bian Nights ” in the original all his life long.

From this scene we rushed oif somewhat discopi-

posed to make a breakfast oft* red mullets and grapes^

melons, pomegranates, and Smyrna wine, at a dirty

little comfortable inn, to whicli we were recom-

mended : and from the windows of which we had a

fine cheerful view of the gulf and its busy craft, and

the loungers and merchants along the shore. There

were camels unloading at one wharf, and piles of

melons much bigger than the Gibraltar cannon-balls

at another. It was the fig-season, and we passed

through several alleys encumbered with long rows of

fig-dressers, children and women for the most part,

who were packing the fruit diligently into drums,

dip])ing them in salt-water first, and spreading them
neatly over with leaves

;
while the figs and leaves are

drying, large white worms crawl out of them, and

swarm over the decks of the ships which carry them

to Europe and to England, where small children eat

them with plea/|ure— I mean the figs, not the worms
— and where they are still served at wine-parties at

the Universities. When fresh they are not better

than elsewhere
;
but the melons are of admirable

flavor, and so large, that Cinderella might almost be

accommodated with a coach made of a big one,

without any very great distention of its original

proportions.

Our guide, an accomplished swindler, demanded two
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dollars as the fee for entering the mosque, whi(Ai

others of our party subsequently saw for sixpence, so

we did not care to examine that place of worship.

But there were other cheaper sights, which were to

the full as picturesque, for which there was no call to

pay money, or, indeed, for a day, scarcely to move at

all. I doubt whether a man who would smoke his

pipe on a bazaar counter all day, and let the city flow*

by him, would not be almost as well employed as the

most active curiosity hunter.

To be sure he would not see the women. Those in

the bazaar were shabby people for the most part,

tv'hose black masks nobody would feel a curiosity to

remove. You could see no more of their figures than

if they had been stuffed in bolsters
;
and even their

feet were brought to a general splay uniformity by

the double yellow slippers which the wives of true

believers wear. But it is in the Greek and Armenian
quarters, and among those poor Christians who were

pulling figs, that you see the beauties
;
and a man of a

generous disj[)Osition may lose his heart half a dozen

times a day in Smyrna. There was the pretty maid

at work at a tambour-frame in an open i)orch, with an

old duenna spinning by her side, and a goat tied up to

the railings of the little court-garden
;
there wJis the

nymph who came down the stair with the pitcher on her

head, and gazed with great calm e|fes, as large and

stately as Juno’s; there was the gentle mother, bend-

ing over a queer cradle, in which lay a small crying

bundle of infancy. All tliese tliree charmers were seen

ill a single street in the Armenian quarter, where tlie

house-doors are all open, and the women of the fami-

lies sit under the arches in the court. There #as the

fig-girl, beautiful beyond all others, with an immense

coil of deep black hair twisted round a head of which
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Eapliael was worthy to draw the outline, and Titiajt^

to paint the color. I wonder the Sultan has not^

swept her off, or that the Persian merchants, who
come with silks and sweetmeats, have not kidnapped

her for the Shah of Tehran.

We went to see the Persian merchants at their

khan, and purchased some silks there from a swarthy,

black-bearded man, witli a conical cap of lambswool.

Is it not hard to think that silks bought of a man in

a lambswool cap, in a caravanserai, brought hither on

tlie backs of camels, should Iiave been manufactured

after all at Lyons ? Others of our ])arty bought car-

pets, for which the town is famous
;
and there was

one who absolutely laid in a stock of real Smyrna
figs

;
and purchased three or four real Smyrna

sponges for his carriage; so strong was his passion

for the genuine article.

I wonder that no painter havS given us familar views

of the East: not processions, grand sultans, or mag-

nificent landscapes
;
but faithful transcripts of every-

day Oriental life, such as each street will supply to

him. The camels afford endless motives, couched in

the raarket-plac(*s, lying by thousands in the camel

s(piare, snorting and bubbling after their manner, the

sun blazing down on their backs, their slaves and
keep(*rs lying behind them in the shade : and the Car-

avan Bridge, abftre all, would afford a painter subjects

for a dozen of ])ictures. Over this Homan arch, which

crosses the Meles river, all the caravans pass on their

entrance to the town. On one side, as we sat and
looked at it, was a great row of plaiuj-trees

;
on the

0])posite bank, a deep wood of tall cypresses — in the

midst of which rose up innumerable gray tombs, sur-

mounted with the turbans of the* defunct believers.

Beside the stream, the view was less gloomy. There
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under the plane-trees a little coffee-house, shaded

ty a trcllia-work, covered over with a vine, and orna-

hiented with many rows of shining pots and wat(3r-

pipcis, lor which there was no use at noonday now, iii

the time of Hainazaii. Hard by the coffee-house was

a garden and a bubbling marble fountain, and over

the stream was a broken summer-house, to which

amateurs may ascend, for the purpose of examining

the river; and all round the plane-trees plenty of

stools for those who were inclined to sit and drink

sweet thick coffee, or cool lemonade made of fresh

green citrons. The master of the house, dressed in a

jvhite turban and light blue pelisse, lolled under the

coffee-house awning
;
the slave in white with a crim-

son striped jacket, his face as black as ebony, brought

us pipes and lemonade again, and returned to his

station at the coffee-house, where he curled his black

legs together, and began singing out of his flat nose

to the thrumming of a long guitar with wire strings.

The instrument was not bigger than a soup-ladle, with

a long straight handle, but its music pleased the per-

former
;

for* his eyes rolled shining about, and liis

head wagged, and he grinned with an innocent inten-

sity of enjoyment that did one good to look at. And
there was a friend to share his pleasure : a Turk"

dressed in scarlet, and covered all over with daggers

and pist<ds, sat leaning forward onfcis little stool,

rocking about, and grinning quite as eagerly as the

black minstrel. As he sang and we listened, figures

of women bearing pitchers went passing over the

Ivomau bridge, which we saw between the large

trunks of the planes
;
or gray forms of camels were

seen stalking across it, the string preceded by the

little donkey, who is always here their long-eared

conductor.
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These are very humble incidents of travel. Wher-

ever the steamboat touches the shore adventure re-

treats into the interior, and what is called romance

vanishes. It won’t bear the vulgar gaze; or rather

the light of common day puts it out, and it is only in

the dark that it shines at all. There is no cursing

and insulting of Giaours now. If a Cockney looks or

behaves in a particularly ridiculous way, the little

Turks come out and laugh at him. A Londoner is no

longer a spittoon for true believers: and now that

dark Hassan sits in his divan and drinks champagne,

and Selim has a French watch, and Zuleika ptudiaps

takes Morrison’s pills, Byronism becomes absurd int

stead of sublime, and is only a foolisli expression of

Cockney wonder. They still occasionally beat a man
for going into a mostpie, but this is almost tlie only

sign of ferocious vitality hd‘t in the Turk of the Med-
iterranean coast, and strangers may enter stjores of

mosques without molestation. The paddle-wheel is the

great conqinn’or. Wherever the captain cries ‘SStop

her!” Civilization stops, and lands in the ship’s boat,

and makes a i)ermaiKmt acquaintance with the savages

on shore. Whole hosts of crusaders have passed and
died, and butchered here in vain. But to manufac-

ture European iron into pikes and helmets was a

waste of metal : in the shape of piston-rods and fur-

mace-pokers it is irresistible
;
and I think an allegory

might be made showing how much stronger commerce
is than chivalry, and finishing with a grand image of

Mahomet’s crescent being extinguished in Fulton’s

boiler.

This I thouglit was the moral of the day’s sights

and adventures. We pulled off to the steamer in

the afternoon— tin' Inbat blowing fresh, and setting

all the craft in the gull dancing over its blue waters.
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We were presently under weigh again, the captain

ordering his engines to work only at half power, so

that a French steamer which was quitting Smyrna
at the same time might come up with us, and fancy

she could beat the irresistible Tagus.’^ Vain hope

!

Just as the Frenchman neared us, the Tagus ” shot

out like an arrow, and the discomfited Frenchman

went behind. Though we all relished the joke ex-*

ceedingly, there was a French gentleman on board

who did not seem to be by any means tickled with

it; but he had received papers at Smyrna, contain-

ing news of Marshal Bugeaud’s victory at Isley, and

had this land victory to set against our harmless

little triumph at sea.

That night we rounded the Island of Mitylene:

and the next day the coast of Troy was in sight,

and the tomb of Achilles — a dismal-looking mound
that rises in a low, dreary, barren shore — less lively

and not more picturesque than the Scheldt or the

mouth of the Thames. Then we passed Tenedos and

the forts and town at the mouth of the Dardanelles.

The weath(*r# was not too hot, the water as smooth

as at Putney, and everybody happy and excited at

the thought of seeing Constantinople to-morrow. We
had music on board all the way from Smyrna. A
German commis-voyageur, with a guitar, who had

passed unnoticed until that time, produced his in-

strument about mid-day, and began to whistle

waltzes. He whistled so divinely that the ladies

left their cabins, and men laid down their books.

He whistled a polka so bewitchingly that two young

Oxford men began whirling round the deck, and

performed that x^opular dance with much agility un-

til they sank down tired. He still continued an

unabated whistling, and as nobody would dance,
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r pulled off his coat, j)roduced a pair of castanets,

and wl^istling a mazurka, performed it with tremen-

dous agility. His whistling made everybody gay and

happy— made those acquainted who had not spoken

before, and inspired such a feeling of hilarity in the

ship, that that night, as we floated over the sea of

Marmora, a general vote was expressed for broiled

' bones and a regular supj)er-party. Punch was brewed,

and speeches were made, and after a lapse of flfteeti

years, I heard the ‘^Old English Gentleman’’ and

Bright Chanticleer Proclaims the Morn,” sung in

such style that you would almost fancy the proctors

must hear^ and send us all home.



CHAPTER VIL

C0N8TANT1K0PLE.

When we rose at sunrise to see the famous entry

to Constantinople, we found, in the place of the city

and the sun, a bright white fog, wliich hid both from

sight, and which only disappeared as the vessel ad-

%0,nced towards the Golden Horn. There the fog

cleared off as it were by flakes, as you see gauze

curtains lifted away, one by one, before a great fairy

scene at the theatre. This will give idea enough of

the fog
;
the difficulty is to describe the scene after-

wards, which was in truth the great fairy scene,

than which it is impossible to conceive anything

more brilliant and magnificent. I can’t go to any

more romantic place than Drury Lane to draw my
similes from**— Drury Lane, such as we used to see

it in our youth, when to our sight the grand last

pictures of the melodrama or pantomime wore as

magnificent as any objects of nature we have seen

with maturer eyes. Well, the view of Constanti-

nople is as fine as any of Stanfield’s best theatrical

pictures, seen at the best period of youtli, when fancy

had all the bloom on her— when all the heroines

who danced before the scene appeared as ravishing

beauties, when there shone an unearthly splendor

about Baker and Diddear— and the sound ot the

bugles and fiddles, and the cheerful clang of the

cymbals, as the scene unrolled, and the gorgeous

procession meandered triumphantly through it—
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caused a thrill of pl^sure, and awakened an inno-

cent fulness of sensual enjoyment that is only given

to boys.

The above sentence contains the following propo-

sitions ; — The enjo^^ments of boyish fancy are the

most intense and delicious in the world. Stanfield’s

panorama used to be the realization of the most in-

tense youthful fancy. I puzzle my brains and find

no better likeness for the place. The view of Con-

stantinople resembles the ne iduH ultra of a Stanfield

diorama, with a glorious accompaniment of music,

spangled houris, warriors, and winding processions,

feasting the eyes and the soul with light, splendoc,

and harmony. If you were never in this,way during

your youth ravished at the play-house, of course the

whole comparison is useless; and you have no idea,

from this description, of the effect which Constanti-

nople produces on the mind. But if you were never

affected by a theatre; no words can work upon your

fancy, and typographical attempts to move it are of

no use. For, suppose we combine mosque, minaret,

gold, cypress, water, blue, caiques, seventy-four, Ga-

lata, Tophana, Ramazan, Backalliim, and so forth,

together, in ever so many ways, your imagination

will never be able to depict a city out of them. Or,

suppose I say the Mosque of St. Sophia is four hun-

dred and seventy-three feet in height, measuring

from the middle nail of the gilt crescent surmounting

the dome to the ring in the centre stone
;
the circle

of the dome is one hundred and twenty-three feet

in diameter, the windows ninety-seven in number—
and all this may be true, for anything I know to the

contrary
;
yet wlio is to get an idea of St. Sophia

from dates, ])roper names, and (calculations with a

measuring-line ? It can’t be done bv giving the age
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and measurement of all the buildings along the river,

the names of all the boatmen who ply on it,, Has"

your fancy, which pooh-poohs a simile, faith enough

to build a city with a foot-rule ? Enough said about

descriptions and similes (though whenever I am un-

certain of one I am naturally most anxious to fight

for it) : it is a scene not perhaps sublime, but charm-

ing, magnificent, and cheerful beyond any I have

ever seen — the most superb combination of city

and gardens, domes and shipping, hills and water,

with the healthiest breeze blowing over it, and above

it the brightest and most cheerful sky.

^It is proper, they say, to be disappointed on enter^

ing the town, or any of the various quarters of it,

because the houses are not so magnificent on inspec-

tion, and seen singly, as they are when beheld en

masse from the waters. But why form expectations

so lofty? If you see a group of peasants pictu-

resquely disposed at a fair, 3^ou don’t suppose that they

are all faultless beauties, or that the men’s coats have

no rags, and the women’s gowns are made of silk and

velvet : the w41d ugliness of the interior of Constanti-

nople or Pera has a charm of its own, greatly more

amusing than rows of red bricks or drab stones, how-

ever symmetrical. With brick or stone they could

never form those fantastic ornaments, railings, bal-

conies, roofs, galleries, which jut in and out of the

rugged houses of tlie city. As we went from Galata

to Peia up a steep hill, which new-comers ascend

with some difficulty, but which a porter, with a couple

of hundredweight on his back, paces up without turn-

ing a hair, I thought the wooden houses far from

being disagreeable objects, sights quite as surprising

and striking as the grand one we had just left.

I do not know how the custom-house of his High-
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ness is made to be a profitable speculation. As I left

the ship, a man pulled after my boat, and asked for

backsheesh, which was given him to the amount of

about twopence. He was a custom-house officer, but

I doubt whether this sum which he levied ever Krept

to the revenue.

I can fancy the scene about the quays somewhat to

resemble the river of London in olden times, before

coal-smoke had darkened the whole city with soot, and

when, according to the old writers, there really Was

bright weather. The fleets of caiques bustling along

the shore, or scudding over the blue water, are beauti-

ful to look at : in Hollar’s print London river is ^o

studded over with wherry-boats, which .bridges and

steamers have since destroyed. Here the caique is

still in full perfection : there are thirty thousand boats

of the kind plying between the cities
;
every boat is

neat, and trimly carved and ])ainted
;
and I scarcely

saw a man pulling in one of them that was not a fine

specimen of his race, brawny and brown, with an open

chest and a handsome face. They wear a thin shirt

of exceedingly light cotton, which lecfves their fine

brown limbs full play
;
and with a purple sea for a

background, eviiry one of these dashing boats forms a

brilliant and glittering picture. Passengers squat in

the inside of the boat
;
so that as it passes you see

little more than the heads of the true believers, with

their red fez and blue tassel, and that placid gravity

of expression which the smiking of a tobacco-pipe is

sure to give to a man.

The Bosphorus is enlivened by a multiplicity of

other kinds of craft. There are the dirty men-oL

war’s boats of the Russians, with unwashed, mangy
crews; the great ferry-boats carrying hundreds of

passengers to the villages; the melon-boats piled
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up with enormous golden fruit
5
his Excellency^ the

Pasha’s boat^ with twelve men bending k) thejlr oars

;

and his Highness’s own caique, with a head like a

serpent, and eight-and-twenty tugging oarsmen, , that

goes shooting by amidst the thundering of the cannon.

Ships and steamers, with black sides and flaunting

colors, are moored everywhere, showing their flags,

Kussian and English, Austrian, American, and Greek;’

and along the quays country ships from the Black Sea

or the islands, with high carved poops and bows, such

as you see in the pictures of the shipping of the

seventeenth century. The vast groves and towers,

domes and quays, tall minarets and spired spreading

mosques of the three cities, rise all around in endless

magnificence and variety, and render this water-

street a scene of such delightful liveliness and beauty,

that one never tires of looking at it. I lost a great

number of the sights in and round Constantino2)le

through the beauty of this admirable scene ; but what

are sights after all ? and is n’t that the best sight

which makes you most happy ?

We were lodged at Pera at Misseri’s Hotel,” the

host of which has been made famous ere this time

by the excellent book ‘^Eothen,”— a work for which

all the passengers on board our ship had been bat-

tling, and which had charmed all— from our great

statesman, our polished lawyer, our young Oxonian,

who sighed over certain passages that he feared we-"e

wicked, down to the writer of this, who, after perusing

it with delight, laid it down with wonder, exclaiming,

Aut Diabolus aut ” — a book which has since (great-

est miracle of all) excited a feeling of warmth and

admiration in the bosom of the godlike, impartial,

stony Athenceum, Misseri, the faithful and chival-

rous Tartar, is transformed into the most quiet and
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gentlemanlike of landlords, a great deal more gentle-

manlike in manner and appearance than most of us

who sat at his table, and smoked cool pipes on his

house-top, as we looked over the hill and the Kussian

palace to the water, and the Seraglio gardens shinH%

in the blue. We confronted Misseri, “Eothen’’ in

hand, and found, on examining him, that it was

^‘aut Diabolns aut amicus’’ — but the name is a

secret
;

I will never breathe it, though I am dying

to tell it.

The last good description of a Turkish bath, I

think, was Lady Mary Wortley Montagu’s— which

voluptuous picture must have been painted at least a.

hundred and thirty years ago : so that another sketch

may be attempted by a humbler artist in a different

manner. The Turkish bath is certainly a novel sensa-

tion to an Englishman, and may be set down as a

most queer and surprising event of his life. I made
the valet-de-place or dragoman (it is rather a fine

thing to have a dragoman in one’s service) conduct

me forthwitli to the best api)ointed liummums in the

neighborhood
;
and we walked to a house 'ht Tophana,

and into a spacious liall lighted from above, which is

the cooling-room of the bath.

The spacious hall has a large fountain in the midst,

a painted gallery running round it
;
and many ropes

stretched from one gallery to another, ornamented

with profuse draperies of towels and blue cloths, for

the use of the frequenters of the place. All round

the room an.d the galleries were matted inclosures,

fitted with numerous neat beds and cushions for re-

posing on, where lay a dozen of true believers smoking,

or sleeping, or in the happy half-dozing state. 1 was

led up to one of these beds, to rather a retired corner,

in consideration of my modesty
;
and to the next bed
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presently came a dancing dervish, who forthwith

began to prepare for the bath. n

When the dancing dervish had taken off his yellow

sngar-loaf cap, his gown, shawl, etc., he was arrayed

in two large blue cloths
;
a white one being thrown

over his shoulders, and another in the shape of a tur-

ban plaited neatly round Kis head; tlie garments of

which he divested himself were folded up in another

linen, and neatly put by. 1 beg leave to state I was
treated in precisely the same maimer as the dancing

dervish.

The reverend gentleman then put on a pair of

wooden pattens, which elevatcnl liirn about six inches

from the grQund; and walked down the stairs, and

paddled across the moist marble floor of the hall, and*

in at a little door, by the which also Titmarsh entered.

But I had none of the professional agility of the danc-

ing dervish“; I staggered about very ludicrously upon

the high wooden pattens
;
and should have been down

on my nose several times, had not the dragoman and

the master of the bath supportc^I me down stairs and

across the half. Dressed in three large cotton nap-

kins, with a white turban round my head, I thought

of Pall Mall with a sort of despair. I passed the lit-

tle door, it was closed behind me — I was in the dark
‘— I could n’t speak the language— in a white turban.

Mon Dieu ! what was going to happen !

The dark room was the tepidarium, a moist oozing

arched den, with a light faintly streaming from an

oriflce in the domed ceiling. Yells of frantic laughter

and song came booming and clanging through the

echoing arches, the doors clapped to with loud rever-

berations. It was the laughter of the followers of

Mahound, rollicking and taking their pleasure in

the public bath. I could not go into that place; I
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swore I would not
;
ttey promised me a private room,

and tire dragoman left me. My agony at parting from

that Christian cannot be described.

When you get into the sudarium, or hot room, your

first sensations only occur about half a minute after

entrance, when you feel that you are choking. I

found myself in that state, seated on a marble slab

;

the bath man was gone
;
he had taken away the cot-

ton turban and shoulder shawl : I saw I was in a nar^

row room of marble, with a vaulted roof, and a

fountain of warm and cold watei^; the atmosphere

was in a steam, the chqking sensation went off, and I

felt a sort of pleasure presently in a soft boiling siyn-

mer, which, no doubt, potatoes feel when they are

eteaming. You are left in this state for about ten

minutes
;

it is warm .certainly, but odd and pleasant,

and disposes the mind to reverie.

But let any delicate mind in Baker Street fancy

my horror, when, on looking up out of this reverie, I

saw a great brown wretch extended before me, only

half dressed, standing on pattens, and exaggerated by

them and the steam until lie looked like an ogre, grin-

ning in the most horrible way, and waving his arm,

on which was a horsehair glove. He spoke, in his

unknown nasal jargon, words which echoed through

the arched room
;
his eyes seemed astonishingly large

and bright, his ears stuck out, and his head was all

shaved, except a bristling top-knot, which gave it a

demoniac fierceness.

This description, I feel. Is
^
growing too frightful;

ladies who read it will be going into hysterics, or

saying, ^^Well, upon my word, this is the most singu-

lar, the most extraordinary kind of language. Jane,

my love, you will not read that odious book — and

so I will be brief. This grinning man belabors the
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patient violently with the horse brush. When he has

completed * the horsehair part, and you lie expiring

under a squirting fountain of warm water, and fancy-

ing all is done, he reappears with a large brass basin

containing a quantity of lather, in the midst of which'

is something like old Miss MacWhirter’s flaxen wig

that she is so proud of, and that we have all laughed

at. Just as you are going to remonstrate, the thing

like the wig is dashed into your face and eyes, cov-

ered over with soap, and for five minutes you are

drowned in lather f you can’t see, the suds are froth-

ing over your eyeballs
;
you can’t hear, the soap is

w]j}izzing into your ears
;
can’t gasp for breatli, Miss

MacWhirter’s wig is down your throat with half a

pailful of suds in an instant— you are all soap.*

Wicked children in former days have jeered you, ex-

claiming, How are you off for soap ? ” You little

knew what saponacity was till you entered a Turkish

bath.

When the whole operation is concluded, you are

led— with what heartfelt joy T need not say— softly

back to the cocfling-room, having been robed in shawls

and turbans as before. You are laid gently on tlie

reposing bed; somebody brings a narghile, which

tastes as tobacco must taste in Mahomet’s Paradise

;

a cool sweet dreamy languor takes possession of the

purified frame
;
and half an hour of such delicious

laziness is spent over the pipe as is unknown in Eu-

rope, where vulgar prejudice has most shamefully

maligned indolence, calls it foul names, such as the

father of all evil, and the like
;
in fact, does not know

how to educate idleness as those honest Turks do,

and the fruit, which, when properly cultivated, it

bears.

The after-bath state is the most delightful condi'
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tion of laziness I ever knew, and I tried it wherever

we went afterwards on our little tour.^ At Smyrna
the whole business was much inferior to the method
employed in the capital. At Cairo, after the soap,

you are plunged into a sort of stone coffin, full of

water, which is all but boiling. This has its charms

;

but I could not relish the Egyptian shampooing. A
hideous old blind man (but very dexterous in his art)

tried to break my back and dislocate my shoulders,

but I could not see the ])leasure of the practice
;
and

another fellow began ti(‘,kling the* soles of my feet,

but I rewarded him with a kick that sent him off the

bench. The pure idleness is the best, and I shall

never enjoy such in Europe again.

Victor Hugo, in his famous travels on the Ehine,

visiting Cologne, giv(‘s a learned account of what he

did nH see there. I have a remarkable catalogue of

similar objects at Constantinople. I didn’t see the

dancing dervishes, it was Eamazan
;
nor the howling

dervishes at Scutari, it was Kamazan
;
nor the inte-

rior of St. Sophia, nor the women’s apartment of the

Seraglio, nor the fashionable promenade at the Sweet

Waters, always because it was Eainazan
;

during

which period the dervishes dance and howl but rarely,

their legs and lungs being unecpial to much exertion

during a fast of fourteen hours. On account of the

s:raie holy season, the royal palaces and inos(]ues are

shut; and though the valley of the Sweet Waters is

there, no one goes to walk
;
the people remaining

asleep all day, and passing the night in feasting and

carousing. The minarets are illuminated at this

season
;
even the humblest mosque at Jerusalem, or

Jaffa, mounted a few circles of dingy lam])8
;
those of

the capital were handsomely lighted with many fes-

toons of lamps, which had a fine effect from the
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water. I need not mention other and constant iliu-

minations of the city which innumerable trairellers

have described— T mean the fires. There were three

in Pera during our eight days’ stay there
;
but they

did not last long enough to bring the Sultan out of

bed to come and lend his aid. Mr. Hobhouse (quoted

in th^ Guide-book ”) says, if a fire lasts an hour, the

Sultan is bound to attend it in person
;
and that i)eo-

ple having petitions to present,^have often set hous(‘s

on fire for the purpose of forcing out this royal

trump. The Sultitn can’t lead a very “jolly life,” if

this rule be universal. Paney his Highness, in the

nydst of his moon-faced beauties, handkerchief in

hand, and obliged to tie it round his face, and go out

of his warm harem at midnight at the cursed cry of

“Yang en Var !

”

We saw liis Highness in the midst of his people

and their petitions, when he came to the mosque at

Tophana
;

not the largest, but one of the most pic-

turesque of the public buildings of the city. The
streets were crowded with ])eoi)le watching for the

august arriva?, and lined with the squat military in

their bastard European costume
;

the sturdy police,

with bandeliers and brown surtouts, keeping order,

driving off the faithful from the railings of the

Esplanade through which their Emperor was to pass,

and only admitting (with a very unjust partiality, I

thought) us Europeans into that reserved space. Be-

fore the august arrival, numerous officers collected,

colonels and pashas went by with their attendant

running footmen; the most active, insolent, and

hideous of these great men, as I thought, being his

Highness’s black eunuchs, who went prancing through

tlie- crowd, vvliich separated before them witli every

cigii of respect.
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The comino^pi^ women were assemble^p- many hum
dreds^; the yakniac, a muslin chin-cleBf which they

wear, makes almost every face look the same; but

the eyes and noses of these beauties are generally

visible, and, for the most part, both these features

are good. The jolly negresses wear the same white

veil, but they are by no means so particulai^ about

hiding the charms of their good-natured black faces,

and they -let the cloth blow about as it lists, and grin

unconfined. Wherever we went the negroes seemed

happy. They have the organ of child-loving
;

little

creatures were always prattling on their shoulders,

queer little things in night-gowns of yellow dimijy,

with great flowers, and pink, or red, or yellow shawls,

with great eyes glistening underneath. Of such the

black women .seemed always the happy guardians. I

saw one at a fountain, holding one child in her arms,

and giving another a drink— a ragged little beggar

— a sweet and touching picture of a black charity.

I am almost forgetting his 'Highness the Sultan.

About a hundred guns were fired off at clumsy inter-

vals from the Esplanade facing the Bosphorus, warn-

ing us that the monarch had set off from his Summer
Palace, and was on the way to his grand canoe. At
last that vessel made its appearance

;
the band struck

up his favorite air; his caparisoned horse was led

down to the shore to receive him; the eunuchs, fat

pashas, colonels, and officers of state gathering round

as the Commander of the Faithful mounted. I had
the indescribable happiness of seeing him at a very

short distance. The Padishah, or Father of all the

Sovereigns on earth, has not that majestic air which

some sovereigns possess, and which makes the be-

holders eyes wink, and his knees tremble under him

:

he has a black beard, and a handsome well-bred face,
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of a Frenc^ast
;
he looks like a youi% French

worn out * debauch; his eyes bright, wilh black

rings round them
;
his cheeks pale and hollow. He

was lolling on his horse as if he could hardly hold

himself on the saddle : or as if his cloak, fastened

with a blazing diamond clasp on hife breast, and fall-

ing ever his horse’s tail, pulled him back. But the

handsome sallow face of the Refuge of the World
looked decidedly interesting and intellectual. I have

seen many a young Don Juan fit Paris, behind a coun-

ter, with such a beard and countenance
;
the liame of

passion still burning in his hollow eyes, while on his

damp brow was stamped the fatal mark of premature

Secay. The man we saw cannot live many summers,

Won^en ani wine are said to have brought the Zilul-

lah to this state
;
and it is whispered by the drago-

mans, or laquais-de-place (from whom travellers at

Constantinople generally get their }>olitieal informa-

tion), that the Sultan’s mother and his ministers con

spire to keep him plunged in sensuality, that they

may govern the kingdom according to their own
fancies. Mui Urquliart, I am sure, thinks that Lord

Palmerston has something to do with the business,

and drugs the Sultan’s champagne for the benefit of

Russia.

As the Pontiff of Mussulmans passed into the

mosque, a shower of petitions was flung from the

steps where the crowd was collected, and over the

heads of the gendarmes in brown. A general cry, as

for justice, rose up; and one old ragged woman came

forward and burst through the throng, howling, and

flinging about her lean arms, and baring her old

shrunken breast. I never saw a liner action of tragic

woe, or heard sounds more pitiful than those ohl pas-

sionate groans of hers. What was your prayer, poor
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%ld wr^lied soul ? The gendarmes hemmed her

round^.|*id hustled her away, but rathermndly. The
Padishah went on quite impassible— the picture of

debauch and ennui.

I like pointing morals, and inventing for myself

cheap consolations, to reconcile me to that state of life

into which it has pleased Heaven to call me
;
ahd as

the Light of the World disapi)eared round the corner,

I reasoned pleasantly with myself about his High-

ness, and enjoyed thdt secret selfish satisfaction a

man has, who sefes he is better off than his neighbor.

Michael Angelo,” I said, “you are still (by cour-

tesy) young : if you had five hundred thousand a year,

and were a great prince, I would lay a wager that men
would discover in you a magnificent courtesy of

demeanor, and a majestic presence that only belongs

to the sovereigns of the world. If you had such an

income, you think you could spend it with splendor!

distributing geinal hospitalities, kindly alms, sooth-

ing misery, bidding humility be of good heart,

rewarding desert. If you had such means of purchas-

ing pleasure, you think, you rogue, you could relish it

with gusto. But fancy being brought to the condi-

tion of the poor Light of the Universe yonder; and

reconcile yourself with the idea that you are only a

farthing rushlight. The cries of the poor widow fall

as dead upon him as the smiles of the brightest eyes

out of Georgia. He can’t stir abroad but those

abominable cannon begin roaring and deafening his

ears. He can’t see the world but over the shoulders

of a row of fat pashas, and eunuchs, with their infer-

nal ugliness. His ears can never be regaled with a

word of truth, or blessed with an honest laugh. The
only privilege of manhood left to him, he enjoys but

for a month in the year, at this time of Ramazan,
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when he is to fast for fifteen hours j' ^nd, by
consequence^tias the blessing of feeling hungry.

Sunset during Lent appears to be his single inou^eut

of pleasure
;
they say the poor fellow is ravenous by

that time, and as the gun fires the dish-covers are

taken off, so that for five minutes a day he lives and

is happy over pillau, like another mortal.

And yet, when floating by the Summer Palace, a

barbaric edifice of wood and marble, with gilded suns

blazing over the porticos, and all sorts of strange

ornaments and trophies figuring on the gates and rail-

ings— when we passed a long row of barred and

filigreed windows, looking on the water— when we
were told that those were the apartments of his

Highness’s ladies, and actually heard them whisper-

ing and laugliing behind the bars — a strange feeling

of curiosity came over some ill-regulated minds—
just to have one peep, one look at all those wondrous

beauties, singing to the dulcimers, paddling in the

fountains, dancing in the marble halls, or lolling on

the golden cushions, as the gaudy black slaves

brought pipes* and coffee. This tumultuous move-

ment was calmed by thinking of that dreadful state-

ment of travellers, that in one of the most elegant

halls there is a tiup-door, on peeping below which

you may see the Bosphorus running underneath, into

which some luckless beauty is plunged occasionally,

and the trap-door is shut, and the dancing and the

singing, and the smoking and the laughing go on as

before. They say it is death to pick up any of the

sacks thereabouts, if a stray one should float by you.

There were none any day wlien I passed, at least, on

the surface of the water.

It has been rather a fashion of our travellers to

apologize for Turkish life, of late, and paint glowing,
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agreeable pictures of many of its insti^tions. The
celebrated author of “ Palm-Leaves ” (his name is

famous under the date-trees of the Nile, and uttered

with respect beneath the tents of the Bedaween), has

touchingly described Ibrahim Pasha’s paternal fond-

ness, who cut off a black slave’s head for having

dropped and maimed one of his children
;
and has

penned a melodious panegyric of “ The Harem,” and

of the fond and beautiful duties of the inmates of

that place of love, obedience, and seclusion. I saw,

at the mausoleum of the late Sultan Mahmoud’s fam-

ily, a good subject for a Ghazul, in the true new
Oriental manner. •

These royal burial-places are the resort of the

pious Moslems. Lamps are kept burning there; and

in the ante-chambers,‘ copies of the Koran are pro-

vided for the use of believers
;
and you never pass

these cemeteries but you see Turks wasliing at the

cisterns, previous to entering for prayer, or s(piatted

on tlie benches, chanting passages from the sacred

volume. Christians, I believe, are not admitted, but

may look through the bars, and see the ’coffins of the

defunct monarchs and children of the royal race.

Each lies in his narrow sarcophagus, which is com-

monly flanked by huge candles, and covered with a

rich embroidered pall. At the head of each coffin

rises a slab, with a gilded inscription
;
for the prin-

cesses, the slab is simple, not unlike our own monu-
mental stones. The head-stones of the tombs of the

defunct princes are decorated with a turban, or, since

the introduction of the latter article of dress, with

the red fez. That of Mahmoud is decorated with the

imperial aigrette.

In this dismal but splendid museum, I remarked

two little tombs with little red fezzes, very small, and
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for very young heads evidently, which were lying

under the little embroidered palls of state. I, forget

whether they had candles too
;
but their little flame

of life was soon extinguished, and there was no need

of many pounds of wax to typify it. These were the

tombs of Mahmoud’s grandsons, nephews of the pres-

ent Light of the Universe, and children of his sister,

the wife of Halil Pacha. Little children die in all

ways
;
these of the much-maligned Mahometan royal

race perished by the bowstring. Sultan Mahmoud
(may he rest in glory !) strangled the one

;
but, hav-

ing some spark of human feeling, was so moved by

the wretchedness and agony of the poor bereaved

mother, his daughter, that his royal heart relented

tow'ards her, and he promised that, should she ever

have ahother child, it should be allowed to live. He
died

;
and Abdul Medjid (may his name be blessed !)

the debauched young man whom we just saw riding

to the mosque, succeeded. His sister, whom he is

said to have loved, became again a mother, and had a

son. But she relied upon her father’s word and her

august brother’s love, and hoped that this little one

should be spared. The same accursed hand tore this

infant out of its mother’s bosom, and killed it. The
poor woman’s heart broke outright at this second

calamity, and she died. But on her death-bed she

sent for her brother, rebuked him as a perjurer and

an assassin, and expired calling down the divine jus-

tice on his head. She lies now by the side of the two

little fezzes.

1^0w I say this would be a fine subject for an Orien-

tal poem. The details are dramatic and noble, and

could be grandly touched by a fine artist. If the

mother had borne a daughter, the child would have

been safe
;
that perplexity might be pathetically de-
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picted as agitating the bosom of the young wife, about

tD become a mother. A son is born : you can see her

^despair and the pitiful looks she casts on the child,

and the way in which she hugs it every time the cur-

tains of her door are removed. The Sultan hesitated

probably
;
he allowed the infant to live for six weeks.

He could not bring his royal soul to inflict pain. He
'yields at last

;
he is a martyr— to be ])itied, not to be

blamed. If he melts at his daughter’s agony, he is a

man and a father. There are men and fathers too in

the much-maligned Orient.

Then comes the second act of the tragedy. The new
hopes, the fond yearnings, the terrified misgivingS|

the timid belief, and weak confidence
;
the child that

is born— and dies smiling pretHly— and the mother’s

heart is rent so, that it can love, or hope, or suffer no

more. Allah is God ! She sleeps by the little fezzes.

Hark ! the guns are booming over the water, and his

Highness is coining from his prayers.

After the murder of that little child, it seems to me
one can never look with anything but horror upon the

butcherly Herod who ordered it. The death of the

se.venty thousand Janizaries ascends to historic dig-

nity, and takes rank as war. l^ut a great Prince and

Light of the Universe, wlio procures abortions and

throttles little babies, dwindles away into such a fright-

ful insignificance of crime, that those may respect him
who will. I pity their Excellencies the Ambassadors,

who are obliged to smirk and cringe to such a rascal.

To do the Turks justice— and two days’ walk in Con-

stantinople will settle tliis fact as well as a year’s resi-

dence in the city— the people do not seem in the

least animated by this Herodian spirit. I never saw

more kindness to children than among all classes, more

fathers walking about with little solejiin Mahometans
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in red caps and big trousers, more business goitig on

than in the toy quarter, and in the Atmeid^n. Al-

though you may see there the Thebaic stone set up by*

the Emperor Theodosius, and the bronze column of

serpents which Murray says was brought from Del-

phi, but which my guide informed me was the very

one exhibited by Moses in the wil lerness, yet I found

the examination of these antiquities much less pleas-’

ant than to look at the many troops of children as-

sembled on the plain to play
;
and to watch them as

they were dragged about in little queer arohas, or

painted carriages, which are there kept for hire. I

Jiave a picture of one of them now in my eyes : a lit-

tle green gval machine, with flowers rudely painted

round the window, out of which two smiling heads are

peeping, the pictures of happiness. An old, good-hu-

mored, gray-bearded Turk is tugging the cart
;
and

behind it walks a lady in a yakmac and yellow slip-

pers, and a black female slave, grinning as usual, to-

wards whom the little coach-riders are looking. A
small, sturdy, barefooted Mussulnian is examining the

cart with sofne feelings of envy ; he is too poor to

purchase a ride for himself and the round-faced puppy-

dog, which he is hugging in his arms as young ladies

in our country xlo dolls.

All the neighborhood of the Atmeidan is exceed-

ingly picturesque— the mosque court and cloister,

wl'.ore the Persians have their stalls of sweetmeats and

tobacco
;
a superb sycamore-tree grows in the middle

of this, overshadowing an aromatic fountain
;

groat

flocks of pigeons are settling in corners of the cloister,

and barley is sold at the gates, with which the good-

natured people feed them. Prom the Atmeidan you

have a fine view of St. Sophia: and here stands a

mosque which struck me as being much more pic
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turesque and sumptuous— the Mosque of Sultan

Achmed, with its six gleaming white minarets and

its beautiful courts and trees. Any infidels may
enter the court without molestation, and, looking

through the barred windows of tlie mosque, have

a view of its airy and spacious interior. A small

audience of women was collected there when I looked

in, squatted on the mats, and listening to a preacher,

who was walking among them, and speaking with

great energy. My dragoman interpreted to me the

sense of a few words of his sermon : he was warning

them of the danger of gadding about to public places,

and of the immorality of too much talking; and, ^

dare say, we might have had more valuable informa-

tion from him regarding the follies of womankind,

had not a tall Turk clapped my interpreter on the

shoulder, and pointed him to be off.

Although tlie ladies are veiled, and muffled with

the ugliest dresses in the world, yet it appears their

modesty is alarmed in spite of all the coverings which

they wear. One day, in the bazaar, a fat old body,

with diamond rings on her fingers, that were tinged

with henn4 of a logwood color, came to the shop where

I was purchasing slippers, with her son, a young Aga
of six years of age, dressed in a braided frock-coat,

with a huge tassel to his fez, exceeding fat, and of a

most solemn demeanor. The young Aga came for a

pair of shoes, and his contortions were so delightful

as he tried them, that I remained looking on with

great pleasure, wishing for Leech to be at hand to

sketch his lordship and his fat mamma, who sat on

the counter. That lady fancied I was looking at her,

though, as far as I could see, she had the figure and

complexion of a roly-poly pudding
;
and so, with quite

a premature bashfulness, she sent me a message hy
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the shoemaker, ordering \xie to walk away if I had
made my purchases, for that ladies of her rank did

not choose to l^e stared at by strangers
;
ancl 1 was*

obliged to take my leave, though with sincere regret,

for the little lord had just squeezed himself into an

attitude than which I never saw anything more ludi-

crous in General Tom Thumb. When the ladies of

the Seraglio come to that bazaar with their corter/e of-

infernal black eunuchs, strangers are told to move on

briskly. 1 saw a bevy of abcflit eight of these, with

their aides-de-camp
;
but they were wrapped up, and

looked just as vulgar and ugly as the other women,

and were not, I suppose, of the most beautiful sort,

'the poor devils are allowed to come out, half a dozen

times in the year, to spend their little wretched allow-

ance of pocket-money in purchasing trinkets and

tobacco
;

all the rest of the time they pursue the

beautiful duties of their existence in the walls of the

sacred harem.

Though strangers are not allowed to see the inte-

rior of the cage in which these birds of Paradise are

confined, yeUinany parts of the Seraglio are free to the

curiosity of visitors, who choose to drop a backsheesh

here and there. I landed one morning at the Seraglio

point from Ualata, close by an ancient jdeasure-house

of the defunct Sultan
;
a vast broad-brimmed pavilion,

that looks agreeable enough to be a dancing-room for

ghosts now : there is another summer-house, the

Guide-book cheerfully says, whither the Sultan goes

to sport with his women and mutes. A regiment of

infantry, with their music at their head, were march-

ing to exercise in the outer grounds of the Seraglio

;

and we followed them, and had an opportunity of

seeing their evolutions, and hearing their bands, upon

a fine green plain under the- Seraglio walls, where
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stands one solitary column, erected in memory of

some triumph of some Byzantian emperor.

There were three battalions of the Xnrkish infantry

exercising here
;
and they seemed to perform their

evolutions in a very satisfactory manner : that is,

they fired all together, and charged and halted in

very straight lines, and bit off imaginary cartridge-

tops with great fierceness and regularity, and made
all their ramrods ring to measures, just like so many
Christians. The men looked small, young, clumsy,

and ill-built
;
uncomfortable in theit shabby European

clothes ;
and about the legs, especially, seemed ex-

ceedingly weak and ill-formed. Some score of mili-

tary invalids were lolling in the sunshine, • about a

fountain and a marble summer-house that stand on

the ground, watching their comrades^ manoeuvres (as

if they could never have enough of that delightful

pastime)
;
and these sick were much better cared for

than their healthy companions. Eacdi man had two

dressing-gowns, one of white cotton, and an outer

wrapper of warm brown woollen.. Their heads were

accommodated with wadded cotton nightcaps
;
and it

seemed to me, from their condition and from the

excellent character of the military hospitals, that it

would be much more wholesome to be ill than to be

w^ell in the Turkish service.

Eacing this green esplanade, and the Bosphorus

shining beyond it, rise the great walls of the ’outer

Seraglio Gardens : huge masses of ancient masonry,

over which peep the roofs of numerous kiosks and

outhouses, amongst thick evergreens, planted so as

to hide the beautiful frequenters of the place from

the prying eyes and telescopes. We could not catch

a glance of a single figure moving in these great

pleasure-grounds. The road winds round the walls;
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and the outer park, which is likewise planted Vith
trees, and diversified by garden-plots and cc^ttages,

had more the air of the outbuildings of a homely

English park, than of a palace which we must all have

imagined to be the most stately in the world. The
most; commonplace water-carts were passing here and

there
;
roads were being repaired in the Macadamite

manner; and carpenters were mending the park-

palings, just as they do in Hampshire. The next

thing you might fancy would 1)0 the Sultan walking

out with a spud and a couple of dogs, on the

way to meet the post-bag and the ‘‘Saint James’s

QhronicleJ’

The palace is no palace at all. It is a great town

of pavilions, built without order, here and there, ac-

cording to the fancy of succeeding Lights of the Uni-

verse, or their favorites. The only row of domes
which looked particularly regular or stately, were the

kitchens. As you examined the buildings they had a

ruinous, dilapidated look : they are not furnished, it

is said, with particular sjdendor, — not a bit more
elegantly tham Miss Jones’s seminary for young ladies,

which we may be sure is much more comfortable than

the extensive establishment of his Highness Abdul

Medjid.

In the little stable I thought to see some marks of

royal magnificence, and some horses worthy of the king

of nil kings. But the Sultan is said to be a very timid

horseman: the animal that is always kept saddled for

him did not look to be worth twenty pounds
;
and the

rest of the horses in the shabby, dirty stalls were

small, ill-kept, common-looking brutes. You might

see better, it seemed to me. at a country inn stable on

any market-day.

The kitchens are the most sublime part of the Se*
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raglio. There are nine of these great halls, for all

ranks, ,from his Highness downwards, where many
hecatombs are roasted daily, according to the accounts,

and where cooking goes on with a savage Homeric

grandeur. Chimneys are despised in these primitive

halls
;
so that the roofs are black with the smoke of

hundreds of furnaces, which escapes through aper-
' ture's in the domes above. These, too, give the chief

light in the rooms, which streams downwards, and

thickens and mingles with the smoke, and so murkily

lights up hundreds of swarthy figures busy about the

spits and the caldrons. Close to the door by which

we entered they were making pastry for the sultanas

;

and the chief pastry-cook, who knew my guide, in-

vited us courteously to see the process, and partake of

the delicacies prepared for those charming lips. How
those sweet lips must shine after eating these puffs

!

First, huge sheets of dough are rolled out till the paste

is about as thin as silver paper : then an artist forms

the dough-muslin into a sort of drapery, curling it

round and round in many fanciful and pretty shapes,

until it is all got into the circumference of a round

metal tray in which it is baked. Then the cake is

drenched in grease most profusely; and, finally, a

quantity of syrup is poured over it, when the delecta-

ble mixture is complete. The moon-faced ones are said

to devour immense quantities of this wholesome food

;

and, in fact, are eating grease and sweetmeats from

morning till night. I don’t like to think what the

consequences may be, or allude to the agonies which

the delicate creatures must inevitably suffer.

The good-natured chief pastry-cook filled a copper

basin with greasy puffs
;
and, dipping a dubious ladle

into a large caldron, containing several gallons of

syrup, poured a liberal portion over the cakes, and in-
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idted us to eat. One of the tarts was quite eilough

for me : and I excused myself on the i)lea of illjiealth

from imbibing any more grease and sugar. But my
companion, the dragoman, finished some forty puffs

in a twinkling. They slipped down his opened jaws as

the sausages do down clowns’ throats in a pantomime.

His mustaches shone with grease, and it dripped

down his beard and fingers. We thanked the smiling

chief pastry-cook, and rewarded him handsomely for

the tarts. It is something to have eaten of the dain-

ties prepared for the ladies of the harem
;
but 1 think

Mr. Cockle ought to get the names of the chief sul-

tanas among the exalted patrons of his antibilious

pills.

Trom the kitchens we passed into the second court

of the Seraglio, beyond which is death. The Guide-

book only hints at the dangers which would befall a

stranger caught l)rying in the mysterious court of

the palace. I have read “ Bluebeard,” and don’t care

for peei)ing into forbidden doors
;
so that the second

court was quite enough for me
;
the pleasure of be-

holding it beftig heightened, as it were, by the notion

of the invisible danger sitting next door, with up-

lifted scimitar ready to fall on you— present though

not seen.

A cloister runs along one side of this court
;
oppo-

site is the hall of the divan, large but low, covered

with lead, and gilt, after the Moorish manner, plain

enough.” The Grand V^izier sits in this place, and the

ambassadors used to wait here, and be conducted hence

on horseback, attired with robes of honor. But the

ceremony is now, I believe, discontinued
;
the English

envoy, at any rate, is not allowed to receive any back-

sheesh, and goes away as he came, in the habit of his

own nation. On the light is a door leading into the

interior of the Seraglio through it hit such
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as are sentfor^ the Guide-book says; it is impossible

to top the terror of that description.
''

About this door lads and servants were lolling,

ichoglans and pages, with lazy looks and shabby

dresses
;
and among them, sunning himself sulkily on

a bench, a poor old fat, wrinkled, dismal white eunuch,

with little fat white hands, and a great head sunk in-

to his chest, and two sprawling little legs that seemed
incapable to hold up his bloated old body. He
squeaked out some surly reply to my friend the drago-

man, who, softened and sweetened by the tarts he had
just been devouring, was, no doubt, anxious to be

polite: and the poor worthy fellow walked away
rather crestfallen at this return of his salutation, and
hastened me out of the place.

The palace of the Seraglio, the cloister with mar-

ble pillars, the hall of the ambassadors, the impene-

trable gate guarded by eunuchs and ichoglans, have a

romantic look in print
;
but not so in reality. Most

of the marble is wood, almost all tlie gilding is faded,

the guards are shabby, the foolish perspectives

painted on the walls are half cracked cfif. The place

looks like Vauxhall in the daytime.

We passed out of the second court under The Sub-

lime Porte— which is like a fortified gate of a Ger-

man town of the middle ages— into the outer court,

round which are public offices, hospitals, and dwell-

ings of the multifarious servants of the palace. This

place is very wide and picturesque : there is a pretty

church of Byzantine architecture at the further end

;

and in the midst of the court a magnificent plane-tree,

of prodigious dimensions and fabulous age according

to the guides
;
St. Sophia towers in the further dis-

tance; and from here, perhaps, is the best view of

its light swelling domes and beautiful proportions.

The Porte itself, too, forms an excellent subject for
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the sketcher, if the officers of the court will permit

him to design it. I made the attempt, and a ^couple

of Turkish beadles looked on very good-naturedly

for some time at the progress of the drawing; but

a good number of other spectators speedily joined

them, and made a crowd, which is not permitted,

it would seem, in the Seraglio; so I was told to

pack up my portfolio, and remove the cause of the

disturbance, and lost my drawing of the Ottoman

Porte.
*

I don’t think I have anything more to say about the

city which has not been much better told by graver

travellers. 1, with them, could see (perhaps it was

the preaching of the politicians that warned me of

the fact) that we are looking on at the last days of

an empire
;
and heard many stories of weakness,

disorder, and oppression. I even saw a Jurkish lady

drive up to Sultan Aehmet’s mosque In a hroug]iam»

Is not that a subject to moralize upon ? And might

one not draw endless conclusions from it, that the

knell of the Turkish dominion is rung; that the

European spirit and institutions once admitted can

never be rooted out again
;
and that the scepticism

prevalent amongst the higher orders must descend

ere very long to the lower
;

and the cry of the

muezzin from the mosque become a mere ceremony ?

But as I only stayed eight days in this place, and

knew not a syllable of the language, perhaps it is

as well to pretermit any disquisitions about the

spirit of the people. I can only say that they

looked to be very good-natured, handsome, and lazy

;

that th*e women’s yellow slippers are very ugly;

that the kabobs at the shop hard by the Eope Bazaar

are very hot and good; and that at the Armenian

cook-shops they serve you delicious fish, and a stout
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raisin wine of no small merit. There came in, as

we sat and dined* there at sunset, a good old Turk,

who called for a penny fish, and sat down under a

tree very humbly, and ate it with his own bread.

We made that jolly old Mussulman happy with a

,

quart of the raisin wine
;
and his eyes twinkled with

every fresh glass, and he wiped his old beard de-

lighted, and talked and chirped a good deal, and, I

dare say, told us the whole state of the empire.

He was the only Mussulman with whom I attained

any degree of intimacy during my stay in Constan-

tinople; and you will see that, for obvious reasons,

I cannot divulge the particulars of our conversation.

You have nothing to say, and you own it,^’ says

somebody : then why write ? ” Tliat question per-

haps (between ourselves) I have put likewise
;
and

yet, my dear, sir, there are some things worth re-

membering even in this brief letter: thatVoman in

the brougham is an idea of significance; that com-

parison of the Seraglio to Vauxhall in the daytime

is a true and real one
;
from both of which your

own great soul and ingenious philosophic spirit may
draw conclusions, that I myself have modestly for-

borne to press. You are too clever to require a

moral to be tacked to all the fables you read, as is

done for children in the spelling-books
;
else I would

tell you that the government of the Ottoman Porte

seems to be as rotten, as wrinkled, and as feeble as

the old eunuch I saw crawling about it in the sun

;

that when the lady drove up in a brougham to Sul-

tan Achmet, I felt that the schoolmaster was really

abroad; and that the crescent will go out before

that luminary, as meekly as the moon does before

the sun.



CHAPTER VIII.

RHODES.

The sailing of a vessel direct for Jaffa brought a

great number of passengers together, and our decks

were covered with Christian. Jew, and Heathen. In

the cabin we were Poles and Russians, Frenchmen,

j^ermans, Spaniards, and Greeks
;
on the deck were

squatted several little colonies of people of different

race and persuasion. There was a Greek Papa, a

noble figure with a flowing and venerabhe white beard,

who had been living on bread-and-watqr for I don^t

know ho'# many years, in order to save a little money

to make the pilgrimage to Jerusalem. There were

several families of Jewish Rabbis, who celebrated

their ‘‘feast of tabernacles^’ on board; their chief

men performing worship twice or thrice a day, dressed

in their pontifical habits, and bound with phylac-

teries : and there w^ere Turks, wlio had their own
ceremonies and usages, and wisidy kept aloof from

their neighbors of Israel.

The dirt of these children of captivity exceeds all

possibility of descrii)tion
;
the profusion of stinks

which they raiscid, the grease of their venerable

garments and faces, the horrible messes cooked in

the filthy pots, and devoured with the nasty fingers, the

squalor of mats, pots, old bedding, and foul carpets of

our Hebrew friends, could hardly be painted by Swift,

in his dirtiest mood, and cannot be, of course, at-

tempted by my timid and genteel pen. What would
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they say in Baker Street to some sights with which

our new friends favored us ? What would your lady-

ship have said if you had seen the interesting Greek

nun combing her hair over the cabin— combing it

with the natural fingers, and, averse to slaughter,

flinging the delicate little intruders, which she found

in the course of her investigation, gently into the

great cabin ? Our attention was a good deal occupied

ill watching the strange ways and customs of the

various comrades of Ours.

The Jews were refugees from Poland, going to lay

their bones to rest in the valley of tJehoshaphat, and

performing with exceeding rigor the offices of their

religion. At morning and evening you were sure to

see the chiefs of the families, arrayed in white robes,

bowing over their books, at prayer. Once a week,

on the eve before the Sabbath, there was a general

wasliing in Jewry, which sufficed until th% ensuing

Eriday. The men wore long gowns, and caps of

fur, or else broard-brimmed hats, or, in service-time,

bound on their heads little iron boxes, with the sacred

name engraved on them. Among the lads there were

some beautiful faces
;
and among the women your

luimble servant discovered one who was a perfect

rosebud of beauty when first emerging from her

Friday’s toilet, and for a day or two afterwards,

until each succeeding day’s smut darkened those

fresh and delicate cheeks of hers. We had some very

rough weather in the course of the passage from

Constantinople to Jaffa, and the sea washed over and

over our Israelitish friends and their baggages and

bundles
;
but though they were said to be rich, they

would not afford to pay for cabin sludter. One father

of a family, finding his progeny half drowned in a

squall, vowed he ivoiiJd pay for a cabin
;

but the
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weather was somewhat finer the next day, and 'he

could not squeeze out his dollars, and the ship’s authori-

ties w|^uld not admit him except upon payment.

This unwillingness to part with money is not only

found amongst the followers of Moses, but in those of

Mahomet, and Christians too. When we went to

purchase in the bazaars, after ottering money for

change, the honest fellows would frequently keep

back several piastres, and when urged to refund,

would give most dismally: and begin doling out

penny by penny, and utter pathetic prayers to their

customer not to take any more. I bought five or six

pounds’ worth of Broussa silks for the womenkind, in

the bazaar at Constantinople, and the rich Armenian

who sold them begged for three-halfpence to pay his

boat to Galata. There is something naif and amus-

ing in this exhibition of cheatery — this simple

cringing, dfnd wheedling, and passion for twopence-

halfpenny. It was pleasant to give a nrillionnaire

beggar an alms, and laugh in his face * and say,

There, Dives, there’s a penny for you: be happy,

you x>oor old swindling scoundrel, as far as a penny

goes.” I used to watch these Jews on shore, and

making bargains with one another as soon as they

came on board; the battle between vender and

purchaser was an agony — they shrieked, clasped

hands, appealed to one another passionately
;
their

handsome, noble faces assumed a look of woe —
quite an heroic eagerness and sadness about a

farthing.

Ambassadors from our Hebrews descended at

Rhodes to buy provisions, and it was curious to see

their dealings : there was our venerable Rabbi, who,

robed in white and silver, and bending over his book

at the morning service, looked like a iiatriarch, and
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whom I saw chaffering about a fowl with a brother

Khodian Israelite. How they fought over the body

of that lean animal ! The street swarmed with^ews :

goggling eyes looked out from the old carve* case-

ments— hooked noses, issued from the low antique

doors— Jew boys driving donkeys, Hebrew mothers

nursing children, dusky, tawdry, ragged young beau-

ties and most venerable gray-bearded fathers were all

gathered round about the affair of the hen ! And at

the same time that our Rabbi was arranging the price

of it, his children were instructed to procure bundles

of green branches to decorate the ship during their

feast. Think of the centuries during which these

wonderful people have remained unchanged
;
and how,

from the days of Jacob downwards, they have believed

and swindled

!

The Rhodian Jews, with their genius for filth, have

made their quarter of the noble, desolate old town,

the most ruinous and wretched of all. The escutch-

eons of the proud old kniglits are still carved over the

doors, whence issue these miserable greasy hucksters

and pedlars. The Turks respected thqse emblems of

the brave enemies whom they had overcome, and left

them untouched. When the French seized Malta

they were by no means so delicate: they effaced

armorial bearings with their usual hot-headed eager-

ness
;
and a few years after they had torn down the

coats-of-arms of the gentry, the heroes of Malta and

Egypt were busy devising heraldry for themselves,

and were wild to be barons and counts of the empire.

The chivalrous relics at Rhodes are very superb. I

know of no buildings whose stately and picturesque

aspect seems to correspond better with one’s hbtions

of their proud founders. The towers and gates are

warlike and strong, but beautiful and aristocimtic

;
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you see that they must have been high-bred gentle-

men who built them. The edifices appear in almost

as perfect a condition as when they were in the occu-

pation of the noble Knights of St. John
;
and they

have this advantage over modern fortifications, that

they are a thousand times more picturesque. Ancient

war condescended to ornament itself, and built fine

carved castles and vaulted gates : whereas, to judge

from Gibraltar and Malta, nothing can be less roman-

tic than the modern milital-y architecture
;

which

sternly regards the fighting, without in the least heed-

ing the war-paint. Some of the huge artillery with

which the place was defended still lies in the bas-

tions; and the touch-holes of the guns are preserved

by being covered with rusty old corselets, worn by
defenders of the fort three hundred years ago. The
Turks, who battered down chivalry, seem to be wait-

ing their turn of destruction now. In walking

through Ehodes one is strangely affected by witness-

ing the signs of this double decay. For instance, in

the streets of the knights, you see noble houses, sur-

mounted by^oble escutcheons of superb knights, who
lived there, and prayed, and quarrelled, and murdered

the Turks
;
and were the most gallant pirates of the

inland seas
;
and made vows of chastity, and robbed

and ravished
;
and, professing humility, would admit

none but nobility into their order
;
and died recom-

mending themselves to sweet St. John, and calmly

hoping for heaven in consideration of all the heathen

they had slain. When this superb fraternity was

obliged to yield to courage as great as theirs, faith

as sincere, and to robbers even more dexterous and

audacious than the noblest knight who ever sang a

canticle to the Virgin, these halls were filled by mag-

nificent Pashas and Agas, who lived here in the inter
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vals of war, and having conquered its best champions,

despised Christendom and chivalry pretty much as

Englishman despises a Frenchman. Now the famous

house is l6t to a shabby merchant, who has his little

beggarly shop in the bazaar; to a small officer, who
ekes out his wretched pension by swindling, and who
gets his pay in bad coin. Mahometanism pays in

pewter now, in place of silver and gold. The lords of

the world have run to seed. The powerless old sword

frightens nobody now— the steel is turned to pewter

too, somehow, and will no longer shear a Christi an

head off any shoulders. In the Crusades my wicked

sympathies have always been with the Turks. They
seem to me the best Christians of the two; more

humane, less brutally presumptuous about their own
merits, and more generous in esteeming their neigh-

bors. As far as I can get at the authentic story,

Saladin is a pearl of refinement compared to the

brutal beef-eating Kichard — about whom Sir Walter

Scott has led all the world astray.

When shall we have a real account of those times

and heroes— no good-humored pageanVlike those of

the Scott romances — but a real authentic story to in-

struct and frighten honest people of the present

day, and make them thankful that the grocer governs

the world now in place of the baron ? Meanwhile a

man of tender feelings may be pardoned for twad-

dling a little over this sad spectacle of the decay of

two of the great institutions of the world. Knight-

hood is gone— amen
;

it expired with dignity, its

face to the foe : and old Mahometanism is lingering

about just ready to drop. But it is unseemly to see

such a Grand Potentate in such a state of decay : the

son of Bajazet Ilderim insolvent
;
the descendants of

the Prophet bullied by Calmucs and English and
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whippersnapper Frenchmen; the Fountain of Mag-
nificence clone up, and obliged to coin pewter !

,

Think

of the poor dear houris in Paradise, how sad they must

look as the arrivals of the Faithful become less and

less freciuent every day. I can fancy the place be-

ginning to wear the fatal Vauxhall look of the Seraglio,

and which has pursued me over since I saw it : the

fountains of eternal wine are “beginning to run rather

dry, and of a (questionable liquor; the ready-roasted-

ineat trees may (*ry, “ Come e*at me,’’ every now and

then, in a faint voice, without any gravy in it— but

the Faithful begin to doubt about the quality of the

victuals. Of nights you may see the houris sitting

sadly under them, darning their faded muslins ; Ali,

Omar, and the Imaums are reconciled and have gloomy

consultations : and the Chief of the Faithful himself,

the awful camel-driver, the supernatural husband of

Khadijah, sits alone in a tumble-down kiosk, thinking

moodily of the d(‘stiny that is imj)ending over him

;

and of the day wllen his gardens of bliss shall be as

vacant as the bankrupt 01yiiq)us.

All the town of Rhodes has this appearance of de-

cay and ruin, except a few consuls’ houses planted on

the sea-side, here and there, with bright flags flaunt-

ing in the sun; fresh paint; English crockery; shin*

ing mahogany, etc.,— so many emblems of the new
prosperity of their trade, while the old inhabitants

were going to rack— the fine Church of St John,

converted into a mosque, is a ruined church, with a

ruined mosque inside
;
the fortifications are moulder-

ing away, as much as time will let them. There was

considerable bustle and stir about the little port;

but it was a bustle of people who looked for the

most part to be beggars
;
and I saw no shop in the
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bazaar that seemed to have the value of a pedlar^s

pack. ,

I took, by way of guide, a young fellow from

Berlin, a journeyman shoemaker, who had just been

making a tour in Syria, and who professed to speak

both Arabic and Turkish quite fluently— which I

thought he might have learned when he was a student
' at college, before he began his profession of shoe-

making
;
but I found he only knew about three words

of Turkish, which were produced on every occasion,

as I walked under his guidance through the desolate

streets of the noble old town. We went out upon the

lines of fortification, through an ancient gate and

guard-house, where once a chapel probably stood, and

of which the roofs were richly carved and gilded.

A ragged squad of Turkish soldiers lolled about the

gate now
;
a couple of boys on a donkey

;
a grinning

slave on a mule
;
a pair of women flapping along in

yellow papooshes
;
a basket-maker^ sitting under an

antique carved portal, and chanting or howling as he

plaited his osiers : a peaceful well of water, at which

knights’ chargers had drunk, and at which the double-

boyed donkey was now refreshing himself— would

have made a pretty picture for a sentimental artist.

As he sits, and endeavors to make a sketch of this

plaintive little comedy, a shabby dignitary of the

island comes clattering by on a thirty-shilling horse,

and two or three of the ragged soldiers leave their

pipes to salute him as he passes under the Gothic

archway.

The astonishing brightness and clearness of the

sky under which the island seemed to bask, struck

me as surpassing anything I had seen— not even at

Cadiz, or the Pirseus, had I seen sands so yellow, or

water so magnificently blue. The houses of the
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people along the shore were but poor tenements, with

humble court-yards and gardens; but every fig-tree

wks gilded and bright, as if it were in an Hesperian

orchard
;
the palms, planted here and there, rose with

a sort of halo of light round about them
;
the creep-

ers on the walls quite dazzled with the brilliancy of

their flowers and leaves
;
the people lay in the cool

shadows, happy and idle, with handsome solemn

faces
;
nobody seemed to be at work

;
they only talked

a very little, as if idleness and silence were a condi-

tion of the delightful shining atmosphere in which

they lived.

, We went down to an old mosque by the sea-shore,

with a cluster of ancient domes hard by it, blazing in

the sunshine, and carved all over with names of

Allah, and titles of old pirates and generals who re-

posed there. The guardian of the mosque sat in the

garden-court, upon a high wooden pulpit, lazily wag-

ging his body to and fro, and singing the praises of

the Prophet gently through his nose, as the breeze

stirred through the trees overhead, and cast checkered

and changing*shadows over the paved court, and the

little fountains, and the nasal psalmist on his perch.

On one side was the mosque, into which you could

see, with its white walls and cool matted floor, and

quaint carved pulpit and ornaments, and nobody at

prayers. Jn the middle distance rose up the noble

towers and battlement^ of the knightly town, with

the deep sea-line behind them.

It really seemed as if everybody was to have a sort

of sober cheerfulness, and must yield to indolence

under this charming atmosphere. I went into the

court-yard by the sea-shore (where a few lazy ships

were lying, with no one on board), and found it was

the prison of the place. The door was as wide open
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as Westminster Hall. Some prisoners, one or two
soldiers and functionaries, and some prisoners’ wives,

were lolling under an arcade by a fountain
;

othftr

criminals were strolling about here and there, their

chains clinking quite cheerfully : and they and the

guards and officials came up chatting quite friendly

together, and gazed languidly over the portfolio, as I

was endeavoring to get the likeness of one or two of

these comfortable malefactors. One old and wrinkled

she-criminal, whom I had selected on account of the

peculiar hideousness of her countenance, covered it

up with a dirty cloth, at which there was a general

roar of laughter among this good-humored auditory of

cut-throats, pickpockets, and policemen. The only

symptom of a prison about the place .was a door,

across which a couple of sentinels were stretched,

yawning
;

while within lay three freshly-caught

pirates, chained by the leg. Tliey had committed

some murders of a very late date, and were awaiting

sentence
;
but their wives Avere allowed to communi-

cate freely with them ; and it seemed to me, that if

half a dozen friends would set them f»ee, and they

themselves had energy enough to move, the sentinels

would be a great deal too lazy to walk after them.

The combined influence of Ehodes and Eamazan,

I suppose, had taken possession of my friend the

Schuster-gesell from Berlin. As soon as he received

his fee, he cut me at once, and went and lay down by

a fountain near the port, and ate grapes out of a dirty

pocket-handkerchief. Other Christian idlers lay near

him, dozing, or sprawling in the boats, or listlessly

munching watermelons. Along the coffee-houses of

the quay sat hundreds more, with no better employ-

ment; and the captain of the “Iberia’’ and his officers,

and several of the passengers in that famous steam-
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sMp, we^e in this company, being idle with all their

might. Two or three adventurous young men went

off to see the valley where the dragon was killed;

but others, more susceptible of the real influence of

the island, I am sure would not have moved though

we had been told that the Colossus himself was tak-

ing a walk half a mile off.



,
CHAPTER IX.

THE WHITE SQUALL.

On deck, beneath the awning,

I dozing lay and yawning

;

It was the grp,y of dawning,

Ere yet the sun arose f

And above the funn el’s roaring,

And the fitful wind’s deploring,

I heard the cabin snoring

With universal nose.

I could hear the passengers snorting,

I envied their disporting,

Vainly I was courting

The pleasure of a doze.

So I lay, and wondered why light

Came not, and watched the twilight

And the glimmer of the skylight,

That shot across the deck
;

And the binnacle pale and stead 3*^,

And the dull glimpse of the dead-eye

And the sparks in fiery ed<ly,

That whirled from the chimney neck

In our jovial floating prison

There was sleep fi om fore to niizzen,

And never a star had risen

The hazy sky to speck.

Strange company we harbored

;

We ’d a hundred Jews to larboard,

Unwashed, uncombed, unbarbered,

Jews black, and brown, and gray

;

With terror it would seize ye,

And make your souls uneasy.

To see those Rabbis greasy,

Who did nought but scratch and pray
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Their dirty children puking,

Their dirty saucepans cooking,

Their dirty fingers hooking
Their swarming fleas away.

To starboard Turks and Greeks were.

Whiskered and brown their cheeks were,

Enormous wide their breeks vere,

Their Jiipes did puff alway ;

Each on his mat allotted^

In silence smoked and s(piatted,

Whilst round tludr children trotted,

In pretty, pleasant play.

He can’t but smile who traces

The smiles on those brown faces.

And the ])retty jirattling graces

Of th<)S(‘- small heathens gay.

And so the hours kept tolling.

And through the ocean lolling,

Went the brave “ Iberia ” bowling
Before the break of day —
When a SQUALTi upon a sudden
C^'inig^ o’er the waters scudding ;

An<l the clouds began to gather,

And the sea was lashed to lather.

And the lowering thumler griinihled.

And the lightning jumped ami tumbled,
And the ship, and all the ocean.

Woke up in wild commotion.
Then the wind set up a howling,
And the ])oodle-dog a yowling,
And the cocks began a crowing.
And the ohl c.ow raised a lowing,

As she heal’d the tempest blowing ;

And fowls and geese did cackle.

And the cordage and the tackle

Began to shriek and crackle ;

And the spra^^ daslied o’er the funnels,

And dt)wn the deck in runnels;
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And the rushing water soaks all,

From the seamen in the fo’ksal

To the stokers, whose blacjk faces

Peer out of their bed-places ;

And the captain he was bawling,

And the sailors pulling, hauling

;

And the (]^uarter-deck tarpauling

Was shivered in the squalling ;

And the passengers awaken.

Most pitifull;]^;^ shaken
;

And the steward jumps up, and hastens

For the necessary basins.

Then the Greeks they groaned and quivered,

And they knelt, and moaned, and shivered,

As the plunging waters met them, .

And splashed and overset them ;

And they call in their emergence

Upon countless saints and virgins
;

And their marrowbones are bended.

And they think the world is ended.

And the Turkish women for’ard

Were frightened and behorror’d
;

And, shrieking and bewildering, t

The mothers clutched their children;

The men sang “Allah ! Illahl

Mashallah Bisrnillah I

As the warring waters doused them.
And s]>lashed them and soused them ;

And they called upon the Prophet,

And thought but little of it.

Then all the fleas in Jewry
Jumped up and bit like fury ;

And the progeny of Jacob
Did on the main-deck wake up
(1 w’^ot those greasy Rabbins
Would never pay for cabins);

And cncJi man moaned and jabbered in

His lilthy Jewish gaberdine,
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In woe and lamentation;

And howling consternation.

And the splashing water drenches

Their dirty brats and wenches ;

And they crawl from bales and benches,

In a hundred thousand stenches.

This was the White Squall famous
Which latterly o’ercaine us.

And which all will well remember
On the 28th September ;

•

When a Prussian Cajdain of Lancers

(Those tight-laced, wlii'-kered prancers)

Came on the <leck astonished,

By that wild sfjuall admonished.
And wondering cried, “ Potztausend !

Wie ist der Slurm jetzt brauseiid 1

And looked at Ca]>tain Lewis,

Who calndy stood and blew his

Cigar in all the bustle.

And sc()rned the teinpcist’s tussle.

And oft we ’ve thouglit thereafter

How he beat the storm to laughter

;

For well he knew his vessel

Witlf that vain wdnd could wrestle ;

And when a wreck we thought her

And doomed ourselves to slaughter,

How gayly he fought her,

An<l through the hubbub brought her,

And as the temi)est caught her,

Cried, “ George ! some bra.ndy-and-water !

And when, its force expended,

The harmless storm was ended.

And, as the sunrise splendid

Came blushing o’er the sea ;

I thought, as day was breaking,

My little girls were w'aking.

And smiling, and niaking

A prayer at home for me.



CHAPTER X.

TELMESSUS.— BEYROUT.

There should have been a poet in our company to

d<isei*ibe that charming little bay of Glaucus, into

wliich we entered on the 26th of September, in the

first steamboat that ever disturbed its beautiful water^s/

You can’t put down in prose that delicious episode of

natural poetry
;

it ought to be done in a symphony,

full of sweet melodies and swelling harmonies
;
or

sung in a strain of clear crystal iambics, such as

Millies knows how to write. A mere map, drawn in

words, gives the mind no notion of that exquisite na-

ture. What do mountains become in typo, or rivers

in Mr. Vizetelly’s best brevier ? Here lies the sweet

bay, gleaming peaceful in the rosy siKishine: green

islands dip here and there in its waters
;
purple mouS-

taiiis swell circling round it
;
and towards tluun, ris-

ing from the bay, stretches a ri(;h green plain, fruitful

with herbs and various foliage, in the midst of which

the white houses twinkle. 1 can see a little minaret,

and some spreading palm-trees; but, beyond these

the description would answer as well for Bantry Bay
as for Makri. You could write so far, nay, much more

particularly and grandly, without seeing the place at

all, and after reading Ihiaufort’s Caramania,” which

gives you not the least notion of it.

Suppose the great hydrographer of the Admiralty

himself can’t describe it, who surveyed the place;
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suppose Mr* Fellowesj who discovered it afterwarus

^suppose, I say, Sir John Fellowes, Knti, cau’c do it

(and I defy any man of imagination to get an impres-

sion of Telmessus from his book)— can yoUi vain man,

hope to try ? Th^ effect of the artist, as I take it,

ought to be, to produce upon his hearer^s mind, by

his art, an effect something simdar to that produced

on his own by the sight of the natural object. Only

music, or the best poetry, can do this. Keats’s Ode
to the Grecian Urn ” is the best description I know of

that sweet, old, silent ruin of Telmessus. After you

have once seen it, the remembrance remains with you^

Jike a tunc from Mozart, wdiicli he seems to have

caught out of heaven, and which rings sweet harmony

in your ears forever after ! It ’s a benefit for all after

life ! You have but to shut your eyes, and think, and

recall it, and the deliglitful vision comes smiling back,

to your order ! — the divim^ air— the .delicious little

pageant, which nature set before you on this lucky

day.

Here is the entry made in the note-book on the

eventful dayic — In the morning steamed into the

Bay of Glaucus— landed at Makri— cheerful old

desolate village— theatre by the beautiful sea-shore—
great fertility, oleanders — a palm-tree in the midst of

the village, spreading out like a Sultan’s aigrette—
sculptured caverns, or tombs, up the mountain—
camels over the bridge.

Terhaps it is best for a man of fancy to make his

own landscape out of these materials : to group the

couched camels under the plane-trees
;
the little crowd

of wandering, ragged heathens come down to the calm

water, to behold the nearing steamer; to fancy a

mountain, in the sides of which some scores of tombs

are rudely carved
;
pillars and porticos, and Doric em
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tablatures. But it is of the little theatre that he must

make the most beautiful picture— a charming little

place of festival, lying out on the shore, and looking

over the sweet bay and the swelling purple islands.

No theatre-goer'ever looked out oi} a fairer scene. It

encourages poetry, idleness, delicious sensual reverie.

0 Jones ! friend of my heart ! would you not like to

be a white-robed Greek, lolling languidly on the

cool benches here, and pouring compliments (in the

Ionic dialect) into the ibsy ears of Neaera ? Instead of

Jones, your name should be loiiides
;
instead of a silk

hat, you should wear a chaplet of roses in your hair

:

you would not listen to the choruses they were siiig:^

ing on the stage, for the voice of the fair one would

be whispering a rendezvous for the mesonuhtiais

hovais^ and my lonides would have no ear for aught

beside. Yonder, in the mountain, they would carve

a Doric cave temple, to receive your urn when all was

done
;
and you would be accompanied thither by a

dirge of the surviving lonidm. The caves of the dead

are empty now, however,, and their place knows them

not any more among the festal haunts ef the living.

But, by way of supplying the choric melodies sung

here in old time, one of our companions mounted

on the scene and spouted.

My name is Norval.”

On the same day we lay to for a while at another

ruined theatre, that of Antiphilos. The Oxford men,

fresh with recollections of the little-go, bounded away
up the hill on which it lies to the ruin, measured the

steps of the theatre, and calculated the width of the

scene; while others, less active, watched them with

telescopes from the ship’s sides, as they plunged in

and out of the stones and hoUovys,
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Two days after the scene was quite changed. *We
were out of sight of the classical country, and^ lay in

St. George’s Bay, behind a huge mountain, upon which

St. George fought the dragon, and rescued the lonely

Lady Sabra, the King of Babylon’s daughter. The Turk-
ish fleet was lying about us, commanded by that Halil

Pacha whose two children the two last Sultans mur-

dered. The crimson flag, with the star and crescent,

floated at the stern of his ship. Our diplomatist put

on his uniform and cordons and paid his Excellency a

visit. He spoke in rapture, when he returned, of the

beauty and order of the ship, and the urbanity of the

infidel admiral. He sent us bottles of ancient Cyprus

wine to drink : and the captain of her Majesty’s ship.

Trump,” alongside which we were lying, confirmed

that good opinion of the Capitan Pasha which the re-

ception of the above present led us to entertain, by
relating many instances of his friendliness and hospi-

talities. Captain G said the Turkish ships were

as well manned, as well kept, and as well manoeuvred,

as any vessels in any service*; and intimated a desire

to command ta Turkish seventy-four, and a perfect

willingness to fight her against a French ship of the

same size. But I heartily trust he will neither em-

brace the Mahometan opinions, n'or be called upon to

engage any seventy-four whatever. If he do, let tls

hope he will have his own men to fight with. If the

crew of the Trump ” were all like the crew of the

captain’s boat, they need fear no two hundred and

fifty men out of any country, with any Joinville at

their head. We were carried on shore by this boat.

For two years, during which the Trump ” had been

lying off Beyrout, none of the men but these eight had

ever set foot on shore. Must n’t it be a happy life ?

We were landed at the busy quay of Beyrout, flanked
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by the castle that the fighting old commodore half

battered down.

Along the Beyrout quays, civilization flourishes

under the flags of the consul, which are streaming out

over the yellow buildings in the clear air. Hither

she brings from England her prot^jice of marine stores

and woollens, her crockeries, her portable soups, and

her bitter ale. Hither she has brought politeness,

and the last modes from Paris. They were exhibited

in the person of a pretty lady, superintending the

great French store, and who, seeing a stranger sketch-

ing on the quay, sent forward a man with a chair to

accommodate that artist, and greeted him with a bow*"

and a smile, such as only can be found in Prance.

Then she fell to talking to a young French officer

with a beard, who was greatly smitten with her.

They were making love just as they do on the Boule-

vard. An Arab porter left his bales, and the camel

he was unloading, to come and look at the sketch.

Two stumpy, flat-faoed Turkish soldiers, in red caps

and white undresses, peered over the paper. A noble

little Lebanonian girl, with a deep yeKow face, and

curly dun-colored hair, and a blue tattooed chin, and

for all clothing a little ragged shift of blue cloth,

stood by like a little statue, holding her urn, and

stared with wondering brown eyes. How magnifi-

cently blue the water was!— how bright the fiags

and buildings as they shone above it, and the lines of

the rigging tossing in the bay I The white crests of

the blue waves jumped and sparkled like quicksilver

;

the shadows were as broad and cool as the lights were

brilliant and rosy
;
the battered old towers of the

commodore looked quite cheerful in the delicious at-

mosphere; and the mountains beyond were of an

amethyst color. The French officer and the lady
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went on chattering quite happily about love, the last

new bonnet, or the battle of Isley, or th^ “'Juif

Errant.’^ How neatly her gown and sleeves fitted

her pretty little person ! We had not seen a woilian

for a month except hotiest Mrs. Flanigan, the stew-

ardess, and the ladies of our party, and the tips of the

noses of the Constantinople beaut:'.‘S as they passed

by leering from their yakinacs, waddling and plapping

in their odious yellow papoosluis.

And this day is to be marked with a second white

stone, for having given the lucky writer of the pres-

ent, occasion to behold a second b(‘auty. This was

a native Syrian damsel, who bore the sweet name
of Mariam. So it w'as she stood as two of us (T

mention the number for fear of scandal) took her

picture.

So it was that the good-natured black cook looked

behind her young mistress, with a benevolent grin,

that only the admirable Leslie could paint.

Mariam was the sister of tlie young guide whom we
hired to show us through the town, and to let us be

cheated in th8 j)urchase of gilt scarfs, and handker-

chiefs, which strang(us think pro])er to buy. And
before the j)ictur(' referred to above could be taken,

many were the stratagems the wily artists wer^

obliged to employ, to subdue the shyness of the little

Mariam. In the first place, she would stand behind

the door (from which in the darkness her beautiful

black eyes gleamed out like penny tapers)
;
nor could

the entreaties of her brother and mamma bring lier

from that hiding-place. In order to conciliate the

latter, we began by making a picture of her too—
that is, not of her, who was an enormous old fat

woman in yellow, quivering all over with strings of

pearls, and necklaces of sequins, and other ornaments.
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the which descended from her neck, and down her

ample, stomacher : we did not depict tliat big old

woman, who would have been frightened at an accu-

rate representation of her own enormity
;
but an ideal

being, all grace and beauty, dressed in her costume,

and still simpering before me in my sketch-book like

a lady in a book of fashions.

.This portrait was shown to the old woman, who '

handed it over to the black cook, who, grinning,

carried it to little Mariam— and the result was, that

the/young creature stepped forward, and submitted

;

and has come over to Europe as you see.

A very snug and happy family did this of Mariam’^’'

appear to be. If you could judge by all the laughter

and giggling, by the splendor ot* the women’s attire,

by the neatness of the little house, prettily decorated

with arabesque paintings, neat mats, and gay carpets,

they were a family well to do in the Beyrout world,

and lived with as much comfort as any Europeans.

They had one book
;
and, on the wall of the principal

apartment, a black ihcture of the Virgin, whose name
is borne by pretty Marinin. c

The camels and the soldiers, the bazaars and khans,

the fountains and awnings, which checker, with such

delightful variety of light and shade, the alleys and

markets of an Oriental town, are to be seen in Bey-

rout in perfection
;
and an artist might here employ

iiimself for months with advantage and ideasure. A
new costume was here added to the motley and pic-

turesque assembly of dresses. Idiis was the dress of

the blue-veiled women from the Lebanon, stalking

solemnly through the markets, with huge horns, near

a yard high, on their foreheads. For thousands of

years, since the time the Hebrew prophets wrote,

these horns have so been exalted in the Lebanon,
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At night Captain Lewis gave a splendid ball ^nd
supper to the “Trump.’^ We had the Trump's”

band to perform the music
;
and a grand sight it was

to see the captain himself enthusiastically leading un

th(' drum. Blue lights and rockets were burned from

the yards of our ship; which festive signals were

answered presently from the Trump” and from

another English vessel in the harbor.

They must have struck the Capitan Pasha with

wonder, for he sent his secretary on board of us to

inquire what the fireworks meant. And the worthy

Turk had scarcely put his foot on the deck, when he

I'ound himself seized round the waist by one of the

Tramp’s ” officers, and whirling round the deck in a

waltz, to his own amazement, and the huge delight of

the company. His face of wonder and gravity, as he

went on twirling, could not have been exceeded by

that of a dancing dervish at Scutari
;
and the manner

in which he managed to enjamher the waltz excited

universal applause.

1 forget whether he accommodated himself to

European wa^s so much further as to drink cham-

pagne at supper-time
;
to say that he did would be

telling tales out of school, and might interfere with

the future advancement of that jolly dancing Turk.

We made acquaintance with another of the Sultan’s

subjects, who, I fear, will have 0(jcasioi,i to doubt

of the honor of the English nation, after the foul

treachery with which he was treated.

Among the occupiers of the little bazaar watcliboxes,

venders of embroidered handkerchiefs and other

articles of showy Eastern haberdashery, was a good-

looking, neat young fellow, who spoke English very

fluently, and was particularly attentive to all the pas-

sengers on board our ship. This gentleman was not
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only a pocket-handkerchief merchant in the bazaar,

but earned a further livelihood by letting out mules

and donkeys
;
and he kept a small lodging-house, or

inn, for travellers, as we were informed.

No wonder he spoke good English, and was exceed-

ingly polite and well-bred
;
for the worthy man had

passed some time in England, and in the best society

too. That humble haberdasher at Beyrout had been -

a lion here, at the very best houses of tlie great people,

and had actually maUo his appearance at Windsor,

where he was received as a Syrian Prince, and

treated with great hospitality by royalty itself.

I don’t know what waggish propensity moved one

of the officers of the Trump ” to say that there was

an equerry of his Ivoyal Highness the Priiice onboard,

and to point me out as the dignified personage in (ques-

tion. So the Syrian Prince was introduced to the

royal ecquerry, and a great many compliments passed

between us. I even had the audacity to state that on

my very last interview with my royal master, his

Koyal Highness had said, Colonel Titmarsli, when
you go to Beyrout, you will make sp(,^cial inquiries

regarding any interesting friend Cogia Hassaii.”

Poor Cogia Hassan (I forget wliether that was his

name, but it is as good as another) was overpowered

with this royal message
;
and we had an intimate

conversation together, at which the waggish officer of

the “ Truini) ” assisted with the greatest glee.

But see the consequences of deceit ! The next day,

as we were getting under way, who should come on
board but my friend the Syrian Prince, most eager

for a last interview with the Windsor equerry
;
and

he begged me to carry his protestations of unalterable

fidelity to the gracious consort of her Majesty. Nor
was this all. Cogia Hassan actually produceci a great
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box of sweetmeats, of which he begged my excellency

to accept, and a little figure of a doll dressed in the

costume of Lebanon. Then the punishment of im-

posture began to be felt severely by me. Hoyr to

accept the poor devil’s sweetmeats ? How to refuse

them ? And as we know that one fib leads to another,

so I was obliged to support the first falsehood by

another; and putting on a dignified air— <‘Cogia

Hassan,” says T, I am surprised you don’t know the

habits of the British Court b(?fcter, and are not aware

that our gracious master solemnly forbids his servants

to accept any sort of backsheesh upon our travels.”

So Prince Cogia Hassan went over the side with

his chest of sweetmeats, but insisted on leaving the

doll, which may be worth twopence-halfpenny.



CHAPTEE XI.

A DAY AND NIGHT IN SYRIA.

When, after being for five whole weeks at sea, with

a general belief that at the end of a few days thtj

marine malady leaves you for good, you find that a

brisk wind and a heavy rolling swell (u*eate exactly

the same inward effects which they occasioned at the

very commencement of the voyage— you begin to

fancy that you are unfairly dealt with : and I, for my
part, had tliought of complaining to the company of

this atrocious violation of the rules of their pro-

spectus
;
but we were perpetually coming to anchor in

various ports, at which intervals of peace and good

humor were restored to us.

On the 3d of October our cable rushed with a huge

rattle into the blue sea before Jaffa, at a distance of

considerably more than a mile off the ‘town, which

lay before us very clear, with the flags of the consuls

flaring in the bright sky, and making a cheerful and

hospitable show. The houses a great heap of sun-

baked stones, surmounted here and there by minarets

and countless little whitewashed domes
;
a few date-

trees spread out their fan-lik(‘ heads over these dull-

looking buildings
;

long sands stretched away on

either side, with low purple hills behind them
;
we

could see specks of camels crawling over these yellow

})lains; and those persons who were abf)ut to land,

liad the leisure to behold the sea-spray flashing over

the sands^ and over a heap of black rocks which lie
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before the entry to the town. The swell is very great,

the passage between the rocks narrow, and the dan-

ger sometimes considerable. So the guide began to

entertain the ladies and other passengers in the huge

country boat which brought us from the steamer, with

an agreeable story of a lieutenant and eight seamen of

one of her Majesty’s ships, who were upset, dashed

to pieces, and drowned upon these rouks, through •

which two men and two boys, with a very moderate

portion of clothing, each standing and pulling half an

oar— there were but two oars between them, and

another by way of rudder — were endeavoring to

guide us.

When the danger of the rocks and surf was passed,

came another danger of the hideous brutes in brown

'skins and the briefest shirts, who came towards the

boat, straddling through the water with outstretched

arms, grinning and yelling their Arab invitations to

mount their shoulders. 1 think these fellows fright-

ened the ladies still more than the rocks and the

surf; but the poor creatures were obliged to submit;

and, trembli^jg, were accommodated somehow upon the

mahogany backs of these ruffians, carried through the

shallows, and flung up to a ledge before the city gate,

where crowds more of dark people were swarming,

howling after their fashion. The gentlemen, mean-

while, were having arguments about the eternal back-

sheesh with the roaring Arab boatmen
;
and I recall

with wonder and delight especially, the curses and

screams of one small and extremely loud-lunged

fellow, who expressed discontent at receiving a five,

instead of a six piastre piece. But how is one to

know, without possessing the language ? Both coins

are made of a greasy pewtery sort of tin
;
and I

thought the biggest was the most valuable . but the
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fellow showed a sense of their value, and a dispoai*

tion seemingly to cut any man’s throat who did not

understand it. Men’s throats have been cut for a less

difference before now.

Being cast upon the ledge, the first care of our

gallantry was to look after the ladies, who were

scared and astonished by the naked savage brutes,

who were shouldering the poor things to and fro.;

and bearing them through these and a dark archway,

we came into a street crammed with donkeys and

their packs and drivers, and towering camels with

leering eyes looking into tlie second-floor rooms, and

huge splay feet, through which vieadameH et mesde^

moiselUa were to be collected. We made a rush at

the first open door, and pasi^ed comfortably under the

heels of some horses gatheredlKunder the arched court,

and up a stone staircase, whicl^, turned out to be that

of the Russian consul’s house. people welcomed
us most cordially to his abode, and the ladies and the

luggage (objects of our solicitude) were led up many
stairs and across several terraces to a most comfort*

able little room, under a dome of its ow,n, where the

representative of Russia sat. Wodiien with brown

faces and draggle-tailed coats and turbans, and wonder-

ing eyes, and no stays, and blue beads and gold chains

hanging round their necks, came to gaze, as they

pass(‘d, upon the fair neat English women. Blowsy

black cooks puffing over fires and the strangest pots

and pans on the terraces, children paddling about in

long striped robes, interrupted their sports or labors

to come and stare
;
and the consul, in his cool domed

chamber, with a lattice overlooking the sea, with

clean mats, and pictures of the Emperor, the Virgin,

and St. George, received the strangers with smiling

courtesies, regaling the ladies with pomegranates and
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Bugar, the gentlemen with pipes of tobaeoo, whereof

the fragrant tubes were three yards long.

The Russian amenities concluded, we left 'the ladies

still lender the comfortable, cool dome of the Rusrdan

consulate, and went to see our own representative.

The streets of the little town are neither agreeable to

horse nor foot travellers. Many of the streets are

mere flights of rough steps, leading abruptly into,

private houses : you pass under archways and ])as-

sages numberless
;
a steep dftty labyrinth of stone-

vaulted stables and sheds 0(icupies the ground-floor of

the habitations
j
and you pass fiom flat to flat of the

terraces
;
at various irregular corners of which, little

chambers, with little private domes, are erected, and

the people live seemingly as much upon the terrace

as in the room.

We found the English consul in a queer little

, arched chamber, with a strange old picture of the

King’s arms to decorate one side of it : and here the

consul, a demure old man, dressed in red flowing

robes, with a feeble janizary bearing a shabby tin-

mounted st£^, or mace, to denote his office, received

such of our nation as came to him for hospitality.

He distributed pipes and coffee to all and every one

;

he made us a present of his house and all his beds

for the night, and went himself to lie quietly on the

terrace
;
and for all this hospitality he declined to

receive any reward from us, and said he was but do-

ing his duty in taking us in. This worthy man, 1

thought, must doubtless be very well paid by our

Government for making such sacrifices; but it ap-

pears that he does not get one single farthing, and

that the greater number of our Levant consuls are

paid at a similar rate of easy remuneration. If we
have bad consular agents, have we a right to com'
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plain ? If the worthy gentlemen cheat occasionally,

can we reasonably be angry? But in travelling

through these countries, English people, who don^t

take into consideration the miserable poverty and

scanty resources of their country, and are apt to brag

and be proud of it, have their vanity hurt by seeing

the representatives of every nation but their own
'Well and decently maintained, and feel ashamed at

sitting down under the shabby protection of our

mean consular Hag.

The active young men of our party had been on

shore long before us, and seized upon all the available

horses in the town
;
but we relied upon a letter from^

Halil Pacha, enjoining all governors and pashas to

help us in all ways : and hearing we were tlie bearers

of this document, the cadi and vice-governor of Jaffa

came to wait upon the head of our party
;
declared

that it was his delight and lionor to set eyes upon ns

that he would do everything in the world to S(*rve us

;

that there were no horses, unluckily, but he would

send and get some in three hours
;
and so left us

with a world of grinning bows and many (*hoice com-

pliments from one side to the other, which came to

each filtered through an obsequious interpreter. But

hours passed, and the clatter of hoi’ses^ hoofs was not

lieard. We Jiad our dinner of eggs and Haps of bread,

and the sunset gun lired: we had our pi[)es and coffee

again, and the night fell. Is this man throwing dirt

upon us ? we bt*gan to think. Ts he laughing at our

beards, and are our juothers’ grav(\s ill-treated by this

smiling, swindling cadi ? We det(*rniined to go ami

seek in his own den this shuffling dispenser of iniidtd

justice. This time we would be no more bamboozled

by compliments
;
but we would use the language of

stern expostulation, and, being roused, would let the
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rascal hear the roar of the indignant British lion
;
so

we rose up in our wrath. The poor consul got a lamp

for us with a bit of wax-candle, such as I wonder his

means* could afford; the shabby janizary marched

ahead with his tin mace; the two laquais-de-place,

that two of our company had hired, stepped forward,

each with an old sabre, and we went clattering and

stumbling down the streets of th6 town, in order to

seize upon this cadi in his own divan. I was glad, for

my part (though outwardly majestic and indignant in

demeanor), that the horses had not come, and that we
had a chance of seeing this little queer glimpse of

^Oriental life, which the magistrate’s faithlessness

procured for us.

As piety forbids the Turks to eat during the weary

daylight hours of the llamazan, they spend their time

profitably in sleeping until the welcome sunset, when
the town wakens : all the lanterns are lighted up

;
all

the pipes begin to puff, and the narghiles to bubble

;

all the sour-inilk-and-sherbet-men begin to yell out

the excellence of their wares
;

all the frying-pans in

the little dii«ty cookshops begin to friz, and the pots

to send forth a steam : and through this dingy,

ragged, bustling, beggarly, cheerful scene, we began

now to march towards the Bow Street of Jaffa. We
bustled through a crowded narrow archway which led

to the cadi’s police-office, entered the little room,

atrociously perfumed with musk, and passing by the

rail-board, where the common sort stood, mounted the

stage* upon which his worship and friends sat, and

squatted down on the divans in stern and silent dig-

nity. His honor ordered us coffee, his countenance

evidently showing considerable alarm. A black slave,

whose duty seemed to be to j)repar(' this beverage in a

side-room wdth a furnace, prepared for each of us
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about a teaspoonful of the liquor ; his worship’s clerk,

I prc'sume, a tall Turk of a noble aspect, presented it

to us
;
and having lapped up the little modicum of

drink, the British lion began to speak.

All the other travellers (said the lion with perfect

reason) have good horses and are gone
;
the liussians

have got horses, the Spaniards have horses, the Eng-

‘lish have horses, but we, we vizirs in our country,

coming with letters of, Halil Pacha, are laughed at,

spit upon ! Are Halil Pacha’s letters dirt, that you

attend to them in this way ? Are British lions dogs

that you treat them so ?— and so on. This speech

with many variations was made on our side for a'*

quarter of an hour
;
and we finally swore that unless

the horses were forthcoming we would write to Halil

Pacha the next morning, and to his Excellency the

English Minister at the Sublime Porte. Then you
should have heard the chorus of Turks in reply : a

dozen voices rose up from the divan, shouting, scream-

ing, ejaculating, expectorating (the Arabic spoken

language seems to re(][uire a great employment of the

two latter oi-atorical methods), and utterttig what the

meek interpreter did not translate to us, but what I

dare say were by no means complimentary phrases

towards us and our nation. Finally, the palaver

concluded by the cadi declaring that by the will of

Heaven horses should be forthcoming at three o’clock

in the morning
;
and that if not, why, then, we might

write to Halil Pacha.

This posed us, and we rose up and haughtily took

leave. I should like to know that fellow’s real

opinion of us lions very much : and especially to have

had the translation of the speeches of a huge-breeched

turbaned roaring infidel, wlxo looked and spoke as if

he would have liked to fling us all into the sea, which
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w$js hoarsely murmuring under our windows an ac-

compciniment to the concert within.

We then marched through the bazaars, that were

lofty and grim, and pretty full of people. In a |leso-

late broken building, some hundreds of children were

playing and singing
;
in many corners sat parties over

their water-pipes, one of whom every now and then

would begin twanging out a most (^ueer chant
;
others

there were playing at casino — a crowd squatted

around the squalling gamblers, and talking and look-

ing on with eager interest. In on(^ place of the bazaar

we found a hundred people at least listening to a

.story-teller, who delivered his tale with excellent

action, voice, and volubility: in another they were

playing a sort of thimblerig with coffee-cups, all

intent upon the game, and the player himself very

wild lest one of our party, who had discovered where

the pea lay, should tell the company. The devotion

and energy with which all these pastimes were pur-

sued, struck me as much as anything. These people

have been playing thimblerig and casino
;
that story-

teller has be«ii shouting his tale of Antar for forty

years
;
and they are just as happy with this amuse-

ment now as when first they tried it. Is there no

ennui in the Eastern countries, and are blue-devils

not allowed to* go abroad there ?

- From the bazaars we went to see the house of Mus-

tapha, said to be the best house and the greatest man
of Jaffa. But the great man had absconded suddenly,

and had fled into Egypt. *The Sultan had inad^ a de-

mand upon him for sixteen thousand purses, c-£80
,
000 .

— Mustapha retired— the Sultan pounced down upon

his house, and his goods, his horses and his mules.

His harem was desolate. Mr. Milnes could have

written six affecting poems, had he been with us, on
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the dark loneliness of that violated sanctuary. We
passed from hall to hall, terrace to terrace— a few

fellows were slumbering on the naked floors, and

scarce turned as we went by them. We eptered

Mustapha’s particular divan — there was the raised

floor, but no bearded friends sc^uatting away the

night of Kamazan
;
there was the little coffee furnace,

but where was the slave and the coffee and the glow-

ing embers of the pipes ? Mustapha’s favorite passages

from the Koran were 'still i)ainted up on the walls,

but nobody was the wiser for them. We walked over

a sleeping negro, and opened the windows which

looked into his gardens. The horses and donkeys^

the camels and mules were picketed there below, but

where is the said Mustapha? From the 'frying-pan

of the Porte, has he not fallen into the fire of

Mehemet Ali ? And which is best, to broil or to fry ?

If it be but to read the Arabian Nights” again on

getting home, it is good to have made this little

voyage and seen these strange places and faces.

Then we went out through the arched lowering

gateway of the town into the plain beygnd, and that

was another famous and brilliant scene of tlie Ara-

bian Nights.” The heaven shone with a marvellous

brilliancy— the plain disappeared far in the haze—
the towers and battlements of the town rose black

against the sky— old outlandish trees ros(i up here

and there— clumps of camels were couched in the

rare herbage— dogs were baying about — groups of

men lay sleeping under their haicks round about—
round about the tall gates many lights were twinkling

— and they brought us water-pipes and sherbet—
and we wondered to think that London was only three

weeks off.

Then came the night at the consul’s. The poor
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demure old gentleman brought out his mattresses

;

and the ladies sleeping round on the divans, we lay-

down quite happy; and I for my part intended to

make as delightful dreams as Alnaschar; but — lo,

the delicate mosquito sounded his horn: the active

flea jumped up, and came to feast on Christian flesh

(the Eastern flea bites more bitterly than the most

savage bug in Christendom), and the bug— oh, the

accursed ! Why was he made ? What duty has that

infamous ruffian to i)erforni hi the world, save to

make people wretched ? Only Buiwer in his most

pathetic style could describe the miseries of that

night— the moaning, the groaning, the cursing, the

tumbling, the blistering, the infamous despair and

degradation ! I’ heard all the cocks in Jaffa crow
;
the

children crying, and the mothtu's hushing them
;
the

donkeys braying fitfully in the moonlight
;
at last, I

heard the clatter of hoofs below, and the hailing of

men. It was three o’clock, the horses were actually

come
;
nay, there were camels likewise

;
asses and

mules, pack-saddles and drivers, all bustling together

under the moonlight in the cheerful street— and the

first night in ^yria was over.
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FKOM JAFFA TO JERUSALEM.

It took an hour or, more to get our little caravan

into marching order, to accomodate all the packs to

the horses, the horses to the riders
;

to see the

ladies comfortably placed in their litter, with a sleek

and large black mule fore and aft, a groom to each

mule, and a tall and exceedingly good-natured and

mahogany-colored infidel to walk by the side of the

carriage, to balance it as it swayed to and fro, and

to offer his back as a step to the inmates whenever

they were minded to ascend or alight. These three

fellows, fasting through the Ramazan, and over as

rough a road, for tlie greater part, as ever shook

mortal bones, performed their fourteen hours’ walk

of near forty miles, with the most admirable courage,

alacrity, and good humor. They once or twice drank

water on the march, and so far infringed the rule;

but they refused all bread or edible refreshment

offered to them, and tugged on with an energy that

the best camel, and I am sure the best Christian,

might envy. What a lesson of good-humored en-

durance it w4| to certain Pall Mall Sardaiiapaluses,

who grumble if club sofa-cushions are not soft

enough

!

If I could write sonnets at leisure, I would like

to chronicle in fourti^en lines my sensations on find-

ing myself on a high Turkish saddle, with a pair of
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fire-shovel stilfrups and worsted reiiis^ red padded
saddle-cloth, and innumerable tags, fringes^ glass-

beads, ends of rope, to decorate the harness of the

horse,•the gallant steed on which I was about to

gallop into Syrian life. What a figure we cut in

the moonlight, and how they would have stared, in

the Strand ! Ay, or in Leicestershire, where 1 war-

rant such a horse and rider are not often visible

!

The shovel stirrups are deucedly short} the clumsy

leathers cut the shins of some equestrians abomi-

nably ;tyou sit over your horse as it were on a tower,

from which the descent would be very easy, but for

*the big peak of the saddle. A good way for the

inexperienced is to put a stick or umbrella across

the saddle peak again, so that it is next to impos-

sible to go over your horse’s neck. 1 found this a

vast comfort in going down the Jiills, and recommend

it conscientiously to other dear simple brethren of

the city.

Peaceful men, we did not ornament out girdles

with pistols, yataghans, etc., such as some pilgrims

appeared to»bristle all over with; and as a lesson

to such rash people, a story may be told which was

narrated to us at Jerusalem, and carries a whole-

some moral. The Honorable Hoggin Armcr, who
was lately travelling in the East, wore about his

stomach two brace of pistols, of such exquisite finish

and make, that a Sheikh, in the Jericho country,

robbed him merely for the sake ofi^he pistols. I

don’t know whether he has told the story to his

friends at home.

Another story about Sheikhs may here be told

apropos. That celebrated Irish Peer, Lord Oldgeiit

(who was distinguished in the Buckiiigliamsliire

Dragoons), having paid a sort of black mail to the
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Sheikh of Jericho country, was suddenly set upon

by another Sheikh, who claimed to be the real Jeri-

chonian governor; and these twins quarrelled over

the body of Lord Oldgent, as the widows the

innocent baby before Solomon. There was enough

for both— but these digressions are interminable.

The party got under way at near four o’clock:

the ladies in the litter, the French femme-(le-chamhre

manfully caracoling on a gray horse
;
the cavaliers,

like your humble servant, on their high saddles;

the domestics, flunkies, guides, and grooms,^ on all

sorts of animals,— some fourteen in all. Add to

these, two most grave and stately Arabs in whit^

beards, white turbans, white haieks and raiments

;

sabres curling round their military thighs, and in^

mense long guns at their backs. More venerable

warriors I never saw
;
they went by the side of the

litter soberly prancing. When we emerged from the

steep clattering streets of the city into the gray

plains, lighted by the moon and starlight, these mili-

taries rode onward, leading the way through the

huge avenues of strang(i diaboli(‘.al-looking prickly

pears (plants that look as if they had gro\yn in Tar-

tarus), by which the first mile or two of route from

the city is bounded
;
and as the dawn arose before us,

exhibiting first a streak of gray, then of green, then

of r^d in the sky, it was fine to see these martial figures

defined against the rising light. The sight of that

little cavalca(||, and of the nature around it, will

always remain with me, I think, as one of the freshest

and most delightful sensations I have enjoyed since

the day I first saw Calais ]ner. It was full day when
they gave their horses a drink at a large pretty Ori-

ental fountain, and then presently we entered the

open plain— the famous plain of Sharon— so fruit*
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ful in roses once, now hardly cultivated, but always

beautiful and noble.

Here presently, in the distance, we saw another

cavalc^e pricking over the plain. Our two white

warriors spread to the right and left, and galloped

to reconnoitre. We, too, put our steeds to the

canter, and handling our umbrellas as Richard did

his lance against Saladin, went 'iiidaunted to chal-

lenge this caravan. The fact is, we could distinguish

that it was formed of the party of our pious friends

the Foies, and we hailed them with cheerful shout-

ing, and presently the two .caravans joined company,

^and scoured the plain at the rate of near four miles

per hour. The horse-master, a courier of this com-

pany, rode three miles for our one. He was a

brolien-nosed Arab, with pistols, a sabre, a fusee, a

yellow Damascus cloth flapping over his head, and

his nose ornamented with diachylon. He rode a

hog-necked gray Arab, bristling over with harness,

and jumped, and whirled, and reared, and halted, to

the admiration of all.

Scarce had,the diachylonian Arab finished his evo-

lutions, when lo
!
yet another cloud of dust was seen,

and another party of armed and glittering horsemen

appeared. They, too,,were led by an Arab, who was

followed by two janizaries, with silver maces shin-

ing in the sun. Twas the party of the new Aiperi-

can Consul-General of Syria and Jerusalem, hastening

to that city, with the inferior consuls^f Ramleh and

Jaffa to escort him. He expects to ^e the Millen-

nium in three years, and has accepted the office of

consul at Jerusalem, so as to be on the spot in

readiness.

When the diachylon Arab saw the American A^ab,

he straightway galloped his steed towards him, took
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his^pipe, which he delivered at his adversary in gliise

of a jereed, and galloped round and round, and in and

out, land there and back again, as in a play of war.

The American replied in a similar playful ferpcity—
the two warriors made a little tournament for us

there on the plains before Jaffa, in the which diachylon

being a little worsted, challenged his adversary to a

race, and fled away on his gray, the American follow-

ing on his bay. Here poor sticking-plaster was again

worsted, the Yankee cdntemptuously riding round him,

and then declining further exercise.

What more could mortal man want ? A troop of

knights and paladins could have done no more. In

no page of Walter Scott have I read a scene more fair

and sparkling. The sober warriors of our escort did

not join in the gambols of the young men. There

they rode soberly, in their white turbans, by theix

ladies’ litter, their long guns rising up behind them.

There was no lack of company along the road:

donkeys numberless, camels by twos and threes
;
now

a mule-driver, tiaidgiiig along the road, chanting a

most queer melody
;
now a lady, ii? white veil,

black mask, and yellow papooshes, bestriding her

ass, and followed by her husband,— met us on the

way
;
and most people gave a^salutation. Presently

we saw Ramleh, in a smoking mist, on the idain

befjjre us, flanked to the right by a tall lonely tower,

that might have held the bells of some moutier of

Caen or Evreux. As we entered, about three hours

and a half after starting, among the white domes and
stone houses of the little town, we passed the place

of tombs. Two women were sitting on one of them,

— the one bending her head towards the stone, and

rocking to and fro, and moaning out a very sweet,

pitiful lamentation. The American consul invited us
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to breakfast at the house of his subaltern, the hospit-

able one-^yed Armenian, who represents the United

States at Jaffa. The stars and stripes were flaunting

over hjs terraces, to which we ascended, leading our

horses to the care of a multitude of roaring, ragged

Arabs beneath, who took charge of and fed the ani-

mals, though I can’t say in the least why
;
hut, in the

same way as getting off my horse on entering Jerusa-

lem, T gave the rein into the hand of the flrst person

near me, and have never heart! ot‘ the worthy brute

since. At the American consul’s we were served first

with rice soup in i)ishpash, flavored with cinnamon

^and spice
;
then with boiled mutton, then witli stev’^ed

ditto and tomatoes
;

then with fowls swimming in

grease; then with brown ragouts belabored with

onions
;
then with a smoking pilaff of rice : several

of which dishes I can pronounce to be of excellent

material and flavor. When the goitry had concluded

this repast, it was handed to a side-table, where the

commonalty speedily discussed it. We left them
licking their fingers as we hastened away upon the

second part^of the ride.

And as we quitted Eamleli, the scenery lost that

sweet and peaceful look which characterizes the

pretty plain we had traversed; and the sun, too,

rising in the heaven, dissipated all those fresh, beauti-

ful tints in which God’s world is clothed of early

morning, and which city people have so seldom the

chance of beholding. Tlie plain over which we rode

looked yellow and gloomy; the cultivation little or

none; the land across the roadside fringed, for the

most part, with straggling wild carrot plants
;
a patch

of green only hero and there. We passed several herds

of lean, small, well-conditioned cattle : many flocks of

black goats, tended now and then by a ragged negro
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®h<i|)herd, his long gun slung over his back, his hand
over his eyes to shade them as. he stared at our little

cavalcade. Most of the half-naked countryfolks we
' met, had this dismal appendage to Eastern rustic life

;

and the weapon could hardly be one of mere defence,

for, beyond the faded skull-cap, or tattered coat of

blue or dirty white, the brawny, brown-chested,

solemn-looking fellows had nothing seemingly to

guard. As before, there was no lack of travellers on

the road : more donkeys trotted by, looking sleek and

strong; camels singly and by pairs, laden with a

little humble ragged merchandise, on their way be-

tween the two towns. About noon we halted,

eagerly at a short distance from an Arab village and

well, where all were glad of a drink of fresh water.

A village of beavers, or a colony of ants, make habi-

tations not unlike these dismal huts piled together on

the plain here. There were no single huts along the

whole line of road
;
poor and wretched as they are, the

Fellahs huddle all together for protection from the

other thieves their neighbors. The government

(which we restored to them) has no powf r to protect

them, and is only strong enough to rob them. The
women, with their long blue gowns and ragged veils,

came to and fro with pitchers on their heads. Ee-

becca had such an one when she brought drink to the

lieutenant of Abraham. The boys came staring

round, bawling after us with their fathers for the in-

evitable backsheesh. The village dogs barked round

the flocks, as they were driven to water or pasture.

We saw a gloomy, not very lofty-looking ridge of

hills in front of us; the highest of which the guide

pointing out to us, told us that from it we should see

Jerusalem. It looked very near, and we all set up a

trot of enthusiasm to get into this hill country.
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But that burst of enthusiasm (it may have carried

us nearly* a j[jxarter of ^ mile in three minutes) was

soon destined to be checked by the disagreeable nature

of the country we had^ to traverse. Before we got to

the real mountain district, we were in a manner pre-

pared for it, by the mounting and descent of several

lonely outlying hills, up and down which our rough

stony track wound. Then we entered the hill district,

and onr path lay through the clattering bed of an an-

cient stream, whose brawling witters have rolled away
into the past, along with the fierce and turbulent race

who once inhabited these savage hills. There may
have been cultivation here two thousand years ago.

^he mountains, or. huge stony mounds environing this

rough path, have level ridges all the way up to their

summits
;
on these parallel ledges there is still some

verdure and soil : when water flowed here, and the

country was thronged with that extraordinary x)opu-

lation, which, according to the Sacred Histories, was

crowded into the region, those mountain stops may
have been gardens and vineyards, such as we see now
thriving alon^ the hills of the Rhino. Xow tlie dis-

trict is quite deserted, and you ride among what seem

to be so many petrified waterfalls. We saw no ani-

mals moving among the stony brakes
;
scarcely even

a dozen little birds in the whole course of the ride.

The sparrows are all at Jerusalem, among th? house-

tops, where their ceaseless chirping and twittering

forms the most cheerful sound of the place.

The company of Poles, the company of Oxford men,

and the little American army, trav(dled too quick for

our caravan, which was made to follow tlui slow prog-

ress of the ladies^ litter, and we had to make the

journey through the mountains in a very small num-

ber. Not one of our party had a single weapon more
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dreadful than an umbrella: and a couple of Arabs,

wickedly inclined, might have brought us all to the

halt, and rifled every carpet-bag and pocket belonging

to us. Kor can I say that we Journeyed witl^out cer-

tain qualms of fear. When swarthy fellows, with

girdles full of pistols and yataghans, passed us with-

out unslinging their long guns: — when scowling

camel-riders, with awful long bending lances, deco-

rated with tufts of rags, or savage plumes of scarlet

feathers, went by without molestation, I think we
were rather glad that they did not stop and parley

:

for, after all, a British lion with an umbrella is no

match for an Arab with his infernal long gun. Wha^
too, would have become of our women ? So we tried

to think that it was entirely out of anxiety for them
that we were inclined to push on.

There is a shady resting-jilace and village in the

midst of the mountain district, where the travellers

affe accustomed to halt for an hour^s repose and re-

freshment
;
and the other caravans were just quitting

this spot, having enjoyed its cool shades and waters,

when we came up. Should we stop ? l^.egard for the

ladies (of course no other earthly consideration) made
us say, ‘‘No !

’’ What admirable self-denial and chiv-

alrous devotion ! So our poor devils of mules and
horses got no rest and no water, our panting litter-

]nen no breathing time, and we staggered desperately

after the procession ahead of us. It wound up the

mountain in front of us : the Poles with their guns

and attendants, the American with his janizaries

;

fifty or sixty all riding slowly like the procession in

“Bluebeard.”

But alas, they headed us very soon
;
when we got

up the weary hill they were all out of sight. Perhaps

thoughts of Flet^t Street did cross the minds of some
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of us then, and a vague desire to see a .^ew policemen.

The district now seemed peopled and with an ugly

race. Savage personages peered at us out of huts,

.and grim holes in the rocks. The mules began to

loiter most abominably— water the muleteers must

have — and behold, we came to a pleasant-looking

village of trees standing on a hill
;

children were

'shaking figs from the trees — women v/ere going

about— before us was the mosj[iue of a holy man—
the village, looking like a collection of little ^forts,

rose up on the hill to our right, with a long view of

the fields and gardens stretching from it, and camels

twriving with their burdens. Here we must stop

;

Paolo, the chief servant, knew the Sheikh of the

village— he very good man— give him water and

supper— water very good here— in fact we began to

think of the propriety of halting here for the night,

and making our entry into Jerusalem on the next day.

A man on a handsome horse dressed in red came

prancing up to us, looking hard at* the ladies in the

litter, and passed away. Then two others sauntered

up, one handsome, and dressed in red too, and he

stared into the litter without ceremony, began to play

with a little dog that lay there, asked if we were

Inglees, and was answered by me in the affirmative.

Paolo had brought the water, tlie most delicious

draught in the world. The gentlefolks had had some,

the poor muleteers were longing for it. The French

maid, the courageous Victoire (never since the days

of Joan of Arc has there surely been a more gallant

and virtuous female of France) refused the drink;

when suddenly a servant of the party scampers up to

his master and says; ^^Abou Gosh says the ladies

must get out and show themselves to the women of

the village !

”
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It was Abou Gosh himself, the redoubted robber

Sheikh about whom we had been laughing and crying

^^Wolf!’’ all day. Never was seen such. a skurry

!

March ! was the instant order given. ^ When
Victoire heard who it was and the message, you

should have seen how she changed countenance

;

trembling for her virtue in the ferocious clutches of a

Uosh. “Un verre d’eau pour Paniour de Dieu!’^

gasped she, and was ready to faint on her saddle.

‘^Ne buvez plus, Victoire!” screamed a little fellow

of our party. Push on, push on !
” cried one and

all. What ’s the matter !
” exclaimed the ladies in

the litter, as they saw themselves suddenly jogging

on again. But we took care not to tell them what had

been the designs of the redoubtable Abou Gosh. Away
then we went— Victoire was saved— and her mis-

tresses rescued from dangers they knew not of, until

they were a long way out of the village.

Did he intend insult or good-will ? Did Victoire

escape the famous chance of becoming Madame Abou
Gosh ? Or did the mountain-chief simply propose to

be hospitable after his fashion ? I tlpnk the latter

was his desire
;

if the former had been his wish, a

half-dozen of his long guns could have been up with

us in a minute, and had all our party at their mercy.

But now, for the sake of the mere excitement, the

incident was, I am sorry to say, rather a pleasant one

than otherwise : especially for a traveller who is in

the happy condition of being able to sing before

robbers, as is the case with the writer of the present.

A little way out of the land of Goshen we came
upon a long stretch of gardens and vineyards, slanting

towards the setting sun, which illuminated number-

less golden clusters of the most delicious grapes, of

which we stopped and partook. Such grapes were
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never before tasted
;
water so fresh as that which a

countryman fetched for us from a well never sxuiced

parched throats before. It was the ride, the sun, and

above all Abou Gosh, who made that refreshment

so sweet, and hereby I offer him my best thanks.

Presently, in the midst of a mosi- diabolical ravine,

down which our horses went sliding, we heard the

evening gun; it was fired from Jerusalem. The

twilight is brief in this country^ and in a few minutes

the landscape was gray round about Uo, and the sky

lighted up by a hundred thousand stars, which made

the night beautiful.

•

Under this superb canopy we rode for a couple of

hours to our journey’s end. The mountains round

about us dark, lonely, and sad
;
the landscape as we

saw it at night (it is not more cheerful in the day-

time), the most solemn and forlorn I have ever seen.

The feelings of almost terror with which, riding

through the night, we approached this awful place,

the centre of the world’s past and future history,

have no neeck to be noted down here. The recollec-

tion of those sensations must remain with a man as

long* as his memory lasts
;
and he should think of

them as often, perhaps, as he should talk of them

little.



CHAPTER XIIL

JERUSALEM.

The ladies of our party found excellent quarters in

readiness for them atf the Greek convent in the city

;

where airy rooms, and plentiful meals, and wines and

sweetmeats delicate and abundant, were provided to

cheer them after the fatigues of their journey. J
don’t know whether the worthy fathers of the con-

vent share in the good things which they lavish on

their guests
;
but they look as if they do. Those

whom we saw bore every sign of easy conscience and

good living
;
there were a pair of strong, rosy, greasy,

lazy lay-brothers, dawdling in the sun on the convent

terrace, or peering over the parapet into the street

below, whose looks gave one the notion of anything

but asceticism. f

In the principal room of the strangers’ house (the

lay traveller is not admitted to dwell in the sacred in-

terior of the convent), and over the building, the Rus-

sian double-headed eagle is displayed. The place is

under the patronage of the Emperor Nicholas : an Im-

})erial Prince has stayed in these rooms : the Russian

consul performs a great part in the city
;
and a con-

siderable annual stipend is given by the Emperor

towards the maintenance of the great establishment

ill Jerusalem. The Great Chapel of the Church of

the Holy Sepulchre is by far the richest, in point .of

furniture, of all the places of worship under that roof.

We were in Russia, when we came to visit our friends
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here; under the protection of the Father of, the

Church and the Imperial Eagle ! This butcher and
tyrant, who sits on his throne only through the crime

of tho^e who held it before him— every step in whose
pedigree is stained by some horrible mark of murder,

parricide, adultery^ this padded and whiskered pontiff

—who rules in his jack-boots over a system of spies and

soldiers, of deceit, ignorance, dissoluteness, and brute

force, such as surely the history of the world never

told of before— has a tender interest in the welfare,

of his spiritual children
;
in the Eastern Church ranks

after divinity, and is worshipped by millions of men.

pious exemplar of Christianity truly! and of the

condition to which its union with politics has brought

it!. Think of the rank to which he pretends, and

gravely believes that he possesses, no doubt ! — think

of those who assumed the same ultra-sacred character

before him ! — and then of the Bible and the Founder

of the Religion, of which the Emperor assumes to be

the chief priest and defender
! ,

We had some Poles of our party
;
but these poor fel-

lows went tj the Latin convent, declining to worship

after the Emperor’s fashion. The next night after

our arrival, two of them passed in the Sepulchre.

There we saw them, more than once on subsequent

visits, kneeling in the Latin Church before the pic-

tures, or marching solemnly with candles in proces-

sions, or lying flat on the stones, or passionately

kibsing the spots which their traditions liave conse-

crated as the authentic places of the Saviour’s sut-

ferings. More honest or more civilized, or from

opposition, the Latin fathers have long given up and.

disowned the disgusting mummery of the Eastern

Fire— which lie the Greeks continue annually to

tell
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Their travellers’ house and convent, though large

and commodious, are of a much poorer and shabbier

condition than those of the Greeks. Both make
believe not to take money; but the* travellej? is ex-

pected to pay in each. The Latin fathers enlarge

their means by a little harmless trade in beads and

crosses, and mother-of-pearl shells, on which figures

of saints are engraved; and which they purchase

from the manufacturers, and vend at a small profit.

The English, until of late, used to be quartered in

these sham inns
;
but last year two or three Maltese

took houses for the reception of tourists, who can

now be accommodated with cleanly and comfortable^

board, at a rate not too heavy for most pockets.

,

To one of these we went very gladly; giving, our

horses the bridle at the door, which went off of their

own will to their stables, through the dark inextricable

labyrinths of streets, archways, and alleys, which we
had threaded after leaving the main street from the

Jaffa Gate. There, there was still some life. Num-
bers of persons were collected at their doors, or smok-

ing before the ding}^ coffee-houses, wher^. singing and

story-telling were going on
;
but out of this great

street everything was silent, and no sign of a light

from the windows of the •low houses which we
passed.

We ascended from a lower floor up to a terrace, on

which were several little domed chambers, or pavil-

ions. From this terrace, whence we looked in the

morning, a great part of the city spread before us :
—

white domes upon domes, and terraces of the same

character as our own. Here and there, from among
these whitewashed mounds round about, a minaret

rose, or a rare date-tree; but the chi(d part of the

vegetation near was that odious tree the j)rickly pear,
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—one huge green wart growing out of another,

armed with spikes, as inhospitable as the aloe, with-

out shelter or beauty. To the right the Mosque of

Omar r^jse
;
the rising sun behind it. Yonder steep

tortuous lane before us, flanked by ruined walk on

either side, has borne, time out of mind, the title of

Via Dolorosa; and tradition has fixed the spots

where the Saviour rested, bearing his cioss to Cal-

vary. But of the mountain, rising immediately in

front of us, a few gray olive-tr^es speckling the yel-

low side here and there, there can be no question.

That is the Mount of Olives. Bethany lies beyond

it. The most sacred eyes that ever looked on this

world ^have gazed on those ridges: it was there he

used to walk and teach. With shame and humility

one looks towards the spot where that inexpressible

Love and Benevolence lived and breathed
;
where the

great yearning heart of the Saviour interceded for all

our race
;
and whence the bigots and traitors of his

day led him away to kill him !

That company of Jews whom we had brought with

us from Constantinople, and who had cursed every

delay on the route, not from impatience to view the

Holy City, but from rage at being obliged to purchase

dear provisions for their maintenance on ship-board,

made wdiat bargains they best could at Jaffa, and

journeyed to the Valley of Jehoshaphat at the cheap-

est rate. W(3 saw the tall form of the old Polish

Patriarch, venerable in filth, stalking among the

stinking ruins of the Jewish quarter. The sly old

Eab]?i, in the greasy folding hat, who would not pay

to shelter his children from the storm off Beyrout,

greeted us in the bazaars
;
the youngc^r Rabbis were

furbished up with some smartness. We met them on
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Sunday at the kind of promenade by the walls of the

Bethlehem Gate
;
they were in company of some red-

bearded co-religionists, smartly attired in Eastern

raiment
;
but their voice was the voice of the ^ews of

Berlin, and of course as we passed they were talking

about so many huiidert thaler. You may track one

of the people, and be sure to hear mention of that

silver calf that they worship.

The English mission has been very unsuccessful

with these religionists/ I <lonT believe the Episcopal

apparatus— the chaplains, and the colleges, and the

beadles— have succeeded in converting a dozen of

them
;
and a sort of martyrdom is in store for the

luckless Hebrew at Jerusalem who shall secede from

his faith. Their old community spurn them with

horror; and I heard of the case of one unfortunaibe

man, whose wife, in spite of her husband^s change of

creed, being resolved, like a true woman, to cleave to

him, was spirited away from him in his absence
;
was

kept in privacy in the city, in spite of all exertions of

the mission, of the consul and the bishop, and the

chaplains and the beadles
;
was passec], away from

Jerusalem to Beyrout, and thence to Constantinople;

and from Constantinople Avas whisked olf into the

Bussian territories, where she still pines after her

husband. May that unhappy convert find consolation

away from her. I could not help thinking, as my in-

formant, an excellent and accomjdished gentleman of

the’ mission, told me the story, that the Jews had
done only what the Christians do under the same cir-

cumstances. The woman was the daughter of a most

learned liabbi, as I gathered. Suppose a daughter of

the Babbi of Exeter, or Canterbury, were to marry a

man who turned Jew, would not her Bight Beverend

Father be justified in taking her out of the ])ower of
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a person likely to hurl her soul to perdition ? These

poor converts should surely be sent away to Enjgland

out of the way of persecution. We could not but

feel a for them, as they sat there on their

benches in the church conspicuous; and thought of

fche scorn and contumely which attended them with-

out, as they passed, in their Eu^’onean dresses and

shaven beards, among their grisly, scowling, long-

robed countrymen.

As elsewhere in the towns T tave seen, the Ghetto

of Jerusalem is pre-eminent in filth. The people are

gathered round about the dung-gate of the city. Of a

^’riday you may hear their wailings and lamentations

for the lost glories of their city. I think the Valley

of Jehoshaphat is the most ghastly sight I have seen

in the world. From all quarters they come hither to

bury their dead. When his time is come yonder

hoary old miser, with whom we made our voyage, will

lay his carcass to rest here. To do that, and to claw

together money, has been the purpose of that strange,

long life.

We brought with us one of the gentlemen of the

mission, a Hebrew convert, the Kev. Mr. E
;
and

lest I should be supposed to speak with disrespect

above of any of the converts of the Hebrew faith, let

me mention this gentleman as the only one whom I

had the fortune to meet on terms of intimacy. I

never saw a man whose outward conduct was more

touching, whose sincerity was more evident, and

whose religious feeling seemed more deep, real, and

reasonable.

Only a few feet off, the walls of the Anglican

Church of Jerusalem rise up from their foundations,

on a picturesque open spot, in front of the Bethle-
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hem Gate. The English bishop has his church hard

by : ajid near it is the house where the Christians of

our denomination assemble and worship.

There seem to be polyglot services here.^^ I saw

books of prayer, or Scripture, in Hebrew, Greek, and

German ; in which latter language Dr. Alexander

preaches every Sunday. A gentleman who sat near

me at church used all these books indifferently

:

reading the first lesson from the Hebrew book, and

the second from the (rreek. Here we all assembled

on the Sunday after our arrival : it was affecting to

hear the music and language of our country sounding

in this distant place
;
to have the decent and inaftly

ceremonial of our service; the prayers delivered in

that noble language. Even that stout anti-prelatist,

the American consul, who has left his hous6 and for-

tune in America in order to witness the coming of the

Millennium, who believes it to be so near thaihe has

brought a dove with him from his native land (which

bird he solemnly informed us was to survive the ex-

pected Advent), was affected by the good old words

and service. He swayed about and moaned in his

place at various passages
;

during tlie sermon he

gave especial marks of sympathy and approbation.

I never heard the service more excellently and im-

pressively read than by the Bishop’s chaplain, Mr.

Veitch. But it was the music that was most touching

I thought,— the sweet old songs of home.

There was a considerable company assembled : near

a hundred people I should think. Our party made a

large addition to the usual congregation. Tlu^ Bishop’s

family is proverbially numerous: the consul, and

the gentlemen of the mission, have wives, and chil-

dren, and English establishments. These, and the

strangers, occupied places down the room, to the right
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and left of the desk and communion-table. The con-

verts, and the members of the college, in rather a

scanty number, faced the officiating clergyman
;
be-

fore wl|om the silver maces of the janizaries were set

up,'as they set up the beadles’ maces in England.

I made many walks round th(, city to Olivet and
Bethany, to the tombs of the kings, and the fountains

sacred in story. These are green and fresh, but all

the rest of the landscape seemed to me to be fright-

ful. Parched mountains, with a gray bleak olive-tree

trembling here and there
;
savage ravines and valleys,

paved with tombstones — a landscape unspeakably

^ghastly and desolate, meet the eye wherever you
wander round about the city. The place seems quite

adapted to the events which are recorded in the He-

brew histories. It and they, as it seems* to me, can

never be regarded without terror. Fear and blood,

crime «and punishment, follow from page to page in

frightful succession. There is not a spot at which

you look, but some violent deed has been done there

:

some massacre has been committed, some victim has

been murdered, some idol has be^ui worshipped with

bloody and dreadful rites. Not far from hence is the

place where the Jewish conqueror fought for the pos-

session of Jerusalem. ‘^The sun stood still, and

hasted not to go down about a whole day
;

” so that

the Jews might have daylight to destroy the Amor-

ites, whose iniquities were full, and whose land they

were about to occupy. The fugitive heathen king,

and his allies, were discovered in their hiding-})]ace,

and hanged: ‘^and the children of Judah smote Jeru-

salem with the edge of the sword, and set the citv on

fire; and they left none remaining, but utterly de-

stroyed all that breathed.”

I went out at the Zion Gate, and looked at the so-
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called tomb of David. I had been reading all the

morning in the Psalms, and his history in Samuel
and Kings. Bring thou down Shimei^e hoar head
to the grave with hlood^^^ are the last word^ of the

dying monarch as recorded by the history. What
they call the tomb is now a crumbling old mosque

;

from which Jew and Christian are excluded alike.

As I saw it, blazing in the sunshine, with the purple

sky behind it, the glare only served to mark the sur-

rounding desolation more clearly. The lonely walls

and towers of the city rose hard by. Dreary moun-
tains, and declivities of naked stones, Were round
about: they are burrowed with holes in which Chris*

tian hermits lived and died. You see one green place

far down in the valley : it is called En Eogel. Adon-
ijah feasted there, who was killed by his brother

Solomon, for asking for Abishag for wife. The Val-

ley of Hinnoni skirts the hill : the dismal ravine was
a fruitful garden once. Ahaz, and the idolatrous

kings, sacrificed to idols under the green trees there,

and caused their children to pass through the fire.^^

On the mountain opposite, Solomon, wrlth the thou-

sand women of his harem, worshipped the gods of

all their nations, Ashtoreth,’’ and Milcom, and
Molech, the abomination of the Ammonites.” An
enormous cliarnel-house stands on the hill where the

bodies of dead pilgrims used to be thrown
;
and com-

mon belief has fixed upon tliis sjjot as the Aceldama,
which Judas purchased with the price of his treason.

Thus you go on from one gloomy place to another,

each seared with its bloody tradition. Yonder is the

Temple, and you think of Tituses soldiery storming

its flaming porches, and entering the city, in the

fp.vage defence of which two million human souls

perished. It ,was on Mount Zion that Godfrey and
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Tancred had theit camp ** whtm the Crusaders entered

the mosque, they rode knee-deep in the blooq of its

defenders, and of the women and children who had

fled thither for refuge : it was the victory of Josnua

over again. Then, after three days of butchery, they

purified the desecrated mosque and went to prayer.

In the centre of this history of crime rises up the

Great Murder of all.

I need say no more about this gloomy landscape.

After a man has seen it once, he never forgets it—
the recollection of it seems to me to follow him like a

remorse, as it were to impli(*>ate him in the awful deed

which was done there. Oh ! with what unspeakable

shame and, terror should one think of that crime, and

prostrate himself before the image of that Divine

Blessed Sufferer

!

Of course the first visit of the traveller is to the

famous Church of the Sepulchre. .

In the archway, leading from the street to the court

and church, there is a little bazaar of Bethlehemites^

who must interfere considerably with tin*, commerce

of the Latin fathers These men bawl to you from

their stalls, and hold up for your purchase their

devotional baubles, — bushels of rosaries and scented

beads, and carved mothor-of-pearl shells, and rude

stone salt-cellars and figures. Now that inns are es-

tablished,— envoys of these pedlars attend them on

the arrival of strangers, squat all day on the terraces

before your door, and patiently entreat you to buy of

their goods. 8ome worthies there are who drive a

good trade by tattooing pilgrims with the five crosses,

the arms of Jerusalem
;
under which the name of the

city is punctured in Hebrew, with the auspicious y|||ir

of the Hadji’s visit. Several of our fellow-travellers
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their grave this relic of their journey. Some of them

had engaged a servant, a man at Beyrout, who had

served as a lad on board an English ship in tl\e Med-

iterranean, Above his tattooage of the live Crosses,

tlie fellow had a picture of two hearts united, and the

pathetic motto “ Betsy my dear.” He had parted with

Betsy my dear live years before at Malta. He had

known a little English there, but had forgotten it.

Betsy my dear was forgotten too. Only her name re-

mained engraved with a vain simulacrum of constancy

on the faithless rogue’s skin: on which was now
printed another token of equally effectual devotion.,

The beads and the tattooing, however, seem essential

ceremonies attendant on the Christian pilgrim’s visit;

for many hundreds of years, doubtless, the palmers have

carrit‘d off with them these simple reminiscences of

the sacred city. That symbol has been engraven

upon the arms of how many Princes, Knights, and

Crusaders! Don’t you see a moral as applicable to

them as to the swindling Beyrout horseboy ? I have

brought you back that cheap and wholeso^ne apologue,

in lieu of any of the Bethlehemite shells and beads.

After passing through the ]K)rch of the pedlers, you

come to the court-yard in front of the noble old towers

of the Church of the Sepulchre, with pointed arches

and (iothic traceries, rude, but rich and picturesque

in design. Here crowds are waiting in the sun, until

it shall please the Turkish guardians of the church

door to open. A swarm of beggars sit here perma-

nently : old tattered hags with long veils, ragged chil-

dren, blind old bearded beggars, who raise up a chorus

of prayers for money, holding out their wooden bowls,

Q§clattering with their sticks on the stones, or pulling

your coat-skirts and moaning and whining; yonder
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mt a group of coal-black Coptish pilgrims^ with robes

and turbans of dark blue, fumbling their perpetual

beads. A party of Arab Christians have come up from

their t^nts or villages : the men half-naked, looking

as if they were beggars, or banditti, upon occasion

;

the women have flung their head-cloths back, and are

looking at the strangers under their tattooed eyebrows.

As for the strangers, there is no need to describe

them; that figure of the Englishman, with his hands

in his pockets, has been seen all tiu* world over: star-

ing down the crater of Vesuvius, or into a Hottentot

kraal— or at a pyramid, or a Parisian coffee-house,

•or an Esquimaux hut— with the same insolent calm-

ness of deipeanor. When the gates of the church are

open, he elbows in among the first, and flings a few

scornful piastres to the Turkish door-keeper
;
and

gazes round easily at the place, in which people of

every other nation in the world are in tears, or in rap-

ture, or wonder. He has never seen the place until

now, and looks as indifferent as the Turkish guardian

who sits in the doorway, and swears at the people as

they pour iiit

Indeed, I believe it is impossible for us to compre-

hend the source and nature of the Komau Catholic

devotion. I once went into a church at Eome at the

request of a Catholic friend, who described the interior

to be so beautiful and glorious, that he thought (lie

said) it must be like heaven itself. 1 found walls

hung with cheap stripes of pink and white calico,

altars covered with artificial flowers, a number of

wax-candles, and plenty of gilt-paper ornaments.

The place seemed to me^like a shabby theatre; and

here was my friend on his knees at my side, plunged

in a rapture of wonder and devotion.

I could get no better impression out of this the
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tnost famous chtftch in the world. The deceits are

too open and flagrant; the inconsistencies and con-

trivances too monstrous. It is hard even to sym-

pathize with persons who receive them as genuine

;

and though (as I know and saw in the case of my
friend at Rome) the believer’s life may* be passed

in the purest exercise of faith and charity, it is diflfii-

cult even to give him credit for honesty, so barefaced

seem the impostures which he professes to believe and

reverence. It costs one no small effort even to admit

the possibility of a Catholic’s credulity : to share in

. his rapture and devotion is still further out of your

power; and I could get from this church no other,

emotions but those of shame and pain.

The legends with which the Greeks and Latins have

garnished the spot have no more sacredness for you

than the hideous, unreal, barbaric pictures and orna-

ments which they have lavished on it. Look at the

fervor with which pilgrims kiss and weep over a taw-

dry Gothic painting, scarcely better fashioned than an

idol in a South Sea Morai. The histories which they

are called upon to reverence are of the •same period

and order,— savage Gothic caricatures. In either a

saint appears in the costume of the middle ages, and

is made to accommodate himself to the fashion of the

tenth century.

The different churches battle for the possession of

the various relics. The Greeks show you the Tomb
of Melchisedec, while the Armenians possess the

Chapel of the Penitent Thief
;
the poor Copts (with

their little cabin of a chapel) can yet boast of possess-

ing the thicket in which iftraham caught the Ram,
which was to serve as the vicar of Isaac

;
the Latins

point out the Pillar to which the Lord was bound.

The place of the Invention of the Sacred Cross, the
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Fissute in the Rock of Golgotha, thlb Tomb of Adam
himself— are all here within a few yards’, space.

You mount a few steps, and are told it is Calvary up-

on wliich you stand. All this In the midst of flaring

candles, reeking incense, savage pictures of Scripture

story, 01* portraits of kings who have been benefactors

to the vi^i^ious chapels
;
a din and clatter of strange

people, — these weeping, bowing, kissing, those

utterly indifferent
;
and the priests clad in outlandish

robes, snuffing and chanting incomprehensible litanies,

robing, disrobing, lighting up candles or extinguish-

ing them, advancing, retreating, bowing with all sorts

of unfamiliar genuflexions. Had it pleased the inveii*

tors of the Sepulchre topography to have fixed on
fifty more spots of ground as the places of the events

of the sacred story, the pilgrim would have believed

just as now. The priest’s authority has so mastered

his faith, that it accommodates itself to any demand
upon it

;
and the English stranger looks on the scene,

for the first time, with a feeling of scorn, bewilder-

ment, and shame at that grovelling credulity, those

strange riteis and ceremonies, that almost confessed

imposture.

Jarred and distracted by these, the Church of the

Holy f^epulchre, for some time, seems to an Plnglish-

man the least sacred spot about Jerusalem. It is the

lies, and the legends, and the priests, and their quar-

rels, and their ceremonies, which keep the Holy Place

out of sight. A man has not leisure to view it, for

the brawling of the guardians of the spot. The
Roman conquerors, they say, raised up a statue of

Venus in this sacred place, intending to destroy all

memory of it. I don’t think the heathen was as

criminal as the Christian is now. To deny and dis-

believe, is not so bad as to make belief a ground to
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cheat upon. The liar Ananias perished for that
;
and

yet out of these gates, where angels may have kept

watch— out of the tomb of Christ— Christian priests

issue with a lie in their hands. What a place to

choose for imposture, good God ! to sully, with brutal

struggles for self-aggrandizement, or shameful schemes

of gain

!

The situation of the Tomb (into which, be it authen-

tic or not, no man can enter without a shock of breath-

less fear, and deep anci awful self-humiliation) must

have struck all travellers. It stands in the centre of

the arched rotunda, which is common to all denomina-

tions, and from which branch off the various chapels*,

belonging to each particular sect. In the Coptic

Chapel I saw one coal-black Copt, in blue robes, cow-

ering in the little Cabin, surrounded by dingy lamps,

barbarous pictures, and cheap, faded trumpery. In

the Latin Church there was no service going on, only

two fathers dusting the mouldy gewgaws along the

brown walls, and laughing to one another. The gor-

geous church of the Fire impostors, hard by, was
always more fully attended

;
as was tli^t of their

wealthy neighbors the Armenians. These three main

sects hate each other
;
their quarrels are intermin-

able
;
each bribes and intrigues with the heathen lords

of the soil, to the prejudice of his neighbor. Now it

is the Latins who interfere, and allow the common
church to go to ruin, because the Greeks purpose to

roof it; now the Greeks demolish a monastery on

Mount Olivet, and leave the ground to the Turks,

rather than allow the Armenians to possess it. On
another occasion, the Greeks having mended the Ar-

menian steps, which led to the (so-called) Cave of the

Nativity at Bethlehem, the latter asked for permission

to destroy the work of the Greeks, and did so. And
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so round this sacred spot, the centre of Christendom,

the representatives of the three great sects worship

under one roof, and hate each other !

’ '

Aboye the Tomb of the Saviour, the cupola is

and you see the blue sky overhead. Which of the

builders w^s it that had the grace to leave that under

the high protection of Heaven, and not confine it

under the mouldering old domes and roofs, whicli

cover so much selfishness, and uncharitableness, and

imposture
! ^

*

We went to Bethlehem, too
;
and saw th(j apocry

phal wonders there.

Five miles’ ride brings you from Jerusalem to it,

over naked wavy hills
;
the aspect of which, however,

grows more cheerful as you approach the famous

village. We passed the Convent of Mar Elyas on

the road, walled and barred like a fort. In spite

of its strength, however, it has more than once been

stormed by the Arabs, and the luckless fathers within

put to death. Hard by was liebecoa’s Well ; a dead

body was lyjng there, and crowds of male and female

mourners dancing and howling round it. Now and

then a little troop of savage scowling horsemen —
a shepherd driving his black sheep, his gun over

his shoulder — a troop of camels — or of women,

with long blue robes and white veils, bearing pitchers,

and staring at the strangers with their great solemn

eyes— or a company of laborers, with their donkeys,

bearing grain or grapes to the city, — met us and

enlivened the little ride. It was a busy and cheerful

sc(me. The Churcdi of the Nativity, with the ad-

joining Convents, forms a vast and noble Christian

structure. A party of travellers were going to the

Jordan that day, and scores of their followers — of
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the^^^bbing Araba, who profess to protect thera,

(magnificent figures some of them? with flowing

haickS ’and turbans, with long guns and scimitars,

and wretched horses, covered with gaudy trappings),

were standing on the broad pavement before the

little Convent gate. It was such a scene tas Catterr

mole juight paint. Knights and Crusaders may have

^witnessed a similar one. You could fancy them
.issuing out of the narrow little portal, and so greeted

by the swarms of swarthy clamorous women and

merchants and children.

The scene within the building was of the same

Gotliic character. We were entertained by the Su-

perior of the Greek Convent, in a fine refectory,

with ceremonies and hospitalities that pilgrims of

the middle ages might have witnessed. We were

shown over the magnificent Barbaric Church, visited

of course the Grotto where the Blessed Nativity is

said to have taken place, and the rest of the idols

set up for worship by the clumsy legend. When the

visit was concluded, the party going to the Dead Sea

filed off with their armed attendants
;
eac^ individual

traveller making as brave a show as he could, and

personally accoutred with warlike swords and pistols.

The picturescpie crowds, and the Arabs and the horse-

men, in the sunshine
j
the noble old convent, and the

gray-bearded priests, with their feast
;
and the church,

and its pictures and columns, and incense
;
the v/ide

brown hills spreading round the village; with the

accidents of the road, — flocks and shepherds, wells

and funerals, and camel-trains, — have left on my
mind a brilliant, romantic, and cheerful picture. But

you, dear M
,
without visiting the place, have

imagined one far finer
;
and Bethlehem, where the

Holy Child was born, and the angels sang, Glory
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to God in the highest, and on earth and good^

will towards men,” is the most sacred and b^iautiful

spot in the earth to you.

By far the most comfortable quarters in Jerusalem

are those of the Armenians, in their convent of St.

James. Wherever we have been, these Eastern

quakers look grave, and jolly, and sleek. Their

con/ent at Mount Zion is big enough tc contain two

or three thousand of their faithful
;
and their church

is ornamented by the most rich and hideous gifts ever

devised by uncouth piety. Instead of a bell, the fat

^ monks of the convent beat huge noises on a board,

and drub the faithful in to prayers. 1 never saw

men more lazy and rosy, than tliese reverend fathers,

kneeling in their comfortable matted church, or sit-

ting in easy devotion. Pictures, images, gilding,

tinsel, wax-candles, twinkle all over the place; and

ten thousand ostrichs' eggs (or any lesser number

you may allot) dangled’ from the vaulted ceiling.

There were great numbers of people at worship in

this gorgeous church
;

they went on their knees,

kissing the walls with much fervor, and paying

reverence to the most precious relic of the con-

vent, — the chair of 8t. James, their patron, the first

Bishop of Jerusalem.

Tlie chair pointed out with greatest pride in the

church of the Latin Convent, is that shabby red damask

cue appropriated to the French Consul, — the repre-

sentative of the king of that nation,— and the pro-

tection which it has from time immemorial accorded

to the Christians of the Latin rite in Syria. All

French writers and travellers speak of this protection

with delightful complacency. Consult the French

books of travel on the subject, and any Frenchman
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whom you may meet : he says, La France, Monsieur,

de tous les temps protege les Chretiens d’Orient
;
” and

the little fellow looks round the church with a sweep

of the arm, and protects it accordingly. It is hon ton

for them to go in processions
;
and you see them on

such errands, marching with long candles, as gravely

as may be. But I have never been able to edify my-
self with their devotion

;
and the religious outpourings

of Lamartine and Chateaubriand, which we have all

been reading Apropos of the journey we are to make,

have inspired me with an emotion anything but res-

pectful. “Voyez comiiie M. de Chateaubriand prie

Dieu,” the Viscount’s eloquence seems always to say.

There is a sanctified grimace about the little French

pilgrim which it is very difficult to contemplate gravely.

The pictures, images, and ornaments of the princi-

pal Latin convent are quite mean and poor, compared

to the wealth of the Armenians. The convent is

spacious, but squalid. Many hopping and crawling

plagues are said to attack the skins of pilgrims who
sleep there. It is laid out in courts and galleries, the

mouldy doors of which are decorated with twopenny
pictures of favorite saints and martyrs : and so great

is the shabbiness and laziness, that you might fancy

yourself in a convent in Italy. Brown-clad fathers,

dirty, bearded, and sallow, go gliding about the coria-

dors. The relic manufactory before imuitioned carries

on a considerable business, and despatches bales of

shells, crosses, and beads to believers in Europe.

These constitute the chief revenue of the convent

now. La France is no longer the most Cliristian

kingdom, and her protection of the Latins is not good

for much since Charles X. was expelled
;
and Spain,

which used likewise to be generous on occasions (the

gifts, arms, candlesticks, baldaquins of the Spanish
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sovereigns figure pretty frequently in the various

Latin chapels), has been stingy since the late jiistur-

bances, the spoliation of the clergy, etc. After we
had beqp taken to see the humble curiosities of the

place, the Prior treated us in his wooden parlor with

little glasses of pink Rosolio, brought with many bows

and genuflexions by his reverence the convent butler.

After this community of holy men, the most impor-

tant perhaps is the American Convent, a Protestant

congregation of Independents cliiefly, who deliver

tracts, propose to make converts, have meetings of

their own, and also swell the little congregation that

attends the Anglican service. 1 have mentioned our

fellow-traveller, the Consul-General for Syria of the

United States. He was a tradesman, who had made
a considerable fortune, and lived at a country-house

in comfortable retirejnent. But his opinion is, that

the prophecies of Scripture are about to be accom-

plished
;
that the day of the return of the Jews is at

hand, and the glorification of the restored Jerusalem.

He is to witness this— he and a favorite dove with

which he trn#rels
;
and he forsook home and comfor-

table counti-y-house, in order to make this journey.

He has no other knowledge of Syria but what he

derives from the prophecy
;
and this (as he takes the

ofiice gratis) has been considered a sufRcient reason

for his appointment by the United States Government.

As soon as he arrived, he sent and demanded an in

terview with the Pasha; explained to him his intei

pretation of the Apocalypse, in wliicli he has discovere./

that the Five Powers and America are about to inter-

vene in Syrian affairs, and the infallible return of the

Jews to Palestine. The news must have astonished

the Lieutenant of the Sublime For

;

and since the

days of the Kingdom of Munster, under his Anabaptist
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Majesty, John of Leyden, I doubt whether any Grov-

eminent has received or appointed so queer an am-

bassador. The kind, worthy, simple man took me to

his temporary consulate-house at the American Mis-

sionary Establishment
;
and, under pretence of treat-

ing me to white wine, expounded his idea
;
talked of

futurity as he would about an article in “ The Times

;

and had no more doubt of seeing a divine kingdom

established in Jerusalem than you that there will be

a levee next spring af St. James’s. Tlie little room

in which we sat was padded with missionary tracts,

but 1 heard of Scarce any converts — not more than

are made by our own Episcopal establishment.
^

But if the latter’s religious victories are small, and

very few people are induced by the American tracts,

and the English preaching and catechising, to forsake

their own manner of worshipping the Divine Being in

order to follow ours
;
yet surely our religious ^colony

of men and women can’t fail to do good, by the sheer

force of good example, pure life, and kind offices.

The ladies of tlie mission have numbers of clients,

of all persuasions, in tlie town, to whoip they extend

their cliarities. Each of their houses is a model of

neatness, and a dispensary of gentle kindnesses
;
and

the ecclesiastics have formed a modest centre of civ-

ilization in the place. A dreary joke was made in

the House of Commons about Bishoj) Alexander and

the Bishopess his lady, and the Bishoi>lings, his

numerous children, who were said to have scandalized

the people of Jerusalem. That sneer evidently came

from the Latins and Greeks
;

foi* what could the Jews

and Turks care because an English clergyman had a

wife and cliildren as their own priests have ? . There

was no sort of ill-will exhibited towards them, as far

as 1 could h^irn
;
and I saw the Bishop’s children rid-
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ing about the town as safely as they could about Hyde
Park. All Europeans, indeed, seemed to me to be re-

ceived with forbearance, and almost courtesy* within

the walls. As I was going about making sketches,

the people would look on very good-humoredly, with-

out offering the least interruption
;
nay, twc cr three

were quite ready to stand still for such a humble por-

trait as my pencil could make of them
;
and the sketch

done, it was passed from one person to another, each

making his comments, and lignifying a very polite

approval. One of the sketches was of Path Allah and

Ameenut Daoodee his father, horse-dealers by trade,

who came and sat with us at the inn, and smoked

pipes (the sun being down), while their portraits

were being drawn. With the Arabs outside the walls,

however, and the freshly arriving country-people,

this politeness was not so much exhibited. There

was a, certain tattooed girl, with black eyes and huge

silver ear-rings, and a chin delicately picked out with

blue, who formed one of a group of women outside

the great convent, whose likeness I longed to carry

off
;
— tilery was a woman with a little child, with

wondering eyes, drawing water at the pool of Siloam,

in such ^an attitude and dress as Kebecca may have

had when Isaac’s lieutenant asked her for drink ;
—

both of these parties standing still for half a minute,

at the next cried out for backsheesh
;
and not content

with the five piastres which I gave them individually,

screamed out for more, and summoned their friends,

who screamed out backsheesh too. I was pursued

into the convent by a dozen howling women calling

for pay, barring the door against them, to the aston-

ishment of the worthy papa who kept it
;
and at

Miriam’s Well the women wtuv. joined by a man with

a large stick, who lacked their pi*tition. But him we
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could afford to laugh at, for we were two, and had
sticks likewise.

In the village of Siloain I would not recommend
the artist to loiter. A colony of ruffians inhabit the

dismal place, who have guns as well as sticks at need.

Their dogs howl after the strangers as they pass

through; and over the parapets of their walls you

are saluted by the scowls of a villanous set of coun-

tenances, that it is not good to see with one pair of

eyes. They shot a man at mid-tlay at a few hundred

yards from the gates while we were at Jerusalem, and

no notice was taken of the murder. Hordes of Arab

robbers infest the neighborhood of the city, with the
„

Sheikhs of whom travellers make terms when minded

to pursue their jourm^y. I never could understand

why the walls stopped these warriors if they had a

mind to plunder the city, for there are but a hundred

and fifty men in the garrison to man the long lonely

lines of defence.

I have seen only in Titian^s pictures those magnifi-

cent purple shadows in wliich the hills ,round about

lay, as the dawn rose faintly beliind them; and we
looked at Olivet for the last time from our terrace,

where we were awaiting the arrival of the horses that

were to, carry us to Jaffa. A yellow moon was still

blazing in the midst of countless brilliant stars over-

head; the nakedness and misery of the surrounding

city were hidden in that beautiful rosy atmosphere of

mingling night and dawn. The city never looked so

noble; the mosques, domes, and minarets rising up
into the calm starlit sky.

By the gate of Bethlehem there stands one palm-

tree, and a house with three domes. Put these and

the huge old Gothic gate as a background dark against
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the yellowing eastern sky: the foreground is a deep

gray: as you look into it dark forms of horsemen

come out of the twilight : now there come lanterns,

more horsemen, a litter with mules, a crowd of Arab

horseboys and docalers accompanying their beasts to

the gate
;
all the members of our party come up by

twos and threes; and, at last, t>^e great gate opens

just before sunrise, and we get into the gray plains.

Oh ! the luxury of an English saddle ! An English

servant of one of the gentloifien of the mission pro-

cured it for me, on the back of a little mare, which

(as I am a light weight) did not turn a hair in the

course of the day’s march— and- after we got quit of

the ugly, stony, clattering, mountainous Abou Gosh

district, into the fair undulating plain, which stretches

to Ramleh, carried me into the town at a pleasant

hand-gallop. A negro, of preternatural ugliness, in a

yellow gown, with a ciiiuson handkerchief streaming

over his head, digging his shovel spurs into the lean

animal he rode, and driving three others before—
swaying backwards and forwards on his horse, now
embracing l^s ears, and now ahiiost under his belly,

screaming ^^yallah” with the most frightful shrieks,

and singing country songs— galloi)ed along ahead of

me. I acquired one of his poems pretty well, and

could imitate his shriek accurately
;
but I shall, not

have the pleasure of singing it to you in England, t

had forgotten the delightful dissonance two days

after, both the negro’s and that of a real Arab mins-

trel, a donkey-driver accom})anying our baggage, w^ho

sang and grinned with the most amusing good-humor.

We halted, in the middle of the day, in a little

wood of olive-trees, which forms almost the only

shelter between Jaffa and Jerusalem, except that
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afforded by, the orchards in the odious village of

Abou Gosh, through which we went at a double-quick

pace. Under the olives, or up in the branches, some
of our friends took a siesta. I have a sketch pf four

of them so em])loyed. Two of them were dead within

a month of the fatal Syrian fever. But we did not

know how near fate was to us then. Fires were

lighted, and fowls and eggs divided, and tea and

coffee served round in tin panikins, and liere Ve
lighted pipes, and smoked and laughed at our ease. I

believe everybody was happy to be out of Jerusalem.

The impression I have of it now is of ten days passed

in a fever.

We all found quarters in the Greek convent at

Ramleh, where the monks served us a supper on a

terrace, in a pleasant sunset
;
a beautiful and cheerful

landscape stretching around
;

the land in graceful

undulations, the towers and mosques rosy in the sun-

set, with no lack of verdure, especially of graceful

palms. Jaffa was nine miles off. As we rode all the

morning we had been accompanied by the smoke of

our steamer, twenty miles off at sea. r

The convent is a huge caravanserai
;
only three or

four monks dwell in it, the ghostly hotel-keepers of

the place. The horses were tied up and fed in the

court-yard, into which we rode
;
above were the living-

rooms, where there is accommodation, not only for an
unlimited number of pilgrims, but for a vast and in-

numerable host of hopping and crawling things, who
usually persist in partaking of the traveller's bed.

Let all thin-skinned travellers in the East be warned
on no account to travel without the admirable inven-

tion described in Mr. Fellowes^ book; nay, possibly

invented by that enterprising and learned traveller.
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You make a sack, of calico or linen, big enough fat

the body, appended to which is a closed chimney of

muslin, stretched out by cane-hoops, and fastened up

to a beam, or against the wall. You keep a sharp

eye to see that no flea or bug is on the look-out, and

when assured of this, you pop into the bag, tightly-

closing the orifice after you. This admirable bug-

disappointer I tried at Eamleh, and had the only un-

disturbed night^s rest I enjoyed in the east. To be

sure it was a short night, for our party were stirring

at one o’clock, and those who got up insisted on talk-

ing and keeping awake those who inclined to sleep.

But 1 shall never forget the terror inspired in my
mind, being shut up in the bug-disappointer, when a

facetious lay-brother of the convent fell upon me- and

began tickling me. I never had the courage again to

try the anti-tlea contrivance, preferring the friskiness

of those animals to the sports of such a greasy grin-

ning wag as my friend at Eamleh.

In the morning, and long before sunrise, our little

caravan wavS in marching order again. We went out

with lanterijs and shouts of “ } allah
” through the

narrow streets, and issued into the plain, where,

though there wa,s no moon, there were blazing stars

shining steadily overhead. They become friends to a

man who travels, especially under the clear Eastern

sky; whence they look down as if protecting you,

solcjnn, yellow, and refulgent. They seem* nearer to

you than in Europe
;
larger and more awful. So we

rode on till the dawn rose, and Jaffa came in view.

The friendly ship was lying out in waiting for us

;

the horses were given up to their owners : and in the

midst of a crowd of naked beggars, and a perfect

storm of curses and yells for backsheesh, our party
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got into their boats, and to the ship, where we were

welcomed by the very best captain that ever sailed

upon this maritime globe, namely. Captain Samuel.

Lewis, of the Peninsular and Oriental Company’s

Service.
'



CHAPTER XIV.

FROM JAFFA TO ALKX>*XDRlA,

[From the Provider's Logdmok.]

BILL OF FARE, Octobeb 12th.

Mulligatawny Soup.

Balt Fish and Egg Sauce.

Roast Haunch of Mutton.

Boiled Shoulder and Onion Sauce.

Boiled Beef.

Roast Fc\wls.

Pillau ditto.

Earn.

Haricot Mutton.

Curry and Rice.

Cabbage.

French Beans.

Boiled Potatoes.

Baked ditto.

Damson Tart.

Currant ditto.

Rice Puddings.

Currant Fritters.

We were just at the port’s mouth— and could see

the towers and buildings of Alexandria rising purple

against the sunset^ when the report of a gun came

booming over the calm golden water
;
and we heard,

with much mortification, that we had no chance of

getting pratique that night. Alreadj^ the ungrateful

passengers had begun to tire of tlie ship,— though in

our absence in Syria it had been carefully cleansed

and purified
;
though it was cleared of the swarming

Jews who had infested the decks all the way from

Constantinople
;
and though we had been feasting and

carousing in the manner described above. .

But very early next morning we bore into the

harbor, busy with a great quantity of craft. We
passed huge black hulks of mouldering men-of*war,

from the sterns of which trailed the dirty red flag,

with the star and crescent
;
boats, manned with red-
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capped seamen, atfd captains and steersmen in beards

and tarbooshes, passed continually among these old

hulks, the rowers bending to their oars, so that at

each stroke they disappeared bodily in the boat.

Besides these, there was a large fleet of country ships,

and stars and stripes, and tri-colors, and Union

Jacks
;
and many active steamers, of the French and

English companies, shooting in and out of the harbor,

or moored in the briny waters. The ship of our com-

pany, the Oriental,” Jay tluu'e— a palace upon the

brine, and some of the Pasha’s steam-vessels likewise,

looking very like Christian boats
;
but it was queer to

look at some unintelligible Turkish flourish painted^

on the stern, and the loiig-tailtnl Arabian liieroglyphics

gilt on the paddle-boxes. Our dear friend and comrade

of Beyrout (if we may be permitted to call her so),

H.M.S. Trump,” was in the harbor
;
and the captain

of that gallant ship, coming to greet us, drove some

of us on shore in his gig.

I had been pre})aring myself overnight, by the help

of a cigar and a moonlight contemplation on deck, for

sensations on landing in Egypt. I was ready to yield

myself up with solemnity to the mystic grandeur of

the scene of initiation. Pompey’s Pillar must stand

like a mountain, in a yellow surrounded by

a grove of obelisks as tall as j)alm-trees. Placid

sx)hinxes brooding o’er the iSTile— mighty Memnonian
countenances calm— had revealed Egyjjt tome in a

sonnet of Tennyson’s, and I was ready to gaze on it

with xjyraniidal wonder and hieroglyphic awe.

The landing quay at Alexandria is like the dock-

yard quay at Portsmouth : with a few score of bi*own

faces scattered among the population. There are

slop-sellers, dealers in marine-stores, bottlcd-i)orter

shops, seamen lolling about
j

flies and cabs are plying
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for hire : and a yelling chorus of donkey-boys,

shrieking, Ride, sir !— donkey, sir !— I say, sir

!

in excellent English, dispel all romantic notions. The
placidi si)hinxes brooding o’er the Kile disappeared

' with that shriek of the doiikey-boys.’ You might be

as well impressed with Wapping as with your first

step on Egyptian soil.

The riding of a donkey is, after all, not a dignified*

occupation. A man resists the offer at first, somehow,

as an indignity. How is that poor little, red-saddled,

long-eared creature to carry you ? Is there to be one

for you and another for your legs ? Katives and

Europeans, of all sizes, pass by, it is true, mounted

upon the ^ame contrivance. I waited until I got into

a very private spot, where nobody could see me, and

then ascended— why not say descended, at once ?—
on the poor little animal. Instead of being crushed

at once, as perhaps the rider expe.cted, it darted for-

ward, quite briskly and cheerfully, at six or seven

miles an hour
;
requiring no spur or admonitive to

haste, except the shrieking of th(i little Egyptian

gamin, who ran along by asiniis’s side.

The character of the houses by which you pass is

scarcely Eastern at all. TJie streets arti busy with a

motley population of Jews and Armenians, slave-driv-

ing-looking Europeans, large-breeched Greeks, and

well-shaven buxom merchants, looking as trim and

fat as those on the llourse or on ’CJiange
;
only, among

the natives, the stranger can’t fail to remark (as the

Caliph did of the Calendars, in the Arabian Kights ”

)

that so many of them /lave only one eye. It is the

horrid ophthalmia which has played such frightful

ravages with them. You see^cliildren sitting in the

doorways, their eyes completely closed up with the

green sickening sore, and the flies feeding on them.
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Five or six minutes of the donkey-ride brings you to

the 'Fr^nk quarter, and the handsome broad street

(like a street of Marseilles) where the principal hotels

and merchants’ houses are to be found, and where the

consuls have their houses, and hoist their flags. The
palace of the Frencli Consul-General makes the grand-

est show in the street, and presents a great contrast

'to the humble abode of the English representative,

who protects his fello^jr-countrymen from a^ second

floor.

But that Alexandrian two-pair-front of a Consulate

was more welcome and cheering than a palace to most

of us. For there lay certain letters with post-marks of

Home upon them
;
and kindly tidings, the first heard

for two months : — though we had seen so many men
and cities since, that Cornhill seemed to be a year

off, at least, with certain persons dwelling (more or

less) in that vicinity. I saw a young Oxford man
seize his despatches, and slink off with several letters,

written in a tight, neat hand, and sedulously crossed

;

which any man could see, without looking farther,

were the handiwork of Mary Ann, to mhom he is

attached. The lawyer received a bundle from his

chambers, in which his (dork eased his soul regarding

the state of Snooks v. liodgers, Smith ats Tomkins,

etc. The statesman had a packet of thick envelopes,

decorated with that profusion of sealing-wax in which
official recklessness lavishes the resources of the

country : and your humble servant got just one little,

modest letter containing another, written in pencil

characters, varying in size between one and two
inches; but how much pleasanter to read than my
lord’s despatch, or the clerk’s account of Smith ats

Tomkins, — yes, even than the Mary Ann correspond-

ence ! Yes, my dear madam, you will understand me.
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when say that it was from little Polly at home, with

some confidential news about a cat, and the last report

of her new doll.

It is worth while to have made the journey for this

pleasure : to have walked the deek on long nights, and

have thought of lioine. You have no leisure to do so in

the city. You don’t see the heaveiis shine above you so

purely there, or the stars so clearly. How, alter the pe-*

rusal of the above documents, we enjoyed a file of the

admirable “ G-alignani
;

” and wliat O’Connell was doing

;

and the twelve last new victories of the Pj*ench in Al-

•geria; and, above all, six or seven numbers of ‘Hhinch !

”

There might have been an avenue of Poini)ey’s Pillars

within reach, and a live sphinx s]H)rtiug on the banks

of the Mahmoodiedi Canal, and we would not have

stirred to see them, until ^H’unch ” had had his interview

and Galignaiii ” was dismissed.

The curiosities of Al(‘xandria are few, and easily

seen. We went into the bazaars, which have a much
more Eastern look than the European (piarter, with

its Anglo-Gallic-ltalian inhabitants, and P>abel-like

civilization? Here and there a large hotel, clumsy and

whitewashed, with Oriental trellised windows, and a

couple of slouching sentinels at the doors, in the ugli-

est composite uniform that ever was seen, was pointed

out as the residence of some great officer of the Pasha’s

Court, or of one of the numerous children of the

Egyptian Solomon. His Highness was in his own

palace, and was consequently not visible. He was in

deep grief, and strict retirement. It was at this time

that the European newspapers announced that he was

about to resign his empire
;
but the quidnuncs of

Alexandria hinted that a love-affair, in which the old

potentate had engaged with senile extravagance, and

the effects of a potion of hachich, or some deleterious
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drug, with which he was in the habit of intoxicating

himself^ had brought on that languor and desperate

weariness of life and governing, into which the ven-

erable Prince was plunged. Before three day^ were

over, however, the fit had left him, and he determined

to live and reign a little longer. A very few days

afterwards several of our party were presented to him
r at Cairo, and found tlie great Egyptian ruler perfectly

convalescent.

This and the Opera, and the quarrels of the two

prime donne, and the beauty of one of them, formed

the chief subjects of conversation
;
and I had this im-

portant news in the shop of a certain barber in the

town, who conveyed it in a language composed of

French, Spanish, and Italian, and with a volubility

quite worthy of a barber of Gil Bias.

Then we went to see the famous obelisk presented

by Meliemet Ali to the British Government, who
have not shown a particular alacrity to accept this

ponderous prc^sent. The liuge shaft lies on the ground

prostrate, and desecrated by all sorts of abominations.

Children were sprawling about, attracted <by the dirt

there. Arabs, negroes, and donkey-boys were pass-

ing, quite iiidiiferent, by the fallen monster of a

stone, — as indifferent as the British Government,

who don^t care for recording the glorious termination

of their Egyptian campaign of 1801. If our country

takes the compliment so coolly, surely it would be

disloyal upon our parts to be more enthusiastic. I

wish they would offer the Trafalgar S(iuare Pillar to

the Egyptians
;
and tliat both of the huge, ugly mon-

sters were lying in the dirt there, side by side.

Pompey’s Pillar is by no means so big as the

Charing Cross trophy. This venerable column has

not escaped ill-treatment either. Numberless ships/
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companies, travelling Cocknt^ys, etc., have affixed

their rude marks upon it. .Some daring ruffian even

painted the name of Warren’s blacking ” upon it,

efEacing other inscriptions, — one, Wilkinson says,

of the second Psaimmeticlms.’’ I regret deeply, my
dear friend, that I cannot give you this document

respecting a lame^nted monajcdi, in wjjosc history I

knov you take such an interest.

The best sight 1 saw in Alexandria was a negro

holiday; which was celebrated outside of the town by

a sort of negro village of huts, swarming with old,

lean, fat, ugly, infantine, happy faces, that nature has

smeared with a preparation even juore black and

durable than that with which Psammetichus’s base

has been polished. Every one of these jolly faces

was on the broad grin, from the dusky mother to the

India-rubber child sinaAvling upon her back, and the

venerable jetty senior whose wool was as white as

that - of a sheep in Elorian’s pastorals.

To these dancers a couple of hdlows were playing

on a drum and a little banjo. They were singing a

chorus, whiih was not only singular, and perfectly

inarked in tlie rhythm, but exceeding sweet in the

tune. They danced in a circle
;
and ])crformers came

trooping from all quarters, who fell into the round,

and began waggling their h«ads, and waving their

left hands, and tossing up and down the little thin

xuds which they each carried, and all singing to the

very best of their power.

I saw the chief eunuch of the Grand Turk at Con-

stantinople pass by— but with what a different ex-

pression ! Though he is one of the greatest of the

great in the Turkish Empire (ranking with a Cabinet

Minister or Lord Chamberlain here), his line counte-

nance was clouded with care, and savage with eimui.
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Here his black brethren were ragged, starving, and

happy and I need not tell such a fine moralist as

} ou are, how it is the case, in the white as well as

the black world, that happiness (republican h^veller,

who does not care a fig for the fashion) often disdains

I lie turrets of kings, to pay a visit to the ‘‘tabernas

pauperum/’

We went the round of the coffee-houses in the

evening, both the polite European })laces of resort,

where you get ices and the French papers, and those

in the town, where Greeks, Turks, and general com-

pany resort, to sit upon uncomfortable chairs, and

drink wretched muddy coffee, and to listen to two or

three miserable musicians, who keep up a variation

of howling for hours together. But the pretty song

of the niggers had spoiled me for that abominable

music.



CHAPTER XV.

TO CAIRO.

We had no need of hiring the country boats which

ply on the Mahmoodieh Canal lo Atfeh, where it joins

the Nile, but were accommodated in one of the Penin-

sular and Oriental Company's fly-boats
;
pretty simi-

lar to those narrow Irish canal-boats in which the

enterprising traveller has been carried from Dublin to

Ballinasloe. The present boat was, to be sure, tugged

by a little steamer, so that the Egyptian canal is

‘ahead of the Irish in so far : in natural scenery, the

one prospect is fully equal to the other
;

it must be

confessed that there is nothing to see. In truth,

there was nothiiig but this ; you saw a muddy bank

on each side of you, and a blue sky overhead. A few

round mud-^^uts and palm-trees were planted along

the line here and there. Sometimes we would see, on

the water-side, a woman in a blue robe, with her son

by her, in that tight brown costume with which

Nature had supplied him. Now, it was a hat dropped

by one of the party into the water; a brown Arab

plunged and disappeared incontinently after the hat,

re-issued from the muddy water, prize in hand, and ran

naked after the little steamer (which was by this time

far ahead of him), his brawny limbs shining in the sun :

then we had half-cold fowls and bitter ale : then we

had dinner — bitter ale and cold fowls
;
with which

incidents the day on the canal passed away, as harm-

lessly as if we had been in a Dutch trackschuyt.
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Towards evening we arrived at the town of Atfeh
— half land, half houses, half palm-trees, with

swarms of half-naked people crowding the rustic

shady bazaars, and bartering their produce ^of fruit

or many-colored grain. Here the canal came to a

check, ending abruptly with a large lock. A little

fleet of masts and country ships were beyond the

lock, and it led into The Nile.

After all, it is something to have seen these red

waters. It is only low green banks, mud-huts, and

palm-clumps, with the sun setting red behind them,

and the great, dull, sinuous river flashing here^and

there in the light. But it is the Nile, the old Saturn^

of a stream— a divinity yet, though younger river-

gods have deposed him. Hail ! O venerable father of

crocodiles ! We were all lost in sentiments of the

.

profoundest awe and respect; which we proved by*

tumbling down into the cabin of the Nile steamer

that was waiting to receive us, and fighting and

cheating for sleeping berths.

At dawn in the morning we were on deck
;

the

character had not altered of the scene^•y about the

river. Vast flat stretches of land were on either side,

recovering from the subsiding inundations : near the

mmd villages, a country ship or two was roosting under

the date-trees
;

the landscape everyw'here stretching

away level and lonely. Tn the sky in the east was a

long streak of greenish light, which widened and

rose until it grew to be of an opal color, then orange

;

then, behold, the round red disc of the sun rose flam-

ing up above the horizon. All tlie water blushed as

he got up
;
the deck was all red

;
the steersman gave

his helm to another, and prostrated himself on the

deck, and bowed his head eastward, and praised the

Maker of the sun : it shone on his white turban as he
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was kneeling, and gilt ux> his bronzed face, and sent

his blue shadow over the glowing deck. The dis-

tances, which had been gray, were now clothed in

purple;^ and the broad stream w^as illuminated. As
the sun rose higher, the morniug blush faded p,way

;

the sky was cloudless and pale, and the river and the

surrounding landscape were dazzlii gly clear.

Looking ahead in an hour or two, we sa-v tlie Pyra-^

mids. Fancy lay sensations, dear M ! two big

ones and a little one :
—

f f

•There they lay, rosy and s(demn in the distance—
those old,

^
majestical, mystical, familiar edifices.

Several of us tri(*d to be ini})resse(l
;

but breakfast

supervening, a rush was made at tlie coffee and cold

^])ies, and the sentiment of awe was lost in the

scramble for victuals.

Are we so biases of the world that the greatest

marvels in it do not succeed in moving us ? Have
society, Pall Mall clubs, and a habit of sneering, so

withered u}^ our organs of veneration that we can

admire no more ? My sensation with regard to the

Pyramids, was, tlnit I had seen them before : then

came a feeling of shame that the view of them should

awaken no res])ect. Then 1 waiitcMl (naturally) to

see whether my neighbors were any more enthusiastic

tl an myself— Trinity College, Oxford, was busy with

the cold ham : Downing Street was particularly atten-

tive to a bunch of grax>es : Fig-tree Court behaved with

decent propriety; he is in good [)ractice, and of a

Conservative turn of mind, which leads him to respect

from principle les fa Its a/roaiplls

;

perhaps he re-

membered that one of them was as big as Lincoln’s

Inn Fields. But, the truth is, nobody was seriousl}^
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moved. And why should they, because of an exag-

geration of bricks ever so enormous ? 1 confess, for

my part, that the Pyramids are very big.

i

After a voyage of about thirty hours, the steamer

brought up at the quay of Boulak, amidst a small

fleet of dirty comfortless Cangias, in which cottons

and merchandise were loading and unloading, and a

huge noise and bustle on the shore. Numerous vil-

las, parks, and country-houses, had begun to decorate

the Cairo bank of the stream ere this : residences of

the Pasha’s nobles, who have had orders to take thq\r

pleasure here and beautify the precincts of the capi-

tal; tall factory chimneys also rise Ixere; there are

foundries and steam-engine manufactories. These,

and the pleasure-houses, stand as trim as soldiers on

parade; contrasting with the swarming, slovenly,

close, tumble-down, eastern old town, that forms the

outport of Cairo, and was built before the importation

of European taste and discipline.

Here we alighted upon donkeys, to the full as

brisk as those of Alexandria, invalua)|le to timid

riders, and equal to any weight. We liad a Jerusa-

lem pony race into Cairo; my animal beating all the

rest by many lengths. The entrance to the capital,

from Boulak, is very pleasant and picturesque—
over a fair road, and the wide-planted plain of the

Ezbekieh
;

where are gardens, canals, fields, and

avenues of trees, and wln^re tin* great ones of the

town come and take their pleasure. We saw many
barouches driving about with fat Pashas lolling on

the cushions; stately-looking colonels and doctors

taking their ride, followed by their orderlies or foot-

men
;
lines of people taking pipes and sherbet in the

coffee-houses; and one of the pleasantest sights of
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ailj— a fine new white building with Hote;. d’Ori-

ENT written up in huge French characters, and which,

indeed, is an establishinent as large and comfortable

as niost»of the best inns of the South of France. As

.a hundred Christian people, or more, come from

England and from India every fortnight, this inn has

been built to accommodate a large pioportioii of

them; and twice a month, at least, its sixty rooms

are full.

The gardens from the windows give a very pleas

ant and animated view : the hotcd-gate is besieged

by crews of donkey-drivers
;

tlie noble stately Arab

•women, with tawny skins (of which a simple robe of

floating blue cotton enables you liberally to see the

color) and large black eyes, come to the well hard by

Jor water : camels are perpetually arriving and set-

ting down their loads: the court is full of bustling

dragomans, ayahs, and children from India; and poor

old venerable he-nurses, with gray beards and tu*imson

turbans, tending little white-faced babies that have

seen the light at Dumdum or Futtyghur: a copper-

colored barber, seated on his hams, is sliaving a

camel-driver at the great inn-gate. The bells are

ringing prodigiously
;
and Lieutenant VVaghorii is

bouncing in and out of the court-yard full of business.

He only left Bombay yestt'rday morning, was seen in

the Ked Sea on Tuesday, is engaged to dinner this

afternoon in the Regent’s Bark, and (as it is about

two minutes since I saw him in the court-yard) I

make no doubt he is by this time at Alexandria or at

Malta, say, perhaps at both. II om eat capable. If

any man can be at two places at once (which T don’t

believe or deny) Waghorn is he.

Six-o’clock bell rings. Sixty people sit down to a

quasi French banquet ; thirty Indian officers in mus-
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taches and jackets
;
ten civilians in ditto and specta*

cles
;
‘ten pale-faced ladies with ringlets, to whom all

pay prodigious attention. All the pale ladies drink

pale ale, which, perhaps, accounts for it
;
iuffact the

Bombay and Suez passengers have just arrived, and

hence this crowding and bustling, and display of inih

itary jackets and mustaches, and ringlets and beauty.

The windows are open, and a rush of mosquitoes

from the Ezbekieh waters, attrac3ted by the wax-can-

dles, adds greatly to the excitement of the scene.

There was a little tough old Major, who persisted in

flinging open the windows, to admit these volatile

creatures, with a noble disregard to their sting— and

the pale ringlets did not seem to heed them either,

though the delicate shoulders of some of them were

bare. ^
Alb the meat, ragouts, fricandeaux, and roasts,

which are served round at dinner, seem to me to be

of the same meat : a black uncertain sort of viand do

these flesh-pots of Egyjit ’’ contain. But what the

meat is no one knew
;

is it the donkey ? The animal

is more plentiful than any other in Cairo.

After dinner, the ladies retiring, some of us take a

mixture of hot water, sugar, and jiale French brandy,

which is said to be deleterious, but is by no means

unpalatable. One of the Indians oflers a bundle of

Bengal cheroots
;
and we make aeciuaintance with

those honest bearded white-jacketed Majors and mili-

tary Commanders, finding England here in a Erench

hotel kept by an Italian, at the city of Grand Cairo,

in Africa.

On retiring to bed you take a towel with you into

the sacred interior, behind the mosquito curtains.

Then your duty is, having tucked the curtains closely

around, to flap and bang violently with this towel,
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right and left, and backwards and forwards, mitil

every mosquito shall have been massacred that may
have taken refuge within your muslin canopy.

Do you will, however, one of them always

escapes the murder
;
and as soon as the candle is out

the miscreant begins his infernal droning and trum-

peting
;
descends playfully upon your nose and face,

and so lightly that you don^t know that he tou(*hes

you. But that for a week afterwards you bear about

marks of his ferocity, you might take the invisible

little being to be a creature of fancy — a mere sing-

Uig in your ears.

This, as an account of (^airo, dear M
,
you will

probably be disposcnl to consider as incomplete : the

fact is, I have seen nothing else as yet. I have peered

into no harems. The magicians, proved to be hum-

bugs, have been bastinadoed out of town. The danc-

ing-girls, those lovely Alme, of whom I had hoped to

be able to give a glowing and elegant, though strictly

mofal, descrijition, have been whipjied into Uiiper

Egypt, and as you are saying in your mind — Well,

it rCt a gc^d description of Cairo
;
you are perfectly

right. It is England in Egypt. 1 like to see her

there with her pluck, ent(‘rprise, manliness, bitter ale,

and Harvey sauce. Wherever they (;ome they stay

and prosper. From the summit of yonder Pyramids

forty centuries may look down on them if they are

minded
;
and I say, those venerable daughters of

time ought to be better pleased by the examination,

than by reg.arding the French bayonets and General

Bonaparte, Member of the Institute, fifty years ago,

running about with sabre and pigtail. Wonders he

did, to be sure, and then ran away, leaving Kleber, to

be murdered, in the lurch— a few hundred yards

from the spot where these disquisitions are written.
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But what are his wonders compared to Waghorn ?

Nap massacred the Mamelukes at the Pyramids: Wag
htis conquered the Pyramids themselves

;
dragged

the unwieldy structures a month nearer Engla^id than

they were, and brought the country along with them.

All the trophies and captives that ever were brought

to Roman triumph were not so enormous and wonder-

ful as this. All the heads that Napoleon ever caused

to be struck off (as George Oruikshank says) would

not elevate him a monument as big. Be ours the

trophies of peace ! 0 my country ! 0 Waghorn

!

Hce tihi erunt artes. When I go to the Pyramids^]

will sacrifice in your name, and pour out libations of

bitter ale and Harvey sauce in your honor.

.

One of the noblest views in the world is to be seen

from the citadel, which we ascended to-day. You see

the city stretching beneath it, with a thousand mina-

rets and mosques, — the great river curling through

the green plains, studded with innumerable villages.

The Pyramids are beyond, brilliantly distinct
;
%nd

the lines and fortifications of the height, and the

arsenal lying below. Gazing down, ther> guide does

not fail to point out the famous Mameluke leap, by
which one of the corps escaped death, at the time

that his Highness the Pasha arranged the general

massacre of the body.

The venerable l*atriarch^s harem is close by, where

he received, with much distinction, some of the mem-
bers of our party. We were allowed to pass very

close to the sacred precincts, and saw a comfortable

white European building, approached by flights of

steps, and flanked by pretty gardens. Police and
law-courts were here also, as T understood

;
but it

was not the time of the Egyptian assizes. It would

have been pleasant, otherwise, to see the chief cadi in
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his hall of justice
;
and painful, though instructive, to

behold the immediate application of the bastinado.

The great lion of the place is a new mosque which

Meheinjet Ali is constructing very leisurely. It is

built of alabaster of a fair white, with a delicate

blushing tinge; but the ornaments are European—
the noble, fantastic, beautiful Oriental art is for-

gotten. The old mosques of the city, of which I

entered two, and looked at many, are a thousand times

more beautiful. Their variefy of ornament is aston-

ishing, — the dift’erence in the shapes of the domes,

iihe beautiful fancies and caprices in the forms of the

minarets, which violate the rules of proportion with

the most happy, daring grace, must have struck every

architect who has seen them. As you go through the

streets, these architectural beauties keep the eye con-

tinually charmed : now it is a marble fountain, with

its arabesque and carved overhanging roof, which you

can look at with as much pleasure as an antique gem,

so neat and brilliant is the execution of it
;
then, you

come to the arched entrance to a mosque, which

shoots up iike— like what ?— like the most beautiful

pirouette by Taglioni, let us say. This architecture is

not sublimely beautiful, perfect loveliness and calm,

like that which was revealed to us at the Parthenon

(and in comparison of which the Pantheon and Colos-

seum are vulgar and coarse, mere broad-shouldered

Titians before ambrosial Jove)
;
but these fantastic

spires, and cupolas, and galleries, excite, amuse, tickle

the imagination, so to speak, and perpetually fascinate

the eye. There were very few believers in the famous

mosque of Sultan Hassan when we visited it, except

the Moslemitish beadle, v;lio was on the look-out for

backsheesh, just like his brother officer in an English

cathedral
;
and who, making us put on straw slippers,
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SO as not to pollute the sacred pavement of the place,

conducted uS through it.

It is stupendously light and airy; the best speci-

mens of Norman art that I have seen (and surely the

Crusaders must have carried home the models of

these heathenish temples in their eyes) do not exceed

its noble grace and. simplicity. The mystics make
.discoveries at home, that the Gothic architecture is

Catholicism carved in stone — (in which case, and if

architectural beauty is a criterion or expression of re-

ligion, what a dismal barbarous creed must that ex-

pressed by the Bethesda meeting-house and liidepeniJ-

ent chapels be?) — if, as they would gravely hint,

because Gothic architecture is beautiful, Catholicism

is therefore lovely and right, — why, Mahometanism

must have been right and lovely too once. Never did

a creed possess temples more elegant
;
as elegant as

the Cathedral at liouen, or the Baptistery at Pisa.

But it is changed now. There was nobody at

prayers
;
only the official beadles, and the supernu-

merary guides, who came for backsheesh. Faith hath

degenerated. Accordingly they can’t [mild these

mosques, or invent these perfect forms, any more.

Witness the tafvdry incompleteness and vulgarity of

the Pasha’s new temple, and the woful failures among
the very late edifices in Constantinople i

Hovever, they still make ])ilgrimages to Mecca in

great force. The Mosque of TIassan is hard by the

green plain on which tlie Hag encamps before it sets

forth annually on its pious peregrination. It was

not yet its time, but I saw in the bazaars that re-

doubted Dervish, who is the Master of the Hag—
the leader of every procession, accompanying the

sacred camel
;
and a personage almost as much re-

spected as Mr. O’Connell in Ireland.
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This fellow lives by alms (I mean the head of che

Hag). Winter and summer he wears no clotnes but

a thin and scanty white shirt. He wields a staff, and

stalks* along scowling and barefoot. His immense

shock of black hair streams behind him, and his

brown, brawny body is curled over with black hair,

like a savage man. This saint 1ms the largest harem

in the town
;
he is said to be enormously rich by the

,

contributions he has levied; and is so adored for his

holiness by the infatuated folk, that wlnni he returns

from the Hag (which he does on horseback, the chief

•Mollahs going out to meet him and escort liim home
in state along the Ezbekieh road), the people fling

themselves doAvii under the horse^s feet, eager to be

trampled upon and killed, and confident of heaven if

the great Hadji’s horse will but kick them into it.

Was it my fault if I thought of Hadji Daniel, and

th(j believers in him ?

There was no Dervish of repute on the plain when
I passed

;
only one poor, wild fellow, who was danc-

ing, with glaring eyes and grizzled beard, rather to

the conterapt of the bystanders, as I thought, who by

no means put cop})ers into his extended bowl. On
this poor devil’s head there was a poorer devil still

— a live cock, entirely plucked, but ornamented with

some bits of ragged tape and scarlet and tinsel, the

most horribly grotesque and miserable object I ever

saw.

A little way from him, there was a sort of play go-

ing on—

a

clown and a knowirg one, like Widdi-

combe and the clown Avith us,— tlie buffoon answer-

ing. with blundering responses, which made all the

audience shout witli laughter; but the only joke

which was translated to me would make you do any-

thing but laugh, and shall therefore never be revealed
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by these lips. All their humor, my dragoman tells

me, is of this questionable sort
;
and a young Egyp-

tian gentleman, son of a Pasha, whom I subsequently

met at Malta, confirmed the statement, and gav^ a de-

tail of the practices of private life which was any-

thing but edifying. The great aim of woman, he

said, in the much-maligned Orient, is to administer

,to the brutality of her lord
;
her merit is in knowing

how to vary the beast’s pleasures. He could give us

no idea, he said, of the ivlt of the Egyptian women,

and their skill in double entendre; nor, I presume,

did we lose much by our ignorance. What I would-

urge, humbly, however, is this, — Do not let us be led

away by German writers and aesthetics, S.emilasso-

isms, Hahnhahnisins, and the like. The life of the

East is a life of brutes. The much-maligned Orient,

I am confident, has not been maligned near enough

;

for the good reason that none of us can tell the

amount of horrible sensuality practised there, ^

Beyond the jack-pudding rascal and his audience,

there was on the green a spot, on which was pointed

out to me a mark, as of blood. That morning the

blood had spouted from the neck of an Arnaoot

soldier, who had been executed for murder. These

Arnaoots are the curse and terror of the citizens.

Their camps are without the city
;
but they are al-

ways brawling, or drunken, or murdering within, in

spite of the rigid law which is applied to them, and

which brings one or more of the scoundrels to death

almost every week.

Some of our party had seen this fellow borne by the

hotel the day before, in the midst of a crowd of sol-

diers who had apprehended him. The man was still

formidable to his score of captors
;
his clothes had

been torn off
;
his limbs were bound with cords

;
but
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he was struggling frantically to get free; and my In-

formant described the %ure and aj^pearance of the

naked, bound, writhing savage, as quite a model of

beauty^

Walking in the street, this fellow had just before

beeii struck by the looks of a woman who was pass-

ing, and laid hands on her. She ran away, and he

pursued her. She ran into the police-barrack, which

was luckily hard by; but the Arnaoot was nothing

daunted, and followed into t*he midst; of the police.

One of them tried to stop him. The Arnaoot pulled

Qut a pistol, and shot the policeman dead. He cut

down three or four more before he was secured. He
knew his inevitable end must be death : that he could

not seize upon the woman : that he could not hope to

resist half a regiment of armed soldiers
:
yet his in-

stinct of lust and murder was too strong
;
and so he

had his head taken off quite calmly this morning,

many of his comrades attending their brother’s last

moments. He cared not the least about dying
;
and

knelt down and had his head off as coolly as if he

were looking on at the same ceremony performed on

another.

When the head was off, and the blood was spouting

on the ground, a married woman, who had no chil-

dren, came forward very eagerly out of the crowd,

to smear herself with it, — the application of crimi-

nals’ blood being considered a very favorable medi-

cine for women afflicted with barrenness, — so she

indulged in this remedy.

But one of the Arnaoots standing near said, What,

you. like blood, do you?” (or words to that effect).

Let’s see how yours mixes with my comrade’s.”

And thereupon, taking out a pistol, he shot the

woman in the midst of the crowd and the guards who
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were attending the execution
;
was seized of course

by the latter
;
and no doubt to-inorrow morning will

have his head off too. Tt wouM be a good chapter to

write— the Death of the Arnaoot— but I sha’n’t

go. Seeing one man hanged is quite enough in the

course of a life. J’// ai as the Frenchman said of

hunting.
* These Arnaoots are the terror of the town. They

seized hold of an Englishman the other day, and were

very nearly pistolling him. Last week one of them

murdered a shopkeeper at Boulak, who refused to sell

him a watermelon at a price which he, the soldiej^

fixed upon it. So, for the matter of three-halfpence,

he killed the shopkeeper
;
and had his own rascally

head chopped off, universally regretted by his friends.

Why, I wonder, does not his Highness the Pasha

invite the Arnaoots to a dejmn^ at the Citadel, as he

did the Mamelukes, and serve them up the same sort

of breakfast ? The walls are considerably heightened

since Emin Bey and his horse leaped them, and it is

probable that not one of them would escape.

This sort of pistol practice is common enough here,

it would appear
5
and not among the Arnaoots merely,

but the higher orders. Thus, a short time since, one

of his Highnesses grandsons, whom I shall call Blue-

beard Pasha (lest a revelation of the name of the said

Pasha might interrupt our good relations with his

country) — one of the young Pashas being backward

rather in his education, and anxious to learn mathe-

matics, and the elegant deportment of civilized life,

sent to England for a tutor. I have heard he was a

Cambridge man, and had learned both algebra and

politeness under the Keverend Doctor Whizzle, of

College.

One day when Mr. MacWhirter, B.A., was walking
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in Shoubra gardens, with his Highness the xonng
Bluebeard Pasha, inducting him into the usages of

polished society, and favoring him with reminiscences

of Trumpington, there came up a poor fellah, ^vlio

flung fiiinself at the feet of young Bluebeard, and

calling for justice in a loud and pathetic voice, and

holding out a petition, besought his Highness to cast

a gracious eye upon the same, and see that his sla^fe

had justice done him.

Bluebeard Pasha was so Seeply engaged and in-

terested by his respected tutor’s conversation, that he

told the poor fellah to go to the deuce, and resumed

the discourse which his ill-timed outcry for justice

had interrupted. But the mducky wight of a fellah

was pushed by his evil d(»stiny, and thought he would

make yet another application. So he took a short cut

down one of the garden lanes, and as the Prince and

the lieverend Mr. MaeWhirter, his tutor, came along

once more engaged in pleasant disquisition, behold

the fellah was once more in their way, kneeling at

the august Bluebeard’s feet, yelling out for justice as

before, and^ thrusting his petition into the royal face.

When the Prince’s conversation was thus inter-

rupted a second time, his royal patience and clemency

were at an end. Man,” said he, once before I bade

thee not to pester me with thy clamor, and lo
!
you

have disobeyed me,— take the consequences of dis-

obedience to a Prince, and thy blood be upon thine

own head.” So saying, he drew out a pistol and blew

out the brains of that fellah, so that he never bawled

out for justice any more.

The Reverend Mr. MaeWhirter was astonished at

this sudden mode of proceeding :
“ Gracious Prince,”

said he, “ we do not shoot an undergraduate at Caim

bridge even for walking over a college grass-plot. —
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Let me suggest to your Eoyal Highness that this

method of ridding yourself of a poor deviPs importu-

nities is such as we should consider abrupt and almost

cruel in Europe. Let me beg you to moderate your

royal impetuosity for the future
;
and, as your* High-

nesses tutor, entreat you to be a little less prodigal of

your powder and shot.^e

^
« 0 Mollah !

ee said his Highness, here interrupting

his governor’s affectionate appeal, — you are good to

talk about Trunipington’ and the Pons Asinorum, but

if you interfere with the course of justice in any way,

or prevent me from shooting any dog of an Arab who
snarls at my heels, I have another pistol

;
and, l:>y the

beard of the Prophet ! a bullet for you too.” So say-

ing he pulled out the weapon, with such a terrific and

significant glance at the lievorend Mr. MacWhirter,

that that gentleman wished himsidf back in his

Combination lioom again
;
and is by this time, let us

hope, safely housed there.

Another facetious anecdote, the last of those I had

from a welldiiformed gentleman residing at Cairo,

whose name (as many copies of this book that is to

be will be in the circulating libraries there) 1 cannot,

for obvious reasons, mention, Tlie revenues of the

country come into the august treasury through the

means of farmers, to wliom the districts are let out,

and who are personally answerable for their (piota

of the taxation. This practice involves an intolerable

deal of tyranny and extortion on the part of those

engaged to levy the taxes, and creates a correspond-

ing duplicity among the fellahs, wlio are not only

wretchedly poor among themselves, but whose object

is to appear still more poor, and guard f.lieir money
from their rapacious overseers. Thus the Orient is

much maligned
;
but everybody cheats there : that is
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a melancholy fact. The Pasha robs and cheats the

merchants; knows that the overseer robs him, and

bides his time, until he makes him disgorge by the

application of the tremendous bastinado; the over-

seer robs and squeezes the laborer
;
and the poverty-

stricken devil cheats and robs in return
;
and so the

government moves in a happy cycle of roguery.

Deputations from the fellahs and peasants come
perpetually before the august presence, to complain

of the cruelty and exactions *of the chiefs set over

them : but, as it is known that the Arab never will pay

’\\jthout the bastinado, their complaints, for the most

part, meet with but little attention. His Highnesses

treasury must be filled, and his officers supported

in tlieir authority.

However, there was one village, of which the

’complaints were so pathetic, and the inhabitants so

supremely wretched, that the royal indignation was

moved at their story, and the chief of the village.

Skinflint Beg, was called to give an account of him-

self at Cairo.

When he^came before the presence, Mehemet Ali

reproached him with his horrible cruelty and ex-

actions
;
asked him how he dared to treat his faith-

ful and beloved subjects in this way, and threatened

him with disgrace, and the utter confiscation of his

property, for thus having reduced a district to ruin.

Your Highness says I have reduced these fellahs

to ruin,” said Skinflint Beg
;

“ what is the best way
to confound my enemies, and to show you the false-

hood of their accusations that I have ruined them ?

— To bring more money from them. If I bring you

five hundred purses from my village, will you

acknowledge that my people are not ruined yet?”

The heart of the Pasha was touched : T will have
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no more bastinadoing, 0 Skinflint Beg; you have

tortured ‘these poor people so much, and have got

so little from them, that my royal heart relents

for the present, and I will have them suffer no

farther.’’

^^Give me free leave— give me your Highness’s

gracious pardon, and I will bring the five hundred

purses as surely as my iiaiiie is Skinflint Reg. 1

demand only the time to go home, the time to return,

and a few days to stay, and T will come back as

honestly as Regulus I*asha did to the Carthaginians,

— I will come back and make my face white befo/e

your Highness.” •

Skinflint Beg’s prayer for a reprieve was granted,

and he returned to his village, where he forthwith

called the elders together. friends,” he said,

‘^complaints of our^ poverty and misery have reached*

the royal throne, and the benevolent heart of the

sovereign has been melted by the words that have been

poured into his ears. ‘ My heart yearns towards my
people of El Muddee,’ he says

;
‘ I have thought how

to relieve their miseries. Near them lief the fruitful

land of El Guanee. It is rich in maize and cotton, in

sesame and barley
;

it is worth a thousand purses

;

but I will let it to my children for seven hundred,

and I will give over the rest of tlie profit to them,

as an alleviation for their affliction.’
”

The elders of El Muddee knew the great value and

fertility of the lands of Guanee, but they doubted

the sincerity of their governor, wlio, liowever, dis-

pelled their fears, and adroitly (quickened their eager-

ness to close with the proffered bargain. “I will

myself advance two liundred and fifty purses,” he

said, “ do you take counsel among yourselves, and

subscribe the other five hundred
;
and when the sum
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13 ready, a deputation of you shall carry it to Cairo,

and I will oome with my share
;
and we will lay the

whole at the feet of his Highness/’ So the gr^^y-

bearded gnes of the village advised with one another

;

and those who had been inaccessible to bastinadoes,

somehow found money at the calling of interest
;
and

the Sheikh, and they, and the five hundred purses,

set off on the road to the capital.

When they arrived, Skinflint l>eg and the elders

of El Muddee sought admission to the royal throne,

and there laid down their purses. ^‘Here is yoin*

hu^nble servant’s contribution,” said Skinflint, pro-

tlnoing his share; ^^and here is the offering of your

loyal village of El Muddee. Did I not before say

that enemies and deceivers had niiiligued me before

tbe augtist presence, pretendipg that not a piastre

left in my village, and that my extortion had

entirely denuded the peasantry ? See ! here is proof

that there is plenty of money still in El Muddee

:

in twelve hours the elders have subscribed five

hundred purses, and lay them at the feet of their

lord.”
’

,

Instead of the bastinado. Skinflint Beg was in-

stantly rewarded with the royal favor, and tlie former

mark of attention was bestowed upon the fellahs who
had maligned him

;
Skinflint Beg was promoted to

the rank of Skinflint Bey; and his manner of extract-

ing money from his people may be studied with ad-

miration in a part of the United Kingdom.^

At the time of the Syrian quarrel, and when, appre-

hending some general rupture with England, the

Pasha wished to raise the spirit of the fellahs, and

relev^r la morale nationale, he actually made one of

1 At Derrynane Beg, for instance.
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the astonished Arabs a colonel. He degraded him
three days after peace was concluded. The young

Egyptian colonel, who told me this, laughed and en

joyed the joke with the utmost gusto. it not a

shame, he said, ‘‘to make me a colonel at three-and-

twenty
;

I, who have no particular merit, and have

never seen any service ? ’’ Death has since stopped

the modest and good-natured young fellow's further

promotion. The death of Bey was announced

in the French papers a few weeks back.

My above kind-hearted and agreeable young inform-

ant used to discourse, in our evenings in the Lazaretto

at Malta, very eloquently about the beauty of liih

wife, whom he had left behind him at Cairo—her

brown hair, her brilliant complexion, and her blue

eyes. It is this Circei^sian blood, I suppose, to which

the Turkish aristocracy that governs Egypt must be

indebted for the fairness of their skin. Ibrahim

Pasha, riding by in his barouche, looked like a bluff,

jolly-faced English dragoon officer, with a gray mus-

tache and red cheeks, such as you might see on a

field-day at Maidstone. All the numerous officials

riding through the town were quite as fair as Europe-

ans. We made accpiaintance with one dignitary, a

very ]ovial and fat Pasha, the pro[)rietor of the inn,

I believe, who was continually lounging about the

Ezbekieh garden, and who, but for a slight Jewish

cast of countenance, might have passed any day for

a Frenchman. The ladies whom we saw were equally

fair; that is, the very slight particles of the persons

of ladies which our lucky eyes were permitted to gaze

on. These lovely creatures go through the town by
parties of three or four, mounted on donkeys, and at-

tended by slaves holding on at the cru])per, to receive

the lovely riders lest they should fall, and shouting
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out shrill cries of Schmaalek,” Ameenek” (or how-

ever else these words may be pronounced), and

flogging off the people right and left with the buffalo-

thong. But the dear creatures are even more closely

disguised* thaji at Constantinople: their bodies are

enveloped with a large black silk hood, like a cab-

head
;
the fashion seemed to be to spread their arms

out, and give this covering all the amiflitude of which

it was capable, as they leered and ogled you from

under their black masks with their big rolling

eyes.

Everybody has big rolling eyes here (unless, to be

surS, they lose one of ophthalmia). The Arab women
are some of the noblest figures I have ever seen. The
habit of carrying jars on the head always gives the

figure grace and motion; and the dress the woipen

wear certainly displays it to full advantage. I have

brought a complete one home with me, at the service

of any lady for a inasqued ball. It consists of a

coarse blue dress of calico, oi)ened in front, and fast-

ened with a horn button. Three yards of blue stuff

for a veil
;
on the top of the veil a jar to be balanced

on the head; and a. little black strip of silk to fall

over the nose, and leave the beautiful eyes full liberty

to roll and roam. But such a costume, not aided by

any stays or any other article of dress whatever, can

be worn only by a very good figure. I suspect it

won’t be borrowed for many balls next season.

The men, a tall, handsome, noble race, are treated

like dogs. I shall never forget riding through the

crowded bazaars, my interpreter, or iaquais-de-place,

ahead of me to clear the way— wlien he took his

whip and struck it over the shoulders of a man who

could not or would not make way

!

The man turned round— an old, venerable, hand
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some face, with awfully sad eyes, and a beard long

and quite gray. He did not make the least complaint,

but ' slunk out of the way, piteously shaking his

shoulder. The sight of that indignity gave me a

sickening feeling of disgust. I shoi*|pd out to the

cursed lackey to hold his hand, and forbade him ever

in my presence to strike old or young more; but

everybody is doing it. The whip is in everybody’s

hands : the Pasha’s running footman, as he goes

bustling through the* bazaar
;
the doctor’s attendant,

as he soberly threads the crowd on his mare
;
the

negro slave, who is riding by himself, the most inso-

lent of all, strikes and slashes about without mercy,

and you never hear a single complaint.

How to describe the beauty of the streets to you

!

— the fantastic splendor; the variety of the houses,

and archways, and hanging roofs, and balconies, arid

porches
;
the delightful accidents of light and shade

which checker them
;
the noise, the busfcle, the bril-

liancy of the crowd; the interminable vast bazaars

with their barbaric splendor ! There is a fortune to

be made for painters in Cairo, and materials for a

whole Academy of them. 1 never saw such a variety

of architecture, of life, of pi(duresqueness, of brilliant

color, and light and shade. There is a picture in

every street, and at every bazaar stall. Some of these

our celebrated water-color painter, Mr. Lewis, has

produced with admirable truth Jind exceeding minute-

ness and beauty
;
but there is room for a hundred to

follow him
;
and should any artist (by some rare oc-

currence) read this, who has leisure, and wants to

break new ground, let him take heart, and try a

winter in Cairo, where there is the finest climate and

the best subjects for his pencil.

A series of studies of negroes alone would form a
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picture-book, delightfully grotesque. Mounting niy

donkey to-day, I took a ride to the desolate, noble old

buildings outside the city, known as the Tombs bf the

Caliphs. Every one of these edifices, with tbcir

domes, and courts, and minarets, is strange and beau-

tiful. In one of them there was an encampment of

negro slaves newly arrived : some scores of them
w'ere huddled against the sunny w^all

;
tv/o or three

of their mastei*s lounged about the court, or lay smok-

ing upon (‘.arpets. There was one of these fellows, a

straight-nosed, ebony-facied Abyssinian, with an ex-

pression of such sinister good-humor in his handsome

(face as would form a perfect type of villany. He sat

leering at me, over his carpet, as 1 endeavored to get

a sketch of* that incarnate rascality. Give me some

money,” said the fellow. “ I know what you are

'about. You will sell my picture for money when you

get back to Europe
;

let me have somi^ of it now !

”

But the very rude and humble designer ^vas quite

unequal to depict such a consummation and perfection

of roguery; so fl^ng him a cigar, which he began to

smoke, grinning at the giver. T requested the inter-

preter to inform him, by way of assurance of my
disinterestedness, that his face vras a great deal too

ugly to be po])ular in Europe^, and that was the par-

ticular reason why I had selected it.

Then one of his companions got up and showed us

his black cattle. The male slaves were chiefly lads,

and the women young, w'ell formed, and abominably

hideous. The dealer pulled her blanket off one of

them and bade her stand up, wdiicli she did wdtli a

great deal of shuddering modesty. She was coal

black, her lips were the size of sausages, her eyes

large and good-humored; the hair or wool on this

young person’s head was curled and greased into a
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thousand filthy little ringlets. She was evidently the

beauty of the flock.

They are not unhappy
;
they look to being bought,

as many a spinster looks to an establishment in Eng-

land
;
once in a family they are kindly trea\;ed and

well clothed, and fatted, and are tlie merriest people

of the whole community. These were of a much
more savage sort than the slaves I had seen in the

horrible market at Constantinople, where I recollect

a young creature— whilst I was looking at her and

forming pathetic conjectures regarding her fate—
smiling very good-humoredly, and bidding the inter-

preter ask me to buy her for twenty pounds.
^

From these Tombs of the Caliphs the Desert is

before you. It comes up to the walls of tlie city, and

stops at some gilrdens which spring up all of a sud-

den at its edge. You can see the first Station-house*

on the Suez Road; and so from distance point to

point, could ride thiflier alone without a guide.

Asinus trotted gallantly into this desert for the

space of a quarter of an hour. There we were (taking

care to keep our backs to the city walls), in the real

actual desert : mounds upon mounds of sand, stretch-

ing away as far as the eye can see, until the dreary

prospect fades away in the yellow horizon ! I had

formed a finer idea of it out of Eothen.” Perhaps

in a simoon it may look more awful. The only ad-

venture that befell in this romantic place was that

asinus’s legs went deep into a hole : whereu])on his

rider went over his head, and bit the sand, and meas-

ured his length there
;
and upon this hint rose up,

and rode home again. No doubt one should have

gone out for a couple of days’ march— as it was, the

desert did not seem to me sublime, only tmeomr

fortable.
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Very soon after this perilous adventure the sun
likewise dipped into the sand (but not to rise there-

from so quickly as I had done)
;
and I saw this 'daily

phenomenon of sunset with pleasure, for I was en -

gaged at that hour to dine with our old friend J—^—

,

who has established himself here in the most complete

Oriental fashion.

You remember J and ^hat a dandy he was,

the faultlessness of his boots and cravats, the bril-

liancy of his waistcoats and kid-gloves; we have seen

his sidendor in Regent Street, in the Tuileries, or on

the Toledo. My first object on arriving here was to

find out his house, which he has taken far away from

the haunts of European civilization, in the Arab quar-

ter. It is situated in a cool, sliady, narrow alley
;
so

narrow, that it was with great difficulty — his High-

ness Ibrahim Vasha hapjieniug to pass at the same

moment— that my little procession of two donkeys,

mounted by self and valet de-jtlace, with the two

donkey-boys our attendants, could range ourselves

along the wall, and leave room for the august caval-

cade. His lyghness having ruslied on (with an affable

and good-humi)red salute to our imposing party), we
made J.’s quarters; and in the first place, entered a

broad covered cc'urt oi* porch, when* a. swartliy, tawny

attendant, dressed in blue, with white turban, keeps a

perpetual wateli. S(‘rvants in the East lie about all

the doors, it a])pears
;
and you clap your hands, as

th(^y do in the dear old Arabian Nights,^’ to summon

them.

This servant dlsa]>pcared through a narrow wicket,

which he closed after him ; and went into the inner

chambers to ask if his lord would receive us. He

came back presently, and rising up from my donkey,

I confided him to his attendant (lads more sharp, arch^
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and wicked than these donkey-boys don’t walk the

pave of Paris or London), and passed the mysterious

outer ‘door.

First we came into a broad open court| with a

covered gallery running along one side of it. A
camel was reclining on the grass there

;
near him was

a gazelle, to glad J. with his dark blue eye
;
and a

numerous brood of hens and chickens, who furnish

his liberal table. On the opposite side of the covered

gallery rose up the walls of his long, queer, many-

windowed, many-galleried house. There were wooden

lattices to those arched windows, through the ^a-
monds of one of which I s?iw two of the most«>

beautiful, enormous, ogling, black eyes in the world

looking down upon the interesting stranger. Pigeons

were flap])ing, and hopping, and fluttering, and cooing^

about. Happy pigeons, you are no doubt, fed with

crumbs from the henne-tipped fingers of Zuleika!

All this court, cheerful in the sunshine, cheerful with

the astonisliing brilliancy of the eyes peering out

from the lattice bars, w^as as inoiddy, ancient, and
ruinous— as any gentleman’s house in Ij-eland, let us

say. The paint was peeling off the rickety old carved

galleries
;

the arabesques over the windows were

chii)ped and worn;— the ancientness of the place

rendered it doubly picturesque. 1 have detained

you a long time in the outer court. Why the deuce

was Zuleika there, with the beautiful black eyes

!

Hence we passed into a large apartment, where

there was a fountain
;
and another domestic made his

appearance, taking me in charge, and relieving the

tawny porter of the gate. This fellow was clad in blue

too, with a red sash and a gray beard. He conducted

me into a great hall, where there was a great, large Sar-

acenic oriel window. He seated me on a divan ; and
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stalking off, for a moineiit, returned with a long pipe

and a brass chafing-dish: he blew the coal for the

pipe, which he motioned me to smoke, and hTt me
there wi|h a respectful bow. This delay, this mystery

of servants, that outer court with the camels, gazelles,

and other beautiful-eyed things, affected me prodi-

giously all the time he was staying away
;
and while I

was examining the strange apartment and its contents,

my respect and awe for the ow^ier iiuu-eased vastly.

As you will be glad to know how an Oriental noble-

man (such as J. undoubtedly is) is lodg(Kl and gar-

nished, let me describe the contents of this hall of

•audience. It is about forty f(M‘t long, and eighteen

or twenty .high. All the ceiling is carved, gilt,

painted and embroidered with arabesques, and choice

sentences of Eastern writing. Some Mameluke Aga,

or Bey, whom MMiemet Ali invited to breakfast and

massacred, was the proprietor o|i this mansion once

:

it has grown ’ dingier, but, perhaps, handsomer, since

his time. Opposite the divan is a great bay-window,

with a divan likewise round the niche. It looks out

upon a garden about the size of Fountain Court,

Temple
;
surrounded by the tall houses of the quarter.

The’ garden is full of green. A great palm-tree

springs u}) in .the midst, with plentiful shrubberies,

and a talking fountain. The room beside tluj divan

is furnished with one deal table, value five shillings;

four wooden chairs, value six shillings
;
and a couple

of mats and carpets. The tables and chairs are

luxuries im})orted from Euro])e. Tlie regular Orien-

tal dinner is put upon copper trays, whi(*h are laid

upon low stools. Hence J Effendi^s house may
be said to be much more sumptuously furnished than

those of the Beys and A gas his neighbors. '
,

When these things had been examined at leisure,
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j appeared. Could it be the exquisite of the

^‘Europa”and the “Trois Freres”? A man— in a

long yellow gown, with a long beard somewhat tinged

with gray, with his head shaved, and wearing on it

first a white wadded cotton nightcap, second, a I’cd

tarboosh — made his appearance and welcomed me
cordially. It was some time, as the Americans say,

before I could ‘^realize” the semiUant J. of old

times.

He shuffled off his outer slippers before he curled

up on the divan beside me. He clapped his hands,

and languidly called Mustapha.’’ Mustapha cajne

with more lights, pipes, and coffee
;
and tlien we fell*

to talking about London, and I gave him the last

news of the comrades in that dear city. As we talked,

his Oriental coolness and languor g^ive way to British

cordiality; he was the most amusing companion of

the Club once more.

He has adapted himscdf outwardly, however, to the

Oriental life. When he goes abroad he ]‘ides a gray

horse with r(*d housings, and has two servants to walk

beside liim. He wears a very handsojqc, grave cos-

tume of dark blue, consisting of an embroidered

jacket and gaiters, and a pair ot* trousers, \yhich

would make a set of drcss(*s for an English family.

His beard (*urls nobly over his ob(‘st, his Damascus

scimitar on his thigh. His red ca]) gives liiiii a ven-

erable and Beydike appearance. There is no gewgaw
or parade about him, as in some of your dandi tied

young Agas. 1 should say that lie is a Majordkmeral

of Engineers, or a grave officer of State. We and the

Turkified European, who found us at dinner, sat

smoking in solemn .divan.

His dinners were exc(;llent
;
they were cooked by

a regular Egyptian female cook. We had delicate
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cucumbers stuffed with forced-meats; yellow smoking
pilaffs, the pride of the Oriental cuisine; knl and
fowls k PAboukir and k la Pyrainide : a number of

little savory plates of legumes of the vegetable mar-

row sort: cabobs with an excellent sauce of plums
and i>iquant herbs. We ended the rcjpast with ruby
pomegranates, pulled to pieces, deliciously cool and
pleasant. For the meats, we certainly at(‘ them with

the. Infidel knife and fork; byt for the fruit, we })ut

our hands into the dish and flicked tliem into our

mouths in what cannot but be the true Oriental

n^nner. I asked for lamb and pistachio-nuts, and
cream-tarts au imvre ; but J.’s cook did not furnish

us with either of those historic dishes. And for

drink, we had water freshened in the porous little

j)ots of gray clay, at whose spout twery ti*aveller in

the East has sucked delighted. Also, it must be

confessed w(i d]*ank C(‘rtain slierbets, prepared by

the two great rivals, Iladji Ilodsoii and Pass Bey—
the bitterest and most delicious of draughts ! O
divine Hudson ! a camePs load of thy beer came from

Beyrout to#Jerusalem whih* we were there. How
shall I ever forget tlje joy inspired by one of those

foaming cool flasks ?

We don’t know the luxury of thirst in English

climes. Sedentary men in cities at least have seldom

ascertained it
;
but when they travid, our countrymen

ginrd against it wcdl. The road between Cairo and

8uez is joncJte Avith soda-water corks. Tom Thumb
and his brothers miglit track their way across the

desert by those landmarks.

Cairo is magnificently picturesque; it is fine to

have palm-trees in your gardens, and ride about on a

camel; but, after all, I was anxious to know what

were th^ particular excitements of Eastern life, which
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detained J., who is a town-bred man, from hxs natural

pleasures and occupations in London; where his

family don’t hear from him, where his room is still

kept ready at home, and his name is on the list of

his club
;
and where his neglected sisters tremble to

think that their Frederick is going about with a great

beard and a crooked sword, dressed up like an odious

Turk. In a lark ” sucli a costume may be very well

;

but home, London, a razor, your sister to make ten,

a pair of moderate Christian breeches in lieu of those

enormous Turkish shulwars, are vastly more conven-

ient in the long run. What was it tliat k(‘pt him aw^y
from these decent and accustomed delights ?

It couldn’t be the black eyes in the balcony—
upon his honor she was only the black cook, wlio ha's

done the pilaff, and stuffed the cucumbers. Ko, it was

an indulgence of lazinc^ss such as Europeans, English-*

men at least, don’t know how to enjoy. Hero lie lives

like a languid Lotus-eater — a dreamy, hazy, lazy,

tobaccofied life. He was away from evening-parties,

he said
;
he need n’t wear white kid-glovTS, or starched

neck-cloths, or read a newspaper. And qven this life

at Cairo was too civilized for him
;
Englishmen passed

through
;

old ac(piaintances would call : the great

pleasure of pleasures was life in the desert, — under

the tents, with still more nothing to do than in Cairo;

now smoking, now cantering on Arabs, and no crowd

to jostle you
;
solorau contemidations of the stars at

night, as the camels were picketed, and the tires and

the pipes were lighted.

The night-scene in the city is very striking for its

vastness and loneliness. Everybody has gone to rest

long before ten o’clock. There are no lights in the

enormous buildings; only the stars blazing above,

with their astonishing brilliancy, in the blue, peaceful
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sty. Your guides carry a couple of little lanterns,

which redouble the darkness in the solitary, echoing

street. Mysterious people are curled up and sleeping

in the i^orches. A patrol of soldiers passes, and. hails

you. There is a light yet in one mosque, where some
devotees are at prayers all night; and yon lH‘;ir the

queerest nasal music proecieding from tliost* pious

believers. As you pass the mad-house, there is one

poor fellow still talking to tl-^e moon — no sleep for

liiin. He howls and sings tliere all fclie niglit— quite

cheerfully, however. He has not lost his vanity with

his reason; he is a Prince in spite of the bais and the

straw,

• What to say about those famous edifices, which

has not been better said els(*\vh(n’e ? — but you will

not believe* that we visited them, unless I give some

description of tliein.

A white-ea2)})ed lad skijqied ii}) the stones with a

jug of water in his hand, to re ires) i weary climbers,

and squatted himself down on tlie summit The vast,

flat landscape str(*tclied behind him; the great wind*

iiig river; the pinqde city, with forts, and domes,

and spires; the green fields, and palm-groves, and

speckled villages
;
the plains still cover(‘d with shin*

ing iiuiiidations — tlie landscap(* str(*t(;]ied far, far

awa>^ until it was lost and mingled in tin* golden

horizon. It is poor work, this landsca[>e-paintiiig in

print. Shelley’s two sonnets are the best views that

I know of the Pyramids— better than the reality;

for a man may lay down the book, and in quiet fancy

conjure up a picture out of these magnificent words,

which sha’n’t be disturbed by any pettin(‘sses or mean

realities,— such as the swarms of howling beggars,

who jostle you about the actual place, and scream in
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your ears incessantly, and hang on your skirts and

bawl for money.

The ride to the Pyramids is one of the pleasantest

possible. In the fall of the year, though tliQ sky is

almost eloiidless above you, the sun is not too hot to

b'jar
;
and the landscape, refreshed by the subsiding

inundations, delightfully green and cheerful. We
m ule up a party of some half-dozen from the hotel,

a lady (the kind soda-water provider, for wliose hos-

pitality the most grateful compliments are hereby

offered) being of the (company, bent like the rest

upon going to the summit of Cheops. Those wlv)

were cautious and wises took a brace of donkeys. At

least live times during tlie routes did my animals fall

with me, causing me to repeat the Desert exi)eriment

over again, but with more success. The ])ace be-

tween a moderate pair of legs and tlie ground is not

many indues. By eschewing stirrups, tlie donkey

could fall, and the rider aliglit on the ground, with

the greatest ease and grace. Almost everybody was

down and u]i again in tlie course of the day.

We passed through the Ezbekieh and diy the sub-

urbs of the town, where the gardtm-houses of the

Egyptian noblesse are situated, to Old Cairo, where

a ferry-boat took the whole pai'ty across the Nile,

with that noise and bawling volubility in which the

Arab jieojde seem to be so unlike tlu‘ gravi* and silent

Turks; and so took our eourse for some light or ten

miles ovei’ the devious track wliicdi the still outlying

waters obliged ns to pursue. Tlie T^yramids wore in

sight the wliole way. One or two thin, silvery clouds

were hovering over them, and easting delicate, rosy

shadows, upon the grand, simple, old piles. Afong
the track we saw a score of ])leasant pictures of

Eastern life:— The Pasha’s horses and slaves stood
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caparisoned at his door
;
at the gate of one country-

house, I am sorry to say, the Bey’s gig was i;i wait-

ing,'— a most unroniantic chariot: the husbandmen
were coming into the city, with their strings of

donkeys and their loads; as they arrived, they

stopped and sucked at the fountain : a column of

red-capped troops passed to drill, with slouched gait,

white uniforms, and glittering bayonets Then we
bad the pictures at the qua}^ :\the ferry-boat, and the

red-sailed river-boat, getting under weigh, and bound

up the stream. There was the grain market, and the

Imts on the opposite side
;
and that heantiful woman,

with silver armlets, and a face the color of gold,

which (th^^ nose-bag having been luckily removed)

beamed solemnly on ns Europeans, like a great yellow

harvest-moon. The bunches of purpling dates were

pending from the branches
;
gray cranes or herons

were flying over the cool, shining lakes, that the

river’s overflow had left behind
;
water was gurgling

through the courses by the rude locks and barriers

formed there, and overflowing this patch of ground;

whilst the neighboring field was fast budding into the

more brilliant fresh green. Single dromedaries were

stepping along, their riders lolling on their haunches
;

low sail-boats were lying in the canals; now, we

crossed an old marble bridge
;
now, we went, one by

one, over a ridge of slipiiery earth
;
now, we flound-

e?‘ed through a small lake of mud. At last, at about

half a mile off the Pyramid, we came to a piece of

water some two score yards broad, where a regiment

of half-naked Arabs, seizing upon each individual of

the party, bore us off on their shouldetvs, to the laughter

of all, and the great perplexity of several, who every

moment expected to be pitched into one of the many

holes with which the treacherous lake abounded.
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It was nothing but joking and laughter, bullying

of guides, shouting for interpreters, quarrelling about

sixpences. We were acting a farce, with the Pyra-

mids for the scene. There they rose up euprmous

under our eyes, and the most absurd, trivial things

were going on under their shadow. The sublime had

disappeared, vast as they were. Do you remember

how Gulliver lost his awe of the tremendous Brob-

dingnag ladies ? Ever;' traveller must go through

all sorts of chaffering, and bargaining, and -paltry

experiences, at this spot. You look up the tremend-

ous steps, with a score of sav^e ruffians bellowing

round you
;
you hear faint cheers and cries high up,

and catch sight of little reptiles crawling, upwards

;

or, having achieved the summit, they come hopping

and bouncing down again from degree to degree, —
the cheers and cries swell louder and more disagree-

able; presently the little jumping thing, no bigger

than an insect a moment ago, lx)unces down upon

you expanded into a panting Major of Bengal

cavalry. He drives off the Arabs with an oath,

—

wipes his red shining face with his yellow handker-

chief, drops puffing on the sand in a shady corner,

where cold fowl and hard eggs are awaiting him, and

the next minute you see his nose plunged in a foam-

ing beaker of brandy and soda-water. He can say

now, and forever, he has been up the Pyramid.

There is nothing sublime in it. You cast your eye

once mol‘e up that staggering perspective of a zigzag

line, which ends at the summit, and wish you were

up there— and down again. Forwards !-— Up with

you ! It must h% done. Six Arabs are behind you,

who won^t let you escape if you would.

The importunity of these ruffians is a ludicrous m
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noyance to wiiicli a traveller raiiyt submit. For two

miles before you reach tlie Pyramids they seize on

you and never cease howling. Five or six of them

pounce •upon one victim, aifd never leave him* until

they have carried him uj) and down. Sometimes

they C()nsi)ire to run a man up the huge stair, and

bring him, half-killed and fainting, to the top. Al-

ways a couple of brutes insist upon impelling you
sternwards; from whom thelonly means to release

yourself is to kick out vigorously and unmercifully,

when the Arabs will possibly retreat. The ascent is

nvt the least romantic, or dilficult, or sublime
: you

walk up a great broken staircase, of which some of

the steps ^ire four feet high.
.
It not hard, only a

fiUh' high. You see iio better view from the top than

you beheld from the bottom; only a little more river,

an l sand, and rice-field. You jump down the big

st.eps at your leisure
;
but your meditations you must

keep for after-times,— the cursed shrieking of the

Arabs prevents all thought or leisure.

And this is all you have to tell about the Pyra-

npds ? OIp! for shame ! Not a compliment to their

age and size? Not a big phrase, — not a rapture?

Do you mean to say that you had no feeling of respect

and awe ? Try, man, and build up a monument of

words as lofty as they are— they, whom imber

edax^’ and ^‘acpiilo impotens’’ and the flight of ages

have not been able to destroy I

No : be that-work for great geniuses, great painter.;,

great poets ! This quill was never made to take

siudi flights
;

it comes of the wing of a humble

domestic bird, who walks a common
;
who talks a

great deal (and hisses sometimes)
;
who can’t fly far

or high, and drops always very quickly
;
and whose

unromantic .end is, to be laid on a Michaelmas or
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ChriBtjiji^s table, and there to be discussed for half an
hour— let us hope, with some relish.

Another week saw us in the Quarantine Harbor at

Malta, where seventeen days of prison and quiet were

almost agreeable, after the incessant sight-seeing of

the last two inontlis. In the interval, between the

23d of August and the !/7th of October, we may boast

of having seen more men and cities than Jiiost travel-

lers have seen in such a time : — Lisbon, Cadiz,

Gibraltar, Malta, Athens, Smyrna, ConstantinopJ‘«,

tierusalem, Cairo. T shall have the carpet-bag which

has visited these places in company with jts owner,

embroidered with their names
;
as military flags ar(5

emblazoned, and laid up in ordinary, to bo looked at

in old age. With what a number of sights and pic-

tures,— of novel sensations, and lasting and delight-

ful remembrances, does a man furnish his mind after

such a tour ! You forget all the annoyances of

travel
;
but the ])leasnre remains with you, through

that kind provision of nature by which a yian forgets

being ill, but thinks with joy of getting well, and can

remember all the minute circumstances of his conva-

lescence. I forget what sea-sickness is now : though

it occupies a woful portion of my Journal. There

was a time on board wlnni the bitter ale was decidedly

miuldy
;
and the cook of the ship deserting at Con-

stantinople, it must be confessed his* successor was

for some time before he got his hand in. These sor-

rows have passed away with the soothing influence of

time : the pleasures of the voyage remain, let us hope,

as long as life will endure. It was but for a couple

of days that those shining columns of the l^arthenon

glowed under the blue sky there
5
but the experience
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of a life could scarcely impress them more vividly.

We saw Cadiz only for an hour
;
but the white build-

ings, and the glorious blue sea, how clear they are to

the memoiy !— with the tang of that gypsy’s guitar

dancing in the market-place, in the midst of the fruit,

and the beggars, and the sunshine. Who can forget

the Bosphorus, the brightest and fairest scene in all

the world
;
or the tow^ering lines of Gibraltar

;
or the

g^eat piles of Mafra, as we r(|le into the Tagus ? As

1 write this, and think, back comes llhodes, with its

old towers and artillery, and that wonderful atmos-

pjjere, and that astonishing blue sea which environs

the island. The Arab riders go pacing over the plains

of Sharon^ in the rosy twilight, just before sunrise

;

and I can see the ghastly Moab mountains, with the

Dead Sea gleailiiiig before them, from the mosque on

the way towards Bethany. The black, gnarled trees

of Gethsemaiie lie at tne foot of Olivet, and the yel-

low ramparts of the city rise up on the stony hills

beyond.

]>iit the happiest and best of all the recollections,

perhaps, ai^ those of the hours passed at night on the

dhck, wlien the stars were shining overhead, and the

hours were tolled at their time, and your thoughts

were fixed upon home far aw^ay. As the sun rose I

once heard the priest, from the minaret of Constanti-

nople, crying out, Como to prayer,” with his shrill

voice ringing through the clear air
;
and saw, at the

same hour, the, Arab prostrate himself and pray, and

the Jew Eabbi, bending over his book, and worship-

ping the Maker of Turk and-Jew. Sitting at home in

London, and writing this last line of farewell, those

figures come back the clearest of all to the memory,

with the picture, too, of our sliip sailing over the

peaceful Sabbath sea, and our own prayers and ser-
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vi|l^i*Selebrated there. So each, in his fashion, and

after his kind, is bowing down, and adoring the

Father,' who is equally above all. Cavil not, you

brother or sister, if your neighbor’s voice is not

like yours; only hope that his words are honest

(as far as they may be), and his heart huiuble and

thankful.

THE mix








